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T. H. LEE & SON.
Diamond Rings.

Diamond Brooches.

Diamond Earrings.

Diamond Scarf Pins.

Diamonds, Unset.

Gem Rings.
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The Rest Value in the Market.

T. H. LEE & SON
1 \YELLIXGTON STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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Incorporated by Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the

Dominion of Canada.

OFFICE AND WAREROOM

48 Yonge St., Toronto,

1890.

The printer's demand for " Copy " for the" Holiday

Trader," on the 17m December, convinced us we

would better serve the interests of our customers by

giving the time to their many orders, which were crowd-

ing us, rather than by devoting it to writing about trade

—past, present or prospective. We therefore repeat our

last month's advertisements, and wish the Watch and

Jewelry trade of the Dominion

A Prosperous New Year.

The record of the past year's trade in " Maltese

Cross " Roll Plate Chain places it in the front rank.

The satisfaction it has given, alike to retailer and wearer,

has encouraged the manufacturer to place a still larger

line in the market for 1890.

THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK CO. OF CANADA (Li)

CANADIAN AGENTS.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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^FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADED

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company,

OF CANADA (LIMITED. I

Wholesale Jewelers,

48 YONGE STREET,

TORONTO.

With the following Departments:

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES.

FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

GOLD AND SILVER HEAD CANES.

STERLING SILVER GOODS.

£M i__A_gjT^J, i LJ=y^

n7HERE has probably been no time in the past when

articles for Holiday Gifts were so much sought for

as at present, and the jeweler who caters for this trade by

providing a nice assortment of medium priced novelties,

will find his sales substantially increased.

Among the articles in demand we draw attention to

a special line of Bronze Ornaments, Figures and Statuettes,

illustrated in the large catalogue of the Ansonia Clock Co.,

also their Parlor and Office Inkstands, and Toilet Novelties.

We have also specialties in Sterling Silver and Silver-

Plated Ware not to be found elsewhere. Fine cased goods,

Sheffield manufacture, in Dessert Sets, Fish Sets, Carvers,

etc.

A recent shipment of French goods, including Even-

*£J ing Fans, Pearl Opera Glasses, Musical Boxes and other

Novelties.

-A—i—A-
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CLOCKS AND BRONZES.

The GoIdsmiths'Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



PAILLARD
Non-MAGNETIC MOVEMENTS

OPEN XVA.CX3 -A.TNTI3 HUHTTING
NOW READY AND TO BE HAD OF THE JOBBING TRADE.

^ 18 SIZE AMERICAN.

No. 45. Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Settings,

Adjusted, Patent Regulator, Double Sunk
Dial, Breguet Hair Spring.

No. 47. Gilt, 15 Jewels in Settings, Adjusted
;

Patent Regulator, Double Sunk Dial,

Breguet Hair Spring.

16 SIZE

No. 71. Nickel, 20 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent
Regulator.

No. 72. Nickel, 18 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent
Regulator.

No. 73. Nickel, 16 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent
Regulator.

No. 74. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent
Regulator.

16 SIZE.

No. 81. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 82. Gilt, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 83. Gilt, 11 Jewels.

No. 84. Gilt, 7 Jewels.
NOTE. For full description of these Movements, consult Price List.

These Movements contain the justly Celebrated Paillard Non-Magnetic Compensation Balance and Hair

Spring, and are superior to any other make.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Co. of Canada (Ltd.), Canadian Agents.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



Ansonia Clocks,

It goes without saying

that the fancy clocks of

the Ansonia Company,

for uniform excellence

of quality, and for nov-

elty and merit in artis-

tic design, are practi-

cally without rivals.

Some of their low-

priced lines of Black

Walnuts are imitated

by goods of inferior

finish, but when it

comes to Presentation

goods, Fine Bronze

Clocks, Polished Brass Clocks, Black Marble Clocks, Antique Oak Clocks,

they are practically without competitors. Our sample room contains a large

selection of the best designs, and we have received a fresh supply of the large

Ansonia Illustrated Catalogue—new edition, 1889. No jeweler should be

without one, especially when they are offered gratis. Write The Goldsmiths'

Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto, for Catalogue and Price List.

^^r^- -^Hfr.4^*- ^.#4^-

Goldsmiths* Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Canadian Agents for Ansonia Clocks.
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The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first ot every month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and kindred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others Si.oo per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates for advertising will be lound very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as wilfbe of interest to the Tiade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-
Tariably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
57 ADELAIDE ST. \V., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertisemsnts must reacb

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

Editorial*.

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON !

dJll^HK Holiday Season is again with us, and al-

though it lias brought in its train, lots of hard

work, it is without doubt the most welcome

period in the year to the jewelry trade-

It is the jewelers harvest time, and if

our readers have not been able to take ad-

vantage of its opportunities to gather in the

shekels while men's hearts are softened into

the purchasing mood, it speaks very badly

for either their situation or their methods of doing business.

We trust that every one of our readers has had a large and

profitable holiday trade, and that the year upon which we arc

just entering may be one of the most prosperous they have

ever experienced in business.

To one and all we give greeting, and wish them in all

sincerity "The Compliments of the Season "and "A Happj

and Prosperous New Year."

THE JEWELERS' LEAGUE.

I'R editorial note in last month's issue regarding

the "Jewelers' League,'' has had the effeel <<t

causing considerable enquiry amongst our

Canadian retail jewelers. To all such we

must say that we cannot undertake to an-

swer enquiries by letter, we are too busy and

life is tot; short for that kind of thing. I <>t

the benefit of such enquirers, however, we

may state that

—

The Jewelers' League is a purel) benevo

lent institution, whose headquarters is in New York city, and

whose membership is confined exclusively to the jewelry trade.

With the exception of the Secretary-Treasurer, who re< en

small salary, all the work in connection with the League is per-

formed gratuitously by the various officers, who, as the list will

testify, are drawn from amongst the wealthiest and most respon-

sible men in the jewelry trade in New York city.

The amount payable at death to the beneficiary of the mem-

bers is $5,000, and during the thirteen years of the League's ex

istence it has paid out in this way, to the families of jewelers

throughout the United States and Canada, over $500,000.

The average cost of this insurance has been about $30 per

annum, an exceedingly low rate when the amount of the insur-

ance is considered.

The League now has nearly 3,000 members, and a reserve

fund closely approaching $100,000 well invested.

Its affairs are well and carefully managed, and it is deserving

of the hearty support and encouragement of the entire jewelry

trade. We do not know a better New Year's gift for any

jeweler in the Dominion of Canada to give his wife, than a

certificate of membership in the " Jewelers' League," and there-

fore recommend its claims to the consideration of our readers

for their own benefit.

Any of our jewelers who want further particulars concerning

the League, such as constitution, by-laws, etc., can obtain the

same by addressing their request to Wm. L. Sexton, P. O. Box

3444, New York, U. S ,
who will cheerfully furnish the infor-

mation.

WHAT IT WILL BUY.

I'R Free Trade papers and orators are

never weary of asserting that a protec-

tive policy is fast strangling the life of

our farmers, and if persisted in, that it

is only a question of time when they

will be forced to emigrate to some

country where the channels of com-

merce are unencumbered by any bar

riers whatever, and where such poll

tical monstrocities as duties and cus-

toms houses arc unknown.

They point with glee to the fact

that wheat, which has hitherto been

the Staple product of our fanners, is

decreasing in value year by year, and

at the same time tr\ to make him be

lieve that what he has to bu) is raised

in price on account oi the protei tive

policy which the people ol this i oiin

try have adopted.

In this they arc Si an < I) honest. ll is true that wheal has

decreased in value, and without doubt the tendencj is down

wauls instead ot the reverse direction, but while this is the

. 1 11
1

> follow that the farmer's position is

reall) worse than it formerly was. it what the farmei has to

buy de< reases in value in an equal ratio to what he has to sell,

he will be neither better nor worse off; but if, on the contrary,



The American Watch Case Company,

67 ADELAIDE ST. IVEST, TORONTO,

Thank the Jewelry Trade of Canada for their liberal support

and desire to wish them

(9ne K^omftUmerifo of me &eaoon,
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1890.

The Company's facilities for turning out superior work
are now more perfect than ever before, and they propose to

maintain the high standard of excellence by which thej^

have built up a reputation second to none in America.

As heretofore their cases will always be THE BEST IN
THE MARKET, AND AS LOW AS ANY OTHER IN
PRICE.

Every case manufactured by this Company bears

one of their registered trade marks, and is fully guaranteed,

no matter by whom sold.
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what he has to buy decreases in a greater ratio than what be

has to sell, then his condition must be unproved. And this is

exactly what is happening in Canada to-day.

We state, without fear of contradiction, that there never was

a period in the history of this country when a bushel of wheat

would purchase more manufactured goods than at present. If

wheat has gone down in value, manufactured goods have

lessened in value also, and in our opinion, at a very much

greater ratio than the farmers staple product.

Every jeweler who has been connected with the business for

over twenty years knows that the same watch that in 1869 cost

the farmer 50 bushels of wheat, can now be bought by him for

35 bushels, and the clock that he then had to give 10 bushels of

wheat for, he can now, low as he thinks the price is, purchase

with the proceeds of eight or nine bushels.

And as it is with these articles, so it is with nearly every-

thing that the jeweler or the merchant has to sell. The follow

ing extract will show just how much this difference amounts to

during the last seventy-three years on some lines of staple

goods :

—

M In 1 8 16 it took just one bushel of corn to buy one pound
of nails, now one bushel of corn will buy ten pounds of nails.

Then it required sixty-four bushels of barley to buy one yard of

broadcloth, now the same amount of barley will pay for twenty

yards of broadcloth. It then required the price of one bushel

of wheat to pay for one yard of calico, now one bushel of wheat

will buy twenty yards of calico."

But while wheat (and perhaps barley) has gone down in

price, it is an undoubted fact, that almost everything else that

the farmer has to sell has advanced very materially during the

past twenty years. Compare the present prices of meat, milk,

butter, vegetables, and everything else that people eat, with

those of twenty years ago, and you will find that such produce

has advanced from 50 to 100 per cent. So that if the farmer

has to sell his wheat for less money that formerly, he should be

able to recoup himself for this depreciation by the advance he

gets on the rest of his produce, to say nothing of the saving he-

effects on the goods he has to purchase.

It is hard to persuade our agricultural friends that they have-

no just cause for grumbling, but if one looks at the style in

which our farmers live, and the comforts, not to say luxuries,

which they now enjoy, which wer<; not thought within their

reach twenty- five years ago. it must be confessed that their

grievances are not so well founded as some people would trv to

make them believe.

Over-production is just as prevalent amongst manufacturers

as it is amongst the fanners
;
competition is certainly as keen

in trade as it is in agriculture, and taking the percentage pi

failures as a criterion, it is safe to say, that although farming

may not present the exceptional but elusive prizes which tempt

so many men to rush into business, neither docs it, on the con-

trary, have to have charged against it those dismal records of

failure to which ninety-seven out of every hundred men enga

m business have to confess. While farming may not be the

most profitable business in the country, it is certainly one ol

the least risky and offers few < han< es "f failure.

This continual grumbling of Free I radc journals has begun

to make our farming friends believe that tin \ arc really SO hard

up that they should not pay their honest debts. We have

tried to show that these assertions are not well founded, and as

they have a bad effect on business, we trust our readers will

" set their foot " on such complaints whenever they come to

their notice. Self-reliance and faith in the future is one great

factor of success, and those who can see and talk of nothing

ahead but disaster, are not only hurting their own chances of

prosperity, but those of everybody else with whom they come
in contact.

Correspondence.
THE JEWELERS' LEAGUE.

~&*jL^LEditor Trader—Sir :

HAVING read in The Trader an article relative to

" The Jewelers' League of New York," will you, as

a member of such, kindly give me some particulars

and information of said League, as I, being a jew-

eler, may also become a member of-it, if satisfactory,

A reply will much oblige.

Yours, etc.,

Dec. 5, '89. - Retailer.

THANKS.

Editor Trader—Sir :

j I end you, by mail to-day, a photograph of my store

front, which will serve to decorate the back office or

"jp\ waste basket. With myself, I presume you are not

personally acquainted, but with the gent with the Christy on, I

think you will be better acquainted, as he is a western man

who is quite an advertiser with you. Wishing your spicy journal

all prosperity, which it richly deserves, and yourself and staff a

Mem Christmas, I remain, yours respectfully,

Fred. < !laringbowl.

Hamilton. Dec. 19, 1889.

TOO MANY JOBBERS.

Editor Trader— Sir:

N REPLYING to your kind invitation to the trade to

give their views as to whom the jobber should

sell his goods, you may put me down as a kicker.

I think this is the only real grievance the trade

has to fight against today. While you partly

admit in your editorial that there should be a

line drawn somewhere to confine the jobber in

distributing his goods, you do not seem to draw one yourself,

but no doubt you view the question more from a jobber's point

of view than from a retailer's. I don't know how jewelers in

other towns suffer, but I will give you my own experience, and

no doubt it is a fair criterion to go by. The place in which 1

do business has a population of about 800, there are two regu

lar jewelers that carry about as much Stock as the business of

the place demands, in addition to this there are two drug stores

and two general stores handling watches, jewelry and silver-

plated ware. In fact when some jobbers strike here they call

on nearly every man in town except a waggonmaker and a
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butcher. Now, I will admit that our sales are not materially

diminished by having so many outsiders in our line. But where

so many carry the same goods in a town, it spoils our profits.

I think in the long run if the jobbers confined themselves to

the regular dealers in this town they would sell just as much in

the end, and the mere fact that these gentlemen have a few

dollars to spare is no reason why they should be induced to put

it in the jewelry business. If things continue that way much

longer everybody will be in the watch business and there will

be no customers to sell to. Now you say to let this state of

affairs work its own cure, but remember that while it is curing

these side show dealers, it is killing the regular jewelers. To
have to compete with men who know literally nothing about the

goods they are handling is the meanest opposition a person can

have. I think that the real cause of trouble lies in the fact that

there are altogether too many engaged in the wholesale jewelry

business, and not being able to find an outlet for their goods to

the trade, they induce others to go into the line. I perfectly

agree with the plan adopted by St. Lawrence, and I have always

made it a business principle to quit dealing with any firm that

were too slow to find sale for their goods without selling them

to druggists, general merchants and others, who in turn were

willing to dispose of them on two year credits, and to receive

in exchange for them potatoes, pork, feathers, butter, eggs {not

fresh), calfskins, and various other commodities which they

are accustomed to receive in payment of general merchandise.

Let every jeweler refuse to deal with firms who have no more

regard for his welfare than to load up every man who is willing

to buy his goods, and by the concerted action of every jeweler

in this Dominion the trade may be confined to its pioper

sphere.

Tottenham, Dec. 13, 1889. J. H. Cochran.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BOTCH ?

hditor Iradkr-

A SUGGESTION.

1

Editor Trader Sir:

is undoubtedly easier to break down than to build

j^p* up, and while I may not be able at present to

r^[ suggest a more reliable means of deciding the

question " Who is a retail watchmaker ?" I cannot

but foresee trouble in your suggestion of testing

a dealer's eligibility by the fact of his stock of

jewelry and silverware being commensurate with

the total volume of his trade. A traveller who, for some reason

—and not unlikely a good one- -fails to open up an account in

a town with the regular dealers, and having the power in his

own hands of judging whether a certain storekeeper's kindred
stock is large enough to sell him a bill of watches, will in 99
cases out of 100 take a view not unfavorable to his own
interests. Merely by way of suggestion, I would ask if it would
be too cumbersome an undertaking for a board composed of
jobbers and retailers to pass upon every name before it be
placed upon the retailers list, and that no jobber be allowed—
under penalty of suspension— to deliver goods to any dealer
whose name has not been so passed upon.

II. K. S. Dimming.
Toronto, 12th Dec.

-Sir:

"OUR remarks re " Legitimate Trade," in December

number of Trader, seem to me very fair, and

should do good ; but, although the above is a

very vexed question among the craft, it seems to

me there are questions of much more importance

to be considered, and among them we would say

none of more importance than the old one,

" What shall we do with the botch?" We have been 21 years

at the bench, and the longer our experience the more we are

convinced that the men who take a pride in their work should

move in this matter.

The immediate cause of my writing this article is the sight

of a watch that I had left me a few days ago for repairs. It is

an English lever, and bears evidence of a terrible struggle with

some fiend styling himself a watchmaker. The watch had

evidently lost its chain hooks, and the repairer (?) either had

no hooks, could not make them, or if having them, could not

put them on chain. The way that he got out of the difficulty

will seem incredulous to many, but the writer never wrote a

truer word. He actually soft soldered the chain to the fusee

and barrel, cutting a long ugly gash in the barrel to sink the

chain. Of course the main-spring is ruined, besides the other

mischief done.

Is it any wonder that we rise in indignation at such wanton

destruction of property ? Some one says " Do good work

yourself, and you need fear no botch." We answer that,

unfortunately, with the masses the botch has as good a chance

to gather repairs as the workman, and we could give many

reasons why he has a better. Will quote but one in proof. A
watch is brought in " to be cleaned only;" wearer knows that

is all. A good man sees at once many defects or places where

effective work could be done and says so. " Oh ! you want to

make a job out of me," is his answer. Watch is taken out, and

to a botch. " Yes, we will clean it for you ; cost you ."

" All right." Needless to say what the customer thinks of the

man first consulted. I grant you there are cases where the

good workman eventually gets the work back, but these are

comparatively rare cases.

What are the remedies ? Do the Horological Schools, so

called, fill the bill ? Will they fill the country with good men?
We believe that they are of service where a man has been long

enough at the bench to know that he does not know every-

thing ; but many who know about enough to take a watch

apart will resort thither, and after a few weeks will graduate,

and with a diploma over their benches to catch the eye of the

great unwashed, will botch, botch !

Legislation has been spoken of. Well, why not ? Certainly

the case is not life, as with the medical profession, but with

such watches in our hands as we have above referred to, dont

you think we could move even the hearts of our legislators ?

Now, Mr. Kditor, if you think the subject is not worn, hut

will stand another rub, please ask the craft what they think of

"
I low to get rid of the botch."

YouTS sincerely,

Port Klgin, Dec. 15, 1889. \ii\. MoFl \\\.
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PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCELSIOR.

['HE ANCLE-METER.—CON 1 INI i D.

(44:1 Fig. 27 merely gave the external appearance of the tool.

The mechanism is underneath the plate, A, and is shown in Fig.

Fig. 28.

28, in which a is a sort of staff, whose upper pivot fits in the

lower half of the hole, B, and the lower one is supported in a

suitable bridge, screwed to the under surface of the plate, A.

At the lower end of the staff a brass hub, or collar, />, is driven

on. In it are fastened the wire lever, d, and the lower end of

the spiral spring,/, in the same way as hair-springs are usually

secured. The steel wire pointer, e, is attached to the same

hub, having its end bent into a ring, and sprung into a circular

groove turned in the hub, nearly as the regulators in American

watches are fastened. Or a plate may be fitted underneath

and bearing on the ring, which is tightened up by two small

screws, to give any desired pressure to the ring. The object

is to make the pointer tight enough to stay as it is placed, and

to move with the lever, d, but allow it to be turned around on

the hub, if desired, without using much force. The arm of

the lever is so placed that its claw, m, will bear against any

convenient part of the piece being tested, then the pointer is

moved so that it will come at the O on the scale, D, Fig. 27,

when the measurement begins. At the end of the movement,

the pointer will show its amount in degrees without calculation.

. 1,3) The spring,/, is provided for keeping the claw of the

lever in contact with the piece on trial. It may be made to

press the lever in either direction, or to bring it to the centre

of the scale, by moving the upper end as required. Fig. 29

shows a stud, /, to which the spring is attached, and which is

carried by a circular ring, g, placed concentrically with the

hole, B. This ring has teeth on its exterior edge, and is re-

volved as desired by the toothed wheel, //, working into it, by

means of a bench key applied to its squared post, 11. The

whole thing, together with the grooved plate in which g and //

turn, can be taken out of some old verge watch, and screwed

to the under surface of the plate, A. But instead of the

regulator pins, as used in the watch, the stud, i, must be

soldered on the spur which projects out inside of the ring, g.

The spring,/ can be made ofunannealed and springy fine iron

binding wire. It should not be too stiff, else it might cause

the lever to exert too much pressure on the part being tested.

It should, therefore, be closely coiled and somewhat long.

The figure shows open coils in order to expose the staff within.

All that is necessary is to turn the wheel, //, enough to give the

spring merely sufficient tension to insure the arm, /, remaining

in contact with the part, and following its motion.

(444) The lever, d, curves upward to the slot, C, through

which it passes to the upper side of plate, A, then makes a

bend outward, and again rises vertically. In fitting arms into

the hub, k, the bend or elbow rests on the plate when pressed

down, and protects the staff, a, from strain. Hut ordinarily the

wire, d, should not rub either in the slot, C, or on the surface

of the plate. Nor should the pointer, e, rub on the plate, but

play freely just above and close to the scale, D. The hub, k,

slides on the vertical part of d, and is fastened by a set screw.

The side of d, facing the screw, is filed flat, by which means

the arm, /, is caused to always point to the centre, B, (Fig. 27.)

The side of / is also flatted, to prevent it turning over in its

hole, and when its end has been properly adjusted, it is fasten

ed by a set screw.

1445) At the inner end the wire, /, is split, and takes in a

small piece or claw, m, which may turn up or down on the

rivet through the joint, to adapt itself to the piece being tested.

Different arms, /, should be provided, each having a differently

shaped claw, m. Three are shown in the figure, (although only

one is attached to any one arm,)—one straight with a broad

end, to insert between the plates of a movement and rest

against the side of a lever fork or any similar part ; one is

curved to suit other cases ; and the lowest one has a piece of

spring on its end, curved directly downwards. Its breadth is

transverse to the arm, /, so that it will not yield sideways,

although free to spring in the direction of the length of the arm.

This spring is used when there is no arm of a balance in a

convenient position for one of the other claws to rest against it,

as represented in Fig. 27. In such case, this spring can bear

on the inside of the balance rim. and, by drawing out the arm.

/, any amount of adhesion can be given to prevent the spring

slipping on the rim. The balance is moved, during this test,

by placing the finger on the upright end of the lever, d, not on

the balance itself. Other shapes for the claws will occur to

the workman, as adapted to particular circumstances.

| 146) /'', J'\ J'\ Fig. 28, are the legs of the plate, A, made

hollow, like those of the ordinary uptight drilling tool ; each

one carries a clamp, /-, which is caused to bear on the pillar

plate of the watch movement, supported on a ring as already
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•-. CLOVER .-

WE all know what a clover leaf is, and we would like to see the young woman that cannot find that

symbol of good fortune, a four leaf clover, if there is one within walking distance. The burden of

our song is to remark that the proper clover is a clock, something that gives a lingering pleasantness to the

imagination and a fascinating fact when you are its possessor. It's a small pendulum clock and a regular

wagger ; it's unique and new ; it runs 50 hours with the greatest of ease, and will come out ahead in any walk-

ing match; it's an elegant time keeper and tasty in its design. This cut shows you its shape and is ^ of its

exact size. It is made of polished nickel, and is the most cheerful and industrious little clock that ever started

a race with Father Time. It's not only a symbol of good luck, but its cheerfulness makes it a favorite with

all. The tick is so light it can scarcely be heard, and it is the best small clock ever wafted to an unsuspect-

ing public. It will not get out of order and the wag of its pendulum will distance the most active tongue.

Babies come in out of the squall instantly and are filled with glee at the sight of it ; nothing like it to give

to your mother-in-law ; it settles all discontented households, and, in a word, without a Clover in the house

you are not in the swim.

E. & A. GUNTHER
- AGENTS FOB

NEW HAVEN CLOCKS.
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described, and held in place by the set screw, M. G is a fourth

leg, but need not carry any clamp. The two legs at the upper

end of the plate should be higher up, and the clamps longer,

than shown in the figure.

14471 Many variations can be made in the details of con-

struction, to suit the circumstances of the workman. For

instance, if he has a good upright drilling tool which he does

not use, he can save considerable labor in making, by attaching

the plate, A, to it, as that already has legs, clamps, set screws,

etc., and the upright crane answers the purpose of the upright

holder. The latter has this advantage, however, that after the

movement is adjusted in place, and securely clamped, the

upper portions of the upright holder can be removed, and

leave everything free and clear above the movement, as shown

in Fig. 27, with nothing in the way to interfere with either

seeing or handling any part. Sometimes, also, when the

balance bridge would be in the way during the test, that can be

removed and the upper pivot supported by the female centre

of the arbor of the upright holder, as described in section (62).

Often it is not desirable to have the hair-spring of the watch in

action during the trial, as it tends to move the balance around

when it is not wanted to move. By using the female centre,

as above, the hair-spring is not attached at its outer end, and

the balance will remain where it is placed, having no tendency

to move of itself by the spring. It is scarcely necessary to add

that the plate, A, with the clamps and rings, is in effect

equivalent to an upright drilling tool, and can be used as such.

The object is fastened on the plate by the clamps, with the

point of the arbor of the upright holder at the point to be

drilled, then the arbor is inverted, and the upper end of the

drill supported by the female centre while drilling. This

method is adopted for drilling the hole, B, vertically through

the plate.

(448) But when the upright drilling tool is to be utilized

as part of the angle-meter, the plate, A, should have three short

legs fitted into it, the lower ends of which are turned down

considerably smaller than the rest, forming a sort of pins, or

pegs, that fit snugly into three corresponding holes drilled into

the bed-plate of the tool. The plate, A, should not be over l/2
an inch above the bed-plate, as that gives ample room for the

mechanism between the two plates. The hole, B, must come
exactly under the point of the arbor of the tool, and it is better

not to drill it till the plates are fitted. The upper surface of

the plate, A, must be parallel with the bed-plate of the tool.

This can be tested by attaching a horizontal wire to the arbor,

and revolving it around the circle, E, Fig. 27. If the wire

touches only a part of the plate, that part is too high, and must

be lowered by altering the shoulder of the leg underneath it,

till the point of the wire will evenly graze the surface of the

plate around the whole circle.

(4491 The holes for the legs can first be drilled through the

bed-plate, the plate A then adjust properly upon it, and clamp-

ed fast, when the holes already drilled can l.e continued

through the plate, A, after which all the holes can be opened

as required. The legs being made, and plate leveled properly,

as before mentioned, the arbor point is brought down upon

the plate to mark the exact position of the hole, />, which is

hen drilled Doing this ajttr the plate, A, is fitted in its

place, insures that the hole, //, will be exactly under the arbor
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point. The scale, B>, Fig. 27, is not necessarily marked upon

the plate, A, but may be made separately and screwed upon

it, being careful to place the curved lines concentrically with

the hole, B,—otherwise the pointer would appear to indicate

a greater movement on the part most distant from />', then on

the other end of the scale, although the actual motion of the

piece being tested would be the same in each case. The scale

should be completed before the pointer is finished, which

should then be formed to suit the shape of the parts. Some
workmen might think there ought to be a counterpoise to the

weight of the lever and pointer, on the opposite side of the

staff, a. But, if the tool is used in the horizontal position,

that is not material, although it can be easily added if one

fancies it.

(4501 The employment of the spring, /, Fig. 28, is not

obligatory, although it is more convenient in use. If dispensed

with, the circle, g, and wheel, //, with their covering plate, are

also omitted. In this case, the tool can be tipped up sideways

while in use, so that the weight of the lever and pointer will

cause the end of the arm, /, to remain in contact with the piece

it is meant to rest against. But it would be better to fit a

piece of very thin, narrow mainspring alongside of the claw,

m, as shown on a large scale in Fig. 29. The claw being

placed on one side of the piece under measurement, the spring

is placed on the other side, and its pressure insures contact

with the claw. A small screw driver can be inserted in the

opening between the claw and spring, to pry them apart, or

any other method the workman prefers. For some purposes,

a claw should be made like the lowest one in Fig. 28, only all

that is there shown should be of brass, and a spring fitted over

the top and outside of it. By prying the spring up, the end

would at the same time be moved outward from the end of the

claw and, after placing it over the piece, let the spring down,

when it would be firmly clasped between the claw and spring.

Or two pieces of spring could be used, instead of one and a claw.

(451) To use the angle-meter, the upright holder is first

clamped on the plate, A, in any convenient place, the pointed

arbor is set on the hole, B, and all the parts securely fastened.

The arbor is then loosened and raised out of the way, and the

watch movement is placed on a suitable ring, with the part to

be tested looking toward the scale, D. The ring used must

be one which will raise the movement high enough for the

pivots, etc., to clear the plate, A, and of such a size that it

does not touch any of the screw heads, false plates, or other

uneven parts, but rests against the level portion of the pillar

plate of the movement, and support it parallel with the plate,

A. The point of the arbor must come exactly at the pivot

hole of the part whose motion is to be measured, then the

movement is fastened there by the clamps, Z, when it is

evident that the pivot hole will be over the hole, />, and the

piece being tested will have the same centre of motion as the

lever, d, and pointer, e. In the case of a pallet arbor or similar

piece, it is not necessary to take the upper or potance plate off,

(or the bridge or cock,) and adjust the pillar plate to get the

arbor point in the lower pivot hole before fastening it, then

replace the parti with the upper plate or bridge, but, if tin

end of the pivot projects through its jewel, the arbor can be

got over the centre of the pivot very closely, either In the poini

or the female centre end
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

-£^6trttsttc and t^sefuf Hoffow Ware^
WISH THEIR PATRONS IN CANADA

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.
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OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN
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Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Meriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)
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AND IS rULLY GUARANTEED.

FACTORIES: WALLINCFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.



*45 2 ' VVe will first suppose that we want to measure the

angular motion of the balance. The balance is first removed,

the movement placed in a suitable ring, and adjusted till the

arbor point will come in the lower pivot hole, and securely

fastened there. The balance is then replaced, and its cock

screwed on, or, if that is to be omitted, (447), the upper pivot

is supported by the female centre end of the arbor. The
lever, d, is then caused to move to one end of the slot, C, by

turning the wheel, //, and moving the stud, /', and the upper

end of the spring, /, in the right direction. An arm, /, with a

suitably'shaped .claw, w, is then adjusted in contact with the

balance arm, or rim, or a screw. The lever fork of the watch

is then pressed against one of the banks, with the ruby pin

resting against the inner side ot the notch,—this position of

the parts representing one extremity of the action of the fork

on' the ruby pin. Finally, the pointer, e. is moved to any

degree on the scale, D, that you .wish to start from, but pre-

ferably, in most cases, to the O at the same end as the lever, d,

stands.

MAKING AND REPLACING THE BALANCE
STAFF.

I'RJ/h ESSAY V,\ C. E. BILLINGS, LONDON, ONI.

T111:

de

[ERE is a great

deal more in the

above named su ' )

ject than a first glance

implies, for the subject

covers a great deal of

ground. The quality

and best method of

hardening and temper-

ing the steel from which it is made, the best

means of centering and the use of the graver

must all necessarily be considered, and in

my opinion pivoting a staff and replacing a

cylinder come under the same head.

In the first place, let us take into con-

sideration the steel from which the staff is to

be made. As to quality, it is beyond ques-
** tion that the very best only is suitable for

" such a purpose. When I turned my own
blanks I used Stub's steel wire of the required diameter, and
as all watchmakers know, nothing better in regard to quality

can be procured. I have since found a very good blank staff

in the material stores, which is sold at from 40 to 50 cents

per dozen, and I buy them in preference to turning my own
blanks. They are supposed to \><- tempered too, but I never

trust them in this respect, but always harden and temper them
myself so that I always know just what kind of metal I am
working.

In regard to hardening steel there is at present considerable

controversy, and any number of methods. I have at different

times and for different purposes trie. I <astor oil, linseed oil,

sperm oil, petroleum, fresh water, salt water and men ury.

The three first named oils in my opinion gave the same general
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result. Fresh water gives the same degree of hardness, bu

does not leave the steel as tough as the oil. Petroleum ren-

ders the metal a trifle harder than the other oils, and at no ap-

parent cost in regard to brittleness, while either salt water or

mercury renders the metal so very brittle as to be only suitable

for large or medium sized drills, and is of no particular advan-

tage in hardening such a piece as a balance staff.

In hardening I take about a dozen blank staffs, lay them in

a hollow on a piece of charcoal and cover them with a thin

piece of soap, and by means of a good-sized alcohol flame and

a blow-pipe, heat them to a cherry red and then plunge them

quickly into linseed oil.

In performing this operation see that as the flame is

directed, the soap rapidly melts and covers the pieces with a

thin black coating which will serve to exclude the air while

heating. If it is properly done, the sudden cooling causes this

shell to chip off and leave the blank staff perfectly white, but

should the result not be so satisfactory, a little rolling between

the fingers will remove it, or should you desire a better polish

and are the possessor of an American lathe, they can be

quickly and nicely polished with a fine emery stick.

To temper them, the best manner is to pack them in a

metal receptacle, similar to a boiling-out cup, filled with fine

brass filings, in such a manner that the color may be observed

as the changes occur. Hold them over an alcohol flame and

subject them to about 530' Farenheit, which would bring the

color to a dark purple. This, I think, is sufficiently hard for

a balance staff, and they should by no means be made softer.

It will, upon a fair trial, be found that a staff of such a degree

of hardness can be very readily turned with a good graver in

good condition, is capable of taking a very fine polish and will

produce a good wearing pivot and will stand more hard usage,

while in the watch, in the way of sudden shocks, and falls, than

a staff either of a greater or less degree of hardness.

Having prepared our blanks, the lathe is the next con-

sideration. Some workmen still insist that there is nothing to

equal the bow lathe for fine work, and I am willing to admit

that I have seen some of the finest kind of work produced by

that means. Others, however, claim that continuous motion

will produce as good work and do it quicker. I am of the

latter opinion. I also claim that a split chuck in a lathe of

American or foreign manufacture will not hold a piece abso

Intel) true. Su< h chucks will no doubt do well enough for
ordinary work, but when a fine staff or pivot is to be turned, I

agree with the manufacturer of the leading American lathe,

that nothing equals a well centered cement chuck. I have tried

almost every make of lathe, and have come to the conclusion
that for the finest kind of work the Swiss or cement lathe is

most suitable on account of its lightness and the facility with
which the wearing parts may be adjusted

: or a cement brai
may al o Ik- used with an American lathe, and it must be borni
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
4 N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers
" use, combining the advantages of first-class

FINE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fireproof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOEONTO SAFE "WCmiKIS,

I 1 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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in mind that if the chuck is removed from the lathe it must

ys be carefully re-centered when re-placed, no matter how-

true it may seem to run.

In centering a chuck the greatest care must be observed.

The centre should be accurately caught with a fine pointed

graver while the lathe is in motion, which should be braced on

the T rest brought up to just about on a line with the centre of

chuck and directly across the face of the chuck. A very small

dot is all that is really required, but a very small centre is at

times difficult to find. • I make a centre of rather a shallow V
shape, always making sure that the bottom is absolutely central

so that it will hold the finest pivot. A glance at Fig. i will

show pretty clearly what is meant. These finely centered

chucks are only necessary when centering the pivoted end of a

finished or partly finished staff.

To centre a blank staff, to begin with, I am not so particu-

lar, as I do not care whether the blank runs absolutely true or

not, but at the same time I get it to run as truly as possible,

and I can usually use the same chuck without re-centering it

after removing and replacing. The chuck for the blank staff

should be centered in the same manner as the finer one, but

the centre should be a little broader and deeper.

In regard to a cement most suitable for such work, I have

tried sealing wax, black wax, shellac and two or three other

compositions, and an experience of twelve years has taught me
that nothing equals shellac. It holds very firmly, is easily

manipulated by using a very slight degree of heat, and is very

easily removed from the article cemented, by boiling in alcohol,

or it may be removed by allowing the piece to remain in cold

alcohol until dissolved. The shellac should be prepared in

sticks so as to be handled conveniently. In preparing, I take

a tin or other vessel filled with hot water and throw in the

loose shellac which will fall to the bottom ; heat over a flame

or fire for a few moments, stirring briskly with a stick or any-

thing convenient, to keep the shellac from adhering to the

vessel as it melts, and as it is melting keep it together as much

as possible, forming a ball in the bottom, and then remove and

roll into sticks while warm.

A word in regard to gravers would not, I think, be out of

place here. In the first place, have plenty of them—a good

assortment of shapes and sizes, and above all, the best quality

obtainable. In sharpening or grinding, be sure and get the

face flat, and if you have never been able to accomplish the

latter feat, take an old graver and practice an hour or so, for

you will never be able to do any kind of good work unless a

properly ground graver is used.

Another thing. No matter how much of a hurry you may
be in, never grind olfthe edge of a graver simply for the sake of

getting a point on it quickly. It looks bad, and you will only

have to grind off twice the usual amount when you require a

proper point. Keep to oil stones, a coarse and a fine one, and

do all the grinding on the coarse stone and finish on the fine

stone, and always be sure you have a point on the graver by

examining it with a glass or trying it on the nail. After the

face has been properly ground the edges may have just a rub

or two on the fine stone to take off any burr that may be pro-

duced in grinding the face, and be sure to grind the face well

back at a very acute angle.

if all these directions are strictly adhered to, no trouble will

lit

be found in cutting, unless the trouble would be in the manner

in which the graver is held, or by the rest being too high or

too low. Judgment is required in all things, and it is just here

where you will require judgment to obtain the best results in

turning. The graver must be made to cut and not burnish,

glaze or scrape away the metal.

The other tools and materials required are polishers and

polishing materials. The polishers for square pivots and

shoulders consist of a strip of soft steel or iron about six inches

long and about three-sixteenths square and the end curved as

in Fig. 2, and the edge that faces the shoulder should be filed

back at a very slight angle as A, Fig. 2. A similar strip of

bell metal will also be required. They should both be filed

into shape with a medium coarse file drawn crosswise so that

the grain made by the file will serve to hold the polishing

material. The edge should also be very sharp and clean cut,

so that a sharp corner may be well polished. They should be

refiled as often as they become worn smooth.

For conical pivots similar polishers are required with the

edges left straight and the corners rounded so as to exactly con-

form to the shape of the pivot, and they should be made so that

either can follow the other without any perceptible difference.

To produce rounded corners exactly similar on both steel

and bell metal polishers, I use two little tools shaped like Fig.

3. They are made of steel and well hardened, the edge of one

being knife-edged and the other rather square. The polish-

ers are drawn lengthwise across the knife-edged tool first and

afterward across the square-faced tool which will remove any

deep ridges or cuts caused by the first operation.

If these simple little tools are well made they will save a

great deal of trouble and annoyance at times, caused by un-

equally rounded polishers.

The polishing materials are oil-stone dust, crocus-antimony

and diamantine. The oil stone dust should be well mixed

with refined sperm oil, as should also the crocus-antimony.

The diamantine should also be well beaten up and mixed in a simi-

lar manner onglass, and with a glass beater, but it must be used

with as little oil as possible. One thing must be borne in mind,

however, in regard to any polishing material, it must be absolute,

ly free from all dust or grit, or good results will be impossible.

I keep polishing materials ready mixed in small, round

wooden boxes, which I procured at the druggists and fitted

them inside with thick flat glasses.

There is some question among watch repairers as to the

best methods of polishing, and some, mostly English workmen,

use medium coarse rouge after the oil-stone dust, and finish

with very fine rouge instead of diamantine, and others prefer

sappharine or rubytine. I have tried them all, and find dia

mantine will produce a better gloss and is more saiisiai tory in

all respects. Rouge is very slow and not so good, and while

sapphaiine and rubytine are quicker, the polish or gloss is inferior.

We are now ready to place a blank staff in the lathe and

proceed to fit and finish it We will suppose it to be a medium
grade Swiss staff, for I suppose nearly all workmen prefi

use the finished American staff when having occasion to replace

one of that style, although I prefer to make my own American

staffs, and always make my own American jewel settings 01 se

a new one in the old setting, if possible.

The first thing to be done is to examine upper and lowei
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jewels, and if broken or defective, replace them equal to the

original or belter. Remove hair-spring and place the broken

staff with balance wheel in place and keep in position as nearly

as possible, and see just how much clearance there is for bal-

ance wheel and roller, and if any alteration is to be made in

the height of either, make a note of it and correct the fault

when turning the staff. Place and screw balance cock in posi-

tion, and with both cap jewels removed measure exact distance

between outside of jewels, which will give exact length of staff,

which we will suppose to be 27' on the douzieme or degree

tool Then measure by same means the exact length of old

staff, in broken condition, which we will suppose to be 24°

;

this will show a total difference of 3 between length of staff

required and length of broken staff, which will be just 1 '.. ° for

length of each pivot.

Now remove roller from old staff, using a tool for this pur-

pose which will not scratch or mar the edge. Closely examine

the manner in which the balance is fastened on the staff, and

if the rivet is much spread do not attempt to remove the wheel

by punching the staff out, but place in the lathe and carefully

cut away the rivet, being very careful not to touch the balance

arm. This precaution must be taken more especially with a

fine compensation balance than with a plain balance, as every

alteration in the former by bending, even in the slightest de-

gree, will tend to change the rate.

Having procured the requisite and correct measurements,

we proceed to cement one of the prepared blank staffs in the

lathe by first heating the chuck by holding an alcohol flame

under it while slowly revolving in the lathe and at the same
time holding a piece of shellac over it, which should be pre-

partd in sticks, and manipulating it so that as it melts it is de-

posited on the end of the chuck and a ball is formed of suffi-

cient size to hold the piece firmly. After the shellac has been

deposited satisfactorily, take the blank staff in a pair of coarse

tweezers and while the shellac on the chuck is warm, push the

lower end through so as to catch the centre in the chuck and
then allow the shellac to very slightly set, and then by slowly

revolving and holding the finger against the exposed end of the

staff, it will be found to run true. Or it may be trued with a

peg wood, as in Fig. 4, holding it firm'.y back against the chuck
and at the same time keeping true in the round.

before I leave this part of the subject, and while I am
speaking of shellac, I want to say that it requires a very great

deal of practice to use it correctly, and should you at any 'time

have the shellac burn from overheating on the chuck, turn it

right off clean, for shellac that has been burned is worse than

useless.

However, should you be unable to get the rough staff to

run exactly true, just get it to run as true as you can as it will

not make any difference whether it is exactly true or not at this

stage of the work. Now with a medium sized and well sharp
ened graver proceed to turn the shoulder A, Fig. 5, to lit the

hole in the balance. There is no necessity for taking the

measurement with an instrument, for we have the hole, and it

must be tried frequently to avoid turning it too small, for if it

is too small it will be impossible to fasten the wheel on ( entrallv.

It should lit very snugly and at the same tune not so tightly as

to require any force to put in place. The corner must be cut

out clean and sharp, which can only be done with a very finely

pointed graver. Another point to be observed at this stage is

to see that the seat for the balance is perfectly flat, for if it is

undercut, even to a slight degree, it will have a tendency to

throw up the outer ends of the balance arms and thus distort

it and change seriously, if not entirely ruin, its rate.

After having the balance seat turned satisfactorily, cut off

the height of the shoulder exactly level with the thickness of

the balance arm, and turn shoulder B, Fig. 5, to fit the hair-

spring collet This should be turned with as much care as the

previous operation, and should be tapered very slightly so that

the collet will admit of a free introduction of the upper end of

the shoulder, and yet fit very snugly when pressed down in pro-

per place. It must allow of being readily removed without

straining the balance in any way, and admit of being readily

turned as occasion demands in placing in beat.

After finishing, this shoulder must be turned off to same

length as one on old staff. The rivet or undercut for holding

the balance wheel must now be turned as at E, Fig. 5. This

should be very carefully cut with a small sized and very finely

pointed graver, and care must be taken not to reduce the size

of the hair-spring shoulder. Do not get discouraged if the

point on the graver breaks frequently at first, for it requires a

great deal of patience and practice to accomplish such a cut

perfectly and retain a point on the graver.

The end of the hair-spring shoulder may be turned off flat

or it may be undercut for appearance. I usually leave them

flat and polish afterwards.

The small piece D, Fig. 5, at the root of the pivot, is to be

turned next, and it should be turned to about the same

diameter as on old staff, and then the length from the balance

seat to the end of the broken pivot must be obtained and

allowance made on the new staff for length of pivot broken off,

and after carefully marking, turn off at that point and proceed

to turn the pivot.

If a conical pivot is required, as is usual with most balance

staffs, be sure and have it conical and not tapered. There is a

vast difference in ideas among watch repairers as to what a

conical pivot should be. The conical part should take the

place of the beveled edge at the root of a square pivot. It

should be an easy curve inward till it reaches the pivot itself,

which should be perfectly straight and even throughout.

When turning, it should be left a trifle larger than the jewel

hole, and then with the round edged steel polisher and a little

oil-stone dust it should be polMied until all graver marks are

removed and the proper size obtained. That is, the jewel must

fit the pivot without any perceptible side-shake, and yet when

the jewel alone is placed in position with the pivot through the

hole, it should drop oil readily when the staff is inverted.

After reducing to the required size with steel and oil-stone dust,

take a piece of pith and thoroughly clean off all the oil-stone

dust, and then with the bell metal polisher and a little crocus-

antimony polish out all the marks left by the oil-stone dust.

Carefully clean with pith and then with a peg wood, cut like

the previous polishers and a little diamantinc
;
proceed to

polish until a line gloss is obtained.

(ConcluJui next month.)

San I'kan [SCO, with a population of about 400,000, h.is onlj 120

c.lnin lies, with a seating capacity of 40,000, and an average attendance

of 1 5,000.
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Selected Matter.

IF OUR OLD CLOCK COULD SPEAK.

ET isn't a scrumptious thing to see

—

It's rather short o' paint

—

Its brows will always wrinkled be-

lts tick is growing faint

;

The circulation's noways good

—

The j'ints to stiffly play

—

It some't of ner than it should

I'orgits the time o' day

Twill stop and try to recollect

For somethin' like a week,

For ther'd be music, I suspect,

If our ol" clock could speak.

In rain or shine, through peace an' war,

It's still been, as appears,

A member of our family for

Some five and fifty years.

It's stood right theie, through thick and thin,

An' kep' track of the sun,

An' raked its own opinions in

'Bout what we mortals done
;

It's hed good watch o' young an' old

(An' lcoktd so mild and meek !)

Some anecdotes ther' would be told,

If our ol' clock could speak.

It's stood aroun' at every meal,

Mid clash o' plate an' cup.

An' heard us our id's reveal,

An' size the neighbors up ;

It's traced our little bickeriu's, too,

An' seemed to sympathize,

A squintin' softly at us through

Them solemn key-hole eyes
;

It's umpired many a lively game
O' social hide an'-seek

,

T would score a number o' the same,

Providin' it could speak!

How our folks drove to town one day,

An' lef us chilrun free

With self-proteciin things to play,

" But let the ol' clock be '

An' though we young uns inever still)

Hadn't thought o' that before,

We now couldn't let it ione, until

It crashed down on the floor
'

We tremblin set it up again,

Half runnin', with a squeak
;

'Twas lucky for our jackets then.

The critter couldn't speak '

How o' folks went to church one night,

An' left us all—sly elves

If we'd conduct there— good an' right

—

A meetin' by oursel

.

But neighbor gals an' boys in i

Walked in - an' first we I-

We fell to playm " Cats, peas, beans,
'

" Snap up an' catch 'em ' too
,

\\<: scattered when, bj good ear luck

She heard the big Kate creak
,

The ol' clock frowned an' ticked an' struck,

I; it < oui
I

Ah me ' the facts 'twould just let fly,

Suppose it had the power !

Of courtin' chaps, when on the

They turned it back an hour
;

Of weddin's— holdin' tender jet.

The bride's last virgin grace
;

Of fun'rals—where it peeped to get

ii id look at the face ;

It knows the inside-out o' folks

—

An' nature's every freak
;

I'd write a book if I could coax

That wise ol' clock to speak.

Still straight as any gun it Stan's

Ag'n the kitchen wall;

An' slowly waves its solemn han's

' tutlivin' of us all
'

I venerate some clocks I've seen,

As e'en a'most sublime
;

They form revolvin' links between

Eternity an' time,

An' when you come to take the pains

To strike a dreamy streak.

The figurative fact remains

That all the clocks can speak.

— Will Carlelon, in Home Journal.

SAVED BY A DIAMOND RING.

I

|
ONCE noticed dur-

ing dinner at a

village inn a stranger

who, as is the habit of

some widowers, wore a

wedding ring, which had

presumably been his

wife's, and over it an-

other ring of the kind

usually worn by ladies,

in which were set three

very handsome bril

liants. After dinner the

conversation took a turn

in the direction of pre-

cious stones, and one of

the guests said some-

thing about the difficulty

of distinguishing, in the

absence of tests, a true stone from a well executed imitation.

He took from his waistcoat pocket an imitation diamond, which

I certainly should have pronounced genuine, for the purpose

of comparison, Mr. Fitzpatrick (for that, as I afterward learned,

was the widower's name) slipped from his finger the ring winch

I have just mentioned, and after it had been examined and

replaced, said :

"There is a CUrioUS story connected with that ring; 1

daresay you have heard it ?"

" I've heard something about it," said the other, "but 1

don'l know the particulars, and 1 think they would interest the

i ompany."
" Well, then," said Mr. Fitzpatrick, " I may as well tell it

if yOU < are to li- .11 it. The story begins and ends a long lime

ago. I: is forty years this month since I became engaged to
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be married. I was then a curate and had not much money to

spare, but I just received a legacy of rather less than a hundred

pounds, and in a fit of extravagance, hardly excusable even in a

lover of five and-twenty, I spent the whole of it and a few

pounds more in purchasing a ring for my future wife We
expected the engagement to be a long one, but the rector of

the parish died suddenly, and ray great uncle, in whose gift

the living was, presented it to me. The rector's death occurred

in February. I read myself in on Easter Sunday and on the

first of June was married.

" I suppose that every newly married husband and wife

think themselves the happiest people in the world, but I hon-

estly believe that we really were so. We had not only each

other, but everything else that we desired—a larger income

than we needed, work that was thoroughly congenial to both, a

tew real friends, a large number of pleasant acquaintances, and

an utter freedom from all anxiety.

" This unalloyed happiness endured six months, when my
wife's health failed in a mysterious manner. She became sub-

ject to strange fits of languor, physical depression and drowsi-

ness, which gradually lasted longer and grew more frequent. I

procured medical advice at once, but the doctors seemed

completely baffled. The vital organs, they said, were perfectly

sound, and although the action of the heart was not quite so

strong as it should be, there was absolutely nothing to account

for the peculiar symptoms. At best, they could only recommend

tonics, gentle open air exercise and an occasional stimulant.

In spite of all, however, my wife grew worse. At last she was

confined to her bed, and she had not been so a week when

one evening I left her in apparently much the same condition

as usual, and went into my study to devote a couple of hours

to my next Sunday morning's setmon. I had been downstairs

only about three-quarters of an hour when my wife's sister,who

had been sitting with her during my absence, hastily entered

the room and frantically exclaimed: ' Oh, James, she's dead !

Our darling Kate's dead !' You can imagine the shock I

experienced ;
still I did not believe that what she said was true.

I thought that my sister-in-law's anxiety had been too much

for the poor girl's nerves, and that she had temporarily lost her

reason. I did my best to calm her and soon succeeded, for

she began to talk so lucidly that 1 was compelled not only to

listen, but to give heed to what she said.

" She told me that she and one of the servants had been

watching by my wife, who w is apparently sleeping peacefully,

when they were both stariled by a peculiar change in her

countenance. They listened for the sound of her breathing,

but heard nothing. They then held a hand mirror to her lips,

but it remained unclouded. They felt for the pulsations of

her heart, but it had ceased to beat, and her body was deathly

cold. The servant, she said, had gone to tell one ofthemento

saddle a hor^e and summon the nearest doctor, while she had

come to tell me the terrible news, and bid me be calm.

"Calmness was impossible. I rushed up-^tairs. I though!

they were demented, but I experienced a fear which I must

myself dispel. Yet I was so sure that my wife could not be

dead, that I opened the door gently and walked softly to the

bed in order to avoid alarming her. I leaned over her and said

softly, but distinctly ' Kate, darling, arc you asleep?'

" Refore I had spoken the last word I was convinced 1

had often seen death and was sure that I knew it too well not

to recognize it at a glance I shrieked, but there was no answer,

and I flung myself full length upon the bed in voiceless agony.

" I must have become almost or entirely unconscious, for

1 knew nothing of the doctor's presence in the room until I

felt his hand upon my aim. He said :
' My dear Mr. Fitzpat-

rick, you must try to bear it like a man and a Christian. Your

wife is dead. She has been so more than an hour.'

" How I felt I cannot tell you. I was prostrated with grief,

and so continued for three days. The necessary preparations

for the funeral were made by my wife's brother, and I was

unaware of what had been done. On the evening of the third

day I heard muffled footsteps ascending the stairs and I felt

rather than knew that they were the footsteps of the men who

had come to close my wife's coffin. I heard the door open
;

then for a few minutes there was silence. I then heard other

and lighter footsteps descending, and they were followed by a

tap on my study door. When the door opened I saw that the

intruder upon my grief was an old nurse of my wife, who had

come to see her living and found her dead.

" ' If you please, sir,' she said, giving my wife the old

familiar name, 'they cannot get the rings off Kate's finger, and

they want to know what to do.'

" I had been apathetic, but in a moment I was indignant,

and shouted :
' Leave them on !

' in tones that made the poor

woman beat a terrified retreat. I was completely unnerved by

what seemed an outrage upon the remains that were so dear to

me, but I could not make a more effectual protest, and soon

again sank into the lethargy from which I had been aroused.

The night progressed as the preceding nights had passed,

sleeplessly and wearily. I rose at dawn and sat in the study

until noon, when friends came to tell me that the time for the

funeral had come and that I must follow my wife to her last

home.

"You don't know the rectory well, Mr. Browne," said Mr.

Fit/.patrick, addressing himself to his friend, " but you must

have passed it. The front door, as you will remember, opens

toward the turnpike, but there is a side door through which one

ran pass from a small storeroom connected with the study di-

rectly into the churchyard. My wife was in the habit of using

this door very frequently, for there ran from it a path which

crossed the churchyard and ended at a stile, which was just op

posite the gates of the Grange, then rented by the Hardings,

who were my wife's intimate friends. When she returned and

found the door fastened, which sometimes happened, she had

been accustomed to let me know she was there by a peculiar

tapping, and I always let her in. It was through this door,

which somehow seemed to belong to her, that I followed her to

her grave, and when it was gently closed behind me I think I

fully realized for the first time how changed my life must hence-

forth be.

" The service was soon ended. I heard the clods fall upon

the coffin and then I returned to the house that was as solitary

as it had formerly been cheerful. The vicar of the next parish,

who had performed the last sad offices of the church for my
wife, returned with me, and earnestly endeavored to restore un-

to a sense of my duty, but I refused to be comforted. At last

he left me, and I was glad to be alone, for in solitude I could

feel that my wife was somewhere near me. The servants
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brought me food, but I could eat nothing. The hours passed

slowly, but I took little note of them. 1 did not even know-

that it was dark until one of the maids came and asked if she

should light the lamp. I let her do it and then mechanically

took a book from one of the shelves and attempted to read.

It was only a mockery of reading, but it acted as a sort of nar-

cotic, and I had dropped into a doze when I was aroused by

knocking on my door—sharp and decisive knocking, as if the

person who did it was not asking, but was demanding admit-

tance. Just as the knock came the clock struck twelve, and I

knew that I must have been sleeping for nearly three hours. I

arose from my chair, opened the door, and inquired what was

wanted of me. Standing in the lighted hall were the three in-

door servants and the old nurse, and the faces of all were

blanched with terror. One of the girls, in her agony of fright)

caught my sleeve and panted :
' Oh, sir, do come !

'

" I shook her off and addressing the nurse, inquired

:

• What's the meaning of this? ' - She was clearly as frightened

as the others but was more self-possessed, and replied :
' If you

please, sir, Jane and Margaret say that their mistress is stand-

ing at the side door tapping on the panels, and that they will

leave the house if you do not come and see.'

" I told them they were superstitious and bade them go to

bed, but they cowered behind me as I hastily crossed the store"

room and strode through it to the side door. I approached the

portal and I confess that my pulses bounded as I distinctly heard

the well-known tap. I groped for the bolt, which I drew back

and flung the door open. If I were to live for a century I could

never forget what I then beheld. There stood my wife, with

bright, open eyes, a flushed face, disheveled hair and her gar-

ments stained with large spots of blood.

"' James,' she said, 'don't be frightened, it is I.' She may
have said more, but this was all I heard. They told me that I

gasped ' Kate ! my Kate !
' and fell senseless.

" When I recovered consciousness, I found myself in bed.

My wife, dressed as was her custom, was sitting by my side, and

I looked around and wondered whether I had been awakened

from a horrible nightmare. At last the reality of the events of

the past few days came back to me—my wife's illness, her death,

her strange return from the world of spirits.

" When I summoned strength for the task, I asked what it

all meant, and though she could tell but little, that little was

enough to solve the mystery. She said she had felt as if she

were being rudely awakened from sleep, and that when she be-

came thoroughly aroused, she discovered that she was sitting up

in an open coffin at the bottom of a grave, with the blood run-

ning from a deep cut in her ring finger. The grave was shal-

low and she had managed to climb out, when she observed that

she was not twenty yards from the door by which she was ac-

customed to enter the house. She made her way to it, and we
know the rest.

" It had been a curious case of trance, catalepsy, or what

ever name men of science may give to those inexplicable simu-

lations of death in which all the functions seem to be arrested

while the vital prim iple remains intact. She had been restored

to conscious animation by a cut upon her finger by a ruffian

whose cupidity had tempted him to a deed from which many
a hardy scoundrel would have shrunk in horror.

"The perpetrator was, of course, one of the undertaker's

assistants, who, unable to resist the temptation offered by my
wife's beautiful diamond ring, had broken into her grave and

while attempting to remove the jewel awoke her from her trance.

My gratitude to the fellow, whoever he was, overcame my sense

of duty and I made no attempt whatever to discover his iden-

tity.

" I lived happily with my wife many years after this occur-

rence, and when she died, some months ago, I transferred the

ring to my finger, and there it shall remain the rest of my
days. "— -Excha

INGENIOUS DIAMOND SWINDLERS.

ROOKS and clever

swindlersgreatlv waste

• their genius for illicit

purposes, sorry to say,

because, really, several

of them possess and

evince a degree of

talent, which, if de-

voted to honest pur-

suits, would soon
make them noted for

their acuteness. The
following two in-

stances, one of which

we translate from an

Italian paper, theother
1 from an unpublished

private French diarv.

forcibly support our assertion :

The first case, by which the celebrated jeweler, Mellerio,

was defrauded out of a large sum, occurred in Paris. Accord-

ing to the testimony taken, the cheat was perpetrated in the fol-

lowing manner :

A very elegantly dressed lady issued from a carnage drawn

up before Mellerio's store and introduced herself as the (dun

tess Salice. She told him that she had come to select marriage

presents for her sister, which were to be presented to the latter

by her future husband. Her prospective brother-in-law, Dr.

Manuel, had requested her to do it. This gentleman was the

famous director of the private lunatic establishment in the Rue

de Longchamps. The lady selected the diamonds, exhibiting

much taste in the selections, and told the storekeepei to wrap

them up. She was not surprised at hearing that the account

was a little over 100,000 francs, and asked the jeweler to come

at two o'clock to the office of :he justly celebrated physician to

receive payment, as it was very likely that her future brother-

in-law would desire to inspect the things. Mellerio called the

confidential clerk of the establishment, a man thoroughly tried

and found capable by many years of experience and practice,

delivered to him the package containing the diamonds, and sent

him to the asylum superintended by Dr. Manuel. The clerk,

when he arrived there, said that he was sent by Mellei 10. and was

told that the doctor would receive him in a tew moments.

While waiting, the countess entered, greeted him very affably,

and asked him to let her have the- diamonds, as she wished to

show them first to the doctor, who was in the garden. The
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clerk handed her the package ;- the countess left the room and

returned shortly afterwards, saying that her brother in-law, Dr.

Manuel, desired to see the gentleman who had brought the

diamonds. He entered into the doctor's office, this personage,

known all over the city of Paris, being seated at a table. The

clerk was asked to sit down. The famous doctor mustered him

all over, felt his pulse, and finally asked :

" What do you bring, sir ?
"

" I bring the diamonds,*' said the clerk.

"Well, well,'' said the man of pills, throwing a glance at the

countess, who wrung her hands, and showed in her face the

deepest anguish. The clerk was struck by this, still more so

when the physician asked him :

" Then you come on account of the diamonds ? Are they

very valuable diamonds ?
"

" Certainly,'' rejoined the clerk: "one hundred thousand

francs."

The physician again exchanged a look of commiseration

with the countess, and then addressed her pityingly :

"Courage, my lady; but it is perhaps better that you re-

tire." She retired, dissolved in tears, while the fears of the

clerk augmented rapidly.

" Doctor,'' he said, " there must be a mistake somewhere
;

I bring diamonds, which you have ordered from Mellerio, to

the value of one hundred thousand francs."

" Very well, very well, dear sir,'' said the doctor, "I know."

He then rang the bell, and four powerful men entered, to whom

he said :

"Take the patient to No.—."

Vainly the clerk shouted for his diamonds and his liberty :

he was overpowered, confined in a straight jacket and treated

as a raving maniac. He thus remained confined for eight days,

raving and protesting, and was treated with cold douches and

other " restoratives,' until Dr. Manuel read in the daily press of

Paris an advertisement of the jeweler Mellerio, requesting

parties possessing information to communicate to him any tid-

ings of his clerk, who had been sent out w ith diamonds to the

value of one hundred thousand francs, but had failed to return.

Being a thoroughly honest man, it was feared that some misfor-

tune might have happened him.

The celebrated physician became in this manner an accom-

plice of a clever swindling scheme. The woman had visited

him the day before the occurrence, and, introducing htrself as

the Countess Salice, had weepingly told him that she was un-

speakably unhappy because her husband was talking irrational-

ly. He entertained the idea that he had lost diamonds of

enormous value, and would become downright dangerous if

anyone attempted to contradict him. He would remain stand-

ing before every jewelry store of the city and gaze into their

windows
;
get up at night and call for his diamonds in fact,

she represented the state of the patient so that Dr. Manuel fully

believed in the aberration of mind of her poor, dear husband,

and requested her to bring him next day during his office hours.

She begged the doctor to detain him at once in case he con-

sidered him mad, as she was afraid of her life. The woeful tale

told can be readily imagined.

The next coup de genie was played on Napoleon III. Tins

distinguished person became deeply interested in a young

countess, whose beauty was admired by all. Naturally no one

at court had, or pretended to have, knowledge of this liason,

because Empress Eugenie, as is well-known, was terribly jealous

Once the countess took it into her pretty head to be present at

some court festivity, and Napoleon III., in order to avoid

scandal or talk, knew no other remedy than that of giving a

large bal de masque, at which she was to appear dressed as a

Spanish lady. In order to assuage her anger that she was in

vited simply to a masked ball but not a public festivity, and to

give her a tangible proof of his affection, he sent her a pair of

diamond ear pendants of a marvelous beauty. Each pendant

contained, besides a number of small diamonds, a large and

precious brilliant of so rare a water that the present was of an

immense value. The countess was to wear them as signs of

recognition. She appeared as pre-arranged, dressed in the

Spanish garb, with the silk lace veil, the mantilla, thrown

over her head, and amused herself to her heart's content, until

she came into a crowd of persons and felt that one of her ear

pendants was being opened and snatched away. She cried

aloud, a disturbance was the consequence, but the pendant

could not be found. All persons were required to unmask,

but the thief had managed to escape with his booty. Naturally

Napoleon felt no great interest in the discovery of the thief, still

it was incumbent on him to take some steps, and he sent for

the police commissioner of Paris, and handed him the second

pendant as a pattern, in order to furnish him with correct data.

The commissioner at once summoned all the detectives, whe
" snooped " around during the remainder of the night, but theii

search was futile. In the morning hours of the following day an

officer, who introduced himself as a count and an officer of the

Legion of Honor, appeared.

"What is the pleasure of your visit?" the commissioner

asked.

"I come on account of the ear pendant which was stolen

during the night at the masked ball at the Tuilleries
"

'' How is that ? " the astonished police commissioner

asked.

" The young lady,'' the officer replied hesitatingly, "who

enjoys the favor of his majesty the emperor is my sister. The

commotion raised about the ear pendant was entirely unneces-

sary, as it had not been stolen, but had gotten entangled in the

folds of her lace veil which she wore over her head : she herself

drew it out of her ear when making some violent motion. When

she came home and undressed she found it. Here it is."

I le indeed presented to the police commissioner the pen

dant, the match of the one handed to him by the emperor.

" I come," the officer continued, " to ask you in the name

of my sister for the other pendant. My sister and I—and I

am prepared to say, his majesty the emperor—desire that noth-

ing further be said of the entire affair The reason why is left

to your imagination."

I he commissioner was highly elated at the happj end of

the disagreeable occurrent e, and handed to the count the othei

pendant which he had received from the emperor. Eight days

afterward the duped commissioner learned that the lady had no

brother, that the pendant had never been found, and that he

had become the vk tun of an ingenious swindh r, who had u^ <1

this clever device for obtaining the othei pi ndant. The coun-

as well as the emperor, felt so angry at the commissioner

that he was forced to resign soon after.—Exchan
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A PRACTICAL JOKE.

ME. la Marquise

de Gallifet, I'rin-

cessedc Martigues

was, four and
twenty years ago.

one of the most

lovely women in

Paris. She is

half English, for

her father, I.afitte,

the banker, mar-

ried an English

lady. . . Her

nickname, "Coch-

onette/'originated

in a very malicious

and untrue rumor

that De Gram-
mont - Caderousse

spread, to the

effect that this

dainty lady did

not pay so much

attention to soap

and water as she might have done.

Her husband, the celebrated Marquis de Gallifet, having

reason to suspect that his wife did not care over much for soap

and water, played off on her the following practical joke. One
night, or rather morning, after returning from a ball at the

Tuilenes, he strolled into his wife's dressing-room, and lighting

a cigarette sat down to discuss the events of the evening before

retiring to his own rooms. He found Mine, la Marquise

impatiently taking off her jewels and throwing them right and

left on the carpet for the maids to pick up in the morning and

put in order. After a few minutes, the Marquis kissed his

wife's hand and retired for the night, but the following morning

he came in and asked his wife to let him take a beautiful ruby

bracelet he had once given her to Boucheron's to be reset, as

it had already been arranged between them it should be.

Mme. la Marquise told one of her maids to bring the bracelet,

but the jewel was not to be found. The house was thoroughly

searched from top to bottom, but the missing bracelet was not

discovered. " Never mind," said the Marquis, at last, " you

must have been robbed, that is all. I will get you another

like it." Ten days later he again came into his wife's dressing-

room early in the morning, and after a few minutes' casual

conversation, carelessly asked, "You have seen nothing of that

ruby bracelet, I suppose, that you lost ten days ago ?" " No,"

replied Mme. de Gallifet, innocently, "of course not. How
could I ?" " Cochonette !" exclaimed the hero of I'uebla,

bursting out laughing ; then, taking his wife by the hand, he

gently led her up to the washing-stand, which, as is common in

France, closed with a lid to keep the dust out. Lifting the

cover he showed his bewildered better half the bracelet lying

in the basin, where he had put it the night he had gone into

his wife's bedroom after the court ball."

—

"Piccadilly in San

Francisco . Irgonaut.

GOVERNMENT ENGRAVERS.

AN you borrow a five dollar bill? if so, just look at

the portrait on its face. It is a vignette of Gen.

Grant, let us say. The more you examine it the

finer it seems. The note has been crumpled in

•twenty pockets and greased by con-

tact with hands (lean and unclean,

but the portrait is still a gem of the

engraver's art. It ought to be, for scarcely twenty-five men in

the country can do such work, and he who did the plate for

which that portrait was engraved probably received a fabulous

price for his pains. It is a tiny tlnng. scarcely one and a half

by two and a half inches, yet it may have occupied the engraver

eight, ten or twelve weeks. There was, perhaps, posing of

models, study of portraits, searching of history, before the

patient mechanical work of the engraver began. On other notes

you find Lincoln, Jackson, Hancock, and a do/en other portraits.

The history of engraving in this country has its dark and

romantic side. Engravers must be trusted in great matters,

and sometimes they have betrayed their trust. One of the

most skillful engravers in the country now works at his profes-

sion in Brooklyn under police surveillance. He counterfeited

government securities while employed by the Treasury Depart-

ment. He escaped imprisonment by turning State's evidence.

His accomplices are still in jail, and although he is free, he can

never escape the watchful eye of the police. Once suspected,

an engraver is ever after a marked man.

Another case was that of an honest engraver, now also a

resident of Brooklyn, who fell under unjust suspicion. He
came one morning to his studio in Wall Street to find it in pos-

session of the United States Marshal. The engraver had been

watched for a year. The officers knew where he had passed

his evenings for months back. He was not arrested, however,

for the Marshal had got to ;he bottom of the affair, and found

that Ulric, the counterfeiter, had obtained access to the inno-

cent engraver's studio when the latter was absent and used his

tools for counterfeiting. Ulric s accomplice was Jno. Briem,

the man from whom the engraver rented his apartment. Ulric

went to jail, but Briem turned State's evidence and afterward

became a secret-service agent. Six months after detection

Briem's hair turned white, and not many \ears later he died

The story of engraver John McLees is stranger still. He
was a skilled artist and an honest man, but drink was his great

fault. Once, when under the influence of drink, he was seized

by a gang of counterfeiters, carried to Brooklyn, and there de-

tained in secret. Under threat of death he was made to coun-

terfeit a government bond. To gain time, McLees spoiled the

first plate, as if by accident, and before the second plate was

finished government officers descended upon the place.

McLees'good reputation and his (rank story in court saved him

from imprisonment. A friend found employment lor him, and

became responsible to the government for his conduct. Mel .ees

quit drink and lived the honest life he bad always lived, but

early one morning he was found dying, with a fractured skull,

at the foot of his stairway in Dey Street. He did not revive

Sufficiently tO tell the story of his death wound '/'//<•

Stationer.
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A CASE YOU CAN SWEAR By.

THE great Showman, PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that "the public like to be hum-
bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age, and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD FILLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to
swear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-
ranty means just what it says

;
and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot

possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation
to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

tion, and the fact that its sales are larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

has filled "a long long felt want,' viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but

in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com-
pany have placed upon the market a 14 K. Gold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almost needless to say that in placing a Gold Filled Case upon the market, the Ameri-

can Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
finish, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities.

Their 14 K. Gold Filled Screw Case has a Solid Gold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, and

comes up to this standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word " PREMIER,"
and bears the Company's registered trade mark of a " WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21

years accompanies every Case, a fac simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes fully to maintain, no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, in

Gold, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can

make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you can
" swear by."
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THE SONG OF THE JEWELS.

BY CHARLOTTE W. THCKSTON.

H, the Ruby flashed, and

the
k
Ruby glowed,

And the Ruby flamed

with a blood red

flame ;

And over the moun-

tains the Lover
came,

Came wandering slowly

and anxious browed.

" Choose me ! Choose

me!" theRuby cried,

•• What gift moregrand

for a stately dame ?

I breathe Love's fire with

my gorgeous red ?"

Ah, close beside

The Diamond lay on its

velvet bed ;

But never a word the

Diamond sail

• Choose me ! Choose me!" the Sapphire cried.

' O doubting Lover,

Oo search, an' please thee, the wide world over,

What gift more fair than a Sapphire's blue?

—

Love's color— Love, steadfast and tried and true

The Ruby is bold

In its flaunting pride,

The hmerald cold

In its loveless green,

Beware of Pearls for a promised bride,

The fitful Opal is fair to see,

Yet falseness lurks in that sullen mien

Choose me ! Choose me !

For Love should whisper fidelity.''

Ah, close beside

The Diamond lay on its velvet bed ;

But never a word the Diamond said.

The Opal paled with a sudden ire ;

A* suddenly flushing an angry red :

" Thou dream'st thou art watching my light expire ;

It sleeps and wakes . it is never dead.

What gift more fitting ? Choose me !" it said.

•' For what is thy love r" the Opal cried ;

" Thy love but a spark of immortal fire ?"

Ah, close beside

The Diamond lay on its velvet bed

But never a word the Diamond said.

" Ah, pure and white

My shimmering light,"

Spake the Pearl'a sweet voice, "as the fair white breast

Where I would rest.

What gift more lovely than I ?" it cried
;

" ' boom me for thy maiden ; me, by right

Of delicate beauty and worth allied."

Ah, close beside

The Diamond lay on its velvet bed
,

But never a word the Diamond said.

"Choose me 1" called the Amethyst. "Crowned kirgs

My royal color have proudly worn ;

No lover a lordlier jewel brings;

"ieen 1 reign— for thy Cjueen was born.

O harken, and know me a faithful guide.'

Ah, close beside

The Diamond lay on its velvet bed ;

But never a word the Diamond said.

The Ruby, crimson with anger, flamed ;

The Opal flushed with a pained surprise
,

The Amethyst opened its violet eyes;

The Sapphire glittered with outraged pride
;

The Pearl wept silently, sore ashamed ;

For close beside

Ao Diamond lay on its velvet bed ;

Vet never a word had the Diamond said.

— The Connoisseur.

THE STORY OF A WATCH
AS I OLD BY ITSELF,

I

WAS made in London,

about the year Queen Vic-

toria was born, at an estab-

lishment where the proprietor

had a theoretical and practical

knowledge of the business, and

every workman had to be a com-

plete master of the branch of

business he professed. The cali-

per from which I was made was

one of the best, all my different

parts were arranged with a view

to general ut'lity, combined with

strength where strength was re-

quired. I had no patent improvement whatever, and con-

tained no complex arrangement to counteract the evil effects

of faults that had no business to exist. To sum up my various

properties, I was a sound, well-made lever watch, adjusted to

positions and moderate changes of temperature, had heavy gold

cases and cost ,£30. My owner used me well, and was regular

in his habits, and every eighteen months or so left me at the

shop where I was made, to be cleaned and looked over. The
watchmaker charged his own price for his trouble, and my
owner paid it cheerfully ; and for several years the most perfect

satisfaction prevailed among all concerned.

One evening, after my owner had wound and placed me in

the usual position for the night, he remarked to his wife what

an excellent watch I was ; that I had never failed to do my
duty, or in a single instance led him astray since he had re-

ceived me as a marriage present fifteen years ago ; and that I

was the best watch that was ever made, and that he would not

part with me for a X 10 °- Little did he suspect, when he made

that remark, how soon he was to lose me ; and as little did 1

think, while basking in the sunshine of his praises, what terrible

adversity was in store for me. Early next morning, as my
hands were between 1 and 2 o'clock, a man, wearing a mask,

cautiously opened the door of the room, and I saw at once

that his visit meant mischief. After glancing hurriedly around

ime to the dressing table, took all the jewelry that was

lying around, snatched me and my owner's wife's watch from

our pockets, and took us, and some silver plate found in an-

other part of the house, to quarters in London where stolen

goods were received, and before the sun rose that inoinin
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WITH YOUR XMAS JOYS MINGLE OUR SINCEREST GOOD WISHES

Our Jewelry Case business was never so thoroughly satisfactory

as during 1889. Later on we will announce our plans for 1890, which

we already have under way. We can only promise revolutions just

now.

We are just moving into what we consider to be one of Toronto's

handsomest warehouses, built from basement to top of the fifth flat

to suit our exact needs. The No. is

76 YORK STREET,
and the accompanying diagram will shew the exact location, which

will be found convenient to the Union Station and all the best hotels.

Don't fail to call on us to look through the premises. We are very

proud of them.
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MANUFACTURERS

White's Uric
off Vifre Sfreet.

f CHAINS

We haVe f?£6l5TERED at Otta^Tthe

ITER B fOH ROILED PLATE CHAINS
FALL GRADES A\ADE Bf US,AS BELLASTHCTAGS
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BOLT & CO.

U/I?ite's l^ape

offUitr^treet, ^ /T\OQueal.
P. O. Box 189.

MANUFACTURERS OF

9 K. CHILDREN'S RINGS

9 K. MISSES' RINGS

9 K. LADIES' RINGS
IN ALL STYLES.

MAST.'FACTURERS OF

15 K. Plain Gem Rings

15 K. Fancy Gem Rings

15 K. Plain Diamond Rings

15 K. Fancy Diamond Rings

IN ALL STYLES.

ANY LINE OF RINGS MADE TO ORDER
FROM SAMPLES.

15 tf. and 9 ,K. Gold Alberts in all Patterns a Specialty.
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cases were a shapeless mass of gold, ..nd my works locked up

in a drawer with a quantity of miscellaneous movements of all

grades, from the finest pocket chronometer to the cheapest

- of Liverpool or Coventry duffers, and in a few days we

were all pa< ked together and sent to New York.

In New York I got new gold cases, and by some means

was smuggled into the channels of legitimate trade, and was

soon bought by a steamboat captain, who wanted a good, reli-

able, London made watch. For over a year I gave my new

owner the best of satisfaction ; he was loud in his praises when

he had occasion to talk about me, and once, when boasting

about my regular running to a grain merchant, the proposal

was made to purchase me. He said he had tried a great many

different kinds of watches, and never could get one to run neai

as well as I was said to, and finally a bargain was concluded,

and I was sold for more than twice my actual value. The

grain dealer had occasion to travel considerably in the Western

States, and somehow I could not run to please him any better

than any of the watches he had carried previously.

He regulated me at every town he came to, and attributed

my apparent variation to the shaking I had received when he

was tiaveling. I le certainly did travel over a great many rough

roads, but I was able to stand it all without changing my rate

very much- the real cause of the trouble was the difference of

the time shown by what was acknowledged to be the standard

clocks in the different towns and cities he visited ; and when

his patch did not show the same time as the clocks, he con-

cluded the watch was wrong, and regulated it accordingly : and

in this way he kept constantly shifting my hands and poking at

my regulator.

Now, I do not think that a watch acts any worse than a

human being when placed in a position of this kind. If a

watch is constituted to pursue a certain line of conduct it can-

not help doing so if people will only let it alone : but any un-

necessary interference, however well meant it may be. always

works mischief. I was doing my best to please him and could

not do it ; and he was under the pleasant delusion that he was

helping me to run regular, while his actions were the very thing

that prevented me from doing so. One-

evening he forgot to wind me, and. as

a natural consequence. I stopped. He
i oncluded at once that I needed clean-

ing, and took me to a watchmaker, re-

marking that he was to be sure and

clean me well, as I had never run right

since he got me. "Oh, yes," says the

watchmaker, "I will shine it up good ;"

and he kept his word, too, for the

scrubbing he gave me with < halk and a

'./ man with a mask hard brush was perfectly fearful, a

r/i/, ing irreparable damage to my fine gild-

ing. It was the first tim< (halk had ever been used to clean

me, and the watchmaker left much of it in my pinions, pivot

holes and other places, and when he handed me back to my
owner I was in a far worse condition than before I was (leaned.

In the course of a very few weeks I stopped again, from being

so choked up with chalk and hairs from the waU lnnaker\

brush ; and my owner took me to another watchmaker, who,

pf course, told him that I required cleai

Mv owner could not understand how it was that I required

to be cleaned so soon, and evidently regarded this watchmaker

as an impostor ; but as there was no other in the town, and I

had to be made to run somehow, he left me with him. Now,

this watchmaker treated me very-

well ; cleaned out all the particles

of chalk, polished my pivots, ar-

ranged my screws in their proper

places, and also polished and blued

\ /> the heads of those that were dam-
- aged, and as far as he was able, re-

——* steed me to my original condition.

., ., .. .. -•-. -=?\Vhen my owner called to get me,

and when the bill was presented to

him. he flew into a great passion
;

and, instead of only thinking this

really honest watchmaker to be an

impostor, he now believed him to

'• This individual belonged he one in reality, because he was

to a family oj born charging $3 for what my owner
watchmakers. considered to be the same work as

the man who had "shined me up good," had done so expedi-

tiously, and charged only $1.50. If the watch wearing public

only knew a little more about their watches, how much better

and pleasanter it would be for all concerned.

After this double cleaning the natural inference would be

that I would be sure to run well ; but I did not please my
owner any better, and the primary cause of the whole trouble

was, he kept continually altering the position of my hands

and regulator. At last he came across a watchmaker in a large

city who thoroughly understood what was the matter. He said

that I was not properly compensated for heat and cold, which

was invariably the disease that afflicted every watch that came

into his hands. Now, this was the most scientific man that

had ever handled me. He had an oven constructed according

to his own ideas, and which differed fiom every other contriv-

ance of the kind, for testing the rates of watches in various

temperatures. His arrangement for producing cold was equally

peculiar, and he was altogether so very scientific that he could

use nothing but Reaumur's thermometer to mark the different

degrees of heat and cold. 1 was first put through the stereo-

typed process of cleaning, but the owner of the establishment

did not attend to that personally, leaving it to be executed by

a subordinate. After I had been cleaned, and when he was

putting me together, he bent one of my third wheel pivots

slightly, and 1: was with some difficulty that I managed to keep

moving.

To persons possessed of minds of such high scientific order

as the owner of this establishment, the train of a watch is of

little consequence; it is in the adjustments where all the

science comes in; consequently he saved all his energii

in that direction. Now, the ordinary adjusters ol watches

to heat and cold are content if they can get us to run regular 1\

in moderate changes of temperature ;
but this idea would not

satisfy the man whose clutches I had now got into He argued

thai if a rope had to sustain 100 pounds weight, 11 would be

safer to have it made to bear the strain of 200 pounds, which.

ol course, i3 agreeable to common sense as well as science

;

and ( onsequently it must also be Bafei foi a w.iii h thai usually
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runs in a given number of degrees of heat or cold to be tested

in double that number. This also appears common sense, but

it was not the science practiced by my maker, who for extreme

degrees of temperature considered a secondary compensation

was necessary. 'This little omission, however, was of no con

sequence whatever to the professor who now had me under his

charge. He tried me in a temperature below the freezing

point, and then in another temperature which nearly melted the

shellac that held the jewels in my pallets, and in this manner

continued to persecute me for nearly a month ; but being ori-

ginally a good watch I was able to. stand it all, and was not

much the worse. At last this professor of baking and freezing

examined his book, added up the figures in the different

columns of the page devoted to my record, and I was pro-

nounced to be perfect. My owner cheerfully paid the large

bill that had been incurred, and it was considered morally cer-

tain that I would run regular this time.

How little dependence is to be placed on human calcula-

tions ! Our fondest hopes, which to-day seemed on the point

of being fully realize J. are to-morrow shattered to pieces. The
clocks in the towns of the different States that my owner visited

in the course of his business still continued to show different

time, and of course I was still considered to be running in

propoition to the amount I vaiied from the different clocks.

Besides, I had a bent third wheel pivot now, which sometimes
caused me to stop altogether. In the course of a year I was at

half a dozen different watchmakers, who all said that I needed
to be cleaned, and they all cleaned me ; but I was not fortun-

ate enough to fall into the hands of one to examine me
thoroughly to see really what was the cause of my stopping.

One day I stopped after being only two days out of the watch
maker's hands. My owner tried another watchmaker in a town
a number of miles distant, who told him the usual story, that I

needed to be cleaned ; but my owner maintained it could not
be possible, as I had been cleaned but two days before. This
man wanted a job, and was not particular about the means he
used to get it, and. under the pretense of examining me and
trying the power that was on my different wheels, with the
(joint of a peg dexterously removed a portion of the dirt from
under the nail of his thumb, and showed it to my owner as

having been taken out of my works Of course this was con-
clusive proof that I needed cleaning, and I was put through the
process once more ; but my third wheel pivot was not straight

ened that time either, and of course, I continued to stop run-
ning at intervals. My owner was now thoroughly disgusted

with both me and the watchmakers,

but was induced to try another one,

who was recommended by a particu-

lar friend as being a me< hanical

genius.

This individual belonged to the

family of '• born wat< hmakers," and

was one of those few who are pos

sessed with that amount of knowl

of watt lies, and skill in c orrect-

ing their errors, that only those in-

spired by nature can be expe< ted to

enjoy. He conversed freely about

w.ik hes in general, and

re in his denuni iations ol n

lar wati hmakei 9 in partii ular \\ hen

my owner handed me to him, and

•• //< regulated me at

evety ton

told the whole story of my bad behaviour, the natural genius

looked at me patronizingly, poked my wheels with the point of

a piece of wire, quite regardless as to whether he was scrat< h

ing them or not, then became absorbed in deep meditation for

a few minutes. At last he pronounced that mj gears (as

he (ailed them) did not run deep enough into each other, and

that they had too much back lash.

My owner was astonished to hear of such a radical defect

in my construction, and appeared a little incredulous at first,

for he naturally wondered why the regular watchmakers had

not discovered this delect before; but the natural watchmaker

clinched his argument b) giving him the piece of wire and the

eye ul.iss to try for himself; and sure enough there was a play

or shake between the teeth of my wheels and the leaves of my
pinions, and the born watchmaker convinced him that this

shake prevented the wheels from acting constantly on each

other. When the watch was being carried about, and especially

if he was wearing it while riding on horseback, or in a railroad

car, the play in the gears was sure to allow the wheels to move

backward and forward, and consequently the)' could not move

regularly, and when the wheels did not run regularly how could

the watch be expected to run regularly ? My owner soon saw

the point of this sensible argument, and when he made the dis

covery he became perfectly frantic with joy, and nearly made
himself as conspicuous in the neighborhood as that ancient

philosopher did, who, regardless of ordinary toilet arrangements,

ran through the streets of his town shouting " Eureka !"

Of course it was immediately decided that my wheels were

to be made to run deeper into each other ; the natural watch-

maker was empowered to do the work, and in a lew days the

vandalism was completed. My destroyer fust proposed to ham-

mer my wheels and stretch them enough to prevent shake in

the teeth, but finally abandoned that idea and bushed up the

pivot holes and run tin- wheels in anew. My frames were fear

fully abused in this operation ; not one of my pivot holes was

Straight or properly fitted, and not one of inv wheels was up

right, but the wheels all worked as deep into the pinions as they

could possibly be made to run, and my owner superintended

the altera tion in person. After this alteration was completed

another one was found to be necessary. My mainspring was

loo weak, and a Stronger one had to be put in, which was so

thick that the mainspring box could not hold the usual number

of turns and give the necessar) freedom lot the spring to work.

The accurate adjustment of the fusee was entirely destroyed,

but this defect was never thought i" be of anj consequence.

At last I was put together, but it was awful hard work fo] me i"

keep moving, and were il not lor the Wide pivot holes I never

would have been able to run at all. The points of the teeth of

inv wheels butted againSf the backs ol' the leaves ol niv pinions;

tii. bent third wheel pivot, which in reality w.is tin- original

l .hi c ol inv Stopping, vv.is never observed, and was bent still
;

Inn the wide pivol holes accommodated in a certain degree, all

these defects I managed to keep moving, and went regulai

enOUgh to please inv owilel, who W.is mm .ettled m mie place,

.mil compared me with one . lex k all tin nine. Uthough I was

oing one-half as regular as before, he firml) believed thai

onstruction had been greatlj improved, and thai anothei

1. 1 1 1 1 • I had been added to the manj ahead) won b) tins natural

w.it< hmaker.
1 have .ilie.ulv related how I fell into ihe hands ol .1 " n.itui
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al watchmaker," and how he altered all my meshes, and ran

them so deep that there was no shake between the teeth of the

wheels and the leaves of the pinions, and 1 have also told that

afterward a much stronger mainspring was necessary to make

merun in this new condition, and how the strong mainspring

broke my chain so often, which caused so much trouble and

brought me into deeper disgrace. Now my depths, before this

alteration, were as good as could be made. After twenty-five

years of constant use they showed no signs of wear whatever,

which was about as good proof as could be had that my pin-

ions were well sized, the leaves well shaped, and also that the

teeth of the wheels were of the proper form and acted at a suit

able depth on the leaves of the pinions. Of course there wasa

little shake between them, which was both proper and necessary;

but at one time this natural genius who repaired me had some

thing to do with some special kind of mechanism where play in

the teeth of the wheels was undesirable for the purposes the

mechanism was used for, and he thought that the " back lash
"

in the teeth of my wheels was .1 serious error, and that I had

been made by workmen that did not know any better, and con-

vinced my owner that this was the cause of all the irregularities

that he complained of.

My owner still thought that my
construction had been greatly im-

proved by this natural watchmaker,

but he was dissatisfied with me on

/ account of my chain breaking so

often and the natural watchmaker.

to get rid of this difficulty, propos-

ed to do away with my fusee and

substitute a going barrel in its place.

He said that the fusee wan lies

were played out now, anyway
; and,

\

'

after complimenting my fine strong

works, he said that all that was

now necessary to make me a reli

ml a copy of a hlc Watch was to put in agoing

ajeweler and watchmaker's barrel, and he brought out a copy
paper, of a jeweler and watchmaker's

paper, which had something in it that supported his opinion.

My owner consented to this proposal of taking out my fusee,

and I was left to have the alterations made ; but fortunately

the genius was busy with other work and could not find time to

do it while my owner remained in the place, and he concluded

to give me another trial as I was.

On a certain occasion my owner was sojourning in a town

111 Northern Ohio, that bears the name of the author of the

Declaration ol Independence, where he was introduced to a

watchmaker who had the reputation of being a very intelligent

gentleman, as well as a skillful met hanic, which, in reality he

was. I was shown to him, and my owner related all the trouble

he had to get me to run regular. " Oh," said he, "
I see what

is the matter; the pivot holes all require to be inchased."

And he easily persuaded mv owner to ha\e this done, tell

ing him of what lasting benefit it would be to me. Now,

this man had recently purchased a new Universal lathe, which

at that time, was his special hobby, and every watch thai

was brought to him had either to have the pivol holes inchased

• ne other work done to n thai required the use of the

" My owner went

new lathe Even ii onlj aglass was to In

fitted the bezel had to be put in the uni-

versal lathe and the groove undercut. 1

gol my pivot holes inchased, and, al-

though I was not in any wa) damaged,

the real cause ol m\ irregularities was

ne\er looked into. and. practically, 1 was

no better than before. My owner, how-

ever, had received a vast am unit of in

formation on ever) conceivable subject

on which he chose to "start a sliver,"

and went away well pleased with him-

self and everybod) else, and with the

assurance that he was possessed of an

excellent watch which was now in perfect

order.

One day my owner was in New York

city, and he took me to a place where

away well pleased they advised a new chain to be put in,

with himself and and as large and as thick a one as

everybody else."
1 my fusee would admit of was select

ed and put on, and after this I continued to run for quite

a long time without it breaking ; but my running gave my
owner no better satisfaction, for the clocks in the different towns

which he visited still continued to show different time from

each other, and if by accident my hands agreed with one clock

it was sure to vary with the next, and 1 got the blame of

running irregular, and was regulated accordingly. During his

travels my owner met with a watchmaker who said that I was

not adjusted to positions ; that if I was only adjusted to

positions I could not help but run regular forever after. Now

this was exactly what my owner wanted, so I was adjusted to

positions. The plan of obtaining this adjustment was one that

is followed by some watchmakers in London, and it consisted

of turning away a part of my balance staff pivot at the ends

nearest to the shoulder, so that there would be a less amount

of the surface of my pivots bearing upon the jewels. 1 do not

know whether this alteration would have had the anticipated

effect or not, for the very same day that my owner got me back

he was jumping off his wagon and the sudden shake, which

never before used to do me any harm, broke both of mj alter* d

balance staff pivots ; and my beautiful balance staff, so artis-

tically made in every particular, was replaced by another watch

maker with a piece of round steel with pivots that looked like

long centres on each vm\ of it. In this condition I < ontinued

to run, but much worse than I ever did before
;

and at length

my owner came to the town where the " natural wat< hmakei

resided, and 1 was again submitted to his tender nun ies He

had made a new discovery since my owner was there before,

which he was now practicing with great success. With refei

ence to my fusee he admitted that so long as my 1 hain was not

breaking, the fusee did no haim, but he said that mj '

erizni" was in bad condition; that I would hive 10 be

ockerized" and then everything would be right. I"

make a long story short, my beauiiiul. hardened and ti mpered

balance spring, that had its curves formed with the greatest

possible amount of skill, so as to cause the long and short

vibrations ol the balance to be made in the same length of

time, was bent and twi cted about by this wreti hi
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and I was handed back tu my owner with my balance spring

completely ruined, and he cheerfully paid a large price for the

supposed improvement.

In a month or so after this I stopped one day, and my next

experiem e was with a watchmaker who said that my pivot

holes were all too wide, and that I needed a new balance staff,

which was all true enough ; but as regarded my pivot holes, he

did not take the state of the depths into consideration, and

although the pivot holes had been undesignedly left so wide by

the "' natural watchmaker," they helped me very much to run

when my depths were so deep. It was very difficult to per-

suade my owner that these faults were in me, for he had the

greatest amount of confidence in the workmanship of the

" natural watchmaker " who had made some of the alterations.

Hut after he had been shown the wide condition of the pivot

holes, he finally empowered the watchmaker to make whatever

alteration he considered to be necessary to make me run well.

Now, this,watchmaker put a very good

new balance staff in me, and he also

brushed the pivot holes, and the work-

manship was very good. The pivot

holes were all nicely polished, and my
bent third wheel, which had been in

that condition ever since I had been

cleaned preparatory to being compen-

sated for heat and cold, was made
straight. The pivot holes were very

accurately fitted to the pivots, which

were nicely polished, and particular

He immediately bought attention was paid to making good

me. countersinks to hold the oil. How-

ever, when I was set running again, the tightness of my pivot

holes neutralized all the good effects of the fine workmanship,

and I stopped running easier than ever I did before. My
owner was agair. disappointed, and became' thoroughly disgust-

ed. 1 had cost him a large sum of money in the first instance,

and he had paid nearly as much more to watchmakers for

cleaning and repairing, and now having lost all hope that I

could ever be made to run well he sold me to a peddler for a

mere trifle. This peddler sold me to a second-hand dealer in

New York city, and I, who used to be so much praised for my
good running, and considered so reliable and trustworthy pre

vious to being bought by my late owner, was now, from no

fault of my own, completely discarded and laid aside as worth-

less.

After I had been in the second-hand store for a number of

months, an old Englishman < ailed one day to buy some second-

hand watches. He took me up and looked at me; took me
out of my case, took off my hands and dial, when he saw some

private marks on my frame which showed that I was a watch

that he had a hand in making when he was a young man. He
immediately bought me, took me home, and at his leisure

hours restored me as near to my original condition as it was

possible to do, and now I <an run again without the least effort

on my part, and as well as the majority of the best of watches.

My troubles are nearly over now, but there is one dread still

haunts me that I was unconscious of in my early life, and that

dread is watchmakers. I am about as much afraid of falling

into the hands of those workmen that ate possessed of onl\ a

little knowledge, which is often so dangerous, as I am of

" born watchmakers " who have been especially endowed bj

nature. A watch is always improved by passing through the

hands of a careful and thorough workman. He often detects

little faults which, although they may have no immediate in-

fluence on the running of the watch, his critically educated eye

cannot allow to pass, and they are corrected, the customer

being simply charged for ordinary cleaning ; but a man who

is full of whims concerning pivots and bushes, pitchings,

escapements, &c, which have no foundation in natural philo-

sophy, is the most dangerous of persons to repaii a watch. If

the watch wearing public could only be made to understand

that their watches are made much worse for passing through

the hands of careless and ignorant workmen, although they

may by chance run well for a time after, than they are from

the ordinary wear of a lifetime, I will not consider this narrative

of my life and sufferings has been written in vain. -Jewelers'

Weekly.

THE OLDEST WATCH IN THE WORLD.

MARFELS, of Frankfort, Germany, has been making

a collection of antique watches for many years, until

now it surpasses anything of the kind in any museum

in the world. Yielding to the solicitations of his friends, he

sent it to the Paris Exposition, where it is always surrounded

by a group of interested specialists, studying the quaint relics

of a bygone age.

Among them is unquestionably the oldest watch in ex-

istence—older even than the Nuremberg eggs. From its con-

struction and the way in which it corresponds with the descrip-

tion of the invention of watches, experts all agree that it must

be one of the very first made, and it gives one a very peculiar

sensation to see the father of all watches, and of this great in-

dustry and science of horology so important in these days.

Absolutely the first mention of the watch is found in a work

published in 15 1 1, called Cosmographia Pomponii Melas. It

is all in Latin, and the notice is to the effect that "wonders

will never cease." Here comes a young locksmith of Nurem-

berg, named Peter Henlein, who takes a little small piece of

iron and makes a clock out of it that will run forty hours. It

has no winding weights, but a great quantity of wheels and is

small enough to be worn in one's belt or purse, and the posi

tion in which it is carried makes no difference.

Until recently the Gruber watch (1510), in the National

Museum, at Nuremberg, has been considered the oldest in ex

istence ; but that runs only twelve hours, while the Marfels'

runs forty, thus agreeing with the description of Henlein's

watches. Another point is that it does not record the quarters,

like the ('.ruber and Nuremberg watches, but only the hours.

As one examines it he can set that it is so clumsily made that it

impresses itself upon him as undoubtedly one ot the very first

attempts, and the traces of the locksmith's tools are plainly to

be seen. It is also much larger than the Gmbei watch, and

has no mechanism for striking the hour. Alter, onsidering these

points, it is impossible to doubt but that this is one of the first

portable tunc pices eveimade, and if not made by 11.
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it was at least made several years before the Gruber watch,

which bears the date of 1511.

The accompanying engraving shows the cylindrical shape

of the watch. (Mr. Friedrich, Superintendent of the National

Museum, at Nuremberg, has always expressed it as his opinion

that the round watches, called Nuremberg eggs, are by no

means the oldest style.) It is six centimeters in diameter and

two in thickness. The dial is divided into twelve hours.

Above each figure there is a small knot ; the one over the XII.

being pointed, to aid in telling the time in the night. All the

works are of iron, and seem such as a locksmith would make

with the tools at his command.

The train has no barrel, its place being taken by four iron

pins set in a circle in the plate, between which the spring

is wound, the end being fastened to one of the plate

pillars. The spring looks as if it might have been taken out of

a door-lock, it is so heavj and awkwardly finished. There is

no fu/ee. The contrii twn in Fig. 2 is meant to regu

late the action of the clumsy spring. [I ntru moui
on the barrel wheel arbor, against whi< h presses a small roller

set m the end of a curved spring. When the watch is wound
the eccentri< is turned from left to right in su< h a way that when
fully wound the spring is pressed back possible, and
thus exerts its greatest pn iure upon the eccentrii when the

mam spring is wound taut. Then as the main spring unwinds,

this pressure, although constantly diminishing in strength as the

ec< entric turns, still has sufficient power to < ontrol and mi

ate the excessive Strain of the roughly made main spring. When
at last the spring is nearly unwound, the pn I the regu-

lating spring is no longer felt at all. This mechanism, although

rough is quite ingenious, and is beyond a doubt the work of a

li 1 ksmith. The balanc e is missing, but .1 hole in the plate shows

that it must have been very small. It was regulated by means

of a movable lever. The bronze case and the dial were origin-

ally smooth finished, the engraving being the work of a later

period. The number of teeth and wheels are : Centre wheel,

forty-five teeth : main wheel, twenty-four
;
barrel wheel, sixty-

three : third wheel, forty teeth, and fourth wheel, thirty live.

Pinions are all 7 and 5 leaved. I he watch once wound would

run forty hours, with 22,680 vibrations an hour.-—Exchange.

HOW TO USE A WATCH.

Having obtained a serviceable article, says a watchmaker,

you should, in order to produce satisfactory results, follow these

rules : Wind up your watch every day at the same hour. Avoid

putting it on a marble slab, or near anything excessively cold.

The sudden transmission from heat to cold contracting the

metal may sometimes cause the mainspring to break. Indeed,

the cold coagulates the oil. and the wheels and pivots working

less freely, affect the regularity of the timekeeper. In laying

aside your watch be sure that it rests on its case. By suspend"

ing it free, the action of the balance may cause oscillation,

which may considerably interfere with its going. If you would

keep your watch clean, you must be quite sure that the case

fits firmly, and never put it in any pocket but one made of

leather. These pockets, which are lined witli cloth, cotton, or

calico, give by the constant friction a certain quantity of fluff,

which enters most watches, even those the cases of which

shut firmly. A skillful watchmaker one day thus reasoned

with a customer: "You complained," said he, "that your

watch gains a minute a month. Well, then, you will ( ongratu-

late yourself when you hear me. You are aware that in your

watch the balance, which is the regulator, makes five oscilla-

tions every second, which is 452.000 a day ; so that your

watch, exposed to all the vicissitudes which heat and < old oc-

casion it, the varying weight of the air, and tin- shaking to

which it is subjected, has not varied more than a minute in a

month, or two seconds in a day. It has 01 uired with

each vibration of the balance a variation oi the 216,000th

part of a second. Judge, then, what must be the extreme

perfection of the me< hanism of tins wat< h."

Artificial D I l for preparing
]

comes to us bigbl) recommended Take
|

hundred

parts ; red oxide of lead, one hundred and fiftj parts i Joined,

ihirty parts borax, calcined, ten | rl acid, one part,

Tins, it is claimed, will produce a paste ol ;reat bril I refractive

and dispersive powers, also a specific gravity similar to thai of the

diamond, it >" 1 al 1 modi 1 it 1
s the greatest

brilliancy when remelted and kept for two or three days in a
I

state in order to expel the super-abundanl alkali and perfei 1 the refin

111K
process. This past.- i

'. to produce fictitious

diamonds, but other imitation gems ofwhich this pa the basil
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LANGUAGE THAT NEEDS A REST.

( (WARDS the middle of the night I

was awakened by a disturbance in the

library. It did not seem to be the

noise of burglars. It was more like

the murmuring sound oi many tongues

engaged in a spirited debate [listen

ed closely and concluded it must be

some sort of a discussion being held

by the words in my big unabridged

dictionary. Creeping softly to the

door. I stood and listened. "I don't

care" said the little word Of :
" I may

not be very big, but that is no reason

why everybody should take advantage

of me. I am the most mercilessly

overworked word in the whole

dictionary and there is no earthly reason for it, either. People

say they 'consider of and 'approve of and 'accept of and

'admit of and all sorts of things. Then they say 'all of us,'

and ' both of them,' and 'first of all ' and tell about 'looking

out of the window, or cutting a piece of bread 'off of the loaf,

until lam thoroughly tired out.'

" Pshaw !" said the word Up, "
I am not much bigger than

you and I do twice as much work, and a good deal of it need-

lessly, too. People 'wake up' in the morning and 'get up' and
' shake up ' their beds, and 'dress up ' and ' wash up ' and ' draw

up' to the table, and 'eat Up' and 'drink up' their breakfast.

Then they 'jump up' from the table and 'hurry up' to 'go

up' to the comer, where the streetcar driver 'pulls up' his

horses and the passengers 'ascend up' the steps and 'go up'

into the front seats and the conductor ' takes up ' the tickets.

All this is done even before people ' get up ' town anil ' take up
'

their day's work. From that time until they 'put up' their

books and 'shut up' their offices, I do more work than any

two words in this book ; and even after business hours I am

worked until people ' lock up ' their houses and 'go up to bed

and (over themselves up' and ' shut up ' their eyes for the

night. It would take a week to tell what I have to 'put up'

with in a day. and I am a good deal ' worked up ' over it.

"
I agree that both L'p and Of are very much over worked

"

said the word Stated, " but I think I myself deserve a little

sympathy. I am doing not only my own legitimate work, but

also that which ought to be done by my friend Said. Nobody
' savs ' anything now a days : he always ' states '

it.

" Yes chipped in the funny little word Pun, "these are

very 'stately times."

me of the words laughed al this, but Humor said :
" Pun

is a simpleton.

• No answered Wit ; he is a fellow of duplil itii

" He makes me tired, ' said Slang.

I hen the'dis* ussion was n sumi d.

•'I do a great deal of needless work.' said the word but.

• People say they have no doubt 'but that' it will ram, and

that they shouldn't wonder ' but what it would snow, until I

don't know 'but I shall strike.

' What I have mosl to complain about, said tin- word A .

I that I am forced to associate 50 much with the word

Equally. Only yesterday a man said he could ' see equallj .1.

well as ' another main. I don't see what business Equally had

in that sentence."

"Well." retorted Equally, "men every day say that some
thing is 'equallj as good ' as something else, and 1 don't seewhat

business As has in that sentence."

"I think." said Propriety, "you two should be divorced by

mutual consent."

There was a fluttering sound and a clamor of voices

"We, too, ought to be granted divorce," was the substance

of what they said, and among the voices I recognized the follow

ing named couples : Cover Over, Enter In. From Thence, Go
Fetch, Have Got, Latter End, Continue On, Converse Togi th

er, New Beginner, Return Back, Rise Lp. Sink Down, They
Loth, Try And, More Perfect. Seldom Ever, Almost Never,

Feel Badly, United Together, Two first. An One, Over Again,

Repeat Again, and many others.

When quietude had been restored, the word Rest said :

" You words all talk of being overworked, as if that were the

worst thing that could happen to a fellow, but I tell you it is

much worse to be cut out of your own work. Now look at me.

Here I am ready and willing to perform my part in the speech

of the day, but almost everybody passes by me and employs

my awkward friend Balance. It is the commonest thing in the

world to hear people say they will pay the 'balance' of a debt

or will sleep the 'balance ' of the night.

"I suffer considerably from this same kind ol neglect," said

the wonl Deem. " Nobody ever ' deems ' a thing beautiful any

more ;
it is always 'considered beautiful, when in fact it is not

considered at all."

"True," said Irritate, "and people talk of being 'aggravat-

ed' when they ought instead to give me work."

"And me," said Purpose, "look at me. I get hardly any-

thing to do because people are always ' proposing ' to do th or

that when no idea of a proposition is involved. Why, I 1

the other day of a man w ho had ' proposed '
to murder a lother

when really he had never said a word about it to a li\ ing being.

( )t course he only ' purposed ' to commit the murder."

" It is my turn," said the word Among ;

"
I should like to

protest against Mr. between doing my work. The idea of

people saying a man divided an orange 'between' his three

children ! It humilitates me."

" It is no worse" said the word Fewer, "than to have

people say there were 'less' men in one army than in another."

"No,' added More Than, "and 110 worse than to have

them saj there were 'over' 100,000 men."

"It seems to me" said the word Likely, "thai nobodj has

more reason lor complaint than I have. Mv friend Liable is

doing nearly all my work. Thej saj a man is 'liable' to be

sick, or ' liable ' to be oul of town, when the question ol liability

does not enter into tin- matter at all."

"You i' no worse off than I am," said the litttle word So
.

"thai fellow Such is doin- all m\ work. Peopli saj there

never was ' such ' a glorious country as this, when, of co
1I1.

j mean there never was 'so glorious a countrj 1 Isewhi

I s.iw lli.it then was likely to be no end to this discussion,

since hall 1 he words m the dictionary were making efforts to

put m theii complaints, so I returned to mv couch
;
and I

will leave it to an\ person who has read this account to s.i\

whethi 1 I had iint ahead) heard'enough to make me 01 anybodj
else sleepy. Washington /<->/.
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T THE TRUST HAS DONEforthe WATCH TRADE.

--'-/

IT IHI^S 0-I^TE3ST THEM
1. Watch Cases. Solid "Patent" Gold Filled Stuffed.

2 Watch CaSeS Solid Patent Gold Filled st '

iffed. Warranted exactly 25 years, 14 2-10 fine
* "in a horn."

3 Watch Cases Predetermined Fillei Watch Cas3s, warranted to wear a "life-time." U S.

Assay value, $1.51 in gold.

4-. Watch Cases. Blacking Box Style. " Patent applied for " Silver Cases.

5. Watch CaSeS. " Dust Proof," 34 Nickel, so-called, (for charity's sake) Silver Cases.

6. Watch CaSeS. Screw Bezzel, Dust Proof, fruit jar style, "warranted."

7. Watch CaSeS. Pure Green Nitric Acid, Predetermined Gold Cases.

8. Watch Cases. Made for "Grangers," " Montauk Indians," and Bunko men.

9. Watch CaSeS. The Deacon's Own, "8 Karat, stamped 18 K."

10 Watch Cases ^ne Celebrated Trust Filled Case, "warranted to wear as long" as that
'. made by the man whose case will wear from 12 till noon.

Watch CaSeS, Stuffed Centre, "double stock" Watch Cases.

12. Watch CaSeS. Where the springs are weighed and the gold thrown in.

13. Watch CaSeS. Lent but not least, Filled Cases, with tin pie-plate ornamentation.

As we have before stated, and as they themselves advertised, Trust Manufacturers have impover-

ished (?) themselves for the retail watch dealer, and have used the Trust Jobber as a mouth-piece

to blow their celebrated " works of arts," listed above, onto the retail dealer with " all channels open,"

Dueber makes the same Watch Cases as ever, the same intrinsic value, the same superior workmanship, and

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
BANK COMMERCE BUILDING, - LONDON, ONT.

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE ACENT FOR THE SALE OF

DUEBER CASES AND HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG
Bank of Commerce Building, LONDON.

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT FOR THE SALE OF THE CELEBRATED

DUEBER G-OLD-FILLED O^-SES.

"THE BEST IN THE WORLD,"
CONTAINS MORE GOLD THAN ANY OTHER SO-CALLED FILLED CASE IN THE MARKET, AND COMBINES IN

ITS CONSTRUCTION ALL THE LATEST PATENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF
ANY VALUE IN THE ART OF WATCH CASE MAKING.

" THE WORLD'S WATCH CASE."
The Dueber Silverine 3 oz. 0. F. Bassine. Key and Stem Wind reduced to 95e. each A perfect fac-simile of the celebrated

Dueber Coin Silver Watch Case. Color, finish and durability superior to all others. Send for samples
and New Dueber-Hampden Price List.

BUY THE BEST, THE DUEBER CASES.
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NEW ISSUE.

B. W. RAYMOND
NICKEL, OPEN FACE,

PENDANT SETTING.

UNEQUALLED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES.

CORRESPONDING in quality and price with our Nickel Hunting B. W,
Raymond movement. Delivery of above grade has already been made

to the Jobbers, who will be pleased to supply the Trade.

General Office, 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 JOHN STREET. FACTORIES, ELGIN, ILLINOIS.
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THE NECKLACE.

T the end of a week they had

lost all hope.

And Loisel, who had aged

five years, declared, "We must

consider how to replace that

ornament."

Then they went from jeweler

to jeweler, searching for a

necklace like the other, con-

sulting their memories, sick

both of them with chagrin and

with anguish.

They found in a shop at the

l'alais Royal, a string of diamonds which seemed to them

exactly like the one they looked for. It was worth forty

thousand francs. They could have it for thirty-six.

Loisel possessed eighteen thousand francs which his father

had left him. He would borrow the rest.

He did borrow, asking a thousand francs of one, five hun-

dred of another, five louis here, three louis there. He gave

notes, took up ruinous obligations, dealt with usurers, and all

the race of money lenders. He compromised all the rest of

his life, risked his signature, without even knowing if he could

meet it ; and frightened by the pains yet to come, by the black

misery which was about to fall upon him, by the prospect of

all the physical privations and of all the moral tortures which

he was to suffer, he went to get the r.ew necklace, putting

down upon the merchant's counter thirty-six thousand francs.

When Mine. I.oisel took back the necklace, Mme.Forestier

said to her, with a chilly manner :

" You should have returned it sooner, I might have needed

it." Mine. Loisel now knew the horrible existence of the

needy. She took her part, moreover, all on a sudden, with

heroism.

That dreadful debt must be paid. She would pay it. They
dismissed their servant ; they changed their lodgings ; they

rented a garret under the roof.

She came to know what heavy housework meant, and the

odious care of the kitchen. She washed the dishes, using her

rosy nails on the greasy pots and pans. She washed the dirty

linen, the shirts, and the dish-cloths, which she dried upon a

line; she carried the slops down to the street every morning,

and carried up the water stopping for breath at every landing.

And, dressed like a woman of the people, she went to the

fruiterer, the grocer, the butcher, her basket on her arm,

bargaining, insulted, defending her miserable money, sou by

sou.

Each month they had to meet some notes, renew others,

obtain more time.

Her husband worked in the evening making a fair copy of

some tradesmen's accounts, and late at night he often copied

manuscript for five sous a p

And this life lasted ten )< I

At the end of ten years they had paid everything, every-

thing, with the rate-, of usury, and the an umulations of the

compound interest.

Mine Loisel looked old now. She had become the woman

of impoverished households—strong and hard and rough.

With frowsy hair, skirts askew, and red hands, she talked loud

while washing the floor with great swishes of water. But,

sometimes, when her husband was at the office, she sat down

near the window, and she thought of that gay evening of long

ago, of that bail where she had been so beautiful and so

feted.

What would have happened if she had not lost that neck-

lace ? Who knows ? who knows ? How life is strange and

changeful! How little a thing is needed for us to be lost or

to be saved.

But, one Sunday, having gone to take a walk in the Champs
Elysees to lefresh herself from the labors of the week, she

suddenly perceived a woman leading a child. It was Mmc.
Forestier, still young, still beautiful, still charming.

Mme. Loisel felt moved. Was she going to speak to her ?

Yes, certainly. And now that she had paid, she was going to

tell her all about it. Why not ?

She went up.

" Good day, Jeanne."

The other, astonished to be familiarly addressed by this

plain good wife, did not recognize her at all, and stammered :

" But—madame !— I do not know—you must have mis-

taken."

"No. I am Mathilde Loisel."

Her friend uttered a cry.

" Oh, my poor Mathilde ! How you are changed !"

" Yes, I have had days hard enough, since I have seen you,

days wretched enough—and that because of you."

" Of me ! How so ?'"

" Do you remember that diamond necklace which you lent

me to wear at the ministerial bill
"

" Yes. Well ?"

" Well, I lost it."

"What do you mean ? You brought it back."
'•

I brought you back another just like it. And for this we

have been ten years paying. You can understand it was not

easy for us, us who had nothing. At last it is ended, and I

am very glad."

Mme. Forestier had stopped.

" You say that you bought a necklace of diamonds to replace

mine ?"

" Yes. You never noticed it then ! They were very like."

And she smiled with a joy which was proud and naive at

once.

Mme. Forestier, strongly moved, took her two hands.

"Oh, my poor Mathilde' Why, my necklace was paste.

It was worth at most five hundred francs '' Guy de MaupaSi

ant, in the Odd Number.

It may interest those who have noted the differences in tin- pro-

rjuni iation of the name of Millet, the author of " The Angel us,'' to learn

that tin- painter's widow pronounces her name as if it were Mee-yay.

'I'm-, southernmost house in England is occupied by tin'

tinguished Cornish water-color artist, Mr. Thos. Hart. His studio, to

wbi< h connoisseurs and picture fanciers are wonl to mike pilgrim

tnated under the shadow of the Lizard lighthouse, aod the

southernmost fixtureof the work of human bands on the coasl line

of old England is Mr Hart's boathouae, at the foot of bis delightful

gardi 11 and gi ounds
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Toronto Silver j^late Qd.

TORONTO, CANADA.
MANUFACTURERS - OF

STERLING SILVER and

ELiEGTRG-PbATEBWARES

NO. 406 WATER SET. $30.75 LIST.

E. G. GOODERHAM,
Manager.

J. C. COPP,
Sec-Treas.
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Sale Agents in the Dominion of Canada for the Celebrated Window Fronts

and Shop Fixtures of F. SACK & CO.orLONDON, ENG.
• •• •

CATALOGUES AND ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING &

WINDOW FITTING SUPPLIED BY MAIL UPON APPLICATION. %*
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POINTS ABOUT PEARLS.

V

HE pearl was used medicinally

among the ancients, as it was sup

posed to possess wonderful cura-

tive properties in certain diseases-

The pearl which is in the col-

let tion of jewels that form the

crown of England, is one of great

purity and beauty : it was found

in the Conway, a river of Wales.

Pearls were among the earli-

est substances used in the way of

ornaments ; indeed, as far back

as we can trace their history, they

have been among the most popu-

lar ornaments.

The pearl was dedicated to

Venus— sacred to loveand beauty

among the worshippers of gods and goddesses. The ancients

poetically ascribed its origin to a drop of dew falling at morn-

ing or evening into the opened shell.

Indian mythology speaks often of the pearl, and says that

Vishnu, the Indian god, discovered it when he was searching

the ocean for the sacred books of the deluge, and carried it,

with other rare and beautiful things, to his beloved daughter,

that she might make herself lovely as the dawn.

The most celebrated pearl of modern times is said to be

the one described by Tavernier. It was found by an old Arab

in the sand of the seashore, and sold to the King of Persia.

The pearl known in history as the Peregrina, bought by Philip

II., King of Spain, was in the form of a pear and of the size of

a pigeon's egg.

Not only in sacred literature is the pearl an emblem of

purity and of things excellent, but we also find the pearl as a

figure in many standard authors among the Arabs. Eloquence

was represented by the pearl. Pearls were sacred to their

deities among many nations, (ireeks, Romans, Persians, Baby-

lonians and Egyptians considered the pearl a sacred jewel.

The passion of the Romans for pearls, like all the passions

of this people, was carried to great extravagance. The pearl

which Caesar presented to Servilia, the sister of Cato of I'tica,

was of fabulous price and beauty. The wife of Caligula wore a

set of ornaments composed of pearls and emeralds, and Cali-

gula himself ornamented his buskins and strewed the furniture

of his rooms with costly pearls.

Probably no pearl-fisheries will ever rival the fisheries of

Ceylon and the Persian gulf, but very beautiful pearls are now

found in many other waters— not only in the far Eastern world,

but in our own continent. The pearls that are now found in

British Columbia and California are considered very beautiful,

possessing, connoisseurs say, all the requisites of a perfect pearl.

Pearls are also found in many countries m Europe, bin an nol

considered by authorities in such matters as tine as ours.

Another still more famous pearl was one brought from the

Indies and presented i" Philip IV., of spam. 'Ibis Km^ was

passionately fond of pearls, and often applied the words " my
pearl " to whatever he thought very rare and beautiful Thus

s that one of Raphael's exquisite Madonnas is now known

in art as "The Pearl. After the death of the unfortunate

Charles I., of England, the pictures which he had collected

with so much care and judgment were scattered and sold-

Among them was the famous Madonna. At the first sight of

the picture Philip is said to have exclaimed: "This is mj

pearl!'' Napoleon possessed a beautiful pearl which he pur

chased in Berlin, Grand Rapids Ea

THE ART OF PROSPERITY.

Tell me not that advertising

Is at best an empty dream,

For its charms are more surprising

(And everybody who has tried it wisely and well will acknow-
ledge that its effects are far more astonishing)

Than its dull old-fashioned practitioners could ever deem.

And whichever way thou turnest

Thou wilt find, upon the whole,

Those who advertise in earnest

(Yes, we have only to glance at our wealthy commercial firms,

and we shall admit that those who do the thing properly)

Soonest reach the wished-for goal.

Wouldst thou, then, a lesson borrow

Wouldst thou know the royal way ?

Advertise, then, so to-morrow

(I>:>n't let a little expense deter you, you are merely casting

your bread upon the waters, and you will soon have the satis-

faction of knowing that each to morrow)

Finds thee richer than to-day.

Advertise, then ! No retreating '

Let the senseless croakers rave
;

While your heart with hope is beating

(You will always find a lot of people in every community who
are blind to their interests; but while you are making fame
and fortune)

They will find oblivion's grave.

1'rinter's ink will lead the battle ;

Printer's ink, the balm of life
;

Printer's ink, no din, no rattle

! No, it does its work quietly, and in the great war of competition,

when judiciously and thickly laid on, it always)

Leads the van against the strife.

Advertisers oft remind us

We can make success sublime.

Make our pile and leave behind us

(Exactly; that's just where it comes in. We not only feather

our own nest, but we provide for the prosperity and well-being

of generations yet unborn, and so leave behind us)

What defies the touch of time.

Dg ulnc h, perchance another

Struggling man with weary brain —

Some non-advertising brother

(\ .. imple is always to be commended, especially in the

matter "i advertising, and many a struggling business man,
ing the secret of another's success)

m.i . with wisdom try again.

Advertise, then ' l p and doing
'

So avert .1 meaner fate I

Vnd the wiser coui e put suing

(You will find that yon will bood be in a position to look the

world in the fare if you will only)

Learn to advei tiae and wail
'

—Ntw / Ian Tyfo.
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LEVY BROTHERS,
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Wholesale - Jewelers,
00O<S3O0000OO3OO03OO00CC0000CC " ~DOO

HAMILTON, ONT.

WISH THEIR MANY PATRONS

A Happy and Prosperous

New Year.

«$#*
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All buyers of New Haven

Clocks will have a Prosper-

ous and Happy New Year.

Buy New Haven Clocks.

"TIME IS MONEY."

NEW - HAVEN - CLOCKS
ARE

TIME- KEEPERS,
THEREFORE

MONEY-SAVERS,
HENCE

PROSPERITY.

&& p&& •>?.
*»* '«* *S*

Their Neat Appearance and

Excellent Qualities will

bring Happiness to

many homes.

Lei/y Brothers, - Hamilton, SeUing Agents for Canada.
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THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

Above is a cut of the " EXCELSIOR " Patent Dust-Proof Case, made in Coin Silver only.

Any Jeweler examining this case will readily see its many advantages over the regular Screw Cases now in

the market.

A few of the good points which we claim above all others are :

I.—Its simplicity of adjustment. The bezel can be put on or taken off in an instant, and it is impossible to put it

on wrong.

2.—There is no screw to overrun. All Watchmakers know what trouble is caused by screw bezels being started

wrong and crossing the thread, which renders the case almost useless.

3.—-The back of this case is solid, the bayonet joints being screwed in securely, thus making the case harder, it

being unnecessary to soften it by putting it through the fire to solder screw in, as is done in most cases.

4.—Can be used for either lever or pendant set movements.

5—There is a wide flange, which prevents any dust from getting in the case.

6.— It is a good honest case, made of coin silver throughout, with the exception of movement ring.

7—The bezel is sufficiently wide to enable one to grip it with sufficient force to screw it on tightly.

Each Case bears this Trade Mark

the Sole

and is fully Guaranteed by

Manufacturers.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO. OF TORONTO.

Ask your Jobber for the Excelsior Case. You will find it the best selling case in the market.

P. S.—Cuts of this case for advertising will be furnished to the Trade free of charge.
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and had almost a monopoly of the engine building trade.

Customers were so hard to find that all kinds of arum ial en

couragements were considered necessarj to induce power users

to buy -team engines. As a method of encouraging business,

Watt offered to sell engines reckoning 53,000 foot pounds to a

horse power, or one-hall' more than the actual. And thus,

what was intended as a temporary expedient to promote busi

ius>. has been the means of giving .1 false unit of a very im

portant measure to the world.

WRITING ROMAN NUMERALS.

MYSTIC JEWELS.

In 1400, an Italian writer set forth the virtues of the various

gems, indicating the month in which it was proper to wear

particular stones. The idea took, and for some time it was the

fashion in several Italian cities to have the precious stone of

the ring determined by the month in which the bride was born.

If in January, the stone was a garnet, believed to have the

power of winning the wearer friends. If in February, her ring

was an amethyst, which protected her from poison and from

slanderous tongues. The bloodstone was for March, making

her wise, and enabling her with patience to bear domestic cares.

The diamond for April, keeping her heart innocent and pure

so long as she wore the gem. An emerald for May made her

a happy wife, while an agate for June gave her health and pro

tection from fairies and ghosts. If born in July, the stone was

a ruby, which tended to keep her free from jealousy of her

husband, while in August the sardonyx made her happy in the

maternal relation. In September a sapphire was the proper

stone, it preventing quarrels between the wedded pair In

October, a carbuncle was chosen to promote her love of home.

The November-born bride wore a topaz, it having the gift of

making her truthful and obedient to her husband, while in

December the turquoise insured her faithfulness. Among the

German country folk the last-named stone is to the present day

used as a setting for the betrothal ring, and, so long as it retains

its color, is believed to indicate the constancy of the wearer.

A UNIQUE COMPARISON.

A facetious watchmaker :
" A watch is like the human

body. It is just as sensitive as the most delicate child and

needs more care and protection than it ever receives.

''It is affected by climatic influences, and its vitals are just

as liable to derangement as those of our bodies. Its heart

beats govern its action and its hands and face tell its condition

at all times.

"If I were to classify the diseases of watches 1 should say

that the one where the works are clogged with dirt and the oil

has become stiff is analagous to our biliousness. This is the

most common complaint watch doctors find, and unless the

owner of the watch makes it a rule to submit it to a reputable

repairer he will probably be victimized, just as human patients

are when they consult quack doctors." -Jeweler? Weekly.

Everybody who has been to school knows the Roman
numerals, and they are always used on clocks and watches.

What everybody don't know, however, is that the representations

of the fourth figure on the dial of a timepiece are never made

as they should be, according to the arithmetics, for instead of

being IV. it is invariably written II 1 1. Just why this is done

has never been reasonably explained. Some watchmakers say

it is to avoid mixing up IV. with Y. and VI., and that is really

the only reason I ever heard. But nobody seems to know,

without looking at a timepiece, how it is written, and I have

never yet met any one who did not, when asked, write it IV.

instead of II II., and I never yet saw a timepiece on the dial of

which 4 o'clock was written IV.

—

New York Graphic.

EeiTORiALi Notes.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada will oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

insertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

lliey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

The average life of an ocean cable is twelve years l ins 1 , brief

existence, but the cable probably .1 account of being over-

flooded with waves of trouble.

Removal.—J. H. Vanstone has removed his jewelry business from

Listowel to London Ont.

W. A. Flack has opened out a jewelry business on his own account

in Wroxeter, Ont. We wish him success.

C. C. Campbell has opened out in the jewelry business in Port

Colborne, Ont, and should make a success of the venture.

Mr. McKee, jeweler of Deloraine, Man., whose serious iLlness was

referred to in our last issue, is reported to be out of danger and expects

to be in his store again very soon.

Left Their Employ.—We are requested to state that Wesley

Cathcart, formerly in the employ of L. Black & Co. of Detroit, as

traveller in Ontario, has severed his connection with that firm.

George C. Hunt, formerly of Port Perry, Ont , has moved to

Donald, B. C , where he has opened out as a watchmaker and jeweler

on his own account, with good prospects of doing a paying business.

I i.HCTRic Lights.— Ryrie Bros. andBenj. Chapman, the well-known

retail jewelers of Yonge Street, Toronto, have recently had the Edison

incandescent electric light introduced into their stores. The effect is

very good and shows off their handsome goods to great advantage.

Hardly.—The New York Jeiuelers* Catalogue says, "Now that

Brazil has become a republic, it is time for Canada to follow suit."

No thank you, Brother Catalogue, we are very happy as we are, and

propose to remain so until we have some better reason than any that

has been yet advanced for making a change.

A Bold Robbery.—Thomas Fain was sentenced to fourteen days

for stealing a gold ring from William Davis, the well-known retail

jeweler of London, Ont. The evidence showed that the theft was a

very bold one The prisoner walked into the store and asked to see

thi- rings. He was shown them, and taking up one, walked out with it.

lii'KNED to Death.— Ben. F. Johnson, the jeweler who lost his

life by falling from the fourth storey of the Finney House, Detroit,

during the (ire which occured there on the 9th I December, was for four

years a resident watchmaker of St. Thomas, Ont.. and only went to

it last spring. He was 27 years of age, ami his parents reside in

n Sound.

Pkize K^say.—We direct the attention of our readers to the essay

of Mr. C. E. Billings, watchmaker of London. Ont., which was awarded

the > "nil prize in the competition originated by the American /twe/ei

of ( Chicago. It will repay a careful perusal, and we trust the trade will

not overlook it on account of the superabundance "I matter in this

\1 1 ilCAL, -Miss Adele Strauss, a sister in lav. of Mr. Edmund
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WALTHAM
One Size Watches

Hunting and Open Face,

= Jn : (Solo, ; Silver : anb : Crescent : (Sotb : jfilteb : Cases =

of every. IDariety anb Style.
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Scheuer, the well-known wholesale jeweler of this city, made her debut

in Steinway Hall, New York, on the 25th of November, and, according

to the accounts of the musical critics of that city, scored a great success.

Miss Strauss is a graduate of the Paris (France) Conservatory of Music,

and has without doubt a brilliant career before her.

The Souvenir Number of the Je-weler's Weekly, of New York, which

came to hand just after our December issue was mailed, is a most artistic

production and reflects great credit on the enterprise of the management.

That its matter is good, in our opinion, is proved by the extracts from it

which will be found in this issue of our own journal. We wish our es-

teemed contemporary continued success.

Joseph S. Murray A Co., the well-known engravers of 58 Yonge

Street Arcade, Toronto, have sent out to the trade a small but elegant

souvenir in the shape of a folding business card which contains some

very fine specimens of their artistic engraving. They have been fairly

overrun with work for the past six weeks, but this is hardly to be

wondered at when their skill and low prices are considered.

A Watchmaker Needed.—An advertisement in our daily papers

states that there is a first-class opening for a good, practical watch-

maker in the town of Grimsby, Ont. It says they want "a pushing

man with good staying qualities. " For particulars regarding Grimsby,

and the chances of a profitable business there, address Mr. James A.

Livingstone, Publisher, Grimsby, Ont.

The Donati Failure.—The liabilities of Joseph Donati, the in-

solvent jeweler of Quebec, are placed at about $6,500, and the creditors

are not likely to get much out of the estate. The absurdity of a jeweler

doing such a small business having so many creditors is apparent.

Instead of sixty-one creditors, which he is said to have, he should only

have had one tenth of that number.

A Fine Pearl —We were shown by Messrs. T. H. Lee & Son, last

week, one of the finest pink pearls that we have ever had the pleasure

ol handling. It came from the Maritime Provinces, was egg-shaped

and almost lusterous enough to pass for an opal. Mr. Lee had it set

in a heavy 18k. claw mounting for a scarf pin, and it is needless to say

that it made a very pretty and effective ornament.

Christmas Calendar.—We have to acknowledge the receipt from

Messrs. P. W. Ellis & Co., of a very handsome and appropriate calendar

for the year 1890. It has been gotten up specially for the firm and
brings out very prominently and artistically their trade mark of the

letter E on a maple leaf, which, as the trade have learned by this time,

is always a sign of honest quality of the article on which it is stamped.

Noi Damaged.—It was reported in the Trade papers of the U. S.

that the American Watch Case Company's premises had been damaged
by the fire in the Truth building on Adelaide Street last month. '1 his

was untrue as the Watch Case Co. occupied a different building, and
escaped with only the loss of a few lights of glass and slight damage by
water. They were in running order twenty-four hours after the fire.

E. F. Gerster, of Wingham, Ont., mentioned in our last issue as

wanting to compromise with his creditors at twenty cents on the dollar,

has succeeded in doing so with the most of them. A few, however, are

holding out, and want considerably more than that before they will give

him a discharge. They consider his offer as a kind of stand and deliver

piece of business, and propose to fight it to the bitter end.

A Loss to Toronto—Mr. David C. Wagner, manager of the

Dominion Show Case Co. of West Toronto, died on the 12th Dec , the

first anniversary of his wedding day. Mr. Wagner was a young man of

exceptional ability, and though quiet and unassuming in manner, was
a great favorite with all those with whom he had business relations

His remains were interred on Saturday the 14th Dec. and were follow-

ed to the grave by a large concourse of mourning friends.

Diamonds and Precious Stones.—We have to acknowledge the
receipt of a work on precious stones, by M. D. Rothschilds, of 41
Maiden Lane, New York, from the cursory glance that v.ehave been
able to give the book, we should say that it must prove very valuable
to the practical jeweler who deals in 1 1, as it contains in concise
form a great deal of necessary information that every man who wants
to be abreast of the times should know. We commend it to our readers.

Mr. W. F. Ross, jeweler ol this city, assigned last month to E. R.

C. Clarkson, official assignee, for the benefit of his creditors. His

liabilities are said to aggregate some $28,000, with assets amounting

to about $18,000. Mr. Ross has been connected with the jewelry

trade of this city for the past eighteen years, and his failure has created

no small surprise, as he was very popular as a salesman, and was

supposed to be making seme money in the new business which he

started about two years ago.

Mr. Samuel Platt, a well-known city barrister, was arrested last

month by Detective John Cuddy, charged with the theft of a diamond

ring, valued at $300, from Jacob Woltz, jeweler. 41 Colborne Street.

The property was afterwards pawned for $50 on York Street. \\ hen

arrested by the detective, Platt was badly intoxicated, being scarcely

able to stand. When the case came before the Police Magistrate, find-

ing that Platt had, on becoming sober, made an effort to straighten the

matter, he gave the prisoner a chance to redeem himself by remanding

him on his own bail for sentence.

A Western Jobber.—As our readers will see by his advertisement

on another page, Mr. W. F. Doll, the only jewelry jobber in Manitoba

and the North-Western Territories, is about to enlarge his facilities for

doing business, and early next year will be in a position to show tin?

trade one of the best assorted and most complete stocks of jewelry in

this country. Mr. Doll has proved himself a very enterprising merchant

and his success, although phenomenal in many respects, has without

doubt been attained by the judicious exercise of those qualities which

all shrewd business men possess. He is a pusher and no mistake.

A Clever Production.—We have received from the Illinois Watch
Company a very neat card intended to represent a Japanese letter. It

is printed in some nine or ten colors, and is a marvellously correct

imitation of a torn envelope and its contents. The Japanese postage

stamps of 1 sen and 2 sen denominations are neatly reproduced and bear

such portions of the postmark as are necessary to cancel them. On the

reverse of the card is a neat representation of a wax seal over the folds

of the envelope, and printed aroun 1 it, with a blank space for the name
and address of the retailer to whom it will be furnished in quantities

for distribution among his customers, is an advertisement of the Illinois

Watch Company.

Detected Criminals.—In our last issue we gave an account of the

burglary of the premises of Henry Ross, the St. Peter Street jeweler of

Montreal, which were broken into and a quantity of valuable goods

carried off. At the time, a great deal of talk was indulged in over the

occurrence, as the shop was connected with the Holmes Electric Pro-

tection Company's system, and the men declared that they were on

hand three minutes after the alarm was sounded. Two men from Old

France, named Paul Levain and Henri Locquet, have been arrested by

Detectives Harrett and Robinson, and both have confessed that they

were the parties who robbed Mr. Ross' store, and pleaded guilty when
brought before the Court for trial.

A Testimonial.— In reply to a request to change his advertisement

for the Holiday Trader, Mr. William Allen Young, of London, Dueber's

General Agent for Canada, says :
" Haven't got time to do it, continue

the one you have now in, as it brings me all the business we can take

care of, for the present at least. I am already " in the woods," having

more orders booked than can be tilled before the holidays. After the

New Year the output of the Dueber- Hampden factories will be increased

and we will be better prepared to meet the great demand." This is cer-

tainly a very flattering testimonial to the merits of The Trai er as a

means of thoroughly reaching the Canadian Jewelry trade, as well as

to the high reputation of the Dueber Hampden watches.

1 .1 1 11 im APPLY to .There are some queer men in the world, anil

amongst them " a French watchmaker who ollrrs his daughter in mar

riage (and 100.000 francs dowry) to the case-maker who shall construct

the lightest gold watch case Competitors to address the office !

/'
'
Almanach des Ilotlogers, St Imier." In a footnote to the above, the

editor ol tAlmanack expresses the hope for the victor that his wife will

light than his cases. " If this gentleman is not desirous ol 1 '>n

lining his choice to his own country, he might easily find the very man
he wants amongst the tilled 1 ase makers of the United States, where
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The Clock That Was Bought in a Dry Goods Store.
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This clock was bought in a dry goods store,

He purchased the clock in a dry goods store.

And this is lie as he fumed and swore,

And did not look as he looked before

I li- pun hased the clock in a dry goods sior«'.

This is the worker in clocks galore,

To whom the fellow that fumed and swore,

And did not look as he looked before,

Took the clock he bought in a dry goods store.
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This is the bill for a blank sight more

(To be paid by the fellow that fumed and swore

To the smiling worker in clocks galore)

Than the swearer had paid for the clock before,

When he purchased it in a dry goods store,

—Jewelers' 1

1



gold filled cases are made by predetermination with less than four dv, ts.

of iok gold in them. And still such cases contain an elaborately en-

graved and artistic chromo guaranteeing them to wear for fifteen years.

Removal.—The HemmiDg Bros. Co.. (limited), are making prepar-

ations for the removal of their business from the old stand on Adelaide

Street East to 76 York Street. The growth of this Company's business

may almost be said to be a commercial phenomenon. They have out-

grown the facilities afforded them by two premises, io each of which

they imagined they would have all the scope they desired, and now

they are moving to one of the largest and finest warehouses in the city,

the whole of which, from attic to cellar, will be utilized by them. Their

successful bus :ness career isbut another proof that honest and conscien-

tious work, and a resolve always to be at the head of one's business, is

bound to bring success when properly backed up with business common-
sense and greenbacks.

Lost Diamonds.—A wholesale jewelry house of this city shipped

last month to a prominent western retailer, by parcel post, a package

containing diamonds to the value ot S219. So far they have failed to

materialize, and now both the jobber, retailer and Post Office authori-

ties are on the alert to find out what has become of them. The
package was registered, and the shipper says that although he has sent

out thousands in this way, it is the first one that ever went astray. The
Post Office Inspector wants to get at the bottom of this thing, for if our

merchants ever get the idea that parcel post is unsafe, it will consider-

ably affect the revenue of that department. The rate for registered

packages was almost doubled last year, and the Government are there-

fore entitled to ensure security in their transmission.

Dead.—We regret to learo of the death of Mr. Alfred A. Schwob,
brother of Mr Moise Schwob, the well-known Swiss watch importer, of

Montreal, which took place at Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, on the 1st

December, after a long and painful illness. Mr. Schwob was partner

in the business of Schwob Brothers, and although of late years he has

lived in Europe entirely, was well known to the wholesale trade of this

country. He was a smart, honorable and energetic business man, and
was not only popular with those with whom he had business relations,

but loved and esteemed by the large circle of acquaintances who had
the pleasure of enjoying his society in social life. He leaves a sorrow-

ing widow and family to mourn his untimely end, for he was but 43
when he died. His friends have the sympathy of the entire jewelry

trade of Canada.

Dearer Gold.— If the latest rumor has any foundation in fact,

the people of this country will very soon be called upon to pay consider-

ably more for gold jewelry than they have been lately doing. It

appears that a gigantic trust has been formed in Paris, France, having
for its object the control of the world's supply of gold. That this is

no fiction is evidenced by the fact that already the French manufacturers
of jewelry who at this time of the year usually make large purchases
of gold in order to carry on their business, have had to pay considerable
advance on former prices. Whether the operations of the trust will be
confined to France or will, like those of the diamond and copper trusts,

try to make the whole world pay tribute to them, remains to be seen. The
jewelry trade will await developments with all the interest that people
usual!) do whose pockets are bound to be affected by the result.

Advance in Swiss Watches—The Committee of the Society of
Watchmakers of Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, have issued a circular
in which they state that owing to the increased price of labor— and the
fact that because of stagnation in business, prices had been cut down to a
point where a decent living could not be made at the trade by either
masters or workmen—an advance would be made on all kinds of watches
manufactured in that country. This advance will, it is supposed, be
about 15 per cent, upon former prices, and while it will benefit the
Swiss engaged in the business, it will also do good to American manu-
facturers, as the increased price will have a tendency towards keeping
down the imports of their goods into the United States Of late years
it has only been their cheapness which has given Swiss watches any
hold in the American market.

News.—The Philadelphia A'cyitone says in its last issue :
•• It is re-

ported that the Canadian Government intends to take steps at the next
session of the Dominion Parliament to secure the appointment of a
commission to enquire into the trade relatione between Canada andthe

<)1

United States. The increasing demand for closer commercial inter-

course between the two countries that is manifested in Canada, suggests

that this would be a prudent course for a ministry seeking re-election

to pursue." While it is highly probable that a Committee of some kind

may be drafted for the purpose of looking into the trade relations be-

tween the two countries, the conclusion which trie Keystone draws that

the above is contemplated because of its prudence as an election card,

is, so far as we can see, entirely unwarranted by the facts. Seeking in-

formation upon a subject does not always indicate that a Government

either desires it, or that it would be good for the country

A Foregone Conclusion.—The " Liberal "
(?) leaders and their

organs are never tired of telling us how that Commercial Union is the

true antidote for annexation. That this is regarded in the U. S. in exact-

ly the opposite manner, may be judged from the following extract from

the San Francisco Call: " After Canada has surrendered to the United

States the right to fix her tax on both home and foreign goods, she has

no considerable national power to surrender. Under Mr. Wiman's

plan it would be impossible for her to increase her tariff in case of a

foreign war, or to resist an increase in case the United States should

become involved in war. When it surrenders the only attribute of

sovereignty it now possesses, it might as well form a political alliance."

Just so. The Call has put the whole proposition in a nut shell, and

those who cannot see it in that way must be woefully ignorant, or else

wilfully blind.

The Diamond Market.—The state of the Amsterdam market has

not improved much of late, according to De Diamant; foreign buyers

have been few, and the dull weather has made purchasers cautious,

because an error in the color of diamonds costs dear. Rough and

cleavages are in good demand. In Paris the sale of finished stones has

slightly improved during the month, but there is little movement to

note. Very limited consignments reached London in Novemberat higher

prices, so that although numerous dealers were on hand, many went

away without buying. Indeed, it is thought that if the rise in prices

from the fields continues much longer, the rumor as to a " corner " will

have some justification. "Cornering" the diamond market is rather a

large order; but with practically unlimited capital, and in the absence

of new sources of supply, it is not without the bounds of possibility.

—

The London Jeweler oV Silversmith.

Death of Edmund Eaves.—The jewelry trade of Montreal have

sustained a heavy loss in the death of Mr. Edmund Eaves, wholesale

jeweler of that city, who died on the 15th December, after a short

illness of ten days. Mr. Eaves was apparently in his usual state of

health, and attended to business as usual, when he was taken down with

inflammation of the lungs, from which he was not able to rally. Mr.

Edmund Eaves was formerly in partnership with his brother, but a few-

years ago they dissolved, and since then each has carried on a separate

wholesale business of his own. Although not much known outside

of Quebec, to which Province his trade was principally confined, Mr.

Eaves was highly regarded by the retail j-welers with whom he came
in contact, and he had worked up a sati factory business. His funeral

was largely attended, many of the prominent businessmen of Montreal

being present and thus evincing the regard in which the deceased was

held by his fellow townsmen. Requiescot in pace

Smart Germans.—A London, England, dispatch of last month
says that " Numbers of English half-crowns made in Germany are in

circulation throughout Great Britain. Though not made at the

Government mint, they are, really speaking, as good as English half-

crowns, the only difference being that they have rot been issued by

the mint. The way the Germans work it is this An English half-

crown when new weighs half an ounce, and is worth intrinsically is.

gd. By coining each half-crown at a cost of 3d., the Germans would

still make a profit of 6d , and find it worth while to export it to England

The said half-crowns have been pronounced genuine by the Goldsmiths'

Company, and the mint authorities are in a quandary as to the best

means of putting a stop to the ingenious < tomans' profitable game."

It surely should not be any trouble for the authorities to stop this

ir.ilin , seeing that in all countries the government reserve ti 1 themselves

the right to mint and issue the legal metal currency of the country.

A Charming Souvenir.— Tin Youth'i Companion Double Christmas

Number is a charming souvenir lis delii ati ly 1 olored 1 ovei end
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Gr. H. Lees & Co.,

Manufacturing Jewelers,
WATCHMAKERS AND ENGRAVERS.

Have their factory fitted with the most improved and best steam

machinery and make a specialty of making any kind of jewelry to order,

particularly Ring's of all kinds. Orders of every kind promptly filled,

Medals, Hair Jewelry, Enameling, Stones cut and engraved. Repair-

ing receives prompt attention, and at moderate prices. We have a

good reputation for being prompt. Watches demagnetized and proper-

ly repaired. Tools and materials.

Our Terms are Cash. Please (/ire us a Trial.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

MURRAY & WYLIE,

I^OO^C 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

W. COATES & E>RO.,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, (up Stairs,) - - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones Polished and Mounted for the Trade.
N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.
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wealth of stories and pictures that are intensely interesting to readers of

all ages. Some of the features are " Christmas in a Wagon," by
J. L.

Harbor, a story of pioneer life in the Rocky Mountains, " A Double
Decker," by Mrs. Frank Lee, a story for boys, and another for girls,

entitled " Beth s Memorial Stocking," by Mrs II G. Howe
, an inter-

esting description, by Emory J. Haynes. of the famous " Minot's Ledge
Light ;

" Arabella B Buckley's " Sleep of Plants and What it Means ;

"

Attacked by Cheyennes, " by K. L. O. F. Wolcott, a story of wild

western life. A Christmas Night's Sensation." by Clinton B. Converse,

and " Alice's Christmas," both fresh and appropriate to the season,

highly beneficial editorials on " Thoroughness" and " Stanley's Re-

turn." with a beautiful page for the very young children, together with

anecdotes and bits of fun, combine to make a complete treasury for the

w hole family.

A Fake.—The latest fake in this city is that of giving away gold

watches and diamond jewelry with tea. The uninitiated might imagine

that these valuable presents were given away with every pound of tea.

Not so, however, as the purchasers find to their cost, for not one pur-

chaser in fifty gets any prize in their tea worth more than ten cents

The dig prizes,consisting of cheap low- karat gold watches and trashy

diamond rings, go only to those whose names they think will look well

in an advertisement to serve as bait to draw in the less fortunate suck-

ers, whose name is legion, for they have been many. The police had
the manager of the fake arrested and tried before the police magistrate,

who promptly convicted him of carrying on a lottery, in contravention

of the law and very properly fined him $50.00. This decision of the

magistrate has been appealed against, but it is hardly likely that it will

be set aside, as the violation of the law is so flagrant that there can be

but little question of its gambling nature. Enquiries which have been

made regarding " The Traders Tea Company," the name under which

it has been running in this city, show that either it, or concerns of a

similar character have been run out of several cities in the United States

for illegal dealing.

Perhaps, with a BIG Y.— The Philadelphia Keystone rises to remark
,

"The Trader, of Toronto, says "it takes no stock in 'manifest destiny

clap trap" about Canada's being absorbed by the United States. It

believes that country's •'ultimate destiny is not annexation, but inde-

pendence." We don't know about that ''ultimate " Perhaps inde-

pendence first and annexation afterwards may be the order, Texas
did it that way." This reference of the Keystone to the fate of Texas
is not only timely but to the point. Any one who reads between the

lines of Erastus Wiman's last article on the "Destiny of Canada," can-

not fail to notice that he predicts a similar fate for Canada should the

"Reform" party of this country succeed in reforming it at the next

general election by getting into power on the Commercial Union cry.

They seem anxious to give it a chance to be Americanized as Texas
was, but it is hardly probable that five or six million Canadians can be

hoodwinked and bulldozed into the American Union as were the

Mexican "greasers" who formerly owned Texas. If ever Canada goes

in for independence, her people have sand enough to run their own
political machine.

A Cool Fool. -Arthurs Jenkins, alias Arthur McWayne, appear-

ed before Judge McDougall, at the December Toronto Sessions, to

answer to a list of indictments which was surprising. Jenkins has the

appearance of an honest working man of perhaps 28 years of age, but his

doings during the month of November in Toronto show him to be a

comfirmed rogue and swindler of the worst type. The coolness and
persistency with which he pushed operations until he ran against

Detectives Davis and Cuddy, who introduced him at the Police Court

a short time ago, is conclusive that he is a reckless fool. Here is the

array of offences with which he was charged November 24th, obtain-

ing a watch worth I30 from T. ]. Johnston, jeweler. 570 ()ueen west,

on a forged order purporting to be made by W.
J

Guy, plumber, of & 1

Queen street west
. November i6th, obtaining by false pretences a

watch from Richard Clarke, of 310 King street west
. November i6th,

stealing an overcoat and two shirts from Joseph McCarthy, of 72

Teraulay street; November 14th, running away with a silver watch from

the store of Max Pinberg, 74 Queen street west, without paying for it ;

nber 24th, stealing a gold watch from the boarding house of

Margaret Black. It is almost needless to say that he was summarily

convicted and sentenced to a term in the Kingston Penitentiary.

Hardlv.—Says an American exchange, "A session of the Dominion

of Canada Parliament is probable in January, at which that body will

be asktd to pass a new banking law, and it is said that business men
there favor the adoption of the national bank system of this country."

Well, hardly. While there are, no doubt, many good points about the

U S national banking system,
x
very few practical business men, who

know anything about banking, favor its adoption in its entirety in this

country. Americans themselves find considerable fault with its want of

elasticity, and this fault would be greatly aggravated by its adoption in a

country as poor as Canada now is. The present banking act does not

expire until 1892, and when it does, it is probable that it will be super-

seded by one embodying the best feature of both the Canadian and

United States systems. Canadian bankers are a unit in favor of their

present status, but it is barely possible that under the new act they

will be allowed the latitude they now have. What the business men
want is a system of national currency by which the Government,

insteadof the banks, will issue and guarantee all the notes. If this can

be done and the banks are enabled to arrange some satisfactory security

with the Government, which will not impair their circulation, a national

currency elastic enough to meet all emergencies will probably be the

result. Without doubt a considerable change must occur when it

comes to be legislated upon.

What Constitutes a Partnership.—At the Civil Assizes last

month the actioD of the Mendelssohn Piano Company against Charles

West, a grocer of North Toronto, was tried. The suit was against

West as an alleged partner in the defunct firm of P.W. Graham & Co.,

dealers in musical instruments, who, when their failure occurred, were

owing the Mendelssohn Piano Company about 82,000, and as Graham
was worthless the action against West commenced. The latter de-

clared that he had merely lent money to Graham & Co. to help them

in a difficulty, and was not at any time a partner of the firm, and there-

fore not responsible for its debts. It may be interesting to our readers

to know how insignificant a document caused Mr. West to be liable as

a partner. The agreement he made with P. W. Graham when he ad-

vanced him the loan reads as follows :

Toronto, 15th February, 1888.

Received from Charles West, Esq., the sum of five hundred dollars

to be used for the purpose of carrying on the business of dealers in

pianos and organs, the profits to be divided equally between myself

and the said Charles West, the sum of ten dollars per week being

allowed P. W. Graham as wages. Signed, P. W. Graham.

(I agree to the above terms.) Signed, Charles West.

His Lordship, Justice Falconbridge, gave judgment holding West

responsible for the full amount and costs. This is but another and a

very forcible illustration of the truth of the old adage, that 'the man
who acts as his own lawyer, has a fool for a client."

Hit the Nail on rHE Head.—The London, England, Jeivelet

mith pretty nearly hit the nail on the head when it attributes the

loss of England's trade with Canada in jewelry to the " want of adapt-

ability on the part of English manufacturers to meet the demand of

colonial taste." The English manufacturer has always had the idea,

or if they thought otherwise they have taken very good care to keep

their thoughts to themselves, that English taste was unapproachable,

and that what was iu fashion in England was good enough for colonists.

While tins worked well enough as long as England had a virtual mon-

opoly of the jewelry trade.it had to go under just as soon as competitors

arose who could not only manufacture almost as cheaply, but were will-

ing to cater to the vitiated taste of these so-called colonists Merchants

inCanada have always had an idea thataman who de for

him and is ready to pay the <-ash for them, should have some small say

ling their styli eh Of course when the English manufacturer

refused to ee it 1:1 'he same light, and practically told him that he

must either take what be had to sell him or look elsewhere for other

10k his advice just as soon as he could find

tome one who was willing and able to cater to his wants. In our

11. had 1 In- English jewelry ma nu fact 11 rers shewn thesameentei

and di vie to pie. is.- their customers that their Am. 1 1. .111 and < an.idi.m

I

layed, they could, with their plentiful suppl] I
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Tfts iBsst Line of Rolled iPtate <3fiatns.
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

STYLES

ctJ.G.C.&CO.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

GUARANTEED."^^ %^ $ %^ *%d 0%^L%rf \## desired.
(TBADB MARK.)

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J". Gh. CIKIEIE^riEIR & COZMUP^IKr^",
NORTH A.TTLEBOROUGH, HXA.SS., USA.

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS,™£SK5i»
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver,

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.

The Trade Say
They Give the Best Satisfaction.

They are Profitable Goods to Handle.

Because they are Quick Sellers.

We cannot afford to be without them.

46

A Word to the Wise is Sufficient.
>?

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO
81 KING STREET EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.
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cheap skilled labor, not only have held their own in the colonial markets,

but largely increased instead of diminished their trade. They have

lost ground almost entirely on account of their own want of foresight,

and, like every other business, they will find that it is very much easier

to drive away trade than to regain it once that is done.

A Handsomb Production.—We were shown a few days ago, by

Mr Geo T. Gorrie, of this citv, a copy of the calendar which he is

importing from Europe for the firm of Levy Bros., the wholesale jew-

elers of Hamilton. It is printed in over fifteen colors, and is without

doubt ODe of the most artistic things of the kind that has ever been

brought into this country.

The Calendar sent out to the trade by E. Scheuer. of this

city, is not only thoroughly original in design, but executed in a very

sup rior manner. It contains first-class portraits of Mr. Scheuer and

the head men of his staff, done by the newly patented photogravure

process, which are almost equal to the best photography. It is a very-

pretty and appropriate souvenir of the season, and will no doubt be

highly prized by the trade.

Not Easily Knocked Out.—While the Intercolonial train was

being made up at the Bonaventure station in Montreal on the 4th of

last month, the heating apparatus in the Pullman exploded, wrecking

the end of the car. The colored porter was severely hurt by the

flying timbers, iron and glass, and had to be conveyed to the hospital.

The only passenger injured was Mr. Benno Strauss, Eastern repre-

sentative of Edmund Scheuer, of this city, who, although knocked

down and stunned, very soon recovered sufficiently to be able to pro-

ceed on his journey. It was a narrow escape for him.

Workshop Notes.
Artificial Corals —Can be made from four parts yellow resin and

one part vermillion, melted very fine.

Imitation Silver. -Silver, one ounce; nickel, one ounce, eleven

dwts. . copper, two ounces, nine dwts. Or silver, three ounces ; nickel,

one ounce, eleven dwts. ; copper, two ounces, nine dwts.
; spelter, ten

dwts.

To Drill Pearls.—The easiest way to hold pearls, in l rder to

drill and otherwise cut them, is to fit them loosely in holes bored in a

piece of wood A few drops of water sprinkled about the holes causes

the wood fibres to swell and hold the pearls firmly. When the wood

dries they tall out.

Washing Silverware.—Tell your customers never to use a particle

of soap on their silverware ; it dulls the lustre, giving the article more

the appearance of pewter than of silver When it wants cleaning, rub

it with a piece of soft leather and prepared chalk, the latter made into

a kind of paste with pure water, for the reason that unclean water

might contain gritty particles.

To Make Gold Amalgam.—Eight parts of gold and one of mercury

are formed in an amalgam for plating by rendering the gold into thin

plates, making it red hot, and then putting it into the mercury while

the latter is also heated to ebullition. The gold immediately disap-

pears in combination with the mercury, after which the mixture may

be turned into water to cool. It is then ready for use.

To Fasten hie Balance .Spring.—The inner coil of the balance

spring around the collet must be at a sufficient distance from the latter,

so that there is no danger that it will either touch this or the place of

fastening in the folding of the spring This contact, which betrays

itself by a jerking similar to the cracking of a whip, would cause an

acceleration of the large vibrations

Patented Imitation Silver.— Messrs. Ruolz & Pontenay have

compounded and patented the following alloy, which may be used for

almost all purposes for which silver is usually employed silver, 20

parts, purified nickel. 28 pari copper, 52 parts. Melt the <

and nickel in the granulated state, then introduce the silver The flux

to be employed is charcoal and borax, both in a state of po vdi 1 and

the ingots obtained are to be rendered malleable by annealing for a

considerable time in powdered charcoal.

i >n Mainsprings. —The mainspring is a very essential part in a

watch, and it is necessary to treat of it at more length than of other

parts of less importance. In watches, for instance, like those made

in this country, where the spring can be procured already cut to the

proper length, sized, and provided on the outer end with a fastening

to suit the different grades, re-springing is a job that requires but

little skill ; but when one has to select and adapt a spring to a watch

of foreign make, to be successful, certain rules must be understood.

In their manufacture the springs are drawn out at length and rolled

up like ribbon, of the various widths and thicknesses, to suit all the

different grades and sizes of watches in the market. These ribbons

are cut up in pieces of a given length, one end being punched and pre-

pared. They are coiled up in the shape usually found in the market,

the outer end being left blank for a watch repairer to cut and fit for

the barrel in hand. If it is run to the full length, it is likely to be too

long; in such event, if thick, it will be crooked and certain to break

in attempting to wind it up. The springs, however, are never too

short, but are intended to be adapted in length as well as in width

and strength. As an invariable rule in Swiss and English watches,

this adaptation devolves upon the repairer, and as before stated

requires an unusual degree of skill. Many watches have come to our

hands that were but really refitted with mainsprings by workmen of

fair reputation but upon examination it appeared that all the rules

governing a correct adaptation had been entirely ignored or over-

looked. Breakage, want of winding capacity, too much or too little

force, are faults usually to be found in such cases. The watch may

in some manner go for a time, and the owner, through ignorance,

may conclude his watch is at fault and replace it with a new one,

sooner or later to meet with the same fate. This, it may be remarked,

adds to the interest of the manufacturer and dealer, proving the old

adage :
" It is an ill wind that blows nobody good."

Wise and Otherw ise. .

It's a cold day when the iceman can't sell his ice.

The expenses of cigars should be put down as among " lcsses by

fire."

Some people use a joke as they would a whip ; they can't snap one

without hurting someone.

The fate of a gaoler is not an enviable one. He always has a good

many felons on his hands.

It is a lucky boy who is taller than his father. He does not have

to wear his paternal ancestor's old clothes.

" This is milk of the very first water," remarked the milkman to a

customer, and when he realized what he had said his face assumed a

chalky hue.

On the 19th of this month M de Lesseps was eighty-four years of

age. What a busy, worrying, struggling life to look back upon.

Were the great pyramid of Egypt on the moon it would only seem

to us as a speck, which an artist who was making a sketch at the tele-

scope would indicate by a dot with his pencil

What does little birdie say

In his nest at peep of day ?

In Ins nest at morning's peep

Birdie pipetb, " Talk
i

In certain districts of Washington the street numbers are badly

mixed up. It is said that when the colored people move, as they fre-

quently do, they generally take the door number with them, and put

it on their new hoiiM-

The British Medical Journal learns thai the immediate cause of

lather Damien's death was an attack of malarial fever, whi< h his con-

stitution, undermined bj lepro tble to resist, and for which

be < on Id not be induced -to take an) rami

Tiii- genuine eagerness of tb< in edui a

tion is indii ated by the fact that the attendam e al 1 1 tmpton Institute

is larger this fall than ever befoi I and lif'v
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colored youths being included among the pupils, of whom three hundred
are in the preparatory department.

pat's soliloquy.

The shtrangest oidea in the wurruld to me,

That is taxin' me noddle at prisint.

Is how can a poultryman make it to be

That a chicken is drissed when it isn't ?

The biggest flight of pigeons that has ever taken place in the

world will come off at an early date, the time to be announced in due
season, in front of the Philadelphia Post Office, at which time 1,000

birds will be flown simultaneously. On the same day there will also

be exhibited the champion prize winner of America, Albright, whose
record of 1,464 yards a minute was beaten this year by Eagle Bell and
Pickwick in a flight of 1,476 yards a minute.

Julian Hawthorne, who is editing some unpublished manuscripts

of her father's, says, " He wrote so small a hand that he would put

1,500 words upon a page of ordinary letter paper, and when he had
written a word or a line that displeased him, he rubbed it out with his

finger and wrote over the inky space thus made. It is just possible

that what he wrote in such cases he might have been able afterwards

to decipher. For myself, I can only make a guess."

8aR Help Column.
\ WATCHMAKER located west of Toronto, capable of performing
I\- the best of work, s-jch as pivoting, jeweling and escapement ad-
justments, would like to arrange with two or three parties to do trade
work evenings. Address, stating monthly average amount, Prompt
Return, care Trader.

TpIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKER WANTED at once. One who
-*- is used to and willing to serve at counter preferred. T. Jorgen-
son, 190 Queen Street West, Toronto.

TpOR SALE, jewelry business in growing town in Manitoba. Largest
•*- grain market in the Province. Four years established. Business
growing every day. Stock about $3,000.00. Would take partner if

good man with monev. Best reasons for selling. Address, Bargain,
care of Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

LOST OR STOLEN, at Woodstock, Ont , on Dec. 10th, a ladies'

gold watch and chain. Watch—Elgin make, size 8, 14k. hunting
case, Vermicelli engraved all over, with the monogram " M. B." on
front case. Chain— rolled-plate Albert, 3 st< ands, one slide, with three
or four pearls, and same monogram as above. A liberal reward will be
given for information that will lead to the recovery of the property.

John A. McKay, Sentinel-Review, Woodstock.

SITUATION WANTED by a watchmaker, 22 years of age, 5 years'
experience ; has a good kit of tools, including a Moseley lathe,

with attachments. Address, 2g6 George St., Toronto.

SITUATION WANTED by a >oung man with twelve months' ex-

O perience ; can do plain engraving ; has his own tools. Will be
free to commence work January 15th. Address, C. N. Casson, Seaforth,
Ont.

SITUATION WANTED by a young man, 21 years old, about 4
years' experience at bench; can do all ordinary work, pivoting,

adjusting, etc.; also clock and jewelry repairing, including hard sol-

dering. I use Americanlathe. Address, 5 Comfort Place, London, Ont.

QlTUATION WANTED, by young man, 21, as improver to watch-^ making. 4 years' experience. Can do all jewelry, clock and
common watch work. Would prefer position under instructions in

Toronto. For further particulars and references, address M. Forhan,
Owen Sound, Ont.

ANTED A SITUATION with a first-class watchmaker as im-
prover, 4 years' experience. No. 1 reference. Address, Box 166.

Durham, Ont.
w

Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Compete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK
All our Chucks re stamped " Moseley " on the face and arranted.

cut o± ciiucieo nr-u.ii mi.-c
Note. The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up

lor the difference in price, should there he any.

.pub co
v-- :

---> -- '1.1. &.a '

BCOKSFOR WATCHMAKERS.
Saunier's Treatis on Modern Horology in Theory and Fractice.
Translated from the French by Julien Tripplin and Edward Kigg. M. A.
Octavo, 832 pages, containing 7H wood-cut illustrations and 22 donhle pape
colored copper-plate engravings. Price, post paid. $12.00

Saunier's Watchmakers' Band-Book.
Latest edition, enlarged ; illustrated with handsome wood-cuts and donlde-
page copper-plate engravings. Price, post paid .$.'!. 00

Britten's Hand Book. Dictionary and Guide for Watch and Clock
Makers. By F. J. Britten, Secretary of the London Horologiual Institute.

Price, post paid s| 75

jy I »-^ f— p} -T" 1/ I |™ I f^ p- r-% Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe,

A\ L. fcj EL n l\ L t_ IOLK, Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.
1
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AN XMAS. GREETING TO ALL OUR FRIENDS.

AT the close of the year 1889 we wish to thank all our friends who have combined to make

it the most pleasant and profitable in our business career. WE certainly have done OUR
best to make our dealing together not only pleasant, but profitable to us all. In looking

back over the year now drawing to a close, we can see many errors we have made, and possibly

a few enemies, owing to the liberal way in which, in our judgment, we think business should be

done. We started out on January 2nd, 1889, to "get there," and we HAVE got there just the

same, which reminds us of a very good story which we once heard, proving that a man CAN " get

there ' if he makes up his mind to do so, and in this same story there is a very good lesson to be

learned. Read, mark and learn it.

GOT THERE JUST THE SAME.

" An old preacher, whose name we will call Birch, was famous for preaching on the subject

of paying off old debts. One of his auditors, who had been wearied with Brother Birch's iteration

on the subject, once said to a neighboring minister:— ' I wish you would suggest a subject that

I can give Brother Birch, out of which he cannot get anything about paying off old debts.'

'Give him the conversion of Saul of Tarsus,' said the minister. Soon after this the wearied

brother met his pastor, and said :

-' Brother Birch, I would like to hear you preach a sermon on

the conversion of Saul of Tarsus. Won't you do it ?' ' Certainly,' said the pastor. ' It is a

capital subject. I will preach on it next Sunday.' On the following Lord's Day, Brother Birch

announced the text. Acts IX, 6:—' Lord what wilt Thou have me to do?' and opened thus:

—

' My brethren, I shall preach to you to-day on the conversion of Saul of Tarsus. Saul, my
brethren, was a truly converted man, and my sermon will be a discussion of the marks of genuine

conversion. And the first mark, my brethren, of a genuine conversion is that a man will always

pay < >ff his old debts.

Again wishing you one and all a very Happy New Year and a prosperous busim ss during

the coming year, we an- as ever, yours faithfully,

THAYER & CO.,
The Business House in Canada in Jewelry and Watches.

Wait for 'air New Si irly in Januar) , before buying, it will pay you well to do so.
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SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
THOMASTON, CONN.

Makers of Clocks and Watches.
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SETH THOMAS WATCH MOVEMENTS
Quick Train, 1 8 Size, 3-4 Plate.

Safety Pinion, Expansion (Cut) Balance,

Stem Winding and Setting, Sunk Seconds

Dial.

SUPERIOR TIMEKEEPERS.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS.

IS Hiy.K OPEN FAI'K.
Ho. 201, Nickel, Full Jeweled, Uterometer Begnlator, Ad-

Justed
No. 170, Nickeli Pull Jeweled, Uterometer Regulator.
No, mi Gilt, Full Jeweled.Micrometer Regulator Vdjusted

Gilt, Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator
- Gilt, 11 Jeweled, Uterometer Ri

No. 33, -Oilt, 7 Jeweled, Plain Begulat

I- HIZE III VI I'M.;.

No. 102.—Gilt, Full Jeweled, Ulcrometer Begnlator \<i|i>Hted
No 71 Gilt, Pull Jeweled, Uterometer 1

B. Gilt, 11 Jeweled, Uterometer Begulatoi
• 1 GUt, 7 Jeweled, Plate Begulat

No. 209 Niekel Pull Jeweled utcrometei Begulatoi Id
lusted

N.. 171—Niekel, Pull Jeweled, Ulerometei Begulatoi

IS «4IZi: HKI \\ IM),
No. 11 1. 'it,

, feweled, Plate Begulatoi
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FEBRUARY, 1890.

T. H. LEE & SON.
American Jewellery- *-

-* The Latest Novelties.

AMERICAN WATCHES
ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

PRESENTATION WATCHES A SPECIALTY.

Gold Headed Canes.

T. H. LEE & SON,
Wholesale Jewelers, 1 Wellington St. East, Toronto



P. W. ELLIS & CO.,
WHOLESALE AND

TRADE MARK
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

31 Wellington St. East 40 Front Street East

ALL READY FOR SPRING TRADE. |

Our buyers have returned from the American markets.

Their purchases of New Goods are in stock. We have con-

cluded our stock-taking, and are ready to fill your orders for

any line, as all our Departments are loaded with

NEW AND STAPLE GOODS.
j

Look for our Travellers East, West, and North.

WHAT'S NEW?
The New Jos. Fahys' Htg. Filled "America" Case.

The New Inlaid Keystone Nickel Cases.

The New Shakesperian Silver Motto Bangles, for which we
are appointed Sole Agents by the manufacturers.

New Samples of Keeper Rings, Gem Rings, &c.

NEW, everything NEW, in Roll Plate, White Stone, and Moon
Stone, Gold Goods, &c„ &c.

SEE OUR ADVERTISEMENTS PAGES 50 & 51.
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POI.O CROOK —Xo. 200.

GOLD HEAD CANES
WITH GENUINE EBONY STICKS.

SQUARE CROOK. No. 201.

CI RVE l Rook. No. 202.

y& in

5/8 '

H '

POLO. SQUARE. CURVE.

12k. 14k. 12k. 14k. 12k 14k.

$ 6.75 $ 9.00 $ 6.75 $ 9.00 $ 9 00 $11.25

9-75

12.00

15.00

18 00

21 00

'2-75

15.00

18.00

21.00

24 00

9-75

12.00

15.00

18.00

2 1. 00

12-75

15.00

18.00

2 1.00

24.00

12.00

14 -5

1725
21.00

22.50

'5

17

20

24

25

00

2 5

25

00

5°

These goods for finish and design are unexcelled.

We are adding a choice assortment of Oxydized Silver

Crooks and Heads; also a line of Umbrellas which will

be catalogued at an early date. We print prices the

trade can quote to customers ; for discount key write us.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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The Leading Cane House, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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Fine Cane Cases supplied by The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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For Special Designs and Extra Quality, write The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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BUY THE BEST.
The HampdenWatches

EXCEL ALL OTHERS

W^km 5 m\

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

The Largest Establishment

acture of Watches are the

WATCH CO. & THE DUEBER WATCH

on the Globe for the manu-

factories of THE HAMPDEN

CASE MFG. CO., at Canton, O

MORE THAN TWO MILLION Watch Movements and Wateh Cases, manufactured by these Companies, are now in the
pockets of the people, and all having one in their possession may rest assured that they have the very best Watch made.

Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building,

LONDON, ONT.

Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG
Bank of Commerce Building, LONDON

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT 1 OF THE SALE ''I THE CELEBRATED

DUEBEE G-OLD-FILLED COSIES.

"THE BEST IN THE WORLD,"
CONTAINS MORE GOLD THAN ANY OTHER SO CALLED FILLED CASE IN THE MARKET, AND COMBINES IN

ITS CONSTRUCTION ALL THE LATEST PATENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF
ANY VALUE IN THE ART OF WATCH CASE MAKING.

(

m awj;sw

" THE WORLD'S WATCH CASE 5J

The Dueber Silverine 3 oz. 0. F. Bassine, Key and Stem Wind reduoad to 95c. each A perfect fac-simile of the celebrated
Dueber Coin Silver Watch Case. Color, finish and durability superior to all others. Send for samples

and New Dueber-Hampden Price List.

BUY THE BEST, THE DUEBER CASES.
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R. F. S. & CO.
SAFETY QTTIEIElsr."

; . No. 2497.— Pearl and Gold Combination. Pearl Charm.

No. 2500.— Pearl and Gold Combination Pearl Charm.
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WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE
BOTCH ?

TORONTO, ONT. FEBRUARY. Hill)

The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.

Published on the first of every month, and sent free to every dealer iu Jewelry,

and kindred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others Si.oo per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates for advertising will be lound very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will be of interest to the Tiade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-

variably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO-
ST ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertisements must react)

this office not .ater than the 20th of each month.

EDITORIAL'.

LA GRIPPE.

[AVE YOU had it ? is now the usual salutation

of our citizens, and what is true of Toronto is

probably equally true of the majority of

other towns and cities in Canada, most of

which have been visited by that strange

epidemic commonly known as " la grippe."

Although in some localities the epi

demic has had the effect of more than

doubling the death rate, it is as a rule

almost harmless if the people will only exercise ordinary discre-

tion in its treatment. Doctors are not agreed upon the nature

of this disease, how it spreads, or what remedy is best calculated

to effect its cure. But in one thing they all agree, and thai is

when a person is once seized with it, the safest plan is to stay

indoors and protect one's self from chills and other vagaries

of the weather.

Care and common-sense are amongst the best of agencies

for preserving one's healtn. Don't worry about taking it and

having to lay up for a few days. The man who is afraid of

any such disease is generally pretty sure to take it, then

don't worry about it.

The best advice that we have seen regarding its prevention

is from a leading medical gentleman of this i its who

" Be careful. Keep your head cool and your feet warm, and

you will easily survive an epidemic whi< h owes half of its pi

to the fears of its vi< tims."

HE clever letter of our old friend, Mr.

A. W. Moffat, the well-known retail

jeweler of Port Elgin, under the above

caption in our January issue, opens

up a subject upon which there no

doubt is much diversity of opinion.

Like the poor, the " botch " watch-

maker we have always with us, but

how to get rid of him is a problem to

which we are hardly prepared to offer

a solution.

Mr. Moffat suggests two courses :

(
i

) a school for horological instruc-

tion, and (2) the interference of

Government so that only duly qualified

watchmakers should be allowed to

work at the business.

So far as the second suggestion is concerned, we hardly

think it possible to get such a law passed, and if it could be

passed we would have grave doubts as to its efficiency. Re-

ferring to the difficulty of getting such an act passed, Mr.

Moffat truly says, " certainly the case is not life as with the

medical profession," and in so saying he pretty much gives

away all reasons for the existence of such a law. If watch-

makers require an Act to prevent " botch " workmen from

spoiling good watches, why should not every other trade have

a similar one in order to prevent incompetent workmen from

interfering with those who are thoroughly up in their business.

Such an Act, in our opinion, could not possibly pass because

its promoters could show no real necessity for it. So much

for number two.

( an our workmen be improved by means of a good Horo-

logical School ? We think they could, provided that the school

was fully up to the mirk, had the right kind of instructors and

was careful to give diplomas only to those who could pass a

thoroughly satisfactory examination.

Water naturally seeks its own level, and if the standard

of such an institution were as high as it ought to be, it would

certainly bring its graduates up to a very much higher plane

than now occupied by our ordinary Canadian watch re

pairers.

A diploma from a first class horological institute would be

worth money to any journeyman watchmaker, or even to the

retail jeweler, just as soon as the trade of the public found out

that the holders of them were in the front rank of their pro-

fession.

This is a question about which much can be said, and

while we have briefly outbned our views on it, it has been done

more with a view of provoking di cu lion amongst our retail

who are the parties chiefly interested, than anything

else. This is a live question to everyone of them, and Mr.

Moffat deserves the thanks of the t^ade for bringing it again

before them, " What shall Wt do wi//i the botch ?"
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Compete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X2 WIRE CHUCK.
AL our Chucks are stamped " Moseley " on the face and warranted,

Cut of Clvu-elss 2^-u.ll Size.

Note. The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up
for the difference in price, should there be any.

No. 1x2 Lathe >. Size. i .puaco

BOOKS FOR WATCHMAKERS.
Saunier's Treatise on Modern Horology in Theory and Practice.
Translated from the French by Julien Tripplin and Edward Rigg, M. A.
Octavo, 832 pages, containing 78 woodcut illustrations and 22 double pag*
colored copper-plate engravings. Price, post paid #12. UO

Saunier's Watchmakers' Hand-Book.
Latest edition, enlarged ; illustrated with handsome wood-cuts and dcuble-
page copper-plate engravings. Price, poet paid $3.08

Britten's Hand Book. Dictionary and Guide for Watch and Clock
Makers. By F. J Britten, Secretary of the Loudon Horological Institute.
Price, post paid .ffl.75

j» I r^ p- p^ —<- g£ I p- | f»> |-- p^ Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe,

f\ L.D t-n Y\ L. EL IW t. K
,

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.

THE BIG SIX.
1 DAY.

• •

Clochette,

Liris,

Nereid,
Boreas,

Boniton,
Bobolink.

8 DAY.
• •

Grayling*,

Rambler,
Shamrock,

Tomahawk,
Nereid,

Irex.

E. & A. GUNTHER
1 f i TnWMAM U> 1/1 i ( )K>< )i\i
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HOW DO YOU STAND 5

r THE risk of being charged

with the want of originality, we

embrace the opportunity fur-

nished by the present season of

the year to again press home to

our readers the necessity for an

annual investigation into the de-

tails of their ou>n business.

We have always advocated an

annual stock taking. In our

opinion a systematicand thorough

overhauling of one's business is a

real necessitv in this age of keen and oftentimes ruinous com-

petition, if one wants to keep up with the procession.

The merchant who does not make a yearly investigation of

his business so as to find out the weak points, is almost certain

to come to grief sooner or later, -generally sooner.

In order to effect a thorough mastery of the state of one's

business, we know of no better way than for a merchant to take

stock carefully at the same period each year. This done and

his books properly balanced, he is in a position to say whether

or not he has made money during the past season. If he has

made money he can readily find out during this investigation

which have been his best paying lines of goods, and which

have paid him the least profit, or it may be none at all

The lessons gained from the business of past years can

thus be utilized for future benefit, and he must be a dullard

indeed who cannot gain wisdom and reap profit from the ex-

perience :hus gained.

In no department of business can this be more quickly

seen than ina merchant's book accounts, and nothing will help

any business more than for him to make a habit of going care-

fullv over all such accounts every month, and making a real

effort to collect them. All business men of large experience

will teU you that an account is never so easily collected as

when it first becomes due, and that every day it is allowed to

run after that time the less chance is there of its being paid in

full. We don't think it ever does a merchant any harm to be

known as a man who wants his money when it becomes due.

While such a business method may repel those who dislike to

be asked to pay their debts, it will on the other hand attrai t

those who like square dealing and straight up and down busi

ess, and who don't want to be made pay for the bad debts of

other people.

If any of our readers have in the past been neglecting the

collection of their accounts and simply taking what money their

debtors have been pleased to pay in whenever they felt so in

clined, we trust they will try the experiment for the present

year of looking after their accounts and collecting them as

promptly as possible without being offensive. We think one

year's experience will induce them to continue the practici a

long as they remain in business.

Another and equally important point tli.it (an be gained

from these annual investigations is the knowledge of what bad

and unsaleable Stock a linn haul has on hand.

\> a rule, when an arti< le gets slow or practically Unsale

able, it is pushed out of sight, and 1
1-^ < hances for selling an

therefore very much worse than they formerly were.

This is clearly not good business, for it is almost certain

that, if persisted in, that merchant's stock will eventually be little-

else than a collection of unsaleable goods. We know of more

than one solvent merchant to-day whose surplus consists almost

entirely of old and unsaleable articles, which are taken in stock

year after year at a fictitious value, and which if turned into cash

would not realize twenty five cents on the dollar. Such mer-

chants, it is needless to say, are cheating themselves with the

idea that they are well off, whereas as a matter of fact, if they

were wound up many of them would not be able to pay their

liabilities.

In our opinion, as soon as stock becomes slow it should be

brought more prominently into notice, and so reduced in price

as to attract the attention of buyers. If such goods can be got

rid of at anything above cost, so much the better, it is clear

gain, but if not they should be reduced below cost, if needs be,

so as to turn them into money.

A dollar bill that a merchant can use to purchase new,

attractive and saleable goods, is worth more to him than two

dollar's worth of old and unfashionable stock that he has got

hidden away on his back shelves.

Did we say worth double, we should have said worth ten

times more, and then we should have been under the mark.

The cleaner and fresher merchants can keep their stock,

the better their trade will be, and the more certain they are of

making money out of what they have to sell. We know that

many jewelers are averse to reducing prices, but if an article

goes out of fashion and won't sell at the regular price, the

sooner it is placed on the " bargain counter," the more money
will be made out of it.

The above suggestions may not commend themselves to

everybody, but they are the result of experience, and well worthy

of a trial by our readers.

Correspondence.

WANTS TO KNOW.

Editor Trader—Sir

:

¥ would like some of your readers to tell me how to re-

move electro gold plating from solid silver without

injuring the silver.

Yours truly,

fhorold, ()nt. Improver.

FINDS IT USEFUL.

Editor Trader— Sii

HAVIXC, always been a< customed to reading Tin

I i ider, and finding it very useful, before coming

here to start business, I wish you would favor me
with a copy. 1 remain, yours respectfully,

Ernesi II. M \NN.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, fan. i-*. [890.
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

-#^^Artistic and t^sefuf Hotfow Ware*^^

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

T^A^F MARK FOR

HOLLOW WARE.

All our Flat-Ware bears this Trade Mark

TRADE MARK FOR

^W?.R0CERS.^T
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

Aud is Fully Guaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
rormerly of Hartford and Meriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINCFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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READS IT WITH PROFIT.

Ar^y**.. Editor Trader—Sir

:

V

J HAVE read The Trader for a number of years with

z»** pleasure and profit, and hope it may always be

the success it has been. Wishing you many
years of prosperity.

I am, yours respectfully,

A. J. Grigg.

Ridgetown, Ont.

#M

BROKEN DIAL FEET.

Editor Trader—Sir:

TIN REPAIRING Swiss and "old style" American
"

watches, in which the dials are secured by pins

passing through holes in the dial feet, or by

screws engaging with notches cut into their

ends protruding above the pillar plate, the

workman not infrequently meets with a dial

foot which has been broken off so that it does

not reach over the level of the plate.

Of course a job cannot be considered well done unless the

dial is properly adjusted and the post made to answer its pur-

pose. A good way to do this is to introduce a screw from the

circumference of the plate inward to meet the foot, as in

modern American watches. But as the accomplishment of this

takes considerable work and time, and as the feet are not always

conveniently situated, other means are sometimes desirable.

Stretching the foot so as to bring it to its original length so

that a hole may be drilled or a notch filed into it, will be found

to answer every purpose. The easiest and safest way to do
this is to grasp the foot operated upon between the jaws of a

pair of round-nosed pliers, pressing them firmly together and
repeating this on different points and from different sides until

the proper length is attained, always being careful not to let any
part of the pliers rest on the dial while the pressure is being

performed, lest the foot be bent and the dial broken.

In this way ihe foot may be streched a sixteenth of an inch

or more without encountering any risk.

January 16th, 1890. Ad Rem.

WE MOSTLY AGREE WITH YOU.

Editor Trader Sir

:

ALWAYS find your paper contains interesting read-

ing for me, and I hope some time to be able to

pay my subscription to you for the benefit you

have conferred on me, as I look upon it as a

debt, although you send it to me without charg-

ing me, still I know I am in your debt, because

I have value received.

I have read with interest your opinion on the tariff of this

country, and although I am not a Tory or a Grit either lor that

matter, I can see good logic in your arguments, which I believe

certainly are directed for the honest good of this country and
the people thereof.

I just wish to ask you one question ,and I know that the

newspapers and people had better be asking their contributors

and fellow citizens this question than any other question. It

is your opinion on our Money System ?

I )id you ever notice how a person who is hard up for money

will drop his feelings to hard pan on the introduction of this

question.

I notice lots of people send for The TRADER, and I think I

remark how few say, please find enclosed my subscription $—

.

I call your attention to these facts and occurrences, wishing

to know if the Money System is not the real root of the weak-

ness of Canada as compared with the United States.

Is there a journal as good as The Trader, given free to

subscribers without subscription in the United States ?

Mr. Trader, the curse of Canada is want of money, it's

neither mean principles, poor climate, lack of resources or lack

of goods. It's National Money as well as National Policy that

Canada wants.

This is a long letter that I am writing you, and I must say

with poor cash inducements for you ; but you have asked, what

is thought by retailers to be the great want of the honest retailer?

and I am trying to tell you it's Cash; we want our customers to

have it ; I as a retailer of ten years' standing in Canada want

cash, and am willing to work eighteen hours a day for it.

If we had a national bank system like the United States,

Canada would keep her increase instead of paying it to foreign-

ers and runaway debtors.

Hamilton, January, 1890. Chris. Moody.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCELSIOR.

THE ANGLE-METER.—CONCLUDED.

(453) You now move the balance around till the lever fork

rests against the other bank, and the ruby pin against the other

side of the notch, and the pointer, e, will show the angle through

which the ruby pin is in connection with the lever fork, (405,)

to the quarter of a degree. To find the angle during which the

balance receives impulse from the fork, turn the balance till the

tooth of the escape wheel arrives at the beginning of the driving

plane of the pallet, and the number of degrees from that point

till the tooth drops from the delivery edge of the driving plane

is the impulse angle, or angle through which the lift of that

pallet drives the balance. By testing the other pallet in the

same way, we find if the lift is equal on both pallets. It is well

to repeat this test with several teeth, as any want of truth in the

teeth, or in the concentricity of the wheel, may make an appar-

ent difference in the roller angle,—any such defect in the wheel

being so magnified by the pointer as to be clearly seen

1454) To test the different parts of the lever, the movement
is adjusted to bring the pivot of the pallet arbor exactly under

the point Of the arbor of the angle-meter, and the level fork

pointing to the scale, D, and there fastened. An aim, /, with

a suitable claw, is inserted so as either to rest against (445) or

clasp ( I.50) the outer end of the lever fork, in any way that may

be most convenient in that particular instance. The first thing

to be done is to tind the play of the pivots in their jewel holes.

Turn the balance around so that the ruby pin does not touch
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERS'SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
-|N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers
" use, combining the advantages of first-class

FINE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door

frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR
TOEOlsTTO SAFE WOEKS,

I 17 and I 19 Front St. East, Toronto.
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the fork. The pressure of the escape wheel then forces the

pivots of the pallet arbor to one side of their holes,—the fork

resting against one of the banks. Turn the pointer to the O
on the scale, then press the arbor with some tool so as to force

the pivots to the opposite side of their holes, and the pointer

will show the amount of play.

(455) To measure the banking play, the ruby pin being

still away from the notch, let the fork rest against one of the

banks, turn the pointer to the O, then press the guard point

against the roller edge, and the pointer shows the banking play

Fig. 28.

in degrees. As the lever and pointer have the same centre of

motion, the pointer will give the actual angular movement of

the lever in all these tests. By turning the balance arouud, a

little at a time, we can find if the banking play is alike in all

positions of the roller.

(4561 To find the play of the ruby pin in the notch, bring

th-j pin into the notch, hold the balance still, and wiggle the

fork by placing the finger on the end of lever, d, when the

pointer will show the amount of play the pin has. If the pres

sure on the fork during this test is considerable, or in the right

dire< tion, this measurement will include the play of the pivots in

their jewel holes. Supposing this measurement to be
) z , which

is as much as it should be, this amount must be added to or

deducted from the measurements in the following tests, as will

be seen. If the play is greater in some positions of the balance

than in others, it should be least win re all the parts ol the

fork and roller action are on the line of the centres '120), and

in that position it should be )> , as above stated.

I } s 7 > To find the locking angle, or distance the escape

wheel tooth moves up the locking face of the pallet, turn the

wheel, //, Figs. 28 and 29, to cause the arm /, to press against

the lever fork, then hold the fork against the bank, and let the

ruby pin rest against the inner side of the notch, as described

in section (4521 : placing the pointer, c, at the figure O, on the

scale. Now move the balance slowly around till the tooth

passes over the corner of the locking face on the driving plane,

when the pressure of the escape wheel will cause the fork to

jump forward so that the other side of the notch will rest against

the ruby pin. The pointer, therefore, indicates the unlocking

angle, and the play of the ruby pin in the notch in one sum.

Deducting the amount of the latter, ascertained as in section

(456), which we will say is
|

_. , we have the unlocking angle

alone.

1 458) To find the lift of the pallets, we either note the

figures at which the pointer stands at the instant that it jumps

forward, as in the preceding section, or we hold the balance

perfectly still at that place, while we turn the pointer again to

the O. Then turn the balance onward till the tooth drops off

the discharge edge of the driving plane. In the former case

we deduct from the figure shown by the pointer, the unlocking

angle, and to the remainder add y2 ° for the play of the ruby

pin, which gives the lift, or angular movement of the fork

caused by the passage of the tooth from the front to the rear

corner of the driving plane. But if the pointer had been moved

back to the O, we add ^°to the distance moved by the pointer

from the "jump," to the drop off the pallet, and get the same

result. In moving the balance for these tests, a piece of folded

paper should be placed between its rim and the plate of the

movement, or some other similar means adopted for causing

the balance to move slowly, no faster than desired, and to stay

where it is put. If the paper is used, the pressure exerted on

the balance should arise from the unfolding, not from wedging

in of solid paper. When the upright-holder is a part of the

tool, the bristle-carrier, (60,) (6i ). may have a bristle adjusted

to press on the balance rim with sufficient force to prevent too

easy motion.

(459) The preceding method gives the lift of the pallet with

a pointed-tooth wheel. But when the lift is made up by the

action of driving planes on both the tooth and the pallet, as

with club tooth wheels, the foregoing test gives the total lift

produced by both. But they may be separated. The distance

moved by the pointer from the "jump" of the fork above

mentioned, to the arrival of the back edge of the tooth at the

front corner of the driving plane of the pallet, with '_• " added,

gives the lift caused by the driving plane of that tooth. The
distance moved by the pointer while the back edge of the tooth

passes over the driving plane ct the pallet, till it drops off, is

the lift produced by the pallet alone.

(460) To find the run of the tooth on the pallets, when the

tooth drops off either pallet On the other, notice the figure on

the scale, then move the balance on till the fork rests against

the bank. If the tooth, when dropping, lands safely on the

locking face, as it should do, this run or extra motion of tin-

fork should be vei\ slight in line movements. In coarsely

made watches, more allowance is required, for poor Gtting of

the pivots in their holes, etc., but 1
' j

l
' is as much as good

work will allow .

(461) To test the depthing Oi the wheel and pallet action,

we observe win carefull) the figure on the scale, when the
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UNIVERSITY FEDERATION OR INDEPENDENCE,

WHICH IS IT TO BE?

We hope that while our Methodist friends are argu-

ing this knotty question, which we trust will be amicably

settled, they will not forget that while Universities may
come and Universities may go, Thayer's Watches go on

forever. In fact they are going so fast (in a selling way

—no pun intended), that we can't get up to our orders.

ELGIN, ILLINOIS, COLUMBUS

MOVEMENTS.

GOLD, SILVER AND FILLED CASES.

A Large Assortment to choose from.

American Jewelry,
All the latest patterns and no old stock.

Buy only from live, go-ahead firms, like

THAYER &, CO.,
And you will do double the business, and be independent

in a very short time.

THE BUSIEST HOUSE IN CANADA.

^

TELEPHONE 1 591.

& CO.,
3 WELLINGTON ST. EAST,

TORONTO.
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tooth drops. as above, hold the balance perfe< tly still, and note

the position of the tooth on the pallet. If the tooth did not

reach the locking fa< e as it should, but dropped on the corner

or on the driving plane, of course the depthing or pitching is

too shallow, and should be corrected. If it strikes on the lock-

ing face more than $4" above the corner, the pitching is

unnecessarily deep, but may not be injuriously so, unless exces-

sive To find the amount of the depthing lap, when the tooth

drops, instead of allowing the fork to move on to the bank, turn

the balance 6ackwa*ds, till the tooth slips over the corner of

the pallet on which it had just dropped. Then notice the

dis'ance the pointer has moved during this operation, which,

after deducting '.."'. (457). will give the depthing lap on that

pallet.

(462) To measure the motions of the escape wheel, its

pivots should be brought under the centre of the arbor, and

over />', there fastened, and a suitable claw adjusted to press

against either the inside or the outside of the web of the wheel.

Place the lever fork against the bank, the pointer at the O, and

move the balance slowly till the point of the tooth reaches the

front corner of the driving plane of the pallet. The pointer

thus far has shown whether there is any backward motion or

recoil of the tooth while passing over the locking plane. While

the tooth is passing over the driving plane, the pointer shows

the angular motion of the wheel during the pallet " lift." When
the tooth drops off the disc harge edge of the pallet, the distance

which the pointer jumps forward gives the amount of the "drop"

off that pallet It is a little difficult, however, to adjust the

bearing of the claw on. the rim of the wheel, and the friction of

the ring of the pointer at its centre, to prevent the shock of the

drop causing some slipping of the parts, either of the claw on

the wheel or of the pointer on the hub, and giving a greater

motion of the pointer than it should have been. It can be

done by care, but this testis seldom necessary unless uncommon
accuracy and exactness are required, for some special purpose

—

as the equality of the drops off the two pallets can be determined

closely enough by the eye alone, after a little practice. If we
wish to measure the amount of the play of the wheel in the

pallets, we place between the lever fork and the plate, some
folded paper or a slice of soft cork, to hold the fork firmly

except when moved by the balance, as already described. At

the instant of the drop just mentioned, the paper or cork should

hold the fork and pallets still, while the wheel is wiggled back-

ward and forward, by touching the upright end of the lever

d, or with the tweezers, and the pointer will show the amount

of freedom it has in the pallets. In all the foregoing tests, the

mainspring is supposed to be wound up, and pressing the es-

cape wheel and the lever forward.

(463) It will be seen that, by this instrument, with care and

delicacy of touch, every part of the escapement motion can be

easily and accurately measured. Nor must it be supposed that

it is a task requiring huh h time, for, as is usually the case, it

takes very much longer to describe the operation than to per-

form it. A very few moments will suffice to test every part,

and make a note of each item on the note book, which should

always be kept handy on the bench, for such purposes, instead

of trusting everything to the memory. Different tests of the

same thing can be closely compared, and the results are always

rved m a trustworthy shape, foi present use or subsequent

reference. Before leaving tins subjei t. I would say that Fig. 28

is not drawn to scale, but shortened up, and everything omitted

except the parts necessary to give an idea of the construction.

The lever and pointer are made of tempered steel wire, small

and light, yet stiff.

THE DUPLEX ESCAPEMENT.

(4641 In addition to the directions already given, in treating

on other escapements, for testing and correcting the condition

of the hair spring, the balance, the jewels, the pivots, etc., there

are some additional points about them specially important in

the duplex. The hair spring should be stiffer than with the

cylinder or detached lever escapement, in order to have proper

control over the vibrations of the balance, and prevent it

"galloping " or tripping under casualties of riding, jaring. et< .

For a similar reason, the balance requires to be heavier than

with the other escapements. The play of the pivots in their

jewel holes should be very slight, not exceeding .', the diameter

of the pivots, because the working of the parts into each other

is so shallow that any change in the position of the movement,

and of the pivots in their holes, would greatly affect the action

of the escapement, and derange the rate. As the action of the

escape wheel presses the balance pivots against the sides of

their jewel holes very strongly, the jewels should be as perfectly

polished as possible, and every care taken to assure the retain-

ing of the oil upon the pivots. Steel teeth acting upon a ruby

roller, or a ruby pallet on the impulse finger, should be kept

well oiled, as the action of the oil when changing or dried up

is apt to cause a roughening or cutting of the jewel, as well

as of the teeth. The roller and notch are always oiled. No
oil is required on the pallet when made of steel or ruby, with a

brass escape wheel, but a steel or ruby pallet with a stub wheel

should be well oiled. We oil the roller by putting the oil on

the points of the long or repose teeth, but put it on the finger

or pallet to oil the impulse teeth. See that the wings on

the balance rim are tight, as a change in their position will alter

the poise of the balance, and also affect the rate, besides being

liable to hit some adjacent part of the works.

(465.) See that the points of the long teeth clear the fourth

wheel pinion, that they do not rub on the centre part of the

fourth wheel, nor on the bottom of their sink ; that they work

in the notch of the roller jewel, neither too high nor too low
;

that the end shakes of the balance staff and escape wheel 1 an-

not change so that the teeth will run so high as to touch the

staff above the jewel, or so low as to touch the washer below.

Also that the notch is clear of wax and dirt through all the

range of the teeth up and down, as well as the entire exterior

of the roller. If there is any cement in the notch, pick it out

with a fine brass point. The points of the long or repose teeth

should be very thin and well polished.

X s hi Btrength of a wet rope is f I to be onlj one-third

thnt of the same rope when dry, and a rope saturated with

is weakei still, us the lubricant permits the fibres to slip with

greati 1 faoilitj \ rope 26 feet long will Bhorten to 24 feet on l»in^ wet.

A luminous MiM composed of oyster Bhella and ulphur, whicli

absorbs light by day, and gives it forth at night, is manufactured in

Europe. It is Baid that a railway cat in England which had its ceiling

bed with it, ve • brilliantlj illuminated that one oould

H .

:i ,l ; , nev it dm inn ' '" ,|: " '

'' ' "'
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Meriden Britannia Coy
QUALITY

ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

TRADE

MARK
For Hollow Ware

NO. 65. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $75 00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont, Canada
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MAKING AND REPLACING THE BALANCE
STAFF.

roller end, or about as far back as F, Fig. 5 ; cut it off at this

point and preserve as fine a point as possible as it is to be used

as a centre.

PRIZK ESSAY BY C. I BILLINGS, LONDON, ONT.

CONCLUDED.

A
5 FOR the end

of thepivot there

is considerable

controversy as to how

they should be finished

and shaped. Some

workmen claim that a

pivot left only slightly

round will give better

results than when they are entirely round, and

in some watches either one or both pivots are

found perfectly flat, which is usually done to

correct certain position errors. I generally

finish my pivots slightly round.

In rounding a pivot a highly polished bur-

nisher is used, and always begin from the edge

to the centre of the pivot, for if it is polished

j* from the centre to the edge a burr will be

^_found which will sometimes give trouble.

After the pivot has been satisfactorily

finished, take the square edged polishers and proceed to polish

the shoulder at the root of the pivot, and at the same time face

the top of the hair-spring shoulder, if it has been left square.

Fust use your steel polisher and oil stone dust to lemove any

graver marks and follow with the bell metal polisher and crocus-

antimony and finish with diamantine and then burnish.

Now if the end of the hair-spring shoulder has been left

flat, you will see the object in having the polishers curved.

Should the edges be left flat, not one man in a do/en could

polish or face the shoulder square, as in the to and fro motion

it will be found impossible to avoid a side motion also. A few

experiments will be required to obtain just the right curve to

suit, for some require more than others, and few workmen can

use a polisher other than their own. Also do not have the

side filed at too great an angle, for if such is the case, ridges

and streaks will be formed on the faced surface. The shaded

piece A, over Fig. 2, which i^ a view of the end of the polisher,

is cut at just about the proper angle.

The hair-spring shoulder may also be polished in the same

manner, if desired, but I never do so unless it is a chronometer

or other fine staff.

The little notch at the foot of the pivot may now be cut

with a small and very finely pointed graver. Do not < nt it so

deep as to weaken the pivot, arid do not get it too far below

the pivot.

We now have one end of the staff complete. Now can

fully turn off the shellac about as far back as the line E, Fig. 4,

and turn down the centre or hub of staff to proper size and

cut ba<k from left hand side to proper thickness, and then with

the flat polishers proceed to polish the outside of the hub:

then turn off the shellnr. gradually turning the staff true a

go along until it is cut back far enough lor :he length of the

My reason, no doubt, is quiet apparent now, in not being

very particular whether the rough staff run exactly true or not,

for we have turned a staff almost complete without removing it

from the lathe, and we are certain that it is absolutely true.

After cutting off at F, Fig. 5, remove the large centred

chuck and substitute one with a fine centre which we will pro-

ceed to turn off and catch a new centre. Kasten the finished

end of the staff in the lathe, and be sure and get it absolutely

true, which will be a very easy matter provided you have

centred your chuck correctly, and afterward turn down to fit

the roller. Be careful to keep the face of the hub as square as

possible. A very slight taper is necessary in that part which

contains the roller. The roller should slip on very easily about

three-quarters of the distance up the staff, and a slight tap

should be sufficient to drive it home. It must fit perfectly

rigid, and yet be able to be readily removed without straining

the staff.

The pivot should be turned in the same manner as the

previous one and then polished nicely. Great care must be

taken with the hub, as it looks well to have it nicely polished.

Now remove from the lathe and boil off the shellac in

alcohol or allow it to remain in cold alcohol for a few minutes

till the shellac dissolves ; then remove and clean, which will

finish the job, and if you have taken your measurements

correctly and taken pains with jour work, you will have a staff

equal to the original and absolutely true.

To place it in the watch is a matter of no small importance,

although with a well fitted staff it will be easily done.

Stake on the balance wheel, using an improved staking tool

and a fiat faced punch with a hole through its centre, which

will just fit over the hair-spring shoulder and cover the rivet

for the balance wheel well ; one or two taps with the hammer
will be sufficient to hold the wheel well on.

Place the lower jewels in position, and if convenient leave

the top cap jewel off and try the staff with wheel in the watch

and screw down the balance cock ; the top cap jewel being off,

it will admit of a good observation and should the pivots be

tOO long, the exact amount can be seen and remedied, but if

the error amounts to very much do not take it all off one pivot,

but place m the lathe and take a little of each and finish ends

of pivots a s before.

Aft' 1 staking on the wheel, if the lattei is in good con-

dition, it will hardly need any trueing. It should run perfectly

tine, both on face and edge, 01 nearly so However, should

it not run true, n should be pla< 1 'I in .1 pan <>i jeweled calipers

and so trued.

The wheel must be trued up or down as circumstances
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:-: NEW GOODS :-:

I would call the attention of the Trade to the following NEW LINES just received :

6 Size Crescent, Hunting, Pendant Set
,

6 Size Silver Hunting, O. F. and Queen, Pendant Set

WITH THE WALTHAM P. S. MOVEMENTS.

16 SIZE O. F. PENDANT SET, RIVERSIDE, NICKEL
THIS IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MOVEMENT ON THE MARKET AND MAKES

A VERY THIN WATCH.

- MY STOCK IS COMPLETE IN -

WALTHAM MOVEMENTS AND SILVER CASES,

CRESCENT CASES, GOLD CASES, TORONTO SILVER CASES,

CHRONOGRAPHS, SPLIT SECONDS, REPEATERS,

DIAMONDS.

GEORGE CHILLAS,
18 MANNING AKCADE, - - TOHONTU
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demand : and if the wheel requires much bending, use brass

lined pliers which will not interfere with the rims or screws .

but, it possible, never use anything but the thumb and fore-

finger in trueing a fine compensation balance. Some little

practice is required to do such a piece of work, however, but

it will pay in the end for all the practice it takes. When the

wheel is perfectly trued, the roller may be staked on, using a

special punch for that purpose, after which the hair-spring may

be placed in proper position : and, if these directions have been

carefully followed, your staff will work all right, and test it as

you will, it will be absolutely true in every sense of the word.

And now for a word or two on pivoting.

Everybody, I suppose, knows what it consists of, but how-

few there are who can take a fine staff, pivot it, and hand it

over to one of his colleagues for inspection and not have some-

thing to say about one thing or the other not being just right.

In the first place, the broken staff must be accurately-

centred in a finely centred chuck, and then the end should

be smoothed off, but no more than enough than to present

just enough surface to catch a centre with a fine graver point,

and do not cut the centre any larger than the diameter of the

drill to be used.

Should the shoulder at the root of the pivot be very small

in diameter and inconvenient to drill with a small drill, it may
be turned off even with the hair-spring shoulder and a hole

drilled of sufficient size to hold a plug from which a new

shoulder and pivot can be turned. I generally use needles for

plugs which have been tempered to the proper degree. In

filing them into shape do not taper them too much, for they

are almost sure to split the staff when driven home or will be

very apt to work out 01 the hole while being turned. Get the

taper to be almost imperceptible or rather have them parallel

than too tapering.

Never draw the temper from the staff. If the graver can be

made to cut the < entre very readily, there is no reason why a

drill could not be made to cut, for if the graver can be made
hard enough, there is no reason why the drill cannot be made
just as hard or harder. There is more trouble caused by

badly sharpened drills than poorly tempered ones. A drill

will retain its edge and cut better if petroleum or turpentine is

used as a lubricant.

In handling very fine compensation balances, care should

be taken in every respect. Do not heat it sufficiently to draw

the laminated arms closely together, and above all, do not

attempt to drive the staff out, and of course you cannot cut

away the rivet without spoiling the staff, which would not pay-

when only a pivot is required. With such a balance, I prefer

to pivot both ends when both pivots are broken, as the watch,

no doubt, has been rated with the staff and balance as ihey

are. In removing the roller and hair-spring, always place them

back in the same identical position as before. In pivoting

both ends, the balance remains intact on the staff and the rate-

is undisturbed, provided the pivots are truly centred, and
when properly done it cannot be detected.

Such staffs are usually pretty hard, and oftentimes it is a

hard matter to drill them. I generally use. at first, a drill

hardened in the ordinary manner, and if I am unable to make
it work, I then try a drill hardened in petroleum, which will

generally produce a drill hard enough, but should that too

prove ineffectual, 1 use one hardened in mercury, which will

produce the hardest kind of drill. I use the latter as a last

resort, however, as they are rendered very buttle and a small

drill is liable to break off in the hole.

It is very troublesome at times to harden a very small drill

as they cool before they can be plunged. I place such drills

between two steel wire jaws, heat them and plunge the whole

into whatever I decide to harden it in.

In inserting a new pivot, measurements must, of course,

be taken for length, and the first thing to be done after the

insertion of the plug is to stone it off to proper length and

then turn it true and finish. Never attempt to cut the end of

the staff to conform to the pivot which you are turning, but

when you start to turn, begin just where the staff leaves off

and the plug begins, and make the pivot conform to the staff.

A word now in regard to cylinders and I am through.

In most cases of broken cylinders, we usually have the

upper half, and the lower and most important part is missing.

We all have our own pet methods for such a job, and it is a

job that many dislike very much, but I would much rather put

in a new cylinder than a new staff, for I can do it more quickly

and get as much or more for it.

We first, as in measuring for a new staff, measure the total

length first, and then measure the length of old cylinder from

the under side of hub to end of top pivot and the difference

between the two measurements will give the length of lower

part of cylinder and pivot, and this will be of some use as a

guide in selecting an unfinished cylinder of proper length.

Having selected a cylinder, we proceed to centre it in the

lathe in a finely centred chuck, leaving the lower end exposed.

Turn the lower pivot first ;
then finish off the lower plug, and,

if necessary, turn off any surplus body or shell from the lower

part of the cylinder, as necessity demands. For obtaining

measurements, such as would be required on this work, a little

tool, such as that shown in Fig. 6, is required. It is a long

screw having a long pivot at one end which enters the lower

jewel hole and rests on the cap jewel, and the brass tube into

which it fits is shaped like a small shoe at its lower end. Its

application and use may be readily perceived by a study of the

drawing.

Alter the lower end is finished the shellac is turned back as

in turning the staff and the cylinder turned true as the shellac

is cut away and finely cut off at its proper length preserving as

before as line a centre as possible, after which the cylinder is

reversed and finished.

In pivoting, a cylinder is very seldom drilled. The upper

and lower pivots are generally the extremity of a plug closely

fitted in each end.

In most cases the top pivot may be replaced by resting the

cylinder on a stake, the hole of which is of a suffii ienl diameter

to allow of the entrain h of the plug, and too small to allow the

cylinder to pass through. A knee punch is used, and a few

slight laps oi the hammer will be sufficient to drive the plug

out thi i iquired distan* e tor turning on new pivot.

The lower end, however, generally is so short as to require

an entire new plug, as its holt length will not admit oi Us

broughl out .1 sufficient distance. The plug should be

driven out entirely and a new one inserted which had the pivot

roughed out on it. Should there be any difficulty in driving

out the pin- on account of its being too tight, a few light taps

all around the ( vhnder will generally be sufficienl to stretch the

, ylinder and allow ol the ready removal ol the pin-.
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ORDER EARLY! ->e -X-

The indications are that the demand for Plated Goods
this Season will be greater than for the past five.

OUR NEW TILTER
No. 1103, List $20.00, is the BEST VALUE in the Market.

OUR NEW TEA SET
No. 2005, List $40.00, is without doubt the BEST SET yet offered

the Canadian Trade.

ASK OUR TRAVELLERS TO SHOW YOU

PHOTOGRAPHS of NEW GOODS
ORIGINAL IN DESIGN AND LOW LIST.

NO OLD STYLES. NO REFUSE OF U.S. FACTORIES.

EVERYTHING ARTISTIC.

GUARANTEED AND SALEABLE.
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AN ENTERPRISING FIRM.

HE removal of the Hemming Bros. Co, Limited, of

this city, to their new quarters on York Street, a few

doors below Kim; Street, is an event of more than

passing importance, for it not only marks an era in the hi

of a firm whose record has been one of unbroken success, but

also serves to show how wonderfully the manufacturers of this

countrv have developed under the fostering care of our pro-

tective national po

It was some ten years ago that the business was started by-

Mr. Walter G. A. Hemming, the present President of the

Company, in a little room on Adelaide Street East, a room so

small that it would barely serve to hold the Company's present

staff of office hands. The proprietor was young and energetic,

and not only quick to find out the needs of the trade, but

above all possessed by a quiet determination that whatever

articles his little factory produced should be

the very best of their kind. His goods soon

became so popular that he was compelled to

double his capacity and so another flat was

added, and very soon he found that the

business had outgrown the building, and if

he wanted to keep pace with the increasing

demand he would have to move into larger

premises. This it was which compelled

his removal to his well-known premises, 29

Adelaide Street East.

Ere this had been effected, Mr. Hemming
finding that he needed assistance, had in-

duced his brother, Mr. H. K.. S. Hemming,

to enter into partnership with him and the

team thus formed was so strong a combination

that they quickly sent the business forward

with an energy that no difficulty could daunt

nor obstacle overcome. Under the joint

management of the Hemming brothers, the

new style of the firm, the business so pros-

pered, that in a very short time they found

one flat of the premises too small for them and

were forced to double their capacity. Even

with this additional room they were cramped,

and found it hard work to execute orders us promptly as the)

could wish. On March 10th, 1887, finding that their capital

was insufficient for the purpose of developing the business to

the extent that they might do, they turned it into a joint stock

company under the name of The Hemming Bros. Co., Limited.

The first officers of the Company were W. (1. A. Hemming,

President, H. K..S. Hemming, Vice-President, and John Duff,

Secretary, and these gentlemen make a very strong combination ;

it is almost needless to state that they have held the same posi-

tions ever since, to the entire satisfaction of the shareholders.

The proposed opening through of Victoria Street, which if

carried out would necessitate the demolition of the building

occupied by the Company, compelled '.hem to look about foi

other quarters, a thing that they had been seriously thinking

of for some time, on account of the want of fa< ilities for the

development of their business.

After a long and careful search the Company decided to

take a lease of one of the warehouses then in course of erection

by the Crompton Corset Co., on York Street. This the owners

agreed to fit up for them as desired to suit the special require-

ments of their business, and the iesult is that the Company
now have one of the best adapted warehouses in the City of

Toronto. The accompanying engraving will give our readers

a very fair idea of its exterior.

The basement of the new building is used exclusively for

the packing and shipping of goods and affords every facility for

these purposes.

The ground floor has a couple of large and well lighted

offices at the front, the rest of it being used as a showroom.

The show cases in this depirtment are orignal and novel in

design and were constructed by the Company on the premises.

The first floor is used exclusively as a stock room for the

storing of manufactured and unmanufactured stock. It is

divided into streets of shelves, and everything is so systemati-

cally arranged to its class, that the getting out

of orders is a very speedy and simple process

to those in charge.

The second floor is used as a workshop,

and contains the plush, leather and paper

working departments of the factory. On this

flat are also the printing presses, leather work-

ers, who make solid leather travelling cases,

telescope boxes, trunk trays, etc.

The third floor is devoted exclusively to

wood and metal working machinery, and

everything is laid out with a view to getting

out the work with the least handling of the

stock used. At one end of the flat is a

varnishing and polishing room, where the

fine wood work, such as the edges of walnut

trays, etc., is polished.

The whole building is heated by steam,

so that not only is an even temperature main-

tained throughout, but all dust and dirt arising

from the use of stoves or hot air is avoided.

The warehouse is a model in every respect,

and our readers should not fail to pay it a

vi,it of inspection when they are in the city.

We wish the Company a long and prosperous

career in their new premises.

CHARLES I.'S HOME-MADE RING.

The diamond signet ring of the ill-fated Charles I. of Eng-

land is of immense Intrinsic and artistic value. It is supposed

to be the handiwork of the monarch himself He was known

as a skillful artificer in gold and silver, and much of his leisure

was devoted to this congenial occupation. On the seal was

en the coat of arms of ( treat Britain and the monogram of

the King.

At tin- demise of Charles it passed into the possession of

his dethroni d son, who, during the time of Ins banishment in

France, was reduced to such straitened circumstances thai he

was fon ed to part with the precious relic of his lather. It was

d bj the well known French traveler, Tavernier, who

toon afterward made a journey to the Orient. He exhibited

the jewel at the Persian court and the Shah offered him a

fabulous sum for the unique jewel, which is preserved with

extreme < are in the monarch's treasure vault.
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Selected Matter.

THE INVISIBLE JEWELER.

UST as the morning ol a

beautiful September clay

breaks, the streets of Paris

are alive with busy people.

Here and there are anxious

looking men whispering to

gether. Indoors, women

draw their chairs closer, and

glancing fearfully around,

speak in low tones of the

new horror. Last night a

man had dashed into the

hall of Madame la Marquise

de St. Omer, and in breath-

less agitation explained that

he had been attacked, and

had fled for his life, till

chance had brought him to

her open door; and in re-

turn for her having saved

his life, he begged her to

accept the jewels he still

had with him, and for

which, no doubt, he had been attacked.

Mr. Nicholas Humphrey, an Englishman visiting in Paris,

rolling down a certain street on the morning of which we

write, when he met Ins friend, M. de Faras.

•• You are the very man I wanted to see. I want your ad-

vice about where it is best to buy some beautiful jewel ; for

you must know, my dear Paras, that a certain beautiful country

woman of yours has taken my poor English heart captive, and

I desire to let her know it by sending her a jewel of incompar-

able purity and exquisite workmanship. Now, where shall I

get it
?"

"To ik Parisians, there is but one jeweler in the world, and

that is Daniel Fosqud, whose sign you see there just beyond

the monument. Hut, mon ami, do not buy. Have you not

heard of last night's catastrophe

' No ' what is it
-

"The ' Invisible ' has been about again !'•'

" Who is he? what do you mean ?"

"Is it possible that you do not know? Many years ago

me upon u>. murdering M. de Seville on his way home
from the palace, and disappearing with the jewels he carried.

Then followed the Comte de Salle, and a fatal list has sin

ceeded ; and only last night a gentleman rushed into the house

of the Marquise de St. Omer. having escaped with his life only

by wearing a ( oat of m
•' lint what reason have you for supposing that on< man dors

all these crimi

" Because the same stab thrust, leaving the same awful

wound, is found in the left side of every victim alike.'

" And you rail him the ' Invisible '
?"

" \ es, lor several limes In- has killed a man ( lose to the

night watch, who declare solemnly that when they chase him

he make-- for this part of the city, and actually, when they are

ii[> m him, disappears. Now, my friend, are you still

bent upon carrying priceless gems about the streets of Paris?"
•' Why, my dear friend, if it is dangerous, so much the bet-

ter, for it will add to the value of the gift.

"

" Well, you are warned. I would not do it (or the world.

When do you see her ?

"

" This very night. Ait revoir. I guess I'll go in to inter-

view this goldsmith.'

" Adieu : I don't like to see you do it, though."

M. de Faras went on his way with a troubled countenance,

while his light hearted English friend entered the shop of M.

Fosque\ The famous goldsmith was out, but his apprentice, a

handsome young fellow of twenty-three, came forward. Mr.

Humphrey made known his desire, and asked to be shown the

handsomest articles of personal adornment that the store af-

forded.

'•
I show you !" exclaimed the young man ;

" /sell his work?

why, sir, it will take you a long day to get him to sell you any

of it himself !"

" Indeed .' Why, is not the making and selling of jewelry

his business?"

" His business, sir, is without doubt the making of jewelry :

but, next to that, his chief aim is to avoid selling it."

"In truth, a most uncommon occupation for a gold-

smith."

"Ay, but my master, sir, is not a common goldsmith. He
is an artist and he loves his workmanship more than money.

But here he comes : judge for yourself whether I have spoken

truly. Master, this gentleman here wishes to buy some of your

work."

" Did you not tell him I would not sell ?"

" Yes, monsieur, but he will not go at that."

" Nay, but, good Fosque, may I not even look at that

handiwork which is renowned all over Europe?" interposed

Mr. Humphrey, with skillful flattery.

Compliments gracefully given always please. The gold-

smith brought forth a c isket of exquisite jewels, and ungra-

ciously opened them to his visitor's view. A diamond and

sapphire bracelet of most perfect workmanship caused Mr.

Humphrey to utter an exclamation of delighted admiration : an

exclamation which made Daniel Fosque" cry, as if in reply, "
I

shall not part with that, remembei !"

"Would you not let me purchase this to take to England,

and show how deserved is your fame ?''

"No, sir, I would never let tint leave France.'*

' Well then, M. Fosque", if you will let me have this brace

let, I will, this night, give it to the fairest lady in Paris."

" What is her name ?"

•• No. no, up worthy Fosque*, that is a secret

" Where does she live, th(

" In this ver) street, just a short distance beyond the moiui

ment. But ' ome, good sir, you will let me take it
?''

" If I give it you, will you keep it safe ?"

" Safe ' what do you mean
'

J "

" I have been told there is a nimble fellow abroad in the

streets, who takes my work from drunken fools at nights. Be-

ware of him."
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"Imitation is the

sincerestform offlattery.
'

A Needed Warning!

/;/ consequence of the large number of spuriois cases

which are at present being put upon the Canadian market,

ive desire to impress iipon you that this Company does not

guarantee any case, whether of Gold or Silver, unless it

bears their well-known tr-ade mark of the " MAL TESE

CROSS" as shown herewith. By buying cases stamped

thus, you will not only save the entire duty levied by the

Government on imported goods, but get an article, the

quality and workmanship of which, is guaranteed by

Yo?/rs truly,

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

OF TORONTO.

<<?

OUR REGISTERED TRADE MARKS.

When you purchase an 18 K. Gold Case

examine it thoroughly and see that it

bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

no other.

ijflmtejl Every 14 K. Gold Case made by the

CEE9 A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

fc^| Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-

^^ antee no other.

Our " Lion " Gold Cases are universally

admitted to be the best cheap Gold Case

ever made. None are genuine without

this Trade Mark. Look for it.

ggZEsga*, With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

ftfiUiM Case we manufacture bears this Trade

F7I Mark. No others equal them in quality.

Sr If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

j£M7£> Our " Premier " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

Dust Proof Case is the cheapest and best

in the world. You are perfectly safe in

guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

The only absolute guarantee of quality

is the Integrity of the Manufacturer



" I will. But how is it that this horrible murderer attacks

only those who have your jewelry upon them ?"

" Is it so ? Is there such taste in the rogue ?"'

" So I have heard. How do you suppose he knows who

carries your work ? For it seems a man may carry a doublet

full of other goldsmiths' jewels undiscovered and unmolested.''

" Young men are all braggarts. All Paris knows when one

of them has got a thing from me. Therefore be warned."
•'

I will be careful; your price, M Fosque ?"

" It is worth three hundred louis dors."

The Englishman threw down the amount, and taking the

bracelet in his hand, hurried from the room before the jeweler

had time to change his mind. No sooner had he gone, than

Fosque seemed to become half-crazed with regret.

" To think that I should have been befooled like this !

What do I care for his wretched money. He has stolen my
work ! Ah ! it drives me—God knows where ! I must have it

back ! I tell you, he has stolen it, and I will have it back !

Night came. M. de Faras, distressed on his friends' ac-

count, had gone to M. Sargrais, Chief of the Police, and told

him to have the watch on the alert in the neighborhood of the

monument. This monument was a large marble structure

which stood in the centre of the roadway near Daniel Fosque's

house. About three feet from the ground were statues repre-

senting the four seasons, set in niches in the marble. This fine

piece of sculpture had been presented to the city by the gold-

smith himself, on condition that it should stand on the corner

near his house ; and it was set up under his own supervision

and direction.

Three watchmen were talking together in subdued tones

near the monument.
" It's ugly work, this, chasing apparitions," said one.

" Only dead men can run upon air without touching the

ground, and go through solid walls," replied another, shudder-

ing.

" Ay, it is a dead man," responded the first, " for some

have heard its bones rattle as it runs I"

" And one of the watch in the next quarter, swore to me
that once, as he pursued it, the thing turned its head ; and he

perceived in the moonlight, that it had no eyes in the ghastly

sockets, and no flesh over the grinning teeth."

" Hush !" exclaimed the third watch, who had been casting

fearful glances about him, " what is that ?"

" It must be some revelers returning from a banquet.

Come along, men, we'll go and guard them home."

(Had of an excuse to leave the haunted spot, the guards,

keeping close together, hurried after the men whose voices they

had heard. Scarcely had they passed out of sight, when the

figure of a man, wild-eyed and haggard looking, appeared, one

could not have told whence, and looking cautiously about, ran

noiselessly up the street, and vanished as suddenly as he had

appeared. Now a sound breaks upon the absolute stillness of

the night It is the creaking of the door of Daniel Fosque's

house. Stephanie, the goldsmith's daughter, and Andre, his

apprentice, appear in the open door way.

" Oh ! but you will take care of yourself, won't you Andre?

the girl is saying. " You are sure you have nothing about you
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to tempt the robbers? Do look once again in all your pockets

before you start."

" Start ! why you talk as if I were going a journey to Jeru-

salem, when I am only going ten doors up the street. Now,

go in, sweetheart, and when I give three raps you will know I

have come back," answered the young man, kissing Stephanie's

rosy lips.

" Whatever you do, don't knock too hard, or you may wake

father up, and he would be very angry with you for going out

at this time of night. Now, don't be long, I shall be uneasy

until you return, remember."

As Stephanie closed the door, Andre heard footsteps on the

opposite side of the street, and presently, by the aid of the

moonlight, he was able to recognize the Englishman, Nicholas

Humphrey, on his way to his destination. Except the hollow

sound of his steps on the stone pavement, everything was quiet,

and Andre thought, " I am not in for an adventure this night
;

yet I may as well follow him at a distance, till he is safely in

his misttess' house."

A few moments later, a short scuffle is heard—a smothered

cry, a heavy fall, and a groan. Then two men came running

down the street. The mysterious figure that we saw before,

and Andre closely pursuing. See ! he has him ; he has caught

the villian by the collar ; nay, nay, murderous stranger, no use

to struggle now ; a strong hand holds you firmly ! Turn your-

self into brimstone now, if you can. An honest man has got

you this time, and you have done your last murder.

" Come out into the moonlight, and let me look at your

damned visage. Come out, I say !" Andre drags his captive

into the light. The two men stand and look at each other.

The younger gasps and lets go his hold. He is looking into

the fierce face of his master ! Fosque, released from his vice-

grip, runs round the monument and jumps up. One of the

statues silently turns on its pedestal, and he is gone in an in-

stant. Andre', recovering himself, immediately gives chase.

Too late ! too late ! the " Invisible of Paris " has again van-

ished, at the moment when he seemed to be in the very hands

of his pursuer. Andre rushes to the door and gives three

tremendous knocks.

"Stephanie! Stephanie! open quickly, for the love of Cod!

Quick, run and see if your father is in his loom !"

" What do you mean ? Of course he is in his room.

—

Father!" she cries, as M. Fosque
-

in dressing gown and smoking

cap, comes out of his room.

"There, there, my child, don't be frightened—go into the

house. Who is th's brawler ? Who are you, I say? What,

my own apprentice ! I did not know you walked the streets at

this time of night, sirrah. Get you in, and disturb not my rest

again. Do you hear ?"

* * * *

Next morning master and man went silently to work.

Andre" could not make up his mind to expose the crimes of the

father of Ins betrothed. And besides, what proof had he ?

Who would believe him ? What ought he do ? Engrossed

with such thoughts, the young man was in no mood for talking.

Fosque, working at some delicate chasing, looked up from

under his heavy e>e brows, from time to time, at his 'prentice,

and his brow grew more and more dark as the day won- on
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and tin. young man spoke no word. At length, the suspense

bet .une unendurable.

•• Andn
" Sir D

"

•• I- madness, think you, a < rime ?"

I believe, sir, it is more often a punishment for crime

done by the madman himself or by his parents.''

"True And so he is not accountable. We are so made
that the crime of one man is bul the malady of another.''

"•
1 >o you mean, master, that murder is a mere disease ?'

" How now, sirrah ?"

" You know, sir, who it was that caught you last night, after

you killed the Englishman. It is no use to frown so darkly.

I < ould not mistake your features, master.''

" When a crime sleeps, wake it not ! for the dead cannot

reward their avenger. He who pries into a tomb had best be

ware that the door shut not behind him, and bury him living

with the dead !"

At this moment, Stephanie came running into the room.
" Father ! Andre ! look out of the window. Look ! they have

turned one of the statues of the monument around, and—oh,

see! M. Sargrais and four others are going in behind it : What
does it all mean ?"

" Master, had you not better be gone ?
"

'• And damn myself by running?"

" Father, look ! that panel is sliding back '."

It was indeed true. A panel in the wall slid open, and M.

Sargrais, with four guards, entered the room.

" Close the doors and let no one leave the house. Take
the torch, and bring in that chest we came upon in the passage.

Now, young sir, have we caught you at last ?"

" Oh, gentlemen, he has done nothing !" exclaimed Steph

anie, rushing to her lover. " We did not know, any of us, of

this passage. Andre, tell them you know nothing of it— tell

them so !"

"Ala-,, I cannot. Centlemen, be brief. I am ready to

confess anything you may require . but this is noplace for such

things. Stephanie, my dearest, farewell. Master, look to your

daughter, she has fainted. Now, men, I am ready."

Fosque', who till now had stood silent and stupefied, sud-

denly interfered.

"Can you not see that he is blushing, while I am pale? It

is better to blush than to grow pale. Doyou mark what I say?

The man is innocent' I, I, Daniel Fosque, have slam all nun
in the dead of night who dared to rob me of my jewels. but

I shall lose them all now ! Sirs, the dead are very, very pi

•Id there no jewels there -no throbbing head there— no
bursting heart-strings there ! No love there no little daugh-
ter there ! Ah, Cod. no little daughter there! Shall I show
you the knife that did the murders' Look for it m m\ < orpse ?

A quick dagger-thrust and the murderer had become a

suicide. The " Invisible of Paris had killed Ins last vu tim.

and Daniel Fosqul, goldsmith, was no more. The Watch
Dial.

,ou must be an early riser I always find you at work the
first thing m the morning." "Indade, an' Oiam, sor, It's a family
thrait, Oi do be thinkin'. " Then your father is an early riser too,

" M-- feytber, is it • Faix, an" be rois.-s that early tbal el I

go to be<l a little later bed mate himsdf gettin' up m the mornin

LADY SMUGGLERS.

X AUGUST and September the New York papers

had very frequent items about Mr. So and Si, s

having been relieved of articles of jewelrj

he was trying to smuggle into this country.

Very few women figured m these reports,

hut that may have two explanations either

that women are less inclined to make the

attempt to defraud Uncle Samuel, or that

tin eare more skillful smugglers- than men, and so escape de-

tection in most cases. Judging from the following I ondon

correspondence of the New York Sun, the latter is the better

explanation the ladies have the smuggling genius.

"The way the Americans prepare for the homeward trip

reminds one of what Byron or Bulwer had in mind when one

or the other said that all Anglo-Saxons were born smugglers.

You seldom meet an American couple nowadays but what you

hear the lady say something about her plans foi beating the

New York customs officers.

" At breakfast this morning I heard one lady say to another :

" I have decided to put all my presents of jewelry in my pocket,

and what I can't get in my pocket I shall just drop into my um-

brella. I have tried it, and find that I can get rid of all my small

and costly purchases in thatway," The lady she spoke to replied ;

" Well, that will do very well for the little things, but I have-

got two mackintoshes, three holdalls, and a dozen boxes of lace

handkerchiefs, and I am going'to trust to my husband finding

gentlemen acquaintances on the ship to carry those things till

we get past the inspectors." Many an American lady is exer-

cising her ingenuity to the utmost in the one direction of

beating Uncle Sam, and there will not be many trunk loads

landed at the barge Office in the next three weeks that will not

have gloves, laces, diamonds, or knick knacks of one sort or

another sewed into the inside of the most ordinary and well

worn dresses in the luggage of the fair citizenesses who have-

been summering on this side of the herring pond. In the

meantime the shopping goes on madly, and London, whi< h

judges all mankind solely by the extent of its shopping, votes

the Americans perfect."

Perhaps Mr. Herbert C. Ayer, the divorced husband ol

Harriet Hubbard Ayer, could give interesting testimony on the

subject of gentlemen's aiding ladies in this delicate business.

Mr. Ayer recently came from Europe on the " Eider," forming

the acquaintance on the trip of a beautiful Miss Moore. He
nee when his trunks w nined at New \ <>ik

which suggested that he was playing for Ins friend the part

hinted at by one of the speakers above quoted. Ladies ap

parel to the amount of forty pair, of fine kid gloves, twent)

pairs of delicately ribbed hose, and si\ pans ol --ilk stockii

more than a yard long, were found by the custom house offi< ers

and were held subject to the payment of ,i certain percentage

ot their i ost pin e. Whether he was utilizing lus person for

carrying jeweh lady was nut determined, Inn perhaps

the benefit ol the doubt maybe given in favoi ol that h\

pothesis. AVi stone,

\
-

'
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GOLD.

[OLDEN vessels and jewelry have been fuund in

the oldest Egyptian tombs, and have been

brought to light in the excavations in

Etruria. As early as the time of Pliny,

mercury was used to form an amalgam

with gold : and the art of gold-beating is

of still greater antiquity, being referred to

by Hcmer. This art probably originated

among Oriental communities, whtre the

use of gold ornaments has always been a distinguishing char-

acteristic ; in India, gold beating is a craft involving much

mystery and difficulty. Gold-leaf has been found in the coffins

of some Theban mummies in so thin a state as to resemble

modern gilding. In modern times, one grain of gold has been

beaten out to the extent of seventy-five square inches.

Gold is the only metal of yellow color, and it possesses the

rare power of resisting oxydation. When pure, gold is the

most malleable of the metals. When very thin, gold appears

yellow by reflected, and green by transmitted light. Gold is

also extremely ductile—a single grain may be drawn into a

wire 500 feet in length. The metal is not easily dissolved

finely-divided gold dissolves when heated with strong sulphuric

acid and a little nitric acid.

Gold is found, in nature, chiefly in the metallic state, as

native gold, or in combination with tellurium, lead and silver.

A native gold amalgam is sometimes found in California ; and

in South America gold is frequently found in combination

with bismuth. The distribution of gold is world-wide. In

America, the chief gold-bearing locality is in the West, along

the Pacific slope, and embracing the whole distance from

Alaska to Mexico, the largest deposit being in the valley of the

Sacramento river. In Colorado and Nevada, gold is found

closely associated with silver. The chief gold districts on the

Atlantic side of North America, are on the Chaudiere river,

near Quebec, and in Nova Scotia ; and in the South, gold is

found in Tennessee and North Carolina. Much gold is found

in South America, Africa, and Australia, and some in Asia.

It is not generally known that the United States produces

the most gold ; then comes Russia, and then certain States of

Australia. Much of the produce of Russia is derived from its

Asiatic territories.

The most important alloys of gold are those with silver and

copper. The natural alloy of silver and gold is called electrum.

Among the Greeks rough nuggets of electrum were stamped

and used as coins. Gold forms alloys also with zinc, tin, iron,

platinum and other metals.

The use of gold and silver, woven into patterns, in the

sumptuous textiles of Oriental nations, is of old standing.

Sue h garments are mentioned in Exodus, in the description of

the ephod made for Aaron ; and, later, in Homer's great epi< 5.

It is generally supposed that the art of embroidering and weav-

ing with gold and silver thread originated m [ndia, where it is

still principally prosc-futed, and whence the art was carried to

other Eastern cities. Lately there lias been much elegant and

expensive trimming of this kind imported from Persia, to

supply the demand whi< h the return to ihe fashions of the

Directory, in France, has occasioned. It is said that the wife

of the Emperor Claudius had a robe woven entirely of gold

thread. Gold lace is woven on a warp of thick yellow silk.

The gold wire used for this and similar purposes is always

silver-gilt wire, and the proportion of gold is exceedingly small.

Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors were also lovers of the cloth of

gold. Tennyson describes Enid, preparing for her wedding,

arraying herself in a dress, "all branched and flowered with

gold—-a costly gift of her good mother :"

As the white and glittering star of morn

Parts from a bank of snow, and by and by

Slips into golden cloud, the maiden rose,

And left her maiden couch, and robsd herself,

Helped by the mother's careful hand and eye,

Without a mirror, in the gorgeous gown
;

Who, after, turned her daughter round and said,

She never yet had seen her half so fair.

London Watchmaker, Jeweler and Silversmith.

THE WATCH OF 1310 AND 1889.

Wonderful indeed as is the accuracy and cheapness of the

watch of our day, it is one of the triumphs of skilled labor,

and is hardly suggested by the first timepieces of the name.

It is said that Robert, King of Scotland, had a witch about

the year 13 10, but the first timepiece worthy of mention

appears to have been owned by Edward VI. in 1552. This

watch had "one larum or watch of iron, the case being like-

wise of iron gilt, with the plummets of lead.'' Evidently this

was more like the modern clock than watch. Spring pocket

watches have had their invention credited to Dr. Hook by the

English, and to N. Huygens by the Dutch. One of the

watches made by Dr. Hook had a double-balance, and was

presented to Charles II., with this inscription: "Robert

Hooke inven. 1658." T. Tornpion fecit, 1675." Chron-

ometer watches are now made of the most marvelous accuracy,

and are as reliable for determining longtitude as the most care-

ful calculation. The originator of this great boon to the navi-

gator was Harrison, who, in 1759, after many trials and failures,

made the time piece which procured him the reward of ,£20,000,

offered by the Board' of Longtitude. A watch 1 .111 now be pur-

chased for two or three dollars, which is a better timekeeper than

the one formerly costing $1,500.

—

Eng. Exchange.

LIGHT ON THE BENCH.

For night work the so mu< h abused light balls are de< id

edly to be recommended to the watchmaker
; they collect and

concentrate all the light with great intensity upon a certain

point, and if a shade of pasteboard is placed over them, they

shade the eye completely, which is not irritated by any ray of

light falling in any other direction. Besides tins, all the heat

accompanying the light is absorbed, and only the lattei is

transmitted through the water. When pun basing these globes,

choose them of a good size. It is also necessary to have the

water crystal < lear, which is easily done by dropping a few

drops of chemically pure nitric acid into it
;
the globes , in-

then well COrked and sel aside for some time, to classify.

clearness ol the water increases with its age. I'.\.
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THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Have placed upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, SIX SIZE, NICKEL MOVEMENT, KNOWN AS

No. 149.

I

The Illinois Watch Co'yi
Will THIS MONTH place upon the Market

A SEVEN [EWELED, FOURTEEN SIZE, GILDED MOVEMENT, PENDANT SETTING,

KNOWN AS No. 120.

The Illinois Watch Ccy
Will Next Month place upon the market a Movement

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.
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TRADE JOURNALS.

RADE journal- as a means of find

ing out new customers, offer

some special advantages to busi

ness men. These advantage -

may be classified as follow-

I'he trade journal, particularly of

the highest grade, often obtains a

reputation as an advertising me
dium so peculiarly its own. that

outside parties get in the habit

of resorting to its pages, as oc-

casion may suggest, in order to

keep posted about the introduc-

tion of new things, or to ascertain

if there is any recent improve-

ment which could be used with

advantage in their business. No
daily print could be depended upon to supply that sort of in-

formation.

'I'he trade journal is not ephemeral, like the daily sheet,

which i> rarely preserved beyond the date of its issue, and

which is difficult to find twenty-four hours afterwards in the

homes of its patrons. Indeed, the trade journal is filed for

further reference by some of its subscribers with as much care

and regularity as a receipted bill : hence, an advertisement

which, in any daily paper would have ceased to do service,

may attract attention again at some accidental moment, and

become the adventitious means of an order.

The trade journal commonly prints in each edition a classi-

fied list of advertisements and an alphabetical index to adver-

tisers, thus supplying eas\ access in every essential detail, and

saving the interested eye from a painful search through page

after page for any business announcement of the desired sort.

The trade journal represents, to a remarkable degree, a

community of inter related and sympathetic interests, bounded

by certain industrial limitations, and is restricted by its specialty

to a particular range of inquiry and discussion, so that the ad-

vertiser is able to determine beforehand, with considerable cer-

tainty, the specific scope of appeal at his service, with its value

to him as a vehicle of publicity.

The trade journal has for its subscribers and readers an ex

ccptionally intelligent class of persons—men who have brain-

as well as culture, solid judgment besides education, making

them the cream of the inhabitants of the land ; hence, persons

ready to consider, in the right spirit, fresh ideas, new projects,

original inventions, useful improvements, and radical innovations

The trade journal, in possessing such subscribers and read

ers, has patrons with a superior measure of purchasing power :

for it is a demonstrated fact that, in this country of equal poli-

tical rights and of equal opportunities, the great bulk of the

wealth is in the hand- of intelligence- ignorance and poverty

going together.

trade journal, on account of its special field of service,

sometimes furnishes a direct approach to capable purchasers,

nearly every one of whom may stand in need of the article ad-

vertised, which would b<- much cheapei and far more effective

than any appeal to an indiscriminate mass of readers -u< h as

that represented by a daily newspaper. British Mercantile

ttt

THE PREFERRED CREDITOR.

" Good mawnin', Uncle Pete," -aid old Mose. "I hopes

you am prosperin' and kin pay me dat sebenty-five cents you

has been owin 1 me sence de las' fourf of July."

" Ise sorry ter say dat de financial sitewashun am more

complercated den eber. Didn't yer hear dat 1 had gone inter

liquidasaun."

'• Where did yer get de licker ?

" Huh ! hit pear- to me dat yru am kinder off de queshun.

I means dat owin' ter de pressure of creditors 1'se done made

a sinement."

" What's dat got ter do wid payin' me dat sebenty-five

cent- ?
"

"' You is de most ignerent nigger eber I seed. Hit means

dat de property hab gone inter de hands ob a receiber for de

benefit ob de preferred creditors, an' I don't pay no moah old

debts.

" Whar's my sebenty-five cents ?
"

"
I Jar, ye has done leff the queshun agin. I see dat I'll

hab ter splain. I.ierbilities am what yer don't pay de creditor,

an' assets am what yer dent hab. 1 pints a receiber, dat's

my wife, an' I makes her a preferred creditor, an' she takes de

cabin. Den I makes my darter Susan a preferred creditor, an'

she takes de cow. Den I makes my darter Sally a preferred

creditor, an' she takes de pig. Den my son Sam he am a pre-

ferred creditor an' he takes de yaller dog. Den I an't got

nuffin' left but a dollar an' a half, an' I had ter sine dat."

" Mtbbe you sine dat ter me."

" Not dis trip. You see, I has de rheumatiz, so I just

made myself a preferred creditor, an' sines myself dem funds

ter propishiate de rheumatiz.

"

" Dat's kinder curus. When am you gwmter pay me dat

sebenty-five cents ?
"

" Dat am one ob de lierbilities what goes wid der liqui-

dashun."

"Am dat so? Den yer kin count on me being down ter

yore house ter-night wid a club. I'll jine dat meetin' ob de

preferred creditors an' git some ob de assets, or I'll bust de

jug."--7>.v<7.v Siftings.

NEW AFRICAN GOLD DISCOVERIES.

The San Francisco Bulletin says :
" Recent accounts

published of gold discoveries in the Transvaal Republic of

South Africa go far to confirm the theory that the gold mines

yet to be explored in South Africa maybe as productive as

those were in California or Australia. One town has sprung

up, fohannesburg, on the edge of the gold fields, that now

contains 40,000 inhabitants. The yield in si\ months ol the

lit year of these mine- has been $ 1, 000,000. These

mines are several hundred miles beyond the famous diamond

mines ol Kimberly. The latter mine- are already connected

with die seat oast by railroad.

" Miner- are now flo< king to the gold mines in the Trans

Republic in great numbers In all such mining excite

ments there is a great deal ol fiction mixed up with the facts

But far beyond the fransvaal Republii in Mashuna-la
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are reports of wonderful discoveries, surpassing in richness

any heretofore known. The natives are extremely hostile to

the whites, but the latter are pushing on to these mines. If the

gold is there, it may be assumed that no native hostility will

keen the miners out. The latest theory is that the real Opinr

is in Mashuna-land. But it may be noted that Ophir is always

moved along to the richest mines that are found. However,

on the theory that Solomon procured his gold for the temple

from the southwest coast of Africa. Ophir might as well be

located in the mysterious Mashuna-land as elsewhere until the

next famous discovery is made in Africa. Nothing of conse-

quence has for some years been reported about gold in Central

Africa. Vague accounts are given from time to time of natives

who have both gold and ivory to exchange for goods.

" Africa, as a gold-bearing country, is virgin ground. The
theory has long prevailed that it is the richest gold country of

the world. This theory is partly supported by tradition and in

part by such accounts as have been given from time to time by

explorers."

THE POPES RING.

The Rev. Father Phelan has in his possession the ring that

once graced the finger of Pope Pius IX. The ring is now the

property of Mr. Robert Bagnall of this city, who accompanied

Father Phelan on his recent trip to the F.ternal City. The late

Pope directed that upon his death all his possessions, even

down to his jewels and clothing, be sold at public auction and
the proceeds be given to the poor. In the face of spirited

bidding from the College of Cardinals, a wealthy Roman lady

secured the ring. At the time Father Phelan and Mr. Bagnall

were in Rome, this lady, being then in greatly reduced circum-

stances, made overtures to them through a third party, for the

sale of the ring. The lady's offer was glad'y accepted, and Mr.

Bagnall became the purchaser of the jewel at a round sum.

Father Phelan satisfied himself that it was the Pontifical ring

from the assurances of Mgr. Rice i, major domo for Pope Pius

IX., now Cardinal Ricci.

It is a massive seal ring, with an exquisite emerald setting,

surrounded by 102 smaller stones, diamonds, sapphires, pearls

and rubies. Aside from its sacred association the ring pos-

es an intrinsic value of many thousands of dollars. Sur-

rounding the emerald are twenty-six pearls : extending around
the sides are twenty diamonds, on each side of the emerald is

a small solitaire surrounded by brilliants : on the corner facets

of the seal are twenty four stones, following the same arrange-

ment, being set in triangular form; below the double row of

diamond-, on each side appear a ruby and two sapphin .

The entire arrangement is in perfect artistic tast< . and the jewel

is worthy a place in a royal collection. The workmanship on
thi- ring is estimated at $1,500, and the emerald is worth

$2,000 at the lowest valuation. Mr. Bagnall and father Phelan
had some difficult) in keeping it. lor when a high church
Official obtained a glimpse Ol it, demand was at on< e made thai

it be not allowed to be taken out of the country. An hbishop
Croke was almost inconsolable when he learned thai he could
not keepthe treasure in Ireland. St. Louis Republic.

BILL ARP'S ADVICE TO BOYS.

Il is an old saying that if a young man saves his first $1,000

he will get rich— that is so in nine cases out of ten— yes, if he

wiil save his first $100, he will succeed, and any young man
cm save that much in a year if he will let whisky and tob

and societygirls alone—society will keep a poor young man
;

It keeps married folks poor. I am thinking now <>t a married

man, who is bowed down with debt, while his family is trying

to keep on the ragged edge of society. A milliner makes their

clothes, and they are just obliged to ride in a carriage when

they go visiting. Such people are the town talk and don't know

it. There are nice young men in ever) town who have been

clerking for years and haven't laid up a dollar. They must

take a girl to every show that comes along, and spend $5 on

every dance, for those who dance must pay the fiddler. Capital

is wry particular now-a-days. When capital wants a young

man it looks round for one who doesn't drink or smoke or

gamble—one who saves his money and doesn't run about every

night. Family influence isn't worth a cent now. A young

man stands on his merits, his habits, his associations. Young

man, there is a blue book in every town and your name is on

it. l!ut there is no excuse for a young man failing to get em-

ployment in this blessed country. If he does not it >s his own

fault. If he can't get rich fast, he can slow. If he will begin

young and work hard and behave himself he will accumulate a

plenty for his old age. Old age wants money. It wants rest

and should have it, " Otium cum dignitate" is the Latin for

dignified leisure, but I heard Judge Underwood say it meant,

" rest comes after digging. " Dig first and rest afterwards. Old

age don't want to get up on a cold winter morning and make

the fire and cobk the breakfast.

—

Keystone.

THE JEWEL SNAKE.

There is a belief current in all parts of India that a certain

variety ot snake called Shesh Nag, when it attains the age of

1000 years, has a precious jewel foamed in its head. This

jewel, it is affirmed, possesses the qualit) of sucking up the

hi of the deadliest snake if applied to the wounded part.

Strangely enough, a Paris gentleman is reputed to possess this

invaluable jewel, according to a correspondent ol .1 Gujarati

weekly, published at VVadhwen, in Gujarat. The correspon-

dent says that when the present owner who by the way-is now

63 was 23 years old. he lighted upon a snake ot tin above

mentioned variet) which he killed. Then h< found the jewel

in his head. It has already saved several lives. Last

when Mr. Vidal, the 1 olli i"i of the distri< 1 was there, il was

shown to him too. The jewel is said to contain a thm. 1

, .ill like IiIim-. whi< h inn easingl) os< illates in the 1 entre I he

gaikwai "I Baroda, the maharajah ol Kolhapur, and several

othei nan rices, are said to have offered several hundred

thousand rupees foi tins unique jewel. I he name ot the

owner is Mr. Framji Dadabbai Govekar, Tarapur, Bombaj

Presidency. There is another belief prevalent in India that il

.1 in. ii; Pmgi no matter where, and a Shesh Naj e

and sit beside him with the hood spread over tin sleeper's

face, 'ii' lat'.ei is sure to he a son ol fortune. Popular

tradition assigns th< same reason 10 the rise ol Haida Mi, of

Mysore, from a common soldier. Notes and Q
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MAX SAUNDERS

DIRECT IMPORTER OF

Diamonds and Precious Stones,

75 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

An Assortment of Mounted Goods Always on Hand. Goods

sent on Approval to Responsible Dealers.

SIMONS BRO. & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

611 k 613 Sansom St, 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

N.Y. Office, 20 Maiden Lane.
0ur CaneS ana

[

Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers.
Address all Orders to Factory. No. 573. : K in.
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THE ADVANTAGE OF A GOOD SETTING.

" Its scandalous the way folks are robbed in some branches

of business," said a young man who knows a great deal about

things in general. " There's diamonds, for instance. There

ain't one person in a hundred knows anything about diamonds.

I once knew a friend in the business, who used to tell me

about the tricks of the trade. Once. I remember, a man came

to him to buy a diamond ring \Iv friend showed him a ring,

the stone of which was worth about $175, and offered it to him

for $250. 1 he man said he didn't like it, and after looking at

some others went away, saying he would look in again. My
friend took the stone, had it nset in a manner to show up

prominently, whereas it had previously been set deep, and kept

it to spring on the man when he came in. He happened

along in a da) or two, and my friend dragged forth the ring.

" ' You didn't like that other stone,' he said, ' but here's

one that will catch you. Just got it in and had it set. It's a

beauty. Of course, its worth a great deal more money than

the other, but it's worth the difference.'

" The man looked at it and was captured at a glance. He
went in raptures over it, and finally asked the price.

" ' l-'our hundred dollars," said my friend, 'and it's cheap,

too.'

" And I'll be doggoned if that chap didn't pay $400 for a

ring he had refused at $250. Oh. I tell you, this thing of

falling into the hands of the jeweler is worse than running

against highwaymen "

—

Chicago Mail.

WORTH HER WEIGHT IN GOLD.

Mis. Jesus Castro, an aged Mexican lady, who recently died

at American Flag, in the Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona,

was, perhaps, the only woman in the world who ever cost her

husband her weight in gold. In the early gold digging days of

California she was a resident of Sonora, Mexico, in which State

she, was born and grew to womanhood. When about seventeen

years of age a paternal uncle, but a few years her senior, return

ed gold laden from the newly discovered mines and soon fell

desperately in love with his niece. He sought her hand in

marriage and was accepted, but the Church refused, on account

of the near relationship of the par, to solemnize the marriage.

Persuasion being in vain, he tried the power of gold to win

the Church his way and succeeded only by payment of her

weight in gold. She at that time weighed 117 pounds, and

against her in the scales the glutei ing dust was shoveled. The
husband still had sufficient of this world's goods to provide a

: home.

INGENIOUS ADVERTISING.

Good the Machais (Me.) jeweler, writes some ingenious

advertisements, of which the lollowing in the Machine Union

is a sample :

"What IS if that runs day and night and luvit moves.-'

That keeps its face to the window and sees nothing that

on ? That has hands but no fingers? I hat < arries a barrel around

but does not drmk ? That feels bad afti 1 .1 I. ill and wants a

n-w spring ' It is one ot Goodhui th< best time

keepers evei sold

ROTHSCHILDS CLOCK

When the Shah was at Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild's

residence, Waddesden Manor, what struck His Majesty's fancj

most of all the costly treasures in the house, was a mechanical

clock, studded with imitation jewels, which is a veritable

curiosity, and looks as if it were of Eastern manufacture,

adapted to clockwork mechanism by some ingenious European

artist. The central figure of the clock is an elephant, which,

when the machinery is set going, wags its ormolu tail, moves

its jeweled trunk, shakes its ponderous ears, and winks its

little diamond eyes: whereupon jeweled lotus flowers open,

processions pass, serpents come from under enameled leaves,

and both animal life and nature appear to awaken from torpor

into action. This magnificent toy fairly delighted His Majesty

the Shah. It was wound and re-wound again and again, and

it was evidently preferred to all the paintings, enamels, armor

and Palissy ware in the whole of the Rothschild collection.

Eventually it became necessary to distract His Majesty's atten

tion from a curiosity of considerable historical interest.

—

Ex.

JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.

January, 25th, 1890.

Tlie annual meeting of the Alliance was held to-day at the

office of the President, a small representation of the member-

ship being present.

The minutes of the last meeting were confirmed as read.

The Treasurer's Report, shewing a balance in the bank to the

credit of the Alliance of $649.35, was received and adopted

after having b;en audited by Messrs. Chapman and Lees.

The Secretary was instructed to have large seals prepared

to be placed upon the certificates of members, shewing that fees

have been p/iid for the current year.

The electi >n of officers was then proceeded with and re

suited in the following appointments :—

I

'

k ES 1 1 1 kn 1 .—J ohn Segsworth

.

Vice-Presidents. R Y. K lis, (i II. Lees (Hamilton),

and Benj. Chapman.

Sec'y-Treas. James Ryrie.

Executive Committee. T. H. Lee, VV. K. McNaught,

Edmund Scheuer, W. A Sanderson (Peterboro), J.
Welsh

iStratford), ( ',. D. Pringle (Guelph), A. VV. Pringle (Port Hope)

VV. R. Jackson (St Thomas 1.

Upon motion of J. Ryrie, seconded by I!. Chapman, it was

decided that the travelling expenses ol m of the Execu

tive Committee attending Alliance m be paid out of the

treis iry, inasm u h .is it is unreasonable to expei 1 those mem
hers to beat such personally, in addition to devoting their time

to tin- affairs ol the Alliam

Moved by R. V. Ellis, seconded b) G. H I.res, that the

Sinn ot {I25 be paid to each of the two detective agent ies under

contract with the Alliance. < !ai ried.

Votes of thanks were passed to the Trader foi its man)

kind servu es to the Alliance, and to the Si • > the pei

formani e Of his duties during the past year.

The meeting then adjourned.

Jami Rvrik, SVi retary.
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This is not only the verdict, but the experience of Sir John A. himself. Our Ontario and Quebec competitors will

please note this.

We are catering for the jewelry trade of Manitoba, the Territories and British Columbia, and for that particular trade our

k is Superior to any in the Dominion.

We handle the leading lines of AMERICAN AND SWISS WATCHES, high and low priced goods. SOLID GOLD,

ROLL PLATE and GILT JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, CLOCKS, SILVER PLATE, FLAT and HOLLOW WARE,
OPTICAL GOODS, TOOLS, MATERIAL, JEWELERS' FINDINGS, etc., etc.

(Air travellers are constantlj on the road with leading Novelties.

When in Winnipeg come and sec us at 523 and 525 MAIN STREET.

We will shortly remove to our New Premises, (between the Commercial Bank and the Post Office), of which due notice

will h Yours truly,

W. F. DOLL.
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Editorial Notes.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

15 thioughout Canada 'rill oblige the Editor by sanding into this office for

insertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

laey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

Failed.- A. ii Norton, wholesale jeweler of Coaticook, Que., has

ed "it In-half of his credit

Mr Wimi.iy Cathcari has associated himself with the .Johii--ti.ii

Optical Companj of Detroit, and will in future represent them in the

Dominion of Canada with .1 full line of then- goods.

Wm. AuwM'ii;, formerly engaged in the retail jewelrj business

here, visited Toronto during the Christmas holidays. II. looks as if

the air <>f the commercial capital of America agreed with him.

Hi m.ivini.. — S I iglei retail reler of Kin;,' Street Hast, has 1.

the premises formerly known as the "Sheffield House, and is now

fitting them up preparatory to removing his busim [t is one

of the verj best stands in the Citj of Toronto.

An. .him. Burglary. Mr 1! B.Smith's jewelrj store at Tilbury

was burglarized on the night of the "itth January, and a large number

of watches and other articles of jewelrj Btolen. The Bame store was

robbed two years ago.

Wants To Compromise. E Dr< ler of Montreal, is offer

m^ 25c. on 18,000 liabilities. Several Toronto firms are in the soup,

and will be stuck from sums ranging from 1500 down. It is probable

that there will he an amicable arrangement.

Mi--— I. I' l>\ii:i. a Co., of Montreal, are about to open a factor)

at Platteburgh, N V.. where they have secure I large premises. Their

specialties are advertising, composite and Belf-winding clocks, and thej

•t with orders for over 5,000 OH hand.

\ Lucki Find. Samuel Angrove, a customs officer of Kingston,

picked up in the park what he thought was a -lass stone. He took it

to a jeweler, who pronounced it a diam 1 valued at 1700, thus verify-

ing the adage that it is better to be horn lucky than rich.

Tut Canadian Jobbers' Association hold their annual meeting in

this city on the 30th January, too late for the particulars to be given

in this issue Their annual banquet will also be held on the evening

of the same day. A large attendance of the leading jewelers is expected

Chanoe of Firm.—Thomas C. Johnson, retail jeweler, of 1st Bar-

rington street. Halifax. V s.. has admitted his son-,. Charles E. and

Albert 6. Johnson, into partnership, and the business will in future

ried on under the name and style of Thomas (
'. Johnson A Sons.

Assigned, u bo learn that Mr. Benjamin Richardson,

jeweler, of Aurora. I l to E De la Ho .k i, of Toronto Mi-.

Richardson has had an uphill struggle for the past ten or twelve years,

and if hard work and economj could have achieved success, it would

have been his long

Wheri [onoranci Was Noi Bliss - Two bars of Bilver bullion

rtolen from a truck on Broadway, New v,.rk. December 20th, bj

mvicts, who. thinking it to., sold it for |] I The men

caught a few days aft --on of I le m t..i m then- possession In

their case ignoi anything hut bliss

Bcbolabt. Some time during the night of Decembei 26th, the

front window m M I
'< King Street East, w.is

smashed bj thieves, and five plush covered dressing ... tracted

The robber] was reported to the detectives, who are endeavoring to find

a clue, hut .
,i- Usual, w lthout aco

To Bi Carried On. I I • business of Edmund Eaves, the latelj

i -i Hon! real, will be < d on in fut are

under the same formerI) bj Sirs. Edmund Eaves, the widow
of th. do \l i .1 I . I Mm \ will no di .nil

receive, as thej i liberal share of the patronage of the trade

I'i.i The employees of Mr, R Q McLean, who U prob

iibh known to most of on

i

• proprietor of the office when

li.M.ii. is printed, surprised him on Christmas Eve with the

it.it i. >i i ..

I

nil marble clock and an illuminated address ;t -

a token of the esteem in which he is held bj them. He deserves it

I. Grippe. The jewelrj trade have had a prettj hard time of it

with this epidemic, as nearly everj one of our prominent jobbers and

il it. Tin- few who have so far escaped are shaking

hands with themselves upon their good fortune, hut if things go "ii as

thej ai. at present, thej may be congratulating somebodj prematurelj

YV. t. Morgan, retail jeweler of St. Thomas, has made an assign-

ment to Wm. II. Davis, of London, for th. I., m, lit ..1 his creditors. A

in.. tint; of those interested has been called to decide what shall be

done with the estate, at winch Mr. Morg ffered twentj cents

ii dollar, which will probablj be accepted bj I ecured credit

ors

I! .en Ryrie Bros have just purchased the stock, fixtures and

g I w ill of the Lii-iuess heretofore carried on bj W. r. Tasker & Co.,

of this citj Thej will remove to their new premises as s
, I

sive alterations which they contemplate can he completed, and

will then have one of the largest and lust located jewelrj stores in the

ell \

\ Memorable Anniversary. We have to thank Mr. and Mrs.

John L. Sheppard for an invitation to attend the celebration «.t the

twentieth anniversary of their wedding. " La i ti ipp and other busi-

ness is keeping us 80 fully occupied that we cannot put in an appear-

ance, but we thank our friend John I., all the same, and hope thej w i 1

both live to see manj happj returns of the day.

Information Wanti d. \s t.> present address of -I . Johnston, watch-

er, married, who kept a shop at 51S Y.m^e Street for a few

months, and later at 1 US Queen Street Fast, and was last heard from

at Palmerston about three months since, saying he was going to Wood-

stock. Enquirj at both places brings no news of him. His friend

H. II. Lea, 9 Toronto Street, will be glad of anj word from or about

him.

A \" \ i
i m'.i.i: N i i. Mr II. Jacques, of the Russell House,

Ottawa, was last month presented h\ a British Columbian just arrived

in that citj with ,i sample of silver ore, which in size is no bigger than

a man's two lists, and weighs ten or twelve pounds The ..re was

taken from the mines of Mr. YY. Owens. M. P. P., near the Illecill.

waet in the Selkirk range, one mile distant from the line of the (MM;.
Tin- assaj -hows :;imi ounces to the ton.

Tin Jewelera' Journal , oi Chicago, came to tie in January with a

imelj designed cover, and a decided improvement in it -

internal economy. The Journal, although the se.on.l oldest jewelrj

paper in the United States (having entered up in the eleventh year of

its exist ii,-, i shows no signs of decrepitude, but, on the contrary, like

good wine, improves with age. We wish our able and valued contem

,i long and prosperous career in the service of the trade it so

thoroughlj represents

Bra Expre8saoe. As ,in evidence of how thej rush things "oul

west," the Wi peg Sun says that W, F. Doll wholesale jewel

that city, shipped on th,- l : : 1 1 December, pei the Dominion Express

Company, expn es weighing 1,058 p ds. These contained

diai i Is, watches, jewelrj and silvei plate, valued at Beveral thousand
i bined to Va ncouver, Victoi ia, and othei points in

the North West and British Columbia This is one of the lai

express shipment - evei m tde to the we i

\ 1 1 i:\ i i. I his... I ii in absenc at Porl \ rl hur, our former

fellow-era n Mr. H -l Woodside, was elected Secretary ot

i Pi mi. Boai I of Trade, in plaoi of Mi \\ \ Prest, who
I the office. He was also appointed a Lieu I uanl to organize

lal Corps for the 95th Bjttl Mvnifcobi Gi nl by Lieut.-Col

\l M illan, c .iti-ii tnding. 1 1 ha i baen tru men ai

reatn while ot i
I hrusl

upon them." Our friend Woodside must Burelj be one of the lattci

.. ()i i. \Y F Doll, wholesale jeweler ol Whom
i i Ii pui . h.i ..I ii 'in Mi. Rokohj , of tli ' i ;. ni f..r
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B. W. RAYMOND
NICKEL, OPEN FACE,

PENDANT SETTING.

UNEQUALLED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES.

CORRESPONDING in quality and price with our Nickel Hunting B. W.
Raymond movement. Delivery of above grade has already been made

to the Jobbers, who will be pleased to supply the Trade.

General Office, - 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 JOHN STREET. FACTORIES, ELGIN, ILLINOIS.
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116,600, the three store) brick block recently occupied bj Mr. Grundy,

i the Commercial Bank in that city. Mr 1>.>1! will occup) the

md i- qow having the same fitted up. When finished he

will have one oi the most complete wholesale jewelrj establishm

in the Dominion. As will be Been by his unique advertisement in tins

issue, Mr. Doll has taken fur his m *to the phrase bo common during

S irthern and Canada Pacific Railway war, "you can'1 check

Manil

('ui\iiii> -The holiday Beason has as usual been fruitful in

harvest of calendars and show cards, and we must confess that man)

of them are artistic enough to grace the interior of anj sanctum if

properly hung. Amongst thus.- that a. lorn the walls of our office, and

tu which we look for inspiration when wi gel -tuck for an idea, the

following firms are represented : Levj Bros., Hamilton; P. W. Ellis

Toronto; Goldsmiths' Co , Toronto ; -I G. Cheever & Co., North

Attleboro W A. Young, London ; W. F. Doll, Winnipeg ; E. Scheuer,

Toronto w G. Young, Ottawa; and Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., of

Montreal

A Lin BusinessMan.- We are in receipt of a paper from Almonte,

containing the advertisement of Mr. E. W. Smith, retail jeweler of that

place, which s.-ts forth the advantages that the public have in buying

jewelry from a reputable local watchmaker s,, clearlj that we should

• lr Smith wouldn't !>.• much troubled with general stoic com

petition for some time to come. We have always contended that anj

live, wide-awake jeweler has a hie advantage over the peddlei

general storekeeper and the catalogue man. if he would onl) meel

competition and take advantage of it We are glad to know thai Mr.

Smith's push has had a beneficial effect upon his business.

T. Brady, for the past five years western representative of Thayer

,\ Co. of this city, severed hi- connection with the old firm at the end

of the veal, and started the new one in the service of 1'. W. Ellis .V Co.

as traveller over the same ground. A- an evidence of the esteem in

which he was held, his old employer, Mr. Thayer, gave a party in his

honor a few da\ - b sfore he left, which was attended bj a large gather-

ing of Mr. BrdBy's friends. During the evening, Mr. Thayei present I

Mr. Brads with a handsome gold locket bearing a suitable inscription.

a- a mark of tin esteem and confidence he entertained for him. The

oift was a flatt sling testimonial of Mr. Brady's worth

Ni.w Hvmi'ma Movements. The Dnebei Hampden Company have

just put upon the market three Dew nickel is size movements, which

the} feel confident will soon )>< very popular with the trad" They are

all made in either Hunting or Open Pace, and are priced at 87.70,

|U. 15 and 812.60 respectively for 11 jewels. 15 jewels and I
"> jewels

adjusted This c pany have also in course . ,f construction a Hi size

watch, which the) expect to send out in June next in response to the

demands of their patrons. Mr. William Allen Zoung, of London, has

been appointed so'e w holesale agent for tin- -ale of the Dneber Hampden
and he i- making preparations for an exl rade in the

sweet pretl *oon

A Mi ui .s Dodo: . ( lertain New 5fot

saying that ., hand of Mexicans calling themselves > " private hank

coining the United - p tandard Bilver dollar in Mexico

in large quantities. These coins are brought from Mexico across the

border and exchanged foi goods. They contain the same amount of

silver as the genuine coin. This Bilver is worth as bullion onlj 72

cents, so 'hat there i- a margin ol 28 cents on each dollar for the

.oilier- It i- estimated that 5,01(0,000 of these unauthorized dollars

have been put in circulation Such things will always he possible as

long as an nent insists on trying b) legislation to make silver

currenc) pa-- cm rent for a highei amount than it- value in bullion.

Bdbglah il ui/roM Thi if the Merchant c < Com
pany, which is only another name for thi Tradei !• ly, late

of Toronto, was robbed on Frida) night, January 17th. and a large

qnantit) of so-called jewelrj carried off. The plate glass window in

front was -in.

i

entrance effected in that way. The tea pack

. thing in i he placi t m ned tops) t m \ s

.

Burnt m i fonnd all over the place iii the morning \ man

I
Mom- Ryan was arrested for the robbery. \ q

t the

stolen jewelrj was found upon him when takei - tody. These

burglars appear 1 of pit) than punishment if the)

o hard up as to be compelled to -teal the - elr) of tea

fakir-.

Braces Ii Rich. Che Badger Mining C pany, owner- of the

Badger Silver mine near Port Arthur, declared their first dividend,

ble Januar) L5th,of 50 cent- per -hare on 50,000 shares, equivalent

bo 10 per cent, on tin- total capital Btock of 8250,000 This is all the

remarkable when it is considered that the mine had previousl)

returned to the proprietors all the original capital invested in lands,

buildings, mining work, n and mill, besides having ample

cash for ordinarj working i q>en -till left in the treasury. Such

facts as these, which are continuall) cropping up, go far to prove the

truth of thi assertion that < anada pos esses thi richest mineral

re-oni. es oi an) country in the world.

A (. Showing Says an Ottawa official despatch: '"The

Dominion revenue for the six months ending December 3 1st amounted

to $20,004,023, and the - ipenditure to 814,426,292, leaving a surplus

for the half year of 85,577,731. The net debl was reduced during the

month by over half a million dollars." While the above is good news

i,, tiie people at large, it must cau the chills to run a'ong the spines

oi those Canadian Jeremiah's who go about prophesying that this

countr) i- going to the " demnation how wow-.'' In spite of all such

croaking, Canada is getting on as fast a- an) oiler countr) ever pro

gress id under similar circumstance-, and if our people onl) have faith

iii themselves the future should be bright for them.

Golden Wedding. Mr. and .Mis .1 Ii. Pitzsimons, celebrated the

anniversary of their golden wedding on New fear's day. The good

old couple, w ho are -till hale and hearty, received the warm congratu

lations of their sons, daughters and grandchildren to the number of

thirty. The family were represented b) Mi and Mis. .1. B. Fitz

-noon- and family, Mr. and Mrs. Grant II illiwelland family, Toronto

;

Mr. and Mrs. G •' . Kit/.siinons and family, Hamilton, and Mr. ami

Mrs T. H. I 'it /.si i nun- and family, St. Catharines. Of the above gen

tlemen two are well known memb il - of th jewelers' craft. T. 11 Fit/,

smion- being eng ig I in busin sss on his own account in St
. ( latharines,

and George -I. Fitzsimons, manufacturing jeweler for the popular firm

of I ).i\ i- a Mel lulloch, Hamilton

1 1 1 in \|,~ , e. I hi a i.ir Look x I I I 'I 1 1
e I , 1 1

1 d I
i I hi- it i

'

c i .
plea d

ing for dual languages in schools, says : i. man who can speak both

English an I Germ in in Chicago, Milwaukee and other western cities,

for example, c*u always demand nine salar) than a man who only

speaks one of the Languages. \nd the same holds good in those

localities where French is much spoken The io.ni,]e with the

IdvertUei and othei papers ot that -nip is that they always look to

the C S. as the final renting place of Canadians [f the) would only

stop to think that we want toed th children in our schools for

tdian citizens, the) might i idea through then- heads that

was little or no necessity of theii evei - iain \ I b Franco-German

cities of the U.S. above mentioned English is good enough for Ontario.

Fishinu I'ii i V.t thi i
I

i n. 1

1

f fishing rights by the

i in bee Government, Mr E C. Fitch, President of the Waltham Watch

Company, paid 81,000 for the R tin Rivei on the th shore, which

ha- ne\ei been much fished .md never before leased, being man)

hundred miles below Quebec It was put up at 8100, and Di \ Camp
hell, of Montreal, hid it ,iw.i\ up to the pur. hi-, price Mi Fitcll

i -i ion foi this river just before the Bale, but the Government

, I,. Inn. I it Mr Fitch i- hi enthusiastic disciple of Isu ic Walton, and

finds in the I i the banl of our Ca nadian B

ii at on.-.- invigorating and exciting. We trust he

ma) get full val ut of his purchase in thi ihapi ol plent) of Bporl

and In. ill ll

Tin i i I I in i. i fakirs who gave awa) (oi wi r< popularl)

apposed to) gold watches and diamond rings with ever) pound of tea

they sold for dollar I w ho-, arrest in To 1 conviction

.md line h\ the Police Magi ii lie were recordeil ur last i--n
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THE

Toronto giLVER ^lote Qq.
TORONTO, CANADA.

MANUFACTURERS - OF

Sterling; Silver & Electro-Plated Wares.

PRIZE CUPS.

i tSP am r.te Q-to cvp .^ -4M
1
q_rurinjqjxiTj>jTJ>gJTJvrw>pJ>JHH' IVJ

SPECIAL DESIGNS PRE-

PARED AND ESTIMATES

GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

5 -il.'Ji-L .v- L&1.^LLM&&
<4q.-ri-ri-ri-n.iT-ri~n-ri_n-n.j-un /uvrux n_n.p '

Ufa Qi&r^gciC Gfc> Qfa cajQ g& g8a._8& t^'M
' '^n^n^JTJTir--i_n.nan. jtjt-tut. put.JT-n_p fv:

^^[W^S"3?^JW?c^ -35§ c-gc. Bf3

Our Facilities for Manufac-

turing this class of goods are

Unsurpassed, enabling us to

quote Cups at prices to meet

the demands of the Trade.

-.0-: ain r,A-,. cW.i q:q a£mto .isfcl «3P .-jkJ •

,y-

^c^JT-n.j\jT-n-n.JT-anjT.-TJTJi-n./ijan-n.4i^

^^^^^r^'^ti^ 'cwfe, c?tt t^-;

Cutting from /'/,- Empire, January 1st. L890

Splendid Curling Cups. There is on exhibition in the windows of

.1 i, Ellis <S Co., iTonge and King Streets, three large Curling Cups,

valued al J925, for the Manitoba Branch of the Royal Caledonian
•

, ing Club, to be competed for at the Winnipeg Bonspiel in January,

Ml ,l bave been manufactured l.\ tin- Toronto Silver Plate Co. The
i ap ;,,. magnificent specimens of workmanship.

Cutting from The World, January 1st, 1890,

Cubling Cups fob Manitobans —Clubs in the Manitoba Branch of

the Royal Caledonian Curling Club will compete for three large Silver

Cups, valued at upwards of 91000, in a Bonspiel at Winnipeg m
January. The Cups are handsome ones indeed. They were manu-

factured l>v the Toronto Silver Plate Co.. and are on view in Messrs.

.las. Ellis (ft Co.'s window.

E. G. GOODERHAM, J. C. COPP,
Manager. Sec.-Tre as
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sequent!) appealed to the Court of Chancery to have that verd i

urt refused to do so, so that the fakir- were reluctantly

compelled to "fold their tents in the night and. silently steal away,"

which they did without much loss of time thereafter. The police should

now turn their attention to the fake auctions that have been infesting

our city for the past year. We could spare about half a-dozen of them

with profit to the public in general, and to the retail jewelrj trade in

particular.

\ |;
- Thomas. A. despatch from St. Thomas says that

on the night of the 21st January, " Mr. M. A. Payne, jeweler. Talbot

I East, left for -upper, hut forgot to fa-ten the hack w indoss
. and

when he returned he found the window open, with a stick of wood

Under it to hold it up. and the lamp- he had left burning when he went

were out. An examination showed that :H watches had been

Stolen, 28 of which were repaired or awaiting repair-, and were

hanging on the watch hoard, and •"> from tiie -how case One of the

watches was i gold one. The thieves carried off everj watch in the

shop No clue tO the thleSe- ha- been -ecured " If the ahove is cor

• -how- Mr. Payne to have a ino-t trusting nature, or el

would hardly have left hi- own and hi- customers' stock in such an

unprotected condition.

Safes Extraordinary.—The Bank of Commerce last month moved

into what is generally conceded to he the hest bank building in the

Dominion of Canada Of course, in an institution handling such a

large amount of mone\ it wa- of the highest importance t .
, have vaults

and -afe- which would he absolutely burglar proof in every particular.

In open competition the contract wa- awarded to Me— r-. .) . ,v .1. Tay-

lor the celebrated safe maker- of tin- citj . and it is almost needless to

say that they have done their work in a thoroughly first-class manner.

The vaults of the Commerce are -aid to l>e the largest, strongest, and

most expensive ever built in Canada, and reflect no -mall credit on the

Messrs Tavlor < >t the hundred- of prominent business men who

have inspected these marvels of the safe makers' art. not a single one

•ne away without expressing the pride that they felt in knowing

that ill this class of work we had right here ill Toronto a factors which

Could lead the world.

A. Slajtderer Goni For. Mi Wm. A. Morse, watchmaker, Corinth,

ten-dan action against Thomas Pearson, of Bayham, claiming

|2, lamages for slander. The plaintiff repaired a watch for the

defendant, who >- charged with circulating a report that the plaintiff

removed the good work- from the timepiece, and substituted old

in their place Tin- brings to our recollection sundry stories that we

heard on more than one occasion in the country,aboul how certain

watchmakers were in the habit of stealing wheels out of the watches

left with them for repair-, and. when the} had collect., | enough of

them, making new and valuable watches out of them for -ale. The

idea that ans reputable watchmaker would attempt to substitute old

works for new one- in repair watches, i- about a- probable a- that it

would pay him <
.fit. Thecredulitj of some people

tonishing.

\ ( i late G [f the following be true, the South possi

-..me sou Hi- ladies ss ho might compete with tolerable chances of success

for ans prize given for long-headedness. "Not long ago an Atlanta

about to he m ii i i.-.l -he i- married now The follow

•
,,A has I bj in irehants comparing note- from time to

,,,,,

.

the wedding w a- t.. take place

t | n , v in the cit s \1 . .nh ol the

jeweli told him of her approach

log ,,,
.

. I \ . .-. .: i . ei \ proba ble t hat Borne ol

ins friends maj com. m here and select me < present
.

It's horrid to

. I want . >o to look out for tne, and if

• .1 a pi esenl is to be purchased for me, in

mottling I svill now select The pro

nothing wrong in granting such a request, and the

number of piece- of jewelry which Buited her

i i .Hid the clerk- notified. 'I In- w.i^ repeated

at th. music and hook -tore- From all that .an he learned

the scheme worked well, and on her wedding night the happj bride had

i. ,, I,. ,t pleased

Daring Robbery.— Just as we go to pic-- a Montreal despatch

announces the new - ..f one of the most daring robberies evei committed

in Canada. Mr W. S. Walker. Notre Dame Street, i- a Leading dia

iii.mkI dealer in that cits, and always ha- a tempting di-plas in his

window. At 5.50 on the night of the 20th, when the -met was
crowded, two men -topped at the window . t In c with a piece of

picture frame fastened the door, the other with a hammer broke the

plate glass windovi and snatched a tray of diamonds and gold rings

valued at |8,< 00. The men made for a sleigh, and being pursued the

Irove ..ii without hi- companion, taking the tray with him and

going towards the Mast End. The other doubled and ran down St.

Francois Xavier Street, pursued by Mr. Holland, the shopman, who
burst the door open. lie sva- overtaken on Commissioner Street and

a i i .-ted. hut none of the g Is were found in hi- possession. Borne

of them, esi.leiitls thrown assay by the thief in his flight, sv.
I

covered, and svill reduce Mr. Walker's 1..— to al t $2,000 When
brought to police headquarters In- refused t.> give his name, and nothing

can he learned a- to his identity. His companion has not since been

seen. The men are strangers here, and svere well dressed and bore the

appearance of prosperous American crooks. Since the above has been

-et up, the thief has been tried and sentenced to 14 years in the peni

tentiars .

Skipped. —A Montreal despatch says that Mr Joint Carswell lias

for a scar or more been a rather showy jeweler on Bleury Street, Mon
trial, hut is noss alleged to be on the high seas homeward bound, while

his mans creditors mourn the loss of a sharp and prepossessing dealer.

The missing gentleman came here from Scotland, traded upon his

fellow country men's general probity, and before long was buying quite

extensively from some of the leading wholesale firms. Last week

( iarswell told his shop hoy that he was going to the States to buy stock,

and told him that if he svere a good bos he would be promoted upon the

master's return. He did not return, however, at the appointed time, but

wired from St. Alban's that he would anise in Montreal on Saturday.

This was an untruth, as it svas subsequently learned that Mr. and Mrs.

and the Misses Carswell sailed for Europe on the same das that wa- to

see the head of the family hack to Montreal. The stock that svas left

in the store was seized for rent, but a good deal more had been taken

asvay to the neighboring republic. Messrs. Segsworth and (

i

iinther.

of Toronto, are -ai.
I bo he interested to a certain extent, and it is thought

the total amount of debts svill reach about $5,000. Said a humorous
creditor, "Carswell was not a bad sort of a fellow after all. He appears

to base kepi the Sabbath and everything else he got his hands on." A

cablegram since the above wa- written -ays that Carswell svas arrested

at Liverpool, England, immediately upon the arrival of the steamer,

and svill lie brought back to < ana. la. and put through by the creditors

a- far a- th. lass svill allow.

I'm I.'..-- Case.—The creditors of W. ]•'. Ross, whose assignment
took place |ii-t as sve svere going to pre— with our holiday is-ue. base

been leaving no -tone unt u inc. I to get at the bottom facts of the failure.

Mr. ROSS wa- ane-ted l.s them on a charge that he w a- about tod) fraud

t!i. in I. > leaving the country, and he sva- brought before the Police

tfa istrate who allowed him out on bail, lie sva- then arrested on a

charge of obb g goods under false pretences, and was again brought

before the Magistrate, who committed him for trial at the Januarj

assizes, but again admitted him to bail. When the case came before

the grand jury, the} threw it out bs returning a " No Bill," thus ending

th.- case bo far as the Assize C 1 was concerned. This case ha- pro-

voked no little comment in the jewelrj circles of tin- oitj on account

of Boss having been so long and so favorably known to most of the 1 rade,

\, to RoSS1 innocence or guilt In connection with the failure, opinion

to be prettj well divided. Hi- creditors charge that it is a case of

premeditated swindle from the word "go," in which Ross was onh a

others who keep in the background, ami thej -as thej are bound
to put I through a far a the law will allow On the other hand.

In-fi" dtl gfa Ross has been unwise, he did not do
anything with a oriminal intent to defraud In- creditors Theysaj
that had lie mi nded to "do them up," he had ample opportunity o(

d X BO, and ...al,
I

,.i ,il s base got aw, is with • s. 1.1 1 1 ioii-.i i ,, | doll.,,-

in hard cash. That he .h.l not .I., -o. a ii.l t hat he i.in led to leave tin
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LEVY
HAMILTON, ONT.

1890 1890
In the New Year, as in the past, we will use every endeavor to place

before the Trade "The Best that the Markets afford." We will devote both

time and money to secure the class of Goods which we know from our experi-

ence is best suited to the various centres of trade with which we have
dealings.

DIAMONDS.
Our Stock will be well kept up. Choice Pairs and Single

Stones always on hand.

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.
All Grades named in Price List.

CLOCKS.
The Best Value in Canada. The Largest Stock.

SWISS WATCHES CHOICE AND CHEAP.

SILVER AND FILLED CASES.
A Complete Line.

OUR PLATFORM FOR 1890.

GOLD CL^SIEJS
ENGRAVED WITH OUR OWN SPECIAL DESIGNS.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS.

In this Department everything required by a Watch-

maker will be found.

W. B. & Co.'s

IVA TCII GLASSES.

OPTICAL GOODS.

Our Al Spectacles, Registered, Nickel or Steel Frames,

are unsurpassed value.

A Full Line of

Lemaire's CELEBRATED GLASSES.

Our Travellers will make their Regular Trips through ALL parts of

Canada. If you cannot wait, a Letter Order will receive our prompt and
careful attention.
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NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
LEAD THE WORLD

\

DESIGN.

FINISH.

PRICE.

See their Great Values
FOR 1890.

RUSSIA Height 18 I-2 in. Cathedral Gong

LEVY BROS.,

HAMILTON, ONT.,

SELLING AGENTS
FO!

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.

FOR CANADA. SERVIA Height 19 in. Cathedral Gong.
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WALTHAM
One Size Watches

Hunting and Open Face,

= Jn : (Soto, : Silver : anfc : Crescent : (Solb : tfillcb : Cases *

of ever\? ll)ariet\> anb £t\>le-

I C^g C&3 QJO .QlO Q&;SB3 flfo gg&.J^£l Qa3 C3i& Cj^l C^J CS^J CfiQ SJ0 C&3 Q2-- Qfe Oto Q& Qfo T-&: r&; q£] Qfci cjfojglft l$& Ofo C&3 ;3i& £$3 Q& Qfo ^iG C&3,
j-uvrvn-ruT.j-i-n j-u-ljtjtjtjtj-ij-ij-ij-ij-ut.j-u-ij-utj-ut. nj-iJTXij-un.ru^ri^jT^jtjtvutjtj^j-i-njTJTJ-ijaj-u-i_rij^^ n_n jtnnn

ij-ij-ij-u-ij-ij- j-u i r|JTJ-TJ-UTJTJ-UTJT_riJ'TJTJTJTJTJTJ'XITJ'TJTJlJTJ'XJT^ T-rXr\JTJT-r^ lAJXTLTLTLrUU^^"^ 355^^^t^^tf^^^rtK-i^c^^'^/T^FT^ rifh 'riJtY rtftt tflh WtC-j r*tt rJffr fcjffr cflfr cjsfci rtfa^ dft: 'tTff: 'cgf: r^Co i^v; l'-'C-j if^iSW?

American Waltham Watch Co
OF

WALTHAM, MASS.
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country bat stayed hereto hoe his creditors, is,thej allege,proof positive

that in his own estimation lit- had do intention whatever of defrauding

them. As things .it present stand, 1!"--' friends have made a con-

ditional offer Dii his behalf of 30 oents on the dollar, which his creditors

refuse 1, but whether it will yet l>e settled on that basis or not, remains

to lx- -

In l.i'. k.— Hamilton is apparently a dangerous place For a jewelry

traveler to visit if the reports concerning the waj their police treat

strangers is true. It is not many months Bince that an inoffensive

stranger who was just sane enough to stay in his own room ami keep

out of people's way, was shot dead because the police suspected him "f

being a criminal of some kind or other -what thej didn't reallj know

The latest victim there is Mr. V .1 Woltz, jeweler. 11 Colbome Street.

Toronto, who went to Hamilton, and while chatting to some friends in

the Brunswick Hotel, the conversation turned on diamonds Mr.

Woltz immediately produced a few from his pocket and showed them

to bis friends. Detective Doj le happened to he present and thought he

had discovered a burglar, and at once secured the assistance of i'. C
Campaign, and together they dogged Woltz all over the citj ind

finally took him into custody He describes his arrest as follows :

• One of the officers accosted me and said :
' You have some jewelrj

with you '

I replied that I carried a few diamonds, hut considered

myself capable of carrying mj own property.

•• • Let us see what yon have.' said one of tin- officers. I took out a

case of diamonds from my pocket, and handed it to the men.
• • This is very expensive

;
quite too much so for you to carry,

1 said

Campaign.
• -Come with u-. to the station.' said the other.

'•
1 went with them to the station and telephoned to the chief. He

told the Officers to take me to the St. Nicholas Hotel and see if I could

identify myself. This was soon done and I was released

It is said that Mr. Woltz threatens a suit for false arrest, hut in our

opinion he is in such great luck in getting out of the clutches of the

Hamilton police without getting a hole through him. that he should

forgive them and cry quite

Workshop Notes.

To Make Watch Hands Red.—Mix to a paste, over a lamp, one

ounce of carmine, one ounce of chloride of silver, one half ounce of

tinner's japan. Put some of the paste on the hands, and lay them, face

upward, on a sheet of copper, holding it over a spirit lamp until the

desired color appears on them.

To Time French Pendulum (locks —The escape whe lsof French
• pendules " make two revolutions per minute, so that the pendulum
makes four times as many vibritions per minute as there are teeth in

the escapement. A " pendule " may, therefore, be quickly brought to

time by counting if the beats of the pendulum per minute equal four

times the number of teeth in the escape wheel.

To REMOVE Stains from Watch Dials —To remove black or

cloudy stains from porcelain watch dials, which are generally caused

by the tin boxes in which they are shipped, wet a piece of tissue paper

in nitric acid and wipe the dial. This will instantly remove them. After

appl> ing the acid, the dials should be immediately washed thoroughly

with water, then be dried in boxwood sawdust

TORSION FENDULl M A pendulum in which the hole rotates by the

twisting of the suspending rod or spring, is called a torsion pendulum
hut it will not bear comparison with the vibrati' g pendulum for time

keeping. They are only used when a long duration of the motion of

the pendulum is required. Small clocks to go a year without winding
are made with torsion pendulums about six inches long, which make
fifteen excursions a minute. The timeoccupied in the excursion of such
a pendulum depends on the power of the suspending rod to resist tor-

sion, and the weight and distance from its centre of motion to the bob.

In fact the ac lion of the bob and suspending rod is ver\ analogous to

thai of a balnni e and balance spring.

I i i.i \n a Dial.- First dissolve one-half ounce of cyanide of

potassium in hot water, to this add two ounces of strongest ammo-
nia and one-half ounce of spirits of wine. Dip the dial for a

seconds and immediately immerse in warm water, brushing it light 1>

this will soon show a clean dial ; then rinse, and dry oft in hot box-

wood dust. Some use diluted nitric acid for cleaning dials, or hypo-

sulphate of soda will do it if dissolved and mixed with ammonia ;

but with either of these the painted numbers go with the dirt, so

only dials with gold numbers can be done with this process. We
could give several recipes for dial cleaning, but the above is as simple

and effective as anything we know.

Other Notes.

Gallileo invented the first accurate thermometer, nearlj niu years

ago.

Muiockny in Mexico is becoming scarce, no longer growing within

two or three hundred miles of the coast.

A charge of 50 pounds of dynamite in a fish torpedo is enough to

send the largest iron-clad to the bottom of the sea A torpedo 5$ j aids

long, carrying a charge of 225 pounds of dynamite, goes at the rate of

35 miles per hour under water.

Nero, who was near-sighted, used an emerald, hollowed on both

sides, through which to look at the games in the amphitheatres This

was doubtless the first approach to spectacles, since this invention

does not date very far back.

Emeralds are found principally in Peru and New Grenada. They

are found in beautiful green crystals, implanted and produced in a

kind of freestone of a whitish color, of the form and size of a roundish

cobblestone, which is hollow inside.

England used to export to Japan straw plaits for making hats

and bonnets. At present the Japanese export the same article to

England at a little over half the cost. As the Japanese are about to

begin the manufacture of clocks and watches, a higher protective tariff

may soon be in order.

I.N regard to the use of cements, an expert m watch manufacture

remarks :
" To set wax in lathe : Trace a series of concentric circles

on the face of the chuck with a graver point, after turning it true ; this

will increase the adhesion of the cement. The flame of a spirit lamp

is held under the rotating chuck ; when this is hoi enough its surface

is covered with a layer of shellac 01 sealing wax, and the object held

against it.

Tut: c -al beds of China are five times as extensive, as those of all

Europe Other mineral resources are immense, and gold, nitre, iron,

petroleum, etc., exist in large quantities. Prejudice and ignorance

have so far prevented these immense mineral resources to be turned to

account, but the inroad « hich European customs are making \\ ill soon

work a change and we max sec in China developments, which will

astonish the outside bai barians.

Two persons belonging to a neighboring town being on a visit at

Glasgow to see the lions went to the College anions other places. On

looking up to the clock dial thej were astonished to observe onlj one

hand, which was an hour helm id. One of them, thinking that nothing

co iid he wrong about the College, observed ma flippant, apologetic

tone, •' Hoot man that's naethine, 0V8 ; 'od man, I've seen our town

clock aught days wrang."

I i has been the custom of all former Presidents to entrust the

newspapers with copies of their messages under a strict promise that

nothing contained in them should be used until the proper time

Mr. Harrison, however, has written his nies age with a pen, and the

discreet Miss Sanger will make the few necessary copies with her

typewriter. Incidentally it may be remarked that the President has

more confidence in a woman's ability to keep a secret than he his in

.i man's faithfulness to •> promise,
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AMERICAN HATCH TOOL COY,
WALTHAM, MASS.,

MANI'FAC! URERS OF

The Webster and Webster-Whitcomb Lathes

And WEBSTER FOOT WHEELS
UNDER THE FOLLOWING PATENTS:

No. 107,974, issued Sept. '21, 1875, relating to method of building Slide Rests the vital point being a
slot in the longitudinal slide, passing out of one end, with a removable bushing for the
screw, so that the slide and screw are easily removed.

No. 171,082, issued Dec. 14. 1675. relating to Universal Heads and Plates on Chuck. viz.. the movable
bearing for pump centre, and jointed pump centre with locking hack device.

No. 412,439, issued Oct. 8. 1889, relating to Tailstocks.vi/.., split and clamping bushing, and bushings
for screw Tailstocks.

The word " WEBSTER," applied to Foot Wheels, has been our Trade Mark since 1883.

All parties are cautioned against making, selling, buying or using any goods not made bv us
which infringe these patents and this trade mark. Th'ey are also cautioned against buying imi-
tations of our goods, either foreign or home made.

We are often asked to replace broken or defective parts of imitations. This we are not able
to do, as the imitations are not perfect copies, and we are unable to match them ; consequently
buyers are obliged to wait for the transmission of their orders abroad and the return of the goods,
which will prove very vexatious and expensive.

This is said in the interest of honest business.

July 14, 1.'89, our Mr. Webster celebrated the one hundredth birthday of the Republic of
Fiance by placing a Webster-Whitcomb Lathe on the top of the Eiffel Tower, Mous. Eiffel
remarking :

" Je fain hormeur a voire tour en leplagant au dessus Oe ma tour."

Although so high, it is within easy reach of every watch repairer.

BEWARE OE IMITATIONS.

Do not be persuaded into buying a foreign made article for the sake of a few dollars, as you are sure to regret

having done so. It is a pleasure to be imitated, and this fact PROVES THE SUPERIORITY of the

M/hitcomb and M/ebste7^-PVhitconib Lathes

As no other make is considered worth imitating. We can guarantee the genuine, and no one can guarantee the

imitation.

Send for Circular and Price List, and all information to

P. W. ELLIS & CO., - TORONTO,
Sole Canadian Agents.

W \i.i ham, Mass., Jan. ist, 1890,
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Sole Agents in the Dominion of Canada for the Celebrated Window Fronts

and Shop Fixtures of F. SAGE ScCO.oPLONDON.ENG
• •• •

CATALOGUES AND ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING A

WINDOW FITTING SUPPLIED BY MAIL UPON APPLICATION





WHERE DO YOU BUY YOUR

THIS ANSWER IS VERY OFTEN GIVEN !

P.W.Ellis & Co.'

TOOLJttTERIAL&SUPPLIES

DEPARTMENT.
TOEOITTO.

HARD.

;ro //£r. CO Aoc, re*

SEE OUR JEWELRY AD. ON PAGE 2 OF COVER.
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Tfts I3est fcitie of Rolled Plate (Stains.
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

STYLES

ORIGINAL.

ITY

GUARANTEED.&J.C.C.&C0.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

DESIRED.
(TRADE MARK.)

Send far Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J~. G-. CHEEYEE & COUVC^-i^lSr^
roOX&MTIX ATT1.EBOROX7GH, HVTA.SS., XJ.S .A.-

GEO P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS,"MS" ft
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

w Send for Catalogue and Price List.

ShoiTEis~ Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.

HOW IS YOTJE STOCK OF

Watch
The Trade Say :

They Give the Best Satisfaction.

They are Profitable Goods to Handle.

Because they are Quick Sellers.

We cannot afford to be without them.

a
A Word to the Wise is Sufficient

11

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO
81 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT
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Wise and OthERVISE.
Hiohj lyi rs - Angels.

Nnu: pick a quarrel before it i- ri£e.

Tib the bouquet of old wine thai makes the toper's nose gaj

Things one would rather have left unsaid: Dearest friend (admir-

ing the new portrait

Ami \. t -d like

Howsweet ' How charming ! Howprett] !

Gcesi (calling down through speaking tube) —" Quick ! What
-hall I do? There's a man under mj bed!" Night Clerk—"Sleep
on top of the bed."

Ar a lectin Harvard assembly—Miss Bimmer (between gasps -

"You'll p pardon me— Mr. Sears, if I remind you—that this— is

simply a figure - in the German and—not a t tackle in the foot hall

match

Miss (ii -iiinc i.>s — • Do von not find Dr. Smalltalk very entertain-

ing? He is such a mimic' Mr. Sneerington (who detests the doctor)

— ••
I have often noticed that the doctor takes people off verj cleverl)

1)1 1. Gaieos ' Really, Tom. my boy, I can't stand this extrava-

gance. Von spend live times as much monej on yourself as 1 do."

Tom—" Well, don't you know father, I haven't got a son to support

and you have."

A Seventeenth Ward school teacher recently asked her class the

question "What is a pilot?" The smart boj answered: "It i-

a lot where they grow pie plant " and was sent to the foot of the class

I'n out your tongue a little further," sai 1 a physician to a female

patient -a little further, ma limit, if von please—a little further

still " •' Why, doctor, do you think there is no end to a woman-
tongue ' cried the fair invalid.

.)..i " How did young Jones happen to get shot ?" Eli " You
si e. he held a penm between his lingers for one of these western

fellows to shoot at " Joe—"And he got his hand shot off.'' Eli—
• No : he got hit in the left foot

\ iw went into the country last Sunday for a walk He Carried

hi- overcoat on his arm. hut. finding it burdensome, hung it on a fence.

Taking a card from his pocket he wrote : " Do not touch this coat
;

infected with small pox." He came hack two hours later and fi I

the card, upon which was written, underneath his warning : "Thanks

for the coat : I've had the small-pox

Two ladies were walking along East Genesee Street last evening

when a zephyr lifted the hat of one of them, and sent it whizzing a

hlock away. A j >u. gentleman win. saw the picture of despair

which came ovei the face of the ou ner of the hat. went in pursuit of

the flying specimen of the milliners art. overtook it and returned it to

the young wi in. Did she thank him ? No. She simplj remarked:
•• I thought that darned rubber wasn't good tor nothing."

Our Help Column.
Till-. TKADI.K aims to be of practical value t» tin- Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for adverti ingin this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five lyp.- lines, or ah ml ' <> w orris.

GOOD DEMAGNETIZES machine for Bale, price 110.
iM Mabchaxd, St Jerome, Que.

\|,,,

t - I l: \ \ KI.I.I.l: Situation as traveller for a wholesale jewelrj
."\ house wanted by a young man, with good connection from Toronto
eastward, liest of references a- to character can in- furnished. VI
dress \ \| Bboch, Kingston, Ont.

\ RARE ' HANCE for a good man in the jewell^business I ..i

,\ sale in a live town, count} seat, 8,000 inhabitants, and a fine

ot try trade. Only one other shop which carries a small stock. Bi

stand m town . rent low. \n\on<- meaning hii-ine— applv to A D
ii

. Wei land, < ml

CITY TRAVELLER wanted to sell jewelers sundries None but a

first-class man capable of taking charge oi this department need
apply. Addle—. Box 999, care of TRAD) B I'i !'• Co . Toronto. Out.

F [RE PROOF s\l ES FOR SALE Write for sizes and prices

Good value Ed \ Gunther, 16 Jordon Street, Toronto

Foi! SALE.- \ 15 lb Webster foot wheel in good shape; the verj
l.u.st style; cost 810 00, will sell for 8600 J. B. Rumbaia,

Clinton

FOK SALE — 1 Bliss Transit Instrument, 845; 1 Swiss Brass Wax
Lathe, with Tailstock, 810 ; 1 American Lathe, 814 ; l pan Jew

eler's Rolls, >'<\ in. wide, with grooves for round and half round, Slti.

and 1 Depthing Tool. *2.."il) For cash or American watches, or would

trade for show case Address, \. I'. B . Box 297. Trenton. Ont.

FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKER, good on all kinds of work, open
at once for situation ; good salesman. Reference, J. L. Darling,

Simcoe, Ont., Ad Iress, 1!. W. Din UL,, care .1. I.. Dmii.inu. Simcoe, Ont.

FOR SALE In a thriving town of two thousand, a good jewelry

business, stock and fixtures, about twenty five hundred dollars

1 82 500), good run of bench work, regular bonanza as it will be sold cheap;

good reasons given for selling Don't apply unless yon mean business,

Address. Box SO, Tkahii: Pin. Co., Toronto.

FOR SALE -825 demagnetizing machine with battery complete.

Guaranteed the s.t perfect machine for the purpose made
Address, li. R Ci ddon, Box L82 St. Catharines, Ont.

TMPROVER to wat 'hmaking wanted, one who has been at the trade

for a year or two. Must have first class references Apply to

FRED CrCMPTON, *:* Klllj; St Mast. Toronto

TEWELERS' SAFES FOR SALE —Good value. Write for size

'i and price. E & A. Gunther, 16 Jordan Street, Toronto..

PHENOMENAL. A practical demagnetizer, with all necessary ap

pliances, warranted satisfactory, sent to any address for $H\0<>

No electric wire or battery required- Address, with amount enclosed,

or send for particulars to Fred. F Im ,
Sup Peoria Watch Co., Peoria,

111.

SITUATION WANTED —Bj a watchmaker with 5 sears' experi-

ence, 2"2 years of age ; has a good kit of tools, including a Mose

ley lathe with attachments; can do clock and ordinary jewelry repair-

ing, or could act as salesman. Would prefer a situation in a country

-tore, W W.Matthews, L45j Zonge St., Toronto

SITl A'I'K iN WANTED as watchmaker: has had ii years' experience

has a good set of tools ; could do all kinds of jobbing. ( Ian furnish

best of references. Address. W. S S. F . Tjradi b Pub. Co .
Toronto

SITUATION WANTED bj a competent watchmaker. In years' ex

perience; fully qualified to do all kinds of repairing on line and

complicated watches liest of tools, including American lathe and

attachments. Can furnish hest of references as to workmanship
haracter None but those requiring a good man, with permanent

jitnation need take an) notice of this advertisement. Will work reason

Addr.s-. Watchmaker, care of T. II. Lei a Son, wholesale

jewelers, Toronto

\\J ANTKD. Situation h> a young man, 20 years oi age, as improve)

\\ Can do an; ordinarj watoh or clock repairing and hard Boldering

Would work for little more than

wages, the object Vddress, II. M.

so\. Jeweler.

oard at first Improvement, not

\ i m Brussel8,care of II. I. Jack

WA.NTED. A good watchmaker, with a little capital, a- partnei

to practical manufacturing jeweler, with view to running both

wholesale and retail business. Hai I the most complete Bets of

tools and mac! irj in Canada, and alreadj a good trade, A.ddress,

\ L , 72 Wellington Street, London. < Int.

'
\ it'll M \ K I . i; wanted at once, having set of tools and \n.

lathe, one used to serving in Btore preferred Applv with refei

ences, Fi i u Cm mpton, B3 King HI EaBt, I oronto
\\
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

G. H. Lees & Co.,

Manufacturing Jewelers,
WATCHMAKERS AND ENGRAVERS.

HA-MILTOIT, - - OITT.
Have their factory fitted with the most improved and best steam

machinery and make a specialty of making any kind of jewelry to order,

particularly Rings of all kinds. Orders of every kind promptly filled,

Medals, Hair Jewelry, Enameling, Stones cut and engraved. Repair-

ing receives prompt attention, and at moderate prices. We have a

good reputation for being prompt. Watches demagnetized and proper-

ly repaired. Tools and materials.

Our Terms are Cash. Please give lis a Trial.

JEWELERS WMTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

MURRAY & WYLIE,

irooim: 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

W. COATES & BRO.,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST up Stairs, • TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones Polished and Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock



CASE YOU CAN SWEAR BY.

THE great Showman, PH IN EAS T. BARNUM, says that "the public like to be hum.

bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age, and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD FILLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu-

acturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to ^0 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

wear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with tbe idea that the war-
anty means just what it says

;
and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot

jossibty wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation

ever) person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

ias been upon the Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

iun. and the fact that its sales are Larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

as filled "a long long felt want,' viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but
ii response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com-
my have placed upon the market a 14 K. Gold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almost needless to say that in placing a Gold Filled Case upon the market, the Ameri
an Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
Dish, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities

Their I 1 K Gold Filled Screw Case has a Solid Gold How, extra thickness of gold plate, and
• ne- up in this standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word.V 1'KI \I I KLV
ml bears the Uompanj 3 registered trade mark of a "WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for lM

ears accompanies ever} < !ase, a fac simile of which is <_riven above, and this warranty the Company
ropo.se.-> fully to maintain, no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading- Jobbers, in

old, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can
lake more money out of them than any other, you will find it to youradvantage to handle them. Sell only cases you I an
swear by."
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The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, limited.

Spring 1890,

AMERICAN JEWELRY.
NEW GOODS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT. We draw'

especial attention to our selection of American Jewelry ; it I

will please the most fastidious buyer. We show a, complete

range in Ball Necklets, Bracelets and Victorias; artistic

designs in Brooches, embracing every leading novelty of

merit ; some pretty things in Jersey Pins, Scarf Pins, Charms,
&c. Inspect our Travelers' samples thoroughly, and it will

pa}7 you, especially our Maltese Cross Roll Plate Chain, the

best value offered.

ANSONIA - CLOCKS - AND - BRONZES
WE HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO SHOW YOU.

NEW DESIGNS IN BOSS, CRESCENT AND FAHYS' FILLED CASES.

WALTHAM, ELGIN AND COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS.

AN ATTRACTIVE ASSORTMENT OF GOLD GOODS.

PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC MOVEMENTS.

48 YONGE STREET, - - - TORONTO!



MARCH, 1890.

A JDURNAL DEVOTEE
TD THE INTERESTS

ELEVENTH YEAR.

T. H. LEE &, SON.
rHE LEADING HOUSE
FOR DIAMOND AND OTHER GEM RINGS,

WILL SHOW DURING THIS MONTH,

FHE FINEST DESIGNS IN RINGS EVER OFFERED THE TRADE.

THEIR STOCK ofAMURICAN MOVEMENTS
WILL BE AS COMPLETE AS EVER, AND WITH THEIR

JRGE STOCK of GOLD, SILVER & FILLED CASES,
WITH COMPLETE LINES OF

@ ® AMKKICAN JEWELERY © ®

MAKES THE BEST STOCK EVER SHOWN THE TRADE.

. H. LEE & SON, WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.
31 Wellington St. E. - - TORONTO - - 40 Front St. E.

WE LEAD IN NICKEL & WALNUT CLOCK SPECIALTIES.
SEE OUR TRAVELLER'S NEW SAMPLES.

IOO. No. 50.

No. 37. No. 40.

SEE OUR ADVERTISEMENT, PAGE 48.
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\TfHE Spring Trade has opened quietly, business in every line is

depressed and the jewelry trade is no exception. Recognizing that

our customers require at this season tempting goods at favorable

prices, we made a special effort to obtain drives in every department

We have been successful to a very great extent, and the trade gen-

erally will find it to their material advantage to carefully inspect our

line and hear from our travellers, the various "points" we are in a

position to give them.

We have resources that are very ample in both capital and

experience, and these we utilize to the utmost to maintain and in-

crease our trade with the independent jeweler. We draw special

attention to our new lines of Ansonia Clocks, for value these have

never been and are not now equalled in this market. We publish a

lew cuts of the more desirable patterns. Of American Jewelry we make

a decided specialty, as that department is, for the spring trade, one of

the most important in our business The goods are bought by a

buyer ot many years' experience who is constantly in touch with the

trade, and is in a position to know its requirements. Inspect the

samples thoroughly, it will pay you.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto.
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AN80NIA ENAMELED IRON CLOCKS.

GENOA.

SUPERIOR TO

SPECIALS.

PAT.KRMO

UNIQUE.

ALL OTHERS.

i i i;v 1115.

AGENTS FOR CANADA : The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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No. 3.
No. 4.

Agents tor Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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No. 6.

No, 7. No. 8.

Agents for Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



AUsrsoisriA. special walnuts.

No. 10.
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No. ii.

No i

No. 9

AGENTS FOR CANADA : The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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TRENTON COMPLETE WATCHES

No. 40.

Bassine, Nickel Silver,

Double Joints"& Thumb Pieces.

No. 20.

THE TRENTON

In New Screw Back

and Bezel,

Vermicelli Border

and Centre

"wv^i ' // /^y^y ///// /

Is the

LEADING LOW PRICED

WATCH

For this Spring's Trade.

No. 25.

This Stem Winding* Silver American Watch is a
marvel of cheapness. For a leader

AT TEN DOLLARS RETAIL
it is the best value in the world.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto.
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PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES.

PAILLARD'S PATENT NON-MAGNETIC

COMPENSATION BALANCE AND HAIR SPR NG.

O"
EXHIBITION at the

New York Office of the

Non-Magnetic Watch Co., is

one of their Movements which
passed through the great
Seattle Fire.

While the Movement was, of course, rendered

valueless as a time-piece by the fiery ordeal, it

could not be bought from the Company at their

highest list price, because of the proof it gives of

the marvellous qualities of the balance and hair

spring. They are perfectly bright and clean,

showing no effects of heat or dampness.

The universal testimony regarding the Pail-

lard Non-Magnetic Watch is that apart from

being the only thoroughly reli-

able NON-MAGNETIC Watch in

the market, it is at the same time

the best value as a well-finished

time-piece.

BUY
PAILLARD

NONMAGNETIC

WATCHES ;

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Canadian Agents.
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ENGRAVED BAND RINGS.

No. i. No. 2. No. s . No. 4.

SELECTED PATTERNS.

No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

PERFECTLY FINISHED.

w m
No. 9.

iliyit

No. 10.

n
..: 'ifillll ,

No. 11. No. 12.

STANDARD QUALITY.

pill

No. 13.

Wm

I'M Is*

No. 14 No. 15. No. 16.

WE SHOW ONE HUNDRED DESIGNS.

No. 17.

706

No. 18.

~5;

No. 19. No. 20.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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TORdM' I I 'NT- MARCH, L890

The rec"cni/ed organ of the Jewel') and kindred Industrial Trades
Published on the ti'st r>t every month, ami sent fret iu Jewelry,

and kindred goods id the Dominion ol Canada. Price to all others tl.oo per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates lor advertising will be tound very low, and will be made known upoi.
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as willbe of interest to the Tiade. We do noi, however, hold om
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address mu
variably accompany the communicaiu n, not necessarily lor publication, but as ?
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING I

67 AD1 'AIM. ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure Insertion, changes or new advertiserr.snts must reach

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

EdiTgrial?.

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

HAT business has been more than usually dull

throughout Canada during the months of Jan-

uary and February, is a fact that no truth-

ful merchant can gainsay.

The reasons for it are probably three-

fold, the open and exceedingly wet winter

that we have had. owing to which ou
t

farmers could neither get their grain to

market, nor our lumbermen get ahead with

their usual winter's saw-logging. The low price oj barely has

also been another and a very serious factor in assisting to keep

business quiet, and last, but not perhaps by any means least.

has been the visit of the epidemic known as la grippe^ which

struck the country at the < ommcnr einent of the year Whethei

or not these were the principal causes of the depression we

cannot say with certainty, but they were no doubt considerable

far tors in it

Will this state of things i ontinue for the balant c of the \< ai

as many of our < roakers predict ? This is a question very hard

to answer, and any answer from whatever s<)iir<e must be more

or less a matter of guess work

The prevailing idea am irewd business and I'm.

men, however, is. that the present di will not be ol

duration The snow and hard frosty weather which we have

enjoyed for the past three we-tks have already done mi ch to

help the situation, and tl no doubt but thai a _n.it deal

of money would be set in circulation, could the farmei ucceed

m getting the balance of iheir crops marketed.

While the business outlook is not of the i'l ighu si, still thi

is mu any cause tor the panicky fi eling that has si une of

our merchants. The situation wants caution on the part ol ihe

retail trade, and forbearance on that ofo ir wholesale trade, ami

if these are e\en ised there is not huh h to tear.

LET THE SCOUNDRELS LOOK OUT.

Th( am nent thai the Senate of the United Slates

had ratified the Extradition Treaty, recently arranged by Sir

Julian Pauncefote, the British Ambassador at Washington, and

the Hon. James G. Blaine, United States Secretary of State,

will no doubt be equally welcome to all honest citizens in both

C.reat Britain and the United States.

That Canada was long ago fully ripe for some such treat)

was amply evidenced by the practically unanimous manner in

which both our Senate and House of Commons, last session,

passed the Weldon Extradition Bill ; a measure which although

somewhat in advance of public opinion in both England and

the United States, reflected the prevailing sentiments of the

Canadian people on this very important question.

The scope of this new extradition treaty is so comprehensive,

that it may be said practically to embrace all descriptions of

rascality outside of political offences. In one respect only does

it fail to go far enough, and that is in defining thoroughly what

is a political crime Without setting up for a prophet, we think

we can predict that considerable divergence of opinion will

manifest itself just as soon as a debatable case arises out of the

agrarian and other outrages which are unfortunately so pre-

valent in Ireland during the present period of agitation and

excitement.

While England is interested in having such a treaty, to

Canada, lying as she does contiguous to the United States and

divided from it for thousands of miles only by an imaginary

line, it is almost a matter of necessity.

Hitherto we have given the United States ilu scoundrels of

5,000,000 of people, and received in return the dishonest and

criminals which rise as a stum upon the 00,000,000 of the

people which inhabit the country to the south ol us.

If the proportion of criminals to honest and law abiding

( itizens were the same in both countries, this would pra< tic ally

mean that we get twelve scoundrels, while we send them onl)

one in return, and as they are a 1
lass ol emigrants thai we have

no desire to entertain, we hardl) think the bargain a fair one

for this 1 ountiy.

We have always advocated the giving up ol all American

51 oundrels, whether the United States were willing to re< ipro

cate in anj such arrangement or not, for while thej are badlj

wanted at home, then room is preferable to theii company

far a I inada i 1 < m< < 1 rv d.

Cat for years past been a favoi ite plat e ol r< fugi

fui burglars and othei law breakers from the United States,

and many of tin mosl daring robberii thai have evei taken

plact 111 this ' 1 ai nt 1 \ h.ne. w 11 1m mi doubt, been carried oui bj

trj while sojourning with us in enforced exile. This

extradition treaty will have a tendenc) to ke< p thi
1

tli men

m< . or if their own • ountry gets too hot foi theii 1 omfort,

they w ill m in forced to eek some othei coun'n
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THE BIG SIX
1 DAY.

• •

Clochette,

Liris,

Nereid,
Boreas,

Boniton,
Bobolink.

8 DAY.
• •

Grayling*,

Rambler,
Shamrock,

Tomahawk,
Nereid,

Irex.

E. & A. GUNTHER
18 Jordan Street, TORONTO



willing to afford them immunity from the punishment o( their

< rimes.

The United States has also long been a favorite hi..

place for our own outlaws, who knew that once across the line

they could snap their fingers at Canadian law and justice. For

the >ake of such people, or more properly -peaking, for the

sake of those whom they have swindled or victimized in other

way-, we are sincerely thankful that this too convenient place

of refuge will now be unable to afford them shelter.

The effect of this treaty should be a decided decn.i

certain classes of crime, especially those in connection with

commercial transac'ions. Many a man now a criminal and

a fugitive from his native land would probably have never com

mitted the crime for which he is outlawed, had he not known

that in a few hours he could easily place himself beyond the

reach of his own country's justice. We trust that it may be so

at any rate.

Correspondence.

PUT HIM ON THE LIST.

Editor Trader—Sir :

||§A\TNG been in the habit of reading The Trader I

got from a friend of mine while in Aylmer, and

having removed to Richmond and started business

for myself, would be very much pleased to receive a copy in

the future. I remain yours,

Richmond, Feb., 1890. W. H. Smith.

WE SEND IT WITH PLEASURE.

Editor Trader—Sir

:

[aVING seen a copy of The Trader, and noticed

that you send a copy free to every watch dealer

in Canada, I take the liberty of asking you to

remember me. By so doing you will confer

a great favor on me.

\ our^ ver\ truly,

W. W. \mi.y.
North Kingston, X. S., Jan. 28, 1890.

EXPORTING A WATCH.

U.
Edid'r 'I RADEf Sir

^ HAVE a watch I want to send to England. Can I

send it, and how can 1 send it, and what will it

A CURIOSITY.

Editor Ik \der—Sir

v ~ 'S|\( 1. you ,im talking about b what do you
v
r 4-^

—

-
t—g« think of this mainspring ? Hang it up in youi

*
.

'
-

' parlor or donate it to some museum. I took
~~~v -

'

this out ol an American movement that came

in to have a balance staff. I have kept it, trying to find the

maker, but have so far failed.

\ 1 mrs truly,

S. Eastwood.

New Glasgow, N. S.

Note. The mainspring in question is certainly a marvel

in its way, and well calculated to adorn the museum of any

h >rolo<jical antiquarian.—Ed. Trader.

IMPROVER ANSWERED.

Editor Trader—Sir :

|N answer to " Improver," of Thorold, I would say

" Napier and Watt" recommend plating the

articles in strong nitric acid with some common

salt sprinkled in it. No matter how theoretically

right they may be, I would like to know how

about the silver articles after being in strong nitric

acid? " Gare " advises to heat the articles red

hot, and plunge while hot in diluted sulphuric acid. Also, and

certainly better still, if he has a battery of any kind suitable

for plating, make a solution of one part cyanide potassium to

ten of water, attach a platinum cathade and make the article

he desires to strip the anode. If the article is plain, brush off

with pumice stone and oil, and then with rotten stone and oil,

and finish with rouge as usual ; but for frosted or matted, or

large hollow work, give me battery and cyanide solution. For

safety, of course, he must take it out every little while, and

brush it with some pulverized bath brick or pumice stone ; if

he leaves it in too long he will make a good silver plating bath

of his solution. He must, of course, use some judgment in the

matter. I remain,

Vburs respectfull)

,

Brantford, Feb. 7th. 189c Juveni s.

V. S.— If he has not got a battery, and the article is of

some value, he had better leave it alone and send it to some

pra< tical man in Toronto.

OUR READERS THE BEST JUDGES.

II Ml

Q\ looking over tin- 1884 volume ol an American

-•> tradi journal, I read an 1 ditorial « hi< h spoke

\, m disparagingly "I .1 c< nam " < anadian

and us method ol doing busi

in send your watch to England, The post ness, that is, b) ending th< papa frei to the trade. The

master or express agent in your town will give you a rate on it. article fui were throwing their

Ed Trader. money away by advertising in such a paper, "as .1 paper thai

*t^' cost me ? Lei me know through Tin. 'I r \ 1 . 1 . 1

.

1^. And oblige, yours truly,

Alfred Buckingham.

Melbourne, Feb. 24, \i
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

*£—^-t +(Artistic and Hsefuf Hoffow Wars*

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

'trade mark for

HOLLOW WARE.

A Hour Flat-Ware ben rutin's Trademark,

TR&DE MARK FOR

^W?.R0GERS.^
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

And is Fully Guaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AIVI) SECTIONAL PLATE

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,

formerly of Hartford and Mcriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.



could be gotten for nothing would not be preserved for future

reference. Of course the "Canadian journal" referred to

was The Trader. Those who have been receiving your

paper will have noticed a decided change for the better in

every volume, but probably they would be very much surprised

ias I certainly was) at the wonderful improvement it has made,

if they should take the trouble to compare any number of

Volume I. or II. with any number of the present volume. I

have made a comparative table of contents of Vol. IV., No. 10,

with the latest number If you think it would be of interest

to your readers, I will send it to you for publication in your

next issue.

Could you furnish me with a copy of Vol. I., No. i, or

any number of Vol. I.? I would like very much to get one.

Respectfully yours.

R. B. Taylor.

('.rand Valley, Hue., Feb. 14, 1890.

Note.—We should be pleased to'publish any criticism our

brother may send us regarding our journal, and shall be glad

for any suggestions he or any one else may have to offer. We
have no back numbers of The Trader for 1879, but if any

of our readers have one that they can spare, we shall be glad

if they will forward it to Mr. Taylor's address. —Ed. Trader.

THE BOTCH."

Editor 'Trader Sir :

I hope the question " what shall we do with the botch ?" has

come to stay until such time, at any rate, as we have thrashed

it out to a thoroughly satisfactory finish. 'To begin with, where

do the botches come from ? An answer to this question will

be of use later on. I account for it to a certain extent in the

following way : A man who has had no previous knowledge

concludes he would like to go into the watch business. It

strikes him that it is a nice, clean, easy business, with lots of

money in it, and " goes into it." He gets hold of an old watch,

and struggles with it till he yets it to pieces, cleans it, and gets

it together again ; if he succeeds without smashing everything

all to pieces, he is elated accordingly. After he gets far enough

advanced to designate certain parts of the watch " do go,"

" gudgeons,'' " cogs.'' etc. , and to use soft solder liberally and

often, he has great confidence in his ability to " fix a watt h as

good as the next one,'' and very shortly takes an apprentice to

lea* 11 him the business. I Ie starts him off at a dollar a week, and

for the first six months keeps him busy cleaning windows, a

(lock occasionally, and mending brooches, etc He then

" advances " him to wan lies, and at the end of another six

months the apprentice knows as much about fixing watches as

his master, and, realizing the fact, gets dissatisfied. 'Thinks

that as he does nearly all the work, and only gets a dollar a

week, he might as well be a "journeyman,'' and get $5 01 $6,

He answers the first advertisement he sees for a " lirs!

watchmaker," and gets the job at $6 per week and thinks he is

in great luck. So he is ! but the watches he will handle ain't.

The next question is how does he man t the situation

and keep it ? Sim pi) because his new employer knows as little

or less than the Other, and probably does not know one put ol

a watch from another, therefore does not appreciate 01 undei

I

stand the difficulties to he overcome and the great amount of

time and study required before a man is competent to be

entrusted with the repairing of watches ; and being anxious to

make as much money as possible out uf his business, will

advisedly engage the cheapest applicant for the position and

pays him perhaps $6 a week, when as a matter of fact he is

worth less than nothing. His employer sooner or later finds

this out, but without looking into the matter in an intelligent

manner attributes the want of success to any but the real cause,

and proceeds to "load up" again with another man at the

same figure and corresponding qualifications. I think these

reasons given will partially account for the large number of in-

competent workmen extant, and I also think that there are a

great many such who are thoroughly cognizant of the fact, and

would, if the opportunity offered, be only too glad to avail them-

selves of it to improve themselves in their business. I think a

good horological school properly conducted would do more to

elevate the standard of workmanship and wages of practical

watchmakers than anything else, and it seems to me that the

solution of the difficulty lies entirely in the hands of the

practical watchmaker, and providing that we as a class take

sufficient interest in our business and welfare to agitate this

matter, it will be for our own benefit and profit. '1 herefore, I

say let every one interested state his views on the matter, in a

clear, concise manner and the result will not be ////.

One Who Has Been Throidii hie Mill.

THE "BOTCH" QUESTION SETTLED.

Editor Trader Sir:

JR. short article on the " Botch " question in the

February Trader is provocative of scarcely more

than a passing thought. You have no doubt

good reasons for not /coding this discussion,

though to me the question seems to be one of more than

" retail " interest. On the skill and capacity of watch repairers

really rests the foundation of success of nine-tenths of our

jewelry establishments. It cannot therefore but be the duty

of everyone interested in the trade to lend a helping hand in

the furtherance of any scheme having for its object the per

fecting of that skill.

'There has always appeared to me to be a peculiar want ol

unanimity amongst the retail watchmakers of Canada, in which

< t they are far behind their brother tradesmen—the

druggists. Even the booksellers and stationers, whose trade

calls for but little technical education, have their central and

local associations, and not, too, without decided benefit to

their members.

Was it jealous), or want of purpose, or lack of leadership

that allowed the Toronto Retail Jewelers' Association to die

such an early and unnatural death ? Or was it not that the

members needed some sort of fountain head from which a

constant stream of refreshing waters could be poured forth to

the real benefit of those coming to it to satisfy their natural

thirst
~

J

Does it not appear to you that this fountain head is onl)
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STICK TO YOUR GUNS!

Friendship. Push.

il

3 Wellington East,

£&3 QiC -^P QiO OlO r&3 r&3 c^p pic Qjg q5J. c&3. i^oqi&qgJi^QfoJ^&ta&Q^g^J^^i^i^OkJato^^ g

~f/I/~E have taken the opportunity during this month to run over the

/ / 'estern Territory and see our customers and the trade generally,

as we believed that it would ivell repay our trouble, if only to see the differ-

ent Jewelers and their way of conducting their business, and we take this

opportunity of Thanking them one and all for the uniform

COUrteSy af'd kindness that we met with. At the same time it

was with considerable regret that we noticed an almost universal Wail

and the often expressed wish to throw the -whole business up, hence our note

of warning as above, Stick to your business, don't despair.

Rest assured that if business is bad with you, it is a great deal zvorse with

the dry goods and other businesses, and they have not any repairs to fall

back upon as you have. As one of our travellers once remarked, " If there

are ten men ahead of me, there are twenty behind" So it is with you.

Business niUSt oe better very shortly, SO never give Up. Do your

best. Love your neighbor (that is your jobber), pay your notes as soon as

you can ; ifyou cannot at maturity, keep a clear head, a good heart (that is

half the battle), and you zvill very soon see that we are no False

Prophets, '' // ''' l̂at n̂s stagnation will soon pass away, and then the

Y< welers -will have their innings, and " that mil/ion a year" zvill come to

more than Thayer & Co. We have had our say, and hope it will tend to

brace some weary brother up ; if only one, < wiU be well

satisfied: No use in our saying a word about our goods. You all know

that we cany the finest line in the trade °f Jewelry, Watch

Cases, and Movements, and that Our goods are all new and

fresh

THAYER & CO.,

TORONTO.
ru-Lrij-LriJTJij-LrurLrij-Lr'bi^^wyw^w^^ww^^^^^w^w^T^^'^fsw^w^'^^

Square Dealing. Good Values.
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10 be found in some such permanent institution as a Flora

a] College ? Does it not also seem quite feasible to start

an institution of this kind in Toronto with but little trouble

and less capital ? Does there not, furthermore, loom up in

that fertile imagination of yours, at no distant date, a hand-

some building with a capable staff of professors, teaching both

the young and the partially skilled all the latest inventions

relating not merely to the intricacies of watch making, but of

jewelry manufacturing, silver plating, &c?
Now what are the proper steps to be taken in the further-

ance of this plan ?

i. Let a meeting be called—and you are undoubtedly the

one upon whom devolves that duty—of all wholesalers and

retailers interested, i If there be any difficulty in obtaining a

room for this purpose, the company of which I am a member

will gladly supply one)

2. Let the whole subject be thoroughly discussed as to the

objects, possible attainments, resources of income, &c.

3 Let a small committee of practical, energetic men be

appointed with all requisite powers—not to report at some

future date as to the feasibility of the plan, but to really put

all the necessary machinery into operation at the earliest

possible date.

There is but little doubt but that the Ontario Government,

if approached in a confident and business-like manner, would

grant a yearly subsidy to an institution so thoroughly educative

as this would be, and one so intimately in keeping with the

plans for industrial learning initiated last winter by the Hon.

Mr. Ross. As additional sources of revenue, the College

could charge moderate fees for tuition, and might reasonably

expect a small yearly contribution from every member of the

craft in Canada, in return for which they could distribute

amongst them perhaps through the medium of The Trader
valuable information, such as you regularly publish under

the heading of "Practical Hints on Watchmaking," by

" Excelsior." Small though the sum might be to each watch-

maker, the aggregate would no doubt be sufficient to pay a

handsome salary to a professor. Then, again, those members

of the trade who are unable from want of tunc or lack of

experience to repair their customers' watches, could send them

to the college for that purpose, and thus give the students

material to work upon (under proper guidance, of course) and

afford the college a fairly remunerative means of sell support.

The standard of the Degree would have to be maintained

from the start, and if it were deemed advantageous to do so,

a request for affiliation could be made to the Provincial Uni-

versity, so that B. H. or M. H. would really signify something

more than a few hours blacksmithing at the pinions of a

\V tterbury or the re-soldering of the hammer of an Ansonia

alarm.

Now, Mr. Editor, shew yourself to be what 1 believe you

always have been, the Jeweler's friend, \< i in this matter.

It is needless to say that prompt action is required, ere

the Ontario Legislature prorogues.

Yours very truly,

II. K. s. Hemming.

into, 1 8th Febniary, i.Hoo.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BOTCH?

A SUGG1 STION.

Editor Trader— Sir :

"HAT shall we do with the botch? is beyond all

doubt a vexatious query, and alter reading Mr.

. Moffat's communication 1 have come to the con-

clusion that it would be advisable to continual!)

agitate the subject until some one or several of us

can solve the problem in a practical manner.

Mr. Moffat suggests a reform by Government

or horological schools, both of which proposed remedies would

prove ineffective. Government interference is entirely out of

the question, and as for horological schools, the question atises,

would the botch attend them? As a rule the botch is a man
who imagines he kno»vs it all, and depends entirely upon what
" practice'' he obtains in ruining good watches at the expense

of the owner, in obtaining his " experience.'' As a botch said

to me some time ago, and, by the way, he has spent about fif-

teen years obtaining his " experience,'' " Practice is whafs

wanted, never mind the theory, there isn't any such thing as theory

in repairing watches. Take 'em in, make 'em go, get your money,

and the (/nicker you do 'em the more you II make.''

The above is a sample of the average botch, and in my
estimation that class is beyond redemption.

Aside from the above argument, the great majority of

botches are poor, and in many instances have families to care

for, and the cost of such a course would deter them, even if

they had the desire to attend a horological school. The aver

age rate of compensation also tends to create an obstacle, as

there are few who deem it worth while to spend so much time

and money to obtain a practical knowledge of the trade, invest

no inconsiderable am unit in tools and then settle down to work

for ten or twelve dollars per week.

The only effect a horological school would have would be

to educate the younger members of the craft who possess or

could obtain the means, and who really had a laudable desiie

to improve themselves in regard to proficiency. Such boys will

get along, horological school or not, just the same as the profi-

cient workman of today, provided of course they have the

adaptability, push and energy.

There nujlit perhaps be a comparative few ol the older

members of the craft who could afford to leave the bench or

business, and sacrifice salary or business interests for a few

months, who would take advantage <>t the opportunity to irn

prove themselves, but. as I saul before, the confirmed botch,

never.

The only pi in which has suggested itself to me is the foi

mat ion of an association, composed of workmen who can prove

their ability and profii ien \ l>\ a practical examination oi spe-

c imen work, and who will pledge themselves to better tin- Hade

by adopting c ertain m :asures re< ommended by the offii .-is oi

directors of the proposed assoi iation, to abolish the botch. A
certificate of membership ( otild be granted, certifying that the

person to whom it was issued is thorough!) competent to pei

form the work he public I \ declares I elf capable of perform

ing, viz , the repairing of watches in a pra< tical manner. Su< h

a cert i fie ate would, I believe, be of as much value as a diploma
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SOMETHING NEWIN JEWELERS SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR, TORONTO SAFE WORKS
1
N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jeweler

use, combining the advantages of first-class

FINE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and

is locked with four wheel Combination Eock having our patent Enlarged Centre Eock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14111, [886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door

frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

11011 1 onducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOEOIsTTO S^ZETIE WOEKS,

I I 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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MANUFACTURERS OF

9 K. CHILDREN'S RINGS

9 K. MISSES' RINGS

9 K. LADIES' RINGS
IN ALL STYLES.

MANUFACTURERS OF

15 K. Plain Gem Rings

15 K. Fancy Gem Rings

15 K. Plain Diamond Rings

15 K. Fancy Diamond Rings

IN ALL STYLES.

ANY LINE OF RINGS MADE TO ORDER
FROM SAMPLES.

15 tf. unc) 9 X. Gold Alberts in all Patterns a Specialty.
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granted by a horological school, and would accomplish much

I

in convincing the public that the holder was worthy of all con-

fidence and thoroughly competent to perform ihe work re-

quired. The formation o( such an association presents many
d rhculties, but the same may be said of nine-tenths of such

similar associations. !£ entered into by the general trade, it

would, beyond all doubt, be of great benefit. In such an asso-

ciation, proprietor and journeymen would meet on an equal

footing, and much benefit be derived therefrom, not to men
tion the advantage to employers in obtaining good workmen,

and to workmen in securing good situations when desired. It

would be of incalculable benefit to those desirous of obtaining

light onceitain subjects relating to the trade. Important sub-

jects might be discussed as they were presented or became
necessary, and it might be made an admirable medium for the

ange of ideas. In fact, its benefits and value to the trade

could not be over estimated. Surely there are enough good

workmen in Canada to make their presence felt, even though

they might not be in the majority at first. Time would accom-

plish much, and the membership would gradually increase as

the benefits of becoming a member were perceived, and in the

end the abolition of the botch would be an accomplished fact.

A beginning should be made some time, and why not at

once. It is the first "few" in every asso iation who do all

the preliminary work, and in tune its advantages are perceived,

and then the association becomes an accomplished fact. Who
and how many arc there in the trade who will respond to this

appeal ?

THI TRADER, I feel assured, will be the willing organ of

the proposed assoi iation. It must be borne in mind that

nothing, absolutely nothing, can be accomplished by any indi

vidual effort. Organization is the only remedy. Drop The
TRADER a card, expressing your views in the matter, and he

one of the " few " who will perhaps say with pride, at some

future day, I am one of the original members of " The Cana-

dian Practical Watchmakers' Association.''

Let us hear from you early.

( E. B.

NOTE.—In reference to the practical suggestion made in

the above communication, we may say that if any such asso-

ciation is organized by the practical watchmakers of Canada,

Thi- TRADER will be only too glad to give them all the space

they require in the furtherance of the very desirable object

they have in view.— Kr>. Trader.

MODERN WATCH REPAIRING IN A
MODERN WORKSHOP.

BY E. BEETON, TORONTO.

I received the following letter, which explains itself, and I

might say that whenever any member of the trade desires to

be advised on any subjet t pertaining to watches, I will be

pleased to answer him to the best of my ability through the

; columns of The Trader.

Grand Vallbv, Jan. 23rd, 1890
Mr E. Beeton,

Dear Sir,—Would you kindly write an article on " Pivoting with
v I^the," and one on "Making a Balance Staff with the Bow

Lathe," for The Trader as sojn as possible. I understand that you

are willing to write on any subject that woul I be of interest to the

trade, and I think both of these would be very acceptable to the large

number of watchmakers who do n_>t possess a foot lathe.

Hoping to see the above subjects discussed in The Trader at an

early date, I remain.

Yours, etc.,

R B, Taylor.

Pivoting in the Bom Lathe.- It is necessary to have a

first-class set of pivoting centres before attempting to do a good

pivoting job, and I think it will pay one to make a complete

set notwithstanding it is rather .1 slow job. I made myself a

set about fourteen years ago, and used them continually up to

the time I commenced using the American lathe, and I never

had any cause to regret the time spent in making them. I will

proceed to describe the making, and have had an electro made

which will assist in the explanation.

To begin with, get, if possible, some

brass bush wire that will fit in the lathe as

perfectly as the steel centres do. or it will

be better still to get some a little large, as

the wire can easily be turned to fit, and

be made perfectly true with the hole should

it be any out [f not possible to get hush

—A wire, take either the brass centres which

usually accompany the bow lathe, or else-

get some good, straight brass wire about

",, of an inch in diameter, providing your

lathe centre measures ,',,,, of an inch,

which mine do :s, cut it off into lengths "I

2Y2, inches each. I will explain the dia

gram before going further.

The part from ./ to />' is the brass wire

centre drilled as shown
; from B to C is a

steel plug drilled as shown, and having a

shoulder that fits in the hole 111 the brass

wire up as far as ( ', where the dotted line

c designates it. The handle /> is of brass,

a and E E' is of steel fitted into /) at E,

and drilled al E to receive drill G. E E'

is Stubb's Standard wire, and can always

be obtained in most hardware stores.
c

It will be necessar) to gel some of this

wire in the first place, as the hole in ./ />' is made to lit E /.'

freely, but without appreciable side shake. Now to make the

tool, accurately centre the brass wire, and drill the hole same

size as E A", then take a pieci ol Stubbs' Steel wire about l/>

inch long and same thickness as the brass wire, and drill it

about
J
of its length with the one drill, then use a smallei one

for a short distance, and then a smaller still for an equal

distance, and then a final one smaller yet for the balance.

It will be necessary to have three setts of drills for the

different sizes ol pivot centres ; one being arranged to re<

centre 3rd and 4th pinion shoulders
;
another for small 4th and

m ape pinion shoulders, and the third for ordinary 1 ap< .

pallet and balance staff shoulders. It will be bettei to make

the largest one first in getting your hand in. Alter having

drilled this steel plug, attach a large s< rew 1 oll< I to it. and put

it in lathe on two male centres, and turn the shoulder to

accurately fit in the brass wire, then driv< it in place in the
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brass wire, and, if necessary, or if there is any doubt about it

remaining permanently, solder it. Sometimes a thread is cut

on the smaller end of the steel plug and screwed into the brass

wire, but it is not ne< essary, for if pains are taken to get a good

fit, no fear need be entertained of its coming out.

Next fit the screw collet on the brass wire at about the

centre of it. and revolving the entire tool on male centres, as

previously done with the steel plug alone, turn the brass wire

to tightly fit the lathe, being very careful to have it the same

sue throughout its length, and turn the steel plug cone shaped,

as shown in diagram, smooth the tool off with emery buffs,

polish the brass part with rotten stone and rouge in a leather

buff, and the steel plug with oil stone dust, and diamantine

with soft steel and bell metal polisher.

The mouth of the steel plug at C is countersunk to receive

the shoulder of the pinion, and polished out nicely with oil

stone dust and diamantine, using the end of a piece of steel,

and brass wire turned or filed to fit in the countersunk mouth.

Now hirden the end of the steel plug by holding the tool in a

pair of tongs and blowing the flame direct on the end, and

plunge it endwise into water, and then polish it again, and

draw the temper to a deep straw color, and polish finally. One

object in having the hole in the plug gradually smaller is so that

should the drill get broken in the tool it can easily be driven

out, the hole being larger directly back of the drill.

The handle does not need any further explanation
; a glance

at the diagram will be sufficient. The drill must accurately fit

the hole in the steel plug at the mouth, so that a perfect centre

will be struck when drilling the pinion.

To use the tool, place the pivot centre in one head, and a

female centre in the other, and if it is a staff or fine pinion in

head, the female centre must be arranged similar to the steel

plug, that is, have countersunk mouth with hole drilled back of

it, so that the shoulder will bear the pressure and not the pivot •

revolve the pinion or staff between these centres, and inserting

the drill in the pivot centre, slowly revolve it by hand in the

opposite direction, pressing it at the same time against the

shoulder to be drilled, and taking it out occasionally to clean

off the cuttings. I might mention that the face of the pinion

shoulder or broken staff must be smoothed flat, because if left

as broken the rough centre would break the drill. If the tool

is properly made, and the drill fits as directed, it will be im

I
ossible to drill the hole off the centre, and therefore a perfei t

job is assured.

After the hole is drilled to a sufficient depth, take a needle,

draw the temper to a deep blue color, file it without any

appreciable taper to fit the hole, drive it partly in, cut off with

sharp pair cutting pliers, square the end off with oil stone

and carefully tap it home with the hammer ; then insert in the

Jarot lathe, and while revolving the pinion with one hand, hold

a pivot file against the new end of the new pivot and taper it

off to a point, so that it can be inserted in a female centre in

the lathe ; then place in lathe and see if the pinion revolves

truly, and if not see whi< h part is high, and dr<ru< it true by

filing carefully by hand the opposite side of the new tap. r< d

plug. When accurately trued, proceed to turn and polish the

pivot in the ordinary manner. I he pinion at first maj not

revolve truly, not because the hole drilled was not in the

centre, but because the tapering of the end of the new plug

may not have been done truly. The female centre that the

new pivot is inserted in must be very fine at the end, with a

very small hole in it so that you can get at the pivot properly

to turn it to size ; when slightly larger than the correct size in

sert in Jacot lathe, and finish with steel pivot polisher
;
grind

with dry emery powder on a smooth iron or brass plate, or else

grind and polish the pivot right in the bow lathe, resting the

pivot to be polished in a groove in the centre. Such centres

always accompany the lathe, and have a screw head just back

of the groove to rest the polisher on. If done this way, which

is the better because the shoulder can be left more perfect,

soft steel and bell metal polishers are used similar to the ones

described in my article on '* Making and Fitting the Balance

Staff," only in XS e case of the bow lathe the work is under the

polisher instead of above it.

As regards fitting staffs in the bow lathe, it is done prac-

tically in the same manner as desciibed for the American lathe,

excepting that the staff is revolved by a bow between two

female centres, and the pivots are polished either in the [acot

tool, or in the bow lathe itself as described above.

I trust I have made myself thoroughly understood in this

article, and if not let me know and I will attend to it.

AN ENORMOUS YARN FROM THE LAND OF
CATS-EYES.

CORRESPONDENT of a Ceylon

paper writes :
" I was talking to

a well-known gemmer who hails

irom the other side of Galle, and

he says that he has seen the

large cat's-eye, the finding of

which was recently recorded. It

is the finest stone he has ever

seen, and he doubts if a better

one has been discovered any-

where. It weighs 6 pounds and

6 rupees, and is of bout the size

of a 7 pound weight. The finder, he gave me to understand,

is a Moorman, who for a very long time found his digging ver)

unprofitable; but at length his perseverance was rewarded by

the finding of a cat's-eye which realized over /i,ooo sterling.

Shortly after this he discovered another which brought him in

over ,£2,000, and then he fished up the gigantic stone about

which so much talk has been made. He has been offered

j 19,00c for il by a syndicate of Moormen, but he declines to

part with it at that figure, saying that if he liked he could cut

it uj) into about forty small pieces, and sell each piece for

,£1,000. A little time ago he found a larger cat's-eye than

this one, but the ray was not so good, so that it is not so

valuable.

Cat's-eyes which sell for from ,( \<> to ovei / too are often

found, and a syndicate has been ten unci in Galle to carry OUt

gemming operations there. The stones are all found on the

wash soil at a depth ol from 12 feet to 10 feet, and a Incuse to

gem can be obtained f< 8 shillings i". The discover)

of the mammoth id the effect of < ausin

number of Moormen to make then way to the place. 1 1" \

appear suddenly from behind a hedge, always with t

enquiry, namelj :
"(lot any stones to sell ?

"

—

Ex.
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6 Size Crescent, Hunting, Pendant Set
,

6 Size Silver Hunting, O. F. and Queen, Pendant Set

WITH THE WALTHAM P. S. MOVEMENTS.

16 SIZE O. F. PENDANT SET, RIVERSIDE, NICKEL
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CHRONOGRAPHS, SPLIT SECONDS, REPEATERS,

DIAMONDS.

GEORGE CHILLAS,
18 MANNING ARCADE, - - TORONTO.
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ALFRED EAVES.

E have much pleasure in presenting to our readers

this month a portrait of Mr. Alfred Eaves, wholesale

jeweler of Montreal, Que., who at the last annual

meeting of the Canadian Jobbers' Association, had the honor

of being elected asth;- President of that organization for the

( urrent year.

Mr. Eaves is one of the oldest wholesale jewelers now ac

tively engaged in the Canadian trade, and is very highly re-

spected by his fellow jubbers and the jewelry trade generally.

He is a gentleman of undoubted integrity, and of more than

average ability, and his present position as one of the leading

wholesale jewelers in this country is due mainly to his own energy

and business perspicacity. During the sixteen years Mr Haves

has been engaged in the wholesale business, his record has been

one of uninterrupted success, a si'ecess attained by hard and

persevering labor, and a resolve to

keep his firm's name untarnished

by any connei lion with other than

honest and honorable dealing.

The subject of this sketch was

born in 1847, in the old town of

Coventry, England, a town that in

former years stood high in the

watchmaking trade ofGreat Britain.

IFe was the youngest son of the late

William Eaves, a prominent watch

manufacturer and alderman of that

town, and in his boyhood days

gained in his father's workshop an

insight into the watch trade that

has been of incalculable service to

him in his subsequent career.

In the year 1864. Mr. Eaves

decided to come to Canada to join

his elder brother, William, who had

some time previously established

himself in the jewelry business in

the City of Montreal, in which city

he has ever since resided. For the

first few years of his residence in Canada Mr. Lives worked at

the drug business, but he subsequently quit it in order to re

turn to the trade of his youth

In 1874 he commenced business in the jewelry line in part

nership with his brother, Edmund Eaves, who died during

December last year. This partnership continue 1 until March,

1885, when it was dissolved, and Mr. Alfred Eaves opened up a

wholesale and retail business on his own account, which he has

ssfully conducted ever since.

His establishment at number 1679 Notre Dame street is

one of the largest and most perfectly equipped jewelry stoi

Montreal, doing both a large wholesale and retail business,

which has every season shewn a gratifying in< rease over pre

vious years.

Mr. Eaves' wholesale trade is done print ipally with the re-

tail jewelers of the Province Of Queba ,
although he has some

trade in every one of the other provinces. He speaks the

French language like a native of la belie France, and it is pro-

bably in part owing to this, that he has succeeded in building

up so large a trade in the province in which he is located.

Mr. Eaves has the reputation of a good buyer and a prompt

payer, each of them very important factors in building up a

permanent and paying business. In his wholesale department

he deals exclusively with the legitimate jewelry trade, and does

not attempt to cater in any way for the fancy goods or general

store trade.

The Tkxdf.r has no doubt from what it knows of him, that

Mr Haves will, in the high position to which he has been elect-

ed, do honor to the Jobbers' Association and credit to himself,

a;u 1 we wish him a long and successful caieer.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CANADIAN
JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION.

MK, AI.KKI-.li EAV1 -

The Canadian Association of Jobbers in American Watches

held its Fifth Annual Meeting on

Thursday, the 30th January, in the

Council Room of the Toronto Board

of Trade. A preliminary meeting

of the Directors was held in the

morning, the reports of the finan-

cial and other officers being con-

sidered before presentation at the

regular session.

The meeting was opened at 2

o'clock, the President, Mr. A. C.

Anderson, in the chair. All the offi-

cers and a large number of mem-
bers were present, and the proceed-

ings generally were characterized

by unanimity, although there was

considerable discussion on some of

the measures presented.

In his annual address, Mr. An-

derson expressed regret for the

circumstances which resulted in his

choice as President, which was

owing to the business complications

and subsequent retirement of Mi.

fohn Segsworth from the office. He stated that the fifth

year of the organization had passed without startling in-

cident, complete harmony existing between the Canadian

and American Associations. No charges had been preferred

it any member. Two members had resigned and two

firms had applied for membership. One of the latter had

been accepted and the other had been rejected on account

ot 1 11 k of the proper qualifications. Two price lists had been

issued He advocated in< orporating in the by-laws a provision

for the equitable distribution of the estates of bankrupt

debtors. lie also suggested that the Association as a body

should act in all cases of fraudulent insolvent:) and criminally

prosecute each debtor who resorted to a fraudulent assign-

ment. Mr Anderson referred with con iderable feeling to the

death oi Edmund Eaves and Alfred Si hwob, and subsequent^

Mr. E. s< heuer moved that the Directors be instructed to

draft and forward to the families of Edmund Eaves and
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Alfred Schwob resolutions of condolence suitably egrossed,

which resolution was carried unanimously

The Treasurer reported a gratifying condition of the finan< ts

and his report w.is accepted by the Association.

The following resolution was submitted :

Rt -.'.-:'/, Tint it he an instruction to the Secretary that

the enforcement of Section 5. Article X, of the By-Law-, be

suspended for one year. The Section referred to reads as

follows :

Si.. . 5. The Members of this Association agree to pur-

1 hase during one year to the amount of $10,000 net of com-
bination goods. Members not purchasing this amount shall

not be sold direct by manufacturers, but shall have the right to

buy of Canadian Association jobbers at an advance of not less

than 5 per cent.

The resolution was adopted. It was proposed to repeal

Section 6 of the By-Laws, which reads as follows :

Section 6. The Members of this Association purchasing

less than $5,000 worth of combination goods per annum shall,

at the expiration of the year, be .removed from the Associa-

tion list of jobbers.

After some discussion it was decided that the Section shall

be retained in the By-Laws.

The following resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That it is deemed expedient that gold cases shall

be in the combination and the Executive have power to wait

upon manufucturers and arrange for the same, and, unless

consummated, no list of gold cases is to be included in the

Association l'rice List in future.

The election of Directors resulted in the choice of Alfred

Laves, Montreal ; M. (.'. Lllis and Edmund Scheuer, Toronto ;

Abraham Lew, Hamilton, and M. Schwob, Montreal. At a

subsequent meeting of the Directors, Alfred Eaves was chosen

President, M. C. Ellis, Vice-President, and E Scheuer, Trea-

surer, for the current year.

JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION BANQUET.

The Third Annual Banquet of the Canadian Association

of Jobbers in American Watches was held at cafe McConkey
in this city, on Thursday evening, January 28th, and was an

unqualified success in every way.

The banquet room was brilliantly lighted and tastefully

rated: the menu was McConkey's very best, which is

equivalent to saying that u couldn't be surpassed anywhere
on this continent

: the music furnished by the Royal Italian

Orchestra perfection; while to cap the climax, the tables

were surrounded with a gathering of gentlemen that for

intelligence and gentlemanly deportment would be hard to

equal elsewhere.

The Chair was acceptably occupied by Mr. A. (
'.. Anderson,

the retiring President o! the Association, who was supported

on his immediate right and left by E. J. Scofield of the Elgin

Watch Co., and A. R. Harmon of the Waltham Watch Co.

The other guests were : John L. Shepherd, Keystone Watch

Co ;
W. K McNaught, American Watch Case Co. : C. H. V

(Irant, Montreal Watch Case Co. ; F. Taggart, Toronto Watch

Case Co.; Louis Davis, of L Davis & Co.; |. C. Copp,

Toronto Silver Plate Co. : A. f. Parker, Acme Silver Company ;

W. (i. A. Hemming, Hemming Bros. Co., and James Ryrie,

Secretary Jewelers' Protective League.

The following well-known jobbers and their friends were

also present : John H Jones, T. H. Lee, Alf Eaves, II. II.

Fudger, M. C. Ellis, E. Scheuer, H. W. Patterson, (i.

Chillas, A. Levy, W. E. Boyd, H. Ellis, S. Lee, ("has.

Ellis, C. Segsworth, John J. F. Houghton, and E. A. Wills,

Secretary of the Association.

After those present had done ample justice to the good

things provided by " mine host " McConkey, Chairman

Anderson called them to order, and prefaced the toast list with

the following remarks :

Gentlemen,—When I look around this festive board and

see the faces of such distinguished guests and representative

men of the watch and jewelry business, I feel proud that to

my lot has fallen the pleasure of extending to them a most

hearty and cordial welcome to this our third annual banquet.

We have assembled here after the labor and heat of the day

(or rather year), to celebrate the fifth birthday of our Associa-

tion by having a convivial re-union and social intercourse,

which I trust we will ever look back to with the most pleasant

recollections. Since the inauguration of an annual banquet

two years ago, the reserve which hitherto existed between some

of our members, and which sometimes crops up between

opposition dealers, seems to have melted away, whether it was

the effect of the flowing wine or the flowing eloquence that

opened our hearts, I cannot say ; but one thing I do know,

and I think we have all come to the same conclusion, especially

at this time of the year, and that is that the jobbers are a lot of

jolly good fellows.

The first toast on the list is one which is honored wherever

the English language is spoken, and nowhere more honestly

than in our own Canada. Without further preface then,

gentlemen, I ask you all to drink to the health of " The Queen"

with a heartiness appropriate to her loyal subjects.

The toast was received with enthusiasm, those presenl singing

" God save the Queen
" The President oj the United States " was nexl proposed b\

the ('hair, and toasted in an exceedingly hearty manner to the

strains of " Yankee I >oodle."

In proposing the toast of Our Guests, coupled with the

names of Messrs, Scofield, Harmon and Shepherd, the Chair-

man said :

—

I am sure that it doesjlOt require any remarks from me
tor you to do full justice to this toast. Sufficient to say that these

are the wise men from the East, and one of them is a Shepherd
I do not know if he ever fed his Hoc ks, but perhaps lie will tell

us he usually does so with " Boss cases.
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The toast was enthusiastically received with "they are jolly

;ood fellow

Mr. E. I. Scofield in responding said, Mr. Chairman and

jentlemen, I have to thank you on behalf of the Company I

represent for the honor you have conferred upon me in

i associating my name with the toast you have just drank. \\ hen

I received your kind invitation to attend sour third annual

banquet, and nothing was said about making a speech, I felt

very happy, tor if there is anything I dodge whenever I get the

chance, it is the making of an after dinner speech. My friend,

Mr. Shepherd, has prepared an oration that will, I t4iink, amply

compensate for any lack in my reply, and I am sure you will

be as pleased as I am to have him present to do the main

share of replying to this toast to-night Before I sit down,

however, I cannot refrain from expressing to you the pleasure

it affords me to be present with you to-night, and to mingle

with such a representative gathering of the Canadian jewelry

business as are present at this time. So far as the Elgin

Watch Company is concerned, they have always been of the

opinion that the jobber is the proper channel through which

to market their goods, and by no voluntary act on their part

will they seek to change the relations which have so long and

so pleasantly existed between the jobbing trade and themselves.

They recognize in your Association a means of putting the

American watch trade upon a tair and honest footing, and

shall in the future, as in the past, do what they can to help it

along by fair and honorable dealing and by a faithful observ-

ance of all agreements entered into by them, Oentlemen, again

I thank you for the honor you have done me, and I wish your

Association a long and prosperous career.

Mr. A. R. Harmon said, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I

am not a public speaker and I do not make any pretentions

whatever to oratory It gives me pleasure, however, to say that

I feel it an honor to be present with you to-night, and to have

my name and that of the Walthan Watch Company connected

with the toast of " Your Guests." While I have not yet lived

long enough in Canada to feel like becoming a British subject

and taking the oath of allegiance to your honored Queen, I

have still been with you quite long enough to learn that the

Canadian Jobbers' Association embraces within it many gentle

men of high business capacity and undoubted honor. The
relations between our Company and your Association have

always hitherto been of the most pleasant character, and I have

no doubt that they will long continue to go on in that way.

On behalf of the Waltham Watch Company, I thank you for your

kind treatment and courteous reception oi myself as theil

Canadian representative.

Mr. John L Shepherd spoke as follows : Mr. Chairman

and gentlemen, when I first had an intimation that I would be

i led to contribute my quota to tins evening's entertain

ment m the shape oi a spee< h in reply to the toast of "Out

Guests," I felt very much depressed about it, for you know 1

am not like my friends Scofield and Harmon, a regular bom
orator. However, I made up my mind to do the best I could

under the circumstances, and then a happy inspiration struck

uie. Hastily slipping around the comer to the office oi m)

friend, Chauncy Depew, I said to him "Chauncy, I'm in a

hole, I've got to make a speech up at Toronto at the dinnei

given by the Canadian Watch Jobbers, and I thought that if

you could let me have a few of the old stories you have quit

using I could work them off all right on those Canadians."
•• My dear Shep," says he, "

I am awfully sorry you didn't call

around sooner, and I would have been glad to have obliged

you, but the truth is I am cleaned right out. You see there

was a dinner last week of the American Watch Jobbers and

Manufacturers, and 1 supplied about a dozen of those fellows

with new joke-, for their speeches, in fact the demand was so

brisk that they used up every thing I had except a job lot of

old ones that I hardly dared to offer them, but I can't even

let \ou have this job lot, for not ovei an hour ago a chap bj

the name of Scofield came in and I worked off the whole lot

on him by giving him a little extra discount." So now you

see, gentlemen, how it is that I am in such an embarrassing

position tonight. To add to my misfortune the last literary

prop has been taken away from me by a bet having been made
between two of my friends that I could not make a speech to-

night without somehow or other ringing in a free advertisement

for the " Boss " case Now, gentlemen, I am free to tell you

that I consider any speech from me without any mention of

the " Boss " case, which I so unworthily represent, as being

pretty much like the play of Hamlet with Hamlet himself left

out, and you will therefore see that if I am to be debarred from

dilating upon the many virtues of the " Boss " case, I shall not

have anything left to talk about. And my position just now

just reminds me of an incident that occurred in England when

I was doing missionary work amongst the benighted citizens of

that country, and trying to get them to understand and ap-

preciate the many good points of the " Boss" case. It was in the

town of Newcastle-on-Tyne that I had bsen showing a retail

jeweler my samples of filled cases, and explaining to him in my
humble way why a filled case was better and would wear longer

than any solid gold case. Well, this sturdy Britisher listened

to all I had to say and never interrupted me by as much as a

word until both my talk and my breath were exhausted, and

then he quietly said, " Ah, yes, your case is very nice, but

(referring to the want of the Goldsmiths' Hall stamp), where's

the ' 1-ion ' in it." Well I thought I would try a specimen of

American wit on him and see if he could see the point, so I

says to him, "Say, what's the matter with your doing the lying

for the case yourself.'' He gave one stare at me through his

eye-glass, and then turned sorrowfully to his work bench to

wrestle with my conundrum and find out where the joke came

in. I left him to his meditations and I cannot tell you whether

or not to this day he has ever found the point of my joke. I

cannot sit down without saying how pleased I am to be present

with you this evening, and I trust we may have many more such

pleasant reunions. Of the jobbers I have but one complaint

to make, and that is that they make a mistake in always look

ing out for cheaper goods. Cheap goods are the curse ol the

jeweh) trade, foi cheapness and quality find it very hard to

continue long in partnership, quality must very soon lag on the

ind low pnrc, which is an equivalent of snide goods, be

in to continue its way alone. With this exception, I have

always found the jobbers both in Canada and m\ own country,

good fellows in every way, and I trust thai out good fellowship

in. is long continue. Gentlemen, beime I take mj seat, I musi

crave youi indulgence foi a departure from the ordei ol the

programme, but sin<c we entered this room 1 have receh
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telegram from home stating that our friend, Mr. E. J.
Schofield,

of the Elgin Watch Co., who is present with us to-night, has

to-day been unanimously elected as President of the New York

Jewelers' Board of Trade. I would, therefore, with the per-

mission of the Chair, ask you to join with me in drinking to

his health and prosperity. This was done with great hearti-

ness.

The Chairman then proposed the next toast of our " Manu-

facturing Interests," coupling with it the names of C. H. A.

("•rant, Jno. C. Copp. I.. I >avis, A. I. Parker, and W . G A.

Hemming.

In response, Mr. C. H. A. Grant, said:— Mr. Chairman

and gentlemen, I really fail to see why I should have been par-

ticularly selected to attack so important a toast as that of the

manufacturers. More especially after the eloquent remarks of

the gentleman who has just spoken. The subject is one really

so vast, and has so many conflicting interests to be dealt with,

that I feel somewhat inadequate to cope with it. There, how-

ever, cannot be a dissenting voice to the fact that the policy

which has been inaugurated by the present government has

placed our various industries in a position to compete success-

fully with our friends and competitors across the border, and

to a great extent with those large centres in Europe, in which

the trade that we are more directly interested in, have obtained

and do obtain to-day a portion of their supplies. With in-

creased prosperity and population, these industries are being

placed in a condition to cheapen the cost of these products,

but we must not lose sight of the fact that some of us are-

manufacturing and dealing in articles that are not absolute

necessities of life,—therefore those engaged in such businesses

had better seek for development gradually than bring too great

a pressure to bear to increase their capacity. Such a course

frequently leads to a demoralization of prices, which must be

avoided. We are frequently told what a good thing it would

be for Canada were she to have Commercial Union or Annexa-

tion to the United States. Without any disparagement to our

good American friends, I maintain that such a course would

mean ruination to our young manufacturing industries The
only thing to build them up is protection and more of it. Our

neighbors can find no fault with this, as it is their own

medicine. Hut beside protection, unity of feeling between the

jobber and the manufacturer is essential, and I am pleased to

see from our deliberations of to-day that this feeling is gaining

ground, and I can assure you that nothing will be wanting on

my part to encourage, so far as lies in my power so to do, a

complete understanding on this point. More upon this is

probably unnecessary for me to say, so that I will simply thank

you for the kind and hearty reception that has been accorded

to the toast which you have given me the honor of replying to.

Mr. Jno C. Copp, spoke as follows: Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, this is the first opportunity I have had of being

present at these annual social re unions of your Association,

and I can assure you that I am heartily glad to he with you

to-night to partake of your generous hospitality and get better

acquainted with you all. I think that such occasions as these

are productive of much good, both to the wholesale trade as

well as to the manufai turers. for it enables us to form a i orre< I

idea of what kind of men the others of us are, and if in these

friendly gatherings, as your Chairman has said, some of the

rough corners are rubbed off, they verj often discovei tin

qualities hidden underneath. While good from a social aspe< t.

these meetings are also calculated to do good in a busmen
way Ideas regarding topics connected with the welfare of the

trade are interchanged, and many pomi> are brought out in the

course of the speeches which may be of great value to us all.

I have been intimately connected with the manufacturing trade

of this country for the past thirty years, and have watched with

pride its growth from small beginnings to its present magnifi-

cent proportions. The occupation of the manufacturer is not,

as certain journals or even certain among yourselves would

make us believe, altogether a bed of roses. Every manufac-

turer does not make a fortune, in fact many of them find in

this occupation a means of speedily squandering the money
that perhaps they have saved up by hard work in some other

business. The manufacturer must be not only a man of brains,

but he must also be a person of taste. Not only should he

be wise enough to commercially discern the signs of the times,

but he should be possessed of taste enough to tell in advance

what goods are likely to take amongst the trade and the public,

who are his real constituents. He may get up something

new, and after spending a great deal of money upon the

machinery necessary to make it, find that he has misjudged

the popular taste and that his scheme has fallen flat. The
only return for all such miscalculations is loss of time and

money, and a gain of experience he is not likely to forget for

some time. The curse of the trade is the demand for cheap

goods, and the jobbers of this country are making a great

mistake in thinking, as they seem to do, that manufacturers can

go on all the time making cheaper goods and still give them

the same quality as before. It is to the interest of the manu-

facturer, jobber, and retailer alike, to sell first quality goods

instead of the cheap trash that is year after year becoming

more common amongst the trade of the country. Although

a manufacturer makes just as much profit, and often more

profit upon common goods as upon those of better quality, still

it is not his desire to make them To every one handling

such goods, it means that they must handle almost double the

quantity of goods to keep up the volume of their sales. Extra

handling means extra expense, and therefore reduced profits,

and I think we will all agree that we have no desire to see these

any smaller in the future than have been for the past tew years.

The interest of the manufacturer, jobber, and retailer are all

alike, and they should see to it that they discourage the

handling of cheap trash in every possible way. I thank you,

gentlemen, for the patient manner in which you have listened

to my remarks, and I trust that this is not the last gathering

of this kind that I shall have the privilege of sitting down at with

you. I desire for the members of your Association even

prosperity in their business careers, and trust that your organ

ization will prosper more and more as the years roll by.

Mr. Louis Davis on rising, said: Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, when I accepted the imitation to your banquet, I

had no idea that I would be called upon to make a spee< h.

However, I am glad to be with you to night, and to see so mm h

real sociability and good fellowship as has been shown here.

Of course as a humble manufacturer of rolled plate chains (ol

the very best quality of course), I do not think it befitting in

me to put forward my opinion as against those workers in the
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pure and precious metals who have preceded me. But if I

may be allowed to offer the gentlemen present a little friendly

advice.it would be strictly in line with that given by the gentle-

man who proceeded me, go in for reliable goods every time in

preference to trash, they will yield you better results in the

long run, and you can make equally as much profit on them.

It is nonsense for any jobber to suppose that because he gets

some manufacturer to make for him a line of inferior goods at

a reduced price, that he can hold the market on them. His

competitors quickly yet on to his game and they at once get

some other manufacturer to go them one better both in quality

and pri< e, and soon begin to undersell their competitor. And
so on it goes, price, quality, and profits all going down until it

don't pay anybody to touch them. I thank you again for your

kind and hearty reception.

Mr. A. J. I'arker, on being called upon said : Mr. Chair-

man and Gentlemen, I had not the remotest idea that I would be

called upon for a speech to-night, and I shall, therefore, not de-

tain you longer than to say how much I have enjoyed your hospi-

tality to night, and to thank you heartily for the pleasure you

have afforded me. I trust that this reunion of Manufacturers

and Jobbers may become a yearly institution, and that, as we

learn more of each other we may, as your Chairman said, find

that your competitor in business is not such a bad fellow after

all. I wish your Association every success, and every member
of it a prosperous year's business.

Mr. W. G. A. Hemming on rising said:— Mr. Chairman

and gentlemen, when 1 was invited here 1 had no intimation

that I was to be asked to give anything in the way of a speech,

and I shall content myself by merely saying, that since 1 have-

taken up manufacuinng as a business I have had the most

cordial and pleasant relations with the members of the fobbing

trade. At the outset of my manufacturing career I made up

my mind that whatever I made should be the best of its kind,

and I have carried out that principle ever since. That the

Canadian trade have appreciated honest goods and honesty of

purpose is evident from the growth of our business, for we
have twice been compelled to move, and cadi time into very

much larger premises. While this reflects credit on our efforts

as manufacturers, it is also an indication that the trade of this

country not only appreciates but are always ready to help along

an honest firm who endeavor to act squarely and cons.

tiously in their business relations with others. For the sym-

pathy and assistance thus rendered I am profoundly grateful,

and I can only promise for the Company that I represent that

they will always endeavor to elevate the trade and favor th*

of reliable goods. I have enjoyed myself very much here

:o night, and I thank you heartily for your kind invitation and
courteous reception.

Mr. Alfred Eaves proposed the next toast on the pro

gramme, "Jobbing Interests" coupling with it the names of

Messrs. W. H. Patterson, II H I udger and John H. Ion.

The toast was very heartily received in the usual manner.
Mr. W H. Patterson on being called upon to respond

said :— Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am not a public

speaker, and I make no pretensions whatever to oratory, [can
only thank you for associating my name with the toast you have
just drank, and ask the Jobbers who are to follow to make a

more fitting response to the toast.

Mi. H. H. Fudger spoke as follows: -Mr. Chairman ami

gentlemen, I thank vou sincerely for associating my name with

the toast which has just been so heartily honored, and I can

assure you that no one present would be more willing than

myself to attempt to make a fitting reply to it did time and

occasion permit. It is growing late, however, and there are

so many able and entertaining speakers to follow upon other

topics that I feel that I would be almost committing a crime

were I to trespass lon^; upon your patience and well-known

good nature. Vou will, however, permit me to say that I am
not only glad to be present to-night, but I am glad to see how-

much closer we are together than we were five years ago. Our

Association has not only enabled us to maintain a living rate

of profit upon one of the most staple articles in the jewelry

business, but it has also, I trust, shown us the folly of the

unnatural and senseless rivalry that so often exists between

opponents in business. In our Association we should be

co-workers and not rivals, and if we were to carry out this prin-

ciple in all branches of our business we should be the gainers

by it in the long run. No one firm can do all the business of

the country, and the sooner that each of us recognize the fact,

the easier will we find it to get along in the many things that we

are all bound to have in common. I trust our Association

may long live and flourish, hut that end can only be obtained

by each and every member of it carrying out in an honorable

manner the obligations they have undertaken.

Mr. John H. Jones said that he made no pretensions to

oratory, and that after so many able speeches he thought that

if he varied the programme by contributing a song instead of

an oration it would be acceptable. The proposition was very

favorably received by those present, and Mr. Jones sang in

first class style an old English song, " An Assuram e Most Dear.''

At the request of the Chairman, Mr. \V. K. M< Naught then

proposed the toast of " Our Association,'' coupling with it file-

names of Messrs. Thos. H. Lee, Alf. Eaves and M. ('. Ellis,

Mr. T. H. Lee on rising, said :—Mr. Chaitman and gentle-

men, I thank you for the honor you have done me in asking

me to respond to the toast of " Our Association," at the same

time I wish it had fallen to the lot of one who could have done

it justice, for I feel I am unable to do so. There is no toast I

could respond to that could give me greater pleasure, for when

I think of the meeting of a few of the jobbers which I (ailed at

my office, some five years since, and advocated the formation

of an Association in affiliation with the one just formed in the

United States, and now see our large and prosperous Associa-

tion, with tlu members all acting in i on< ert, it makes me feel

proud of the humble part I took m the formation of same. I

can remember, some two years since, al the firsl banquet ol

our Association, at which I had the honor to preside, my
worthy friend, Mr. Scheuer, then stated that there was$i, 500.00

of capital invested by the members of our Association, and

that there were between fifty and seventy-five families en, ployed

by the various firms. I don't think that amount has been less-

ened, and it goes to show that we play no inconsiderable part in

the commerce of the country. I am pleas.d to see here this

evening, several gentlemen connected with the Jobbers and

Manufacturers' Association in the United States, also represent-

atives of various manufacturing interests that are identified

with us, both from Montreal and foronto, and I thinl
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will join with me in the hope that we may .see them at all our

future annual gatherings. In conclusion 1 Mould say, let us be

loyal to our Association, keep our rules faithfully, and in the

end you will find it to our best interests. I again thank you.

Mr. Chairman, and trust for years to come to meet you all on

many such joyous occasions as the present.

Mr. Alfred Eaves responded as follows :
— Mr. Chairman

and gentlemen, it is much to be regretted the committee

should have selected me to respond to the toast of '• Our Asso

ciation." we having so many eloquent speakers among our mem-
bers, one of them should have been chosen that Mould have

done ample justice to this toast, which, I regret to have to confess.

I am unable to do. However, gentlemen, here I am, and if you

will kindly bear with me I shall do my best to make a few

remarks in reply. From the beginning up to the present time

our Association has continued to prosper, and I think we

have good cause to congratulate ourselves upon the pleasant

and harmonious manner in Mhich all matters under discussion

have been settled : sometimes questions of great importance

have arisen Mhich at first were thought might cause* trouble,

but which, on b^ing thoroughly discussed and ably handled by

one and all of our members have been amicably settled to the

great benefit of our Association, and with credit to the mem
bers, co that to-day we are as thoroughly united as any Associa-

tion, controlling so large a trade and capital, in the country

could wish to be. That our Association has proved of benefit

to both the jobber and retailer, I am sure cannot be gainsayed,

Its object has been to increase the sale of American Matches,

movements and cases, with profit to both jobber and retailer.

establishing a uniform price, with a moderate profit to the

jobbers and regular prices to the retailer, thereby protecting

them from the cutting and varying prices that formerly prevailed,

and which so thoroughly demoralized the retail trade and

proved so unsatisfactory to the jobber. 'That our Asso< iation

has also proved a benefit to the manufacturer can also be

amply proved by the large increase in the sale of their goods,

and I very much regret that time did not allow my getting

facts and figures from those gentlemen ; however, we have se\

cral of them with us this evening and perhaps they will kindly

come to my assistance. Again, gentlemen, our Association, 1

am glad to say, cannot t>e called a combine for the benefit of

a few only, for while benefiting first the manufacturer, second

the jobber, and third the retailer, it also as much, if not more,

benefits the public, for to day we are able to provide them with

ilreliable and serviceable time-keeper at a loner price

Athan they formerly paid for a much inferior article. Our Asvj

ciation, while encouraging and pushing the sale of American

manufactures, has not been neglectful of their duty to h

try. At the organizttion of this Association we had in

this country but one sin ill < ase factory, whereas, to-day we
have three, and all of them well managed and thorough!)

equipped for the manufacture of gold, silver, filled and nickel

and whose goods, I am proud to say, .ire both .1 < redit to

themselves and their country. We have one last important

and exceedingly pleasing benefit for whi< !i to thank OU1

1 iation, and that is the mutual pleasure and a<h

meeting on social occasions like the present II is indeed a

pleasure after the year's hard work and strong but honest com
petition in the open market, to meet and shake hands and

spend a few hours in pleasant fellowship, and convince ea< h

other that although rivals in business we can still be good

friends. Although the past year has been a prosperous one to

our Association, we have to regret the loss of one of our

esteemed members, I allude to the death of my brother,

Edmund Eaves. He was one of Montreal's first victims to that

most umvelcome visitor, La Grippe. I am sure, gentlemen, we

all sympathize most thoroughly with his bereaved wife and

family. Let us hope, gentlemen, that this most treacherous

eastern visitor will not come to this country again. In closing

ins remarks, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 1 must thank you

for the honor you have done me, and allow me to M'ish long

life and prosperity to our Association, that its membership may

go on increasing in numbers and in prosperity, and that all

those dealing with us may also prosper, and continue to approve

and benefit from our Association.

Mr. M. C. Ellis, in response to the toast, spoke as follows :

Mr. Chairman, I can assure you that 1 am conscious of being

unequal to the task of doing adequate justice to the toast which

has been proposed on behalf of " Our Association.'' I feel a

good deal like the young man who fell so nervous over the fact

of his having to make an after-dinner speech, that he applied

to Dr. Johnson for advice as to how he could allay this feeling

of nervousness. The doctor replied, " Young man, get a slight

knowledge of your subject, and then when on your feet assume

an air of supreme contempt for your audience." Well, I have

a slight knowledge of the subject, but cannot assume towards

my audience an air of contempt when my feelings are quite the

contrary, so can derive no consolation from this advice. I

cannot plead ignorance of the fact of my being expected to

speak here to night, but do offer as an excuse for want of pre

paration, the lack of time or inclination, owing to my being

occupied for the past fortnight, until midnight hours, stock-

taking, an excuse which I know you business men will readily

accept. After listening to the able speeches from the two

gentlemen who have preceded me, you will perceive that lean

add little, if anything on this subject of " Our Association,"

M'hich is one of the most important upon our list this evening,

and appeals more closely to our interests here than any whi< h

>een offered, and therefore I know you Mill indulge me

whilst I attempt to add a few words in its behalf. As a mem
ber of its executive almost continually since its inception, I

take great pleasure in extending, on behalf of our membership

the heartiest welcome to our good friends from the United

States, who have come so far to join us here tonight. We
trust that the good fellowship which exists between them and

us may be indicative of the friendly feeling which should

always exists between the two greatest nations on earth, a feeling,

g ntleiiien, which is dictated by our common origin, by our

if blood, of history, and by our traditions, I I annul . on-

ceiveofany higher ambition for the statesman ineil ter country

ih in to contribute m some slight measure towards lightening

the bonds of comity ol all the English-speaking people. We
wrli oine those gentlemen f.om our midst n ho represent kindled

manufacturing enterprises, and kindred .1 sociations, and hope

on many SUl h occasions as this to meel you -ill. Il does seem

a mist opp irtunc time for us to meel and have g 1 1 heei . a

turn when we have just passed through a season pecuhatU

busy to those engaged in our business ; a time when we have
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garnered in the profits for the past yeai and arc actively en-

i in our preparations for the coming year, which, I trust

will prove a pi - one for us all
;
a time when our hearts

ar>.- nio^t susceptible of gladness, when we can lay aside our

- for a short respite and have a harvest home, as it were,

at a table where there a tor trouble, excepf it be to us

have to make speeches and to the waiters whoso well

attend to our inner wants. Gentlemen, " ( )ut Association"

has tod iv passed its filth milestone, and th'A in spite of the

many assertions freely made when we first organized, that we

should not hold togi ther forone year, VV< have held together

and passed successfully our alloted time, and bid fair to go on

as in the past Our path, I am free to admit, has not I ecu a

be 1 of roses
;
we have encountered obstacles in places whence

we expected support. We have found men who were opposed

to us and seemed to be believers in that old saying, " Every

one for himself, and the dev.l for us all," but we h ive found by

experience thai co-operation is beneficial. We are fully cogni-

zant of the fact that we cannot, by law or combination, make a

man honest in his business methods, but are persuaded that

contact with his assoi iates may tea< h him that his interests lie

in working harmoniously with his fellow tradesmen. Your

executive has been repeatedly told that members of -'Our

Association" were violating their contracts, but these charges

are rarelv backed by any substantial proof, and I am one of

those who do not believe that it can be possible that after

meeting together, forming a set of by-laws and rules and

pledging our honor as gentlemen and men of business integrity

to adhere strictly to our contracts, any member could perform

so dastardly an act as to stab his < oinpetitor in the back whilst

his hands are tied. No. gentlemen, the history of our Associa-

tion proves my contention, we have not had recourse to expul-

sion except in one single instance. We have never been com-

pelled to either enforce our by-laws, fine or suspend any of our

members, and therefore, gentlemen, our record is the besl

guarantee possible that we are living up to our obligations and

carrying out, as all honorable men should do towards one

another, our pledges of good faith. Those who violate a

solemn contract to serve a retail dealer, cannot be trusted by

that retailer ; for if he would be dishonorable in one act. he

would certainly not scruple to perpetrate another. Gentlemen,

we are in union and < on- ert of a< tion for a purpose resulting

>d alike to the manufacturer, jobber and retailer, though

I know some jobbers think that we are working for the benefit

of the manufacturer and the retailer, and we, the middle men

are not obtaining suffii ient profit to pay for distributing the man
ufacturers' product. Howei this true or otherwise, it

proves one thing, that "Our \ u is not formed for

extortion. We are sometim on whal grounds we

. the formation of "Our Association? I reply that when

any line of busines noralized thai there is little

Or no profit left in it ; when competition has become ;o ruin-

ous that employers are compelled to i ui down the wages of

iloyeea to the low ;st n >t< h, and worse than all, when

manufacturers are comp lied t" deteriorate the quality and
• of their productions in order to obtain K>me profit, it is

then, gentlemen, the wisest and onlyi ourse for those interi

to come together and pla< e their business on a more profitable

i tuntry is always m is when its indus

tries are on a basis to yield a r .
• 1 1 margin of profit, and permit

those engaged in it to pay liberal wages to those dependent

upon them for support. W sailed by some today who

declare our organization to be a trust and a combine. To

these my answer is short ; upon the closest scrutiny it will be

found we possi ol the evils of the so-called combines,

for we neither regulate production >it<r do we fix prices . and

even ifwe » d< lired, w< could not create any form of a mon

opoly in the face of unrestricted competition from the source

of supply. Gentlemen, remember one thing, that those who

are loudest in magnifying the evils of "Our Association," are

those who have some special objeel to serve and that a selfish

one. In the discussion of the merits ol various organizations,

we find, fortunately, a middle ground between the radical idea

which would sweep all associations out of existence, and the

equally dangerous one of obstinacy which would reject all

suggestions of change. All fair-minded men are satisfied that

there are evils connei ted with some trade organizations, but a

close analysis of these arguments also reveal the fact that there

are others exempt from these evils, and I think 1 have proved

"Our Association" reveals this fact in an eminent degree.

And now, gentlemen, let me say in conclusion, that if we have

accomplished no good purpose further than the banquet proves

to night by the harmonious, social and pleasant time we are

having together, that we have once and for ever obliterated that

abominable notion that because we are competitors in the same

business we must be enemies, and do all possible for each

other's downfall. I thank you lor your very kind and patient

hearing, and entertain the hope that we may live to repeat

many such happy gatherings together.

The Chairman then proposed the toast of " Sister Associa-

tions" coupling with it the name of Mr. James Ryrie, the

Secretary of the Jewelers' Security Alliance, of Canada.

Mr. Ryrie, on rising, spoke as follows :—Mr. Chairman

and gentlemen, I thank you for your invitation to be present

with you tonight, and also lor the kind manner in which you

have responded to the toast of the " Sister Associations." I

am glad to be able to tell you that so far as the Jewelers' I ,eague

is concerned, thatalthough we have as yet had no opportunity

of showing the trade just what we can do in case of an cnicr

gency, still I feel certain that should any one of our members

suffer from burglary, we would make things very hot for the

midnight mechanic who practiced upon his safe. We have a

lug- surplus in our treasury, and our arrangements with two of

the besl detective bureaus in Canada and the bulled Slate.au

such that within an hour after we were in possession of the

news of any burglary, the sleuth hounds ol justice would be m

full cry after the perpetrators. It is probably from a know

.,1 .mil a determination to hunl them down that the

burgling fraternity have made ii .i ruli to leave the cafes pro

tected by our membership card severel) alone. It is a fad

that with a membership of nearly a hundred jewelers, each of

whom has valuable goods stored in their safes, that nOl a iiicin

i ,,ur League has ever either b [larized oi had an

attempt at burglary made upon then safes our League is a

i to evil >\<> r .. and did the let. ill trade ot ( '.mad i but

properly realize how mm h protei tion is afforded bj having oui

ibership < ard hanging over th< ii afe, I am sure thai ever)

one of them wculd make haste to join it. tfoui jobbers only



TRADE c^SSMKk MARK.

MONTREAL ^a/ATGH QaSE

COMPANY.
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Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory: White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL

TO THE TRADE
In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

N. B.-We guarantee our production equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the rn?rket, includ

ing American or Swiss.
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appreciated its advantages fully, they would never lest satisfied

until everyone of their customers belonged to the organization.

Before I resume my scat I cannot but express my approval as

a member of the retail trade with the good work that has been

done by the Jobbers' Association. I consider that it is an ad-

vantage to us to have a rock bottom level price on such staple

goods as American watches, and although your organization

was no doubt primarily started with a view of benefiting your-

selves, there is no doubt but that you benefited the retail trade

as well. I have therefore a great deal of pleasure in wishing

your Association a long and successful career.

At the conclusion of Mr. Ryrie's speech, Mr. Louis Davis

favored the company with a humorous song entitled, %t As

Jluppy 'is a King" in his own inimitable style.

The next toast, " The A'oaa," was proposed by the Chair-

man with a few appropriate remarks, coupling with it the names

of Messrs. Harry Ellis, Sidney Lee, -Chas. Ellis and C. Segs-

worth. The hearty way in which this toast was received, proved

pretty conclusively that those present fully appreciated the

important position of these modern knights of the grip.

Mr. Harry Ellis was the first to respond, andspokeas follows:

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: The toast of "The Road "to

which I have the honor to respond, is one of the most impor-

tant on your list, for if it were not for the Knight of the Road,

there would be a very much different state of things in the job-

bing trade to what we see to-day. The Knight of the Crip is a

modern institution, and is not only ornamental but useful.

Old fogey houses say the Knight of the Grip is a nuisance, but

if so, they are certainly a necessary nuisance, for the wheels of

commerce would revolve out slowly indeed, were it not for the

ubiquitous Knight of the Crip. To the uninitiated, the life of a

traveller, is that of a tourist, who receives his salary and expenses

and has nothing to do but call on the retailer and enjoy himself

smoking the best Havanas, and living on the fat of the land.

The old veteran traveller who has been on the road for years,

and made a success, knows this fancy picture to be far from

the truth, he knows that his bed is not always in a bed of roses

but oftener on a station bench two or three nights a week to

catch trains ; is allowed only a few minutes to eat, and very

often has to live on two meals a day so as to make connec-

tions ; he has to swear business is good even if he has not sold

a bill in a week : he must patch up all disputes between the

houseman and the retailer, as the fault is always with the house
and the retailer is always right ; he has to change his politics to

suit the occasion being a Grit or Tory as the case requires ; he-

has to listen to all sorts of yarns, and swallow as gospel all the

retailer says. The traveller is a combination, consisting of

salesman, entry clerk, and packer, in fact he is a whole house
in himself. The duties of a jewelry traveller are more irksome
and laborious than those carrying other lines, as he has to de-

liver his goods he must make enquiries on the spot as to the

election of accounts, besides the continual worry he has in

keeping the valuable sto< k of goods he carries safe from the

Knights of the Jimmy, or other light fin_ tltry. These,
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, are only a few of the hard times

that befall the hard working Knight of the Road, and in con-
clusion, I hope that the usefulness of the Knight of the Road
will never cea

Mr. Sidney Lee said: Mr. Chairman, although a young

man, I think I can truthfully assert that I am a pretty old

traveller, and fiom a somewhat varied experience, I can say

that " The Road," as the peopie in the warehouse call it, is

not quite the soft snap that they oftentimes try to make it out.

To be successful, a traveller has to devote himself diligently

to his occupation, not only must he get up early, stay up late,

and neglect his meals in order to catch trains, but he must

exercise his brains in finding out, and carrying around with

him, the peculiarities of every one of his customers. He must

always approach a man on his " blind " side, if he does not, he

will more than likely frighten him away before he can "collar"

an order out of him. The successful traveller must be quick

to note the wants of his customers, and prompt to fill them.

He is not only the employee of the house he travels for, but

also in some measure the guardian of the interests of the jew-

eler he sells to as a matter of fact, he occupies a very peculiar

position and one of great responsibility, for on his knowledge

of human nature, and power of si/ing up individuals, depends in

a great measure the successof the house with which he is connect

ed. H is employer trusts him with thousands upon thousands of

dollars worth of valuable goods, therefore he must be a man of

integrity ; healsoenlruststo him in a largemeasure,thedispensing

of credit, therefore he must have a well balanced head ; and his

customers often depend upon him to tell them the truth about

certain goods that perhaps his house, and he himself, is desir-

ous of working off, therefore he must, above all things, be a

man of truth and honor. These are large and varied qualifica-

tions for any man to possess, and that they are possessed by

our Knights of the Road in Canada, and used with good ad-

vantage to the jobbing trade, arc facts which, I think, every

member of this Association will cheerfully admit

Mr Charlie Ellis, on being called to the floor, said :— Mi.

Chairman and gentlemen, I had no idea that I would be called

upon to say anything to-night. I am a traveller, and public-

speaking being an art in which thete has never been any money

for the house which I have represented, it has therefore been

somewhat neglected by me. No one knows better than the

jobbers present, how important in these days the traveller i->,

and what various qualifications he must possess in order toensure

success. He must have a constitution of iron, the hide of a

rhinoceros, the tongue of an angel, and last but not least, a

cheek of brass He must be all things to all men, and if he

cannot suit himself to the whims of his customers, and enter

into their notions, with at least a show of renl interest, his

order book is apt to shew such poor results, that his firm is very

apt to give him the grand bounce on his return home. The

real traveller is a hard worked man, and the jobber should

extend to him a -

3reat deal of consideration.

Mr. Charles Segsworth said Mr. Chairman and gentle-

men, I am quite taken by surprise at finding n.y name asso

« iated with so important a toast, and .is my predecessors have

pretty well covered the ground already, I will content myself

with simply thanking you for the compliment you have paid

me, and wishing that our Assoc union may have many more

re-unions as pleasant and successful as this one has certain])

been.

Tin- next to. ist was thai oi " Tfa Press, coupled with the

name <>i Mr. VV. K. McNaughi ol I m [Trader.

Mr. M( Naught in a brief e thanked them heartily
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MAX SAUNDER
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

DIAMONDS - AND - PRECIOUS - STONES

75 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

An Assortment of Mounted Goods Always on Hand. Goods

sent on Approval to Responsible Dealers.

simons BRa&~ca
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY, II

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

x*We [§0 yxs®.
MMfm

N/X. Office. 20 Maiden Lane.

Address all Orders to Factory.

oil &'613 Sansom St.. 618 cnestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

( hir Canes and Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers.
No. 57.
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for the honor they had done him in connecting his name with

BO honorable that of " The Press. I m Trader had

always been run in the interest of fair and honest trade. It

had supported the Jobbers' Assoi union in the past because it

believed, like Mr. Ryrie, that combination tor protection was a

perfei tiy praiseworthy and legitimate thing for them to do, and

as long as the Association stuck to the principles of justice

upon which it had been founded, it would deserve and

receive the hearty su| port of the journal he represented. That

"The Press" was a power in the land, no one knew better

than those present : and that they evidenced their faith by their

works, «.i> proved by the way in which the live men amongst

them had used the pages of I m Trader to post the retail

Jewelers' of Canada as to what the) kept in si d the ad-

vantages to be gained by dealing with their particular house.

Before he sat down he would like to he permuted to say a

word or two upon what he conceived io be the very foundation

stone of their Asstx iation. That stone should be "/urnor; " and

if that were wanting, their apparently fair structure would soon

crumble to pieces of its own accord. Each jobber in the

;ation had made a contract with all of the other members,

and it was necessary to its success that they should endeavor

to carry out its intent in the spirii as well as to the letter of the

agreement.

Mr. John I.. Shepherd, the firmer editor of the Keystone,

was also called upon to say a few words regarding the imp

ar.ee of "The Press. whi< h he did in his usual witty manner. He
thought that the jobbers and the retail trade ot Canada hardly

appreciated what a splendid organ they had in 'I'm TRADER,

and paid a glowing tribute to this journal and its work. Trade

journals are in Ins opinion not only the best, but also very

nun h the cheapest way in which any manufacturer or jobber

could bring his goods and business to the notice of the jewelry

tr.ide Those who had used printer's ink the most freely, were

the loudest in their praise of its t fficienC) as an aid to business

sin cess.

The Chairman in proposing " Tftt Ladies, ' said il i

shame that such an important toast should be placed it the

fool of the programme, but in order to make amend- the < ami

mittte had coupled with it the name-, of three eloquent

bachelor-,, Mi srs A. Levy, VV. E. Boyd, and F. Taggart, whom
he trusted would make ample amends for the humble position

of the toast.

In respon i Mr A. Lew said that he had nevei made .no

pretensions to speech making, and he was too old to bi

now, even though it was to < hampion siii h a deserving toasl as

that of " The Ladies." He thanked them sincerely for the

honor they had done him m considering him worthy to reply

, and for the heart) in.mm r in uhi; h !

had hien received. His friend, Mr. Boyd, was the Ladies'

man ot his firm, and he would th< r< fori delegate to thai gentle

man the task of making a suitable reply.

Mr. IV. E. Boyd, on rising -aid: Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, I have had the
|

of being pn two

former .ninii.il banquets ol this \ ociation, and in each

i< e I li lvi hi i n i ..lied upon to respond to "
I hi Lad

il is a mysti r> to mi I i I

rushed by the responsibilit) is but mildly < my
state ot , ollapse ; but in this my third attempt, I wish to b

befcx he fact ihat the unique business in which we have

the misery to be eng ildnoth ist without the great

assistance vouchsafed to it by our fair fri nds,"TheLad
Their many sterling qualities are too well known 'o be \

ich a poor authority as myself. Bui amongst other things

what can surpass them as an advertising medium tor our wares.

On their fair arms and necks our jewels are enhanced in ap-

ance a hundred fold, and this no one can deny. Our

literary friends, Messrs. McNaught and Shepherd, may take

ition to my remarks, re advertising, and claim that their

respective journals offer superior attractions, but do not heed

them. There are so many other attractive features with our

friends, "The Lad.es,' that we must even doubt such reliable

authorities. As a single man, I have not had the chance to

studv how pleasant the fan divinities can make and keep to

gether a family circle, and on this, their excelling point, my

ranee does them the greatest injustice. But 1 have the

consolation of knowing that the married members will lose

nothing by my want of knowledge, while the single ones may

easily acquire the knowledge by following in the footsteps ot

the happy Ben< diets.

Mr. L. Taggart said m response: Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, this is the first time 1 have hail the pleasure of

being present at your annual re union, and I trust it may not

be the last opportunity I shall have of enjoying myself with

you in this social way. I thank you for coupling my naim

with the toast of "The Ladies," not particular!) because I mak(

any claims to be considered a ladies' man, which 1 do not, but

because I know the sex, and thoroughly believe that they are

deserving of our respect and esteem as well as of our love.

"The Ladies" are our home makers, and were it not for their

kindly presence our firesides would lose the greatest charm

they now possess. Woman is not only our companion in

ure, but our mainstay in times of sickness and adversity,

and as one of OUi own poet's lias put it

" Oh! woman, in our hours of ease,

t ncertain, coy, ami hard to please ;

When pain and anguish wring our brow,

A ministering angel thou."

The Chairman then said : Gentlemen, before we separate,

I would like to propose the health oi a gentleman who has

filled with acceptability almost every office in oui Association,

and had it not been foi his well known modest) we should to

ird from him in response to one ol the toasts

en already given. I trusl he will not take un

kindl) my brin vard his nami in tins way, and 1 think

that you will all igree with me thai Mr. Edmund Scheuel is

well deserving of a bumper reception al oui hands.

Mr. Scl ilth was drank in a most enthusiastic

manner, after which thai gentleman in response to the con

tinned i alls foi a spei i h, laid thai he had been so completely

u i
. thai hi i

tongue I, i.i be< ome paralyzed, and

he was therefore, incapable of doing justice to then kind re

ception ol his name [n spile of this drawback, however, Mr.

s< in i
i ded in extemporizing one ol the most inn resting

speeches of the evening, a speech replete with information re

garding the jewelry trade and sparkling with wilt) sayings,

delivered in so telling a manner as to fairl) bung down the

lion

A' f Mi Si Iii uer's interestin

enl joined hands and sang " Auld Lang Syne, in a most

enthusiaslii manner, aftei which they wended then eyeral

home, eai h one feeling I
id indi ed Bpent a

thoroughl) enjoyable evenii
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This is not only the verdict, but the experience of Sir John A. himself. Our Ontario and Quebec competitors will

please note this.

We are catering for the jewelry tiade of Manitoba, the Territories and British Columbia, and for that particular trade our

Stock is Superior to any in the Dominion.

We handle the leading lines of AMERICAN AND SWISS WATCHES, -high and low priced goods. SOLID GOLD,

ROLL PLATE and GILT JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, CLOCKS, SILVER PLATE, FLAT and HOLLOW WARE,

OPTICAL GOODS, TOOLS, MATERIAL, JEWELERS' FINDINGS, etc., etc.

< >ur travellers are constantly on the road with leading Novelties.

When in Winnipeg come and see us at 523 and 525 MAIN STREET.

We will shortly remove to our New Premises, (between the Commercial Bank and the Post Office), of which due notice

will be given. • Yours truly,

W. F. DOLL.
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PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCEI.Mok.

THE DUPLEX ESCAPEMENT. CONTINUED.

(466) See that the upright or impulse teeth do not rub on

the under side of the third wheel. Bring them as near together

as their end shakes will allow, and try. See if the third wheel

is true in the tlat. If not, test as above, at the part which

comes nearest to the teeth. If they can touch, take out the

wheel and true it up. If the upper ends of the impulse teeth

run very close to the third wheel, it is well to raise that, by

springing up all the arms a little Turn the movement over

and see that the upright teeth don't rub in the groove in the

bo torn of the bridge. Try if they work properly on the pallet

in any condition of the end shakes
; if they are upright, and

their front corners are whole and sharp. Sometimes the corners

are < ut or worn off where the finger strikes on them. The

effect of this would be to lessen the lift on the worn part, as

the tooth would not reach the finger so soon and would pass off

sooner ihan if the sound corners were in action, Another fault

is the having of different degrees of impulse lifting in different

positions of the wat< h, according as the variations in the end

shakes brought the worn or sound parts into contact, and render-

ing a close regulation impossible.

^467) The cause of the wear is that the front faces of the

teeth are too mu'h inclined, so that the corner strikes on the

finger. The inclination should be such that, when the two

come into contact, the front lace of the tooth should be par-

allel with the acting face of the finger, removing any danger of

(iming either piece by the shock. As the vibration of the

balance continues, the change of positions will cause the corner

only to press on the linger, thus, lessening the surfaces in con

tact during the actual giving of the impulse. Sometimes this

trouble arises from the tooth having too far to drop, causing

the corner to strike it ; while, if the drop had been less, the

tooth would have reached the finger while its face was more

inclined and the acting surfaces parallel. The remedy for this

would be to move the finger around on the staff, to point more

away from the roller notch. The proper amount of " drop"

will be given in a subsequent section. But if the acting faces

are already parallel at the moment of contact, the cause is

probably a roughness of the finger, the face of which should be

U rupulously smooth and polished.

1 468; The best remedy for such worn teeth is, of course, a

new wheel, if the wear is serious. Next, when possible, is to

adjust the end shakes so as to 1 online the actum of the finger

to the sound portions of the teeth, if this can be done without

limiting the shakes too closely ; for a positive and clearly

perceptible end shake must always be allowed to every pirt,

and in any escapement. If this cannot be done, and the wear

ght, dress off the outSides of the teeth uniformly, being
'

il not to take any more off the worn part, but only bung

the rest down to it. When the amount of drop is correi t. but

the front faces of the teeth are too much inclined, this dressing

down of the teeth can be done on their front faces instead of

outsides, seizing the opportunity at the same nine to both sharp

en the corners and correct the inclination. 1 tone in either way,

the lift will be less than it was when the teeth were sound, but

it will be the same in all positions of the watch, and, if sufficient

to give the balance a good motion, it will answer. The corners

of the teeth need not be brought to a perfectly sharp edge, but

they should not be left too blunt, or the point of the finger may

be liable to catch on it. The same remark applies to the shape

of the finger point. When the motion of the balance is de-

ficient, after the teeth are dressed down uniformly, the only-

remedy is a new wheel or a longer impulse finger. Sometimes

however a lack of motion is caused by the roller jewel being

loose on the staff. To try this, put a blunt brass point in the

notch, and try if the jewel can move either way, using the eye

glass. If it is in the least degree loose, it must be fastened

before proceeding further. The proper way to do so will be

given in the section on selecting a roller.

(469) Another cause for want of motion is in a lack of

freedom of the repose teeth in the roller notch. To test this*

let the balance be perfectly free from any pressure from the

mainspring, e.ther by letting that down, or by putting a bristle

into the fourth wheel. Hold the movement so that the balance

will fall away from the escape wheel, and then towards it, and

cause it to vibrate in each position. If the motion is equally

free in both, the tooth is probably free in the notch ; but not

if it vibrates more freel/ or longer in the former position. If

there is any doubt, remove the escape wheel. The length of

time the balance keeps moving, (after starting with the same

extent of vibration in each case,) before coming to rest, com-

pared with the time in the same positions with the escape wheel

in its place, will show whether the want of motion or freedom

was caused by friction of the teeth in the roller, or imperfect

fitting of the balance pivots, etc.

(470) Another way to test the freedom of the teeth in the

notch, -easier, and very delicate—may be tried without taking

the movement apart. Wind the mainspring, move the balance

back till the notch has passed beyond the tooth, then rest your

oiling-wire or bristle against the front side of one of the balance

arms, and slowly move it along. The arm will follow it till

some obstruction occurs, when it will stop, while the wire is

moved away fiom it. This stoppage is more common just as

the repose tooth is entering or leaving the notch, and shows

either a notch too narrow, or the points of the tooth too blunt.

Sometimes the points are thin enough, but their sharp edge is

not parallel with the line of the notch ; the top of the tooth

touches one side of the notch, and the bottom the other. The

point or edge of the tooth should be vertical to the plane of

the wheel ; then, if the wheel and balance are upright, the tooth

and the notch will be parallel ; and if the points of the teeth

are thin, they should enter and leave the notch without catching.

If the\ do not it shows a notch too narrow. The only way for

most workmen to remedy this is to lit in a roller having a wider

notch. If the catching is very slight, the points of the teeth

may be founded, or the corners taken off, making the points

round instead of square-edged, with a fine pivot burnisher,

never with a file, as the teeth must not be shortened, nor even

sharpened too nun h. How to make a notch wider will be

explained in the series of articles on the lathe. Those who
decide to allei the roller, if not fully " up" in jewel working,

should only round off the Left lip of the not< h a very little more,

whii h will give freedom to the tooth both m entering and leav

ing. The right or acting lip should never be touched by the

workman, unless he can restore the polish equal to new.
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SOMETHING NEW.
The American Watch Case Co. of Toronto , have just

placed upon the market the following New Cases, to which
they ask the special attention of the Jewelry trade as being
the best Low Priced Goods of the kind ever offered in the
United States or Canada,

PATENT SCREW CASE.

This Case has Screw Back and Bezel, and will fit either

Pendant or Lever Set Movements. It is made in 10 K. and
14 K. Cold Filled, and also in Sterling Silver.

The " NEVADA" Silver Case weighs a little over 2 ozs.,

and can be had cither Plain Polished, or Engraved as shown in

above cut. They are made of Solid Coin Silver throughout,

and every Case contains our well-known trade mark of the

Maltese Cross.

The " FORTUNE," 10 K. Gold Filled Case is of the

same pattern, and is made of two plates of 10 K. Cold over-

laving a plate, of composition metal, has a Solid Cold Bow, and

will wear for 15 years.

We guarantee this case to contain at least 20 per cent.

more gold than any similar case imported into Canada.

The "CRUSADER," 14 K. Gold Filled Case is also

of the same pattern, ll is made oft,wo plates of 14 K. Gold

overlaying a plate of composition metal, and will wear for 21

years.

THE BASSINE " N.P." CASE.

This Case has Jointed Bezel, Cap, and Back, and is made

of Solid Coin Silver with Albata Cap.

It is made in Open Face only, can be had in either Key

or Stem Wind, and is the best value Watch Case ever offered

to the trade of this country.

Every one of these Cases has our well-known Trade

Mark of the Maltese Cross, and like all other goods of our

manufacture, is guaranteed by our Company no matter by

whom sold.

'I be above Cases arc now in the hands ol the Jobbing trade-, so sec to it when their travellers call upon

you thai you gel a chance to examine the Samples. It will pay you !
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Editorial Notes.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada ":'M oblige the Editor by sanding into this office fot

u in these notes any items of news pertaining to ihe Jewelry business that

I to the Trade generally.

.\~- n, jeweler, <>f Cornwall, has ass.

in trust, for the hem-tit of hie credil

On Mr. Johnston M I eler.of Tara,

died last month of 1

Mr. Jakes K. G if G , Winnipeg, Man., last month

put in a ten day th his p treats on his return from New 1 ork.

.J. ii\i d mi M SI Sheridan, one of tin-

most oelebrated of American diamond Bwindlere

died in a. Montreal prison last month while serving out hissentei

A Robber Pujosh] E Howard, who pleaded guilt] to partici

pating in the robbery of M. A Paj ; St. 1 h

few wi teen months in the Cenl ral

Prison.

Assign] d. Thecreditors of Emile Waldt, jeweler, King Street East,

Toronto, met in Griffith, Sawle & Co.'s office, on the 13tb February,

and ordered the winding up of the estate, and the stock « ill be sold as

soon as possible. The liabilities are 12,0 and assets SI,950

Mi:. Sunn i. Myers, Jeweler, of Notre Dame Street, Montreal, had

• ire and stock badly damaged bj the fire which broke out in the

Balmoral Hotel Block List month. His loss will amount to about

i. which we are glad to say was fully covered bj

Asoinn: Aur.i.si. .lames Miller who was arrested last month ill

Hamilton, rant, has been identified by Chief Fewings, of St.

Thomas, as the man wanted for the jewelry robbi rj there on the 150th

of last month Miller was taken there for the purpose of 8< mding his

trial.

Tin Atjboba Watch Co. It is now understood that Mr (has. D.

of the Hampden Company, has completed the purchase of the

entire plant, etc.. of the Aurora Watch Co. for the ,11111 of flOO 000, on

the understanding that it will still continue I ted in the town

of Aurora.

Fun . - We are sorry to see by our exchanges thai Messrs A. <
>'

I >< -II

and L, Dnpuy, jewelers, of Sherl Que. weredamaged L\ the

tire which occurred in that city on 25th January \\ 1

that their losses may not ix so si rious as reported in the papers, and

that they were l«>th fulK covered by insurance.

1 w. Meeting 01 mi Hampden Co The stockholders of the

Hampden Watch Compan) held their annual meeting last month, ami

elected John C Dneber president, in plao of 1 harles D. Rood, who
formerly president and ti ind who was re eld ted trea-

md director An at. dividend was declared and paid

and the Compat ited to be in a verj prosperou - cod

ilition

Rioh 1 ¥01 \ Montreal 1 it is that

publii ' on will he disappointed if thi i okir \*
I

al currency ' 'I'm Trader has always advocated

u national currency, and no mat'' .-incut tin- Bankers

and t he < i hould see that ill flit me
dial I be onl) om Bet of hi I Is issued instead of the thirl

\ rial ion 1 ild do much to • '
1 1 mr <

into a nat ion

I , 1,1 Returns. We 1 I Mi Edgai A. Wills, the inde

ronto Board of Trade, foi a copy of the

Annual Reportof that institution for thi btle volume

1 j thinking mi n h nt, and we

tily recommend ' of it to every one of who
...

of the costly building no e Board, h 1 hey

occupj befoi 1
t he end of 1 hi 1

The Jewelers' Circular With the February is-»ue of the New
York

' -in n. 1! cut. is upon the I -sect
j

of its existence h-. ,• of unbroken success, and it

is without doubt easily at thi

I from a purely technics int. We look upon thi

of our best and most reliable exchanges, and we trust that

it in. 1

.

npy its honored pi lest and in many re-

iurnal on tl E Ami rica if not in

I

\ Si ce for Gold An exel I
•• \ I lirmingham

metal thai Uj be distinguished from gold,

prei 18 metal ill all be hainiiiei ed

and dl a ring surface 1 1 is

1 compound, and gains it- L col >i from the ai tion of a chemi-

cal 1 1 cs n b made for : and ma
1 -.ten

si\el\ in the manufacture of cheap jewelry." In our inion any

metal that has all the qualifications this one is commonly reported to

pos-ess, will l" i and nothing else.

\ Canadian Mint. Senatoi Mclnnes last month gave notice of the

following resolution in the Senate of Canada: "That in the opinion

of this House mi view of th i

|
In. t ion and exportation of gold

ami silver, the increasing population the high finam ial stand mil; and

commercial importance of Canada), it is both desirable and , spedient

that the Government si id immediately pass a coinage Act and 1

tahlish a mint." We cannot Bee why Canada should not have a mint

of her own Such an institution would not only he helpful to our

Hanks but to our jewe'.ry trade

Something Worth Having. We ask the attentii f our readers

to the a tncement of Mr I

'. Scheuer, on another page of this issue,

by winch t hc\ will see that he offers them, al a very low price, one of

the most useful articL thai a retail jeweler can have about him.

They an d in the United States, and highly recom

mended by thos,- ha\e given them a trial, and we have no doubt but

that the Canadian trade will take as kindly to them, and find them all

that t In \ are said to be. If you do not ^et a chance to \isit Mr.

Scheuer's warehouse to see them personally, a three-cent -tamp will

pay the postage on a big enough letter to order one.

Extraordinary Ti: w i llino While the American papers are going

into ecstacies ovei the fact thai the young lady journalists have cir

cui tvigated the woi Id in li a than 80 days, a Canadian retail jeweler,

Mr. .1.11 Gunther, of Listowel, has hit upon a happy expedient of

seiidin of] omei I10 1 in to avail themselves of it, on a

simile 1 1 in le than half an hour. This he

accomplishes by mei I in elegantly Lithographed series of views of

the most prominent cities in the various countries of the world, that

In- presents to his - .and which not only form an arte. tic

nir. hut Bcrve the double purpose of advertising the enterpi

ler who presents t hem.

Removai In our last issue we inadvertantly created the impre

sion that Me 1 W. F. Tasker & Co bad sold out their entin busi

Ryrie Bros. II cor eel a 1 1 rdy sold

out the part ol their stock suitable to the retail trade to that arm and

have removed the balance ot tl 'I Colborne St., Toronto
where they propose to carry on an exclusively wholesale business

in cutlery, electroplated tlat and hollow u arc, and other goods oi a

kindred nature. These gentlemen have had a long experience with

this class of goods, ami as they hold the agi ni ies of - ol the 1

and 1. .11 England and tin 1 S they hould have no troubli

111 liiakln -
i'l hi

Withdrawn from phi Association The III
1 Watch Company

Km from the 1 nited stat. \ ociation of Jobbers, will

then- vements through special jobbers In all

parts of that country. The Company has just placed upon th.- mai
1 for d livery, 1 ntirely new [el open face

I mint It lit Inn e cap, ,,,, ,,| ., M ,|

ered by 1 bai rel bi idge « hich : he watchmaker
t lily re ve the barrel and repaii or put in a new mainspring
Inn!....... to thi Company Canadian tradi they havi not yet fully
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BUY THE BEST.
The HampdenWatch

EXCEL ALL WATCHES
' W TOP

OTHERS

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

The Largest Establishment

facture of Watches are the

WATCH CO. & THE DUEBER WATCH

on the Globe for the manu-

factories of THE HAMPDEN

CASE MFG. CO., at Canton, O

MORE THAN TWO MILLION Watch Movements and Watch Cases, manufactured by these Companies, are now in the
pockets of the people, and all having one in their possession may rest assured that they have the very best Watch made.

Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

LONDON, ONT. HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG
Bank of Commerce Building, LONDON

;.l CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT FOR THF SALE OF THE CELEBRATED

DUEBEE G-OLD-FILLED CASES

"THE BEST IN THE WORLD,"
CONTAINS MORE GOLD THAN ANY OTHER SO CALLED FILLED CASE IN THE MARKET, AND COMBINES IN

ITS CONSTRUCTION ALL THE LATEST PATENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF
ANY VALUE IN THE ART OF WATCH CASE MAKING.

r v*. X\

irr-T

" THE WORLD'S WATCH CHSE."
The Dueber Silverine 3 oz. 0. F. Bassine, Key and Stem Wind re lusad to 95e. each A perfect fac-simile of the celebrated

Dueber Coin Silver Watch Case. Color, finish and durability superior to all others. Send for samples

and New Dueber-Hampden Price List.

BUY THE BEST. THE DUEBER CASES.
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THE TORONTO SILVER PLATE COJ
sfijr fir

A New Discovery in Precious Metals.

TBA
MARK. ;

TORONTO SILVER TLATE CO. }
SIL™*

AL _

These Spoons and Forks are Guaranteed Solid Metal, and Durable as Sterling Silver.

SILVER METAL.

POONS, FORKS, LADLES, Etc., made of this new metal are superior to Sterling Silver in point of non-tarnishing, and

equal to Solid Silver for durability, and at one-fifth the cost.

For Hotels, Restaurants and Family use, Silver Metal Table Ware is without a parallel.

As there is no plate to wear off, any silver powder, polish, chalk or electroinc can be used to clean them. The more

they are cleaned the whiter and more beautiful they become.

Do not confound Silver Metal with the varieties of Nickel Silver imposed on the market. We claim for them no

relation. This wonderful discovery is controlled by us, and we sell no metal except made into Spoons, Forks, etc. All genuine

METAL.

E. G. GOODERHAM, J. C. COPP,
Manager. Sec-Treas.

JOtb.

TORONTO^ CANADA
xwr
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decided whether the) will open an agenc) in Toronto 01 sel] direct

to the retail trade from the factory at Springfield [neithei ca

propose to make an effort tor a big increase in their Canadian business.

New Watch* ism. During the past month the American Watch
1 Company, of B7 Adelaide St West i, have placed in the

ban. Is of the jobbing trade three new cases, which for workmanship

and value, surpass anything eve made in the United Sts kda.

They are a new 2 • </. Bilver a and back case made so as to

either lever or pendant set movements, a new Bilver open

k \ and b1 i wind case, jointsd bezel and back, solid gold centre,

called the N P., and last, but not least, a new 10k filled gold screw

back and bezel dust proof case made like the silver one above, to lit

either pendant or levi t Bet movements. These cases are the cheapest

and !>• >r the mom y i ver made bj the American w

Company, or an) other < pany in America, and) ver) retailer shou 1.1

ask the jobber from whom he purchases hi- 3bow him the

samples.

Hampden Movements. In a letter received last week from Mr W.

A. Xoung, the Canadian agent of the Dneber-Hampdeu Company, that

gentleman says, "The Hampden Watoh Co. have brought out a new

e nickel movement, fifteen jeweled, 6 e% el hairspring adjusted,

etc , and guaranteed to be ' the best timekeeper in the world for the

price ' These movements are delivi n d to the t rade in silverine sk< le

ton oases without extra charge. This movement i> named the 'John

('. Dueber. 1 The output "I Hampden watches will this year be

brought up to nearlj l 000 per day, and when this increase is eff« ted

I t i-ii -t to have no difficult) in giving the Canadian trade all of these

ments that the) can use, a thing that, thanks to the publicity

given them through the columns "!' The Tram b, I have hitheii

unable to do
"

•l i m ! i i- Section oi che Board oi Tradi . A new trade section

was last month formed in connection with the Toronto Board of Trade,

the Jewelry and Silversmiths1

Section, and held its first meeting a few

days later in order to elect officers foi the coming year. Fifteen firms

were n presented, and nthi rs are expected BOOH to join The by laws

for the guidance of the section were submitted and approved of, and

the iluts of presenting them for the approval "f the Council was rele-

gated to Mr. W. K. BicNaught, tin representative of the section at

luncil Hoard. 'I'h' executive of the section was then elected as

follow M I I. lis. J. C. Copp, E 3i iener,W.K McNa
and T. II. Lee. A meeting was then held of the executive, and Mr. E.

Bcheuer was elected chairman. Mr. J. C. Copp deput) chairman and

Mr. Edgar A Wills, secretary treasurer.

Ki.ois Watches. In a recent interview with tl

pondent of the Keyttom . Mr. \sers . the President of the Elgin Watch
< Company, said regarding the trade outlook :

" We haw increased our

productive capacit) to l Too movements per diem and I expect ver)

shortly to reach 1,800 81 II we cannot begin to fill our orders I

think we could dispose ol ovement we make, without placing

one in the United States. American movements are becoming

popular in England and her Colonies and in fact all ovej Europe l

hear very encouraging re] prospects in ever) section

of the Country, and I think th. ndili f

continue. This is certainl) a wonderful show-

ing, and speaks volumes for the qualit) of the Elgin movemi

No I ( I 1.1 MM.', I-. I I -.
I los VI.. — Till It'.llrlt 1 1 i.l I III It- I I t I

" Our esteemed contemporar) the Toronto 1 in it

on Gold,' which it credits to the London
Watehauiker, / weler and lilvertmith. This

ally appeared in th< umber of The Watch Dial. '•

dian monthly also copies from our columns, and dul) credits thi

citing story of Daniel Fosque, the [nvisibh 3 ' Paris,' which
printed in our issue of Septembei last." Tm Trader has

always a-: ted upon the principle of umne honor to those who di

it, provided they can find out to whom it res [fall of oar
American contemporaries would onl) get into the habit of separating

their original from then- contributed matter, and proper!) crediting

the latter, we do not think that any of them Would again h I

i ai nt on the above score against this join

l-'u;i The premises of Mr. 11 Ellis, wholesale jeweler, of 10 Wei

lington St. West, were badh d b) fire abc

ig of the 13th February. Mr Ellis had \v

consignments of Ajnerioan jewelry, which hi

preparator) to packing his trunks for atrip on the road Unfortu

natch for himself these g Is were all left outside of lii - \ an It during

the time he was compelled to be absent for supper, and on Ins return,

he found the |'i> mises wrapped in dames, and the firen

level best to save the building The premises weri completel) gutted,

and the result, so far as Mi EUis teemed, was the total loss of

everything outside of his vault. Tl I ocl and fixtures will not

be less than fr 87,000 to $8,000 but this we arc glad to sa) will be

fully Covered hy insurance Mi. Ellis i d up

again, and in a few days will h ver to do busi

1IC-.S

A Supposed Burglar Captured. Gilbert Skeats, 134 Fork street,

Toronto, who nine years ago was bartender at the Queen's Hotel in

this city, was arrested b) Detective John Cuddy, on a cha rge of being

concerned in the late Montreal jewelr) robber) On the 20th Jan., W.
S. Walker's jewelry store at Montreal was robbed of #5,00 worth of

jewelry, diamonds, etc A man, who gavi hi a; i James Martin,

was arrested the same evening and sent to
i

bentiar) for fourteen

years. Sergeant Detective Reburn, of this city, found a diamond ring in

the p>. of a certain King Street merchant and identified it as

one of the rings stolen at Montreal. The merchant at se told how
he came to possess the ring, stating that be had purchased it for a round

sum from Skeats. After Skeats had been arrested he denied having

sold the ring, hut when ltehurn produced the article t he prisoner weak-

ened and admitted t lie -^a h . hut refused to tell how o came into his

possession. He was then locked up and a tele-ram sent to the .Mont-

real authorities.

A Ci.osi Call The premises of Mr Ed d Schcuer, wholesale

jeweler, had a ver) narrow e -ca p. t ron i destruction b) fire on the night

of the 20th Februar) About one o'clock at night Mi Scheuer was

aroused from his slumbers b) a messenger with a hack who informed

him that his warehouse w as on lire, when he at once hurried down

town to find to his relief that although there was a terrific lire raging.

it was not in his premises hut m bhosi of the Gendron Mf'g Co. next

dour After herculean efforts on the part ol thi B ei bhe flames

were siihdiled. hut not before that Company had Buffered a loss to the

,,1' a i least ~'J(MiilO ( in i readi rs will be glad to learn that with

the exception of a Blight wetting ol ni ofri I walls b) water. Mr.

Scheuei bad no lo whatever, and lii-
I m againsl the insur

ance companies in full for 8200 Within a E< lioura aftei the fire

was extinguished. Mr. Scheuer had hi-, pi I up Igain and

business running along as usual. It was certainl) a el. is,' ,

-all.

S i mi. A soi in r Frai . lit he lire fiend ha

the whole tale jewelery trade of 1 q1 el) de

ceitful. Mr. I-'. Guntl wn a block of threi brii b '.-.a rehousi 'in

ated on the corner of Melinda and Jordan Strei y, and

about four o'clock on Thui da) mori ;, 20th Februar) the middle

one v red to be afire Dh< Harm had gained considerable

beadwa) befon tl" alarm ws and although tie firebri

on its arrival soon subdued them, t nlding and stock

will probabl) not tall fai norl of 820,00.1. Fortunatel) foi Mr.

h the wat.i , .me pouring down into Ins

a a rehou ie it was pi in his pri

I \ t v feet furtl ver and the «

a

i I bave

damaj worl b of material M
i Gunther's own

I be) I t he shot i t ime i

rid of I I
ried i >ut , 1 1

is losi t he building is

fulls cos, -red b) insure act

As i Decibio ^. Cleveland, Ohio, U. 8. despatch says

I ,
\|. \| alien it of < Ints ;e W. Mc

M alien, of HIin linsl Samuel -l Ritohii of

ohm, in the United States disl k t Court, to oompel hin

tam bond ived from them Thi - d. gired I

lent obtained in an ( Int I here

'I he d. fi ni < d. in id on the ground I t obtained
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EVERYONE KNOWS
THAT

P. W. ELLIS & CO.
LEAD FOR

STANDARD of QUALITY in Watch Materials, Tools, GENERAL SUPPLIES,

Sundries, Findings, etc.

We are constantly devising and perfecting our mode of keeping and handling our stock in this class of goods. We are

enabled by our present method of selecting and facilities for shipping materials, to give satisfaction in accuracy and promptness.

GENUINE AMERICAN WATCH MATERIALS

We do not in any case supply imitation goods of any kind and bill it as genuine.

We want every Watchmaker, Jeweler, Engraver, Journeyman and Apprentice who have any kind of manufacturing or

repairing to do, to know and have reason to remember our address. We have every class of Tools and Materials used at the

Watchmaker's or Jeweler's work bench.

WE HAVE OUR LATHES AND TOOLS RECOMMENDED BY HUNDREDS.

WHITCOMB and Webster-Whitcomb LATHES.

Please take particular notice : In neaily every case orders are filled by return, our prices are right, we are known to be

particularly accurate. We go to great pains to explain to workmen who may not be fully posted on technical descriptions, and

whose orders are therefore not clear, and we have special consideration for the sensibilities of such.

An evidence that Watchmakers in Canada realize the advantag'c of buying from us is proved by the steady increase of

trade and of the number of new names signed to orders received daily.

In every case, when ordering any class of goods from our house, please state exactly what is required. Alleged errors

fr< qui ml\ 01 ' ur because goods and materials are not sufficiently described.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., - TORONTO, ONT.
31 WELLINGTON ST. EAST AND 40 FRONT ST. EAST.

NOTE OUR JEWELRY DEPT. AD. ON PAGE 2 OF COVER,
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foreign court where the judge did not pass upon the merits of the case,

although appearance was entered, was not conclusive in courts in the

Doited States. .Indue Ricks heard the arguments on the demurrer
to-day, and held thai a judgment obtained in a foreign courl of juris

diction was binding in the United States courts, the Bame a^ if the

judgment bad been obtained in courts of competent jurisdiction in

Btates .if the union This decision is extremelj important to creditors

having account- against merchants who have skipped across the line

in order to avoid the payment of their debts. These gentlemen will

not now find their position bo Becure as thej had formerly imagined it

to be

Hyxxmeal. Eieferring to the marriage of Mr. Richard Russell, the

well-known jewelry traveller of Levj Brother-, of Hamilton, the

Montreal Gazette of the 1st February, ha- the followingto saj in r« f< t

ence to the ceremoii\ : " Shortly after -i\ o'clock on Saturday evening

last, a pleasant event occurreil. in the marriage of Miss Isabel < lertrude

Harris, second daughter of Mr. II. V. Harris, of St Lambert, Mon
trial, and Mr Richard Russell, jr., of Hamilton, Ont The man
took place at the Church of St. -lames the Apostle. The centre of the

church was filled with friend- of the bride The wedding gown was

of white brocade satin, court train, over petticoat of white silk, and

trimmed with white lace: tulle veil, wreath of orange blossoms and

bouquet of white roses. The bridesmaids were Mi-- Harte, Miss Kate

Bmardon (Three Rivers), and Miss Maggie Bourne, of St. Lambert

The gentlemen who attended the groom were Mr. Thos. -I Darling,

Mr. F. Bourne and Mr George Darling The ceremony was performed

by the Rev. Canon Ellegood The choir assisted with full choir ser-

vice." The Tbadeb joins with Mr. Russell's myriad of friends

throughout the jewelry trade of Canada in wishing him and his bride

lout; life, prosperity and happiness.

A Swindles Punished.—An American traveller, named Chas.

Besser, was arrested in Montreal last month on B suspicion of having

!«.»

brought into Canada a lot of stolen property . consisting of diamonds,

jewelrj and watches. Detective Robertson, of the Montreal force,

was commissioned to work up the case, and after a good deal of

raphing to and from the leading cities of the I nited states, he

received a de-patch from Messrs. Cohen & Co., 245 Broadway, New
York, saying that thej were interested iii the prisoner Besser and

thai a representative of the firm would leave al one, fo] Montreal.

Mr. 1. Krug, • of the partners came to Montreal, and. being taken

to the jail, had no difficulty in recognizing Ins man. Charles Bi

aliat Schwartz, was it appears, acting as traveller for Cohen <S Co.,

when about a month ago he disappeared, taking with him b tween

two and three thousand dollars worth of Valuable jewelry His family

live in New York, and are represented to be very respectable people.

Mi, prisoner was tried, found guilty and sentenced to six nths'

imprisonment in the common jail with hard labor. The goods will be

given up to Cohen & Co by the authorities a- soon as the customary

formal it ies aie complied with.

English Enterprise On Saturday, January 11th, a notable inci

dent occurred in the history of English watchmaking which goes far

to prove thai there's life in the old land yet !" We refer to the

opening by Lord Derby of the new works of the Lancashire Watch
Company, at Preston, Taking a leaf out of the American Compam 's

book, the projectors of this Company have consolidated a lot of small

and financially weak concerns int te large aggregation, which pro

poses to manufacture watches by machinery upon a I a rue scale, exact I \

the same as is done in the best American factories. The buildings

just opened are but the nucleus of a series of projected buildings, which

when completed will have a capacity of 3,000 hands At the opening

the number of hands employed was about 500, but this number is to

bi augmented just as soon us the buildings and machinery can be

constructed. As this enterprise may fai 1\ he said to be the first, tlnn-

of its kind ever fairly tried in England on a large enough scale, or

FOR TIME, APPEARANCE AND GENERAL SATISFACTION,

.the.
/ // /////'/////////////////////// / / / / / / / / /

Waterbury Watch
/ / / / / /

/

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

Is UNEQUALED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

There is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself
why you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove

a boomerang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make
a friend of him or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our
Catalogue showing different Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.
81 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT
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A NEW LINE FOR THE TRADE

B 1 INLAID SILVER i

SPOONS AND FORKS

NEXT IN DURABILITY TO STERLING SILVER.

The above cut represents our goods before plating, which in process of manufacture have a portion of the metal cut out

where they rest on the table. The cavity thus made is FILLED WITH SOLID SILVER. After plating, the filling is

not visible. This effectually overcomes the great objection heretofore found in Plated Forks and Spoons.

Our goods are all made of eighteen per cent. Nickel Silver, filled at points of rest with Pure Silver, and then plated with

8 oz. plate, being twice the amount of silver deposited on the regular A i goods. The life of an ordinary Plated Tea Spoon

is about five years. We guarantee our goods absolutely to wear twenty years.

SUBJECT TO THE REGULAR

TRADE DISCOUNTS.

Every piece bears this stamp : INLAID SILVER, PATD.

( lOods are packed up in satin-lined rack boxes of one dozen. Guarantee enclosed in each box. Manufactured in Canada

under Warner's patents by the Inlaid Silver Company, Toronto.

For sale by the leading jobbers of plated ware. Should your jobber not have them in stock, write direct to

TEA SPOONS, $6.50 LIST.

DESSERT " 1100 "

TABLE 13.00 "

DESSERT FORKS, 11.00

MEDIUM 13.00

THE INLAID SILVER COY TORONTO.
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witli sufficient capital unci be* give it a cl - we

heartily wish il bj the tone of the speeches at its

opening i' I that some such movement must be inaugurated

if the English watchmaker is to remain in England and work at his

old trade. We trust that it ma} have the effect anticipated of giving

the English mechanic stead) employment at a much better rate of

in he has hitherto enjoj ed.

Launching Oui -
I

- irei Company, of this city, have

just concluded the purchase of the building formerly used bj l; S.

Williams d I i piano factor] on Hayter St . Toronto, and pro

pose to remove their business there as soon

can be made, which will probabl) be about the end of June The new

premises have 1
1"' feet frontage, by 4<i feet in depth, and are six stories

high. Power will be furnished bj an improved Corliss engine of

Beventy-five horse power, for which steam is to be furnished by a one

hundred horse power steel holler. The Acme Company have recent l\

added to their plant an improved hydraulic press, capable of exerting

a pressure of one hundred and fifty tons to the square inch, and with

the addition of this and other machinery now in process of construe

tion, they think that they will have one, of the best equipped factories

in America. When our readers call to mind that six years ago this

Com pal i\ started in on Church Street in a one story building with only

eight employees, and very little machinery, and now see the establish

meiit and equipment they now run. they must confess that agreai deal

of energy and hard work has been expended iii bringing the business

to its present high-water ii. ark Not only does the Compan) do ;i

large and ever-increasing business in Canada, hut the) are slowly

building up an export trade, and now ship g Is direct to England,

the West Indies. New Zealand and Australia.

Dabxno Attempt it Burglary.—The jewelr) stores m the cit) of

Mom* to have had particular attraction for the burgling fra-

ternity of late, there having been several successful and unsuccessful

attempts to roh this class of tradespeople during the past month At

half past two o'clock on the morning of the Kith February, watchman

st. while passing the jewelry store of Mr. Scot t. 1561 St. Cath

erine Street, saw the form of a man < rouching by the door of the large

safe and quite unconcernedly boring a hole through the heav) door

The watchman immediatel) ran to the rear of the premises, seeing

that entrance to the store ha. I been gained that waj . He encounl red

two of the fellows outside the window, and drawing his baton, dealt

ana after the other severe blows, finally knocking them into an exca

ration immediatel) behind the store He now turned Ins attention io

the fellow who was all this t line boring aw a\ at the safe door The

constable was about to crawl in through the window when this daring

fellow heard him, and with one hound jumped through the plat.

door, hut not before receiving a blow from the aforesaid baton. The

Watchman went in pursuit. He found Ins two assailants had craw led

away, and the third by this time was at a safe distance. About an

hour afterward tin- same watchman, while on patrol,
J pedon a man

whom he took to he one of those connected with the burglar) His

name wa- Cot. lie was taken to the police station. < I Io the

amount of |100 -•• " stolen, hut h.nl the safe hen opened the rohheiv

would have been mo it contained 17,000 in money and

Thb Lovdon (Enolaicd) Jewblbb Aim SiIiVebsihth dot i. 'ii' honor

ton publish our remarks ipon the reasons wh) the jewelr) trade of

I la prefer to bu) their goods elsewhere than in the dear old land

which we are all ho proud of The pith of the reason wi

that English manufacturer would not make thl

wanted. Commenting upon tin-, our esteemed contempoi

"If out readers will refer to the article in question, from which on

teemed contemporai "-ill lee that wi I tin

1 want of adaptabilit) on thi part of homemano
suppositious ah. for a falling off in oi ill of

our trade with ' the otbei tnd the chief I

1 failure on thi .dish manufacturers to keep the Cole

informed of what the] were doing and of so educating the < ol

taste up to the hom< I .... of keeping English st\|ps,

in tin- front place m ( lolonial n etc

In regard to thl '> that 00

thoroughly posted about the Englisl jewelr) . the troubli

has been that they did not suit our Colonial tastes, and whilt iui I

lish brothers were trj ing to educate us up to their standard our Yankee

ts were quietly supplying us with the exact articles we desired.

What the English manufacturers want to do. is not s,, much to expend

Y and moue) in educating our vitiated Colonial taste, as to give

us exactl] what our people want When the) gel over the edui

fever and get the idea through their heads that we really know just

what kind of e,„„|s we want, then half the battle will have been won

for there is not tie- slightest doubt that England can still manufacture

a great many lines of jewelr) cheaper than the same goods ci

made in the 1 inti.i Stal f course Canadian , like everybod)

e desirous of purchasing in the cheapest market

Workshop Notes.
The best method of cleansing watchmakers' and jewelers' brushes,

is to wash them out in strong soda water. When the backs are wood,

you must favor that part as much as possible, for, being glued, ihe

water may injure them.

A (loon black lacquer to put on opera and held glasses may be

obtaintd by making a strong solution of nitrate of silver in one dish,

and of nitrate of copper in another. Mix the two togeth r. and plunge

the brass into it. Now heat tke brass evenly till the required degree

of dead blackness is obtained

METALLIC surfaces may be gilt by rubbing in the following mixture

Chloride of gold dissolved in pure water 36 parts, mixed with a solution

of c>anide of potassium, (poisonous) 00 parts, in pure water, shake well

and set by for 15 miDUtes, then filter. This liquor is thickened with a

powder composed of prepared chalk 100 parts, cream of tartar 5 parts.

A bright gloss may be put 00 mother of p.-arl article b) going

over them with pumice stone finely powdered, washed to separate the

impurities and dirt, with which polish very smooth ; then apply putty

powder and water by a rubber, whi h will produce a line gloss and

goad color. Vienna lime is Likewise used, but the hnish is pro luced by

experienced skill rather than any special ingredients.

A coon process for oxyduing silver is to add four or five thou

sandths of ammonium sulphide or potassium sulphide to water, at a

temperature of [60 to 1.S0 d-grees Fab. \\ hen the articles are dipped

into this solution, an iridescent coating of silver sulphide is produced,

which after a few seconds turns Dlue-black if allowed to remiin in the

liquid. Remove, rinse, sera ch brush, and burnish when desiri d

Wise and On ierwise.
" Young man," said the minister impressively. " 1 can see you as

it at the gaming-table last night, with a deep red flush on your

face.'' " Excuse me, but you're wrong about that deep red Hush.

Bill Jenkins had it in his hand."

M, house was entered by a bur;Cr last night." " Is thai

\\ h.t did you do ? " " Nothing but look at him." " 1 >id h s can v oil

anything?" "No. he' saw that there was onl) lOd tovi in the

house and not a particle of coal on the premises, so he went away."

Smith—"Thai paragraph in the Daily Howler touched you up

rather severely yesterday, Brown " Brown \> -; I don t mind

that sort of thing, however. Tie ..oil, I will always contain fooli

know." " I suppose so. If there were no fools there wouldn't be any-

thing for those fellows to write about, 1

" Do you know," said a dignifie I looking man. " that I n. 1 ei tasted

whiskey?" " No," v ly " I know lots oi fellers that gulp it

down qmc k that wa) ,
but

1 mi it go I
. clear pi;

Wni - Why did you send home a ton of coal to-day, dear ? We
have 1 h to last until I'd Husband 1 didn't order any

vouldn 1 1

'• Bee to-

day to make a kick, and was told the bill was paid Wife "Why, J

t paid at Us." 1 laughter (blushing) " < taorge

respoi ' think il

'

1 j 1 in to do "
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LEVY BROS •?

HAMILTON, ONT.

1890 1800
In the New Year, as in the past, we will use every endeavor to place

before the Trade "The Best that the Markets afford.
1
' We will devote both

time and money to secure the class of Goods which we know from onr experi-

ence is best suited to the various centres of trade with which we have
dealings.

DIAMONDS.
Our Stock will be well kept up. Choice Pairs and Single

Stones always on hand.

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS.
All Grades named in Price List.

CLOCKS.
The Best Value in Canada. The Largest Stock.

SWISS WATCHES CHOICE AND CHEAP.

SILVER AND FILLED CASES.
A Complete Line.

OUR PLATFORM FOR 18QO.

G-OL3D O^SIES
ENGRAVED WITH OUR OWN SPECIAL DESIGNS.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS.

In this Department everything required by a Watch-

maker will be found.

W. B. &. Co.'s

WATCH GLASSES.

OPTICAL GOODS.

Our Al Spectacles, Registered, Nickel or Steel Frames,

are unsurpassed value.

A Full Line of

Lemaire's CELEBRATED GLASSES.

Our Travellers will make their Regular Trips through ALL. parts of

Canada. If you cannot wait, a Letter Order will receive our prompt and t

careful attention.
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NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
LEAD THE WORLD

IN

DESIGN.

FINISH.

PRICE.

See their Great Values
FOR 1890.

RUSSIA HeigM 18 I-2 in. Cathedral Gong.

LEVY BROS.
HM/LTON, ONT.,

SELLING .A.G-E3NTTS

I < >R

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.

FOR CANADA. StRVIA Height 19 in. Cathedral Gong.
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OPERA GLASSES.

T|HE especial attention of the trade is called to the extension we have

recently made to this branch of our business.

We last fall made arrangements with LEROI ET CIE. of Paris,

to control their goods in Canada, and the first shipment, which has recently

come to hand, have surpassed our most sanguine expectations. We believe the Glasses to be equal in all respects

to Lemaire's for considerably lower prices.

We also have a complete line of Lemaire's Glasses in stock, at close figures, also some special lines of Chevalier's.

A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF FIELD GLASSES ALWAYS ON HAND

SAMPLE. ORDERS SENT BY MAIL

THE HEMMING BROS. CO.. Limited.

76 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Tfie JS^st Line of t^offed flute 0fiaitis+

STILES

GUARANTEED.

IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

4>J.C.C.StC0.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

DESIRED.

ITKAI1E 3IAUK.)

Send for Illustrated Sneet of Specialties for this Season. F^r Jobbers only.

J". Gr. OHEEYEE & COMPANY,
WORTH i3LTTLHBOROXJaH, MASS., TJ.JS-A~

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, ™HJSH5S*S-
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Kbonized, etc.

Har.lwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

***? Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.
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Our Help Column.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED by a youafl man, age 19. able, to do
jewelry and clock repairing, also plain an 1 fancy engraving l"r

particulars. address Albx Darling, Simcoe, <)nt

F ( LASS WATCHMAKER, with 10 years' experience, wants
situation. Address Wat< RMAKBR, 254J Simcoe St . Toronto.

F(
)I< SALE. -Jewelry business in the most thriving town in Manitoba
Railway centre of three independent lines. Fine farming count r)

Town growing very rapidly. Two jewelry stores only. Population
about 3.500. Stock can be reduced, with fittings, etc.. to about $2,000.
Terms reasonable. Fine opening. Address, if you mean business,

Martin A Clrtis. Portage la Prairie.

S[TUATI< >N WANTE1 > Newly Irom Scotland, 10 years' experience
Well up in watch and clock jobbing, good salesman, got good kit

of tools. Address
J T. MowAT, J5 Belmont Street. Montreal. <Jue.

SITUATION WANTED as watchmaker, can do all kinds ol watch,
clink and jewelry repairing, have all my own tools, have had five

and half years' experience, cm furnish best of re'eomendations concering
character and ability. Am willing to act as salesman, want steady
stuati' n, city preferred Wages no object Address Wm. Feetham,
Forest, Ont.

SITUATION \\ ANTED by one who has worked near 2 years at the
trade, where he would have chance to improve. Can do all kinds

of plain watch, clock and jewelry repairing. Would wait on customers
if required Can give best of refer nc-s, Apply to L. 15. Forsyth,
Stouffville, Ont.

SI !1 ATP >N WANTED as 2nd workman or improver, can do turn-

ing, pivoting and all ordinary work. No objection to serve in

store, can furnish uest of references. Address Drawer 0, Paisley, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED by a young man 20 years old, as impn

ill watch and clock work. Two years' experience at the bench and

as salesman Situation in wholesale jewelry store preferred. Address

J. C. Woodard, Beamsville, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED by a young man \g years of age, just 6nish

ing a .1 years term with Mr A Moffat, jeweler, Port Elgin, V

not so much an object as further improvement.

apply to Ai k\ Moffat, Port Elgin, Ont
For recommendations

\\ ' Will I by a young man, two years and one half experience, can

\\ repair clock, jewelry and plain watch work First-class refer-

ences. Address G. W., care of
J.
& J.

Suvenson, London. < >nt.

ITTANTED SITUATION with first-class watchmaker to finish tradi

\\ have worked over three years at the bench, or would take work

of any kind in a jewelry store. Address H \ 204. St Catherines, Ont.

wANTED—A situation by young man 22 years of age, lias had

six years' experience at the bench. Gjod salesm m, his lul

set of tools and American lathe, and can furnish good referencesl

Address A. K. JaNSBN, care of Geo. Klinck, Jeweler, Elmira,

Ont.

YOUNG MAN wants situation as improver to the witchm iking

been neirly four years at the trade, and has goo \ set of too s. I
'01

ft> ther informatio 1 an I refere.ue;, apply to Hirhert W. Reveli
Ontario St., Toronto, Ont.

Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Compete For Quality, Not Quantity.

Note.
for

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK
AI our Chucks re stamped " Moseley " on the face and warranted.

i Size.
( book • iiimii

e -jl*- -t

The larger capacity
t u difference in pi Ice, ihould tber

)f our V\ ne UN: aki u|i

t
puaco

BOOKS FOR WATCHMAKERS.
Saunter's Treatise on Modern Horology in Theory and
Translated from the French bj Julieu Tripplio and Edward
Ootavo, rd n 1 eul Illustrations and _'•_'

colored oopper-plate engraving! Prioe, poal paid

Saunter's 'Watchmakers' Hand-Brok.
Latest edition, enlargi ! Illuatiati ! with handsome h 1

page ooppei plate engraving! Price, post paid

Britten's Hand-Book, Dictionary and Oulde tor Watch
Makers. Bj v \ Britten, Secretary of the London Hun
l'i lee, post paid

I r.icticc.

RJ M \

page
-

and double

and Clock
B I I hi 11 no

-I ,

.

J! 1
r-^ — msi-— mw 1 — a ^»* p— r—y Sole A^ent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe,ALDLr r\LLIO fc- l\

,
Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds.

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.
j

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers. are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

G. H. Lkes & Co.,

Manufacturing Jewelers,
WATCHMAKERS AND ENGRAVERS.

Have their factory fitted with the most improved and best steam

machinery and make a specialty of making any kind of jewelry to order,

particularly Rings of all kinds. Orders of every kind promptly filled,

Medals, Hair Jewelry, Enameling. Stones cut and engraved. Repay-

ing receives prompt attention, and at moderate prices. We have a

good reputation for being prompt. Watches demagnetized and proper-

ly repaired. Tools and materials.

Our Terms are Cash. Please give us a Trial.

JEWELERS WMTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

EVGRAYERS,
ROOM 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

W. COATES & BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, up Stairs,) - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

T. WHITE & SON,

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,
LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones Polished and Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock
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R. P. S. & CO.
SAPETTT QTJBBlsr 3J

No. 2497. Pearl and Gold Combination. Pearl Charm.

.)i

2500.— Pearl and Gold Combination Pearl Charm.
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A CASE YOU CAN SWEAR BY.
:• -.•'•-^i-

THE great Showman, PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that "the public like to be hum.

bagged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age. and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD FILLED WATCH CASES.
It i.s a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu-

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to '20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

swear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-

ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot
possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation

to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

tion, and the fact that its sales arc Larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

bas filled "a long long felt want,' viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but

in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com-
pany have placed upon the market a 14 K. Gold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almosl needless to say that in placing a (iold Killed Case upon the market, the Ameri-

can Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
fini>h, but especially that it should la; thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities.

Their I 1 K . Gold Filled Screw Case has a Solid (iold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, and

comes up to this standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word" PREMIER,"
and bears the Company's registered trade mark of a "WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21

years accompanies every Case, a fee simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes fully to maintain, no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, In

Gold, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can

make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you can

swear by."
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The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, limited,

AMERICAN JEWELRY.
NEW GOODS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT. We draw

especial attention to our selection of American Jewelry ; it

will please the most fastidious buyer. We show a. complete

range in Ball Necklets, Bracelets and Victorias; artistic

designs in Brooches, embracing every leading novelty of

merit ; some pretty things in Jersey Pins, Scarf Pins, Charms,
&c. Inspect our Travelers' samples thoroughly, and it will

pay you, especially our Maltese Gross Roll Plate Chain, the

best value offered.

ANSONIA - CLOCKS - AND - BRONZES
WE HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO SHOW YOU.

NEW DESIGNS IN BOSS, CRESCENT AND FAHYS' FILLED CASES.

WALTHAM, ELGIN AND COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS.

AN ATTRACTIVE ASSORTMENT OF GOLD GOODS.

PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC MOVEMENTS.

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO,



APRIL, 1890.

T. H. LKK & SON
STATED LAST MONTH THAT THEIR

DIAMOND AND OTHER GEM RINGS
WERE UNEQUALLED.

They have now the gratification of knowing* that the universal

opinion of the Trade is that

THEY SHOW THE BEST LINE IN CANADA.

They also carry a large slock ofAmerican Movements,

Gold, Silver and Pilled Cases.

And with the Newest Designs in AMERICAN JEWELRY
makes a stock that will suit all buyers.

I. H. LEE & SON, I WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.
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P. W. KLLIS & CO.
31 Wellington St. E. - - TORONTO - - 40 Front St. E.

CALIPH ALARM. SUNRISE ALARM.

Transit Time.

WATERBURY NICKEL CLOCKS
Ark the Best Value Offered.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

DOT ALARM.

Spot Time.

THE NEW WASP TIME.

The Latest, Best and Smallest Nickel Clock Made.

WE OFFER METEOR ALARMS AT SPECIAL PRICES.
SEE OUR ADVERTISEMENT, PAGE 42.
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OurtrAveLLers'CAl' ^ Tu»»«9w

Incorporated by Letters Patent under the Great Jeal of the

Dominion of Canada.

3

the better class of trade. In view of all these facts, we have

steadily endeavored to provide for our customers the most de

sirable goods the market affords and give them an article com-

bining all the excellencies at a moderate price. To harmonize

price and quality, without sacrificing the latter, is often a very

difficult task, but in the Maltese Cross Chain we present for

the inspection of the trade, we claim to have scored an

unqualified success. We carry an assortment of one hundred

OFFICE AND WAREROOM,

48 Yonge Street, Toronto.

APRIL, 1890.

The production of Roll Plate ('ham probablj employs designs, including all the staples and a number of verj choice

more labor and capital than any other branch of the plated engraved goods. We will take pleasure in forwarding samples

goods trade. The value of the annual output is relatively to those of the trade who have not yet inspected them. Place

enormous and steadily increasing as the keen competition no order for chains until you hav< een our line, will be a good

causes the various manufacturers to produo greatei variety motto foi you to observe. In fancy lines of Chain we have

of design, and attain a higher degree of excellence in qualit) a great range of novelties in Beads, Necks, Victorias, Pearl

of material and beauty of finish. Many of the goods now pro Links, &c. Man) new and nobbj things- in Bracelets, Charms

duced are so perfect that the) excel in appi id items for which out American jewelr) depart

Bold and have displa< ed them to a v\ r) great ext< nt, 1 v< n with n >ted

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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PAILLARD'S HON -MAGNETIC WATCHES.

BUY-
FAILLARD

MONMAGNETIG

WATCHES,
7

PAILLARD'S PATENT NON-MAGNETIC

COMPENSATION BALANCE AND HAIR SPRING.

These are the only watches made containing Paillard's

Patent Non-Magnetic Compensation Balance and Hair

Spring, and have received the unqualified endorsements of

the leading Electricians, Horologists and Scientists of the

world, and can be relied upon for accuracy of performance

and durability. Paillard's Non-Magnetic Hair Springs have

been in constant use for fifteen years and have proven them-

selves beyond doubt, capable of permanent elasticity, equal to

the finest tempered steel springs, and aside from their non-

magnetic properties are exempt from the effects of

MOISTURE, which is as great an advantage in some

localities as exemption from magnetism.

A FULL ASSORTMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK

Tne Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Canadian Agents.
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ANSONIA CLOCKS.
The superior quality of these goods has caused many

imitations to be placed in the market. So that the dealer

can show his customers a quick way of distinguishing the

genuine article, we draw attention to the Trade Mark.

This is plainly stamped on every movement, and on most

Df the dials, and isa sure guarantee of reliability.

Nickels in great variety are being pushed on the Trade

:his season, and one of the sophistical arguments used by the

snergetic salesmen of our competitors is "these are as good

as the Ansonia Pirate Alarm and a shade cheaper." Don't

you believe it, insist on having the Pirate, and take no other.

For further information write

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, 48 Yonge St., Toronto, Agents for Canada.



GOLD PENS. FINE R. P. PENCILS AND HOLDERS.

No. 684.

Pearl, Ivory and Ebony.

No. 513.

Magic and Propelling" Pencils.

No. 407.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF EVERYTHING IN THE LINE.

1S2

Silver and Gold Thimbles.

105 137 194 127 108

WE HAVE THESE IN ALL SIZES AND AT CLOSE PRICES.

158

Gold Sleeve Buttons with Lever Backs.

Wl
IOT I02 103 104 105

These are very saleable goods, not expensive, perfectly finished and suitable for dealers anywhere.

PRINCESS PRINCESS

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



THE BIG SIX
1 DAY.

• •

lochette,

Liris,

Nereid,
areas,

Boniton,

Bobolink.

8 DAY.
• •

Grayling',

Rambler,
Shamrock,

Tomahawk,
Nereid,

Irex.

E. & A. GMNTHER
i

'> Jordan Street, TORONT< >
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WATCH ES,

CLOCKS, '7Z77
IMPORTER OF
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TOOLS,

MATE-RIALS,

5pE0T7\0lES
WATen glasses, I* WELLINGTON ST. WEST

^e TORONTO.

ALL GRADES OF

COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS
IN STOCK.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY KILLED.

I
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The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of ev,-ry month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and k ndred goods in the Dominion ot Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates tor advertising will De iound very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will be of interest to the Trade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-
variably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
67 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertisements must reach

(his office not later than the 20th of each month.

EDIT0RIAL2.

CHEAPER WATCHES.

L'RIN'Ci the past month the manufacturers of American

Watch movements have made a special reduction of

five per cent, on all their seven and eleven jeweled

movements exported direct to the Dominion of Canada.

As the duty on watch movements coming, into Canada is

only ten per cent, ad valorum it follows that American move-

ments will now he sold in this country within five per cent,

of their price in the United Siaus

During the month a considerable reduction has also been

made by the American Watch Case Company, of Toronto, in

the price of silver cases, which are now lower in price in many-

lines in Canada than they are in the United States. That such

a thing has been effected under the National Policy, and in the

face of a protection of 25 per cent , is proof positive of the

untruth of the assertion constantly indulged in by free traders,

that under a protective tariff the price of any article is its

foreign price plus the duty levied upon it.

Thanks to these reductions, our retail jewelers are now in a

position to compete against United States competition on

equal terms, for their customers can now buy from them just

as cheaply in Canada as they possibly can in the United States.

These reductions also afford an increased measure of protection

to the honest dealer, be< ause it does away with all the incentive

to smuggle such goads across the border that his dishonest com-

petitor formerly had, as there is no longer any money in it

The imports of wat< lies for the past year show a large

advance in those of American manufacture, and a correspond-

ing shrinkage in Swiss goods. This difference will no doubt

be accentuated during the present year, for while American

watches are gradually growing cheaper, Swiss watches are

advancing in price. While it is interesting to watch the com-

mercial contest between the watch manufacturers of these two

countries in this neutral market, it is patent to the disinterested

observer that the battle is going gradually but surely in favor

of the American manufacturer, who bids fair in the near future

to have almost undisputed possession of the Canadian wat< h

trade, unless their European competitors improve their system

of manufacture, and conform their products to the recognized

needs of the people of this continent.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BOTCH?

S will be seen from our columns in this and the March

issue, the query "what shall we do with the botch?"

has provoked more than a passing thought in the

minds of Canadian jewelers. It will be noticed that the trade

have answered this query from a variety of standpoints, and

some of the solutions are well worthy of careful consideration.

The propositions so far advanced are practically three in

number and are in the main as follows: (1) A Horological

School founded by and run under the direct control of the

government ; (2) an Association composed of expert watch-

makers who can pass a rigid examination ; and (3) a Horologi-

cal School founded and carried on by private enterprise, but

which, if successful, might ultimately be entitled to receive

government aid.

In discussing this question, we may just as well admit at the

start, that not only are there " botch watchmakers " in the

trade, but that they are here to stay, and that nothing short of

the drastic remedy proposed by an "English Watchmaker" could

induce him to forego the pleasure he takes in butchering the

watches of his unsuspicious victims. We think it will be ad

mined, therefore, that so far as the present generation of ''botch

watchmakers'" is concerned they must be quietly permitted to we

continue their course until public opinion has become so n„

enlightened regarding them that they cannot obtain employ- CTet

ment, a period which will probably be about co incident with- f

the millenium.

So far as we can see any and all hope of reform must be looked

for through the rising generation of craftsmen, and 11' some

system could in the near future be adopted whereby those now

learning the trad could be thoroughly grounded in theoretical

as well as practical horology, in our opinion a new and un-

proved era will have dawned upon the watchmaking trade of

Canada, and the watch butcher would soon become a thing of

the past. The organization proposed by our esteemed

respondent, " C. E. B," in our last issue is, in our opinion,

more in the shape of an association for the protection of the

competent workman against the "botch," than a means of re

forming that wayward brother, and as such it merits our hearty

sympathy, and will have our best co operation. It does not

seem to us that there can or should be anything antagonistic

between a horological school, whether managed by public or

private enterprise, and such an association, but rather thai the

one should be the complement of and assist the other.

I our mind nothing will answer the purpose which we
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have indicated, so well as a Horological School, and in our

opinion the time for such an institution in Canada is now

fully ripe.

Whether such an institution be under government or private

control, it is an absolutely essential requisite that its education

shall be at once thorough and practicil. A mere school for

teaching the theory of horology, however important it may be

to those watchmakers whose ambition is to know every why

and wherefore of their profession, will not fill the bill by any

means.

This is a practical age, and we are a practical people, so

that the benefit of any such institution must be judged by its

practical results.

If the graduates of such an institution can take hold of the

most complicated and dinicult work and do it in a thoroughly

first-class manner, the diplomas of the school will soon become

the most valuable recommendation that any journeyman

watchmaker can possess, either with the trade or the public.

If on the other hand, however, such graduates are not able

to put in practice in a first-class manner the theories which

they have been taught, the school will never attain any repute

amongst the trade, and its diplomas will possess no commercial

value.

Having expressed ourselves as in favor of a first-class

Horological School, it now remains to consider whether such

an institution shall be run by the government or by private

enterprise.

So far as the government is concerned, we do not think fur

a moment that they would undertake any such responsibility,

and that any labor spent in this direction would be wasted.

As we look at it, the jewelry trade has no more right to expect

the government to educate their apprentices, than carpenters,

bricklayeis, or iron moulders would have. The government

has quite enough to do to manage the things which concern

the whole public, let alone those which concern only a small

part of it, and we think that is the way they would regard any

attempt which might be made to induce them to assume the

responsibility of a Horological School.

There remains nothing for it therefore beyond private

enterprise, or the combined efforts of the trade, if such an in-

stitution is to become an accomplished fact II the retail

jewelry trade of Canada had or could get an organization

which would be numerous enough to be considered a repre-

sentntive body, we should say that such a work should become

one of its principal objects, for in no other way that we know
of could so much good be accomplished with so small an ex-

penditure of money. What say our leading retailers
"

J

If this is not practicable, then nothing remains but private

enterprise, and we have no doubt that if there is the real want

in this line as has been represented, the right man will be forth-

coming to step into the breach. In our opinion this country

not only could but should support such an institution. Iii the

United States there are at least half a dozen Horological

Schools, and all of them founded and run bj private enti i

We are not prepared to say that they are just whal they ought

to be, but whatever be their standing, the fact that the) are

patronized by enough young watchmakers to make them self-

supporting is ample evidence that they "fill a long fell want.

If such an institution wen- once fairl) stalled and could

show that good was being effected, it might then be possible

to get some aid from the government, but this we think could

only be done on a petition of the trade when it was able to

show that there was no peradventure about the scheme.

In conclusion, we think that the time is about ripe for a

Horological School in Canada ; that if such a thing is started

it must be first class in every respect, and aim high in both

theory and practice ; and last but not least, that it must be

started either by private enterprise or by some representative

body of the trade.

Brethern of the craft you are all equally interested in this

matter, and it depends entirely upon yourselves whether it will

get any further than talk. Let us have something practical

now ! Who will start the ball rolling?

DEPRESSED U. S. AGRICULTURISTS.

HE free traders of Canada have been for years per-

sistently preaching the doctrine that our farmers were

so badly handicapped by the National Protective

Policy of the present Covernment, that nothing would afford

them the relief they needed excepting a free entrance to the

market of sixty millions of people living in the United States.

To hear these political Jeremiahs talk, one wculd think

that the United States was not an agricultural countrv, and that

its people must have free access to the unrivalled products of

our Canadian farms, or perish miserably of starvation. In

vain it has been pointed out to these gentlemen that the

farmers of the United States could not only supply the wants

of their own people, but that they exported annually about five

hundred millions of dollars' worth of the very produce that their

own people are said to be suffering for want of.

Instead of being the farmer's Eldorado, it now appears as if

the agriculturists of that country are in a very much worse

position than that of our own Canadian farmers. In spite of

their much talked of matket of sixty millions of people, the

agricultural depression is so wide spread as to have attracted

the attention of politicians, and it is only a few days ago sinc<

the following resolution was introduced into the Americai

Senate by Senator Voorhees :

" Whereas, the deep and wide- spread depression and dec ay

of the agricultural interests of the American people, the enor-

mous and appalling amount of mortgage indebtedness on
agricultural lands; the totalfailure ofhome markets to furnish

remunerative prices for form productions, and the palpable

scarcity and insufficient money in circulation in the hands of

the people with which to transact the business of the i ountry

and effect exchanges of property and labor at fair rates, are

circumstances of the most overwhelming importance to the

safety and well being of the Government; therefore be il

resolved, I hat it is the highest duly of Congress m the present

crisis to lay aside all discuss, on and consideration ol party

issues, and to give promised and immediate attention to the

preparation and adoption of such n easures .is are required foi

the reliel ol the farmers ami other over-taxed and underpaid

labon is ol the United States.
1 '

It the facts as set forth in this resolution are true, the)

certainly form a strong indictment against the advocates of
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free trade, who in order to obtain power, are apparently willing

to sacrifice Canadian manufacturers and with them the home

market of our farmers.

No sensible man can be blind to the fact that the farm

of our old settled provinces are hard up, and that > heir farms

are shrinking in value. While all this is true, it is equally

patent that such things are not confined exclusively to the

Canadian side of the line, but are fully as wide-spread in the

United States as in our own country, if not more so.

In both the United States and Canada, which are protected

countries, as well as in free trade England, the same depression

may be found in agricultural pursuits, and the same shrinkage

in the value of farm lands. This to our mind is proof that the

depression and shrinkage are not caused by tariffs and systems

of government. The real reason seems to be that a larger area

is being brought under cultivation every year, and as a conse-

quence of the supply exceeding the demand, prices have fallen

so much that it does not now pay to raise wheat and other

grain on high-priced lands as it formerly did.

It must be clear to anyone that wheat cannot be raised on

the high-priced farms of the old settled provinces and states,

which are worth from $50 to $100 per acre, in competition

with that grown on the cheap prairie lands of the west, worth

from $2 to $4 per acre, and herein lies the true secret of the

depreciation now going on in the farming lands of Canada, the

United States and Creat Britain.

W.'hen our free trade politicians get honest enough to give

the real reason for the depreciation of the lands in our older

provinces, and to expose the true inwardness of the fallacy of

the market of sixty millions to the south of us, whose farmers

are now clamoring for protection against our Canadian farmers,

our people will then see that the true policy of Canada is not

to become an agricultural feeder to the United States or any

other country, but to foster and encourage her own manufac-

turers, and so to build up a home market for our farmers which

is without doubt the last market that any people can have.

GORRESPONBENGE.
WITH PLEASURE.

Editor Trader Sir

:

LVING just opened up a first-class jewelry Store

here, I would be very pleased to receive a

copy of your valuable paper,

Yours very truly,

Portage la Prairie, March 14, 1X90. W. A. Crisp.

YOU SHALL HAVE IT.

I

** Editor I R w.i r I tear Sir :

^'•^ Sini.I. you kindly send us the TRADER? The writer

^.' %fj^L.~ feels as though he has retired from active busi-

*** ** ness since he has not been getting your papei

lately, and in consequence has not been able to know what has

been going on in the jewelry world.

Yours truly,

WE SHALL BE HAPPY TO OBLIGE.
I <
Y*| I' Editor Trader— Sir :

5«W I N ORDER to get into a more business place than

% £:ljL£^~ Williainstown, I have moved to East Stanbridge,

* vVi**1 * where I am in hopes of getting better luck.

Will you kindly send me your very valuable book, The Trader,

to my new address instead of to Williainstown As a new

beginner, I will feel lost without it.

Yours truly,

East Stanbridge, March 9th, 1890 Edw, Eaves

FAVORS A JEWELERS' ASSOCIATION.

Editor Trader— Sir :

^1 \ HAVE much pleasure in expressing my opinion re-

garding the " Bolch '' question I would suggest

that a Jewelers' Association be formed, and that

each member pass an examination and receive a certificate

stating that the person whose nime is thereon, having passed

a careful examination, is a competent " Watch Repairer."

Anyone without this certificate could not claim to be an efficient

watch repairer. I will render all possible assistance in the

furtherance of an Association.

Yours very truly,

R. Smith.

Dundas, March 19, 1890.

AN ENGLISH WATCHMAKERS OPINION.

Da\ idsom Bi

Yi< toria, B. <
, Mar. 14, 1890.

7:(4^r

Editor Trader—Sir

:

v-
4 I\ REPLY to Mr. Moffatt's query, " What shall we

fll Ĵ<AJ^-fc> J* do with the botch?" I think the best thing

that the trade could do, would be to get

Sir John A. Macdonald to pass an A t ol

Parliament to compel everyone now in the watch repairing

business to pass an examination before a Ik.aid ol horological

experts, who would issue diplomas to them, and in future

allow no one to practice watch repairing unless he held sm h

a diploma. All watchmakers should be licensed to practice

just the same as a dentist or doctor, and horological s< h

should be founded by the Government in ever) province, at

which those desiring to learn the trade would have to qualify.

This is the only way that I can see of getting ml ol the

"Botch," ami on- e he were out of the way, good workmen

like myself would have no difficulty in gi and

all the work they could do. If this can't be done, let some

competent person star) a good horological school, and make

its course and examinations so thorough that a diploma from

it will be worth money to the holder. It you see lit to pub

lish these lew lines, I will take it as a favor.

\'ouis truly,

English Watchmaker,
Toronto, Man h 1 5th, 1 890.
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
JN ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'

use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining ii of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOEONTO S^IFIE lATOBKIS,

I 17 and I 19 Front St. East. Toronto.
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THE FAR WEST HEARD FROM. A REVIEW OF "THE TRADER.''

Editor Trader— Sir

:

SlNCK the question has been taken up with such

interest, i.e., "What shall we do with the Botch?"

I thought you might like to hear from the far

W est. C. K. B., writing in your last number,

seems to have hit the nail on the head. His remarks on the

forming of a horological school carry a good deal of weight.

There could. as far .is I can see, be nothing in the way of

forming an Association such as lie speaks of. Other trades

ha\e their society, and why should not we ? There certainly

would be a vast amount of good done by su< h an As o< union

—by elevating the standard i f our workmen. Though I think

there will at all times be poor workmen in the trade, yet the

vast army of botches would be greatly reduced in number.

Who will be the first to get a certificate from the new Asso-

ciation ?

W.
J. B.

Regina, March i:. 1890.

<

Editor Trader Sir

:

.>.

SI NCI'"- writing to you last month, I have prepared a

statement of contents of al! the volumes of the

Tradi r m m\ possession, which I enclose. The

oldest copy I had was No. 10, Vol III., and I

• have taken m\ figures from No. 10 in all but

a.*- three volumes, in which I had not No 10, so 1

substituted Nov 9, 11 and 7. In giving number

of columns, I have given in most cases the exact number, but

in Mime cases there may be a quarter of a column or so added

01 subtracted from the exact figures.

T M 00 *£
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A RETAILER KICKS.
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Editor Trader Sir

:

¥ NOTICED in the Toronto World in January, that at

the next annual meeting of the Canadian Association

of Jobbers in American Watches, that the intention

'J)" of the Association was to cut down the number of

gj the Association, which struck me as a very wise

course, and I think decidedly to the benefit of the-

re-tail trade. '1 he small jobber, in my estimation, is the ruina-

tion of the retail tiade. He does a small business, and to

come up to the standard to entitle him to membership in the

iation, he does not give any consideration to the retail

trade, but sells indiscriminately to anybody that likes to catch

on to the idea of peddling watches. It does not matter to them

so long as they sell the watches. Now, Mr. Editor, I think

that it is very unjust to the watchmaker that spends six 01 seven

years in learning the trade, and then on going into business, to

find himself handicapped by these small jobbers selling wat< Iks

to any Tom, Dick or Harry that likes to apply to them for a

supply. They keep no store, but slaughter the goods right

and left under your very nose, oftentimes for little or no profit

at all. I ask you, Mr Editor, is that kind of business just

to the legitimate trade. Certainly so long as the retail jewelers

sit quietly, the abuse will continue to go on ; the legitimate

watchmaker will have to rise in insurrection against such abuse,

and the sooner the better for the re'.ail trade, as it seems to me
there is no rule as to who the jobber shall sell to, there being

no difficulty for anybody to get goods from some of them.

The trade is being gradually thrown to the dogs, and the

sooner the retail trade wake up to the facts the better for us.

We have the remedy right in our hands. Buy our wall h(

from those jobbers only that will proteet our interests, and by

so doing, we should soon weed out the ones thai havi no con

sideration for us.

Colhngwood, February 20th, 1800. RETAIL]
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You will notice that in Vols. X. and XT. there is a decrease

in number of advertisers This may be partly accounted for

by one advertiser advertising different lines of goods ; as for

instance, the Goldsmiths' Co. advertising Non-Magnetic Watch

Co., Ansonia Clock Co., \-c
. I have not attempted to write

.1 comparison of the different volumes, in style, appearance,

qualil of paper, &C, but leave that to someone who is better

able than I to express in words the wonderful improvement

sou have made in its appearance.

As you ask for suggestions, I would suggest that you adopt

a cypher (sending the key to legitimate dealers only), whereby
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your advertisers could advertise cost of goods without being

detrimental to the retail trade.

In this way, subscribers to yourjournal, who are not legiti-

mate dealer-, would be left in the dark concerning prices, and

dealers could very often use the cuts in the Trades as a

means of selling goods. The jobbers of Canada have very

considerately refrained from advertising the ccst price of

articles, and I think the trade should ap| re< ate the efforts of

the jobbers in general to keep price lists, catalogues, eve, only

in the hands of the retail trade. Should the cypher be adopted,

they could then tell us of their new lines of goods, Sic, and

at the same time tell us the price, which would save consider-

able correspondence to both jobber and retailer.

Thanking you for your space, I remain,

Yours, A:c,

R. B. Taylor.
Grand Valley, March 10, 1890.

Note.— Mr. Taylor's suggestion to adopt a cypher for ad-

vertising the price of goods, of which legitimate jewelers only

would have the key, is a good one, and will be put in operation

by us as soon as possible.— Ed. Trader.

ENDORSES AN ASSOCIATION.

rHAVE read with much interest the letters in your

March issue from " One who has been through the

Editor Trader—Sir :

Mill," H. K. S. Hemming, and C. E. B.,

particularly the latter.

With regard to the suggestion of in-

stituting a Horological School, I am doubt-

ful if it would receive the amount of patron-

y age that would make it self sustaining, and

I think it would need to be well

up by the Government, or receive support from some other

source to render it a permanent institution in Canada. I may
be wrong in this opinion. If we had such an institution

it could do no harm, and I, for one, would be glad to see it

inaugurated. But this suggestion is offered in answer to the

question, " What shall we do with the Botch ? '

1 presume

that the idea is to send thi to the Horological School,

and thus make hit! workman. This, I think, is scarcely

practicable, as he is generally so "
( huck full o' conceit that

you could not get him into a school with a block and tackle. I

am more in favor of forming an association, as "C F. B."

suggests. I think that this would be of more immediate use

to those of the trade who are good workmen themselves, or

who are in the habit of employing good workmen, than any

other plan. I do not think though that this would freeze out

the " bot< h ' T I Barnum said, "The people love t

humbugged," and the public is made up partly of a class who

when a man has the temerity to -'art "Watch Makin on

his own hook without any knowledge of the trade except what

he has acquired while looking through some jeweler's window

at the workman while at work, think this man a wonderful

1 and they will go home and fish out the old bull

from the bottom of the old trunk in the garret, and conclude

they will have her fixed, and as a rule they do when they take

it to him.

I or this reason I think the " botch " has come to stay, at

least for a time ; but I think that such an association as "C
E. B.'' suggests could be made very useful to those deserving

of public patronage. I deem it unnecessary to take up any

more space in your valuable columns offering suggestions as a

basis on which such an association might be worked. 'This

might be left for consideration after an association was formed.

Thanking you, Mr. Editor, for space,

I am, yours,

Stayner, March 7th, 1890. W. W.

AN HISTORIC JEWELRY STORE.

Editor Trader— Sir:

TdlE workmen engaged in the demolition of Mr. Cyrille

Duquet's old store in Quebec found embedded in

the massive stone walls three cannon balls (thirty

pounders), relics of General Wolfe's siege in 1 759.

fxj- We, in Ontario, have no commercial buildings

of any degree of antiquity, but in Quebec there

are numbers of them over one hundred years old.

The store above referred to was one of the old landmarks of

the city, and erected over one hundred and fifty years ago in the

most substantial manner. Were it not that the widening of

John Street necessitated removal, it would be in good con-

dition for an indefinite period. Mr. Duquet carried on the

jewelry business in it for over thirty years. He was preceded

by Mr. Lamontague, a French gentleman of the old school,

who conducted the same trade on a scale of magnificence,

during Quebec's palmy days, that has no parallel in the present

age. Mr. Duquet will build on this historic site a jewelry

establishment equal" and superior in some respects, to anything

of the kind in Canada I will take pleasure in giving details

when the work is further advanced. It might be well here to

correct an impression that is too prevalent in Ontario regarding

French Canadian merchants. 'They are described as behind

the times, slow to grasp new ideas and so forth. In general,

the critics who are most forward in expressing these views are

men who have never come in contact with the people the) are

decrying. Fiom personal observation and business exp^rii

I can safely say that, comparing class with class in our line,

the F'rench tradesman and nun hant in no manner suffers, and

in some point- can teach a lesson to his English confn

noticeably in the art of selling goods. I ha\e seen with what

grace and tact he- will handle the most diffii nit 1 ustomer, and

his inborn courtesy displays itself with marked effect at every

turn, and silently contrasted, his flow < I I unt

ly appropriate gesture-, with the brusque manner of mj w< steri

friends. I have, however, deviated from my original intenlio

ating an in< idi nl that 01 1 urreJ ti 1 me n

1 to a few <>( the 'I rader - r< ad< 1 >, and w

now ' on< hide.

Your: truly,

w I 1
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The following Testimonials, a small number selected for want of space from the many
received from all directions, speak for themselves, and we will merely add

that we shall always be glad to receive opinions of the Trade,

which we hope will only be favorable ones.

No. 3. "The beautiful finish and low price are a

temptation that I could not stand, although I

have a full stock."

Xo. 7. "We have examined them and find them
very fine quality."

No. 12. "I will certainly remember your goods when
buying, as they impress me favorably both as

regards price and finish."

No. 19. "I have compared quality and prices and

and consider them A No. I, and will try them

from the jobbers when requiring any."

No. 21. "I have some of your chains in stock; am
very much pleased with them and consider they

are best value in Canadian market. Will give

your make preference in future."

No. 23. "I think prices compare very favorable with

American chains.

No. 24. They are certainly remarkably reasonable in

price and of excellent quality for the money."

No. 2<S. " I think they are amongst thefinestfinished

R. P. Chains that I have met with. I shall

certainly patronize /mine industry, when they

give equal value for my money."

No. 30. " We handle your chains now and like them
well."

No. 34. "Your chains seem to me of good patterns

as well as superior workmanship."

No. 37. " I consider them an excellent Chain, especi-

ally the 14k. Plate, and much better value than

any American Chain sold in the Canadian mar-

ket. Wishing you the success you merit."

The above opinions being UNSOLICITED ones, we omit giving names of the writers,

but have kept them on file at our office where they w II be

open for inspection.

ORDERS EXECUTED THROUGH JOBBERS ONLY.

Montreal, April 1st, 1890. BOLT & CO.

. ,

.
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BELIEVES IN A HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL.

r^^*-yK Editor Trader -Sir:

111. question, "what shall we do with the incom-

petent workman?" has at last arrived at a stage

when it seems that something will be done

for him. It is plain that the only thing to do

is to educate him : knowledge is the power

that will overcome him. Incompetents are

such mostly by force of circumstances. " < me

who has been through the mill," last month

accurately described how they are produced

Legislation to compel watchmakers to pass

examinations is not only next to an impossibility, but it is also

impracticable ; so is a watchmakers' association. The stand-

ard of workmanship would of necessity be very low— it would

also be characterized by wire pulling and bribery. The Do-

minion (iovernment. however, could do a little to help the

cause by reducing the duty on watchmakers' tools.

A well equipped horological school offers, without doubt,

the proper solution of the difficulty. In such a school, theory

and practice should go hand in hand. Teach the pupil how

to design and build a watch fiom one end to the other. After

he has made a watch of good finish, ljt him do trade work,

which would be a small source of income to the school. The

value of a school rests largely on the standard of workmanship

upon which a diploma is issued ; that standard would require

to be strictly maintained.

I et lb look at a few of the advantages offered by such an

institution : It would be cheaper, as more could be learned in

a quarter the time it generally takes to serve an apprentice-

ship
;
pupils would immediately become acquainted with all

the latest tools and appliances : when armed with a diploma,

the pupil would have such a great advantage over others that

little diffu ulty would be experienced in getting a situation, and

at a better sal.iry
;
the public would not be slow to find that

where such diplomas were hung, good work was done. In

this employers are largely interested ; it would increase both

their repairs and sales.

The employers and all good workmen, therefore, should

su< h a school be esLablished, would benefit largely by giving it

their loyal support, as the standard of the trade would lie

materially benefited.

The horological schools m France and other countries were

started by private enterprise, and afterwards heavily subsidized

by their resp.-c live governments. This was done to footer and

expand the watch manufacturing industry, and as a means of

meeting the growing competition.

In Canada we have no such industry, therefore the Gov-

ernment would not consider u oi special importance to sub

sidi/e a horological school ; besides all other trades have just

ich right as the wa'chmakers to have a subsidized s( hool.

The watchmakers must just show what they can do, and then,

if the (iovernment can afterwards be induced to assist, so

IDUCh the better. I do not think private enterprise is entirely

want,' .ihlish one in Canada, the great question is, how

many will attend SU< h a sc hool ? besides employing instiuc tors,

it would require the investment of several thousand dollars in

tools, and no one would wish to make such an outlay unless

reasonably certain tha', in time at least, they would get some

return for the same. There are many, no doubt, who really

wish to improve, and would attend such a school, providing it

wis properly managed, and fees reasonable; let everyone in-

terested, therefore, put himself upon re< ord. and an idea could

soon be formed whether such a scheme would be likely to

succeed. It must be impressed upon those who wish to im-

piove, that with them, in a large measure, rests the final

solution of the problem. The great trouble is, when a young

man has put in his time, he is not likely to see anyone who

can do a better job than himself, and naturally thinks he is as

good as the next one, but if he cannot repair watches without

"guessing at" what is the matter, using soft solder, bluing

staffs and balances, or in short does not understand the where

fores and whyfores of a watch, he -would find a wonderful im-

provement after attending a horological school.

I have often heard that Canadians, as watchmakers, are at

a discount in their own country. European workmen are sup-

posed to be more thoroughly conversant with their trade.

This idea has sprung up, not because Canadians lack intelli-

gence and perseverance, but because their training as watch-

makers has been so sadly neglected Sir, it is the privilege,

let alone the duty, of every one in the trade, and all who are

loyal to this country, to help change this state of affairs by the

means indicated, and turn it to the advantage of our young

men that they were taught their trade in " Canada, Our

Country."

Yours truly,

Toronto, March 13th, 1890. HENRY I'iaytner.

A TECHNICAL SCHOOL FOR WATCH-
MAKERS.

Editor Trader Sir :

It
r seems to me that the question " What shall we do

with the Botch ? " should give place to the

question. " What can we do to assist the incom-

petent and unfinished Watchmaker?" There

are three grades of botches, viz : the botch who

knows how to do a good job. but won't ; the

botch who doesn't know how, but thinks he d(

and the botch who neither knows how nor wants

to. Individually and collectively he is irreclaimable, and

under a new order of things will, horologically speaking, soon

die a natural death. The idea I wish to emphasize is this
:

That a great number of the watches that are mutilated and

damaged while undergoing repairs^ are damaged not by the

I. n!<h, but by inexperienced and incompetent workmen, who

know they are doing poor work, are ashamed of it, and would

be only too -lad to do better if they 1 ould, but owing to dilii r< nt

circumstai for the tim< being at least, unable to do so.

These are the men. young and old, who air deserving ol i on

sideration, and who, it I am not -really mistaken, will be 1

and willing to take advantage of every opportunitj that maj

offer to improve themselves in their profession. What we want

is a first ( lass technical school foi watchmakers, where the

students can obtain the greatest amount of instruction, expen
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ence and practice in the shortest space of time, and if a school

wtfe slatted and properly conducted, a student of average

abi ity would learn more in six months in such a school than

he would in sit years under the old system, owing to the different

method oi instruction, and the interchange of ideas and methods

among the students themselves, which is no small factor in the

advancement of any class of students brought together from

different places.

AN Of II. INK OF A PRACTICAL TFXHNICAL SCHOOL AND

WHAT IT WOULD ACCOMPLISH.

To begin with, a large workshop with plenty of good light

and modern conveniences in the way of ventilation, heat, water

and light steam power; two of the largest size Moseley and

Whitcomb lathes, fitted with universal plate chucks and plain

slide rests to be used for plate work, a wheel cutting machine,

a pinion cutting machine and polisher, attachments for grinding

and polishing flat steel and brass work, apparatus for gilding

watch parts, several ordinary No. i x 2 Moseley and Whitcomb

turning lathes for turning and fitting the different parts of a

watch, such as staffs, pinions, wheels, jewels, screws, etc., etc.;

a grind stone and miscellaneous small tools, such as compasses,

dividers, sectois, depthing tools, measuring instruments, screw

plates, gravers, drills, etc., etc.; plenty of brass plates, brass and

steel disks and wire, and necessary materials not practicable or

convenient to make, also necessary models, enlarged, of the

train and escapement of a watch, to facilitate the study of the

action of the different parts of a watch.

System of Instruction.—When a student begins he should

be set to work first to make himself some standard sizes

of drills, taps, cutters, etc., to be used later on. He would

thus get his hand in to a certain extent on filing, turning and

tempering, and also get used to the surroundings. Then give

him two brass plates and some brass and steel wire, and set him

to work at the large lathe to face off and smooth the plates,

turn them to the proper diameter and thickness, drill the holes

for and make and fit the pillars, tap them, and make, temper

and polish the screws that hold the plates together. He now
has the frame of the watch ready, and can proceed at the con-

struction and finishing of the different wheels and pinions, etc.,

that go to make a complete watch.

Advantages 0/ this mode 0/ Instruction, and further details

—As I said before the desne undoubtedly is to obtain the

greatest amount of instruction and practical experience in the

shortest spare of time, and while some are presumably in a

position to spend one, two or three years to learn the business

thoroughly, others who have had more or less experience are

not in a position from different causes to spend more than say

six month'-, and therefore have to make the most of their time,

and there is no doubt but that the way to make the most of one's

time is to make a watch. To explain more fully : Take for

instance, a man who has had some experience and has done
ordinary straight, but no difficult work, such as making or fitting

new parts, etc. Now give him a watch that wants say n 111 w
balance staff, and new balance jewel and setting (owing to the

original jewel having been broken and another one shellac Iced

in out of upright with the opposite one), and a new s< ape wheel

and pinion (the old one being lost or gone entirely 1. Having

had practice only on ordinary straight work, he can't use the

lathe to any extent either on staff or plate work, and knows

nothing about selecting or determining and fitting a new scape

wheel and pinion, and yet he is given a job where fine and

accurate turning and fitting is necessary, and also a knowledge

of depthing and escapements. The result is he is afraid he

will damage the watch, has no confidence in himself, gets

rattled and does damage the watch and then gets dishearu

all because he was put on a class of work he was not educated

up to doing. Then why not give him work of a simpler nature,

and gradually educate him up to the more difficult ? Simply

because on watches that come in for repairs a man can't choose

his work ; he has to take it as it comes, and he may get a certain

job today, and not another of the same kind for a month or

more, and that is one reason why it is impracticable to put an

improver on watch work at first. It takes too long to cover the

ground and get experience and practice on all parts of a watch.

On the other hand, if an improver or partially experienced

watchmaker is set to work to make a watch, he is not afraid he

is going to spoil anything more than five cents worth of sheet

brass to start with and so has more confidence and makes

better progress, and besides he starts with large, coarse and easy

work, (entirely out of the question on finished watches,) and

gradually acquires the requisite skill as he goes along, and by

the time he comes to turning and fitting pirions, staffs, etc , he

is competent to do it in a workmanlike manner. Again, in

constiucting a watch he learns not only how to do the work, but

why, because theoretical lectures should be aiven on the work

as it progresses and the improver thus learns all about depth-

ing, curves, angles, friction, compensation, rating, isochronism,

etc., theoretically as well as practically, which is absolutely neces-

sary to a thorough understanding of the subject in question ; be-

sides, in constructing a watch the improver acquires a vast amount

of general knowledge bearing on his daily work as long as he

works at the bench, and which he would to a very large extent

miss in doing special jobs occasionally on finished watches ; for

instance, in turning the plates, pillars, etc., as described above,

he learns how to make his cutters and drills properly and how

to temper them to produce the best results, learns how to make

accurate measurements and apply them on large work before

doing fine, learns how to calculate, make and polish wheels and

pinions, and to plant the depths on the plates taking the centre

distance from the depthing tool, he learns how to lit Ins jewels

in the plate and in separate settings, how to design, make and

fit escapement, hair-spring and balance, how to adjust the

movement to heat and cold position and isochronism, and best

of all he wastes no time and is thoroughly impressed with all

the different operations.

If a man understands the construct inn of a wat< h theoretical

ly and practically and can make and lit the different parts, he

is competent to repair watches but not otherwise. 1 1 he docs

not understand the construction of a watch and the wins and

wherefores, it is impossible for him to detect defects (unless

most glaring ones; in them, and that is the principal reason we

see so much botch work; a man cleans a wati h and il stops, he

is not competent to locate the cause of Stoppage and Star)

on an experimenting tour, alters endshakes that required no

altering, frees the escapement by chopping awaj the banking

edges, twists the different bridges first one way and then another

with the vain hope the stoppage will \>v removed, .ind the final
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result is that 'he watch is more or less damaged, and the original

cause of stoppage (perhaps a very simple one) still remains.

cat, if a man understands the construe ion of a watch

and can make and fit the different parts, he is competent to

detect defects in any watch that comes in for repairs, and

to remove them in a workmanlike manner, and the quickest

and best way to obtain this experience is by constructing a

watch under proper guidance and instruction. The student

can then go to work on "trade work," and the more difficult

and botched up the watch may be the better he will like it.

DIPLOMA- AND FEES

First, second and third-class diplomas should be awarded

to graduates, and the success of the undertaking would hinge

to a large extent on "the just distribution of them, the diploma

in every instance being a positive guarantee that the holder was

deservedly entitled to same. While on the other hand, the

watchmaker possessing a first class diploma (second and third

in proportion) would no doubt have the refusal of every first-

class situation offered, and the result would be that as the

standard of workmanship was raised, employers would be in a

position to pay larger salaries, because, their workmen doing

belter and more thorough work, better prices would be obtained,

and there is no reason why the average wages, which to-day

are from $10 to $12 per week, should not be from $15 to $20.

That is the experience of American watchmakers. Fees for

attending such a school can be adjusted to be within the reach

of most everyone.

Toronto, March, 1890. E. Reeton.

AS OTHERS SEE THE "BOTCH."

YES, CERTAINLY.

~**\J^ Editor Trader Sir:

'II. I. you please forward the TRADER to my address,

monthly. I have seen a few copies before, and would

I like very much to receive it. In doing so you will oblige.

Yours truly,

Nicolet, March 11th, 1890. K. GlLL.

WE SEND IT FREE TO EVERY LEGITIMATE
JEWELER IN CANADA

\'
I
f Editor Trader Sir:

^4V f HAVE tarted a small cratch and clock business in

0y Rapid City, and am given to understand that you furnish

*\ the Trader free to all persons engaged in the jewelry

trade in the Dominion, so I shall be greatly obliged if you will

forward me one for next month, as I find there is a great deal

Of Useful information contained in it which I think will be a

great help to me, and obli

\ ours truly,

C. Cl V K ON.

Rapid City, Man., March 19th, 1X90.

The Trader is right when it gives its judgment >-

getting n 1 of the I >ot< h watchmaker by law -by a statute

providing th.it only duly qualified workmen should be allowed

to w,.rk at the business. Natural selection and the horological

schools of the land will surely— if slowly—prove themselves

adequate forces to retire the botch or at least to subordinate

him to about his right position.

—

Keystone.

SHALL WATCH REPAIRERS BE LICENSED ?

A movement is on foot in England to have watch repairers

licensed, in much the same manner as pharmacists are regis-

tered in this country. This, of course, cannot be made

obligatory except by act of Parliament, but the British Horo-

logical Institute hopes that the certificate of that institution

will be so valuable that repairers will readily offer themselves

for examination, and that in a short time the public will come

to look with more favor upon a licensed than an unlicensed

repairer. In this country repairers have become so habituated

to charging three dollars for tinkering a watch, no matter how

much or how little needs doing to it, that watch owners some-

times lay aside their watches rather than show them to a watch

repairer. We fear that too much advantage has been taken of

the public's ignorance in regard to time-pieces, so that people

have become distrustful of all watch repairers, good and bao\

alike. This ought not to be so. A little dirt, a piece of brass

filing, or a lack of oil, ought not to be an excuse for any watch

repairer to impose a large and fancy price upon the owner.

By so doing the goose that lays the golden egg is killed.

Many repairers take pains to show their customers just what

the matter is when the watch is left, and to state what the

expense of fixing it will be. If a system of examinations and

licenses will raise the standaid of tepairers in this country, and

restore public confidence in them, by all means let us have it.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BV EXCELSIOR.

THE DUPLEX LS< APEM1 NT.—CONTINUED.

( 17 1 1 If the hold-back is when the tooth and the notch are

on the line of centres, i e., the tooth pointing to die centre of

the balance staff, the point touches the bottom of the notch,

or there is something in it. Turn the balance around till the

notch is outside of the wheel, and run a fine peg wood point

up and down to clean it. AKo remove any dirt from the points

of the repose teeth. If the same hold-back still occurs, the

tooth evidently toiK lies the bottom of the notch, provided it is

thin and properly pointed, as before described. This may

oi 1
1 1 r only with certain teeth, showing thai the) are longei than

the others. If so, equalize the wheel as follows : 'lake a short

piece? o! wire of a size to fit into the jaws of youi depthing tool,

and cement upon it a piece of flat equalizing file, or, what is

better, of ruby file, and. fasten in one of the jaws of the tool so

that, when the escape wheel is adjusted between the centl

the other jaw, the file will cut the teeth squarely a< loss the ends.
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Gradually approach the jaws together, by the- thumbscrew, till

the longest teeth touch the file, when the wheel is turned by

the finest hair bow running on a small collet fastened on the

ipe wheel pinion. .As the file cuts the projecting teeth,

bring the jaws together, very slowly and carefully, till the short-

est teeth are just touched but not filed off any. Then point

up the teeth with suitable equalizing files. The teeth should

not be actually pointed, but have a just perceptible flatness

on their ends, similar to the English lever escape wheel teeth.

(472 j If the wheel is of brass, an easy and quick way to

equalize it is to grind the teeth off by little bell metal laps, well

supplied with rouge and oil. In this case the lap is turned by

the bow, and the tooth is heid against the edge of the lap by a

gentle pressure of the finger during the motion of the lap in

one direction,—while the edge is running towards the point of

the tooth. But when it is running from the point towards the

centre of the wheel, during each up stroke of the bow, the tooth

must be moved out of contact, as it would either be bent or

drawn in and forced past the lap, which would probably result

in breaking off the pivot. Only very slight pressure of the

tooth upon the lap is required, and when the tooth is shortened

enough it will pass the lap, and the next one will rest on the

cutter. When all have passed, they will evidently all be of the

same length—the shortest teeth having been the guide for

setting the lap. This method can be used for equalizing a

a steel wheel, instead of a file, as above described. But two

laps should be employed, the first for grinding, with oil stone

dust, the other for finishing, with rouge. If the hold back

mentioned in section 1 471) occurs with all the teeth, either

after the depthing between the wheel and balance staff very

slightly by in >ving back the bridge or bridges under the dial,

or, if the pivot holes are set in the plate, then the wheel may
be made smaller as above, or turned down in the lathe. Only

the slightest amount must be taken off the points. Before

examining the action of this escapement, it is necessary to know

the principle-, up an which it is constructed, and what qualities

we are to look for as desirable or the reverse. Supposing the

mechanical <ondition of the parts to be now correct, our next

ta->k will be to consider their best theoretical forms, sizes and

funct:

The duplex escapement is so called from having a

escape wheel, each part of which gives impulse to the

balance, although in a different way. The long or star teeth,

which project out in the plane of the wheel, constitute what is

called the repose wheel, while those which rise vertically from

the rim form the impulse-wheel. 1 hese wheels ad alternately,

the former upon a notched roller, encircling the balance staff,

and railed the roller jewel ; the latter, upon a finger or pallet

attached to the balance staff above the roller. The impulse is

given in only one direction, the vibration in the opposite direc

tion, serving merely to return the pieces on the staff into posi

Hon for renewed ;i< tion.

in the " English duplex " the repose wheel consists

of single teeth alternating with the impulse teeth In the

'h of the repose wheel are in pair-,,

alternating with -.ingle impulse-teeth as before. The two

e teeth aie r ut sufficiently far apart to insure the

forward one clearing the roller on one side, while the Second is

locked by it on the other side, the points being about the

diameter of the roller apart. The repose wheel of the English

duplex generally has fifteen teeth, alternating with the same

number of impulse-teeth, while the Chinese has twelve teeth

in mx clusters or pairs, alternating with six impulse-teeth. For

the sake of simplifying the explanations our remarks will refer

to the English style of wheel. The roller is generally a jewel

made of ruby, with perfectly cylindrical exterior, bored end-wise

exactly through the centre, a narrow notch cut along one side

and fitted upon the balance staff. A washer is applied against

its lower end, and the whole cemented fast upon the staff. In

many cheap watches the staff itself is turned to the proper size

for the roller, and a notch cut longitudinally into one side.

(47;) A tooth of the repose-wheel rests against the roller,

and is locked or detained there during the return or " dumb
'

vibration of the balance. But when the vibration is forward,

the notch in the roller admits the point of the tooth, and enables

it to pass the line of centres (between the balance and escape-

wheel pivot holes), thus unlocking the wheel. The tooth hav-

ing passed the roller in the notch, and escaped therefrom, an

impulse tooth then falls upon the projecting impulse pallet or

finger, which has by that time come into proper position for

receiving it, presses the finger forward through a certain distance,

and drops off its point. Another repose-tooth then falls upon

the roller and checks or locks the escape-wheel during the re-

mainder of the forward vibration of the balance, the whole of

the return vibration, and half of the next forward vibration,

until the notch of the roller approaches the line of centres and

again unlocks the wheel. While the repose-tooth is engaged

with the roller notch, it of course presses against the front side

or lip, giving a certain amount of impulse which is called the

small lift. The greater impulse given by the impulse-tooth

acting upon the finger is called the large lilt. There are there-

fore two actions to this escapement. The wheel and roller, and

the wheel and pallet. The former has three functions : that of

locking, that of impulsion, and that of control ; the latter action

has but one, that of impulsion.

1476) The -wheel and roller action. The duplex escape-

ment is in a considerable degree self-compensating for variations

in the strength of the motive force, by virtue of the function of

control inherent in this action. The greater the power of the

mainspring, the greater will be the pressure of the repose t

upon the roller, and its frictional resistance to the motion of

the balance : and, as the power becomes weaker, the pressure

and retardation are less, and the balance is left more bee to

vibrate. But this controlling action depends upon the size of

the roller. If the roller was very small the balance motion

would be very free, but the compensation action would be very

slight, while, if the roller was vi ry large, the pressure of the

repose tooth would influence the motion ol the balam e so mu< h

as to interfere with the office of the hair spring as the regulator

of the vibration of the balance. There should therefore be a

medium size, which leaves the balance proper freedom, while

suffii iently 1 ompi foi variations in the motive fori

1
;

--
, But such 1 Iocs nut appear to be the case, as eminent

makers differ much in their rules. Jurgensen says th.it the

diameter ol the roller should be equal to one third the disl

between the points <>f two (single) reposi teeth. As the wheel

has fifteen repose teeth, and e\ei\ < in le has 360 , the angular

distance between two teeth is .•
1 , and one thud of that is s

,
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PARCHMENT TAGS
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20. 70 Cents.

17. 60 Cents.

HAVING lately made a very large purchase of Parch-

ment Tags from the largest makers in the world, we

are prepared to fill orders at the prices here quoted,

which are by the gross. Each gross packed in a box.

Jewelers will please compare these prices with the cost of

their last purchases.

15

J
12

1 11

3

50 Cents.

40 Cents.

30 Cents.

25 Cents.

20 Cents.

15 Cents.

CASES
All lines in stock, from the cheapest to the best. We claim

to be headquarters for these goods in Canada.

FANS
Our importation of Fans this year was just three times

what it was last year, and
J.'s of them have alieady gone. Another shipment will arrive in May.

NO SUCH VALUE HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED IN CANADA BEFORE.

THE HEMMING BROS. CO., Limited.

76 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

MAX SAUNDERS,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

DIAMONDS - AND - PRECIOUS - STONES,

75 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

An Assortment of Mounted Goods Always on Hand. Goods

sent on Approval to Responsible Dealers.
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which, measured on a circle drawn through the points of the

repose-teeth (or "circle of the repose-wheel,' gives the actual

diameter of the roller suitable for that wheel Other makers

advocate a diameter equal to one fourth the distance between

two teeth, which would be 6 , while some adopt two-fifths or

about 10 . I have seen watches with even larger rollers doing

fair service, but such large rollers are not to be recommended.

The truth is that the size should conform to the construction

of the train, and no rigid rule can be given which wou'd be

adapted to all cases. We will therefore consider the advantages

and disadvantage- of different pioponions for the parts of this

action, and the special conditions for which they are suited.

4;m The wheel and roller action is shown on a large scale

in Fig. 30, in which the circle n represents the roller, /// the

M
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Fig. SO.

central hole, and e the centre. The notch is drawn upon the

upper side. The line l>d is a part of the line of centres, the

centre of the escape wheel being below d. The arrow shows the

direction of the forward vibration. The repose-teeth are at o

and 0, the c ir< le x.v being the course taken by their points, as

the wheel revolves. By examining the figure we see, first, that

with the same centre distance eJ, the larger the repose wheel,

the greater the anule of the -mall lift, or the angular motion

through which the b dance must pass to allow the repose tooth

re its impulse and escape. Suppose the balance to be at

rest, with the centre of the notch on the line of centres cd, and
ith o re-tin:; against the roller at a, or on the repose, as it

led. The balance must first move to the left till the

notch comes to the point </, when the tooth falls into the notch,

^uin-t the right lip till it reaches the points, when it

ipes from the notch. Draw lines from (through the points

a and c, and n the angle of the small lift, a <• c If we
now suppose the repo-e wheel to be larger, as indicated by the

c', then the intersection -A the teeth and roller will

n al •/
.
an 1 end at <-', giving a sin ill lift of ,/' r <•', \, ry mm h

r than "

.-,<>) The centre of the notch must now mow from the

line of centres to a' before the watch can start, and it must go
from <i to c before the tooth < an escape. With too much ot .1

Small-lifting ti. m< nt is more liable to set and stop, and
is harder to start to running With too sin ill a lilt the r<

|

or locking Of the tooth would be too shallow and not safe, and
the drops both upon and from the roller would be greater and

dangerous. Therefore, making the depthingof the wheel

and roller deeper, makes the locking or repose dei

safer, but increases the liability to set, and vice versa. The
small lilt is governed by the amount of intersection of the wheel

and roller circles, as the tooth presses the lip of the notch from

the instant that that crosses and enters the circle x x (or \ \
|

of the wheel till it re crosses and passes out. Therefore, with

the same size of wheel and roller, the deeper their pitching the

greater the angle of the sin ill-lifting.

(480) If we enlarge the repose wheel too much, we shall

have to diminish the number of teeth, as is shown by the figure.

With x' x' for the wheel circle, the entire distance between two

teeth would only suffice to pass through the intersection or

small-lift, when the next tooth would be aheady at the repose,

leaving no room for the large-lift. On the other hand if the

wheel is too small, the small lift or intersection will be very

short, and, after passing through a proper angle of large-lifting

there will still be a very great drop from off the finger upon the

repose of the roller again. We see therefore that there must

be a certain proportion between the size of the repose-wheel

and the number of its teeth, between the size of the wheel and

the angle of small lifting, and between the number of teeth, or

the space each one moves over, and the diameter of the roller,

in order to give room for the two lifts and the two drops.

Experience has shown that the most advantageous number ot

teeth is fifteen <474>, ana* that a small lift of 25 to 30 secures

a safe locking with easy clearance, and is the desirable medium

( 179 ) Nothing is practically gained by increasing it, while the

deeper intersection of the repose-tooth in the roller which

necessarily accompanies, or rather produces a larger lift, (470 1.

only serves to render it more liable to set. If this angle ot

small-lift does not give an ample vibration to the balance, in-

creasing the lift would increase the motion but very slightly :

the trouble must be sought for in some other part of the es-

capement or of the train.

THE BARBARIC SPLENDOR.

Nothing on earth equals in magnificence the barbaric splen

dor of those old czars. I visited the museum where they

showed me with great pride the products of the Russian mines.

Here was the largest nugget of gold in the world; the largest

lump of silver, the largest specimen of malachite and the largest

lapis lazuli, with a hundred and one other things from the

Siberian mines. I saw the saddles and caparisons of these old

warriors. One, I remember, had a large saddle blanket, as

you might call it, made of cloth of gold. At a distance it

looked perfectly white, and it • enough to < over the

greater portion of the body of the war horse. \ closet in

Hon showed that it was covered all over with diamonds of the

purest water. The larger ones were sewn on in the form of

stars ami other figures, but the entire surface was covered with

gems. The blanket was worth thousands .a\<\ thou

of dollars. Then, in one of Catherine's palaces, I saw columns

of pure amber, with tin' walls ot entire rooms 1 overed with the

same tostly stulf And \et. 111 othel (oimtlles ot I

amber has be* oine so s( ar< e that it is almost impossible to

secure a pure article, and imitation amber is used foi jewelrj

Dr. Barratt in Atlimta Constitution.
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EVERY WATCHMAKER SHOULD HAVE

MORRISON'S PATENT

goTdTsFlverlP™ScOLOiGMWNE
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SIMPLE, PRACTICAL. ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

No Dirt! No Fumes!

Hundreds in use in the United States and Canada.

A bottle of Pure Gold Solution, prepared under a new process,

and excelling anything in that line, is furnished with every battery.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH EVERY MACHINE.

EDMUND SCHEUER,
TORONTO,PRICE COMPLETE

$12.50.

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA

o ' o z z z z z z z z z z c ocoooooo_oocooooooooooooo.ooooooocoooo..

VIENNA REGULATORS,
LEADER MOVEMENTS,

KEY AND STEM,

TO HAND AGAIN.
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RYRIE BROS.' NEW STORE.

\ A /K present to our readers

on this page two en-

gravings of tlie new retail

jewelry store of Messrs. Ryrie

Bros, of this city, which is

situated on the North-West

corner of Yonge and Adelaide

Streets, almost directly across

from their old stand.

The new premises of the

Ryrie Bros, is such a radical

departure in the way of fitting

up jewelry Stores, that we

think it would repay every one

of our readers to make it a

visit and take in the new ideas

which this enterprising firm

have introduced into it.

The store proper, is well

lighted on two sides by large-

plate glass and stained glass

windows ; its high ceiling is

domed from all sides, which has

the effect of making it lookeven

higher than it really is, while

at the same time the airy effect

is heightened by the artistic

relief decorations which the

artist has employed in the

freS( OS. The I mire northern

side of the store, which is the

onefurthest from the windows.

is fitted up with elegant wall

cases in cherrj and plate glass,

in which are kept a choice

assortment of new designs in

silverware and other articles

of virtu. A row of cherry

tables surmounted by cherry

and plate glass counter cases

run parallel with the southern

wall, behind which area series

of terraced stands about the

same height, which carry a \ci\

large assortment of line French

marble clocks and bronze or-

naments of all kinds. Scatter

ed through the body of the

store may be found a very

choice collection of piano

lamps, fancy onyx tables,

pedestals holding statuary, &c.

and these with the pretty

chairs and solas scat tend
around with studied disorder

give the room a very cozy and
EXTERIOR VIEW

Interior view



THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Have placed upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, SIX SIZE, NICKEL MOVEMENT, KNOWN AS

No. 149.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will THIS MONTH place upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, FOURTEEN SIZE, GILDED MOVEMENT, PENDANT SETTING,

KNOWN AS No. 120.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will Next Month place upon the market a Movement

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.
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homelike appearance, especially to ladies and others who

desire .1 place to rot themselves as well as to shop in.

I he chandeliers, which are of the newest design, art.- a

combination 1

'. electricity, and either or both kinds ol

light can be turned on at the will of the proprietors. The

Hour red with a handsome oilcloth of a pattern to

imitate inlaid mosaic work ly as possible, and is both

pretty and <. : The stained glass from the Studio of

Elliott & S :'m> city, is chaste in design ami rich with

glow rs which are so tastefully harmonized as to afford

a restful variety to the eye as well as to shed a softand subdued

light over the wares which adds considerably to the beauty and

effectiveness of the disp

The workshop at the rear is cut off from the main shop by

fancy double glass doors, and is large enough to accommodate

the half do/en workmen which this firm are now forced to em-

ploy in order to keep pace with fheir repair work. A patent

carrier arrangement conveys work from the front store into the

workshop at the rear, and is quite a labor sum- as well as novel

innovation in a jewelry store.

The private office of the pro| rietors is at the left of the

front of the shop as you enter the door, and is simply an

artistic screen of cherry and bevelled plate glass. From this

vantage ground the prim ipals can not only see every customer

who enters the store, but have the whole of the premises under

their immediate supervision. The front of the store is

gorgeous with polished' brass signs and railings, and plate glass

windows which shine as brightly as though dust and mud were

things totally unknown in our city. Taking it all in all the

new store of the Messrs. R)rie Bros is one oi the prettiest we

have seen anywhere, either in the United States or Canada,

and what makes it all the more commendable, is that this

effect has been produced more by the exercise of artistic taste,

than the expenditure of a large amount of money. This at

least was the verdict of tlu vast crowd that singed in and out

of their premises from nine o'clcn k on Saturday morning until

nine o'clock the same night, for their opening was a reception

that any firm should well be proud of, as it spoke volumes for

the way in which they were regarded by the general public.

The Ryiie Bros, thoroughly deserve their success, for they

have achieved it not by any lucky stroke of fortune, but by

being hard and honest workers, and selling reliable goods

Strictly upon their merits. I hese < hara'terrstics < ombmed with

ability of 110 common order, have slowly but surely brought.

them nearer the front, until to d ly they can fairly claim to have

won heir wa> t;nto the very foremost rank of retail jewelers m
Canada.

N arl/ eleven years enior partner, Mr. Jas. Ryrie

pun based the old business of Mr. John Segsworth who left it

into the wholesale trade. Mr. Ryrie went into Mr.

worth's employ as an ap] n Ma .- m 1S70, and gradually rose

step by step until he acquired the business foi himself. The
way in which the place was unproved in appearance and the

character of the StO< k brought up to a higher level to suit the

requirements of an ever increasing trade, are now reminis

• s to the senior member of the firm, but all the same he

had very serous, and what sometuir uimount

able to contend against in his upward struggle. That

he overcame them is to his credit, but that in doing so he

sacrificed neither friendship nor principle, makes his achieve

ment all the m ire commendable. Today Mr. Janus Ryrie is

not only regarded by the public as a successful merchant, but

by his rivals in the trade he is looked upon as one of the most

honorable men in their line of business. For the past four

years he has acted as Secretary-Treasurer of the Jewelers

Security Alliance of Canada, and it is needless to say that he

has performed the duties of the office to the complete satisfa<

tion of the membership of that organization.

Some years ago, finding that the business was ou>

his pers >nal supervision, he took into partnership his brother,

Mr. Harry Ryrie, who had learned the watchmaking under his

tuition. The new blood at that time infused into the linn

has had no small Lhare in its subsequent success, for " Harry,''

as he is commonly known, is one of the most popular young

men in the city, and under a good looking and smiling

countenance, hides one of the brightest intellects of any man
in the Canadian jewelry trade.

The Ryrie Bros, make a good team ; they always pull

harmoniously together, and if their past achievements are any

index of their future, they have a long and successful career

before them. The Trader wishes them a long and succe-slul

occupancy of their new and beautiful premises.

Selected Matter.

SOMETHING NEW ABOUT THE EAR

URELY next to good eye sight

good hearing is one of the es-

sential faculties of expert watch-

makers. 'The following from

the pen of an eminent English

scientist is the latest conclusions

concerning that all important

organ, the ear:

If one were asked to select

any portion of man's wonderful

frame which is more wondrous

and more com] il< < than another,

I should advise the candidate for honors in elementary

anatomy to choose the car. Tor. unquestionably, the eai is

more complex than the eye probably more intricate, indeed,

than any other of our sense-organs I" begin with, there is

the outer ear, which is in itself worth some study, as Darwin

has shown 11s, in req>c< t of lis < onfomiation. 1 he passage or

canal of the ear pass< S inward, and is blocked, like a cul a

by the drum membrane or tympanum. 'This membrane

ves the waves of sound and transmits these vibrations to

the internal car, whii h is en< losed within the temporal 1

Now

.

ear which is 1 1 marvi Ions struc

ture and of su< h intri< acj Lei us trj to think of its various

fol a momi nt or two ( )n the inner sale of the " dium "

a tube (called the " Eustachian tube, aftei an old anatomist)

mto the throat. I Ins arrangement evident!) serves to

ensure equality of aii pi i< h side of the dium, what

evei else may be it> use B( twe< n the brain and the drum is

a bony partition bearing two apertures One ol ih< t is oval
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Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory: White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL,

sz
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TO THE TRADE
In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

IS". 13.—We guarantee our pi'oduction equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the market, includ-

ing American or Swiss.
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in shape, and the other of rounded outline. The next part of

the ear consists of a chain of three small bones or " ossicles,"

which lie across the drum in such fashion that all vibrations of

that membrane must, of necessity, be communicated to the

bones. One bone is like a hammer in shape, the second like

an anvil, and the third like a stirrup. The flattened plate of the

stirrup-bone is placed on the oval opening in the bony par-

tition already named. The next part of the ear is the labyrinth,

which contains fluid, and which receives the ends of the nerves

of hearing, whose mission it is to carry the messages they

receive from the outer world to the brain.

The labyrinth itself is composed of two parts. Of these,

the first is the cochlea, which resembles the shell of the snail

somewhat in appearance
;
while the second is constituted by

three curious semicircular canals. Inside the cochlea is a very

wonderful structure, called, after its discoverer, theorganof Corti.

This is really a microscopical sounding-board, or something

more complex still. It consists of about 4,000 minute rods or

arches, which are graduated in length and height as we pass

from the top to the bottom of the snail-shell. Each arch or

rod vibrates in unison with a particular sound-wave, and from

their action we are supposed to gain notions of tone.

Helmholtz tells us that the rods of Corti correspond to the

seven octaves which are in common use ; and this fact, with

others, seems to teach us that, as a tone indicator, the Organ

of Corti plays its part very well by us in our appreciation of

sounds and their pitch. Of the semi-circular canals of the ear

and their uses or duties, we have hitherto not been quite so well

informed Of yore it was believed that they gave us a power of

estimating the direction of sounds, and, until lately, we had to

be content with this assertion. Now, however, we have come
into possession of fresh facts regaiding these canals and their

uses, and this brief recital of the anatomy of the ear and its

parts has been intended by me simply as an introduction to a

little bit of very recent science—or rather of scientific dis-

covery now elevated into the rank of accepted fact. As early

as 1S24, llourens, the great physiologist, in experimenting

upon these canals—which, by the way, are placed in three

planes at right angles to one another—suggested that they

might prove to be the organs of a sense of novel and hitherto

unknown nature ; and Professors Crura, Hrown and Mach
have succeeded in confirming this opinion, and, what is more

to the point, in elevating it into the reg on of certified fact.

As the former scientist lately remarked in the course of a

public lecture, we really possess little or no means of judging

of motion. We move through space in this old world of ours

at the rate of 68,000 miles per hour, yet we are all unconscious

of the movement. 'I he rapid even motion of a train may be

really unpen cived, and of many other circumstances relating

to movement the like remark holds good. Yet, any deviation

of motion from the straight line is at once perceived how or

why is the puzzle ; but at least we are conscious of the transi-

tion, say, to a curve or a steep gradient. It is the sam

has well been pointed out, with the ascent in a lift or in a

balloon. At first we seem to be going down, but midway in

the lift we become unconscious of the movement, ill, til the

apparatus comes to a stop. Experiment helps us hen

ring table is constructed as in Mac hs experiments, and

this is placed in a hut on whose paper blinded windows no

changing lights or shadows are allowed to impinge ; or the

subject may be simply blindfolded. Lying on this table

on his side and comfortably resting with his head or. a

pillow, the person is whirled rapidly round by the rotation of

the table At first he is conscious of the motion, but in a

moment this sensation disappears, and, if the table whirls on

at a given steady pace, all sensation of movement continues to

be absent. Let the rate of rotation, however, be altered, or

let the table come to a standstill, and the consciousness of

motion once more wakens into activity. Some means or other

we must and do possess, therefore, for enabling us to determine

this alteration of speed.

Lying on the table, as we have seen, on one side, conscious-

ness of motion is absent. When, however, the subject is

placed on his back, or when he turns of his own accord

suddenly, he feels as though the table had stood straight up

and as if he were being shot headlong into some vast abyss.

Here it is evident, consciousness and reason itself, of which

consciousness is the servant and minister, are evidently much
at fault ; for the person is lying flat and safe on his back after

all. Next comes a little hint from that experimenter on our

bodies we named " disease." There is an ailment called

" Meniere's disease," which, first described in 1861, shows as

its symptoms giddiness, a staggering walk, with a tendency to

fall on one side, and deafness on one or both sides of the head.

Examination of the ear in such cases seems to show that the

seat of the ailment resides in the semi-circular canals we have

been discussing. A study of disease, therefore, tends to con-

firm what experiment suggests ; and the conclusion we arrive

at is that the canals in question, formerly regarded as part and

parcel of the hearing-sense, are really the organs of a new sense

—that of motion. They give us information about the nature

of the rotations of the head, and it is quite possible their

sphere of usefulness extends even beyond this limit. We see

in these curious canals tubes which contain fluid—a condition

suggestive enough, in a common way, of an apparatus to record

changes of level. This fluid acts against delicate hairs when

rotation occurs, and probably in this way communicates to the

nerves of the canals an impulse which, in the brain, bee-onus

translated into a sensation of motion. The turning of the

head to right and left seems a small thing indeed, viewed from

the ordinary standpoint. But il what has here been recorded

is correct, it is obvious our knowledge of how far and in whal

direction we have made that movement is due to these curious

canals of the ear. They are organs of sense which minister to

our safe conduct as we move through space, and as we pass

sorrowing or rejoicing through the world's way.

—

Andrew

Wiisonin Jewelen
1

Journal.

A GOLDEN LAMP WORTH $70,000.

The interior of the grand cathedral in tin- City of Mexico

is, even at the present day, after having been successive!)

plundered, most magnifict.nl. It com.mis live naves, six

altars, and fourteen chapels, which contain the bones Of s'.ine

,,f the viceroj and <l parted greal men ol Mexico. "The

Glory of the Capola," Virgin ami revered saints, are painted

by celebrated artists. A balustrade surrounds the choir "fa
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TRAys. 1
With Spring changes of stores

and fittings conies a de-

mand for Hew

SHOW CASE
TRAYS.

To intending purchasers we would say

BUg THE BEST GOODS.
Trays are not like boxes that are only expected to be kept in stock a few weeks or months. Good Trays

should last a lifetime, so it cannot but be the best policy to buy handsome serviceable goods at the outset.

Our Walnut and Plush Trays, measuring iixii, are always 'n stock, both Plain and for Watches, Sets,

Rrooches, Earrings, Pins, Chains, Lockets, Charms, &c. We will also, at short notice, make any special size.

We have just brought out what we regard as

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT IN TRAYS.
We will sell a plain iixii Polished Walnut Tray, lined in fine purple silk velvet for $1.25. This is exactly

the same as our famous plush lined $1.00 Tray, but is much handsomer.
We will be glad to quote prices for a full line in Silk Velvet, which is twice as durable as plush.

Write for samples and particulars.

The HEMMING BROS. CO., Ltd., 76 York St., Toronto.

SIMONS BRO. & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

'itflftjDE yiK®$.

H.Y. Office, 20 Maiden Lane.

811 & 613 Sansom St., 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Cartes and Thimbles for sale by
rv r t
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metal so rich that an ofler to replace it with one of equal weight

in solid silver was refused. This weighs twenty-six tons, and

came from China in the old days of Spanish dominion, when

the richly freighted galleons of Spain sent their cargoes over

land from Acapulco to Vera Cruz on the way to the mother

country. The high altar was formerly the richest in the world,

and yet retains much of its original glory. It contained candle

sticks of gold so heavy that a single one was more than a man
could lift, chalices, cruets, and pyxes of gold encrusted with

precious metal studded with emeralds, amethysts, rubies, and

sapphires. The statue of the assumption (now missing) was of

gold, ornamented with diamonds, and is said to have cost

$1,000,000. There was a golden lamp, valued at $70,000,

which it cost at one time $1,000 to clean, but, according to a

French writer—and the joke is his—the Liberal troops cleaned

it for nothing, and it has not been seen since.

—

Exchange.

ERICSSON'S PHYSICAL STRENGTH.

A - *>. IT iswell known that the late Cant. Ericsson

was of robu >t constitution and remarkable

power of enduring continuous sedentary

application ; but it is not so well known

that he was possessed of enormous physi-

cal strength Of this he was not vain,

nor wis it often exerted. In one or two

instances, however, his muscular power

was displayed in a startling manner. He
was always very particular about the

quality of both materials and workman-

ship, and on one occasion during the construction of an engine

at Delamater's, a certain casting appearing to him doubtful as

to soundness, he ordered it to be broken up. And possibly

suspecting that blowholes might be plugged, or the suspected

piece made to do duly in some way, he insisted on having it

broken on the spot. Some stalwart workmen accordingly

attacked it with heavy two-handed sledges, but, failing to make
an impression, they desisted at length, saying :

" We will put

it under the drop by and by." His quick temper rose at this,

but he spoke not a word ; with his right hand he snatched the

sledge from the nearest man, and in an instant it whirled like a

meteor before the eyes of the astonished spectators, the ponder

ous tool driving its head at the first stroke through the shell of

the dubious casting, making it a hopeless wreck. He tossed

away the sledge with the remark :
" Now you may put it under

the drop/' During one of his visits of inspection to the Monitor

while she was building, be was annoyed by tripping once or

twice over a heavy iron bar Turning to two workmen near at

hand, he a^ked them to remove it : but they said it was too

heavy. Nettled at this refusal, and as if in contempt for the

excuse, he made no reply, but stooping, he picked up the bar

with his own hand-, < arried it without ass:stan< e at ross the shop

and threw it on a scrap heap The two men were amazed to

see a man, already nearly sixty years of age, d< aling in a

summary way with a matter fthicb they had not ventured to

He wuh
; they proi ured some assistant e at noon time, and

OUt of curiosity weighed the offending bar, which showed upon

the si lie nearly a third ol a Ion. Scientific American.

A WRONGFULLY SUSPECTED GIRL
«

:r S( >MK time ago a gentleman, well known in this city

•»;'"" went with his sister, then a school girl, to a

ieweler's shop to buy a diamond ring. The

*KJ£? dealer exhibited a rare and brilliant array. After

a careful examination, the intending purcha

fixed upon a beautiful stone as best suited to their

taste and purpose. As it was undergoing a final inspection, in

removing it from or restoring it to its case, or in handling it in

some other way, it dropped from the counter and disappeared.

A thorough search for it was made in every possible corner.

The citizen and his sister, of course, insisted upon being

searched. Every person in the shop submitted to a like

process. It was a vain quest, and the ring was not found but

was given up as lost. The gentleman paid its full value to

the dealer.

Time passed. The young girl gradually outgrew the gar-

ments she had worn when the mysterious event at the jeweler's

occurred. A sacque which she then had on and which she

continued to wear through the season at school and elsewhere

was discarded. A year or more later, when the affair had

been well nigh forgotten, the sacque was turned over to a dress-

maker of the household to be revised and amended.

The reconstructive artist, with deft lingers, began to rip a

seam, when out fell a diamond ring. It was easily recognized

as the missing solitaire. How it got there, whether it had

fallen as it flew from the tradesman's counter into the young

lady's pocket, and had thence made its way through an un-

suspected hole in the lining, or in some other manner had

found lodgment within the garment, is a matter for conjecture.

These facts show how a natural and excusable suspicion

may sometimes be wholly unfounded, and they admonish us

not to trust entirely to circumstantial evidence until we are

sure that we have the completed testimony of the last cin

stance.—_/< voder's II \ ekly.

A THEFT THAT AVENGED ITSELF.

A good story is told of a young Englishman and his adven

ture with a piste diamond at Albany, N.Y. He pun 1

the paste gem for 45 cents of an Albany jeweler, and wore it

on his scarf.

Soon afterward the young foreignei secured employment

in an Albany dry goods store. His scarf pin was much ad

mired by a fellow employee, who e questions as to the 1 osl of

in were answered by the owner to the effect thai hi

paid £$ 10s. for it in Glasgow, Scotland, just before embark

ing f >r Aim 1

1

Several daj afterward this employee, undei pretense of

arranging the Englishman's scarf, stole the pin. Afraid to

offer it in Albany, he secured a leave oi absence and left foi

New Yolk, where he expe< I

; pawn it for enou

pay bis expenses in having a g 1 tune in the metropolis.

thief did not discover the worthlessness ol the supposed dia

mond until his money was exhausted, had to ck to

Albany, and, havin tayed his time, was dismissed from
his position. I he Englishman • ute the thief,

thinking he has been punished enough, /.'v.
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OUR ONTARIO AND QUEBEC COMPETITORS PLEASE NOTE THE ABOVE.

We carry a full line of everything wanted by Watchmakers, Jewelers and people

dealing in Watches, Jewelry, Clocks, Silverware, Optical Goods, &c, &c.

(6 We Fill Orders From Any Catalogue.'

When in Winnipeg come and see us. On the 1st of April we remove to our new
premises 433 and 435 Main Street.

Yours truly,

Wholesale Jeweler, WINNIPEG. W. F. DOLL.
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THE WONDERS OF THE GREEN VAULTS
AT DRESDEN.

the celebrated Green Vaults of Dresden

and their contents, Mr. C. H. Bri

writes as follows:

The first room contains magnificent

works in bonze, chiefly copies of

ancient sculptures. The second room

contains the finest collection of ivory

carvings in the world. The most

wonderful of all is that of an Italian

monk representing the "Fall of the

Angels," containing 142 figures carved out

of a single piece of ivory about 16x6
inches and possibly 2 inches wide.

The third room, called the chimney

room, contains some beautiful works of art

in the form of cabinets, snuff boxes and

other articles in amber, enamel and mother

of pearl.

The fourth room contains many fine woiks in gold and sil-

ver. Among other things are two large punch bowls,

weighing 53 pounds each, of solid silver; four gold drinking

cups weighing 12 pounds each. The latter belonged to

George I., Klector of Saxony, who, dividing his country

among his four sons, gave each of them one of these cups on

condition that after decease of his lineage it was to be handed

over to the surviving electoral branch.

This room contains also many rare and curious old clocks

of fine workmanship. The ceiling is painted in green, and

from this feature the vaults have received their name.

The fifth room, the large hall of precious stones, is more

wonderful than its predecessors. Each room seems more

magnificent than the last, and as I go from one to another I

wonder what grand surprises will greet me next. The mag

nificence is dazzling. There are thousands of gems, and each

one is a fortune.

In this room is the wonderful clock, called the Tower of

Babel. Its form is that of a large tower with a larger base.

The whole structure is about 2 feet high, and the mechanism

of the clock is marvelous. A small glass ball makes its exit

from a hole in the top of the tower and begin-, its course on a

spiral pathway, which cn< ircles the tower in the form of a screw

thread. On reaching the bottom of the tower the ball enters

a hole and is jerked up to the top of the tower again by .1

sm..ll chain connected with the mechanism. The ball again

makes it exit, Satan strikes a little bell with a hammer, and the

same round is made by the ball again, the minute hand mo\

one minute forward as Satan strikes the bell. I here are

figures on top of the tower representing the planets, which

were formerly movable, and there an representing

musicians on the lower floor of the tower and connected with

chimes in the spire. These were also formerl) movable. The
of the clock is Ol bronze, adorned with silver medallion-,

01 Roman emperors. This marvelous piece of work was exe

cuted in 1602 by Hans Schlotheim, a clockmaker ol Augsburg.

This room also « ontaini an assortment of \.i es in gold,

vet and bronze. In the corner of the room is a small apart

ment called the '•corner closet," containing over two hundred

and forty unique objects executed in ivory and precious stones,

most of which were presented to the royal family of Saxony in

the end of the seventeenth century.

The seventh room, called the Escutcheon cabinet, contains,

besides the armorial bearings of the House of Saxony, the most

valuable collection of coins in existence, German coins from

Conrad the Great to Albert, and coins of other nations from

the earliest period are there. There also are in this room

some very line works in brass and bronze and some beautiful

wood carvings.

The last and most wonderful apartment is the eighth to

or jewelry room, containing the finest display of jewelry and

precious stones in the world. The crown jewels are a col-

lection begun by the Electors of Saxony, and greatly enriched

by Kings Augustus II. and III., who purchased the far-

famed Green Diamond. All the mountings of diamonds and

other precious stones in this collection were executed by their

orders. The King and Queen of Saxony may wear any of the

jewels in this collection. As one enters the room, the case

containingthe crown jewels is on the right, and their splendor im-

mediately attracts him to the spjt. Such an array of magnifi-

cence one seldom beholds, and once seen it is never fogottcn.

The case containing the crown jewels is divided into six

sections, and the collection of diamonds is not surpassed by

any other in the world. In the first section is an epaulet con-

taining 236 diamonds, the largest of which weighs 123 karats.

The others are of various sizes up to 66 'j karats There are

many buttons, kneebuckles and clasps, also sparkling with

diamonds. Exchange.

WHAT THE STAIR CLOCK SAW.

BY FRANK I; WELi II.

I (i on the landing tin: stair clock stood

The prim old clock,

As staid as a rock,

—

And licked away as hard as it couM
•' Tick-tock, tick-tock,

'Tis late, go lock.''

Down in the doorway a lover wooed—
A sighing swain,

A cooing twain.

Each heart with love in a melting mood;

To part was pa

"1'was plain, quite plain.

The sighing swain took a final kiss-

A r

A hold attack

—

The dying note of their soulful L>li

Alaa I alai k
'

A parting crack.

.n l 11 hid us 1 .

\ hocking si

late a 1 nighl

It woke the a hi les about the pla 1

• N .t right !
n"i right

'

Young man, take fli

It I a light

—

An I 'Id man mad.

'I be > oung gal id id

A fleeing form in the cold, dark night,

A in. 11. Ith

II .11 sad. hall glad
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EYE OPENE
The American Watch Case Co. of Toronto, last month

placed upon the market the following New Cases, to which
they ask the special attention of the Jewelry trade as being
the best Low Priced Goods of the kind ever offered in the
United States or Canada.

PATENT SCREW CASE.

This Case has Screw Back and Bezel, and will fit either

Pendant or Lever Set Movements. It is made in 10 K. and

14 K. Gold Filled, and also in Sterling Silver.

The " NEVADA" Silver Case weighs a little over 2 ozs.,

and can be had either Plain Polished, or Engraved as shown in

above cut. They are made of Solid Coin Silver throughout,

and every Case contains our well-known trade mark of the

Maltese Cross.

The " FORTUNE," ro K. Gold Filled Case is of the

same pattern, and is made of two plates of 10 K. Gold over-

laving a plate of composition metal, has a Solid Gold Bow, and

is made to wear for 15 years.

We guarantee this case to contain at least 20 per cent,

more gold than any similar case imported into Canada.

The "CASHIER," 14 K. Gold Filled Case is also

of the same pattern. It is made of two plates of 14 K. Gold
overlaying a plate ol composition metal, and is made to wear

for 2 1 years.

THE BASSINE " N.P." CASE.

This Case has Jointed Bezel, Cap, and Back, and is made

of Solid Coin Silver with Albata Cap.

It is made in Open Face only, can be had in either Key

or Stem Wind, and is the best value Watch Case ever offered

to the trade of this country.

Every one of these Cases has our well-known Trade

Mark of the Maltese Cross, and like all other goods of our

manufacture, is guaranteed by our Company no matter by

whom sold.

We challenge any factory in America to show a

case equal to the "N.P." for the same money. Ex-

amine it carefully.

%&j~ The above Cases are now in the hands of the Jo

tli.it voii "d a chance to examine the Samples. It \vi

bbing trade, so sec to it when their travellers call upon

11 pay you !



A MAGNIFYING EYE OR MAGNIFIED
STORY.

OHN HESLOP, of Birming-

ham, England, is a lad

whose powers of vision are

accounted as simply mar-

vellous. He is known as

the living microscope, on

account of being able to

see the most minute ob-

jects clearly defined.

In 1878 and 1879 he

was attacked with a baffling

eye trouble and very nearly

lost his sight forever. After

the disease had reached its

worst there was an instant

and startling change for the

better, which resulted in

the complete disappearance

of all inflammation in an

incredibly short time. It

was not a cure, however,

that brought back the eye

sight possessed by the average human being. When it returned

it was with extraordinary increased powers of vision.

To John Thomas the most minute plant louse was as large

as a rabbit, and the mosquito's bill as imposing as an axe

helve. He could see and describe minute objects with start-

ling clearness and precision. He was amazingly shocked, upon

repairing to the well, to get a cooling draught to see the im-

mense number of hideous creatures that were floating, fighting

and wriggling about in the water. From that day to this water

has never passed the lips of John Thomas Heslop. His drinks

consist wholly of coffee, tea and milk, thoroughly boiled.

The doctor says that the entire organization of the eye has

undergone a structural change ; that the cornea has become

abnormally enlarged, and that the crystalline lens has been

divided into three different disks or circles, each circle sur-

rounded by another of light blue. In the centre of each of

these three circles appears an iris, greatly dimished in size, but

an iris nevertheless.

Medical reports of the case have been made by the Lancet,

and many others. The young man has been

visited by all the greater lights of the British medical colleges,

each of whom pronounces his case the most wonderful in the

annals of optics. /

THEY MELT DOWN THE QUEEN'S COIN.

It is computed, says the Horobgical Journal^ that from

14,000 to 10,000 persons are actively engaged in the jewelry

trade of Birmingham, England, and the amount of capital

invested in it is larger than that of any other Birmingham
industry. The annual consumption of gold is in value

^750,000, and of silver ,£350,000.

reigns are still extensively used for melting up 11,

of grain gold, and the question is frequently put by the unin-

39

mated, " Wherefore is the waste ?'' John Bragg, who is good

authority on the subject, says the cost of minting is so small,

that against the other advantages attached to the practice it is

of no account. The grain gold of commerce cannot be

relied upon for absolute freedom from accident or superfluous

alloy. By the use of coin, uniform hardness, tenacity and

ductility, which are ot the utmost importance to some branches

of the trade, are absolutely guaranteed.

The metallurgical science and technical skill of the national

assayers and smelters at the mint are therefore freely used by

the jewelers to enable them to alloy with the utmost nicety,

and with the certainty that their goods, when made, will pass

the Hall.

IT RUNS WITHOUT WINDING.

G. Karrer, watchmaker with H. C. Warner, has

invented one of the most peculiar clocks of the

41 % nineteenth century. It consists of a plate-glass

\ (ki dial suspended from the ceiling, and all the parts

of it that are visible are the two hands, the pivot

upon which they swing, and the dial. It is

marked "Gravitation Clock," and not one person in 1,000 who

passes it has the faintest idea that it is the most ingenious

device of the century. Many clocks with glass dials have the

works of a watch as their motive power, but this clock has no

motive power that is visible.

Mr. Farrer worked on the invention for six years before he

succeeded in perfecting it. He alleges that the only motive

power is the gravitation of the earth, and that the clock will run

on forever without winding. The only imperfection is that it

loses from four to five minutes a day by reason of the friction

of the hands on the pivot, and, therefore, the hands require to

be regulated once in twenty-four hours.

He showed a reporter yesterday something about the way

the clock worked. When the hands pointed to a quarter past

one Mr. Farrer caught hold of them, brought them together

and sent them twirling around the dial like the winder of a

wheel of fortune After oscillating until the momentum had

been overcome, the hour hand and the minute hand resumed

their respective and proper positions, still marking the correct

time. At 1.20 he did something still more remarkable. Ik-

slipped the minute hand off the pivot and laid it on the counter.

At the end of six minutes he replaced it and sent it twirling

around the dial. When it came to rest it settled at the right

place, twenty six minutes past 1 o'clock.

The hands are of tin and are hollow, and perfectly balance d

on the pivot Mr Farrer says they are moved by the
j

tation of the earth, but it puzzles the spectator to account for

the motive power that raises them after they reach 6 30.

All kinds of theories are afloat to account fortius. Some

le say that the hollow hands are tilled with fluids of

different densities that overcome the gravitation of the earth

when the hands reach that point. But Mr. Farrer keeps his

secret, and rejoi( eSOVd the mystification of the beholder. I le

ts that electricity is not the motive power. Fresno, Cat.,

Republican.
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THE TORONTO SILVER PLATE CO.
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^ NEW PATTERN IN ELECTRO-PLATE.

AT USUAL FANCY LIST PRICES.

DISCOUNT QUOTED ON APPLICATION.

E. G. GOODERHAM, J. C. COPP,
Manager. Sec."Treas
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DIAMOND THIEVES OF ZULULAND.

HE illicit diamond buyer, who in-

cites the Kaffirs to steal diamonds,

is a thorn in the digger's side.

( )ften the illicit buyer gets a

$4,000 stone for $400, but if he

is caught in his crooked work

and convicted he is sure to suffer

a penalty of fifteen years' hard

labor. The law is very stringent,

and there is no way of getting

away from it. It is illegal to own

a diamond unless one is a claim

: - holder or a licensed buyer. If a

private individual wishes to pur-

chase a stone or two for himself,

he must first obtain a permit from

the authorities. These precau-

tions will be seen to be necessary, because the value of the

diamond, its portability, the facility with which it can be con-

cealed, and the uncertainty regarding its existence, make it a

source of temptation to dishonesty among all classes. It is,

therefore, against the law for any one, even if a licensed buyer,

to purchase a diamond from any one not a claim holder, unless

he ran poduce his permit.— Gi ' Democrat Book Review.

ELABORATE WATCH DIALS.

Alcide Peridisr, of the Waltham Watch Company's dial

department, spent the most of last sumrr.er in his native home,

France While over there he saw many new things, and got

many new ideas in the dial business. One of the most import-

ant was that of glass dials, with jewels inlaid upon the surface

of the dial. The dial is pointed and fired once, and the jewel-

are inserted and a gloss put over them The dials arc made
of black enamel as well as white. These dials are of unusual

interest, especially to those who work in the trade. The

process of doing them is entirely new in this country. Sup:.

Fitch was much pleased when Mr. I'eridier showed him them,

and the A. W. W. (Jo. will at once start to make them. Mr.

I'eridier will have a room built at the west end of the dial

Lt< tory, and will start at once to make them for this company.

—

W'ullham //, /'

A LUCKY FIND.

of the luckiest finds of which we have heard recently

made on Saturday afternoon. Mr. W. Munks, who had

previously obtained permission to wash the debris with winch

the yard ot Mr. Ling's house in bean Street is paved, com
menced operations in the morning, and before he had been

at work he brought to light a magniflcient white stone

thirteen 1 nd valued at jQ$6o The tailings whi< h

1 the yard for a tin- kness of about ten feet were originally

-•'nt from - Gully, and if Saturday's operations

fair aver. 1

.

work, somebody ought to reap a Small fortune

Irom that back yard. Kimberley Independent.

YE OLDEN TIMES.

lloW MAIDEN LANE (.OT ITS NAME.

|jT was in the year i6cSo that Maiden Lane was first

* i^L niarked out as a street. It was then the bottom of

a little val'ey. Springs welled up from the

Broadway ridge, combined their tinystream-

lets, and formed (mite a brook, running

down to the East river, exactly on the

present site of the lane. This ravine was

called by the early Dutch inhabitants, "The

Vley," which translated means "The valley,"

and as Vley was pronounced by the English Yly, the market

which was situated at the foot of the lane was called the Fly

Market, which title it retained until the structure was demolish-

ed

In 1660 and many years thereafter, the daughters of the

old Knickerbockers came in troops on washing days to spread

their clothes upon the smooth, grassy slopes which rose from

the valley westward as far as King (Pine) street, and eastward

to Golden Hill (between John and Pulton streets 1. When they

had covered these fields with newly cleaned apparel, they would

run and romp or loiter along homeward on the margin of the

tiny streamlet while their merry voices started the woodland

e< hoes in the forests about the I'ark and Beekman streets.

Passing up to Broadway they found a good path in the

Indian trail to the Battery, and finally entered the city by the

gate at the corner of Broadway and Wall street. Their constant

goings to and from the valley soon made a beaten track along

the rivulet which, by universal consent, was denominated by

the Dutch, Maagde Padtje (the Maiden's Path) and by the

English, Maiden Lane.

In its ancient history no records can be found which give

to Maiden Lane more than two celebrated buildings— Fly

Market, on the street just below Great Queene 1 Pearl 1 street,

and Oswego Market, which was on the corner of Broadway,

In 1676 it was advised that the slaughter houses then at the

foot of Wall street should be removed without the city, and

they were accordingly located in the valley, about the present

corner of Maiden Lane and Pearl street.

Formerly Maiden Lane was much lower at the juncture of

Pearl street and up to Gold than at present, the tidewater

coming sometimes neatly as far up as the angular corner at the

intersection of Crown (Liberty, strict Maiden Lane was then

very narrow, with an open gutter in the middle, down which in

rain) weather ran a torrenl of water from the hills on eithei

side sunn ieni to prevent foot passengers from crossing below

William street Before the street was built up there wen- many

pretty cottages on the western side, some ..1 them inhabited by

the very pink of Knickerbocker aristocracy, From New York

( 7/ 1 in ( )I,I1 n Times.

; 1 h strikes me VOU have got the longest miles 111

the world, >aid a pedestrian, as be wiped the perspiration from Ins

,
1 »ere I the intelligent native, taking Ins pipe from Ins

mouth, " it ism 1 the t.iuit of tin? miles, but as the) were making the

; h >n ol milestones so they only put one down foi

, WO 1:
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You Will Do Well
TO EXAMINE THE FOLLOWING LIST OF STANDARD STAPLES

SUCH AS ARE LISTED BELOW.

PLEASE SEND IN YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE FOR ANY GOODS YOU MAY REQUIRE AS

WE WISH TO KNOW HOW MANY OF OUR CUSTOMERS READ THIS PAGE.

WATCH MATERIALS, INCLUDING SPRINGS, HANDS,

JEWELS, STAFFS, WHEELS, ETC,

THE GRAVIER MAIN SPRING IS THE BEST SPRING

OFFERED TO THE TRADE.

Clock Materials, i and 8 Day Main Springs, Keys, Cord, Pendulum Wires and Balls, Bell Wires, Clock Washers

Clicks, Rivets, Hairsprings, Hands, Alarm Indicator Hands,

Nickel Clock Trimming's.

WHITCOMB and Webster-Whitcomb LATHES.

Findings, Sundries, Etc. Brooch Pins, Ear Wire, Scarf Pin Stems, Button Backs, Joints, Catches, Bars, Swivels

Bows, Jump Rings, Bracelet Chains, Eye Glass Chains, Push Caps,

Push Pieces, Silver Sheet and Solder, Etc.

BUY A GROSS OF AMERICAN SCREWS,

ASSORTED.

WE SUPPLY THE BEST GOODS AT LOWEST
PRICES.

GENERAL SUPPLIES.—Pegwood, Pith, Watch Glasses, Clock Cord, Saws, Files, Watch Keys, Watch Crowns

Rouge, Tripoli, Watch Oil and Clock Oil, Watch Brushes, Clock Brushes and Circular Polishing Brushes,

Buffs, Scratch Brushes, Hand Scratch Brushes and Inside Ring Scratch Brushes, Solder, Wire,

Tags, Cards, Batting, Musical Box Springs, Watch Case Fly- Up Springs and Locking

Springs, Composition Fly Springs, Steel Chains. Silk Alberts, Guards,

Eye Glass Guards, Etc., Etc.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., - TORONTO, ONT.
31 WELLINGTON ST. EAST AND 40 FRONT ST. EAST.

NOTE OUR JEWELRY DEPT. AD. ON PAGE 2 OF COVER.
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Editorial Notes.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada "rill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

usertion in these notes any itirns of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

they think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

Mr A C Anderson has just returned from a very successful busi-

ness trip through Manitoba, the North-West and British Columbia.

Cheap Silver Bracelets. We have pleasure in directing the

attention of our readers to the cheap line of silver bangle bracelets

advertised by G H Lee \ Co . the manufacturing jewelers of Hamilton,

Ontario.

Mr W. A Crisp has opened out a new jewelry business at

Portage la Prairie, Man , and hopes that by selling goods at right

prices and paying strict attention to business, to merit a fair share of

the public patronage.

Ch lace.—Mr John Allen, retail jeweler of Stouflville, has

removed his business from that place to the town of Newmarket, Ont.,

where all price lists, catalogues and registered letters should be

addressed to him in future.

Laid Up.— Mr. (ieorge J. Bray, the popular traveller for Edmund
Scheuer, the wholesale jeweler of this city, has been laid up at his home
in Simcoe for the past fortnight. He expects to be on the road again

as well as ever in a few days.

Mr B. Rl< BARDSOH the retail jewe'er of Aurora, has been laid up

for nearly six weeks with a very severe attack ol la giippe, which at one

time seemed as if it would get the better of him. He is now we are

happy to say on the fair road to complete convalesence.

Fire.—We are sorry to learn that the stock of Mr. John A. Van
Gunten, jeweler, of Gait, was damaged by a fire which broke out in

the block he was in on the night of March 3rd. Mr. Van Gunten's

loss was, we are happy to say, fully covered by insurance.

Sale of Stock.—The bankrupt stock of Emile Waldt, retail

jeweler, of Toronto, was sold last month by the assignee en bloc by

public auction. The stock was valued at $1,900, and brought 30 cents

on the dollar, the highest bidder being A. Davies of this city.

Fire.—The jewelry establishment of A. H. Welch, 31 Adelaide

street west. Toronto, was damaged to the extent of 825 by fire at

midnight on the night of the 26th March. Luckily for Mr. Welsh the

fire, which was immediately above the furnace, was discovered before it

had time to become dangerous to the building.

Mr. Henry Smith, of the (»ol ^smiths Stock Company of this city,

has been confined to his house for nearly two weeks during the past

month with a severe illness which temporarily prevented him from

locomoting on foot as usual. We ate glad to learn that he is around

again and expects soon to be as well as ever.

Failed.— Messrs.
J.

Shapira & Co., who opened out a clothing and

jewelry business at Valley field, Que , last lall are now absent, and

there are few assets on the premises. Their liabilities are $6,000, mostly

owing to Montreal and Toronto houses. The estate will probably pan

out but little for the creditors

Thanks.— We have to thank the Hon. Hiram Howard, of Howard
& Sons, Providence, R.I., I ,S., for a copy of his sixty-page pamphlet

entitled .-/ lita for Progress. It ieta forth the municipal di i

the city of Providence in great shape, and is particularly hard on the

unprogressive clam.

Ad'. an< 1 D. The Canadian jobbing trade received a circular from

the Waltham Watch Co., on the 21st Man h, notifying them oi a con-

• e in the price of Nickel Sett and " < entuty
"

Double Stock Silvei The advance in prices to take

effect from date of circular.

Di tNADA, Messrs John I.. Sheppard, of the Keystone

Company, and J. M. Morrow, of the Columbus Watch Company, m re

in the city on the 13th of last month on business for their respective

Companies. As they both left the city feeling happy, it is reasonable

to conclude that they had a successful trip and sold lots of goods.

Seized by the Sheriff.—The stock of E.
J.

Schreck. retail jeweler

of St. Thomas. Ont , was last month seized by the Sheriff under an

execution for a debt of $21732 due to one of his Toronto creditors.

Mr. Schreck got behind with his creditors some six years ago, and ever

since then seems to have had a very hard road to travel commercially.

Presentation.—As an evidence of his popularity amongst his fellow

employees, Mr. W. F. Tobey the genial manager of R. Hemsley's Notre

Dame Street jeweliy store, was last month presented with a handsome

silver tea service, on the occasion of his marriage. We congratulate

Mr. Tobey and wish him and his partner a long life of prosperity and

happiness.

Selling Out —Me-srs. Paterson Bros., the well-known retail

jewelers of Bleury St., Montreal, are desirous of disposing of their

business, as they propose to spend the remainder of their days in their

native town in Scotland. As this is one of the best established jewelry

businesses in Montreal, anyone wanting to step into a good thing from

the start would do well to look into the matter.

Can't Come Back.—The Canadian creditors of John Carswell, the

absconding Montreal jeweler, had that worthy arrested on his arrival

at Liverpool, England, intending to bring him back to Canada for trial.

A severe illness has prevented this being carried out, at least for the

present, but they will have the satisfaction of regaining about $500

worth of goods found in his possession, and paying about $1,000 for so

doing.

A Canadian Tower Clock.—The tower clock recently placed by

Messrs. J.
E. Ellis & Co., of Toronto, in the tower of the new post

office in Hamilto-\ is the first of its kind ever manufactured in Canada,

and is a credit to the country as well as to the above firm who made it

It will have four dials, each 8 feet in diameter, and its striking force

will be equal to 3,500 pounds.

Customs Seizure Confirmed.—After a good deal of delay, the

Customs Department at Ottawa have confirmed the confiscation of

Watchmans' time detectors, seized from the Cleveland Manufacturing

Co. at the port of Montreal for being entered under their proper

value. The amount involved was about $1,700 and it is said the Com-
pany iDtend to appeal against this decision.

Mr. George Ellis, one of the representatives of the firm of P. W.

Ellis & Co., held a business reception at the Rossin House, in this

city, for nearly a week during the early part of March. It is needless

to say that it was largely attended. Must of the leading retail jewelers

put in an appearance, and one and all of them came away thoroughly

satisfied with their experience.

A Good Showing for Canada.—The government trade returns for

the fir-,t eight months of the present fiscal year are satisfactory, our ex-

ports showing an increase of nearly $10,000,000 over the corresponding

period of last year The duty collected is a million in excess of the

first eight months of 188S-9. Although trade is undoubtedly dull there

is some little commercial sunshine iii figures like these

Going for Peddlers, fames Williamson, a peddler of silverware,

was fined $25 by Mayor Lutz, of Gait, Ont., for peddling without a

license. Evidently the Mayor oi Gait is rightly of the opinion that

itinerant silverware dealers have no right to do 1 in the town

which he presides, without contributing to the taxes the same as

the resident jewelei 1 are 1 ompelled to do.

A Pad Man a stranger entered W, R 1 rein

St. Thomas, Ont., Ii 1 to look at some rings, and while

looking over the lot slippe I one into hi po< Itet. He was observed by the

clerk and as he was leaving the nd made to di:

Hi vas not am he should fa 1 and an example made of

him t" detei others from trying it on in a similaj

1. An item has been aping tba - the American
jewelry journals to the effect that the wife Mi 1 dmund Scheuer,

wholesale Jewell r. died last month at her husband's hon niton

Street, Toronto. Although Mr Scheuer suffered a bereavement last
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THE GREAT OPERA GLASS TRIAL.

LeRoi ys. Lemaire.

THE INTELLIGENT JUHY CONSISTS OF THE

JEWELERS OP CANADA,

Verdict in Favor of the Plaintiff,

Whenever and wherever LeRoi's Glasses are fairly compared with the best makers they are

universally accepted as SECOND TO NONE in quality, while the prices are from 10 to 25 cheaper.

Never buy without seeing LeRoi's Goods.

SOLE AGEKTS FOR CANADA:

The HEMMING BROS. CO, Ltd., 76 York St, Toronto.

FOR TIME, APPEARANCE AND GENERAL SATISFACTION,

THE.

Waterbury Watch
Is UNEQUALED by any other low priced Watch

IN THE WORLD.

There is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this

;
and then ask yourself

why you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove
a boomerang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make
a friend of him or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our
Catalogue showing different Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.
81 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT
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month by the death of his mother-in-law, we are glad to say that the

of his wife's death is incorrect, as that estimable lady is still

enjoying as good health as usual.

Removal —Mr W. F. Doll, the wholesale jeweler of Winnipeg.

Man., has removed his business to his new premises, 413 and 435 Main

St.. in that city. These premises Mr. Doll has had fitted specially with

a view to the requirements of his large and growing trade in watches.

clocks, jewelry and plated ware, and the trade of the North-West will

now find him in good shape to handle all orders entrusted to him

promptly and accurately, ("all and see him when in Winnipeg.

A Bad Lay-O! t— If the American government levies its proposed

duty of five cents a dozen upon eggs imported from this country, the

champion of the great Canadian hen says it will be a cold day for her,

and she will be compelled to go out of business. In this we diller with

our esteemed and genial friend, farmer Smith, M. P. Duties may-

come and duties may go, but our great Canadian hen will in our opin-

ion be found pushing business as vigorously as ever at the old stand.

You can*t check the real Canadian hen.

Dead.— Mr. R. Morrison, of the old and well-known firm of J W.
Miller & Co . retail jewelers of this City, died on the 16th March after

a short illness. Mr. Morrison was one of the oldest jewelers doing

business in Toronto, and was a great favorite amongst the circle in

which he moved. His remains were interred in the Necropolis, the

service at the house being conducted by the Rev. C. Ruttan. rector of

Norway. Over fifty carriages followed his remains to the cemetery,

showing how warm a place he occupied in the hearts of those who

knew him.

>BING Trade in the Territories—The retail jewelry trade of

Manitoba and the North-West, certainly have no cause of complaint

against Ontario jobbers on the score of not being called on by them,

During the pa ->t month the following " Knights of the Road" have been

doing the grand tour in that part of the Dominion : George Chillas,

wholesale jeweler, Toronto : R. Russell, representing Levy Bros.,

Hamilton ; A W. I>i\ n. representing P W. Ellis <ft Co., Toronto
;

C. D. Maughan. representing the Goldsmiths' Co , Toronto, and A. C.

Anderson, of Toronto.

Tariff Changes,— As will be seen from the Ottawa parliamentary

despatches, amongst the proposed tariff changes are three which will

affect the jewelry trade in some slight measure. One is a raise in duty

on watch cases from 25 to 35 per cent, advalorum. Another change is

the reduction in precious and imitation stonts for the use of manufactur-

ing jewelers from 20 to 10 per cent, advalorum. The third is a redlli

from 35 to 10 per ceot. ad valorum on clock movements and parts

thereof. So far as we can see all of these changes will work to the ad-

vantage of the trade in Canada.

Others See Us.— Writing in the Ktyttone, of the good time the

invited American guests had at the banquet of the Canadian Jobbers

Association last month, our friend John I. Shtppard sajs ' I may
also add that it is the hospitalities of these Canadians that makes so

many of our people want them to come into our family Oi prosperous

Stai<--, but for my part I think Canada is able to work out her own
salvation, and if all trades are as intelligent and patriotic as the jewelers,

Canada has a glorious future, and to this I am sure the Key tone will

agree." Right you are John, you have sized up the situation
]

accurately.

hv S< arce — In spite of the wonderful stones about the very

large amount of ivorj red in the country recent 1j opened up hv

Stanley, an English exchange tayi that "the supply of ivory for the

January sales is- again far short ol the requirements of the Sh(

. The recent unsettled state of the markets his rendered the lot

of a Sheffield ivory cutter far from being a happy one. The ]

ivory cutting has been in point of fact very considerable, I

the extra prices recently obtained have been taken 11, to account I

silversmiths and cutters who di their own ivory have certainly

at present a considerable advantage over those who d<

Ri paid a visit of inspection List week 10 the

warerooms oi Mr. Harry Ellis, who was burned out about a month
ago. The premises have been refuted in a 1 .t.mti.il mannei
and now present a much more attractive appearance than the) did be

lore the fire The walls and ceiling are lined with the best clear white

pine, oil finished, while the office partitions, shelving and counters are

of hard wood, stained to imitate oil finished mahogany. Mr.

Ellis 1 favorable settlement with the insurance companies and

is again going along as swimming'y as if no fire had ever happened.

Winn our readers are in the city, they should give him a call and set-

bis new premises.

A Grk.vt Record —Seven of J & J.
Taylor's safes were in the

great fire which occurred at Regina. N W. T , on the 15th of March.

and in every case, although subjected to the most intense heat, the

contents were taken out uninjured. The owners were so much pleased

with the way in which their safes carried out the makers' guarantee,

that they have one and all re ordered new safes from the J. & J
Taylor

Company. The moral of all such occurrences is that when a man
buys a safe he should see that it comes from a thoroughly reliable

firm, whose goods have proved themselves to be just what they are

represented by such practical tests as these great fires must neces-

sarily be.

A Difference.—The jewelers' banquets for the year 1890 are over,

both in the United States and Canada, and in looking over the account

of them one cannot but be struck with the contrast afforded between

these two countries in the way of speakers. In Canada the jewelers do

all the speaking themselves, in the United States they invite outsiders

to do the talking, while the jewelers sit back in their chairs and do the

listening. Is this as it ought to be? From what we have seen of

United States jewelers, they are clever enough to make fully as good

speeches as those given by the professional speakers they import into

their entertainments, that is if these gentlemen's speeches are delivered

as they are reported by the jewelry journals of that country.

Mr. George Andrew, the well-known retail j :weljr of Winnipeg,

Man., is endeavoring to effect a compromise with his creditors. His

liabilities are said to be in the neighborhood of Ji 5.000, which is mostly

due to Montreal and Toronto houses. During the Manitoba land boom
Mr. Andrew made a lot of money which he locked up in real estate,

but not being able to realize the cash tor it before the boon collapsed,

he has been saddled ever since with a heavy load of interest which has
<

kept his nose pretty close to the commercial grindstone. He is one of

the most honest and popular jewelers in the North-West, and stands so

deservedly high in the estimation ol all who have had any business

relations with him, that it is thought he will have little or no trouble

in effecting a favorable settlement with his creditors.

Laid Up Mr. Fred Thayer, the well known wholesale jeweler of

this city, has been confined to his house for the past fortnight with a

serious attack of la %rip/v. It came on whi!e he was away on the road,

but as he considered business of more importance than the grip, he

tried 10 put 11 oil with his usual offhand manner. His visitor, how-

ever, stuck l) him in pretty mu;h the same sort of fashion as jewelry

travellers are said to stick to their customers, with the result that Mr.

r h id not only to keep an appointment with Mr. Grip, but to

I
two whole weeks of his valuable time in finding out the true

inwardness of his business. We are glad to say that Mr. Thayer has

at last succeided in getting rid of his very troublesome guest, and he

sincerely hopes he may never have a call from him again.

A Diamond Thief.—Some weeks ago a diamond merchant oi

New York, named Gingsberg, entrusted one Jacob llyam with a num-

ber of \ -tluable diamonds to dispose of on commission, Hyam being a

fi iend of G and there! »re tiusted Byam, 1 1 iw daj • aftei

receiving the gems, di lappe red, and aftei a long si an h ( lingsb rg dis-

covered thai llyam was in Montreal Mr. Gingsberg arrived there in

company with Private Detective liluett, of Toronto, and immediately
i Hy.im's ir.uk I'.luett received from the abscondei ovei two

thousand dollars' worth ol diamonds, upon securing which! iul:

led to forego punishing the offender. Gingsberg has returned to

York well satisfied thai bi bile 11 ..on vvill

probabl) remain in I an ida to ruminate up m the mutability ol ri< bes,

1. illv in the ib tpe ol iti ilen diamonds.

Trading with [apan The roronto Silvei Plate Company of this

I a large . >r, I r tr...n | 1p.n1 foi il\ .
:

di i^n Intended foi use in "Club Hotel (Limited), ol
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TO THE TRADE.

This class of goods has been on the United States market for the

past two years, and has almost entirely superseded "Al" and "Sec-

tional " goods. The trifling- extra cost makes " Inlaid Silver " fully 75

per cent, better value than the lines referred to.

Any dealer can sell, and confidently recommend them for all

practical purposes equal to solid silver.

^PTUCE LIST.^r

—

<~&

WE HAVE purchased the right to manufacture INLAID SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS in the

Dominion of Canada, and are now placing these goods on the market. We wish to call

your attention to the superiority of the INLAID SILVER GOODS over all other Spoons and

Forks heretofore manufactured.

The accompanying cuts represent our Forks and Spoons before

plating, which in process of manufacture have a portion of the metal

cut out where they rest on the table, the cavity thus made being

FILLED WITH SOLID SILVER. They are then plated with pure silver,

8 oz. plate, (twice the weight of silver deposited on the regular A 1

goods) and are the same in appearance as other plated ware, the filling

not being visible. THIS EFFECTUALLY OVERCOMES the great objection

that has always been found with plated Spoons and Forks. Even the

" Sectional Plate " which has an extra coating of silver at the rest points

will wear through long before the other parts having the lighter plate,

the wear being so great at these points. Our goods are manufactured

from 18 per cent, nickel-silver only, are plated with pure silver, and we

ABSOLUTELY WARRANT THEM TO WEAR 20 YEARS. A guarantee is

placed in each box. All our goods are done up in satin-lined rack boxes,

containing one dozen. Every piece is stamped INLAID SILVER, PAT'D.

STERLING
SILVER

TEA SPOONS, -

DESSERT SPOONS,
TABLE SPOONS,
DESSERT FORKS,
MEDIUM FORKS,

Tipped and Windsor, $ 6 50 Fancy Patterns, $ 7 00
11 00 " " 12 00

" 13 00 " " 14 00
" 11 00 " " 12 00
" 13 00 " " 14 00

SUBJECT TO THE REGULAR TRADE DISCOUNT.

THE INLAID SILVER CO. - TORONTO, ONT.
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Yokohama, which, when completed, will be one of the most luxurious

and exclusive resorts in that country. This is but another instance of

Canadian manufacturing enterprise under the stimulating influence of

the N.P. As will be seen by the Company's advertisement on another

page, they have just put on the market a very choice line of ornamented

flatware of their new " Greek pattern They are sold in plain silver

and oxydized, ana are elegant enough to be mistaken for solid silver

by any person who is not an expert in the business. The Company
also report a large and increasing sale for their new silver metal flat-

ware advertised in last month's Trader.

Got Off.—The trial of Phillips & Maloney, of Montreal, for fraud

ulently obtaining goods from Von Reinh ltz. one of 1', \Y. Kllis & Co.'s

travellers, the particulars of which were fully published in The
Trader at the time it occurred, took place last month in that city, and

resulted in the acquittal of the prisoners, much to the surprise of the

general public and the trade generally. As the Messrs. Ellis & Co., some
time ago, received all their property back, the result of the trial in no

w?y directly affects them. Mr. M C. Ellis was one of the principal

witnesses for the Crown, and won golden opinions for the manly and

straightforward way in which he gave his evidence. His firm are to

be congratulated upon the fearless way in which, in the interests of

justice, they went for Phillips & Maloney, and if other firms would

follow their example in similar cases it would have a f.ood effect.

Home Again.— Mr James D. Bailey, the well-known engraver and

athlete of the jewel y trade, who has for the past year and a half been

living "away down South'' in Texas, has again come back to live in

the Queen City of Canada, the place of his birth. On his way here

James had a very narrow escape from death, as he was in the big rail-

way smash up which occurred near Buffalo on the Lake Shore road

during the early part of the month. He was thrown into the aisle of

the car when the collision occurred and got off with a barked nose and

general shaking up. Mr. Bailey has made an engagement with the

firm of Kyrie Bros., and will hereafter be on exhibition to his friends

and the public generally in that firm's new and palatial emporium on

the corner of Yonge and Adelaide Streets every lawful day in the week.

We are glad to welcome Mr. Ba'ley back to Toronto, and trust he may
now settle down permanently with the feeling derived frum experience

th-it after all there is no place like home.

Reliable Filled Cases.—The new " Fortune " iok filled gold

case placed on the Canadian market by the American Watch Case Co.,

of Toronto, has proved itself somu^h more popular lhan that Company

ex|ected, that they have only with the utmost difficulty been enabled

to keep pace with the demand. The "Fortune" contains over one

dollars worth more of gold than any similar American watch case im-

ported into Canada, and while it will no doubt wear for fully doul.le

the length of time that its snide competitors will, it is sold to the trade

at fully ten per cent, less in price. This supplying of reliable Canadian

gold filled watch cases to the jewelry trade of this country, instead of

snide goods from some of the unscrupulous makers of the United

States, is one of the bad w icked things that that terrible N. P. has done

to this wooden country, but if it never does anything worse than to put

money as well as reliable cases in their pockets, our people will think a

good many times before they go in for either Free Trade or Commer-

cial Union, and well they may.

Canadian Enterprise —During a visit to the factory of the Acme
Silver Co of this citv last month, our attention was attracted bj an

immense quantity of silver plated hollow ware which was being pac ked

up for shipment Enquiry elicited the fact that these goods were goil g

lo Australia to fill an order from a who 1

. niei in that colony.

In addition to the large trade which this enterprising firm are now

doing in Australia, they have opened a business in the West India

1 , arid one of their representatives. Mr. R. <
' M.rritt , is at presi Dl

down there canvassing the trade tor < rders Ten years ago Canada

rted every dollar's worth of siher plated ware her people:

sumed, to day we have four splendidly equipped far lories « ngsged in

the manufa< ture of these goods, and not only do they practic illy sup

ply all the goods our own people use, but are now looking abroad for

other markets in which to sell their surplus product, [fthis is one of the

(
•. I results of a protective policy, then give us some more of it, say we,

A Weil-known Jeweler Gone.— Few Toronto jewelers were

better known to the trade of Canada than Mr. Simon P Kleiser, who,

for the past twenty-five years and more has carried on a jewelry and
watch business in this city. For some months past Mr. Kleiser's health

has been failing, but it was only lately that he got so bad that he had

to give up business and keep to his house. The end came on March
nth, when he passed quietly away surrounded by the members of his

sorrowing family. The funeral took place two days after, and was at-

tended by a large concourse of prominent members of the jewelry trade

and the citizens generally. The services were conducted by Rev. D.

G. Sutherland, D.D., of Elm Street Church. The pall bearers were

Mr. Frank Morley, Mr. G. Morley, Mr John G Rousseiu and Mr. J.

L Kerr. The chief mourners were Mr. Grenville P. Kleiser, the only

son of deceased, and Mr Albert Kleiser and Mr. Augustus Kleiser,

brothers. Many beautiful flowers decorated the coffin before the

funeral.

Annual Meeting of The Toronto Silver Plate Co.—Theeighth

annual meeting of the shareholders of the Toronto Silver Plate Co.,

was held at their offices on Monday, the loth February, at noon. This

Company has to be congratulated on the steady increase of its business,

a marked assurance that their productions are of acceptable design and

good value. The sales for 1889 largely exepeded those of 1888, and
the prospects are that the present year will be in advance of all former

ones. The old board, consisting of Messrs. W. H. Beatty, president

;

Alfred Gooderham, vice-president ; Geo. Gooderham, Wm. Thomson,

Win. T. Kiley, D. Walker, James Webster, W. H. Partridge and

Frank Turner, C. E.. were all re-elected. Messrs. E. G. Gooderham and

Jno. C. Copp, were again appointed as manager and secretary-treasurer

respectively. We feel assured that the same excellence of design and

finish will be furnished to their numerous patrons as heretofore, and

that under the careful and efficient personal supervision and manage

ment of these gentlemen the reputation of tin Company for first-class

work will not only be maintained but increased, They thoroughly

deserve their success.

I lEClDED at Last —The Supreme Court of Appeals of Ottawa last

month decided one of the most important cases that has come up for

some time in connection with the liability of railroads and steamships

in conveying travellers' baggage. It was the suit of Dixon (P. W. Ellis

& Co.) v. The Richelieu Navigation Co., to recover damages for the

stock of jewelry, watches, etc , which Mr. W, A. Dixon, tluir traveller,

was bringing from Montreal to Toronto on the Steamer Passport which

went down in the Cornwall Canal. The Supreme Court decided that

although the sinking of the vessel and loss of the goods was due entirely

to the negligence of the Steamboat Company, yet under the terms of

their agreement made with the Commercial Travellers' Association, on

whose special ticket Dixon was travelling, the Company was relieved

from all liability of the loss incurred by the firm. The firm have made

a long and good fight in order to decide this important question, and

we are only sorry that the result was not more in keeping with the

general feeling amongst the mercantile community, who certainly (eel

that however the cr.se might be decided on the Strictly legal aspect; that

so far as justice and fair play went the losers were honestly entitled to

some measure of compensation for the loss ini urred by them through

no fault of their own. Now that tins point in law is made 1 le 11",
I <ni

mercial travellers carrving valuable samples caonol be too careful about

the transportation risks they run in the pursu ini e of their duties

Duebbr Hampden Gossip in an interview with Col. Mo
Manager "f th<- Dujbei Hampden Co., la t month, that gentleman

stated that during the past two years their Company bad been forced

to contet.d ag linst almost insurmountable obstai les. in build nit; their

nt magnificent factories on what was two years ago a wheal

and removing to it tin- Dueber Watcb < from Newport, Ky .

and the II inn den Movement Works from Springfiel I, Mass., it might

have readily been supposed that the Company bad its hands lull
. and

so they had, but this did not prevent them from makin

and not only maintaining the volume ol their bu ml keeping

Dp the high standard ol their
|

that, taking then

gether, they have accomplished s bat unparalleled in the anna

watchmaking. Now that their buddings are finished, the Company
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BUY THE BEST.
TheHampdenWatch

EXCEL ALL

S?!
1*^

WATCHES

§§1
OTHERS

f

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

The Largest Establishment

facture of Watches are the

WATCH CO. & THE DUEBER WATCH

on the Globe for the manu-

factories of THE HAMPDEN

CASE MFG. CO., at Canton, O

MORE THAN TWO MILLION Watch Movements and Watch Cases, manufactured by these Companies, are now in the
pockets of the people, and all having one in their possession may rest assured that they have the very best Watch made.

Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

LONDON, ONT. HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG
Bank of Commerce Building,

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT FOR THE SALE OF THE CELEBRATED

DUEBEE G-OLD-FILLED C^SIES.

LONDON

"THE BEST IN THE WORLD,"
CONTAINS MORE GOLD THAN ANY OTHER SO-CALLED FILLED CASE IN THE MARKET, AND COMBINES IN

ITS CONSTRUCTION ALL THE LATEST PATENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF
ANY VALUE IN THE ART OF WATCH CASE MAKING.

**?y-

I L-ir
r
< %
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" THE WORLD'S WATCH CASE n

The Dueber Silverine 3 oz. 0. F. Bassine, Key and Stem Wind reduced to 95c. each A perfect f'ae-similo of the celebrated

Dueber Coin Silver Watch Case. Color, finish and durability superior to all others. Send for samples

and New Dueber-Hampden Price List.

BUY THE BEST, THE DUEBER CASES.
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.

We Coaipete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK.
Ali our Chucks ; re stamped " Moseley" on the face and warranted.

Ciat at C3a.T3.ctes F-uil size.

Note. The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up
for the difference iu price, should there be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,

t pUB
CO

MARTIN'SJGENEVA'MAINSPRINGS.
This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada. Send

for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - $i 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, ------ 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent fop the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.

Tfte fcsst tune of Itolted Plate Snaiiis.

STYLES

IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

•i-J.C.C.StCO.
ITHADE MAM.)

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

DESIRED

J". Gh CHEEVEE & OOUVCZP^lSr^rr.NORTH ^.TTIiEBOROTTGrH, MASS., XJ.S j^.

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE W0Bll™HJ5S5**
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

1 Send for Catalogue and Prioe List.

din,,, Dnnmn UnnH (\tt\n* ond Eonfnim Wfloj TWntn JnjwM Dili _
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have nothing to do but devote themselves to the production and sale

of their cases and movements, and Col. Moore thinks they will be able

to hang up a record before the end of the year. The output of both

the case and movement factories is to be almost doubled before the

end of the year, so that those dealers who have hitherto been unable

to get all they could use of these celebrated watches, will soon cease

to labor under that difficulty. Our jewelers will be glad to know that

the Company's Canadian representative, \V. A. Young, of London,

Ont., is making big preparations for the coming season.

A Bad Couple.—Last week a Toronto pawnbroker named Moses

Goldstein was waited upon by two men who asked him to accompany

them to their home in order that they might sell him a lot of second-

hand clothing. On reaching the place the fellows attempted to rob

Goldstein, but upon his making a determined fight, they pounded him

over the head with a bottle, pitcher and other like chamber utensils,

and then after robbing him of his valuables, proceedtd to throw him out

of the window. The room in which the robbery occurred was in the

second story, and fortunately for Goldstein, the window sash caught

him by the legs and held him fast, else he must assuredly have been

killed by the fall. An alarm was soon given, and Goldstein conveyed

to the hospital, where an examination showed the brutal treatment to

which he had been subjected, there being no less than twenty-five cuts

on his head, some of them over two and a half inches long. The police

were soon informed of the circumstances, and at once proceeded to

hunt up the miscreants. Fortunately, one of the detectives det liled

upon the job managed to board the G. T. K. train upon which they had

taken passage for Buffalo, and within two hours after the assault they

were safely locked up in the police station. At their preliminary

examination they gave their names as:Charles and Louis Schoenhals, of

New York, watchmakers by trade, but that having had nothing to do

for a couple cf weeks, and having been entirely without food for three

days, they had taken this means of providing themselves with money.

Goldstein claims to have had 8200 on his person before the robbery,

while they claim that all they found on him was S19. However, be the

amount much or little, it is one of the most brutal attempts at robbery

that has ever occurred in this city. The physicians at the hospital at

first held out but little hopes of Goldstein's recovery, but at latest

accounts he was doing well, and was expected to make a rapid con-

valescence. It is fortunate for the Schoenhals that this is so, as if he

had died they would assuredly have had speedy justice at the end of a

good Canadian rope. At their trial they pleaded guilty, but the Police

Magistrate has remanded them for a few days until he can find out from

New York something about their antecedents. Whatever the report

from New York may be, we think it is highly probable that they will

not only find regular employment, but three meals a day in our Central

prison for some years to come.

A Diamond Thief Comes to Grief.— If American diamond thieves

and other thieves are wtll advised, they will give Toronto, and

especially the wholesale dealers in diamonds therein, the cold shoulder

in future. In fact, so many of them hive found that they had but to

cffer goods here to ensure certain capture, that we wonder how any

well-informed thief with ordinary prudence would venture into the

toils in the easy way in which they appear to do. About two weeks

ago a well-dressed stranger dropped into one of our prominent whole-

sale diamond dealers and wanted to dispose of some unmounted

diamonds. He gave his name as Mr. Watson, and stated that he was

travelling through Canada for pleasure in company with his wife and

thought he would see if he could not also do a little business in order

to make the journey interesting. The impression he made on the

Canadian wholesaler was not a favorable one, and it resulted in that

gentleman's writing to Sanford <V Cook, diamond merchants of New
York, asking for a description of their Philadelphia agent, who had

skipped out with a lot of their goods a short time previously. The firm

replied giving a detailed description of the absconder, which tallied so

closely wiih that of the stranger offering the diamonds that acting

under their further instructions to have him arrested, they pi

the matter in the hands of the Toronto police. Detective Burrows came
across the party soon after being put on the case, and conveyed him to

the headquarters of the police. On being searched, a small handful of

diamonds worth about §2,000 was found on his person, which were at

once taken possession of by the authorities. The man's real name
turns out to be Henry D. Le Cato, and up to a recent date be was

Sandford & Cook's trusted resident agent in the city of Philadelphia.

Within the last three months he had been gradually falling behind in

his accounts, and about the middle of February, just as one of his

employers had started for Philadelphia on a visit of investigation,

Le Cato closed up his office and disappeared with about 813,000 worth

of the company's diamonds. Not the slightest trace of his whereabouts

could be obtained until he aroused the suspicions of the Toronto

diamond dealer, whose clever manipulation of the case caused his

arrest. Le Cato took his arrest very coolly, and consented to go back
to the United States without any trouble, which he did in company
with his wife and Detective Cuddy. At the Suspension Bridge he was
handed over to the United States authorities for trial.

The Bankim, Bill —Last week the Hon George E. Foster, the
Minister of Finance, introduced the new Government Banking Bill in

the House of Commons of Canada. In an able speech he pointed out
the course of banking legislation since confederation and then gave the
reasons for the changes in the proposed Act. The Government seem to

have accepted the present Banking Act as the foundation of the new
Bill and have made as few departures from it as they could. The
changes are substantially as follows :

—

1. The bank notes of all Canadian banks to pass at par within the
Dominion, the banks to make arrangements among themselves to
carry this out.

2 The notes of insolvent banks to be redeemed by means of a fund
to be called the bank circulation redemption fund, and be made up by
taking a certain percentage of the average circulation of the banks, this
percentage being 2.J per cent, for the first two years, from July 1st,
1891, making 5 per cent, altogether, which, on 30 millions of circulation)
will leave a million and a half always in the hands of the Goverment!
the Government to pay interest at 3 per cent, per annum on these
moneys; notes of insolvent banks to bear interest at o per cunt, until
notice is given for the liquidation of the notes.

3. Limitation of the number of banks by providing that before
any new institution can commence business 8250,000 must have been
paid into the Receiver General.

4. Introduction of a compulsory audit system under the supervision
of the shareholders.

Mr. White, M.P. for Montreal, by way of Cardwell, Ont., has given
notice of the following proposed amendment, the object of which is

said to be to let the Bank of Montreal out :
—

" Any bank which may hereafter make a deposit with the Finance
Minister of the bonds of the Dominion of Canada to the amount of the
maximum circulation shall be relieved of the obligation to contribute
to the five per cent, guarantee fund, and shall be entitled to print upon
the face of its notes the words " secured by a deposit of bonds with the
G vernment of Canada."

While the changes above outlined are important in many respects, in

our opinion they do not go far enough in one very important essential,

and that is there is no advance towards a national currency. No
matter whether our bank bills are guaranteed by the Governme::
in the way proposed by the new Act, we contend that all bills should
be printed by the Government for the Banks just as in the United
States, and that instead of having twenty-five or thirty banks issuing
their own bills of eiery conceivable design as is now done, there should
be but one kind or design of bill of each denomination. Of course such
bills could easily have the name of the particular bank for whom they

sued printed upon them just as is done on American currency,
but such a system would save a lot of confusion and give us what we
now want very badly, a national currency that would I |>lein

its general appearance that the public would get to know all aboul it in

a few we 1
,\s things now stand, and as they are likely to remain, ...

far as we can see for anything set forth in the bill, nobody with less

experience than a bank teller can keep the run of Canadian bills in Ins

or form the faintest idea whether they are genuine or 1 untei 1.
1

("an.mia is All Right.—The news of the report of the Waj
Committee of tin n. s. Congress, increasing, as h proposes, the

1 on imports of Canadian farm produce of all

Hon. 1. I no little comment amongst commercial circl

country. In contradistinction to tl of practical non-inter-
course comes almost simultaneously the news of -

rlitt'a

resolution in the I'. S. Senate whi< h provides for perfect free Tad.- in
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LEVY BROS.
HAMILTON, ONT.

1890 - SPRING - 1890
Will soon be here, and the Public will look for Something* New.

Having- a very larg*e connection, which enables us turn our

Stock over rapidly and replenish it at short intervals,

we can always show the Latest Goods made.

It would be useless to call attention to any Special Line. We
claim to have a Stock perfectly sorted in each Department,

and can supply everything* that a Watchmaker or

Jeweler requires.

Our Travellers are now on the road, and due notice of their

coming will be mailed to you. It will pay you to look

carefully over our Stock. We will make it

worth your while.
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NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
A Large Stock on Hand.

-4-PRICES LOWER THAN EYER.*

If you have an Order to Place,
Write us for Figures.

DESIGN ! FINISH ! PRICE !

UNEQUALLED.

RUSSIA- Height 18 1-2 in. Cathedral Gong.

LEVY BROS.,

HAMILTON, ONT.,

SELLING AGENTS
FOR

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.

FOR CANADA. iLSVIA Heieht 19 in. Cathedral G
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemalrs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.- Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

$2.10
Send us $2.10 and we will send by return mail ONE

DOZEN Solid Silver BANGLE BRACELETS— 6 assorted

patterns— or 2 doz. for $4.10; 3 doz. for $6.00.

G. H. Lees & Co.,

Manufacturing Jewelers,
n-^n^ciLTonsr, co>tt.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
ROOM 53,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, - TORONTO.

W. COATES & BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

C. W. COLEMAN,
IO KING ST. WEST, lup Stairs,) - • TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones Polished and Mounted for the Trade.
N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.
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everything between Canada and the United States whenever Canada
may see fit to appoint a commission to arrange the details. To the

ordinary observer it looks very much like a case of pretty tall bluff,

and means, if it has any meaning at all, that Canada must either decide

to give United States goods an advantage of from 30 to 50 per cent,

over the products of any other country in the world (Great Britain in-

cluded), or else be shut out completely from her markets. Of course

there will not be wanting things who call themselves Canadians who
will be willing to do just what the above propositions are intended to

effect, sell out their country for the sike of a few paltry dollars, but we

have no idea that they will be numerous enough nor influential

enough to affect the present loyal attitude of thi present govern-

ment. While the proposed increase in t le duties on barley, eggs,

horses, etc., going into the United States would be a serious blow

to Canada, it is by no means such a one as should knock this

country out. Indeed, if we are men at all or have about us any

trace of those characterestics which have made the Anglo-Saxon

race what it is, we shall simply take the passage of such an act

as a notice to look elsewhere for our markets. While such an

action may inconvenience Canada, it cannot seriously hurt her, and in

the long run will do her good. As we have before pointed out, the

United States is neither Canada's natural nor her best market for farm

produce. It is true that she uses (to us) a considerable quantity of the

produce which we export, but a country which grows five billions of

dollars' worth of agricultural products and exports five hundred

millions' worth of it to other countries, cannot fairly be said to be

languishing for want of the paltty sixteen million dollars' worth that

we sell her annually. Our products are too much like those of the

United States for it to be truthfully slated that she is our proper com-
plement in a true trade relationship. On the contrary we must from
the very similarity of our products always continue to be rivals. The
true countries for Canada to seek commercial union and free trade

relations with, are those which produce goods and natural products

entirely different to our own For instance, Cuba, the West Indies,

Brazil and other South American are countries whose products are the

very antithesis of our own ; and for this reason they are the very

countries with which we should endeavor to cultivate the freest trade

relations We should use our utmost endeavor to make them to

Canada what the Southern are to the Northern States, and if we can

manage that we shall find ourselves not only free from the perpetual

bogy of non-intercourse which the United States lor years past has held

over our heads to keep us in line, but will find that we shall get a higher

and more satisfactory price for what we have to sell. Looked at from
this stand-point, it seems as though the prohibitory duty now proposed
in the United States Congress (if it passes as proposed) may not be an al-

together unmixed evil In order to meet any such emergency our govern-

ment should subsidize first-class steamship lines to all those countries
we have above mentioned, and endeavor in every way that lies in the.r

power to promote an interchange of commodities with them The
trade with the Mother Country can also be much increased by a careful

cultivation of the articles demanded by that country and with which
they are now largely supplied by the United States. At all events let

come out of the episode what may, if Canada does not clearly ssethat it

is her worst policy to put too many eggs into the United States basket,

then her people are more obtuse than we have hitherto given them
credit for. Forewarned is to be lorearmed.

Other Notes.
John Jacob Astor was credited with having the most expensive

flunkies in New York. He imported them all himself, and was proud
of them.

A New York man was fined Ito the other day for snoring in church.
He was not punished for hiw irreverence but rather for his awkward way
of expressing it.

King Leopold, of Belgium, speaks and writes English with ease and
accuracy. He never lei I a Sunday pass without writing an autograph
letter to his friend and ally, Queen Victoria.

Tamagno, the tenor, was a baggage porter before his remarkable

powers of voice were revealed. He does not favor his former craft,

however, when he is on his travels. If a porter demands what he re-

gards as toomuch for carrying his trunk, he calmly shoulders it himself

with all his old-time skill.

Wakeman Holberton, of New York, has completed a book that

consists of a single copy that will never be duplicated. It is one of

101 quarto pages of imitation parchment, with every word and illustra-

tion of the story of the author's experiences with rod and gun on lake

and in field and camp done with his pen or brush. It was prepared by

Mr. Holberton for his children.

A professional rat-catcher estimates the number of rats in the

United States at five for every man, wcman and child in the country.

For every child born thjre are twenty-eight rats, and each rat brought

to its death costs the people an average of four cents. He says that if

every person in the land should set out to hunt rats for a month the

number could not be reduced to less than 100,000,000.

OeiR Heijp Geud/nN.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words.

F)R SALE.—Large Safe, Wall Case for Silver Plate, Three Nickel-
Plated Show Cases, and ShoD Fixtures, in one of the best stands

in Orillia, two d >ors from Post Offi;e. Good opening for a practical
workman. Will sell for cash or exchange for American watches.
Apply to Geo. Strathern, Midland, Ont.

FOR SALE.—A Well-Established Jewelry Business, in a thriving
town in Western Ontario, including a full set of Watchmakers'

Tools. Stock about 83,000, but will be reduced, if necessary, to suit
purchaser. Large repair trade, nice store, low rent, best stand in

town. Reason for selling, loss of health of proprietor. Don't apply
unless you mean business For full particulars, address N. J. A., care
of Trader Publishing Co., Toronto.

FOR SALE—The Stock of the late Johnston Macartney, Tara,
Ont., consisting of Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Fancy Goods and

Stationery, which is offered at a great bargain, as it must be closed out
at once. Apply to Mrs. J. Macartney, Tara, Ont.

FOR SALE.—Jewelry Business on Bleury Street; first-class stand;
on favorable terms to a bona-fide purchaser. Patterson Bros.,

63 Bleury St., Montreal.

FOR SALE.—Jewelry busines, in the most thriving town in Manitoba.
Railway centre of three independent lines. Fine farming country.

Town growing very rapidly. Two jewelry stores only. Population
about 3,500. Stock can be reduced with fittings, etc , to about $2,000
Terms reasonable. Fine opening. Address, if you mean business,
Martin & Curtis, Portage la Prairie.

FOR SALE.—Business for sale in live town in Western Ontario.
Stock amounting to about $5,000. Terms.—One-half cash, and

balance to suit purchaser. For particulars apply to Levy Brothers,
Hamilton, Ont.

JEWELRY BUSINESS FOR SALE, in a growing village of 2,000
inhabitants. Splendid chance for a young man with small capital.

Stock about 82,300. Good reasons for selling. Apply, Merchant,
care of Trader Office, Adelaide St W., Toronto.

PHENOMENAL.—A Practical Demagnetizes wiih all necessary
appliances, warranted satisfactory, sent to any address for $( o >.

No electric wire or battery required. Address, with amount enclosed,
or send for particulars to Fred. J. Ide, Supt. Peoria Watch Co., Peoria,
III., U. S.

SITUATION WANTED. -By young man,.20 years of age ; i struc-
tions preferred to wages; can do ordin ay Watch, ("lock an!

Jewelry Repairing, including hard soldering. Have spent over two
\i ars at the bench and five years as salesman ; can furnish A 1 refer-

is toability and character. Correspondence solicited. Address,
W, H., Box go, Bowmanville, Onl

SITUATION WANTED.—By a young man, with two years' beni b
experience: used to serving at counter and dressing windows;

would like to get under a good man ; wages no object
;
good references.

Box 95, Mitchell, Ont.

WANTED A situation by a young man, 22 years of a e, who has
had 6 years' experience at the bench. Good salesman, has full

set of tools and American lathe. ( Jan furnish good references. Address,
A. K. Jansen, care of Geo. Klinck, jeweler, Llmira, Out.
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R. F. S. & CO
33

No. 2497.— Pearl and Gold Combination. Pearl Charm.

No. 2500.— Pearl and Gold Combination Pearl Charm.
_j
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Wise and Otherwise.
Judge—Can you give any reason why you can't pay your debts ?

Delinquent Debtor— I have nine reasons >our honor, a wife, a mother-

in-law, six children and an empty pocketbook.

What they need.—Squiggsbv— •• Did >ou hear they were feeding

the freshmen crev on sugar ?" Wiggsby—"No ; what for ?" Squiggs-

by— " Oh, to get some sand into them I suppose."

" Come sit beneath this old oak tree,

And I of love will speak to thee."

" Thou'lt speak of love ? we'll sit " she said,

"Beneath this chestnut tree instead."

A CLOSE SHWE.— (From Puck).

.Tom House Inspector {to Mk Honest Importer, the jeweler,

just arrived /torn Europe).— Sorry we had to search you, sir ;
we had

information that you were bringing oera lot of loose diamonds; but

as we did'nt find them, you must excuse our mistake—duty is duty,

you know !

This is a good one on the celibite clergy : A lady who recently

attended service in a certain London church asked the verger after

service if the rector was married. " Xo ma'am " he replied, "he is

what they call a chalybeate."

An electrician has invented a wonderful watch that will tell a man
when his note is coming due His watch would be a great deal more

remarkable, as well as u eful, if it would tell the man where to get the

money to pay the note.

Eastern Weakling. Mis, Gotham—Why do those Westerners

call Eastern people tendered ? Returned Tourist— Because Eastern

people can't walk 40 miles into the country to look at a Sio.ooo suburban

lot without feeling tired.

Somewhat op a Drop —Guest— Have you any quail on toast } Wait

er— No, sir Guest—Any broiled snowbirds ? Waiter—No, sir. Guest—
Well, how about stewed terrapin? Waiter—We haven't any, sir.

Guest—Then give me a corn'- 1 beel sandwich,.

A Good Memori ll w fir back can you remember, Bobby ?

"

asked his uncle. • Well, said Bob, " I <an remember when I didn't

know how to play marbles " " No farther back that) that ?" "Oh, yes;

I can remember when I couldn't remember at all
"

In a Chicago court; Prosecuting lawyer (referring to prisoner)

—

'And, your Honor, 1 am f r< •• 1 to say that this man is an enemy to

mankind. Judge Hold on a moment. An enemy to mankind
:ier/. How long have you been a coal dealer .'

"

In order to show how broadening and highly instructive is a common
school education of the present day, we append an extract from a Cape

Cod prize composition on Immigration, which reads as follows: "An

Immigrant is a pheasant in Europe, who knows little or nothing about

life or government.'

Mr. Bellamy, who made a snug sum by Looking Backward, says

that the hardest workers and chief producers are the poorest paid and

the worst treated, whereupon the Boston Advertiser asks: "Who
chiefly produced Looking Backward and worked hardest upon it,

author or printer, and whom do the welldesetved royalties enrich ?
"

A VARIATION.

Mr. Olds.—Will you be my wife ?

Miss Youngs.—No; but I

—

Mr. Olds.— Don't say you will be a sister to me.

Miss Youngs.— I wasn't going to. I was just going to say that I

wouldn't mind being a widow to you.

"Nowadays, everything goes."

"Yes; even Chicagoes."

" I think Miss Bluhm has her face enameled." " Yes, I noticed

her dam mask cheek."

Taken at His Word.—Mrs. Slimdiet (the landlady)—"Can you tell

me the difference, Mr. Slowpeigh, between a beefsteak and a shingle? "

Slowpeigh (flattered)— " Er, I can't say that I do, ma'am !

" Mrs.

Slimdiet (contemptuously)— " Mary, see that Mr. Slowpeigh is served

with a broiled shingle each morning. There's no use was'ing any more

good victuals."

Two old-time residents at Fayette Mills, Squire Underwood and

Deacon Craig — one Sunday attended a meeting at the schoolhouse

when the minister did not appear and there was no one to lead the

service. " Deacon Craig, you open the meeting and I'll close it," said

Underwood. " Let Squire Underwood open the meeting, and it'll close

itself," was the quick retort.

Throwing Away Time.— It was on the rear platform of a street car

as a crowd was going home from the theatre. " Let's see," mused a

man who was jammed on the railing to the one on his left, " have we

been introduced ? " " 1 think not. My name is Taylor." " Ah ! And
mine is Porter. Mr. Taylor, you are throwing time away trying to gel

my watch. It is an old one and out of repair, and won't bring you $2."

',

Mi.' Honest Importer ater).—Dot vas a narrow oxgape

They manage to have considerable Inn one way or another in the

Tennessee legislature. A Tennessee pap r, re] orting the passage of an
important bill, sa\s " There was great enthusiasm, some disorder and

somebody tied a she-
|

Mr. Collins, of Carter county, and he

did not know where it was until In- had attracted the attention of the

house. Visitors then filed ma and the house resumed its usual

appearance."
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A CASE YOU CAN SWEAR BY

THE great Showman, PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that " the public like to be hum-

bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age. and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufaeture of GOLD MLLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu

fact urers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

Bwear by The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-

ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot
possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation
to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

lias Keen upon tin- Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep

tioii. and the fart that its sales are Larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it-

has filled "a long long felt want,' viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but

in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com
pany have placed upon the markel a 14 K. Cold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almost needless t<> say that in placing a Cold Killed Case upon the market, the Ameri-
can Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
finish, bul especially that it should lie thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities

Their it K Cold Filled Screw Casehas a Solid Gold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, aud
cornea up to thife standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word" PREMIER,"
and bears the Companj 9 registered trade mark of a ' WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21

rs accompanies ever) Case, a fac simile <»f which is given abo?e, and this warranty the Company
proposes fully to maintain, no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, m
Gold, Gold Filled. Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases In the market, and as you can

make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you i an
" swear by."



THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK CO'Y OF CANADA,
(LIMITED).

48 YONGB STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

Canadian Agents of Ansonia Clock Company.

Importers of British and Continental Jewelry, Swiss

Watches, French Clocks and Bronzes.

Agentsfor Elgin, Waltham, Columbus and
Trenton Watches.

Fahys, Boss and Crescent Filled Cases.

American Watch Case Co. s Silver, Filled & Gold Cases.

Canadian Agents ofNon-Magnetic Watch Co.

(Paillard's Patent).

Gold and Silver Head Canes.

American Roll Plate Jewelry.

CLOSE PRICES. PROMPT SERVICE. LARGE ASSORTMENT.
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A DRIVE IN SILVER CASES.

/<? S/ZE, SCREW BEZEL,

PENDANT SET.

NEVADA VERMICELLI BORDER.

DISCONTINUED GOODS.

\ \ IE have closed out from the American Watch Case Company a

large quantity of the above very DESIRABLE GOODS,

and offer them at CLOSE PRICES. These cannot be repeated, so

the Trade will do well to place their orders without delay.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



NOVELTIES IN ANSONIA CLOCKS

TOWER.- 8 Day, Time.

NAVY.-8 Day, Time.

Agents for Canada, T he Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited,

...
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NOVELTIES IN ANSONIA CLOCKS

TROTTER.—8 Day, Time.

'*r*~.*-~ * R

PEACOCK. 8 Day, Time.

Agents tot Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Liritrf.
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NOVELTIES IN ANSONIA CLOCKS

BEE INK.—8 Day, Time. DAWN.-8 Day, Time.

FLOWER. —8 Day, Time BEE CARRIAGE. 8 Day, Time.

Agents for Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited,



«As> ^CANAPIANJEWELERs,

TORONTO, ONT., MAY, 1890.

The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.

Published on the hrst of every month, and sent free to every dealer in Jew
and kmdred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates lor advertising will be found very low, and will be made known upor,

application.
shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish

such letters as willbe of interest to the Trade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-

rariably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as ?

guarantee.
All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertisements must reach

this office not .ater than the 20th of each month.

Editorial.

THE DUTY ON DIAMONDS.

S O little excitement was aroused amongst the jewelry

trade during the past month on account of the pro-

posed action of the Government in taking unset

diamonds off the free list, and making them pay a duty of ten

per rent, ad valorem.

It was felt by both the manufacturers, jobbers, and retail

dealers in these goods, that such a change in the tariff must

operate very seriously against the honest importer, who would

pay the duty imposed upon them, while his less scrupulous

competitor, whose conscience did not interfere to prevent him

from smuggling, would have a big pull over him in securing the

busii.

There can be no doubt that as an incentive to smuggling,

no better means could be devised than putting a duty upon

Is so valuable and easily concealed as diamonds undoubt

edly are

Por this and other reasons which will at once present

themselves to the minds of our readers, it was decided by some

of the leading jewelers of Toronto, Montreal and London, to

send a petition down to the Hon. the Minister of Finance,

asking him to reconsider the matter, and again place unset

diamonds on the free list.

This petition, we are glad to say, was favorably considered

by the Hon. Mr. Foster, Minister of Finance, with the result

that diamonds were again placed on the free list, while all other

precious and imitation -tones will hereafter pay a duty of ten

ent. <'./ valorem, instead of twenty per cent, as heretofore.

This concession to the manufacturing jewelry industry,

while small in some ways, will no doubt help it materially in

certain lines, especially that of gem rings. Th< ds are

now sold by the Canadian manufacturers, thanks to our

National Policy, almost as cheaply as they can be purchased

in Birmingham, and anything which will help to reduce the

cost of the raw material to these gentlemen will tend to put not

only them, but their customers in a better position to do a

profitable business.

HOW IT IS DONE.

L'R readers will remember that some months ago we

published a letter from an Eastern jeweler, in which

he stated that two customers of his brought in

watches for appraisement, saying that they had got them as

premiums from a wholesale grocery house in Montreal. As

these watches were given to customers, one of whom purchased

less than one hundred dollars worth of goods, it was evident

that either there was a most extraordinary profit on the

groceries sold, or else that the watches were " snide " affairs,

and worth little or nothing from a jeweler's standpoint.

However this may be, <t is quite evident that such a system

of disposing of watches is not conducive to the interests of the

jewelry trade, for although the timepieces may not be first-class

they take the place of some better article, which should reach

the public through the medium of the legitimate jeweler.

As the trade cannot prevent the sale of watches and other

goods in this way, the next best thing for them to do, is to

absolutely refuse to handle the goods of any manufacturer who

markets them in this or any other similar fashion. The trade

should firmly resolve that if any manufacturer desires to dispose

of his goods by such "schemes," their business should be

confined to that channel exclusively, and not allowed to use

the facilities offered by the legitimate jewelry trade.

By this method such goods would soon come to be classed

by the public as " snide," and suitable only for tea and coffee

stores, auctions, or lottery purposes. This once effected, the

sting would be taken out of the competition
;
they would very

soon be regarded as worthless by the general public, and quick

ly cease to be a drawing card for such institutions.

The letter of Mr. H. R. Cuddon, of St. Catharines, in this

issue, shows up the dealings of at least one watch company in

a very unfavorable light. Mr. Cuddon truly says that after the

publication of such a letter comment is unnecessary. We give

the epistle in extenso, and leave the matter in the hands of the

trade, remarking only that if this or any other watch company

propose to have the jewelry trade Of I Miada handle their goods

ih v must at once and forever put a stop to all such "schemes"

as the one they now seem to he pursuing.

WHERE THE DIFFERENCE COMES IN

Ki.\l Britain is commonly talked of as a Free Trade

country, but such is not really the case, the following

X^£cl imports being liable to customs duties, viz: tea.

, cocoa, wines, spirits, snuff, tobacco, dried fruits, and a

few other articles of minor importance. As none "t these

arti< les, with the exception of spirits, aie produ< ed m England,

. dent that (unless they an- smuggled in) the laid

down pri< e of these goods to the English importer must be the

original (ost at the place "t production, plus tin freighi and
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18 Size, Gilt.—No. 20, Hunting, ov No. 90,

Open Face, pendant set, 7 jewels, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Gilt.—No. 21, Hunting, or No. 91

Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, upper
holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,
sunk seconds dial.

G

L

U

16 Size, Gilt.—No. 41, Hunting, or No.
81, Open Face, pendant set. 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 22, Hunting, or No.
92, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, up-
per holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,

patent regulator, sunk seconds dial.

B

U

S

16 Size, Nickel.—No. 43,Hunting,orNo.
83, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, patent regulator.sunk seconds
dial.

16 Size, Nickel.—No. 46, Hunting, or
No. 86. Open Face, pendant set. 15

jewels, adjusted, Breguet hair spring,
patent regulator, double sunk dial,

jewels in red gold settings.

M

V

E

M

E

N

T

S

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 34, Hunting, or No.
95, Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels,
adjusted

;
jewels set in gold, Breguet hair

spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 27, Hunting, or No.
97, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, extra centre jewels, Breguet hair
spring, patent regulator, double sunk
dial, jewels set in red gold settings.

Also

18 Siz-i Nickel.—No. 2S, Hunting, or No.
98, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, jewels set in red gold settings,
extra centre jewels, Breguet hair spring,
double sunk dial, patent regulator,
damaskeened in gold and nickel.

6 Size, Gilt.—No. 51, 11 jewels,
4 upper holes jewelled, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk sec-
onds dial.

6 Size, Nickel.—No. 55, 15 jew-
els, adjusted, jewels set in red
gold settings, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

dial.

Also No. 50, 6 Size, 7 jewels, tempered hair spring, sunk seconds

18 Size Gilt.— No. 32, Hunting, or No. 93,

Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels in set-

tings, Breguet hair spring, patent regula-
tor, sunk seconds dial.

H. ELLIS,
14 WELLINGTON ST, W., TORONTO,

18 Size, Nickel.— No. 18, Hunting, or No.
99, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels,
adjusted to position.isochronism and tem-
perature, finest rubies set in raised gold
settings, extra large ruby centre jewel,
Breguet hair spring, double sunk dial

patent regulator, damaskeened in gold
and nickel.

IMl'OHTF.K OF

18 Size, Nickel. No. BS, Hunting, or No.
'ii ( (pen I' a<'' penda u I el , 16 |ew<

I In

el i |ng Bregui chair pring, pa ten! reg
al&tor. Mink second! dial

WATCHES, JEWELRY
WATCH & CLOCK MATERIALS, TOOLS, &c.

A FULL STOCK OF COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

16 Size, Nickel. No. 17, Hunting, or No.
B7, Open Pace, pendant sot, 16 jewels, ad-
justed extra centre jewel, Breguet bail
Spring, patent regulator and sunk dial,

jewels in gold settings.
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also the duty collected by the government. The amount

collected from this source for the year ending March jji^t,

1889, was -1,191 or nearly $100,000,000.

In addition to this there was the same year raised from

•• Excise," that is duties levied upon domestic manufactures of

spirits, beer, coffee and chiccory, and also from licenses and

railway passengers, etc., the sum of .£25,474,403, equal to

$127,000,000 of our money.

This was further supplemented by another direct tax known

as ''Stamp " duties, which are levied upon all documents such

as receipts, drafts, probates, legacies, insurance policies, bills of

exchange, etc., and amounted that year to the sum of ^12,-

240,954 or $61,000,000. For the year above mentioned the

revenue of Great Britain derived mainly from the sources

already enumerated, aggregated the immense sum of ^89,-

So2,254, equal in round number to about $450,000,000 of our

money. As the total population of the British Islands is only

about 37,500,000, this means an average tax of nearly $12 for

every man woman and child in that country.

It will be readily seen from the foregoing that as this

enormDUS tax is levied entirely upon imported articles which

C.reat Britain does not produce, or by direct taxation upon

domestic manufactures, or the necessities of life, that such a

system must place the inhabitants of that so called " free trade
"

country at a great disadvantage as compared with people who

live in •' protected " countries. They apparently enjoy the

maximum of taxation, without any compensation whatever in

the way of protection against foreign competition.

In this connection a very quaint remark made by the Hon.

Mr. (oschen, Chancellor of the English Exchequer, in his

budget speech last month, shows up very clearly the absurdity

of this system of taxation. After commenting upon the fact

that the gross revenue from alcoholic beverages for the past year

was ,£29,265,003, Mr Goschen said (the italics only are

ours) that " these figures showed a universal rush to the beer

barrel, the spirit bottle and the wine decanter. Everybody

seemed bent on toasting a national prosperity and increasing

the revenue. It was a circumstance that must be deplored.

A ( lose examination would not dimish the surprise, for the

st increase had been—of all the spirits in the world—from

rum, daughter). The rum was drunk mainly at seaports. In

thj number of drams taken reached 255,000,000, in

1889, 275,000,000. It was an extraordinary historical fact

that in the years 1875 and 1876, the greatest drinking years

rded, there was precisely the same rush and precisely the

same proportion of revenue from different spirits. Increased

prosperity therefore meant a great increase in the consumption

of alcoholic drinks. The tipplers who had largely produced the

the surplus would have a chance to redeem themselves owing to

reduction of the tea duty by two pence per pound. Hi >>/

olition oftkt tea duty, becauu it was the only vehicle wh

,/ mm smoker and non-drinker could contribute to tin- reven

While this statement may seem correct from the standpoint

of British free traders, it sounds almost absurd to people living

on this continent, who have learned that taxation can be

regulated so as not only to bear equally on every citizen in pro

portion to the amount of foreign goods he consumes, but at

the same time to afford a measure of protection, and therefore

of benefit to the industries of his own country

In contradistinction to the British method of taxation, let

us bring forward a few facts regarding the way in which the

people of Canada are taxed in order to carry on the affairs of

the country.

As is now well known, the policy of the Canadian govern-

ment is a protective one, that is they aim to levy a high rate of

duty on all goods imported into the country whi h can compete

with home industries, while on the other hand they admit free

of duty all raw material required by our manufacturers which

cannot be produced by our own people.

The population of Canada is about 5.200,000 and the total

revenue last year amounted t j a little over $37,000,000, or an

average of $7.24 for every man, woman and child in the

Dominion.

A careful investigation of the items from which our duties

are collected will reveal the fact that they are in the main

levied upon tolncco, spirits, and goods of foreign manufacture

which enter into competition with those produced by our home

manufacturers.

While in both Great Britain and Canada the amount

collected exclusively from foreign imports amounts to about

$300 per capita of the entire population, there is, however,

this remarkable difference in the result effected :

The English duties are mainly levied on such articles as

tea, coffee, spirits, wines and tobacco, none of which with the

exception of spirits can be produced in Great Britain, and the

collection of revenue on which can only enhance the cost

without benefiting in anyway whatever any home industry.

The duties levied by the Canadian government, on the

contrary, have not only brought many new and valuable

industries into existence in this country, but have largely aided

in placing those we already had on a solid basis by protecting

them from the unfair and often ruinous foreign competition to

which they were formerly subjected.

It is no wonder then that in discussing the subject of " Free

Trade Taxation," the Can idim Manufacturer in an able editorial

says:—"In free trade Britain out of nearly $100,000,000

collected from customs duties, ovir $71,000,000 are colli

from duties on tea, coffee, tobacco and dried fruits -articles

that the poor man must have ; while the fancy wines that only

the nobility, aristocrats and nabobs can drink, paid a duty of

only $6,ood,ood. In Britain, every man who buys a railroad

ticket pays an excise tax to the government ; and over $60,

•

000,000 was paid in stamp duties, which means that every

1 hiving any commercial value whatever was heavily

taxed. 1' icse things are not so in Canada, nor can they ever

be so as long as our Nation .1 Policy prevails. The average per

capita tax in England for supporting the much vaunted Free

Trade Policy amounts to $11.65, while the per capita tax m

Canada under Protection am >unts to only $7.2 |."

In the f ice of such facts, which are accessible to everj

citizen who desires to know the truth, it seems strange that

any, I I alon so many, of our politicians can have the assurance

lert that Canadians are the m 1 . taxed people

on ti, i| the earth, and that our prote< tive polii \. whi( h

every unbiased observer must admit has greatlj benefited the

country, will, if pei ti ted in. piun into national Bank

ruptcy.
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

*§=* (Artistic and t^sefuf Hoffow Ware*^-

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

'trade mark for

HOLLOW WARE.

All our Flat-Ware bears this TradeMark.

TRADE MARK FOR

^WSROCERS.^T
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

And is Fully Guaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Meriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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GCi-'RESPONBENCE.
HOW IT IS DONE.

CERTAINLY.

Editor Trader Sir

LJAYIXG opened up a jewelry store in this mining

town, I would be pleased to receive a copy of

your valuable journal.

Yours truly,

L. X. Mi Ewi n.

Lethbridge, X W.T., April 15th, 1990.

WE HAVE PUT YOU ON THE LIST.

Editor TRADER

—

Sir :

RAVING recently started in business, and as we have

had the privilege of reading The Trader sent to

our employer, we would be pleased to receive a

copy of your valuable journal in future.

Truly .ours,

Flesherton, March 31st. \>o. Akm-i os.

IT GIVES THE NEWS FROM HOME.
.Mi*,

Editor Tradkr— Sir :

[JNCLOSED please find my card. I would be

obliged to you if you would kindly send Tin

I'rader to me, as it gives me all the news from

.;,' ^Sjli.
home, as it were. I was formerly with I.. (

Jackson, of $$(> Oueen St. East, Toronto, and

H. R. Cuddon, of St. Catharines.

I am. yours etc.,

E Fletcher Lii dy,

Buffalo, X Y.. U.S., 4-2.v'9o. Of Liedy Bros., Jewelers.

STOLEN! LOOK OUT FOR IT.

Editor Tradi r— Sir :

ILL you please publish in your next issue a des< rip

tion of tlie undermentioned watch. As you are

aware, I
•

11 laid up nine weeks with la

pe and bronchitis, and whilsi 1 was ill

thief came into my store and took a CUSl 1 itch off the

board Stolen during the month of March an 0. 1'. Elgin

watch, I'. set, with 24 hour dial, in silvei .< k and
I

manufactured by American Watch Case Company
imber of movement $,113,360. By publi

the above you wili obi.

Yours respe< tfully,

Aurora. April 1.1th, 1 |;. p l( HARD

Editor Trader—Sir :

ENCLOSED please find letter from wholesale watch

ory showing an instance of the faith kept

to the retail irade. The enclosed was handed

to me by a gentleman in the stove and hard

ware trade. The other circulars speak for themselves. A
regular discount and price list accompanies them. Comment

unnecessary.

Yours truly,

St. Cai hakim 3, April 19, 1890.

H. R. Cuddon.

The letter enclosed reads as follows

:

New York, April 12, 1890.

Gentlemen,— \Ye take the liberty of sending you our

catalogue for 1890. Our sweep-second and stop second watches

are manufactured by no other company, and are fully protected

by letters patent.

They are used most successfully for scheme purposes with

cigars, spices, &c, by such houses as Thompson, Bradshaw &
Co., Toronto; Ellis & Keighley, Toronto ; Todhunter, Mitchell

& Co., Toronto; J. J. Duffy & Co., Montreal; Bourgeau &
Herron, Montreal ;

T. B. Escott & Co., London, Ont.: W. II.

Gillard & Co., Hamilton, Ont., and a great many others, also

the largest houses in the United States

We would especially call your attention to our gold filled

engraved watches which we are supplying these houses with in
t

large quantities. We would be pleased to submit samples and

quote special discounts to you, if you are using or contemplate

using watches.

Trusting this will receive your careful consideration, we

1 emain,

Yours very truly,

Manhattan Watch Company.

ENGLISHMAN ON A SCHOOL OF
HOROLOGY.

Editor Tr VDER Sir :

f| GREAT been written lately te the botch.

My opinion is thi issity to the trade, 01

at least have been, ami if they have served their

purpose it is well. 1 see a good man) of your correspondents

leginning to awaken to the necessity of .1 II

School, a matter that you will, 1 have no doubt, remember

was advocated by the writer some wars sun e in your < olumns.

It is a matter that should in .< i\ man in the tr.nU'. and,

in fai i, evi rj true Canadian. I, sir. .mi looking forward to the

time when it will be in our powei to say th.it we have a s ( hool

me on this continent
;

also th.u we have .1 wat h

and (!<><k factory, to... equal to, if not surpassing, the best in

America 1 don'l ee why, with oui in< opulationand

nificent country, we should have to depend upon our

neighbors to manufacture fi Some will s.,\ thai we have

not the trade to support them. I he same w 1 f< w years
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERS'SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
-|N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'
" use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOEONTO S^ZETIE "WOEKS,

I I 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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since re the watch case trade. What is the remit of the

i ersevering effort of those who were the pioneers of the trade 2

It is now an assured success. And such would be the reward

of the clock and watch factory, if the wholesale and retail dealers

would combine to support home trade, is the opinion of another

Engi ishman.

AN HISTORIC TIMEPIECE.

Editor Trader—Sir :

HEREWITH send you a description of an old

clock I have in for repairs, owned by the Rev

P Addison, and made by John Whitfield, England.

It is a thirty-hour clock, with the day of the

month registered on the dial. There is but one

hand attached, which points to the hours on a

circle which has been silver plated. The hours

are engraved pretty deep in the plate and enameled On the

inner circle th^ hours are divided into quarters The dial

plate is a piice of heavy plate brass, square in shape, with

embowel w )rk on eich corner. The movement is in a good

state of preservation, with the exception of a couple of pivot

holes that required bushing, and is now performing well The

time and strike are run by the same weight on an endless

chain. Perhaps some of your readers may be able to give some

information as to the age of it.

It is supposed by Mr A to be about 260 years old. If so,

what changes has the old clock conu through ? It was mark-

ing time when Charles was beheaded, and told the hours of the

Commonwealth under Oliver Cromwell. When Charles II.

was in the Oak, the old clock was quite young, and when the

battle of the Boyne was fought had only just attained its

majority. If the calculations regarding the age are correct, it

has marked the time through no kss than eleven reigns and the

two protectorates, and I have no doubt is good for another

hundred years.

If you think the above would interest your readers, and

they would be likely to throw any light as regards the age of

the old clock, you will oblige by inserting the same.

Yours truly,

Aurora, April 3rd, 1890. Rf.tailkr.

HEP." PHILOSOPHISES.

that a remedy for the one cause would so materially affect the

others that our efforts might be reasonably concentrated for the

present to that one remedy. The good results of education

cannot be correctly summed up at the doors of the school. An

educated man loves humanity, and is willing at all times and in

any place to assist the ignorant by imparting to him all the know-

ledge he is prepared to use. An element like ambition will

beget its own kind. Contact with ambitious people is apt to

(ire the slowly dying embers of its kind in the man who is

almost disheartened, and it in turn might change that man's

course from the straight path leading to Mr. Beeton's well

described " irreclaimable " to that of a useful workman. We
could go on indefinitely figuring the possibilities of many of

our grievances being overcome or influenced in a great measure

by a proper system of education open for those ambitious

enough to gain it.

I was pleased with Mr. Beeton's outline of a " Practical

'Technical School," and trust that the next time we hear from

him, he will see his way clear to operate the scheme. I will

only touch on one item of his letter, the just distribution of

awards. His estimate of its importance is undoubtedly correct.

If the authority for granting such diplomas be of high enough

character, the school would only then require an able staff of

teachers in order to make it the leading school of its kind. I

know nothing of the methods adopted by American schools

already existing, but if 1 after the fashion of the popular Ladies'

College) they "saw off" one blockhead against another to

decide their relative accomplishments, and grant diplomas

accordingly, we have only to follow their example in order to

fail in our efforts to deal successfully with the botch question.

I think it would be well for those financially interested in

such schools to relieve themselves as far as possible from the

responsibility of fixing awards. If the leading watch factories

of America may be considered the highest authority obtainable,

and their experts the best judges of work, I have no doubt that

they would feel interested enough in the matter to exert them-

selves in any way desired. They could give the matter proper

consideration, and formulate a standard high enough for all

time to come, and afterward allow their experts to rate the

specimens of work for examination according to their adopted

standard. This would leave the promoters of such institutions

free to adopt their own methods for financial success without

endangering the great question at issue.

Yours truly,

St. Thomas, Out., April 1 ph, 1X00. (
'. 11. Ill PINSTALL.

Editor Trader—Sir :

TO deal successfully with the "botch" question, we

must first locate as definitely as possible the causes,

then apply the best remedy at our command,

erning ourselves according to circumstances, and

using our reason to determine where our efforts

would produce the best general results. Perpetual

fault finding does very little for humanity, but an

attempt to remedy will be appreciated by all in possession of

brainsand ambition. I am satisfied that the general conclusion

arrived at during this discussion is correct, vi/ : that the lack of

education is one of the great causes of botcheiy, and, I might

add, that many of the other causes hinge on it to such an extent

A NEW IDEA.

Editor Tr \i>i.k Sir
I

; yJ V- again rise to the surface. Since January we have

. enjoyed reading the many interesting letters and

after care,<,' articles on the " Botch ' question, and aft

ful consideration of the subject so ably laid before
* *

us by yourself and others, our thoughts are as

Jf& follows :

* Vou will remembei thai in our fanuar) lettei

poke of legislation. We are glad we did mention it ; yet

we hardly agree with " English Wat' lunakei " and In

lire. It reminds ns ul a communication that was disi USSed
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by that valuable institution, "The Horological Club,'' of New
York. The subject agitating our " cousins " at that time was

the same as is before us at present. The writer's remedy was

to appoint a committee of five hundred, provide each one with

a good stout hickory stick, and let them loose on the botches.

Neither of these measures would work. We could not legis-

late, nor would the shillalah be effectual. Still, we are one

with the spirit of both. When we have work before us over

which we might readily think " the angels weep," is it not

enough to suggest legislation, shillalahs, or any other means

to clean out the perpetrators.

However, as has been said, we have the botch with us to

stay. He will stay, and won't be educated. So let us shew

that we are anxious to have an institution in our midst where

those who do wish to improve can receive instruction in any

branch of our art.

We believe with you that the time has come when a good

horological school should be established in our midst ; and we

further believe, if entered upon by a man (or men) of the right

metal, that financially the undertaking would be successful.

But, as we hinted in January, there would have to be great

care taken to keep up a first-class standard, as on that very

thing we believe depends the ultimate success or non-success

of the institution. And just here is where there is a danger of

weakness in all such schools. The idea of the founder is not

philanthropy ; it is hard cash he is after, and seems to me the

temptation to do " funny work " must at times try even the

best of teachers.

There is one side of this question which has not been dis-

cussed, and which is suggested by the reference in your April

editorial to the enlightening of public opinion re the botches.

Why not organize ourselves into a Literary Society, each or as

many as will, contributing original or copied articles treating on

the watch, its peculiarities, the way to use it, its many troubles,

etc., showing forth among other things the economy of good
care, the fallacy of trusting such an intricate piece of machinery

to every Tom, Dick, or Harry, who dubs himself " watch

maker," etc. Of course the articles would need to be as much
as possible free from technicalities, not rancid, but reasonable
and entertaining. They could be submitted to a chosen com
mittee, and if we would each interest ourselves there should
be little difficulty in having an occasional article appear in our
own local paper. Your valuable journal would be a good start-

ing point from which the articles could be culled as required.
In the articles there would need to be nothing savoring of

advertising any particular watchmaker- -no personalities fnor
would any workman be benefited by using such in his own
name. The suspecting public would catch on to this strain at

once. "Oh! merely another trick, it's money he's after.''

The botch would also use it and pose as " the poor man's friend."
This course running in conjunction with a good horological

school, from which a diploma would be as " good as gold,"
would, we believe, in very few years make the botch so sick
that he would be obliged to leave OUT fair Dominion for
pastures more green.

Trusting that the ball will roll till a good level is rea< lied,

I .mi, yours, et< .,

Ai.i x Moi ini.

I'ort Elgin, April 17th, 1X90.

[The columns of The Trader arc always open to su< h
articles as Brother Moffat suggests, and our jewelers (an 1

out his idea at once, by sending in their communications to us.
Km. I

MR. BILLINGS APPEALS TO THE TRADE.

Editor Trader—Sir :

PERUSAL of your April number clearly demon-

strates the fact that the trade has at least

been partially aroused on the " botch " question.

Of all the remedies suggested, two only seem

practical, and the question must be settled in the

usual way by the rule of the majority, and the

greatest good to the greatest number.

Now, shall we have an horological school or an association,

or both ; for of couise both or possible, perhaps, and one would

not antagonize the other. In starting and maintaining an

horological school, it is generally admitted that Government

aid is necessary, but on what ground financial aid is to be re-

quested no one suggests. If the manufacture of watches was

of national importance, Government aid might reasonably be

expected : but, as the matter stands, the watch repairer is on

the same basis as any other mechanic. No, gentlemen, don't

waste any time or energy in the vain attempt to obtain Gov-

ernment assistance.

Mr. Beeton and his intimate friend, Mr. Playtner, warmly

advocate such an institution, but I cannot see how such a pro-

ject can succeed in the face of all the difficulties to be over-

come at the present time. In the first place will the number

ot jewelers in Canada warrant such a proceeding ? Look them

over carefully, see what they are worth, how many or what

percentage of them employ men, do their own work, or are

botches ; also, how many of the remaining few could attend,

even if they so desired. Then, see the vast territory over

which the anxious ones are scattered Think it over well, and

if any one can be found who is willing to furnish the "several''

thousand dollars required for tools, machinery, etc., also to

guarantee salaries to professional talent, which, beyond all

doubt, will have to be imported, all very well. It will be a

very hard struggle, and an ultimate and signal failure.

An horological school would be of great benefit, and would

implish much, I am willing to admit, and I would do all I

could to favor it, but I cannot see how it could be conducted

on a paying basis, nor can I see in what manner it will act in

the betterment of the botch. It costs considerable money to

attend an horological school, and considerable more to pur-

chase the tools to do the work one has been taught, and as we

all know the botch is generally poor and works with his

" fingers,'' and has, as a rule, evinced supreme contempt foi the

man who possesses a fine complement of tools.

What the trade requires, in fact demands, is immediate

relief, complete if possible, partial at least. The Canadian

Practical Watchmaker's Association seems to afford that relief

m the most speedy and complete manner, and aside from that

mts a diploma in a competent workman who would have

no occasion to attend an horological school. The possi

of a ('. P. W, A. diploma would be able to show by his work

hip that he was entitled to it, and the business use of it in

a business way would accomplish much in reducing th(

number of botchi

I do not propose to drive anj man out ol the business, oi

idvocate bittei measures against anybody 01 class, but

simply to place in the hands of the competent workmi
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diploma to prove to those interested that the holder has passed

a satisfactory examination on the subject and is competent and

understands what he claims in regard to watch repairing. That

is all a physician can generally show, a diploma, and why is not

one as good as the other ? It is as near the right thing as we

can get, and we must make the best of it. An horological

school grants diplomas to those who can buy them by losing

much time and money, and many workmen who have been

taught the rudiments of the trade and afterwards perfected

themselves by the study of Saunier, Grosseman and Excelsior's

works, must do without, or go and learn what they already

know in order to obtain a diploma.

An association diploma or certificate can be granted for

not more than the mere printing would cost, and the applicant

could produce specimen work or undergo an examination at

his leisure.

Now, readers, what shall it be ? Shall the watch repairers

have an association ? There are three beside myself who are

in favor of such an association, but we should have at least

three hundred to start with.

Do not, after reading this over, mentally resolve to take

action to-morrow, or bye and bye, but act at once, do some-

thing which will improve your business, or, if you are not a

watch repairer, call the attention of your watch repairer to this

appeal and persuade him to take some action in the matter.

Simply write the one word ,l Association " on a card if nothing

more, and direct it to

C. E. Billings,

April 21, 1890. 208 Dundas street, London, Ont.

MR. KLINCK HAS THE FLOOR.

Editor Trader—Sir

:

IN reply to the question, " What shall we do with the

botch ? " and the working of a good horological

-"» school in connection therewith, I will ven-

ture to make a few suggestions.

That a great proportion of the watch-

makers now in the trade are sorely in need

of technical education is a fact which every-

one who understands his business will admit.

Whatever may be the causes of this con-

dition—and some of them have been well described by your

< orrespondents in the late issues of the TRADER— it is certain

that there is a general resentment against, and a desire to get

rid of the DOt< h, the annoyatx e he causes, and the rellection

he < asts on those who are competent and honest enough to do

their work properly. If this could be done, a blessing would

inferred upon the trade in particular and the public in

general. Hut, just what to do, and how to do it, in order to

arrive at this end, is a problem not so easily solved.

No plan that I can think of, or that has been proposed by

your correspondents, is free from great difficulties whi< h would

be hard to overcome. I have little sympathy with the pro

position of compelling everyone to pass a certain examination,

and to hold a certificate of competent y before he should be

allowed to commence repairing on his own account, simply

because I deem it impracticable. If such a thing could he

done — if the Government could be reasonably asked to inter-

fere—there is no doubt that a great improvement in the con-

dition of things in the trade would soon manifest itself.

It is, however, not probable that the Government will in-

terfere, nor is it likely that anything would be done by it in

aid of instituting or maintaining schools of instruction. For

this reason, and because I believe that reforms of this kind

can only be brought about by paying proper attention to the

education of those who are lacking it, I find myself obliged to

fall into line with those of your correspondents who agitate the

opening of an Horological School by private enterprise, or by

the co-operation of a body of persons interested in the ad-

vancement of the science and practice of horology.

In point of knowledge, a certain Arabian philosopher has

divided mankind into three distinct classes, and has described

and placed them at their value as follows :

1st. " He who knows not, and knows not that he knows

not, is a fool.—Leave him alone."

2nd. "He who knows not, and knows that he knows not,

will learn.—Teach him."

3rd. " He who knows, and knows that he knows, is a wise

man.—Eollow him."

Watchmakers, in this respect, do not differ from the rest of

humanity. Representatives of all three classes are found

amongst them, and the first class seems to be by no means the

smallest. In order to do anything for the advancement of the

trade, the first thing necessary would be to get enough mem-

bers of the second class together to form a class which would

be willing and in a position to place themselves under the

instruction of a selected few of the third class.

The moment this could be done a long step in the right

direction would have been taken. Then, whether the place of

instruction would be a thoroughly equipped Horological Col-

lege, costing thousands of dollars to institute and maintain,

open to students year in and year out, or simply a lecture room,

furnished with the most necessary apparatus for teaching and

illustrating a theoretical and technical course of a few months

duration, would depend altogether on the amount of support

that would be forthcoming.

For reasons following, I believe that Horological Schools,

in themselves, are inadequate to meet the demand for work-

men in this country. The mechanical and commercial interests

of the retail watch and jewelry trade are so inseparably con-

nected—one so dependent on the other—that a workman,

educated in the former branch alone—a graduate of an Horo-

il College, if you like -would meet with great difficulty

in building up a trade of his own, or in doing justice to that ol

his employer, especially if he were obliged to compete with

one who was well up in both brain lies.

What I mean is this: All the information necessary to

make a thorough retail watchmaker and jeweler, or a valuable

assistant to one, cannot be obtained at .1 college. A certain

amount of knowledge of human nature, as well as an ability

to 01 « asionally leave stru tly methodical ways and to adapt one

sell to conditions as they exist, are indispensable. 1 he propei

place for a man to obtain a proficiency in this resp ht in
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the retail sture or repairing simp, where he constantly comes

ontact with t
:

ira he is expected to serve.

On the other hand, one who is never taught the reasons

—

the whys and wherefores -for doing the work he is called upon

to do, is necessarily working in the dark, and there will be no

end to the errors he will fall into, and the amount of unn<

sary work he will be doomed to do, not to say anything of the

|

positive harm and destruction of property which will be charge

able to his account.

By taking a course of theoretical instruction, and some

practice at an horol chool, the latter difficulty could be

overcome, and by serving an apprenticeship with a watch-

maker, the other information could be acquired.

What we want is an horological school of some kind, to be

made use of, not as the only means by which watchmakers

could oe turned out, but rather as a help to the old system of

apprenticeship. A great help such an institution would be.

If proprietors of repairing shops and journeymen could only

be convinced of the benefits of a course at such an institution,

there would be no difficulty in getting up a class, composed of

these alone, sufficiently large to commence operations at once.

Colleges of Horology are expensive commodities, and it

might be some time before one, fully equipped, could be set

up in Canada. Nevertheless, while this was being done, in-

struction in the primary courses could be gone on with. In

the countries where these colleges originated, they were in-

stituted for the purpose of fitting up workmen for the higher

positions in the watch factories. They have done an immense

amount of good in advancing the manufacture and improve-

ment of time-pieces.

The manufacture of watches has. of late years, undergone

great changes, so that now, by the employment of automatic

machinery, a few master minds control the operations of hun-

dreds of workmen where, formerly, perhaps twenty times the

number of theoretically and practically trained men were

necessary to do so. Consequently the schools have suffered

considerably, but they are still very successful in furthering

their purpose. Students in the Swiss schools, as a rule, must

take a course of at least three years under theoretical and

practical instruction, and are, when they graduate, supposed to

beqjalified to enter upon their career as watch finishers or

adjusters. The object of these schools is not to turn out

retail watch repairers : nevertheless, schools instituted for that

,e should give a good deal of the same kind of tram

A shorter course, augmented by considerable practice at a

repairer's bench would, it seems to me, answer the purpose

very well. Whatever is to be done in the way of training,

should be done under the auspices of a representative body or

m. The coun divided into se\<r.il grades,

an.J certifii gly, but not unless or before a

certain corresponding term had been spent in actual practice

in a repair shop. Thus, grade 1 I. as passed in < crtain subj.

and has worked at the trade a ce tain tune. Grade -' has

1 in an addition d num is, and has spent an

additional spate of tune m actual practice. Grade .", has

I in all the subjects, and 1-, therefore a graduate, entitled

to a diploma, pro-. spent the required tune in

I reali/e the difficult) student ills' appri

already placed, would encounter in getting to school at the

proper time. However, one branch would help the other, lor

instance, if the college course, or part of it, were taken before

working at the bench, the knowledge obtained there would

help the bench work. If it were taken during the latter part,

or at the end of the required practice time, the practice, though

imperfect, would help the college course. In either case, if

the student passed the examinations, he would be a thorough

and practical watchmaker as we understand the term in this

coun'.rj

.

This plan would also guard against the overproduction of

workmen. For the sake of economy, and for other reasons,

watchmakers would not stop taking apprentices, even if a school

of horology were instituted. About the usual number would

be employed, and if the schools were carried on independently

of time spent at the bench— if nothing were required of the

students but to pass the course in order to place them in the

field as journeymen—as is the case in the U. S. there would

soon be a double supply of workmen. Here in Canada we

do not suffer for want of workmen. What we want is not

more but better workmen.

If a school of horology should be started in Canada, as 1

hope there will be, its course of instruction should of course

partake of the nature of those of other horological schools,

and should be set at the discrimination of a board of directors

elected for the purpose. As I have already taken up too much

space, I will not attempt to describe such a course in detail,

but will close my letter, submitting my suggestions to the trade,

hoping that they may be instrumental in bringing about an

association for the advancement of horology, which will be in

a position to deal with the " botch " question in a practical way.

Respectfully jours,

Elmira, On*., April 17,1890. Geo. Klinck.

MODERN WATCH REPAIRING IN A
MODERN WORKSHOP.

B\ I.. BEETON, TORONTO.

U HI. 1.1. AM) IMNION CI' I I ING.

|. \1. P writes asking me to describe the "Modus

Operandi of wheel and pinion cutting on the American

lathe, and the probable cost of the attachments ne< essar) to do

all kinds of cutting.

The wheel and pinion cutting fixture is operated m con-

in with the slide rest, and isattai lied to it l>\ removing the

tool
1

ning in its place tin frame of the fixture, b)

mean "I a large strew. I he fixlU 1 vertical spindle

whi< h 1 irries the 1 utter, and 1 an be raised or lowered to the

centre "i the work. This spindle has > small pulley at the

connected bj .1 line belt, with a four inch pulley

atta< hed t<> the < ountershaft. 'I hus an immense spe< d foi the

cutter is obtained, viz., about 50 revolutions ol tin- < 1 1 1 1
. r foi

ever) revolution ol the toot wheel. I he work or wheel to In-

cut is attached by means ol a screw, lathe cement or soft

.. »ld« 1. ac< ording to circumstai lathe < hu< ks.

An index wheel fits accurately over the draw in spindle, and
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is held friction tight between the shoulder of draw in spindle

and the head stock spindle. What is termed a latch is attached

to the bed of the lathe, and at its upper end has a tongue,

which catches in the notches in the index.

The last wheel I cut on my lathe was a star wheel, having

thirty-one teeth, for denoting the date of the month in a

calendar watch, and I might as well describe the making of it

as any other. I first turned up a brass wheel blank of the

requisite diameter and drilled a small hole through the centre.

I then put a '

4 inch cement brass in screw chuck, and turned a

pivot or bearing down the end of cement chuck, to fit my

wheel blank on. I then attached the blank to it with lathe

cement, pressing the blank firmly against the square shoulder

of the cement brass, and noting that it was revolving truly. I

then slipped an index, having on its circumference 62 notches

or d'visions, over the draw in spindle, and attached the latch

to the lathe bed, parallel with the index; then removed the

belt which connects the head-stock pulley with the counter-

shaft, because the work is now held stationary by the latch in

connection with the index. I next fit the star cutter in its

place on the vertical spindle in the fixture, and attach the

fixture to the slide rest as described, and raise or lower the

spindle till the cutter is on line with the centre of the wheel

blank. This is done by means of a centre guide attached to

the frame of the fixture. Then I fasten the slide rest in the

desired position, and having attached the fine belt to the two

pulleys above mentioned, I bring the cutter up against the

wheel blank by means of the feed screws of the slide rest, and

revolving the cutter cut a notch or space in the wheel blank,

then move the index two notches and cut another space and

find that the tooth is not cut to a knife edge, and so turn the

cross-feed screw to cause the cutter to enttr deeper into the

wheel blank until the tooth is correct : then repeat the cutting

operation till the entire number is cut. All wheel and pinion cut.

ting is done on the same principle, though of course with modi-

fications in detail, the slide rest being arranged differently, for

instance, when cutting bevel stem-wind wheels than when

cutting flat ones. You can get from the lathe factories indexes

for cutting any number of teeth from 3 to 360, and also all

kinds of cutters for cutting watch and clock wheels and pinions.

As far as the teeth of wheels are concerned, they are finished

when cut, but steel pinions require to be tempered and polish-

id subsequently, and the Wig-Wag is brought into requisition

to do the polishing, the operation of which I will explain in

another article. It is very seldom one finds it necessary to

make a pinion, but stem wind wheels and different kinds of

wheels are very frequently requited, which it is impossible

to buy in the material shops, and then the attachments for

this work are indispensable. If you have the lathe and slide

the cost of the other attachments necessary, including a

stock of cutters, indexes, et< ., will be about $00.00.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCELSIOR.

THE DUPLEX ESCAPEMENT.—CONTINUED.

I jhn Wanamaker became I'ostmaster General of the I int. 1

es he has ceased to s«.TI roulette tables and faro lay oats. When be
started in the b I running his ^reat bazaar h< ftbiog

aybod) would pay for. In the departmenl "f games be kept
ing cards, roulette tables, cbi| coontei and everything

else that is to gamble with, including due and di

When the I Mr Wanamal 1 tartt d
to go into society, he gradually ceased to sell gambling implements.

(481 1 But there are other cansiderations which also govern

the proportion between the diameters of the rollers and the

repose-wheel. Fig. 30 shows a roller circle //, and part of a

larger roller, «'«', with its centre at e\ both having the same

intersection ac, with the wheel circle tx. We see, first, that

the larger the roller, the smaller the small-lift. The intersec-

tion is the same in each case from a to c, but the angle aec is

evidently much larger than ae'e, the angle of small-lilt of the

larger roller. Second, that the larger the roller, the nearer to

a straight line is the curve from a to c, and the less secure the

repose or locking of the tooth at the point </. The tooth o

tends to force its way past the roller, and the shallower the

intersection or the nearer straight the curve from a to c, the

more danger there is of the tooth springing the staff and forcing

it back. Third, the larger the roller, the greater the radius of

friction, and the more the pressure of the tooth will retard the

vibration of the balance. The radius of the small roller is ea,

while that of the larger one is e'a, so that the friction acts upon

the end of a lever twice as long as the other, and must produce

twice the retardation. The farther from the centre of a re-

volving shaft friction is applied, the greater its effect. Not

only is this so, but with any increase in the strength of the

motive power this retarding influence would also become

greater. A duplex watch with a large roller, driven by a going-

barrel, would be so much affected by the difference of the

motive force, as the mainspring was more or less wound up,

that the hair-spring would be unable to properly control the

vibrations of the balance, and close regulation would be im-

possible

(482) Fourth, the larger the roller, the greater the injurious

influence of the friction in another way ; the pressure of the

tooth being now more oblique is more powerful. In addition

to the actual or direct pressure of the tooth against the roller

(4.S1), there is the wedging action arising from its oblique

direction. The larger the roller, the stronger this pressure,

because the more oblique, and it is specially injurious during

the forward vibration of the balance, because then the direction

of the motion of the roller coincides with that of the pressure

of the tooth, tending to draw it in and force it past the line of

centres. Fifth, the larger the roller, the more injurious the re-

coil of the tooth during the return vibration, as it occurs at

the end of a longer radius or lever. As the notch passes to

the left, the tooth drops bom the left lip across the notch

against the right lip, giving it a blow directly opposed to its

direction of motion. The balance continuing to vibrate, the

right lip tarries the tooth back as far as it had fallen forward,

causing .1 recoil of the wheel against the whole pressure ol the

mainspring, both the blow and the recoil being more powerful

as the rollei 1 • larger .
even in a medium sized roller offsetting

the impulse given by the loolh pressing against the lip thro

tin- small lilt. In large watt lies, taking mainsprings "I

width and strength, larger rollers arc allowable than with small

thin movements, which will ret eive only narrow springs. When
the motive force is weak, the roller should be &mallei to li
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the friction and resistance ol the tooth upon it. Ace irdii

if the movement is otherwise correct, we may enlarge a em ant

vibration either by a smaller roller, or by keying up the main-

spring mure when a stronger one could not be fitted.

I.83] The action of a roller too small may be briefly

described as the opposite of th.it given for rollers too large.

The repose or locking of the tooth upon it is unsafe, because,

although the surface is more curved, the depth of the inter-

section is so very minute an amount, owing to the small size of

the roller, that the least play of the balance pivots in their

jewel holes, any springing of the balance staff, any inequality

or wear of the teeth of the wheel, any want of perfect true-

>r concentricity of the roller on the staff would infallibly

affect the running, either by .allowing the tooth to get past the

roller, or coming ^ near to wedging its way past as to stop the

watch or greatly disturb the rate. The smaller the roller, the

he effect of the friction (both direct and oblique) of the

tooth upon it, as it acts upon a shorter lever, or nearer to the

centre of the roller. The balance is left more free and the vi-

bration larger, while the control is less. The smaller the roller,

the less injurious the blow and the recoil, both from the notch

being correspondingly narrower, and the lip being nearer the

centre.

.^4) The si/.- which practically satisfies all these varying

conJitions is the one which will give the desired control (476).

While the other conditions may be safely modified to some ex-

tent without material injury, the function of control should be

most carefully provided for. It is peculiar to this escapement,

and indispensable to correct performance. With a large roller,

as we have seen, the balance vibrations are diminished and

greatly affected by change of the motive force. A smaller

roller leaves the b dance uncontrolled and its motion too

free. As the i.npulse is very energetic during the large-lifting,

acting at the best mechanical advantage, a small roller allow-,

the vibrations to become too large, especially as the motive

becomes stronger, resulting in tripping, or allowing two

teeth to pass at each vibration instead of one. Besides the

small roller being defective in principle, as having too little

control, there are grave practical objections to its use, as its

weakness, the minuteness of the acting parts, being affected by

the slightest amount of wear, inequality of construction, dirt,

etc., with other objections already noted.

5> It his 'teen concluded that the diameter of the

roller should never be smaller than '

4 the distance between two

teeth, and not so small as that except in small watches

with weak motive force. In large watches, taking wide and

sirong mainsprings, ' would be better adapted to the con

ditions The best results in all ordinary cases are shown by

rience to follow the medium between these extremes, or -

the distance between two teeth, which will be about 7 . The
actual diameter of the roller cin be calculated as follows As

every circle ha-. 360 , a roller having a diameter equal to
| the

distance between two teeth or .'S
, would be ,' the < ir< under

e through the points of the repose teeth.

arc the diameter of the wheel, multiply by 5', which

the circumference Divide this by 45, and we have the

proper diameter for a roller jewel suitable lor that wh(

6) We may avoid the trouble of computing the circum

feren' i- md dividing it by 1--, by getting the equivalent pro

in of the diameter itself. Dividing 45 by ;; we g

(about), so thai ,', the diameter is equal to ,', the circumfer-

ence, and we need only measure the diameter of the wheel and

divide that by 14 for the diameter of the roller. In the same

way we find that ', the distance between two teetli i-- about ,'.

the diameter of the wheel, - is about /,, S
about ,',, etc.

These figures are only approximately correct, but are as

near as will be got by measurement of the parts. All things

( onsidered, a roller slightly too large is preferable to the reverse,

as a deficiency of motion is better than too large vibrations,

which from the effects of riding, and even carrying, w

result in tripping, causing double speed of the escape-wheel
and the hands. We have here a hint for the correction for an
improper size of roller : If the roller is too small, weaken the

Fig to

mainspring, if too large stiffen it, either by changing the spring
or by altering the stop works to give a different amount of
" keyingup." The workman will now perceive the necessity
of care in selecting a roller jewel, and the effect ol having one-

loo large or too small, as well as how to meet any pec uliarities

of construction requiring special treatment adapted to them.

(487) We have now to consider the shape and width of the
note h in the roller. This must not be so deep as to reach too

the central hole ///, for this would weaken the jewel and
make it unsafe The shape of the notch should be such that

the point of the tooth will be perfectly free while passing
through it and wide enough at the surface of the rollei to

likewise clear the tooth at the proper distance from the p
It therefore depends somewhat on the shape and thi< kneSS of

the teeth, and their depthing in the notch. The wider the

notch the further the tooth falls from the left to the right lip,

and the more powerful the effect of the blow. but it it is

OW, the balance must vibrate further from the line of
' tin- left to allow a repose-tooth to enter the notch,

and to the right to enable il to escape, rendering the es<

inent more liable to set. The widei tin not, h, tlu- greater the

re< oil of the wheel, during the return vibration ol the balance,

as the right lip must carry the tooth back again, and leave il

locked on the outside <>t the rollei as before, till tin- notch
comes around by the forward vibration to receive the tooth foi

impulse. Tin- width is ordinarily about 20 , measured upon
the circumference ol the rollei from its centre, and shown by
the In 1 tdes Ol the not. h should be peil-

polished, and the I 1 01 lips not rounded oit any mor<
than enough to prevent Bharpni f/his roundin lould

ol lines ,/•, ,,r between them .tilt 1

the hsi When, howew-i, the small lid i-, l.ue.i tii.m

the notch mu he a httle wider, being about n the
..hit I-, 5 > 01 more.
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Selected Matter.
WHERE THE BOTCHES COME FROM!

[It is now about seventeen years since the following sketch was
written by Mark Tuain, and although it was published in The Trader
years agi, it is so apropos to the present discussion. What shall we do
with the botch ? that we hazard printing it again, feeling sure that

its quaint humor will amply repay every one of our readers for even a

second perusal.

—

Ed. Trader/

7W\ Y beautiful new watch had run

eighteen months without

losing or gaining, and without break-

ing any part of its machinery or

stopping. I had come to believe it

infallible in its judgments about the

time of day, and to consider its

constitution and its anatomy im-

perishable. But at last, one night,

I let it run down. I grieved about

it as if it were a recognized messenger

and forerunner of calamity ; but by

and by I cheered up, set the watch

by guess, and commanded my bod-

ings and superstitions to depart.

Next day I stepped into the chief jewelers to set it by the exact

time, and the head of the establishment took it out of my hand

and proceeded to set it for me. Then he said, " she is four

minutes slow—regulator wants pushing up." I tried to stop

him—tried to make him understand that the watch kept perfect

time. Hut no ; all this human cabbage could see was that the

watch was four minutes slow, and the regulator must be pushed

up a little ; and so, while I danced around him in anguish and

besought him to let the watch alone, he calmly and cruelly did

the shameful deed.

My watch began to gain. It gained faster and faster day

by day. Within the week it sickened to a raging fever, and its

pulse went up to a hundred and fifty in the shade. At the end

of two months it had left all the timepieces of the town far in

the rear, and was a fraction over thirteen days ahead of the

almanac. It was away into November enjoying the snow, while

the Of tober leaves were still turning. It hurried up house-rent,

bills payable and such things, in such a ruinous way that I

< ould not abide it. I took it to the watchmaker to be regulated.

He asked me if I had ever had it repaired. I said no, it had

never needed any repairing. He looked a look of vicious happi-

and eagerly pried the watch open, then put a small i

into his eye and peered into its machinery. He said it

wanted cleaning and oiling, besides regulating- come in a

week.

After being cleaned and oiled and regulated, my watch

slowed down to that degree that it ticked like a tolling bell

.an to be left by trains, I failed all appointments, I got to

ng my dinner
;
my watch strung out three flays grace to

four and let me go to protest \ [ gradually drifted back into

rday, then day before, then into last week, and bye and

bye the comprehension came upon me that all solitary ami alone

I was lingering along in week before last, and the world was

out of sii^ht. I seemed to detect in myself a sort of sneaking

fellow feeling for the mummy in the museum, and a desire to

swap news with him. I went to a watchmaker again. He took

the watch all to pieces while I waited, and then said the barrel

was "swelled." He said he could reduce it in three days

After this the watch averaged well, but nothing more. For

half a day it would go like the very mischief, and keep up

such a barking and wheezing and whooping and sneezing and

snorting, that I could not hear myself think for the disturbance
;

and as long as it held out, there was not a watch in the land

that stood any chance against it. But the rest of the day it

would keep on slowing down and fooling along until all the

clocks it had left behind caught up again. So at last at the end

of twenty-four hours, it would trot up to the judges' stand all

right and just on time. It would show a fair and square average,

and no man could say it had done more or less than its duty.

But a correct average is only a mild virtue in a watch, and I

took this instrument to another watchmaker. He said the

kingbolt was broken. I said I was glad it was nothing more

serious. To tell the plain truth, I had no idea what the kingbolt

was, but I did not choose to appear ignorant to a stranger.

He repaired the kingbolt, hut what the watch gained in one

way it lost in another. It would run awhile and then stop

awhile, and then run awhile again, and so on, using its own

discretion about the intervals. And every time it went off it

kicked back like a musket. I padded my breast for a few days,

but finally took the watch to another watchmaker. He picked

it all to pieces and turned the ruin over and over under his

glass ; and then he said there appeared to be something the

matter with the hair-trigger. He fixed it, and gave it a fresh

start.

It did well now except that always at ten minutes to ten the

hands would shut together like a pair of scissors, and from that

time forth they would travel together. The oldest man in the

world could not make head or tail of the time of day by such

a watch, and so I went again to have the thing repaired. This

person said that the crystal had got bent, and that the main-

spring was not straight. He also remarked that part of the

works needed half-soling.

He made these things all right, and then my timepiece per

formed unexceptionably, save that now and then, after working

along quietly for nearly eight hours, everything inside would let

go all of a sudden and begin to bu/./. like a bee, and the hands

would straightway begin to spin round and round so fast that

their individuality was lost completely, and they simply seemed

a delicate spider's web over the fa< e "I the watch She would

reel off the next twenty-four hour-, in six or seven minutes, and

then stop with a bang. I went with a heavy heart to one more

wat< hmaker, and looked on while he took her to pieces. Then

I prepared to cross-question him rigidly, for this thing was

getting serious. The watch had cost two hundred dollars

originally, and I seemed to have paid out tWO Or three thousand

for repairs.

While 1 waited and looked on, I presently recognized in

this watchmaker an old acquaintam i imboal engim

other days, and ix. t a good engineer either, lb- examined ail

the parts fan fully, just as the other watchmakers had done, and
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ihen delivered his verdict with the same confidence ol manner.

He said :

'• She makes too much steam you want to hang the mon-

key wrench on the safety-valve!
"

I brained him on the spot, and had him buried at my own
expense.

My uncle William mow deceased, alas!) used to say that a

horse was a good horse until it had run away once, and

that a good watch was a good watch until the repairers got a

chance at it. And he used to wonder what became of all the

unsuccessful tinkers, and gunsmiths, and shoemakers, and black-

smiths ; but nobody could ever tell him.

THE LATEST FADS AND FANCIES

SOME of the more stylish hair pins have mother-of-pearl

prongs.

Pencil cases, of late issue, are of mingled gold and

mother-of-pearl.

Some of the latest silver belt buckles assume all sorts of

fantastic shapes.

Coral jewelry is frequently seen, and is again attracting

considerable attention.

(iarnet incrusted globes are a much affected fancy in single

pronged hair pin tops.

Little basket queen charms of gold, ornamented with

precious stones, are more popular than ever.

A charming new brooch is a small star of colored pearl set

in the centre of another star of diamonds.

Narrow corded ribbon watch-guards to correspond with the

color of the waistcoat have a bar and clasp of gold set with

diamonds.

Among the fanciful designs in scarf pins is a small turtle

whose body is formed of a pearl and the head of a number of

selected garnets.

Two narrow flat bands held together at intervals with

pearls, and containing a solitaire diamond setting compose a

ladies' ring now in style.

There are bracelets on the market composed of a gold

wire circle with a varicolored gold frog which is pushed back

and forth to open or fasten the bracelet.

Lilies of the valley seem to be a popular model for the

handles of spoons. The shape of the leaf is copied in the

form, and on this is the stock of the flower in relief which

makes the decoration.

Diamond necklaces are in great vogue ; necklaces of all

kinds are now enjoying great favor, Renaissance designs, and
the lighter graceful designs of the Lotus XVI. period being

admirable. This last is distinguished by ribbons and
garland-,.

Lnameled jewelry is by no mean-, out of date, but the

violet, pansy, marguerite or wild rose lias had its day Now
the orchid leads. There are no less than a do/en to chose

from for a lace pin, in the heart of which a solitaire of sonic-

sort is buried.

Heart shaped jewelry is found everywhere. Pendants and
brow lies more often than not are heart shaped, and no expense

a to lavish on them. Moonestones and turquois

heart shaped and surrounded by diamonds, seem to be the

favorite stones.

An odd but attractive bracelet is made of pale sapphires

cut in bud like forms and suspended between two triangular

forms inlaid with diamonds, and intended as conventionalized

leaves. These overlap one another, the sapphires hem- held

in perfei t relief. The effect is very novel.

A new fashion in all sorts of jewelry is to give the effect of

a pin passing through the material. This is done by a conceal-

ed hinge and pin. lor example, a chatelaine on which is

suspended a vinaigrette has a diamond sword as a belt pin.

The diamonds are found in the hilt and in the end of the pin.

and the concealed pin pierces the stuff. The effect is that of

the entire diamond-shaped blade passing the gown. Diamond

hair pins are constructed on the same principle instead of

having all the ornaments lavished on the top.

A fad of Paris is now the jeweled glove. Some of them

have three rows of diamonds so arranged that they could be

sewed on to one pair of gloves and yet transferred again to

another pair at will. They look most charming on the hand.

This fashion seems strange, because embroidered gloves have

rarely made much headway in modern times, though centuries

ago they were most popular. Fine work is also shown on t he-

new gloves in Paris as well as jewels. The arms and crests of

noble and royal houses adorn the top, while flowers and leaves,

in designs and in natural colors, cover the outside of the black

kid gloves especially, silver lilies of the valley being placed on

white kid.

The gift of almost any foolish, dangling bit of jewelry

makes a woman happy, but if some one chances to give her

just now a funny little gold heart, like the old-fashioned car-

nelian ones our mothers wore, she slips a fine gold chain

through the lover's knot that makes the loop, and hangs it

about her neck, if it's a locket, or pins it on the front of her

gown if its a brooch, and feels herself just the happiest woman

in all the world. For, you see, she has the very latest orna-

ment that the goldsmith has devised for making her pretty and

happy. It may be of gold without ornamentation, unless her

name be engraved on one side and some pretty sentiment on

the other, or it may have (and then she is blest indeed ), a

moonstone set in the centre and be rimmed about with

brilliants or pearls, or it may even have a big pearl or diamond

in place of the moonstone, if she really prefers to have it so,

and can have it. lint it is just as well if she can't, for the

moonstone is quite as pretty and quite as fashionable just now.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

MANUFACTURE OF ARTIFICIAL IVORY.

\ very good quality of artificial ivory < an be manufactured

from bones and the hid nimals. The bones are macei

ated and bleached in chloride oi lime foi two weeks; then

heated by steam together with the hides until a fluid mass

results, and to this a small quantity of alum is added. Alter

filtering the mass and drying in the air it is allowed to harden

in an alum bath, yielding white, tough plates, which <

nble ivory, and are uioie easily worked than the natural

produi i. Globe Democrat.



THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Have placed upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, SIX SIZE, NICKEL MOVEMENT, KNOWN AS

No. 149.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will THIS MONTH place upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, FOURTEEN SIZE, GILDED MOVEMENT, PENDANT SETTING,

KNOWN AS No. 120.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will Next Month place upon the market a Movement

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.
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THE MODERN SILVERSMITHS ART.

EUROPE has hitherto been looked upon by the people

of this continent as the true home of art work in

silversmithing, but it is quite evident from the rapid

strides which are being made by the workers in this branch of

industry on this side

of the Atlantic, that

this supremacy will

soon, if it is not even

now, be a thing of

the past.

So far as regards

articles of utility for

table and other house-

hold and personal

uses, it has long been

admitted that Ameri-

can handicraft, aided

as it is by the lavish

use.of the most per-

fect machinery, has

placed this branch of

the industry far ahead

of any rivalry that it

has hitherto had in

Europe. Outside of

the practical, how-

ever, it has generally

been conceded hith-

erto that the Euro-

pean masters of Sil-

versmithing have at-

tained to a much
higher ideal of true

artistic production

than their compeers

in this country, tied

down as they were by

their surroundings

and the needs of the

patrons for whom
they catered.

This state of af-

fairs, we are glad to

say, has of late years

been gradually on the

change, until at the

present time the lead

ing silversmiths of

America can put for

ward specimens of their handicraft that will compare favorably.

if they do not surpass the very best works that can be produi ed
abroad.

Foremost amongst the manufacturers of America in this art

crusade is the now celebrated Gorham Manufacturing I o., of

PlOTldence, K. I., whose goods are now almost as well known
throughout the North American Continent as the look of a

L
I III-. \v.

S. treasury note, and whose stamp and guarantee are re-

garded by the public as being as worthy of confidence as that

of the Hall mark of England.

The magnificent silver trophy, the illustration of which we
herewith present to the readers of The Trader, was recently

finished at the Providence factory of the Gorham Mfg. Co. for

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the Coney Island

Jockey Club, who
call it the " Double

Event " prize cup,

and by whom it was

awarded to the Hon.
W. I.. Scott, of Erie,

la, as an award
for the remarkable

achievements of his

three year old horse
"

I orso" at theConey
Island races last fall.

We are indebted to

our esteemed con-

tern] >orary, the Jew-
eler's Journal, of

Chicago, for the fol-

lowing description of

this remarkable pro-

duction
: "It seems

almost ridiculous to

name a tankard of

such noble propor-

tions and rare beauty

a "cup," but since

we have so fine an

illustration executed

under the supervision

of the makers, we will

not i|uarrel with the

name. This piece

stands twenty-two in-

ches in height, mount-

ed onahighly finished

ebony pedestal, as

shown in the engrav-

ing which shows the

traphy one fourth its

actual size. As a

specimen of repousse

woik m the Ren

sance style, we be-

lieve this is i .ne of

the finest spec imens

ever executed in silver. The high relief in which the figures

ami ornamentations are wrought are well-nigh wonderful, so

skillfully has the artist brought out and under cut his work that

the casual ob inclined to believe that they have been

111 tided "in separately and applied aftei tin- body of tin- work

was complete, although as a mat: t the\ have been

d from tin- bodj ot the tankard and .ne .1 pari <>i tin- same

1 PRIZE 1 1 P.
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Montreal \Jpctch Qase

Go/apany
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Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory: White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL

TO THE TRADE
In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

N. .13.—We guarantee our production equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the market, includ-

ing American or Swiss.
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e of silver of which it is composed. The central and per-

haps the most striking feature of the piece is the four horses

and riders wrought out so faithful to life that one can plainly

see that the artist has chosen the supreme effort of the home-

stretch for his subject. The horses and jockeys which form

the foreground are more clearly shown than the other details of

the race track, which are delineated in the distance with rare

skill. The grand stand, with it-- excited auditory, stands out

against a bai k ground of shade trees and shrubbery, and the

inevitable clouds rising from the track are most faithfully-

wrought out. Upon the uppermost part of the handle, which

is composed of wreaths of laurel and acanthus, is seated an ex-

quisitely molded Greek figure of Victory. An attached figure

ofcupid surmounts the cover holding a scroll upon which is

engraved the name of the winner. A Cerman gargoil of a cun-

ning workmanship and mythical design forms the spout of the

pie« e. The cornice over and the base below the landscape are

in relief, the artist having blended shells, forget-me-nots, roses

and vines in the design. The marked contrasts which the

artist has produced by embodying the boldness of the highest

relief with the delicate details of flour and leaf is something

quite remaikable, and altogether the trophy is one that the

owner, though a n.illionaire, may prize among his richest pos-

sessions, as well as a specimen of handiwork that will bring new

honors to the (Jorham Company.

"The more and the closer this beautiful piece of silver is

studied, the more will its artistic excellence appear. When
the order was given by the club for their "Double Event"

trophy for 1S89, the Gorham Company were in the midst of

the largest trade they had ever secured, and thinking that like

many prize winners Mr. Sc ott might be displeased if he did not

receive his trophy soon after it was awarded, they addressed

the gentleman stating that it would be a month or more before

it could be completed as it ought to be, and his prompt reply

was "take all the time you want, six months if necessary, only

make it fine. ' One is forced to conclude that the owner of

this piece of silver will feel well repaid for being an ideal cus-

tomer and for waiting to have it carefully finished in every de-

tail, for he certainly is the possessor of a cup of unusual in-

trinsic value, fully one thousand dollars, as well as a specimen

of art work in precious metal, that will, in all piobability, con-

sidering its cost, remain unrivalled, at least unsurpassed during

the remainder of the century.'

WAYLAYING A STAGE.

FEEDING THE CHICKENS BY CLOCK
WORK.

Fred. Leach, of Ansonia, has some fine poultry, and be

believes in feeding them as regularly as lie eats Ins own meals.

I unable to be at home at night before the c hickens go to

', and in order that they may he led without fail he has

• ! up an apparatus which works like: a charm. The
I

quantity of com is placed m a tin can, which is suspended from

a string and weighted. \n alarm cluck in the outer coop

releases the string at a certain hour, the can turns bottom side-

up and the c orn is U altered. I here are four < oops, and . a< h

has its can, all working at the same- time. New ffetven

/'/ odium.

VERY steamer winch comes up

from Ensenada foi several months

past has brought to this city from

$3,000 to $10 000 worth of dust

and nuggets from the mines at

Alamo and other points on the

peninsula, and this fact has

finally excited the cupidity of

highwaymen, as the treasure must

be carried from forty to sixty

miles over an uninhabited coun-

try to reach Ensenada.

The first stage robbery occuned

several days ago, and several of

the stage passengers came up this

morning on the steamer. William

J. Vaughn, a pioneer storekeeper of Alamo, was one of them,

and from him the following particulars of the holdup are

gleaned :

The stage, which makes semi-weekly trips from Alamo to

Ensenada, had proceeded about five miles from the former

place, with H. H. Douglass driving and eight passengers, in-

cluding Vaughn and Major Zimpleman. '1 he major, who is

president of the El Paso mine, had between $7,000 and $8,000

worth of bullion aboaid, which had just been cleaned up at his

mine. There was $10,000 at least in the stage. The $2,500

or more cleanup made by the International Company the day

before was to have been forwarded, but had for some reason

not been sent.

At a point in the road where a bluff some eight feet in heigth

shields it, a noise camefiom the brush. It was repealed three-

times, when Mr Douglass at last caught the words, " Hold on

there." The passengers looked around and saw that a man

partially concealed in the bushes had them covered with a rifle.

" Throw out that International bullion,'' hecommanded in

an unmistakably American voice. Douglass reined up his

horses, and, looking coolly at the weapon said, with a resolute

a< 1 ent :

" We haven't any bullion." The highwayman appar

ently doubted this, for he repeated the demand twice, receiving

the same reply from Douglass. " Throw off what you have,

"

then said the fellow.

Two of the passengers threw eighteen silver dollars and a

1 hi ck into the road. One man then started to gel out,

when the highwayman yelled for him to get back, and added :

" drive on like — ." They did so, hut stopped aftei going

about 150 yards, and Douglass took anile and one of the

Others 1 pi tol and walked bat k. They finally sighted the man,

hut he at one e disappeared in the brush and was seen no niou .

1 he party diffei in desi ribing the mnlaw, hut all seem to agree-

that In- was .1 novic < and a resident ol Alamo. A numb
Mexican in aftei him, and ii caught and convicted he-

will In- shot, thai being the penalty for highwaj robbery in

Mi 1 co San Diego dispatch in Sim Francisco Chro

1 poli bing ii' a add to sulphuric a< id ball ita hulk ol bit bro

: ish dilute with ao equal weight <>l water and apply \< <-ll i"

iti. I11 well immediately in watei in I polish «uh
pulverized rotti
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FANS.
The Fan Trade is the special province of the Jewelry store. By

Fans we mean Evening* Fans. Not Japanese 2 for 5's.

We do not want to boast, but we think we have the line of Fans
in Canada to-day.

We know, for we are constantly told, that our prices are lower
than have ever been offered in Canada before.

We have sold out clean our whole January shipment. We have also
sold in advance the greater part of two large lots arriving in May
and June, and we have another large lot on order.

Write for sample lot ! Never miss seeing our Travellers' samples.
The Fan Trade is one of the nicest and most profitable lines at

the present time.

THE HEMMING BROS. CO., Limited,

76 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

SIMONS BRO. &CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

'^ISf'

N/X. Office, 20 Maiden Lane.

Address all Orders to Factory.

611 k 613 Sansom St., 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Cains and Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers.

1 1 wkwm mm ii «

I
No. 573. Ji in.
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THE PATHETIC SIDE OF WATCH MAKING
BY MACHINERY.

wrHEN a Mohammedan opens his

eyes in the morning, and can

distinguish the difference be-

tween a black thread and a white one, he

knows that it is prayer time. No other

clock is needed. In lands where they

have no clocks or watches, very simple

methods are adopted for measuring time,

but with each increase in civilization there

comes the necessity for more accurate

means of arriving at correct time. It

is confidently affirmed that the water

clock or clepsydra was used long before

the sundial, and that toothed wheels

were used for the water clock about 145

B.C But the real origin of clocks is very

doubtful. Whoever invented them mat-

ters very little now, for most scholars are inclined to think that

the evolution of time measures was very gradual, and we may

safely assume that it was not until after Harrison's invention of

the chronometer that the real business of watchmaking began.

TIME PIECES AS MONEY.

Early last century the descendants of the iron-workers in

Prescot had taken to making the works for watches ; and

they became famous for their skill in producing the different

parts of the time measures. Liverpool became the centre of a

vast watch trade, and in the early part of the present century it

was famous all over the world for its watches. A few great

names survive even now amongst the manufacturers of chro-

nometers. One curious feature in the watch-movement trade

is recalled by old men even now. The great makers were

named Tobias, and they used to export many thousands

of movements every year. Owing to some peculiarity in the

United States laws, it was possible to send there small boxes

of movements, which were to be cased in America. The frame

of these boxes of Tobias' movements was so great that they

were used as a medium of exchange, and thousands of bales of

n and countless negroes were bought by means of the

small boxes, which each contained half a dozen watch move-

ments from Liverpool. In later years, when money became

more abundant and general confidence was [restored, some of

these boxes were opened to have the works put into cases, and

it was found that the delicate little mechanism had rusted away.

The boxes had served for money for such a long time that their

contents had gone to ruin.

1111. ami in INS GE1 IN II 1 l.l K FINE WORK.

The enormous exportation of wati lies and wat< h move

merits made it necessary to employ other men besides the

killed artificers of Liverpool and London. And what place

more likely to bea me the centre of the movement indus

try than Prescot? It had a small trade already, and the skill

had never departed from its workers; so, because Liverpool

busy and rich, Prescot shared in its prosperity. It seems

odd to us to look at the quiet little town now and see where

the men did their work. They lived in narrow courts and

alleys, built little worksheps over their ashpits, and toiled away,

early and late, in the most unsanitary and unhealthy places.

Their machinery consisted of a lathe worked by hand, a curi-

ous-looking little bow, and the sharp tools which Prescot men
had -i) well learned how to make. When a man constructed

the movements for a watch, they worked well in that particular

watch, but in no other, for the parts were not interchangeable.

Each wheel and pinion and part made by itself was " hand-

made," so that if a wheel was lost a new one had to be made
specially. But the Swiss cottagers learned how to make cheap

watches, and, suffering from the competition, the men of Pres-

cot began to starve. Then the Americans got hold of the in-

dustry. They saw how the Swiss worked, and they invented

machinery for doing more accurately and more cheaply what

these hind toilers had done, andwe adopted theAmerican watch.

The Lancashire man and the Swiss were starving together,

and it looked as if the glory of the trade had departed from our

country-side forever. The men at Prescot still made " move-

ments " hut on a small scale. The little workshops, like bee-

hives, were closed and die ; the little lathes were silent, and

only a few of the old men still clung to the methods which

would now scarcely buy bread. Cheap and miserable " move
menls " were bought in Switzerland and put into English cases,

and were passed off for English watches ; and the idle men of

Prescot saw the swindle, but were powerless against it.

CHANGES WROUGHT IN THE IIUSINESS.

The Merchandise Marks Act, 1887, was meant to compel

foreigners to stamp on their goods the country of their origin.

We are to know when we buy Swiss watches and when we buy

English. That was all the Prescot men wanted, and a new life-

has come pulsating through the sleepy little town. Meetings

have been held, a watch company has been formed, a factory

has been erected, complex machinery has been purchased, and

the work is already in full blast.

The new company is to manufacture all the movements of

a watch, and ultimately to make watches. They make also the

machinery for Wanzer lamps and steam gauges, and all such

things, so that the mechanics of the town have more than one

string to their bow, and they ought to succeed m their new-

venture. If the company is a success, and pays a good divi-

dend, people will say, " We knew it ;" but if it fails, woe be to

the hardy spirits who dared to stake their all on the skill of

Prescot mechanics, to back them against the world.

The sight of the old watchmakers or rather movement

makers who stand by and observe the new departure, is a sad

one. The world has left tin 111 behind. I went into one little-

cottage where dwelt a toiler who had been making " centre

pinions " for sixty years. The cottage was a single story, with a

modern slate roof, rickety and pool. 'I he place presented

every token of pitiful poverty, yet the little old wife u

bright and cheery as if '.he world had -one well with hi

and husband. Once upon a tune, when she was young and

her husband was strong, .md Swiss and American wan lus were

unknown, they had made good wages. But evil tunes had

n on them, and the best bits oi furniture had faded out ol

watchmaker's cottage, until il \\.i bare and pooi .on!

desolate. When the promise of good times 1 .one again to tin

sleepy town the old man's hand had lost its cunning and the
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NO GOODS AT RETAIL.
Some of our would-be competitors have been dishonest enough to try and injure our business by

stating- to our Customers that we sell goods at Retail.

Now, we wish it distinctly understood that we protect our Customers, always have and always

intend to, do ONLY a WHOLESALE TRADE, belong- to NO COMBINATION, and sell goods to suit OUR-

SELVES and our CUSTOMERS.

We have now removed to our large and commodious new premises at 433 and 435 Main Street,

where we shall be pieased to see you when in our city, and show you the finest Wholesale Jewelry

Warerooms in Canada.
Yours truly,

Winnipeg, Man. AV. F. DOLIj.
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CATALOGUES AND ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING &

WINDOW FITTING SUPPLIED BY MAIL UPON APPLICATION.
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brightness had gone from his eye. He made centre pinions

before railroads had been introduced in the land. He made

centre pinions when a watch was a valuable possession, and

only rich people wore such a thing ; he worked at the watch

trade before steam was used, or machinery ; and now he stood

helpless in the midst of the swelling waves of a new era.

NEW WORKS AND NEW WORKERS.

He scarcely knows what to make of it all, while his cheery

little wife looks on with wonderment in her face, The new

men are kind to the old men. The workers who have brought

steam to their aid and complicated machines are yet very

sympathetic toward the men who bind them to the past, and

they give the old fellows work : but, unfortunately, the work is

of little value. The young men with steady hands and keen

eyes, make good wages ; but the feeble old man can barely

make 12s. per week, and in his heart, no doubt, he abhors the

new, modern, progressive notions. But he must make way.

Out from the old man's cottage window, where he sits at his

lathe making the poor centre pinions—which a modern ma-

chine makes much quicker and better—he used to see the green

fields, and the hedgerows and the blue sky. But that is over

now. A new red brick building has risen on the field which

lies next to his house, and here the modern watchmakers are

at work. Only last May the Lady Margaret Cecil came from

Knowsley Hall to lay the foundation stone of that building,

and the townspeople shouted hurrah, and the bands played, and

the flags floated gaily to the wind. But it all boded ill to the

old man. New workers have come to the vast factory, and they

work under healthy conditions, assisted by the most delicate

machinery that man has ever made ; and the old centre pinion

maker has to go to the wall. So the new forces come in, and

the old men pass away, and as they pass we can scarcely hear

them moan. But if the new trade prospers in Prescot we will

try and forget the poor old fellows who could not adapt them-

selves to the new conditions, and we will join in the hurrahs

that laid the birth of a new industry.

—

Leeds Mercury.

A LITTLE NORTHWESTERN FAD.

St. Paul has originated a fad of its own in one case insu.nl

of borrowing from the effete East. The particular home-made

fad consists in cutting out the centre of a silver dime, using the

rim for a ring, and attaching to it by a little chain the rounded

centre, which is adorned by the monogram of the giver. The

so< icty young lady, the school girl and members of the theatri-

cal profession have been caught by this seemingly clumsy

arrangement. Tra\elling men have bought them to

away, and business men have purchased them for gift ti

Said a jeweler on Wabash street, yesterday :
" I have sold

1,500 since the middle of December." At first thought it

would seem that the ring would be brittle, being cut from a

coin which >s stamped out, but it is not. Any one who will

explain its attraction can solve any riddle, but it's a < raze at

present. By the way, all changes are coming in the line of

silver. The metal is becoming so plentiful that almost 1

artii le is produ< ed in it, and the opportunities which it fui tli

rtisti< work are unlimited. The result is that gold .is a

medium for designs is at present given the go by. St. Paul

•IGHTING FOR DIAMONDS.

TV* * tempt to rob Hyman,

Berg & Co , of 127 State

street, Chicago, on April 3,

was frustrated by the pre-

caution of one of their

salesmen and the prompt

action of the Palmer House

employees. Sunday morn-

ing, March 2, a well-

dressed stranger, about five

feet, three inches tall, of

stout build and dark com-

plexion, with a short black

moustache and closely

cropped black hair, regis-

tered at the Palmer House

as R. A. Allen, and giving

no address. He appeared as though he had been drinking

heavily and was very nervous. He was assigned to room 649,

on the sixth floor, and was not seen in the hotel office again

for several days, when he called for some letters. On April 3,

Allen summoned several messengers and sent them to several

stores with letters. One of these letters was addressed to Hyman,

Berg & Co., and read :

J/yman, /!crg &* Co.,

Gentlemen—Please send for my inspection to room 649, in the

Palmer House, several diamond rings and pins. Do not send very

high priced stones as I do not want to pay more than $125 for the

ring and $65 for the pin. I fell down and sprained my anUelast night,

and so am unable to go to your store. I am in a hurry, as I will leave

for Louisville to-night, if I am able to ride in a cab

Very Respectfully,
Ralph A. Allen.

The fitm often receive requests to send goods for examina-

tion, but thought it was very odd that Allen could not post-

pone his purchase until he was able to get out or until he

had reached Louisville. The whole thing looked so suspicious

that they decided to send salesman William A. Bigler to

investigate before sending the diamonds. Mr. Bigler was

those r. because he is a large, powerful man and also because

he boirds at that establishment. Mr. I'.igler went to the room

indicated, where he found Allen with one of his feet bare and

immersed in a pan of water. 1 le explained that he came in

answer to the written request, and Allen said he wanted the

diamonds for a present, and that unfortunately he had slipped

on the marble stairs the night before and sprained his ankle.

During tin- interview lie continued to rub lus ankle with arnica

and made considerable fuss about the pain in it. The sales

man returned to the store and repeated the Story. The linn

,1, , id( 'I'" 1 ud the diamonds, tirst cautioning Bigler to beverj

( aicful, as onl) two weeks before Ms reported in these columns)

an attempt was made to rob them "t diamonds.

Bigli 1 returned to the hotel with an assortment "t 1

and pins A\n\ single diamonds unmounted, valued altogethei

at about $1,500. He took no chances, but stationed portei

Louis Perrat near the d00l "I the room before entering.

Bigler took a chair neat the window, and drawing lip a
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CASES FOR JEWELER S ONLY.

THE American Watch Case Co., of Toronto, ask the attention of

the Jewelers of Canada to the following* new Cases, which
are the cheapest and best goods for the money in America.

PATENT SCREW CASE.

This Case has Screw Back and Bezel, and will fit either

Pendant or Lever Set Movements. It is made in 10 K. and

14 K. Gold Filled, and also in Sterling Silver.

The "NEVADA" Silver Case weighs a little over 2 ozs.,

and can be had either Plain Polished, or Engraved as shown in

above cut. They are made of Solid Coin Silver throughout,

and every Case contains our well-known trade mark of the

Maltese Cross.

This Case was reduced 50 cents in price last

month, and the Canadian Retail Jeweler can now
buy it for 90 cents less than the American Retail

Jaweler can buy a similar Case of American manu-
facture in the U. S.

The " FORTUNE," 10 K. Gold Filled Case is of the

same pattern, and is made of two plates of 10 K. Gold over-

laying a plate of composition metal, has a Solid Gold Bow, and
is made to wear for 15 years.

We guarantee this Case to contain at least 20
per cent, more gold than any similar case imported
into Canada, and that the Canadian Retail Jeweler
can buy it cheaper than American Retail Jewelers
can buy a similar Case of American goods in the U.S.

The "CASHIER," 14 K. Gold Filled Case is also

of the same pattern. It is made of two plates of 14 K. Gold
overlaying a plate of composition metal, and is made to wear
for 2 1 years.

THE BASSINE " N.P." CASE.

This Case has Jointed Bezel, Cap, and Back, and is made

of Solid Coin Silver with Albata Cap.

The Canadian Retail Jeweler can buy this Case

for 75 cents less than the American Retail Jeweler

can buy a similar Case of American manufacture in

the United States.

It is made in Open Face only, can be had in either Key

or Stem Wind, and is the best value Watch Case ever offered

to the trade of this country.

Every one of these Cases has our well-known Trade

Mark of the Maltese Cross, and like all other goods of our

manufacture, is guaranteed by our Company no matter by

whom sold.

We challenge any factory in America to show a

case equal to the "N.P." for the same money. Ex-

amine it carefully.

&&" We do not sell any goods to Tea and Coffee men, Wholesale Grocers, Spice Manufacturers,
Auctioneers, Lottery Fakirs, or outsiders of any kind.

Our Cases are made specially for the best Jewelry Trade, and will as heretofore be sold exclusively
to Wholesale Jewelers.
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opened the package. Alter carefully examining all the

diamonds, Allen selected one ring and a pin.

'• Bundle the rest of them up while I get the money, he-

said ; and he drew his bare foot out of the water and painfully

hobbled around back of Bigler and stooped down as though to

take the money from under the mattress of the bed. Bigler

just about to look behind him, for he had been suspicious

all the time, when he was half stunned by a terrific blow on the

head. Me got upon his feet and faced Allen in time to

partially ward off the next blow, but the heavy cane in Aliens

hand descended with terrific force and was broken over Bigler's

up-raised arm, and not, however, until it had again laid open

hi> head. Bigler yelled, and Allen, not stopping to seize the

package, hastily left the room and rushed down the hall.

l'errat, the porter, rushed after him, but soon lost him in a

blind passage.

Allen ran down the fifth floor, yelling, " catch that insane

man ?" to the porters and bell boys who had been attracted by

Bigler's cries. Several porters were fooled by the cry, but

Cecil Gregg, the timekeeper, followed Allen and finally cornered

him in a room where he hid under a bed.

Bigler was found unconscious in Allen's room and was

bleeding profusely from two ugly wounds on the head. Doctors

soon revived him and sewed up his wounds and expressed their

belief that he was in no danger unless inflammation should set

in. Allen refuses to disclose his identity, and declares this is

his first offense. He says that rather than prove that he is not

a common criminal, by disclosing his identity, he will go to

jail. Papers found in his possession show that he came from

Washington by way of Cincinnati, and that he has been in

Philadelphia recently. A book issued by the Union Trust

Company of Philadelphia, found on his person, bears the name

of George A. Pearce.

The police do not place any " stock " in his claim that it is

his first offense, but believe that he is one of a "gang" of

diamond thieves that have been making this city their head-

quarters for some weeks. As reported in the Jetue/er, several

large jewelry houses in the city have lately suffered severely

through thefts -Manufacturing Jeweler.

THE SHOT TOWER INVENTED IN SLEEP.

The following keeps continually going the rounds of the

. and does not appear to be contradicted. The proba

bilities are that when people are dreaming they are partly awake.

Ihe writer has made rhymes in dreams, but always forgets

them on fully awaking.

Before Watts had his dream, the making of shot was a

slow, laborious and consequently costly process. Watts had to

take great bars of lead and pound them out into sheets ol a

thickness nearly equal to the diameter of the shots be desired

to make. He then had to cut these bluets into little cubes,

place the cubes in a revolving barrel and roll the barrel around
until by the constant friction the edges wore off from the little

cubes and they became spheroi

Watts had often racked his brain trying to discover Some
r and less costly scheme, but in vain. Finally, all. i

spending a\\ evening with some boon companions at the ale

house, he went home and went to bed. He soon fell into a

profound slumber, but the stimulants he had imbibed appar.

ently disagreed with him, for his sleep was disturbed by unwel-

c ome dreams He imagined he was out again with the "boys,"

and that as they were all stumbling homeward in the dark it

began to rain shot. Beautiful globules of lead, polished and

shining, fell in a torrent and compelled him and his bibulous

companions to drag their heavy limbs to a place of shelter.

In the morning when Watts arose, he remembered his

dream. He turned it over in his mind all day and wondered

what shape molten lead would assume in falling through the

air. These thoughts tormented h'm so persistently that at last

to set his mind at rest, he carried a ladleful of moulten lead to

the top of the steeple of the Church of St. Mary of Redcliffe

and dropped it into the moat below. Descending he took from

the bottom of the shallow pool several handfuls of the most

^perfect shot he had ever seen. Watt's fortune was made for

he had conceived the idea of the shot-tower, which ever since

has been the only means employed in the manufacture of the

little missiles so important in war and sport.- Ex.

NOT DISPOSED TO INVEST IN SILVER-
WARE.

" We meet some queer people among the many who are

constantly flitting into and out of this store, but an old man

and his wife, upon whom I waited a few days ago, took the

prize for pure, unadulterated simplicity. The couple were

evidently on their first visit from the country. When I

approached them the old lady, who was undoubtedly master of

< eremonies, stated that they wanted to purchase a soup tureen.

" ' Do you want plated ware or silver?' I asked.

'• ' Solid silver ter be sure,' the woman responded, with a

glance that, had I been anybody else than a salesman, would

have frozen me.

•• After seeing a number of designs, the old lady decided

upon one and inquired the price.

" 'One hundred and twenty dollars,' I answered, as I called

a boy to take the article to the shipping room.

" ' What !

' she almost screamed. ' One hundred and

twenty dollars for that? Wall I swan !

' For a few minutes

they gazed at me, as if I had expressed an intention of robbing

them, after which they conferred together. Presently the old

gentleman turned around, and in a quivering voice said he

guessed they'll better buy a plated tureen, as that was just as

good.

" We have several dozen designs m plated ware m stock,

and after critically examining each one the old lady plu< kid

up courage enough to ask the price of one that had only

recently been produced, and was selling lor $18. When I

mentioned the price, she looked blankly at her husband and

said she guessed we didn't have anything to suit them. A

they were going out of the store, I overheard the remark :

'What mighty dear stores these in New Yoik are tei be sure.

I wouldn't pay moi'n $3 fir a soup tureen no, not it it was

the onlj one in the i ountry.'

"

Weekly.
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THE LENGTH OF A DAY.

)f. F. H Bailey makes the interesting state-

ment in the BostonJournalofEducation^

the day contains exactly forty eight

hours, and the week, though seven

times as long as the day for any

one locality, is—upon the earth as

a whole— only lour times as long.

• We readily perceive," he says,

" that the natural day travels

around the earth with the sun and

never ends, it being day or day-

time continuously on the half of

the earth toward the sun, and night on the opposite half. The

date, or almanac day, travels the same way and with the same

speed, and if it had no place for beginning or ending it would

always be the same date.

" We will commence with the beginning of the first day of

the year It is the moment of noon December 31st, on the

meridian of Greenwich ; forenoon over the Western Hemisphere

and afternoon over the Eastern. The mean sun is exactly in

the south, and at this moment the first day of the new year is

born. Where? Not at Greenwich The civil day begins at

midnight, and it is midnight on the 180th meredian at this

moment, and there New Year s Day begins. As the sun travels

westward from Greenwich across the Atlantic and America,

New Year marches westward across the Pacific and Asia,

conquering the earth at the rate of one twenty-fourth part every

hour. By the time the sun reaches the Mississippi Valley it is

evening of the last day of the year in England, but January 1

holds sway over one-fourth of the earth— that lying between

the yoth meridian east of Greenwich and the 180th.

Six hours later, when the sun has travelled half way around

the earth and is over the 180th meridian, New Year's has

reached Greenwich and sways one half of the earth. In another

six hours the bells of the Mississippi Valley are ringing in the

new year, but it has been on earth eighteen hours. And in six

more, the sun is again over the meridian of Greenwich, and

New Year's exists for a single moment over the entire earth.

Hut Mother Earth does not stop her waltzing, nor Old Sol his

westward journey, and the second day of January puts in his

appearance where the first did twenty-four hours before, and

immediately commences chasing his elder brother around the

earth at the rate of more than a thousand miles an hour, the

chase continuing for exactly twenty-four hours, during which

the portion of the earth under the sway of January 1 is 1 on

tinually decreasing and that of the 2nd increasing.

Another method of presenting the same facts may be con-

sidered better. Think of the days past and future as threads

OM h wound upon its own spool, and of sufficient length to

., when unwound, around the earth at the equator. The

spo jIs are kept at the 180th meridian. Those hearing past

dates having been used, future dates waiting their time, ami

always two in use at once. When it is noon at Greenwich on

list of December, the spool bearing that date is empty
and its thread girdles the earth. Beside it, rotating about the

^ame axis (the 180th meridian; is the spool dated laimary 1,

and at that moment some power capable of travelling a thousand

miles an hour, seizes the end of the thread and flies westward
;

the thread unwinds ; the other spool rotates at the same velocity,

but is winding up the thread of December 31, dragging it

around the earth, the free end keeping exactly even with the

advancing end of January 1. Each thread is exactly twenty-

four hours unwinding and the same winding up again, and the

portion of the earth lying north and south of the unwound part

of each thread bears its date ; consequently each date exists

upon the earth for forty-eight hours, or a little more than two

complete rotations of the earth upon its axis. It is evident

that the thread of any day has been unwinding seventeen

hours when it reaches the seventy fifth meridian west of Green-

wich, that it is twenty-four hours dragging itself across the line,

and that it will be seven hours longer before it is entirely wound

upon its spool and the date is past for the entire earth.

ADVERTISING.

NE of the subjects of deepest in-

terest to business men is advertis-

ing, who, although they may differ

as to methods, are practically unani-

mous in considering it a profitable

investment, because there is no

other way of keeping a man and his

wares before that wide and scattered

public to which he must pay court

if he could succeed.

But money may be thrown away in advertising just as it

may be lost by injudicious investments or unseasonable pur-

chases in other departments of business. In this, as in other

things, he who would make it profitable must be observing and

inquiring. Hap hazard methods do not bring success to any

undertaking. The best advertisers— /'. e., those who advertise

because they find it profitable—are those who have studied the

subject, who know just what class they desire to reach, and the

medium that will enable them to do it ; who know what they

want to say, and say it in language that invites confidence.

As for mediums, trade journals are acknowledged to be the

most effective in reaching special classes. It has been wisely

said :
" A good trade journal is a guide and directory of the

trade for which it is published," and if honorably conducted

'"it soon becomes a recommendation of the articles advertised

in its pages.' In truth, it becomes a sort of ready -reference,

and the more crowded its advertising columns are, the more

valuable it becomes in this sense.

What makes advertising valuable to the advertiser is the

certainty that what he says will he widely read by people inter

ested in obtainting the information he offers— in other words,

circulation. Nothing proves tins more conclusively than the

hard and fast lying unscrupulous publishers will indulge in

about the size of their editions. Naturally, the advertiser

lcrs it of the utmost importance that he should reach, as

nearly as possible, ever) person likely to be interested in the

subject-matter of ins advertisement. That is why he advei

tis ( N, and that, also, is whv the circulation liar is abroad.

I he advertising columns of a journal represent persons seek-

in- benefits sellers bidding for purchasers, buyers lookin
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THE CHERUB WATCH KEY.

We have just received a large consignment of CHERUB KEY S from trie celebrated makers K.ENDRICK & DAVIS,
of Lebanon, N. H., which are exactly the same as the GEM with the exception of not having the Dust-Proof Slot which is so

expensive to make in WATCH KEY PIPES.
These Keys are a perfect finish Nickel-Plated Barrel, with a tempered Steel Pipe and a Swivel Jump Ring at top.

Patterns as per above cuts. They roll nicely in the fingers. Any size as desired. Try a gross and be pleased. Price $3 00
per Gross.

SOME NEW TOOLS.

\'l< Kl I. I'l.YI ED.

No. 5 75c.

Ni< kel-Plated

Non-Magnktic.

No. 4. 50c.

P. W. ELLIS & CO.,

Nickel-Plated.

No. 3. 75c.

Nickel-Plated.

No. 1. 50c. No 2. 20c

TORONTO, ONT.
31 WELLINGTON ST. EAST AND 40 FRONT ST. EAST.

Note our Jewelry Department Ad. on Page 2 of Cover.
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advantages, and the wider public they can command the more

speedily will each he accomodated Hence, to the advertiser,

circulation has a distinct money value, and he requires definite

statements regarding it before he will invest. The trouble is,

however, that, being a busy man, he is too often satisfied with

the publisher s simple assertion, though not generally too busy

to growl when returns do not show up. There are many ways

by which false statements about circulation can be nailed, and

advertisers who would not only consult their own interests, but

would benefit both their fellows in tr.ule.and the cause of honest

journalism if they would refuse to accept the unsupported

testimony of publishers. Upright publishers are glad to have

their statements proved, and will place no difficulty in the way

-.vestigation.

Advertising on the basis of issues alone shows lack of good

judgment. A journal may turn out an issue every day in the

week, but if it has no circulation, or if what little it has, is

managed with a view to bolster up false pretences, the adver-

tiser is simply the dupe of a fraud. This kind of advertising

is something of a bunco game, with the publisher as steerer and

the indolent, careless, or credulous advertiser in the role of

(Ireenblow, from Way back." The only safe plan to pursue

with advertising leeches, is to say, "produce your affidavits,

my friends, and permit me to make inquiries of your printer

and postmaster."

—

Geye/'s Stationer.

Editorial Notel

MOTTOES FOR SUN DIALS.

Dials live over into this age of cheap clocks and watches,not

by reason of their use or convenience, but because of their as-

sociations. They were formerly designed with taste and bore

inscriptions suited to their purpose. Many of these are his-

toric, as the one that used to be at Paul's Cross in London,

which said, in Latin, "I number none but sunny hours." An
old-fashioned dial in a garden of Sussex, England, is said to

bear upon its plate these four mottoes, each for its own season :

"After darkness, light ;" "Alas! how swift ;" "I warn whilst I

move;'' ''So passes life " Familiar old mottoes are some of

our eveiy-day proverbs. Some of these are : "All things do

wax and wane ;" "The longest day must end ;" "Make hay

while the sun shines." One of the most appropriate of these

mottoes used to be borne by a dial that stood in the old Temple

(iardens. and it is said to have been furnished by the great

Lord Chancellor Bacon. His lordship was hard at work one

day in his < hambers, when an idle student dropped in to ask

for a motto for the new sun dial which was then being built.

e the student humbly made his request, but the grave

chincellor gave no reply or sign of having heard it. At last,

as the petitioner began for the third time, Bacon looked up and

said angrily, " Sirrah, be .'one about your business ' ' " A thou

sand thanks, my lord," replied the suitor, "the very thing for

the dial ! Nothing could be better." }'»///// "> Companion.

" Have you t^?en fighting V asked a man o( his friend, who bad one

arm in a sling, bis bead bound up and his < lotbei looking as if he ba l

been struck l>y a cyclone, ly,"he sadly replied I ve

only Ixren helium; my M if'- pull lip I arp-i . and i il B dow u pil
•

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada will oblige the Ediior by sending into this office for

nsertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to Ihe Jewelry business thai

Kiey think would be of interest to Ihe Trade e< nerally.

Ji up Rings.—G. II. Lees & Co, of Hamilton, advertise in this

issue an assortment of jump rings, which it will pay every jeweler to

examine into.

Mk R, V Ki.lis, of the firm of P. W. Ellis & Co., was laid up for a
few days last month, but is. we are glad to stay, about again almost as

well as usual.

A. C. Anderson is down in the Maritime Provinces hustling trade

for all he is worth, and reports a very satis'actory and gratifying busi-

ness for this time of the year.

Bankrupt Stock Sold —The bankrupt stock of Messrs J & J.

Forbes, of St. Thomas. Ont., was sold en bloc on April ist, an 1 realized

45 cents on the dollar.

S. Fogi.er. retail jeweler of Queen Street, of this city, has removed
his business to 154 Yonge Street, where he has fitted up one of the

tastiest establishments in the city.

Removal.—Mr. F. T. Withcome, of New Glasgow, N. R, has

removed to Annapolis. N. S., where he has opened out a retail jewelry

business on his own account.

Fire— Mr. I). Horning, jeweler, of Waterford, Ont., was badly-

scorched in the big fire which took place in that town on the 7th of last

month. We trust that he was fully covered by insurance.

John Wanless & Son, retail jewelers of this city, are making
some very extensive al erations to their premises, which when com-
pleted will make it one of the finest jewelry stores in Canada. We will

give a detailed description later.

Mr. George Chii.i.as has just returned from a trip through Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces. He found trade fairly good down east,

and thinks the prospects are that, if crops are anyway good this year,

the fall trade will be mu:h larger than usual.

Mr. Charles Addison, the popular Ottawa retail jeweler, was in

the city last month for a couple of days on business, during which time

he was the guest of his brother, Mr. Fred. Addison, the well-known
" Knight of the Grip " on the Fastern road.

Mr. Bert. Wn kins, the rising young horologist, who has lately

been perfecting himself under the tuition of Mi. E. Heeton, of this city,

has gone to Sarnia, where he will sport his eyeglass in the shop of

Mr. D. Barr, of that burg.

Enjovahle.—We have to thank Mr. William Allen Young, the

genial general agent of the Dueber-Hampden Company in Canada, for

a consignment of luscious naval oranges grown on his orange grove at

Riverside, California, I '. S.

Mr. John (. WiTTB, of New York, for many years known to the

wholesale jewelry and fancy goods trade of Canada, last month in a fit

(jf temporary insanity committed suicide by shooting himself through

the head at the St. Lawrence 1 1. til Hotel, Montreal.

The A' MB Sn .
' i< Co. are pushing their foreign trade for all it is

worth, and report for the past month a large increase in t heir sales in

the West [ndies, Cuba, South America, Mexico and Australia. Presi

dent I 'arker saj s thai when they get into their new premises he intends

to make trade hump.

Mr. Liffiton 1 n liquidating the estate of

Liffitoi idler, wholesale jewelers, of Montreal, has effected a

compi th the creditors of the estate :it 10 cents on the dollai

generally understood lhal Mr. Liffiton will now continue the

busini not.

Sm oi Andrew, jeweler, ol Winnipeg,

was sold l.> Sbei itb to II.
|

|.seph,of Louis Davis

. .! Montreal, and realist 1 ,< enl on the dollai li is thought
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TOILET, JEWEL,

MANICURE, ODOR,

SHAVING, GLOVE AND

HANDKERCHIEF,

COLLAR AND CUFF,

TRAVELLING

COMPANION,

WORK BOXES, &.C.,

MADE IN PLUSH, SATIN, LEATHER, SILVER, ROCOCO.

Nine-tenths of our Enormous Line is quite new

AND WE ARE VERY PROUD OF IT.
Our Travellers have just started out with their Samples, and we ask the Trade not to miss them on

this trip, as other goods will have to take the place of Cases on their next trip, and their line will be

reduced fully 6j per cent.

Our Prices always did touch Rock. This year we have blasted through the Rock and are now resting on Iron

THE HEMMING BROS. CO., Ltd.
•!/!•

76 York St. TORONTO.

Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Coaipete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X2 WIRE CHUCK.
All our Chucks are stamped " Moseley " on the face and warranted,

C-u.t of Cto.-a.clco X'-uia Size.
Note. The larger capacity of <>in- Wire Ohuoks many times makes up

for tin- difference In prici should thru' be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,
NO. 14 KING STREET EAST,

MARTIN'S GENEVA MAINSPRINGS-

This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada. Send
for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - fti 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch-
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

TORONTO, ONT.
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probable io jewelry circles that the purchasers will give Mr. Andrew a

chance to continue the business.

Vivian a Mf.rritt have opened out a new jewelry business in

Windsor, Ont. These gentlemen were formerly employed in the store

of Tranb Bros., Detroit, Mich ,1' S., and are therefore new additions

to the ranks of the Canadian jewelry trade. Their new store is said to

be one of the best in Windsor.

We Had a Visit last month from Mr. Jacob Hunn, jr.. Vice-Presi-

dent of the Illinois Watch Co. He reports the best year's trade so far

that his Company has ever had, and feels sure that the reputation of

their movements as reliable timekeepers is now so firmly established

that they can easily market all they can possibly produce.

Mr. Matthew Gagb, formerly well-known as one of the most

prominent of Kingston's retail jewelers, recently sold his irrigation

system at Riverside, California, to a syndicate for 81,000,000 cash, and

still retains an interest in a large lot of land watered by the system.

His many friends in the trade in Canada will be glad to hear of his

good fortune.

E. Beeton, the well-known expert in horological matters, removed

about a month ago from his old place of business opposite the post

office, down to his new premises on Leader Lane, just south of King

Street. Here he has much greater facilities than formerly for the

prosecution of his business, and as a result says that he has all the

work that he can possibly attend to

For Europe, Ho !—Mr. Abraham Levy, accompanied by his nephew.
Mr. Adolph Levy, sailed for England via New York on April 12th.

They expect to be gone about two months, and during their trip will

visit the best markets for jewelry and kindred goods in Great Britain

and on the Continent. Their customers may therefore look out for

something nice in new goods for this fall's trade.

J A Douglas A Son, of St Catharines, one of the oldest and most

respected retail jewelry houses in Ontario, assigned a few days ago to

Sheriff Dawson. Twenty-five years ago no retail jewelry firm in Canada
stood higher than did the house of Douglas & Co., but for some time past

they have had a hard struggle to keep afloat, and finally had to succumb
to the inevitable.

Merit Recognized.—We learn from the New York fewekrs' Cata-

logut that Mr. P. J. Babcock, of Bites & Bacon's New York office, was
honored last month by the Roseville (N. J.) Council, Royal Arcanum, of

which he is a prominent member, by presenting him with a handsome
Past Regent's jewel, in recognition of his active interest in the affairs ol

the Council, and for his zeal in obtaining new members.

Tub Last Turn.— As indicated in our last issue, the affairs of

L
J Schreck, jeweler, of St. Thomas, Ont , have apparently reached

their termination so far as the jewelry business in Canada is concerned.

After repeated failures, the business, which has of late years been run

under his wife's name, has bean closed out by the creditors, and the

stock sold at i.vj cents on th-; dollar to P. Bertwistle, of London, Ont.

A Real Surprise.—A wholesale firm in Hamilton, Ont., were

agreeably surprised last month to receive 81,500 from a customer who
skipped out over seven years ago. Well, we should say so, as such

occurreices are like angels' visits, few and far between. They say the

firm above mentioned has ever since felt like the girl did when her lover

gave her his first kiss. She wanted some more, and just in the same
place.

Coi Movements.—The striking advertisement of Harry
Ellis, wholesale jeweler, of this city, which will be found on anoiher

page of this issue, will give our readers a pretty good idea of the variety

;md quality of the movements manufactured by the Colombo! Watch
Co. Mr. Ellis' wareroom on Wellington Street is headquarter

these desirable g xj Is, and you are requested to make a mental note of

the same.

Mr. W a Young, of London, Ont., general wholesale agent of

r Hampden watches, has, owing to the large increase in his

businessdunng the past few months, secured the services of his brother,

who has for some years past be ;n located in New York. W. A. says

thit he is now receiving orders from the best trade in all parts of

Canada, and no well-ordered retail stock is complete without an assort-

ment of I >ueber- Hampden watches.

W F. 1» ill's Ni w Warehouse in Winnipeg is one of the largest

and best jewelry stores in Canada, if not in America. It is eighty feet

long by tweuty-one feet wide, and the ground floor has a ceiling sixteen

feet high. The main entrance is at the side, leaving a plate glass

window of fifteen feet front. Mr. Doll is one of the most enterprising

wholesale jewelers in Canada, and claims to carry a stock of goods equal

to anything in the Dominion.

Mr. John W. Campbell, well-known as one of the best jewelry

travelers on the Eastern road as far down as the Maritime Provinces,

has made an engagement with Messrs. J. E. Ellis & Co., the well-known

retail jewelers of this city, to act as their head accountant for the

current year. John W is an old expert hand at this work, and the

firm are to be congratulated on having secured the services of such an

able and trustworthy gentleman.

H. H. Fudger and wife sailed per Cunard Steamer " Umbria " for

Europe last month, and expect to be absent until about midsummer.

Mr. Fudger, who is President of the Goldsmiths' Stock Company of

this city, will scour the English and European markets for novelties

suitable for the jewelry business, and it will not be his fault if

their customers do not have some choice goods to select from. We
wish Mr. and Mrs. Fudger a safe and prosperous journey, and trust

their health may be materially benefited by the change.

Foreign Trade.—The Toronto Silver Plate Company are having

phenomenal success in opening up trade with foreign countries, their

latest addition being Buenos Ayres, South America. In spite of the fact

that the gold premium there at present fluctuates between no and 140,

the Company have succeeded in opening up a fairly satisfactory market

for their productions, and this in the face of strong competition from the

largest factories in the United States. This Company are doin^ a large

home trade in special hotel goods, and amongst others they have in

hand an order for the celebrated Windsor Hotel of Montreal.

Trade Repair Shop.— Mr. C. E Billings, of London, has, as will

be seen by our advertising columns, opened out a trade repair business

in London on his own account. Our readers will remember Mr.

Billings as the gentleman who won the second prize from all com-

petitors in the American Jeweler of Chicago, competition last year.

His essay was published in The Trader a short time ago, and attracted

a great deal of attention from the trade generally. Mr. Hillings has

the reputation of a workman thoroughly up in his business, and we

bespeak for him a share of the patronage in this line that our readers

have to dispense.

The Waltham Watch Co. last month disposed of their silver

watch case business at Waltham to the Crescent Watch Case Co. ol

Brooklyn. This Company are erecting an immense new factory at

Newark, N J.,
and, when completed, it is their intention to consolidate

their own filled, and the Waltham silver case business in the new-

premises, which will be one of the largest of its kind in the world. I he

reason the Waltham Company disposed of this business was that the)

required more room for the manufacture of movements. When the

additional room thus obtained is occupied by the movement operatives,

the Company calculate on turning out 2,500 complete movements every

working day.

A Sad Affair.—We learn from a Glencoe, < mt . despatch, that on

April loth, Parnell Crow, a little son of Mr Alfred Crow,
j

that town, was killed by the kick of a cow. Mrs. Crow had gone to

the train to meet her mother, an aged lady who was expected home,
leaving the little fellow sleeping and a little girl about twelve years old in

charge of the house. The littli nl out ol the house nnnol

and was found at the door of the stable in a dying conditi

been kicked on the head by a cow which was tied within. The child

died soon after being found by his mother Mr (

Sympathy of his fellow townsmen and of the tr.i le in general m |i

affliction win. h has fallen upon Ins family.

A [bwblbr i While Mr. Henry Whit
N. 1; , and his n Dgaged in 1 leaning furnitun with I

the 9th of April, a lighted mat h < Bused the liquid 1 \||.
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BUY THE BEST.
TheHampdenWatch

EXCEL ALL •WATCHES- -

ON TOP

OTHERS
^F§ ^

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

^GA
We have found that it is almost impossible to have an Adjusted Watch reach the dealer in perfect condition when packed

in Tin Boxes, and for this reason have gone to the expense of putting Skeleton Cases on all our Adjusted Watches. Since this

was done, the Watches have made a most wonderful record for time, and their sale has increased three hundred per cent, during

the past year.

We have also found that nine tenths of the so-called Watch Cases now manufactured by the Trust and sold under the

various Dust-Proof and Anti-Magnetic names, are not turned true and therefore do not hold the Movement without binding

somewhere on the Plates, which pressure on a Pillar Watch throws the Train out of upright and crowds the Top Plate in an
opposite direction from the Pillar Plate, therefore causes the Pivots to stick in the Jewels, destroying the factory rating and the

running of the Watch.
All Adjusted Watches in Skeleton Cases, please run without taking down, in order to ascertain if injured in shipment. If

found perfect, they also ought to keep time as well when put in the Case. If not, the fault is with the Case.

Yours respectfully,

THE DUEBER WATCH CASE MFG. CO.
Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

HAMPDEN WATCHES.
Bank of Commerce Building,

LONDON, ONT.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNC,
Bank of Commerce Building, - - LONDON, ONT.

SOLE CAN APIAN WHOLESALE AGENT

HAMPDEN WATCHES

3 THREE NEW MOVEMENTS 3
18 SIZE HUNTING AND OPEN FACE.

t cJOHN C. DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in settings adjusted to

heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle Dial, upright Arabic Figures

and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent

Regulator. Specially guaranteed to be the best time-keeper in the

world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made
outside of the Hampden Watch Factories.

11 DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in settings, sunk Seconds and Circle

Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds. Breguet Hair Spring,

Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator.

"THE DUEBER WATCH CO" Nickel, 11 Jewels in settings, Patent
Regulator, Roman Circle Dial, Spade Hands.

NOTHING BETTEK ^fUSP^VffiKt NOTHING BETTEK

MADE EOR Till-. I HJ«3I1^J*(I MADE E()K 11 II-

l'KMLK. m^CTlW PRICK.

Live Jewelers recognize the fact that the DUEBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES are the best
time-keepers, and yield them greater satisfaction than any other Watch.

Write for Price List and Samples of above new Movements if you have not already
placed order.

THE TKADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

BUY THE BEST, THE HAMPDEN WATCHES
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THE £ THIS BOY HAS A

SERIES "E" WATERBURY
So you can bet he has the

CORRECT TIME.

The Lady will probably be around in the morn-

ing* for a

SERIES "C" SHORT WIND.
HAVC THE COF^ECT TIME

E YO I

m

"The Waterbury."T-'HIS Gentleman is telling* his neighbors how
pleased he is with his

SERIES "J"

SHORT WIND WATERBURY
It Beats the World For Time, so he says,

so you can count on selling the

neighbors one sure.

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THEM IN STOCK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST TO

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, " - " TORONTO.
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White was so badly burned about the face and arms that it is feared it

will be a long time before he will be able to work again as usual.

Mrs White and one of the children were severely burned, but not so

badly as Mr. White was. The tire was promptly extinguished, but not

before considerable damage was done to the room and its contents. Mr.

Whiie has the sympathy of the trade in Frederickton. where he is well

and favorably known.

Combination on Cases— At a meeting of the Canadian Job-

bers' Association, held at Montreal, on the 24th of April, it was decided

on account of the American case makers having withdrawn from co-

operation with the Canadian Association, that all contracts on watch

cases should be cancelled. American watch movements still remain,

under contract however, exactly the same as before, and the rules of

the Association will be strictly enforced regarding them. The Associa-

tion intend issuing a new price list of watch movements only, as soon

as it can be compiled and got out of the printer's hands.

A Decided Change.— Messrs. P. W. Ellis & Co., finding their

present quarters utterly inadequate for their fast increasing business,

are now preparing plans for making extensive alterations in their

present premises. The accountants' offices are to be moved upstairs to

the first flat, and the whole of the ground floor devoted to the display

of goods. The woodwork and decorations of this addition to their

showroom will be in keeping with the old part of the wareroom, and

when completed will have a very handsome effect. The showroom will

then extend clear through from Wellington to Front Street without a

break, and be one of the largest jewelry salesrooms on the continent.

Correction.—Amongst our editorial notes in February's issue, we

stated that Mr. A O. Norton, wholesale jeweler of Coaticook, Quebec,

had assigned for the benefit of his creditors. This item was based upon

information, the accuracy of which we had at that time no reason to

doubt, but we have since been informed that the statement was entirely

incorrect, and that so far from Mr. Norton's having failed, he has

always paid cash for the goods he bought, and is as solvent to-day as he

ever was This being the case, we regret exceedingly that we should

unwittingly have fallen into the error of making any statement detri-

mental to his credit and standing, and have pleasure in giving this

correction the same publicity in our columns as the original article.

The fewelers' Weekly last month came to hand in a new and enlarged

form, so much resembling Harper's Weekly in general get up, that we
could hardly recognize it at the first glance. This change, while it is

undoubtedly an improvement in many respects, considerably accentu-

ates the difference between it and regular horological journals. The
Weekly has always been more of a jewelry nnuspaper than a technical

journal of horology, and as its enterprising proprietor has successfully

acted the pioneer in that line, we are glad to see him making such

advances to the goal of his ambition. The Weekly is one of the ablest

and most enterprising of our exchanges, and we wish Brother Rothschild

a long and prosperous career.

The Jewelers' Guide is the latest addition to Canadian literature, and

apparently aims to " supply a long felt want " amongst the jewelry

trade of Canada. While we cannot be expected to hail its advent with

any great degree of enthusiasm, we desire for it the fairest of fair play,

and that like 1 111. Trader it shall be judged strictly upon its merits.

We do not believe that the jewelry trade of this country has any need

for, or is disposed to support another trade journal, seeing that The
Tkaukr is sent free of charge to every jeweler in the Dominion of

Canada from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and has so far filled the bill to

tisfaction if both its advertisers and the trade in general.

However, we shall see what we shall see.

Ho B9 Tki.i. iiik Truth.—They say that figures can't lie,

but if those given in the I '. S. government returns for the exports of

watches are Dot very wide of the truth we are lamentably mistaken.

According to the Keystone the entire exports to all countries of watches

and watch material for the year [889, was 8310,334. That dies.: figures

convey an erroneous impression, to put it mildly, is evident from the

fact that the export of these goods to Canada alone las) year was
•462, j'm In addition to this amount vast quantities of Amen. ,n

watches are shipped to England, Australia and her countries, so it is

safe to say that the amount shown by the government return, does not

cover more than one fourth of the watch exports of the United States.

Look Out for Him.—A new dodge in the way of swindling has just

developed itself in West Toronto Junction ( mt. A sharp little French-

man has been representing himself as the agent of a fashion journal,

and calling on the milliners he would take their 83 in advance for a

year's subscription and a wire dress form, which has not yet arrived.

Wherever he called he wanted to engrave monograms on watches, free of

course, on condition that his goods would be recommended. A Miss

Goodwin gave him a gold watch valued at 850 besides the chain which

was attached to it. He said he would run over to a hotel where his tools

were and come back in a short time. Two days elapsed, and Miss

Goodwin was still minus the watch, when enquiry at the hotels elicited

the fact that the man had not been seen around at all. He is described

as being dark and wearing little side whiskers and moustache. His

receipts bore the name " John Kelle, Montreal." Our exchanges will

please pass him around.

How the McKinlev Bill will affect the American jewelry trade

will be apparent from the following changes which are amongst its

provisions: " All articles composed of precious metals or imitations

thereof, not otherwise specially provided for, whether set with coral, jet

or pearls or with diamonds, rubies, cameos or other precious stones or

imitations thereof, or otherwise, and which shall be known com-

mercially as " jewelry," and cameos in frames, fifty per cent. Pearls,

forty per cent.; precious stones of all kinds, cut but not set, forty per

cent.; if set and not especially provided for by the law fijty per cent.

Watches complete twenty-five per cent.; gold watches and cases, forty

per cent. The additions to the/>w list include agates, unmanufactured
;

amber, unmanufactured ; bort, and jewels to be used in the manufacture

of watches ; crude mother of-pearl
;

platina in ingots, bars, sheets and

wire." The protection afforded our manufacturers of jewelry and

watch cases is modesty itself when put alongside of the above.

Business Failures of This Year.— Mercantile failures through-

out the United States as reported to Bradstreet s for the first quarter

of the current year equal 3326 against 3569 for a like portion of last

year, a decrease of 243. The details for the Dominion of Canada for

three months of this year and last are as follows :

Failures Actual Assets. Liabilities

1890 1889 1890 1889 1890 1889

Ontario
Quebec
N. Brunswick.
Nova Scotia..

.

P. E. Island...
Newfoundland
Manitoba
N. W.T
B. Columbia..

275
142

iq

26

5
1

25
6

3

3°4

155
20

30
2

5

16

2

4

81,027,664

1,221,595

29.155
86,150
18,600

300
1 38,908

52.837
8.580

81,069,7 1

1

915,281

19,946

46,217
6,000

19,000

45.950
16,000

45,400

82,151,626

2,078,184
66,260
162,700

30,600
100

282,175
86,832

82,159,726

1,927,069

118,286
iS.OOO

44,000

20,000

81,000

502 536 82,583,809 82,223.535 84,873,677 84.597.699

More Protection.—The Manufacturing /. w, : r, of Providence, K.I.

in discussing the changes proposed by the McKinlay Bill, says: The

new tarifl bill leaves the tariff on al twenty five per cent
,

except on "gold watches and cases." which are placed at forty per cent.

Of course the result will be, if the bill is passed as reported, that gold

watches will come to this country in separ.it.
| at by

itself, on which there will be a tarifl of only twenty five per < ant., and

very few gold watch cases will come in al all, thus limiting the home
market to the work of American casemakers By tin way, it is 1

that the Committee on Ways and Means have not read the thrilling

article in the Jeuitlets' Circular, to the effect that " a 1 Modifi-

cation of our tariff schedule would enormously increase our exports of

lies, or did they read ' exports ' to mean '

i

Prom all

of which it would seem that \ met ic.ui and I "an mfacturei

II as the governments of the respective conntrii s, are prettj much
ol the same mind on this question,

WoKiir. 01 \in On account of the fraudulent entries

made about a year ago through the medium ol forged invoi 1 1, the

rnmenl last month added the following clause to th Act

:

"Any person who tends or brings into Ca who, being in

Canada, has in his possession any lull heading or other paper appearing

to be a heading or blank capable of being filled up and used as an in
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LEVY
?

HAMILTON, ONT.

1890 - SPRING - 1890

Will soon be here, and the Public will look for Something* New.

Having* a very large connection, which enables us to turn our

Stock over rapidly and replenish it at short intervals,

we can always show the Latest Goods made.

It would be useless to call attention to any Special Line. We

claim to have a Stock Perfectly sorted in each Department,

and can supply everything that a Watchmaker or

Jeweler requires.

Our Travellers are now on the road, and due notice of their

coming will be mailed to you. It will pay you to look

carefully over our Stock. We will make it

worth your while.
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NEW HAVEN CLOCKS
A Large Stock on Hand.

^PRICES LOWER THAN EYER.*

If you have an Order to Place,
Write us for Figures.

DESIGN I FINISH ! PRICE I

UNEQUALLED.

RUSSIA Height 18 1-2 in. Cathedral Gong.

LEVY BROS.
HAMILTON, QNT.,

SELLING -A^G-EHSTTS

FOR

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO.

FOR CANADA. SuRVIA Height 19 in. Cathedral Gong.
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TO THE TRADE
WE HAVE purchased the right to manufacture INLAID SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS in the

Dominion of Canada, and are now placing- these goods on the market. We wish to call

your attention to the superiority of the INLAID SILVER GOODS over all other Spoons and

orks heretofore manufactured.

STERLNG
SILVER

'LVt3-
>:

The accompanying" cuts represent our Forks and Spoons before

plating, which in process of manufacture have a portion of the metal

cut out where they rest on the table, the cavity thus made being

FILLED WITH SOLID SILVER. They are then plated with pure silver,

8 oz. plate, (twice the weight of silver deposited on the regular A 1

goods) and are the same in appearance as other plated ware, the filling

not being visible. THIS EFFECTUALLY OVERCOMES the great objection

that has always been found with plated Spoons and Forks. Even the

"Sectional Plate" which has an extra coating ot silver at the rest points

will wear through long before the other parts having the lighter plate,

the wear being so great at these points. Our goods are manufactured

from 18 per cent, nickel-silver only, are plated with pure silver, and we

ABSOLUTELY WARRANT THEM TO WEAR 20 YEARS. A guarantee is

placed in each box. All our goods are done up in satin-lined rack boxes,

containing one dozen. Every piece is stamped INLAID SILVER, PAT'D.

This class of goods has been on the United States market for the

past two years, and has almost entirely superseded "A 1" and "Sec-

tional" goods. The trifling extra cost makes "Inlaid Silver " fully 75

per cent, better value than the lines referred to.

Any dealer can sell, and confidently recommend them for all

practical purposes equal to solid silver.

u
STERLING

SILVE

TEA SPOONS,

fPRI6E LIST.ip:+*

Tipped and Windsor, $ 6 50 Fancy Patterns, $ 7 00
DESSERT SPOONS, ..." " 11 00
TABLE SPOONS, ... " "13 00
DESSERT FORKS, ..." " 11 00
MEDIUM FORKS, " " !3 00

SUBJECT TO THE REGULAR TRADE DISCOUNT.

12 00
14 00
12 00
14 00

THE INLAID SILVER CO. - TORONTO. ONT.
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and bearing any certificate purporting to show, or which may be used to

show, that the invoice which may be made from such bill heading or

blank is correct or authentic, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor

and liable to a penalty of five hundred dollars or to imprisonment to a

term not exceeding twelve months, or both, in the discretion of the

court, and the goods which may be entered under any invoice made
from any such bill heading or blank shall be forfeited." Of course,

there was the usual howl from the Opposition that it was simply a piece

of legislation worthy of Russia, but in spite of such assertions the fact

remains that no hontst importer would stoop to secure blank foreign

invoices or have imitations printed himself, for the purpose of making
fraudulent entries and passing goods below cost in order to save on the

duty Such things have been done both in our own city and Montreal,

and as such legislation is intended for the protection of law-abiding

merchants who conform to the regulations, it is of assistance in protect-

ing them against the devices of unscrupulous competitors.

Cheaper Watches.—The surprise of the past month has been the

reduction by the American Watch Case Company, of Toronto, of their
'• Nevada " silver screw case, and also their " Fortune " gold-filled screw-

case of the same pattern. These reductions, following as they do
directly upon the heels of an increase of ten per cent, in the duty, should

certainly convince the trade that an increased duty does not necessarily

mean an increase in price to the people of this country. As a matter of

f»ct. the staple lines of watch cases are to-day sold cheaper in Canada
than they are in the United States and this in spie of the fact that our
home manufacturers have to pay the Government an average of at least

ten cents of duty upon the imported material used in and for the manu-
facture of every case they make. The truth is that our protective policy

has so stimulated manufacture in this line that we have too many
actoriesfor the limited market they have to supply. The result of this

over-competition is cheaper goods than have ever been seen in this

country before, and the consumer reaps an advantage corresponding
with that lost by the manufacturer.

Failure of Thayer A Co —One of the principal topics of conver-

sation amongst the trade at present is the failure of Thayer & Co ., the

well known wholesale jewelers of this city, who assigned to Sherman
E. Townsend on the 17th of last month. The cause of Thajer & Co.'s

failure seems to have been a too reckless dispensing of credit ; this

added to the shrinkage of trade owing to the exceptionally dull winter

through which we have just passed, caused the bank with which they
did business to shut down on them, after which there was nothing left

for them but to assign. The liabilities are 838.590, made up as fol-

-Merchandise indebtedness, 514.500, preferred claims, $6,090,
and Bank of Commerce, JiS.ooo. The assets amount to $20,000, and
consist of stock. Sig.ooo, and book accounts, 81,000. A meeting of the

creditors has been called by the Assignee, when they will decide bow
the estate shall be disposed of. It is probable that Mr. Thayer will

make an offer of settlement, if not the stock will in all likelihood be
sold to the highest bidder. When the failure was first announced, it

was expected by some that the forced settlement of the discounted
notes held by the bank, would create a considerable inconvenienoj to

the trade, but this has hippily been in a great measure averted by the

bank's consenting to give the makers ample time to liquidate them.
As Thayer & Co.. although not considered very strong financially, were
thought to be doing a good business and making some money, their

assignment has been considerable of a surprise to the trade generally.

sada and the I". S—The comparison of the prices

ofwatch cases in Canada and the United states, which will be found
in the advertisement of the American Watch Case Co., on page 36 of
this issue, is worthy of more than a passing glance from the trade.

Reference to the official jobbing price lists of the United Statt

< anada, will confirm the statements therein made that our Canadian
lewelers are to-day buying these staple cases in Canada fur less

money than the American retail jewelers can purchase similar goods
made in the United States. The memliers ,,f Her M
opposition in the House of Commons, at Ottawa, have for thi

month been trying to persuade the Government and the publii

the consumer paid the duty, and that under the iniquitous N. I*. the

public were not only mulct.- I r,n the imported go bought, but

on all the domestic goods as well. The Canadian manufacturers have

been held up by them as a pack of robbers and extortioners, who had

taken of the high duty imposed upon imported goods to

charge a helpless public every cent that a high tariff would allow them

to fleece their victims out of. That this is certainly not true as regards

watch cases is patent to every jeweler in Canada, who can show to Sir

Richard Cartwright et al, that although under the boasted regime of

the Reform Government the price of cases in Canada was the regular

American price, plus the 17A per cent, duty then levied, they are at

present, under a protective tariff of 35 per cent., not only cheaper than

they were in those revenue tariff days, but in nearly all the staple lines

lower in price in Canada than they are in the I'nited States. Sir

Richard now has the floor, and if he wants any space in The Trader

to prove the assertions he made on the floor of the House, we shall be

only too glad to place our columns at his disposal.

Mr. John B. Easson of the Goldsmiths' Stock Co., of this City, has

been promoted to the important position of traveller on the Northern,

and Wellington, Grey & Bruce Railways. Mr. C. D. Maughan will

hereafter look after the ordering, and supervise the other work of the

house.

FROM OUR UNITED STATES EXCHANGES.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Gorman Manufac-

turing Company, held at Providence. R. I., on Wednesday, March 12th,

G. H. Houghton was unanimously elected agent of the Company.

—

Mu/g. Jeweler.

An employee in the engraving department of the Keystone Watch

Case Factory drew a $15,000 prize in a lottery last month. Another

employee got $500. The factory employees had better quit now. Light-

nings not likely to hit again in the same spot—especially lottery light-

mng.

—

Keystone.

Isaac A. Ailing, the oldest manufacturing jeweler in Newark, N. J.,

suddenly died of heart failure at his home on April 12th. He retired

from active business about January, 1889, after forty-eight years of

faithful service to the various firms with which he was connected.

—

H

The ground has been staked off for the extension to the front wing

of the Elgin factory, running south. In the vacant room in the factory,

combined with this proposed addition, 700 new hands will be employed

(luring the year. It is said that 1,200 additional hands would be put

in immediately, if room could be found for them.

—

Jnvclcrs' Circular.

The I'airpoint Manufacturing Co., of New Bedford, Mass., were so

crowded for room last season, that they are now building an addition

to their factory, about seventy feet in length and four stories in height.

The hollow-handled, seamless knives, made under their patent, are

becoming very popular with the trade, and the Company is abundantly

satisfied with the outlook for the year.

—

Jewelers* Circular.

A very excellent substitute for an elevator in buildings, where there

is no such convenience, is the contrivance utilized by Henry Coll a

Co., 6 Liberty Place, New York. A speaking tube on the ground floor

puts you in communication with the office up stairs, and if you have a

package to deliver a satchel is lowered which conveys to tin- " Watch

Case Sanitariums'' whatever is wanted.

—

Jewelers Circular.

S. T. J. Byam, ex-superintendeDt of the Trenton Watch Co., has

accepted a position in the new Lancashire Watch Factory at I'rescot,

mil, to supervise the introduction of American ideas 111 manufactur

ing watches. He returned last month from a Hying trip to England,

and ordered a large number of American watch making machines I le

will return to England in a week or so. Circular.

The Cre lent Wat< h Case Co . finding their present factory in Bra

lyn, N. Y. inadequate to the increasing demands of business, li >\e pur-

chased a large tract 01 land neat Newark, N. J.,
upon whii h ii is pro

I 10 erect a faCtOry, Covering 13,000 square feet, and consisting of

• nt \ number of cottages for tin l

departments will be erei ted on the adjoining grounds. It 1

that the new factory wiH cost about 675,000 /
It is -.awl that then air mere shares held by eeapli iye< a "f tin- \\ >]
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Tfte l3est Uinc of Rolled folate ^(uni>.
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

BILITY k > m 1 | I /W 1 II COULD BE

GUARANTEED. ^^^ %F » \& #%rf •VLw \## desired
ITllADK JIauk

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this reason. For Jobbers only.

J". G-. CHEBYEE &d OOUymP-A-IN
-

RTORTH ATTLEBOROXJGH, MASS., TT.S.A.
GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS,«™JEH*

*

HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

;T1 £-__ _.-:--.. -^ —^^^^> Manufacturers of

;-=Ty? "V \» Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

\ __ jp- -
"- -F~~ " \ -—'-

'"

-^^ V Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

^. _____ i Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

ySSXy 1
:^^-

' --— ^""^E^V " "" Send foi Catalogue and I'rice List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.



tham Watch Company in the co-operative bank than by the employees

of aDy corporation in the world in any similar institution. The amount

laid by each month by the hands amounts to a number of thousand

dollars, and uot only that, a large number of the s areholders who work

in the factory are borrowers, and hundreis of the neat cottages and

double bouses that have been put up during the past ten years in this city

owe their erection to this excellent institution — Waltham Tribune.

The Elgin National Watch Co. are about to enlarge and thoroughly

refit their general office, 76 and 7S Munroe street, Chicago. For the

past year this Company have greatly needed more room in their Chicago

office, and when these improvements are completed they will occupy

fully one-half of the Munroe street front of the American Express

building. We doubt if any compan<- in the country have transacted

so large and important a business in such molest quarters as those

hitherto occupied by the Elgin Watch Co.-—Jewelers' Journal.

A. J. Eogan, Waltham, Mass , is getting out an improved beat block,

provided with holes for the reception of the screws of a Swiss watch,

which are almost certain to become mixed up, if they are thrown care-

lessly upon the bench. He has just shipped to England a large order

of .001 inch jaw and depth gauges as a result of his advertisement in

Tfit Circular. So great is the demand for the improved ' Gem " screw

driver with screw thread, that preparations are being made to turn

them out in larger quantities. Among the recent improvements in his

plant is a plating department, which will give him additional facilities

for the prompt fulfillment of orders.

—

Jewelers' Circular.

The Waterbury Watch Co.

has a factory it may well be

proud of. and to give to the

trade who have not had the

pleasure of inspecting it an idea

of its stately proportions and

splendid interiorequipment.the

Company has prepared a large

edition of handsome combina-

tion photographs of the factory

building and the main depart-

ments into which it is divided.

The main view occupies the

centre, the interior views being

grouped around it. The very

elegant manner in which the

picture is framed makes it a fit

companion for the handsome

photographic views of Ameri-

can watch factories with which

so many of the jewelry offices

and shops are now adorned.

—

Jewelers' Circular.

made is hardened and well-tempered steel, at least for the ratchet and

click. The spring might as well be made of another metal of sufficient

elasticity, but steel is generally preferred for the more striking appear-

ance which its polished surface gives to the movement. The form of

the ratchet tooth is not indifferent. It requires a greater strength if

its back is made a trifle convex instead of quite straight At the same
time, the acting extremity of the click is weakened ; but this is, in case

of wear, much easier to mend or replace. The acting straight side of

the ratchet tooth ought to be a little undercut, and a sharp and clear

angle at the ground is of importance, in order that the resistance to the

strain may be uniformly supported by the whole acting face of the tooth.

The durability and good service of the clickwork depends mainly on

the good execution of these particulars. It is also very important that

the straight line drawn from the centre of motion of the click to its

acting point be a tangent to the circumference of the ratchet, or what

would be the same, that it stands at right angle to the radius of the

ratchet at the point of action. In case of a deviation from this right

angle, it must be inward— that is, the angle must be obtuse, if the click

is so arranged that it is pushed back by the action. If the click acts in

a tractional way, the angle can be sharp.

Wise and Otherwise.

!l 1 \\l MOUN1 1

Tka\ 1 Ili-re ye are, boss! Pcp'niinl, winiernreen, an' B»
'-> ofl one, an' tcrews on another."— 7 he Juige.

Some girls are pressed for time and others for the fun of it.

Tailors s iy that a fa-.t man is generally pretty slow about paying up.

A washerwoman's work has

"Mr!.
i 'vV*.iv'>

but just begun when she is ap-

proaching the clothes.

Other identification needed.
—"What name please?"

"Smith." "Dear me! How
indefinite !

"

" Yes,'' said Fogg, " as a

success I have always been a

failure, but as a failure I have

been an unqualified success."

The only thing that really

interests the average hired man
is something that he is not paid

for attending to.

Strange but true. — John

Doe— Are you canying a mort-

gage on your house ? Richard

Koe— Yes, and strange to say,

I'm carrying it because I can't

lift it.

" ("an you show me the grub

that makes the butterfly ? she

Workshop Notes.
Reliahle Cement.—A rellablecement— oneihat will resist theaction

of waterand acids, especially acetic acid— is composed of: Finely powder-
ed litharge, fine, dry, white sand and plaster-of- Paris, each three quarts
by measure, finely pulverized resin, one quart. Mi\ and make into a

with boiled linseed oil, to which a little drier baa been added, and
let it stand for four or live hours before using. After fifteen hours
standing it loses strength. This cement is said to have been successfully

used in the Zoological Gardens, London.

Ring Sth k.—a considerable misapprehension exist 1 in the matter

of measuring a ring on a guage . we would say that the edge of the ring

should come as far as the mark, while some contend that the mark on
ick should come inside tin: ring Thl is UOl right, I,.

ring properly made is of the same size at the centre as it 1 . al thei

and the ring stick is made taj>ering, so that when the edge "f the ring

up as far as it will go, the centre of the: ring will D

t.md oil from the sti< k. In a narrow ring this would make little

• nee, but in a wide ring it amounts to something,

The Clickwork.— The material of which the < lickwerk oLght to be

enquired sweetly. •Buckwheat's the grub but t'ain't in season,"

answered the horrid, ignorant farmer.

It is curious that when carpenters strike, not the sound of a hammer

is heard.

The milk of human kindnes -

Is like other milk in form

I or it will quickly sour

\t the gathering of .1 storm.

A Ni.w York editor is trying to decide whit b is proper, 1

opera, ' ,4 oi 1 heard an opera.
1

II he sat behind the regulation size

bonnet the latter term is correct.

" Willie, how did you gel along in school ' Badly, papa; the

teacher gave me a thrashing. ' " Why " Well, he Baked me how

many teeth a man had, and I said a whole mouth full."

|, and let who will be 1 lever,

Do noble things, not dre.m them all day long

And so make life, death and that vast [braver

1 >ne gran "ng.

1 pi^ . ( rffii ei " Well, Anton. r to

day-' Orderly " Poor, dear captain, h djuM

now to shy his boot at my head, but hadn't tfa b to do it I"
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No. 2497.— Pearl and Gold Combination. Pear! Charm.

No. 2500.— Pearl and Gold Combination Pearl Cha rm.
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Other Notes. s
I I I VII' >\ as Watchmaker Two years' experience at bench work

counter. Best references. Address,

Emin I'asha now speaks twenty-seven different languages and

dialects

Thkke is very little warmth in the mitten which the rejected lover

receives

Thi: Jewish population of Palestine has increased 10,000 annually

in the last five years. In 1 74 1 Palestine contained bat 5.000 Jew^ ; in

20,000 ; end of ibS8, 70,000.

Who is that who wants to see me 5 " asked a very busy merchant

of his servant. "I don't know his name, but he says he was an old

friend of your father's.' " All right
;
you tell him that I am very sorry

but my father is dead."

The alarm girdle for men-of-war or harbors, to protect them from

the sudden attack of torpedo boats at night, as proposed for use

in V ranee, consists of wire supported by buoys placed at intervals all

around the vessel. Should an enemy break through the line at night a

light flares up and discloses his position.

A SYSTEMATIC elevator man has pasted up a lot of rules to make his

own life more worthy of living This is one — " Don't stand on the

outside talking to a friend who may be inside the car. The elevator

man does not like to close the elevator door in your face."

Scientists say that the duration of a lightning flash is not infini-

tesimal, but that the flash lasts a measured time. For example, if one sets

a camera in rapid vibration and exposes it in a plate so as to receive the

impression of the flash, it is found that the impressions appear widened

out on the negative, showing the negative to have moved during the

time the flash was in existence.

Our Help Column.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to tin- Retail Jewelry Trade,

NO CMARGK naJe for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five typ<- lines, or about Co words.

A SITUATION as Watchmaker, etc. Has six years' experience,
hate an American and Universal Lathe, and all small tools neces-

sary, pood workman Can give best of references. Address Drawer
••G," Clinton. Ont.

A YOUNG MAN. with twelve years' experience as working jeweler'
would like to obtain a situation as such, or would like to hear of

anyone having tools to dispose of (second-hand). Address, P.
J

T.,

1 -I Bellevue Place, Toronto, Ont.

CHEAP FOR CASH—Watchmaker's American Lathe, nickled, in

good order, chucks and pivot polisher. S T V INSTONE, 1'almer-

ston, Ont.

FST CLASS TRAVELLER WANTED to sell watches and
jewelry in the Province of Ontario Apply to P,o\ 595, Trader
Co., Toronto

FOR SALE— Ship's chronometers, 840.00 to 875 00, cost twice as
much. Owned by a shipping firm who have no further me for

them. Apply E. W. Tan ion, Charlottetown, P. E. I.

FTpencer's Opthalroscopic Test Lenses, by I)r Bucklin
in good order Cost 1)35.00, will sell for 820.00. L W ']

("harlottetown, P E. I.

Fi.l. - \ small and well aborted stock of Watches, 'locks,
ry. Tools and Material, in good manufacturing town, value

about one thousand dollars, but would reduce amount to suil 1 nr
r Good chance for young man Good n for selling.

Ad It care Trai<- Pub. Co., 1

TEWELRY TRAVEL! I I, to travel west to the I

1st . Apply stating terms, experience and references to liox 178,
Winnipeg, Man

Tl AM I.K, 11 MNESS for sale in the Village of I >to^k

V and - will be reduced if required.
pecially fitted for the business. !><• not apply unless you mean

business Kor particulai iddress E. L. Wsi , Madoc, Ont

JEWELRY, Fancy Good and Sta 1 .ing

a good trade, at a dead bargain Rent very lo • 1 el< graph ( iffii e

'>n that pa) s rent ol
-

,11 ip,

Party leaving the city. Address, }t2 Queen St., Toronto

and used to waiting

G W l.i.: lOTT, Mitchel
at the

. Ont.

SITUATION WANTED.—By a young man 22 years old to finish

trade. Have had one year's experience. Can do common watch,
clock and jewelry repairing. Speaks English and Trench. Good

nces. Address, E. I. G , Box 102, Nicolet. P Q,

QIT1 U'loN WAN IIP. -By watchmaker with nearly rive years

O City experience in first-class shop. Has complete kit of tools,

including American lathe. Can furnish best references. Address,
B. I. '/.., care Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

TRAVELLER op n for a position. A 1 connection from the Atlantic

to the Pacific. References unquestionable. Address Box XX,
care Trader Pub. Co , Toronto.

TRAVELLING SITUATION wanted by a practical Jeweler of ten

years' experience in retail jewelry business, to represent a reliable

jewelry firm. A 1 salesman. Best of references as to character and
ability. Address Km rgy, care Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

fTTATCHMAKER WANTED.—Must be first-class with best recom-
\l mendations, one who speaks French preferred Apply, stating

wages required, experience, references, etc., to Box 77, care Tradi k

Pub. Co., Toronto.

WANTED, WATCHMAKER, two or three years' experience, used
to serving behind counter. Mention wages and references. Box

95, Mitchell.

WATCHMAKER wants a situation, has had thirteen years' experi-

ence. A 1 references and of good habits ; also good kit of tools.

Address Box 148, Guelph, Ont.

WATCHMAKER and Jeweler wants situation. Five years' experi-

ence. Good workman, low wages asked, A 1 references given,

city preferred. Address Jeweler, Box joj. Brantford, Ont.

Watch Repairing for the Trade.

Unexceptional facilities for the production

of the highest class of work at the Lowesl

p< »ssi ble price.

Don'1 be bothered waiting a week for your
work when you can have it returned 24 hours

after receipt, by sending Lt to

C. E. BILLINGS, 208 Dundas St., LONDON, ONT,

SKAT) FOR PRICE LIST.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
irooim: 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.
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ASSIGNEE'S SALE.

57

T^ENDERS will be received at a rate on the Dollar by the undersigned Assignee of the Estate of J. Douglas & Co.,

* of St Catharines, Jewelers, up to noon of Monday, the [2th day of Maw 1S90, for the purchase en bloc of

the stock and shop fixtures of the above estate as follows :

Clocks,

Plush Goods,

Fancy Goods,

Spectacles, Etc.,

Silverware,

Jewelry,

Jewelry Boxes, Etc.,

$ 431 03

982 76

1/3 48

509 OcS

1,581 06

5-1 57

Large Fire and Burglar Proof Safe (Taylor) $ 750 00

1 Large Nickel Show Case, - - 250 00

8 Nickel Show Cases, - - - 195 00

Walnut Side Show Cases, Minors, Fittings, Etc., z$$ 50

$5,642 48

Inventory and stock can be seen on application.

TERMS :—Ten per cent, on acceptance of tender, balance to be paid on transfer of stock.

Xo tender necessarily accepted.

T. C, DAWSON,

Dated 25th April, 1890.

ASSIGNEE,

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES A DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones Polished and Mounted for the Trade.
N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. MS. COLEMAN,
IO KINO ST. WEST, up Stairs, TORONTO.

tt'ATC IHHAKEH TO THE TKADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W. C( )AT KS & BrO.,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry axd Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

<.. II Li B8. Wm. Li ks

G. H. LEES & CO.

Rolled Plate and Silver Jump Rings at less than

half ever sold before, conveniently done up in boxes

holding one gross each, in 8 assorted useful sizes as

per illustration.

R. P., - - $1.25 per Gross.

SILVER, - - $1.50 per Gross.

Sent by Mail on Price, Try a box of each

G. H. Lees & Co.,
HAMILTON, ONT.

N l'.. [f you haven't tried our Bangle Bracklets as adverl
April TRADER, do so at once They are good Sellers. Solid Silver.
-
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THE PIIvGRIM

IS
the best Nickel 1 Day Half Hour Striking? Clock made. It is

striking* in appearance, is an accurate time-keeper, and one of

the best sellers in the market. It is also made with Gilt Mat Dial.

The navies we want to bring* before our patrons this month
are CABINET, No. 6; CABINET, No. 4; CABINET, No. 7; CABINET,
No. 3. These we are selling1 at a

GREAT REDUCTION
In price, and they are without doubt the best value in the market.

Etruria, Umbria, Servia, Gallia, Hidalgo and Valkyrie have not

been surpassed, and are still leaders this Spring*. These Clocks are

made by the famous New Haven Clock Company, of which we are

Agents.

E. & A. GUNTHER, TORONTO.



TIIK great Showman, PHINEAS T. BAKXC.M, says that "the public like to be hum.

bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age. and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD FILLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

swear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-

ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot

possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation

to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian .Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep
tion, and the fact that its sales are larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

has filled "a long long felt want,' viz., a fust class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case lias been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but

in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com
pany have placed upon the market a 14 K. Cold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almost needless to say that in placing a Cold filled Case upon the market, the Amen
e;in Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
fim-h, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities

Their II K. Gold Pilled Screw Case has a Solid Cold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, and
cornea up to this standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word " PREMIER,
ind bears the Company's registered trade mark of a "WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for l'I

-companies even Case, a fac simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes full} to maintain, no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading- Jobbers, In

Gold, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can
make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you ( an
swear by."



THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK GO'Y OF CANADA,
(LIMITED)

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

Canadian Agents of Ansonia Clock Company.

Importers of British and Continental Jewelry, Swiss
Watches, French Clocks and Bronzes.

Agentsfor Elgin, IValtham, Columbus and
Trenton Watches.

Fahys, Boss and Crescent Filled Cases.

American IVatch Case Co. V Silver, 'Filled & Gold Cases.

Canadian Agents of Non-Magnetic Watch Co.

(Paillard's Patent}.

Gold and Silver Head Canes.

American Roll Plate Jewelry.

CLOSE PRICES. PROMPT SERVICE. LARGE ASSORTMENT.



JUNE, 1890.
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T. H. IvKK & SON
As we have for over Ten Years carried

THE LARGEST STOCK OF WALTHAM WATCHES
in Canada, we take this opportunity to inform our numerous

Customers that we still continue to do so, and at all

times can supply every Size and Grade.
Also any make of

GOLD AND FILLED CASES,
AT SPECIAL PRICES.

A Full Assortment of Split Seconds, Chronographs and
Repeaters, both Swiss and American.

T. H. LEE & SON, I WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.

WATCHES

31 WELLINGTON ST. EAST,

TOEOITTO.

WATCHES f at. m «ji

AS AN AMERICAN WATCH HOUSE

=^WE LEAD,
Our assortment is at all times so great that our mail orders

have grown large, and with the preparations we
have made, we want them larger.

Remember we supply all American Filled, Silver and Nickel Cases
still eX old prices as before duty was raised.

o
ID you get our Watch Case Price List ? ^ @
ID you study the prices and note "* (®

The low quotations upon 0. F. Montauk Screw Bezels,

Bates & Bacon Orient Hunting Filled Cases,

Hunting and 0. F. Filled Cases of Canadian Manufacture,

Nevada Silver Cases and National Double Stock Cases ?

( A large stock of Silveroid K. W. Nickel Cases at old prices.

WE HAVE \ A large stock of Waltham Silver Screw Bezels and Century Inlaid

( at old prices.

Your orders are filled by an experienced st;ill who know the wants oi' the Trade,

NOTE Did you get sheets of our Clock Leaders ? Note our material add page 40.
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must do the same, or fall into the pit.

Our list of Watch Cases now in the hands of the trade is

the closest yet issued by a Canadian house. We expect to be

able at an early date to make a Jut ther reduction, and would

recommend dealers to buy sparingly at present. Especially

>£?£_• beware ot special (?) drives, of which there seems to be a

plethora just now. We will have plenty of regular goods

WATCH CASES

-

These goods, as we announced in our special insert of

last month, are at last free from the control of the Jobbers'

Association, and will now be sold at legitimate prices. We

are strong believers in the doctrines of Free Trade, and

quite satisfied to carry on our business without the assistance

of any legislative body, political or commercial. Trade, like

water, will find its level when free and unfettered, and this

result will follow by the withdrawal of artificial support from

the prices of Watch Cases ; they will be sold closer than

at right prices that will pay you far better to put in stock.

SILVER CASES.—We have reduced the price of every

line, and will quote special discounts for quantity orders.

FILLED CASES.—We quote very low prices, in some lines

a drop of one-eighth from former Association list. We

will have this month a line of Domestic-Made Hunting

goods that will be better value than any specials (?i in

the market ; wait for them.

hitherto, and those who cannot stay in the race will have to

drop out. We hear a great deal about "selling below cost," GOLD CASES- -As usual, we lead in selection and value.

'•slaughtering prici is the outcome of the abolition of

ignised case list. This is all nonsense ; the jobbing houses Long winded open accounts we are not anxious for.be

who are trading with their own money are not likely to do any lieving that short, defined terms and close prices are beneficial

business without a profit, and those not so fortunately situated alike to Manufacturer, Jobber, Retailer and ( onsmner.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



TRENTON WATCHES
THE BEST LOW PRICED ARTICLE IN THE MARKET,

Any jewelry firm who will send us an order for one

dozen Watches, we will furnish with an electrotype similar

to this cut, to be used in advertising his business.

WE CAN SUPPLY THEM IN

NICKEL, FILLED, SILVER OR GOLD CASES.

NICKEL OR GILT MOVEMENTS, QUICK TRAIN

STRAIGHT LINE LEVER ESCAPEMENTS.

Agents for Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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ENGRAVED BAND RINGS
OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE.

ORIGINAL PATTERNS.

Ik^Jlii

13

10

Perfectly Finished

10 11

by expert tradesmen,

14 15 16 17

and as low in price, quality considered.

ao

^>:> <i^*ri

ai 22 23

as copied designs.

12

mi
18

24

26

^" ».TS>
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26 27

706

28 28 30

Supplied by Domestic Producers.

31

Selling Agents for Canada, The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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GOLD AND SILVER HEAD CANES,

207 206

POLO CROOK.

203

A large assortment of select engraved goods in 12k., 14k.

and 1 6k., with Ebony, Rosewood or

Snakewood sticks.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

clrttstic and Ufsefuf Hollow Ware*

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

n|"- 1 Thus.

T"A"t ••«<>< FOR

MOUO* W»RE.

AD our Dal- Ware- liea rs tbis TradoMark.

TRADE MARK FOR

$*W?.ROGERS.'fc

KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

And is Kully (iuaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., I'LATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AXI) SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines <»f ov.r FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Meridcn. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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eHampdenWatches

EXCEL ALL •WHCHES-

'

' OH TO

OTHERS
^Crtltolw

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

•CAPTION*
We have found that it is almost impossible to have an Adjusted Watch reach the dealer in perfect condition when packed

in Tin Boxes, and for tins reason have gone to the expense of putting Skeleton Cases on all our Adjusted Watches. Since this

was done, the Watches have made a most wonderful record for time, and their sale has increased three hundred per cent, during

the past year.

We have also found that nine tenths of the so-called Watch Cases now manufactured by the Trust and sold under the

various Dust-Proof and Anti-Magnetic names, are not turned true and therefore do not hold the Movement without binding

somewhere on the Plates, which pressure on a Pillar Watch throws the Train out of upright and crowds the Top Plate in an

opposite direction from the Pillar Plate, therefore causes the Pivots to stick in the Jewels, destroying the factory rating and the

running of the Watch.

All Adjusted Watches in Skeleton Cases, please run without taking down, in order to ascertain if injured in shipment. If

found perfect, they also ought to keep time as well when put in the Case. If not, the fault is with the Case.

Yours respectfully,

THE DUEBER WATCH CASE MFG. CO.
Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building,

LONDON, ONT.

Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

HAMPDEN WATCHES.



WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, LONDON, ONT.

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT

HAMPDEN WATCHES.

3 THREE NEW MOVEMENTS 3
18 SIZE HUNTING AND OPEN FACE.

(

i

JOHN C. DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in settings adjusted to

heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle Dial, upright Arabic Figures
and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent
Regulator. Specially guaranteed to be the best time-keeper in the
world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made
outside of the Hampden Watch Factories.

DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in settings, sunk Seconds and Circle
Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring,
Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator.

"THE DUEBER WATCH CO" Nickel, 11 Jewels in settings, Patent
Regulator, Roman Circle Dial, Spade Hands.

NOTHING BETTER MADE FOR THE PRICE.
Jewelers who are not "BACK NUMBERS" keep the Dueber-Hampden Watches in stock. There

is more money for the dealer, and better satisfaction to the wearer in the Dueber-Hampden than any
other Yankee watch made.

Write for Price List and Samples of above new Movements if you have not already placed order.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

BUY THE BEST, THE HAMPDEN WATCHES
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18 Size, Gilt.—No. 20, Hunting, or No. 90,

Open Face, pendant set, 7 jewels, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Gilt.—No. 21, Hunting, or No. 91

Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, upper
holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,
sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 22, Hunting, or No.
92, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, up-
per holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,
patent regulator, sunk seconds dial.

c

L

U

B

U

S

16 Size, Gilt.—No. 41, Hunting, or No.
HI, Open Face, pendant set. 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

16 Size, Nickel.-No. 43,Hunting,orNo.
83, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, patent regulator,sunk seconds
dial.

16 Size, Nickel.—No. 46, Huuting, or
No. 86, Open Face, pendant set, 15

jewels, adjusted, Breguet hair spring,
patent regulator, double sunk dial,

jewels in red gold settings.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 34, Hunting, or No.
95, Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels,
adjusted

; jewels set in gold, Breguet hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 27, Hunting, or No
97, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, extra centre jewels, Breguet hair
spring, patent regulator, double sunk
dial, jewels set in red gold settings.

Also

18 Siz; Nickel.—No. 28, Hunting, or No.
98, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, jewels set in red gold settings,
extra centre jewels, Breguet hair spring,
double sunk dial, patent regulator,
damaskeened in gold and nickel.

61 Size, Gilt.—No 51, 11 jewels,
4 upper holes jewelled, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk sec-
onds dial.

6 Size, Nickel.—No. 55, 15 jew-
els, adjusted, jewels set in red
gold settings, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

dial.
Also No. 50, Size, 7 jewels, tempered hair spring, sunk seconds

18 Size Gilt.- No. 32, Hunting, or No. 93,

Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels in set-

tings, Breguet hair spring, patent regula-
tor, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 18, Hunting, or No.
99, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels,
adjusted to position.isocbronism and tem-
perature, finest rubies set in raised gold
settings, extra large ruby centre jewel,
Breguet hair spring, double sunk dial
patent regulator, damaskeened in gold
and nickel.

H.ELLIS,
14 WELLINGTON ST. W„ TORONTO,

IMl'OKTKK OF

WATCHES, JEWELRY
WATCH & CLOCK MATERIALS, TOOLS, &c.

18 Size, Nickel. No, 83, Hunting oi

94, Open in''. pendant set, L5 jewels in
, 1 1 nn': ,

\'.v guet hair spring, patent rug
ulator. mink seconds dial,

A FULL STOCK OF COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

16 Size, Nickel. No. 17. Hunting, or No.
H7, Open Pace, pendant net. 16 jewels, ad-
justed extra centre jewel, lireguot hair
spring, patent regulator and sunk dial,

jowels ill gold settings.
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shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will >t to the Trade. We do not, however, hold our
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in
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Editorial*.

THE OUTLOOK.

LTHOUGH the spring business has been slower than

usual, there are not wanting signs of improvement.

So far, the weather—although cool and somewhat

wet— has on the whole been exceedingly favorable for the

growth of farm crops of all kinds, and our farmers are looking

hopefully forward to a large return for their labors. Nothing

that we know of would do this country more good than a

bountiful harvest, especially if it were supplemented by higher

prices for farm products than have been obtained for the past

few years.

During the past month grain and farm produce of almost

all kinds have advanced considerably in value, and the result

has been to put more money in circulation and to develop a

more hopeful feeling throughout the country.

I he jewelry business, dealing as it does almost exclusively

in articles of luxury, lias felt the effects of the depression more

keenly than other branches of trade, but we are glad to say

tint the pist month has shown a considerable improvement

ovir any of its predc essors this year.

Our retailers are wisely buying only for their immediate

Is, and taking no risks on the future that they can avoid.

In this they are wise.

We regard it as one ol the healthiest signs of permanent

improvement that men bants should buy only what goods they

tan pay foi when due. The result will be that when the harvest

tthered in and ihe fall trade opens up, they will be "short

Ol goods and we trust "long enough Oil 'ash to take

ihe new and seasonable things whil h will be put

upon the market.

While the present state of trade is not as favorable as we
would like to see, it shows improvement enough to warrant us

m hoping lor better things in the near future.

ACCOMMODATION PAPER.

E have always held that when a retail merchant pur-

chases a bill of goods on time, he does wisely to

close the transaction by his promissory note. Such

a course is not only good for the jobber, who is then in a

position to make use of the transaction by discounting the

note, but it is also a safeguard to the retailer who has paid for

the goods with the note, and thus turned an uncertain obliga-

tion into a definite contract to pay at a stated time in the

future.

When a jobber accepts his customer's note in closing a

business transaction, the note is considered payment for the

account just as much as if the cash had been paid by him

The retailer then owes for the note, and not for the goods, a

thing well worth remembering by every jeweler who buys

goods on credit.

While it is important that the retailer should close all trans

actions by note, it is equally, if not more important for him

to see that the note is given for the exact amount due to his

creditor. Many retailers regard notes thus given as merely a

matter of form, and that as they are given for the accommo-

dation of the jobber, they still owe for the goods they repre

sent. This is a serious mistake, and the sooner their minds

are disabused of the idea, the better for their business.

A promissory note is regarded by the law as cash, just

as much as a check, bank draft, or bank bill, all of which are

merely promises to pay at short dates or on demand. If

retailers would thus regard the notes they give, they would,

we are satisfied, in many cases be very much more particular

about the amounts, and how and when they are made payable.

It is this carelessness in giving notes (arising in the majority

of cases from a want of knowledge of their importance)

which has crippled many a merchant who was doing well, and

caused him to waste years of his valuable life.

Accommodation paper is simply a note given by one per-

son to another for which no value has been received, and

although the maker of the note may have received no benefit

from it whatever, still he can be forced to pay by any other

person than the one to whom it was given.

One of the most dangerous features about accommodation

paper is the way in which it grows upon some merchants. It

may be that when the first note is asked for, the merchant

hesitates to give it
;
he has had no experience of such things,

but he has heard that they are unsafe things to meddle with.

However, he is persuaded into giving it, the jobber assuring

him that he will pay it at maturity, and he need not bother his

head about it any more. The transaction comes out just as

the jobber predicted At maturity ihe note is taken up, the

retailer having had no trouble about it whatever, and the

result is that after a few transactions of such a kind, he begins

t.i regard the dangers >>t this kind of commercial "kiting"

as liable only to happen with deales less sharp than himself.

And in all this there is much to excuse the retailer. He

does not thoroughl) understand the risk he is running; he

rds tin- jobber from whom lie buys I li perfectly

solvent and trustworth) m every respect
;
and further, in Ins

desire to stand well with the firm from whom he purchases his

Is, he ma) think that by consenting to their desin
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERS'SAFES

I
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
-|N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'
' use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOBONTO SAFE WOEKS,

I 17 and I 19 Front St. East, Toronto.
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this respect, he is putting them under an obligation to him.

These are the dang< rous features of the thing

As a matter of fact, every retail merchant should be just

as careful about giving a note as of paying out the cash.

Why ? Simply because they are eventually one and the same

thing, for as soon as the note matures, it has to be paid in

cash.

While, therefore, every credit transaction should be closed

by note, care should be exercised that such notes are for the,

exact amounts due and no more. The simple fact of any

jobber asking his customer to give him accommodation notes,

should be a warning that he is an unsafe man to do such a

favor for. Were he thoroughly solvent, he would never need

to ask such a favor from anybody, and the fact that he is com-

pelled to do so is proof positive that his finances are getting

shaky, and therefore that he is a dealer either to be avoided

or from whom only such goods should be bought as the re-

tailer is prepared to pay for in full when due. As a rule, how-

ever, such a pjrso.n is a safe one to let al jne, except in the way

of strictly legitimate business.

There are hundreds of retail jewelers in Canada to-day

that have at one time or other in their career been bitten by-

means of accommodation paper, and we think they will heartily

endorse every word we have said regarding the evil.

"Once bit, twice shy," and while this comes too late to do

more for them than to recall disagreeable experiences in their

career, we trust that it may serve to deter some of the younger

men in the craft from perpetrating such an act of folly as to

give their paper to anybody, or for anything for which they

have not received value beforehand.

WILL IT HELP THEM?

|L"R esteemed contemporaries, the Jetvelers' Circular

and the Manufacturing Jeweler, are having a quiet

discussion about the effect of free trade upon the

h manufacturing industry of the United States. The

Circular seems to take the ground that free trade would benefit

the watch industry, while the J--.ce/fr, on the contrary, asserts

that such a change in the tariff would seriously cripple it.

We must confess that as far as our humble judgment goes,

we decidedly agree with the latter, for we do not know of any

business in the United States which better illustrates the value

of a protective policy in building up native industries, than this

very same watch business.

The watch industry of the United States is largely an

outgrowth of protection, for by no other means that we know
ild it have ever got a start in the fa.e of the compe'.ition

it was subjected to from the products of the < heap and skilled

labor of Europe.

Without doubt the greatest market for waw lies m the world

is the United State-, and this home market they are able

tally to hold against all corners by virtue ofthe excellence

of their own manufactures and the tariff wall over which foreign

•
I ompelled to I limb. Take away this protet Hon and

the American manufacturers would lose just so much of their

home trade, and therefore would be compelled to export just

much more goods to foreign countries in order to keep up

their present volume of business.

That it would be any advantage to the American manufac-

turer thus to throw away a good paying certainty for a

problematical uncertainty we very much doubt, and we think

that the legislation which enables them thus to control their

own home market, while they are gradually building up a

foreign trade with the surplus goods their own country cannot

consume, is not only sound in theory, but will be approved of

by the practical tests of time and experience.

So far as we can see, the American watch industry has a

great future before it, but we think that they would be unwise

in their anxiety for foreign trade to endanger their home
market, which has been and now is the very found ition of their

greatness and success in this particular branch of manufacture.

Correspondence.

WHO C\N BEAT THIS?

EdJor Trader—Sir :

|N going to repair a Waterbury watch not long since, I

found what to me was an unheard of thing, viz., the

spring in eighty (80) pieces. Would like to know if

anyone who reads The Trader has ever seen anything of the

kind.

Jeweler.

Knowlton, Que.

CAN SOME OF OUR READERS ANSWER ?

Editor Trader—Sir :

READER wishes to know if you can give any infor-

mation on how to give gold plating the color of 10,

14 and icS karat gold. If you cannot give the

desired information will you please inform me where I can

procure a book treating on gold plating and the price of same

Oblige,

Dundas, May 13th, 1X90. R.OBER1 SMITH.

APPROVES OF OUR REMARKS.

x
Editor Trader Sir :

I

j AM much pleased with your remarks headed " What

shall we do with the Botch," and your suggestion

':/''. as to forming an association to institute and

u>\!^J? operate a horological school.

j^s Such an association should be easiK formed,

•Yfe and just as easily supported. Ever) man in the

, irade should support such a scheme. Even the

botches maybe made good use of in this way, and it they

cannot do good woik .1! the Ih-ik h, they can do H by assisting,

with a small annual subscription, to raise the using generation

above the degrading title Oi " botch."

\ ouis \, iv truly,

Prince Albert, S.isk , April 19th, '00. K. B W\>
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Meriden Britannia Coy
ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

TRADE

MARK
For Hollow Ware

TRADE MARK

1847. ROGERS BROS. SI

1647, ROGERS BROS., XII.

For Genuine Rogers Goods.

NO. 65. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $76.00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont., Canada
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MISSES IT VERY MUCH.

Editor Trader-—Sir :

in favor of any trade would be made. We must look then to

private enterprise for such an establishment if it ever comes.

For years I have been an interested reader of your valuable

papei (which you kindly send free to retailers i, have benefited

by the perusal of the instructive articles it always contains and

*W- IVi/ILl. you kindly send me The Trader to the address

\<k \ given below, as I miss it very much, and only

W^jj^< receive a copy once in a while, on account of its have never yet said " thank you." I do so now, and wish you

5VsLi>^ being sent to my former address, 159 King Street every success that your enterprise deserves.

Toronto, and oblige, I am, sir,

Yours truly, Yours respectfully,

7 1 .» Main St., Winnipeg, Man., M H. SaUNDERS. T. II ROBINSON.

April 30th, '90.
Toronto, May 23rd, 1890.

INVESTIGATE THIS!

Editor Trader— Sir :

JFHERE was a suspicious character asked me my
opinion of a very fine watch which cost over

$200. 18k. cases, Swiss, fine ruby pale jewels

in solid gold settings and E. S. in case No.

-7595- Gold settings, nickel movement No. 4045. I did not

a very favorable account of the watch to the person, who

apparently wished to hide it on his person. I gave the numbers

of the watch to the police and who had it.

Respectfully,

Hamilton, Ont C. MOODY.

MUST HAVE IT.

Editor Trader—Sir :

TT7 1 1 E majority of the letters regarding the " botch
"

'1" question favor a horological school. I, and several

others whom I know, trust with Mr. Hepinstall

that Mr. Beeton can be induced to start such a

school as he outlined. All those who desire to

become masters of their trade should interest themselves in

this matter and demand a school. No doubt then we will get

one.

One Who Wants to Improve.

WHAT IS WANTED?

^fCt. Editor Trader Sir:

BS you have invited replies to the query " What shall

we do with the Botch?" I would say that it

seems to me very little can be done with him if

be belongs to that class of whom the proverb

said, " let him alone." But something can he-

done for those who are willing to avoid such a

reputation. A horological school is what is

wanted, one such as described by Mr. lieeton would fill the

bill. They are a success on the other side, and surely one

properly conducted and equipped would meet with support

from those who have the interest of the trade at h

I do not agree with those who hope for government aid in

this direction, because I think it unlikely that discrimination

IT HAS MATERIALIZED.

Editor Trader—Sir:

II WE received several letters and many requests

from friends and members in the trade wishing me
, to start a Horological School. I may say that it

has been my intention for the past two years to do

this sooner or later, but I did not think that the

time had yet arrived when one could be success-

fully carried on. However, the discussion re the

" botch," which is receiving so much attention from the trade

in general, as evidenced by the large number of letters in 'The

Trader, plainly indicates that there is a universal desire for a

Horological School.

On careful consideration, I have come to the conclusion

that to operate such an institution satisfactorily to all parties

concerned, too much attention cannot possibly be devoted to

it. I therefore decided it would be necessary to make some

other arrangement regarding my present business, and offered

Mr. Henry Playtner, a friend of mine, whom I know to be a

first-class watchmaker, a partnership, which he accepted, and we

are now in a position to devote the necessary time and attention

to the Horological School. We hope to announce in the next

issue of The Trader that all arrangements are completed, and

the School in active operation. It will be started on the lines

suggested by me in my letter in the April Trader, subject to

such modification as maybe deemed necessary. In the mean

time those interested will on application be cheerfully furnished

with full information regarding terms, instructions, facilities, etc.

Yours truly.

1-.. Bei i

A WORD ABOUT CLOCKS.

- K
U Editor Trader Sir :

* f\
>

'
() '^ some l ' mc Past we nave Deen tnc un '-v manu "

facturers of clocks in the Dominion of Canada,

you will perhaps like to know how the new

tariff will affect the clock business. I 01 ovei

two years we endeavored to secure a reduction

in the duty on clock movements from the

Canadian Government, and early this year

became discouragi uring the needed assistance, last

fall we started a brain h fa< tory in Tlattsburgh, New York, whi< h

has proved a very successful venture, and feeling uncertain that
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OUR NEW * FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

We expect to occupy the above Building in July.

THE ACME SILVER COMPANY
/~i^vPOKONTO.



our claim for a reduction on clock movements would be t

nized at the Lite session of Parliament, we decided about two

inon'hs a. se our Canadian factory, at least temporarily,

as the spring trade was about over, and there would not be

much done until fall, besides which we wished to concentrate

our energies in extending the operations of our Plattsburgh

factory. We are manufacturing some novelties which have

been so successful that we are burdened with orders for them.

Now that we have secured the long hoped for reduction in the

tariff on clock movements, we expect to be able to successfully

compete in the Canadian market with American made goods,

and it is therefore our intention in the latter part of the summer

to re-open our Canadian factory with a better equipment of

machinery and appliances for turning out first-class goods than

we had in Montreal. The Canadian trade will renumber that

we put on the market last year some novelties in clock cases

which we called Composite Mantels. These being the first

goods of the kind produced, we naturally had to overcome

some difficulties, and could not therefore put as perfect a case

on the market as we will soon be enabled to do. We have

adopted an entirely new method of manufacture of our specialty

'" Wood Fiber,'* and by this means can produce some elegantly

finished goods at very reasonable prices. Once we get ahead

of our orders for the American trade, we will again push

business in Canada, and the trade may expect to hear from us

in the early fall.

Yours truly,

Edw. !\ Baird & Co.

Plattsburgh, N. Y., May 21st, '90.

A GRIEVANCE AIRED.
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win your only recourse is to stop dealing with the house. A

wholes. tie jeweler is supposed to sell exclusively to the legitimate

jewelry trade, and as a rule most of our wholesalers adhere

to this principle. If any of them prefer to cater for the public

instead of the trade they have the right to do so, but the

trade on the other hand have the right to say, you have chosen

to sell to my customers, therefore you cannot sell to me.

This is a fair and honest position to take, and it is one,

moreover, that almost every jobber and manufacturer concedes

to be right in principle. We don't believe in "boycotts,"

except in the individual fashion outlined above, but in such a

case we would consider it not only justifiable, but good

common-sense business.

—

Ed. Trader.]

Editor Trades—Sir :

HAVE a grievance I would like to air. through

The Trader, and it is this : Last week a

traveller for a wholesale house came to our town
>

and I bought a bill of goods from him. After

he had left town I found that he had sold the

hotelkeeper a watt h and chain for himself, and a

gold brooch and earrings for his wife. Now this

hotelkeeper is a customer of mine, and had been talking to me
for some time past about buying these goods from me, so that

I have been euchered out of my profit on this sale. Not only

that, but the hotel man bought the goods so much cheaper than

I asked him for them, that he swears I was going to cheat him,

and I have probably lost his custom for good. Now, sir, you

are never afraid to say what you think about such things, will

you kindly give your advice as to how I should act in this case.

Trusting that you will give this kuk spare in your valuable

journal, I am,

Yours trul\,

May 1 ith, '90. Ki< KER.

[
N'oi v. -The only advice we < an offer in this rase is exa< tls

the tame as we have offered through these < oluun.s a dozen

- before, and it is this: Acquaint the house represented

by the traveller complained of with all the particulars of the

and if they back him up and refuse to do the square thing

by you in the matter of < omrnission on the sale complained of,

MODERN WATCH REPAIRING IN A
MODERN WORKSHOP.

BY E. 1SEETON, TORONTO.

MAKING A POTANCE FOR AN ENGLISH I.EVER.

It is not often that one finds it necessary to make a new

potance for an English lever movement, but occasionally a case

is met with where the potance has been botched up, usually

for the purpose of preventing the balance with an imperfect

balance staff from rubbing on the plate. Sometimes it will be

scraped and filed on the under side without meddling with the

steady pins, again, the steady pins will be driven out and either

replaced so as to leave the potance jewel hole out of upright

with the balance cock hole, or else left out entirely on the

principle that " everything goes," and I have seen cases where

the potance was soft soldered and shellacked to the plate, but

such are, happily, rare. When a defective potance is met with

it is far better to make a new one at once than to attempt to

make the old do, because in nine cases out of ten the new one

can be made in less time.

In the first place get a solid piece of brass slightly larger

every way than the finished potance is to be, lay it on the

plate so that it covers all the steady pin holes in the plate and

also the hole the balance staff and roller goes through, holding

the brass against the plate firmly with the fingers, with a small

countersink make a centre mark on it through the hole in the

plate that receives the screw that holds the two together. I hill

a hole through the brass plate from the centre mark about the

same size as the potance screw that is to go through it, then

cement the brass plate on to an old watch plate and by means

of the slide rest turn one side ol it perfectly flat, remove it,

1 lean off cement, and placing it in universal head with the

unfinished side outward, turn out a sink to receive the screw

!, of such a depth that the thread will project through the

other side sufficiently to screw it to the plate. Remove from

universal head and screw to plate and in.uk the positions foi

the si.-ady pms through the steady pin holes in the plate, dull

the holes and tap them, ilnn put a piece of brass wire m wire

( hu< k in latin and turn the steady pins to size and tap them to

fit the tapped holes in brass, lit the steads pms, then s. lew the

potance blank to the plate, then put the plate m imi'.

head with potance blank outw.ud and turn the face ol it off

true and sufficiently to be properly I leal of the centre wheel.

The blank is now in readiness to have the jewels fitted which
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WALTHAM
WATCHES.

FULL LINES OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES.

/ make a Specialty of Cascing all3-4 Plate Movements

in Silver, Filled and Gold, thus saving the

Retailer the trouble offitting.

Original Designs of Engravings procured from best makers

in the U. S. and engraved on Canadian Gold Cases.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS ON

CRESCENT GOLD FILLED CASES.

SWISS WATCHES.

Repeaters, Split Seconds and Chronographs, also Silver

and Gold Chatelaine Watches in endless variety.

Special Value in Diamonds and Diamond Rings.
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is il ine as screw the balance cock with the hole

jewel in place, to the plate and insert plate in universal head

centering from the balance jewel hole in coi k, then make

centre mark in potance blank and drill a small hole through it.

This hole of course is perfectly true with the jewel hole in cock,

next cut out the hole in potance blank to fit the potance hole

jewel and cap jewel, i ir smaller if neces;

S had better be used as it is much easier to lit an

American cap jewel in setting than to file a dovetail and fit a

•ail slip, besides it makes a neater job. Next remove the

plate from lathe, take off the balance cock and take out the

ince jewels and replace the plate with potance attached in

the universal head with the upper side of plate outward, and

centering from the hole in potance turn away the surplus

metal to accomodate the table roller and fork and then after-

wards file the end of the potance away opposite the fork so that

the fork can be inserted in its place between the banking pins.

•( rew the potance again to the plate and place in universal

head and centering from the hole in barrel biidge turn away

the side of the potance next the barrel so as to clear the

fusee chain from rubbing against it, next centre from the fusee

pivot hole in plate and turn away that part of the potance that

would otherwise touch the fusee, next centre from the fourth

jewel hole and turn the potance away to clear it from the

fourth wheel, the little part left between the two last cuttings

can be filed away. It only remains now to drill the holes, tap

and countersink them for the jewel screws in potance. The
countersink can either be turned out with slide rest or a

cutting tool can be made to fit in tailstock spindle of the

requisite size and shaped at the end like a screw driver cr chisel,

and after having centered by the jewel screw hole, feed this

cutting tool against the potance and cut the screw head sink

to the proper depth so as to leave the head of screw flush with

the potance. The potance can now be smoothed off with

water and stone, scatch-brushed and gilded.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCEI.-I"!-.

I HI. DUPL1 X I 31 VPEMENT. ( ONI IM I h

(48X1 In drawing the wheel and roller action, first lay off a

straight line db, Fig. 31. Next set the dividers to thirty times

the radius of the repose wheel, and draw the curve v.\. By
making our drawing on a scale of thirty times the real dimen

lire clearness and exactness, and when done we

only to diminish to ,',, and we have the actual size of any

part The repose wheel having 15 teeth, the points will bi

r 2 \ , apart. Supposing one tooth to be on the lil

its point at 0, we next drawthe lines </<9, dO, from the

re J, and 24" each side of dl>. I he crossings of these lin< s

and the curve x x, locate the points ofthe two other repose ti

-front faces will be in the lines dO, running to the centre,

the sides of the teeth incline ea< h way from the

line through their points, forming wh tiled star

teeth. To find the length of the repose teeth, we will suppose

the si/.e of thl wheel to hat I upon, (514),

set the dividers to 30 times its radiui, and draw the c mve ir.

Then finish the repose teeth (), o, 0, I his completes the re-

pose wheel— that part of it which suffices for our figure. The
impulse teeth are half way between the repose teeth and their

points in the circle it, therefore the lines ,/.\ u each side of

db, will cross curve yy at the proper places for the points of the

impulse teeth, at /', /'.

(489) We will take the roller to be \ the distance between

two repose teeth. Divide the arc Oo, at the left of db, into six

equal parts, a.id set the dividers to one of those parts, winch

will be the radius of the roller. There are two ways of drawing

the roller and getting it properly applied and fitted upon the

repose wheel circle. First, take a separate piece of stiff paper,

and, with the dividers set as before described, draw the circle

shown in the small cut at the left of Fig. 31. Through the

centre e , mark the line db'. The roller having a small lift of

30 , we draw the lines ew', ew', 15° each side of db' , and 30°

apart Now, with a fine needle point, prick the paper exactly

at the crossings of the lines ew and the circle at a and c, then

cut the paper out as shown by the dotted lines, cutting very

accurately upon the lines which run from it/,w,' past the points

a and c. Place this slip over the drawing before made, keeping

the line db' exa< tly over the same line in the large figure, and

slide it down along this line till the points a and c are exactly

upon the curve xx. Hold the slip there, and, with the needle

point, carefully mark, through the slip, the points a, c and e, and

remove the slip. If this has been properly done, the points a

and c upon the curve xx will be 30 apart, measured from e on

the line db. From <• as the centre draw the circle of the roller,

and from e through a and c draw lines tw, eiv, as on the small

slip.

(490) Another way is to mark upon the slip the circle and

the lines ew, eiv ', as before, to find the points a and c, where

they cross the circle of the roller. Then, with the dividers,

very carefully transfer the distance between a and c to the curve

xx, having one-half on each side of line db. Next, set the

dividers from a to e, on the slip, put one point on the mark <i,

which we have just made on the curve xx, and with the other

point strike a short curve across the line db. Then set one

point on the mark c, and strike another curve across db. Where

these curves cross will be upon the line db, if properly done,

and will give us e, the centre of the roller from which we draw-

the roller circle, etc., as before.

(49 1 ) The notch can now be drawn, between the lines eiv,

ew. The tooth 0, being on the line of centres, is supposed to

be in the notch. But if the notch has -one back and around

up to b, the point of the repose tooth will beat a, locked on the

roller. When the notch comes down, the tooth drops into it

and pti sses the roller around till the ac ting lip reaches r, when

the tooth pisses out, and an impulse tooth engages with the

r. Therefore the angular distance between the lines da

and dc indicates the forward movement of the wheel during the

small-hit, while, during the same time, the roller has -one over

the angle in< iuded between ew and ew, or 30 .

(492) 1 process is easily modified for drawing

ement in the Chinese duplex, by dividing the circle

of the rep' nan) equal parts as there are groupes

of teeth saj 6, 60 apart. Lei the small cut at the right of

Fig 31 b 'li. d/> the line ol centres, and one

ing On the-
1 repose of the roller at </. M< aSUre off Otl

the curve 1 * the distam e necessary to give propei 1 learam
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the roller used, say ro , for the last tooth. Tins leaves 50'

between the front tooth of this pair and the last tooth of the

next [Mir, which, being halved, will locate the pmnt of the im-

pulse tooth between. I would say here that the figures are

not drawn in the proportion stated in the description,— the

roller for instance, being much larger than described, in order

to secure clearness without having the drawings too large. The

points of the repose teeth would also be quite broad, instead of

sharp as those shown. We are now prepared to examine the

wheel and roller action in the watch with any required minute-

and. if necessary, to replace detective parts with others

which will be correct, and suited to the peculiarities of the case.

The method of testing the duplex escapement with the angle-

meter will be deferred till we have also considered the wheel

and pallet action.

(493) Supposing that we have to select a roller jewel, first

see that the b dance staff is true ; or, if not, that the part which

s the jewel is so. Then the hole through the roller should

Fig. 31.

fit the staff well, but not go on tightly, as tin- greater expansion
of the metal would sooneror later split the jewel, and probably in

cementing it on If the staff is too large, it can be turned or

filed down in the lathe, and should be left rough, as it holds

the cement better than if polished. If the staff is too small,

it can often be enlarged a little to fill the hole by .leaning off

all cement, rest that part on some level surface, then pr

sharp knife edge upon it and roll it over, hoi. ling the edge
inclined so as to cut a spiral instead of a ring. If the staff is

quite soft it may be rolled between two sharp files with hard
:re, being careful not to mar the pivot. A few 5ne < UtS

with a sharp chisel edge may raise slight burrs upon the staff.

But a soft staff is unsafe from its weakness, being liable to

split the jewel by springing in it, and its trembling will affect

the action of the tooth upon it, and render close regulation

impossible. If the lower pivot is bent, never undertake to

Itnighten U with the roller on, as the springing inside the jewel

21

is almost . ertain to split it. If the shoulder of the staff is not

square, but tapering, or has a "lump" in the corner, do not

force the jewel up while cementing it, as the wedging in the

hole will pry it apart. If the roller ought to go higher up on

the staff than it will while fitting loosely, always turn or file a

square shoulder before putting the jewel on.

\<>4) The common rule for the diameter of the roller is to

take 'i the distance between the points of two repose teeth,

(485), or
T

'

ff
the diameter of the repose wheel. But, as already

stated, in large watches with wide and stiff mainsprings a

larger roller is proper, and with a weak spring a smaller roller

is advisable The notch should be highly polished, (as well as

the exterior, l not too wide, and the lips sound, and not too

much rounded, (487) The length of the roller should be as

great as will allow the washer, when cemented on, to be well

clear from the hole jewel. If too long it can be ground off on

diamond laps, or even on prepared glass or cornelian plates,

with diamond dust. Cement the jewel firmly in a piece of

hollow wire, with the poorest or most ragged end projecting

out of the wax the distance it is to be ground off, and first take

off around the edges, finishing by leveling down the centre.

I p)5) For cementing the jewel on, we want a temper-drawer

long enough to project well beyond the balance rim, say y2 inch,

made of copper wire nearly V* inch in diameter, bent so as to

clasp the impulse collet or on the staff between the balance and

the impulse finger, tightly enough to hold itself up free from

contact with the balance rim. With care a jewel can safely be

cemented fast without removing the hair-spring from the staff.

Hold the bow of the temper-drawer (295) in the edge of the

flame of the alcohol lamp till the washer and roller can be

moved freely, slide the ro'ler up and down on the staff to get

the cement well in the hole, then push it down to its place, slip

the washer on, adjust the position of the notch, then with the

tweezers in the bow throw it off, and let the whole cool. No
more heat must be used than just enough to make the cement

flow freely. To apply the cement, while the bow is warming,

melt the cement a little and touch the soft part to something,

when it will stick and can be drawn out into a thread. Raise

the roller a little, touch this thread to the staff between the

roller and its shoulder, and the heat of the staff will melt the

ement, which can be wound around it, both above and below

the jewel, then push the washer down to make all the parts tit

< losely together. If there is no washer, its place can be sup

plied with the .ement. getting on just enough, and by holding

the staff vertically it will readily flow into a handsome conical

mass, tapering bom the size of the roller to that of the pivot

1 much or too little cement is used, correct the quantity

and try agiin, till
5

a smooth uniform .one. Finally

clean the wax off the roller and pivot with a brass knife edged

tool, that will nit .Hi 01 scratch the pivot, and pi< k out the

noti li who .1 sh up brass point.

1 \<)(>i In adjusting the roller on the staff, it will be a great

convenience to always pla< e the notch exactly undei one ol the

balance arms. This makes it much easier t<> see that it is in

beat, .ml lo know where the not. h is when adjusting the

position of the impulse linger. The common was of doing

this is to hold the jewel with a pair of fine tweezers, whose

points are inside, with one pomt resting on the two lips

lot. h. 'I he central line of the notch will thus be brought
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ght angles to the inner surface of the tweezer point, which

should be adjusted at right angles to the balance arm, and the

centre of the notch will of course be under the centre of the

arm. Any one with a mechanical eye can get the tweezers

•'square across" the arm without trouble, but it will take but a

moment to make a guide mark on the rim, at right angles to

the arm. To find where the notch is, by the eye, get the parts

in such a position th.u you can see both lips plainly, then turn

the balance till they are seen to be in the centre of the roller,

and note the point of the rim which is in a straight line between

the notch and the eye. Some workmen adjust the position of

the notch by holding the balance with the arm pointing to the

eve, then move the roller by a fine pin point till the notch is

tly between the eye and the centre of the staff, while the

cement is soft. When the roller is once correctly made fast, it

• to be changed, but the hair spring and the impulse finger

must be moved, in making any of the adjustments of the

escapement.

17) Before leaving it. test if the roller is concentric on

the staff, by whirling it in the calipers. If not, find the cause.

1 itter what that is, the defect, if serious, must be remedied,

as the action would be untrustworthy and unsafe. If the fore-

going directions have been followed, there cannot be any

material error, but when cleaning or repairing a watch, the

roller will often be found out of centre. Should the fault be

•. and caused by ihe staff being too small for the hole in

the jewel, it may be corrected by merely softening the cement

and pressing the jewel in the right direction. What that

direction is depends on the depthing of the repose wheel in the

roller, (479, 527). If the depthing is shallow, the roller should

be pushed towards the letter v, in the left of Fig. 31. That is

about where the tooth strikes up >n the roller at the end of the

lift, and makes the depthing safer at that point and on the

• at a. If the depthing is already too deep, as shown by

too much small lift, (479, 503), the roller may be pressed

directly backwards towards b, along the line db. Having fasten-

ed the temperdrawer on and softened the cement, hold the

balance with th t side upward against which you wish to press,

put thetwee/.ers in the bow and throw it off, then immediately

ne point on the jewel at the highest side, while the other

rests on the pivot pressing the washer up against the

jewel otherwise the swelling of the cement might move the

roller and washer down on the staff, lie careful to press din

:ciird only, and not either forward or backward, as that

would turn the jewel on the staff. Hold the tweezer-, perfectly

still for a moment, till the cement begins tocool, then lift them
off directly upward, but the balance should be held in the same

on till the shellac is solid. lie sine that there is plenty of

nt, and both the jewel and its washer firmly fixed on the

supporting and strengthening n from the shoulder of the

imp . r to that of the pivot.

1>A K'jini; I" st-ize the goods of a woman against whom a

jodgmanl h btained found her lying apparentlj dead and
1 re

burial in her rooms. They were about to retire whi 1 ne < I

them could not resist the tem| pinch the plump ami of the

promptly ,.,i up ,,11 ii,.

11 dre ling down rx I nemben 'I

her creditors.

Selected Matter.
JIM SMITH, THE JEWELRY DRUMMER.

Chapter I.

INTRODUCTORY— STARTING OUT ON A LONG TRIP—THE RIVAL

r/RADESMEN—HOW ONE WATCH CLUB MADE TWO DEALERS

UNHAPPY, AND HOW ANOTHER MAUI l-VLKV MIING All

SEkl M AGAIN—THE ASPERITIES OF BUSIN1 SS FORGOTTEN IN

THE AMENITIES OF A QTJIE1 LITTLE PARTY.

William COOPER in The M^niiufairturing Jett'ekr.

MITH, good bye, send us

home all the sales and orders

you can."

Such were the parting words

of Mr. Nathaniel Jobson to

James Smith, who, with hat

in hand, was making his

adieus all around the office,

no one escaping his kindly

parting grasp and cordial good

wishes for their welfare.

"Jim'' was just starting out

on his long autumnal trip,

commencing with the West and finishing up down South.

The house for whom he was senior traveling salesman was

of high credit and fine commercial standing, and «ere accredited

as one of the very leading firms in the wholesale watch and

jewelry trade, carrying on an extensive and high class business

in Yir.in Lane, New York. But, although enjoying such an

exception U reputation, and that too from long years of just and

honorab'e trading, they were Iv.loved neither by employee nor

client, being too cold and selfish, with no warmth or geniality in

them. Their clerks they regarded as mere machines to be

worked at their discretion and in accordance with their own

despotic will, while the customers were treated as though

Messrs, |obson, Watchem & Screwit weie the only firm of

watch and jewelry dealers in existence, and from whom to put

chase it was compulsory. While possessing many good points,

they were a soulless firm. The partners, even though con

nected with each other for many years, were most freezing in

their manner and icy in their mode of addressing one another,

standing on the most exacting terms ol politeness even to

haughty austerity. Dollars and cents we re all the) liv d for

and constituted their little world of love. Oh, how they loved

their ledger and worshippi d its silent pages >>t m< ret wealth
'

J

d shrine, thrice holy in them from its annually incre,

amounts ! It was their Alpha ami < Imeg I.

As can easily be imagined theit inadequate staff of clerks and

much Overworked traveler^ led lives by no means to he en\n d.

w nil them it was slave and toil, drudge and grub, from Monda)

nun- nil - night, nut of them all, " happy Inn

had by far the easiest lot. II wa 10 gOOi 1 natuted, so easily

1 1.1 id to offend, so pleasanl and agreeable to all, thai

a kindly nod, a witt) joke, a imarl repartee, made him 1

when beloved, and his thirty-six yea is to sit but lightly upon him.

" Well, -ood bye boys, and don
i

nme
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of those new ' Flukellem ' filled cases just as soon as you get

some.''

• All right, Smith," answered Mr. Watchem. " Say, I- think

I could get you a sample or two soon if you think yoa could

place them by orders. You see, it would save us so much in

not carrying a stock of them.*'

Mr. Watchem had charge of the horological department,

and it was a frequent boast with him, how he managed to get

the maximum of trade from the minimum of stock, an an-

tiquated idea suited to a decade ago, but not to the present

day and its live notions of advancement, show and large dis

Hence poor Jim was often driven to the last extremity

of equivocation in apologizing for his poorness of stock, or a

last resort " fairy tale " to secure his hard earned order, but

downright "fibs " Jim would never tell, greatly detesting a liar,

even though a business liar.

So once again, nodding his numerous farewells, and grasp-

ing his well filled " grip," he jumped into the waiting cab and

was soon rattling along on his way to the depot. Arriving

there he quickly bought his ticket, saw his trunks safely into

the baggage car, and casting anchor in a comfortable seat in

the smoker was before many minutes whirling away towards

his first stop at Cherokee, N.V., some 150 miles from the great

metropolis itself.

Now his customers here were two old accounts of the firm.

The first and most important one was a Mr. Julias Hock-

stadersmith, an old Black Forest clockmaker, though a Father-

land absentee of forty years. The other one was a decent

little jeweler named Green, a true born Yankee, and proud of his

native soil. Hut the two tradesmen did not assimilate, a strong

professional jealousy existed between them, especially so, as

they were "next door but one' neighbors, and each one's

customers often made the mistake of entering the other dealer's

store.

Jim knew full well of the existing bad feeling and long

standing feud, but, as a sensible salesman, never interfered or

carried gossip from one to the other. Both were friends to

him, and to each he was mutually obligated, so that when a

favorable opportunity occurred he always tried to conciliate

and pour oil upon their troubles and contentions. Further

than that he felt most warmly attached to each, and claimed

the privilege of being a welcome guest and friend.

Ah, dere, my fren, Schmit, how you was? Yhy. vat vas

bring you round so zoon again ? It zeems only like last veek

you vas here.
''

To this Jim playfully assented, though protesting that it

fully four months since, and then proceeded to enquire

how he had fared during that long period, and also how his

trade had been.

"Trade, did you /.ay? Yhy, dere vas none, and den you

10 make dem tin. dat tain tief, (Ireen, him v. is

sturdt a vat' li klub. He /ay he give dem 1 better vatch for

$50 dan I can sell dem for $65, but I fix him, de tief.

"

Poor Jim listened in fear and trembling, for lie himself had

taken Green's order for fifty u> dwt , 14k. cases at no making,

with $4 rebate for top and bottom engraving and no charge

wrings. So, fixing a time to show the old German the

st<x k, he quietly slips in to see the competing Mr. Green. The
usual salutations over, that worthy at once proceeded to 1111

burden h;s bosom of the wrongs inflicted by "that dog-goned

Dutchman next door. Just fancy, Smith, those elegant cases

your house sent me being put down by the old humbug as

'cheap jack trash.' " He then explained how he had started

a new kind of watch club, each member to pay twenty five

cents per week for ten years for a fifty dollar watch, and how

well he had done till somebody had taken one of the club

watches into his neighbor, and how that worthy had came out

with some great and vicious German oaths, and offered to sell

the customer a 'genuine better watch for twenty five dollars,"

never to pay for it till they pleased, and give them a written

guarantee to keep it in order for fifty years. Further than

this, he offered to give a seventy pennyweight, 14k. gold chain

to all such purchasers as could spell his name in three letters.

"The consequence is," said Green, " my club has gone

down, and I shall have to return you some of those cases."

This was sad news to Jim. Promising to think it over, he

rushed back to the hotel, and sought comfort in the fragrant

weed. For a long time did he sit thinking, ever and anon,

between the puffs of smoke, endeavoring to propound some

new scheme that should bring peace and friendship and mutual

trade to the irate competitors. At last, as if by inspiration,

a happy thought struck him that seemed to fill the bill and

gave promise of healing their sore and wounded feelings.

The early morning found him showing Mr. Hockstader

smith through the contents of his trunk ; thiee '' telescopes "

had been gone through with but poor result. It was eas) to

see that the storekeeper was cross and irritable, and was any-

thing but pleased in having to look through Smith's stock.

"Tarn it all, I don't vant to puy noting; der bissnez does

look so plack and pine ; I don't tink I sail ever /ill any more

vatches. I shall visll that tarn (Ireen to the debil.''

"Well," answered Jim, "why don't you try and come to

some agreement with him so that you could have a watch

club too, and yet neither of you interfere with one another.

It could be d me easily, and you know you must not be too

greedy, my fiiend."

It was as though an electric slim k had shaken the good old

German all to pieces, and had brought back again his better

self

" How, vat's dat you /.ay? Me have a vatch klub? Hut

dere vas not no room for dwo."

Oh, yes, but there is. Now you see, Mr. Green's < 1 11 1 > is

for gentlemen and for the sale of gentlemen's watches. Il>

seldom sells a lady's watch, while you sell a great number.

Now suppose you start a lady's watch club."

" Yah, but den I dink dat (ireen would try and run me out

on dem dwo.''

"Oh, no. I II try and arrange that with 'Ireen. S'pose I

with him on your behalf that you won't sell any gentle

men's gold watches in your chili, provided he won't sell am
ladies' gold wat( lies in Ills < Ink'

This seemed to strike the old man's lancy immediately.

His eyes twinkled again with merriment, while Ins whole face

broke out into a broad, good humored smile. So it w

that fim should try and suggest the experiment to Green. He

at on( e replaced his telescopes, locked up Ins trunks, and

hurried in, to see thai worthy himself. < !ool and sell poSSi

he talked on various topic s till an Op< ning 0< I lined loi him to
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Edmund SCHEUER
SNAP LOT No. 1.

$5.00
6 DOZEN ASSORTED GENUINE AMERICAN HANDS.
6 DOZEN ASSORTED STEEL SWISS HANDS.
6 DOZEN ASSORTED COMPOSITION SWISS HANDS.
6 DOZEN ASSORTED SWISS MAINSPRINGS.

SUBJECT TO 6 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

TORONTO.

AMERICAN f CANADIAN

FIIvIvBD CASKS
AT LOWEST PRICES.

WALTHAM. ELGIN, COLUMBUS, N. Y, STANOARD, LEADER AND PRINCESS

MOVEMENTS.
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introduce the object ol his mission. At first Green was

decisively opposed to it, treating the suggestion as an encroach-

ment on his rights, prerogatives and liberties; but gradually

under the forcible and logical arguments of Jim, he yielded

step by step, and finally agreed to all the propositions on the

distinct understanding that " the Dutchman" should act hon-

estly up to his promise.

Hurrah! Jim felt quite a hero, for was not he about to

make two men friends who had long been bitter foes and

enemies. The rest of the day was spent by first one and then

the other in going through Smith's stock. There was no
angry sentiments and suppressed ill feeling now

;
it was

actually a pleasure to show them goods, and the day's business

result was most pleasing and gratifying. The German had
suggested that the treaty should be celebrated by an evening

party and " feed " Mr. and Mrs. Green were to be the guests

of honor and had duly intimited their acceptance and an-

preciation of the kindly deed. Smith was bound to stop, for

he himself had promised to assist them both in framing rules

and regulations and in writing up some attractive advertise-

ments. It is needless to say that the party was a great success.

The two competitors became great friends, and swore eternal

friendship and honorable conduct towards each other for ever,

neighbor," suddenly exclaimed Green, "should any
body come to you and say that I had said anything against

you, or say that I had tried to undersell, don't believe them, but

come and tell me, and I will always do the same to you.'-

This spoke volumes to which the good old German replied

with a deep guttural '• yah " and a hearty shake of hands.

And thus the happy evening sped ; even the ladies who never
used to know each other became the closest and dearest of

friends, and so with music and singing, with wit, laughter and
good cheer, a lifetime breach was healed, and all through a
•' Jewelry Drummer."

( To l>e Continued).

ROBBING A SAFE.

HOW A SUAVE lURGI.AR OUTWITTED A SPECIAL PATROL-

MAN IN DENVER.

A RING AND ITS SETTING.

F3&ROBABLY the most curious ring in New York is

worn by the wife of a wealthy and well known
lawyer. She has three handsome, manly sons,

but only one daughter, who made her debut

into society this season, and was mu< h admired.

This girl is the idol of her parents, and the ring

worn by her mother is a testimony to theii

affection, though a very eccentric one. When
the girl was ten ye father presented to the mother

i ring in which were set two semi transitu ent white

.1 rounded by diamonds, and for a long while resisted

entreaties to tell him what sort ol stones they were,

she never havii inything at all resembling them Finally

he confessed to her a little shami facedl) that when their small

titer had lost her pretty little milk teeth he I 1 the

and carried them about in his po< ketbook for a

until the ide i o- ( urred to him of utilizing them in tin, way.

•ufi- laughed at him a good deal, but continued to wear
the ring and still wears it, though verj I know the

y of its setting Bt Ea !e.

A NIGHT watchman who was em-

ployed to protect a jewelry store

in Denver against the ravages of

thieves was neatly outwitted by the no-

torious Billy Forrester some years before

his death. The firm carried an immense

stock of gems, and kept them in a large,

old fashioned safe. Forrester had by

long years' experience become so familiar

with safes of that pattern that he could

tell when to reverse and when to turn

the knob forward by placing his ear close

to the door above the combination, and

in this way could open the safe in a short

time. By taking a wax impression of

the keyhole he made a key for the front door. Having pre-

viously located the safe in the store, he was now ready to

begin. It was a cold, snowy, stormy night, about ten o'clock,

and Forrester walked up to the store with an air of ownership

and unlocked the door. He canied a small sample case in

his hand. Going in, he turned up the gas in the rear of the

store and then shook down the stove. He leisurely worked

the combination of the safe, and in less than half an hour he

had before him thousands of dollars' worth of costly jewels and

gold watches. At this very interesting point the night watch-

man come in.

'•Good evening," said the cordial burglar, as he continued

to remove valuables from the safe to his sample case. " Come
back to the fire and warm yourself: it is very cold out to-

night."

The patrolman allowed that it was, and sauntered back to

the stove.

"I'm packing up my samples," went nn the thief suavely.

"
( .n'ng out on the road in the morning, and thought I would

get ready to-night. There I isn't that a beauty ?" he asked,

holding out an elegant Jurgensen for the wan linian to examine.

In this way Forrestei packed over $o,ooo worth of gems

and watclu-s into his sample case, chattin rfully with the

night watchman all the while.

As he was about to close the sample case he Stopped sud-

denly as if struck by a happy thought, and then picked up a

very pretty ring. Turning to the wat< linian he asked him it he

had a wife. The watchman had. and with a careless laugh

Forrester tossed him the ring, saving: "Give her that, and tell

mark of apprei iation for the faithful servia irend

by her hu 1 and

The brilliant guardian of other people's propert) was de

I. and was unusually wide awake all the lesi of the night.

It was not until nexl morning that be became aware of the

hoax thai had been practised upon him. Forrestei by thai

time was well out ol the way, and hi with the rob

bery w.is not d I till a fi w daj ; before his deal h, »

d it Exct



THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Have placed upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, SIX SIZE, NICKEL MOVEMENT, KNOWN AS

No. 149.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will THIS MONTH place upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, FOURTEEN SIZE, GILDHD MOVEMENT, PENDANT SETTING,

KNOWN AS No. 120.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will Next Month place upon the market a Movement

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.
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AMERICAN SILVERSMITHING.

IN
keeping with the remarks in the May issue of The
Trader upon the rapid strides which have of late years

been taken by American Silversmiths, we herewith present

lo our readers a photoengraving of the " Sterlirg testimonial,

which gives enough evidence of artistic excellence to secure for

it a prominent place amongst the celebrated productions of this

continent.

For the following description and facts relating to this

testimonial, we are indebted to our esteemed contemporary the

n' Circular of New York:

The Sterling Company, of Providence, R. I., have during

the past two years become prominent as manufacturers of an

extensive, attractive and salable line of sterling silver small

wares. The Company's force of designers and artisans have

directed their efforts exclusively in this channel, but that they

are capable of more exacting work, is evidenced by the hand-

The interior is divided into twenty-four spaces, twenty-three

of which are to hold cigars, while the remaining one is left

blank and marked " excused," because of the custom of draw-

ing twenty lour jurymen and excusing one in order to leave an

odd number in the body.

Herman S< hiener, one of the jurymen, on receipt of the

urn, wrote the Steiling Company that he considered it a grand

success, the beauty of the work seeming to increase every time

he looked at it.

FACES IN WATCHES

THE LATBS1 FAD KMONG nil -will M W YORKERS.

"Try and bring out the soft expression of the eyes, and be

sure to have the hair deep brown, as in life, won't you ?
"

A swell young grain broker stood in a John street, New
York, jeweler's, talking with the head of the house, says the

New York Journal. As he spoke he snapped the chain from

ome cigar urn illustrated below which is the first large piece

of silver wire the Sterling Company have turned out.

commendable piece of silversmithing was ordered by

the members of the grand jury of Essex County, New Jersey,

to be presented as a testimonial to their foreman, Charles A.

Sterling. The urn is about eight inches in height, while the

in diameter. As it is intended as a memento
of the pleasant assot iation of the members ol the jury, the judge

of the court, the sheriff and the court officers, the body of the

irn is divided into six oval panels, on which are etched in fac-

simile autographs the names of these gentlemen. I he pit

ated with repouse* chasing, is oxidized, and on the cover,

modeled by the Companj s superintendent, Mr. Wientge, is a

relief profile of Mr Sterling, which is said by his intimate

friends to be as near a perfect likeness as it is possible to pro

duce m metal.

his heavy gold watch and placed the time piec< on the counter.

" We will make a perfei t likeness ol the young lady ; have

n I fear of tint, said the jeweler. Willi anothei mjuiK tion to

be exi eedingl) parti* ulai about tin- eyes, the produ< e exchange

man left the store.

" Photographs in wat< hes are bee oming very popular," said

the managei of the house. " rhe young gentleman whose
order we have JUS1 taken wishes the portrait "I his intended

wife placed in bis chronometer. The face ol the voting lad)

will be photographed directly on the inner case ol the wat< h
" \\ hat doi s it COSl t" put a man's best girl inside his watl h?"
" \bout $15, All OUI WOrk is dune b) a flench pho
ipher up town, and on< e a pretty fat e is placed in a wat< h

bj his method it will remain as long as the watch lasts And
another thing," said the jeweler, with a sly wink, "oncea fellow

i the picture of Ins sweetheart, or, if he is married, his

wite, in his watch, the chances are 90 to 1 that it will nevei
find its way to a pawnbroker's /
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Company
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Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory; White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL.

11

TO THE TRADE
In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

N. B.—We guarantee our production equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the market, includ-

ing American or Swiss.
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THE CLOCKS SECRET.

J_JAI\I> work I found it to build up

a doctor- practice in such an

out of the way Southern town, hut I

held on and hoped for the best. Annie

taught in the public school there, and.

-aid she was content to wait if it was

'ten years until we should be able to

marry.

I was just beginning to despair,

when I heard of my uncle's death in the North. He had left

me nothing, however, but his old manor near the town where

I lived, a mouldy old structure inhabited by an old colored

caretaker, and for years the upper floors had never been lived

in. I took Annie down one Saturday to look over the place,

for after all it was something to own a house and be free of

rent when we should marry.

" If I was you,'
-

said the old negress when we explained the

reason of our visit, " I wouldn't go up them windin' stairs.

The upper floors is full of ghosts and ghostesses. Why, my

brudder went up one day, and he was found nigh dead the next

mawn."

I only laughed at her superstitions, and started up the fatal

stairs. When about half way up the most horrible sounds

greeted us. It was, as the old woman had said, as though a

host of demons were groaning and gnashing their teeth, and

the sounds seemed to envelop us. They were horrible enough

to make the stoutest heart quail, for they seemed to increase

after they had once commenced. I turned to Annie as quickly

as I could, and, seeing by her face that she was likely to faint,

put my arm about her to support her as I seated her on a lower

step, for the sounds ceased as we stepped back.

" Do you mind waiting for me downstairs?" I asked, "while

I examine into this, or would you prefer to have me wait and

come out another time ?

" No, I am going upstairs with you," she said, bravely. " I

am ashamed of my want of courage just now. ' As she spoke

she leaned back and rested one elbow on the step above her.

Instantly the horrible sounds were heard again, but as Annie

moved forward they suddenly ceased.

" You had better let me take you down," I said quickly, as

I saw her face lose color again.

" No," she said, in a half subdued voice, ''
I felt something

give way just then, Tom. See what it is."

It did not take me many minutes to remove the carpet, but

in doing it I found that I could at will render the horrible

sounds audible or inaudible. Annie be< ame as much interested

and excited as I, and when I raised the lo >se board that seemed

uise it all, she peered with as much interest as I into the

< avity it revealed.

" I'm not afraid of anything now. " she- said when I hesitated

to remove it. " I must see what it is, Tom."

What we did see was a conglomerate mass of machinery.

There were wheels SO put together that they grated frightfully

when tOUcht

" What do you suppose tins was for?" asked Annie.

I do not know, unless my un< le used it as a sort of wat< h

dog to keep from being molested while upstairs. He sur-

rounded himself with mystery to make himself and everything

about him a terror to both black and white during the war."

We examined the machinery and its connection and found

that each step above it was connected with some part of it, so

that the sounds kept increasing as one proceeded up the stairs;

but just as I was about to restore the plank to its place, she

stopped me, and drawing out a slip of yellow paper, read :

•' behind the clock on the stairs." Above us, still anil

silent, stood the old clock on the landing. Slowly and with a

feeling of awe. we went to it and moved it, wondering what new

mystery was about to be explained ; but apparently there was

nothing unusual. We examined the clock itself and then the

wall, having some visionary ideas of secret panels, but all was

of no avail, and we were about to give up the search when the

sun came out again, and shining through a broken shutter,

showed a solitary speck that glittered like a diamond in the

old-fashioned paper. Eagerly we worked at it until we could

understand the mechanism, and then—yes, there was our secret

panel, and there was my uncle's money box. Taking it into an

adjoining room and examining it, we found papers and money

amounting to $5,000, which had been hidden during the war

for safe keeping. As the money was all in gold, it would have

been a godsend to someone had not my uncle, by his eccen-

tricities and mysteries, kept everyone at bay. He did not live to

enjoy it himself, and it was left for me.

Annie and I decided immediately to make our home there,

and it is a very happy one, for the winding stairs send forth

none but pleasant sounds now.

—

Jewelers' Weehy.

THE BIRTH OF THE OPAL.

BY ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

The Sunbeam loved the Moonbeam,
And followed her low and high

;

Hut the Moonbeam fled and hid her head-

She was so shy— so shy !

The Sunbeam wooed with passion

—

Ah ! he was a lover bold

—

And his heart was afire with mad desire

For the Moonbeam, pale and cold.

She fled like a dream before him—
Her hair was of shining sheen

;

And oh that fate would annihilate

The space that lay betwe< a '

Just as the day lay panting

In the arms of the Twilight dim,

Sunbeam caught the one he sought

Ami drew her close to him.

But out of his warm arms, startled

An 1 siirred by Love's hrst shock,

prang afraid, like a trembling ma d,

And bid in the niche of a rock.

And the Sunbeam followed and found her,

Ami led her to Love's own 1.

And they were wed on that rocky bed,

And the dying I lay was their pri< St.

And lo ' the beautiful 1 >| al

1 bat rare and wiindi'nus k<'"i ,

\\ bere the moon and sun blend into one,

Is thi- child that was bom t" them.
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MAX SAUNDERS,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

DIAM - AND - PRECIOUS - STONES,

75 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

An Assortment of Mounted Goods Always on Hand. Goods

sent on Approval to Responsible Dealers.

SIMONS BRO. &CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimble$,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

T*l£!>E [WmahK

N/X. Office. 20 Maiden Lane.

Address all Orders to Factory.

611 k 613 Sansom St., 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Canes and Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers,
N( >- 573- H in -
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PATENT RIGHT CRANKS.

HO was the worst

crank you ever

saw ?" was asked

of a lawyer who

makes a specialty

of the patent busi-

ness.

"That's a pretty

difficult question

to answer, but one

of the crankiest

fellows with whom
I have had to deal

was the inventor

of a revolving pul-

pit. The man had

a box containing a

small model of his

invention. He
believed that all of

thechuiches inthe

world would buy

his pulpits. He
wanted me to ob-

tain a patent and assist him in organizing a company to manu-

facture and sell the invention. ' Millions in it,' he said, and

when I told him that he was a fool and that if he didn't

skedaddle I'd help him down-stairs, he was as mad as a hornet.

His invention was indeed unique. The idea was to have the

church circular in form, with the pulpit in the centre. The
pews were to be arranged in rows surrounding the pulpit, the

latter being slowly revolved by an electric motor. Thus the

preacher, without exertion on his part, would be turned so as to

face the different portions of his congregation successively.

The last I heard of the inventor he was in an asylum for the

insane.

Among the cranks who are the greatest annoyance to the

lawyer are the individuals who think they have discovered the

secret of perpetual motion. These persons have not quite per-

fected their inventions, but each is anxious to protect his

machine by a patent and prevent others from stealing the fruit

of his wonderful discovt iy.

"A man once gravely informed me," said the lawyer, "that

he knew how to make a watch that would nevtr run down.

such a timepiece would be a godsend to any person.

No winding, no key, no running down, no trouble ! I asked

the inventor if he could show me a working model. He replied

that he had no model handy but that he would explain his

theory I had the janitor bounce him from the office without

waiting for the proposed explanation Any person of sense

knows that no machine can be constructed which will create

r in itself. There must be some chemical or other natural

to supply motion. I have heard of a man who believed

that gunpowder could be made a cheap and effectual agent for

propelling machinery. His idea was to ignite the powder, a

small quantity at a time, in a cylinder, the expansion of gas

thus created working a piston- I presume an ocean steamer

could be propelled by means of a gunpowder engine, but it

strikes me it would be a little awkward for the passengers in

case the fire happened to get to the main magazine."

" I suppose very few women cranks trouble you," said the

reporter.

" I wish your supposition was true," said the lawyer, " but

I'm grieved to say that it is not. There are plenty of women
who imagine that they can make their everlasting fortunes in

the field of invention. As a rule, a woman crank is ten times

more to be dreaded than a man crank. She cannot be bluffed.

When one of her kind comes to my office I resign myself to

cruel fate. There are women who have invented fly traps,

cradle-rockers, carpet sweepers, and goodness only knows what

not. Some of their inventions have been successful. Mechan-

ical and inventive talent is by no means confined to the male

sex. The most that I have against a female crank is her pro-

clivity to talk a man to death. Whenever one of them enters

my door I mentally ejaculate, ' Heaven preserve me !'"

" What is your advice to people who have a hankering to

distinguish themselves in the field of invention ?"

"I woujd recommend that they make use of common-sense.

Let them begin by making sure that the article which they in-

tend to have patented is both novel and useful. There are

thousands of patents which either never resulted in profit to

the owner or involved actual financial loss. I know of a person

who devoted twenty five years and a large fortune inherited

from a deceased relative in constructing a steam man. His

idea was to have his man made of iron, the body composing a

boiler and furnace, and the legs being worked by a steam

engine. Well, his machine was finally perfected to such an

extent that it actually walked. The invention was patented,

but the owner soon found that the public demand for steam

men was very small indeed. I believe he did manage to sell a

few of the machines, but they were of no practical use to the

purchasers except as an amusing toy."

—

Jetvelers
1

Weekly.

THE CLOCK DECEIVED HIM.

A man walked west on Madison street at 10. 50 a. m. the

other day. He was clad in a faded ulster and carried in his

right hand a satchel made principally of Brussels carpet. He
was gazing in at show windows and appeared to have a great

deal of time at his disposal until he happened to notice a clock

overhanging the sidewalk It was a "dummy clock" that

always marks 1 1. 15, but when he saw it he gathered up the

skirts of his ulster and started west on a dead run. People

who saw him coming lost no time in getting out of his way.

He ( hased across Madison street bridge and tore south to the

Union depot. " Where's my train ?" he yelled to the gatem.m.

'•What train?" was asked. " Why, the 11.20 train for the

West," he replied The gateman looked disgusted. " [t's

now only 10.40," he said, " and you've got forty minutes yet."

The countryman fell into a seat thoroughly exhausted. He

wond red how the clock which had given him warning could

mark 1 1.15, and he never realized that he had caught sight of

a timepiece which was painted to represent 11 15 o'clock till

the year around - Chicago Herald,
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4'You Cannot Check Manitoba."

NO GOODS AT RETAIL.

Some ofour would-be competitors have been dishonest

enongli to try and injure our business by stating to our

Customers that we sellgoods at Retail

Now, we wish it distinctly understood thai weprotect

our Customers, always have and always intend to do

ONLY A WHOLESALE TRADE,

Belong to NO COMBINA TION, and sell goods to

suit OURSELVES and our CUSTOMERS. I

We have now removed to our large and commodious

new premises at 433 and'433 Main Street, where we shall

be pleased to see you when in our city, and show you the

finest Wholesale Jewelry Warerooms in Canada.

Yours truly,

Winnipeg Man. W . F . DOLL.
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SOMETHING OF REAL INTEREST TO THE TRADE.

oooooo

Lack of space in our letter form prevents our making a few

remarks in this month's issue of the "Trader," which we may as well

do here, relative to the Rolled Plate Chains manufactured by us.

We have made several claims for them on the score of quality and

finish which, by the retail trade that have handled them, have been

fully endorsed. Amongst such retailers who have written us high tes-

timonials as to the merits of our manufacture, we have the names of

many practical men, in good standing, who have made careful tests and

comparisons. Granted that we are offering an article which will com-

pare most favorably with the best American made goods, We feel that

we deserve the hearty support of the trade as we have established at

great expense a new industry in Canada, and spared no pains to pro-

duce a bona fide first class article which can only reflect credit on

the man who sslls it to the public. If you really desire to encour-

age home manufacture, and at the same time study your own interest by

buying as good a rolled plate chain as can be produced, ask the house

you deal with for the "B" Rolled Plate Chain and don't be persuaded

to buy any other.

Yours truly,

BOLT & COMPANY.

Montreal, 1st June, 1890
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AN INVINCIBLE GUARD.

IIIK PRECIOUS IEWELS AND SIJ.VEB PLAT! 01 1III.\N\

& CO \KK 5HIE1 DED \ UNS I I III i 1.

:

'

HERE has always been more or

less curiosity exercised, says the

Morning Journal^ as to the man-

ner in which Tiffany & Co., the

well known jewelers, protected

themselves from wholesale robbery

and petty theft. Their whole

success is summed up in one word

system. Throughout their vast

establishment affairs are run in a

groove, well oiled and of so perfect

a nature that losses are well nigh

impossible. A reporter visited

the store yesterday and saw Mr.

Hyde, who has charge of the

watchmen employed in the build-

ing. ( )n him rests the responsibil-

ity of guarding many hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth

of property.

"I must impress you with one thing," he said, "and that

is that the employees of Tiffany c\: Co. are from the outset

supposed to be men of integrity. We have men here who have

been with the firm for over thirty-five years, and in a number
of cases whole generations are employed in the house."

Mr. Hyde dwelt at length on the honesty of the firm's

employees and their many years of service.

" We are as well protected both in and out as it is possible

to be. Exteriorly our building is positively fire and burglar

proof. Only in case of a mob of 1,000 or more persons could

entrance be effected to the building
"

'' You have watchmen outside as well as in ?"

• Yes
: but it is on those within that we principally rely.

The men outside are so placed as to watch suspicious characters

who may be lurking about. Inside we employ eight or ten

watchmen. These are assigned to different sections on different

floor

•' How do you know that the men do their duty
~
J
"

" By a simple < ontrivance known as a time clock. These

les are placed throughout the building and must be wound
gular intervals during the night In this way in the morn-

re are enabled to tell if each man has done his duty.

Such means are. however, hardly necessary, as we place

impli< it trust in our watt hmen."

Instead of mammoth safes weighing many tons, Tiffany &
' their diamonds at night in little iron compartments
behind the counter. These are made of steel and solid

nry and are really as burglar proof as oilier larger and

I he usual hour for closing is 6 p. m., when
the diamonds and Other pre< IOUS stones are pla< ed in the small

ies containing thousands on thous

of dollars' worth of silverware are imply locked. All

the keys are then turned over to Mr. Hyde. Unlike main
other large establishments carrying large and valuable stocks

place no offensive espionage over their

employees. Each clerk is not suspected of being a criminal.

In speaking on this subject, Mr. Hyde said :

"• While the fact will not cause offence to honest men, 1

must say that every known offender against the house has been

prosecuted, and there are now men in State's prison who regret

their desire to defraud us."

" Then you have convicted dishonest employees?"

" Yes. But such cases are so isolated as to be unworthy

of notice. A few years ago we had a young man who stole

goods to a small amount. It was at once discovered and

punished."

" How do you protect yourself against shoplifters and others

of a peculating turn of mind ?"

" Here again the beauty of our system is seen A jewelry

clerk becomes so skilled in time that it becomes almost im-

possible to rob him. Tor instance, suppose you wish to buy a

diamond ring. It is not necessary in such a case for you to

look at diamond necklaces; so the cleik simply places one tray

of rings before you. Let me say right here that there is never

a vacant place in any of our diamond trays. As soon as a

piece of jewelry is sold it is replaced by a duplicate. As each

tray is filled and as the faculties of the salesmen are made acute

by many years of experience, it is almost impossible to rob

him."

As a further test of the employees of Tiffany & Co. an

account of stock is taken each morning. This is done by the

salesman who has charge of a department. It is possible under

these circumstances to discover whether or not anything is

missing half an hour after the store opens for business. Ea< h

article, be it ever so small, is entered and must be accounted

for. If it is sold the books show that such is the case. If, on

the contrary, it has been stolen—well, then there is an investiga-

tion and the store detective force is set to work. The three or

four (juiet, unostentatious gentlemen who stand idly about,

sometimes with and sometimes without their hats and overcoats

on, are detectives. These are lynx-eyed, and nothing escapes

their notice In addition to the regular staff, a number of

other Hawkshaws are employed during the holidays. Every-

thing considered, the firm of 'Tiffany & Co. , acknowledged to

be the largest jewelry house in America, surrounds itself with

remarkable safeguards. These, considering the amount of

< apital invested and the immense stock carried, are necessary.

THE NECKLACE OF A BREWERS WIFE.

The brewers of Kngland have plenty of money, says the

New York Truth. They have put two score millions into the

brewing business in this country and don't seem to miss it

The Guinness people have been wealthy for two or three

generations, and when they turned their brewery into .1 Stock

( ompany they became richer still,

The wife of one of this great brewing family has jusl

an oid. 1 i"i 1 new necklace that, even with unlimited credit

and the greatest industry, cannot be finished tor several years,

because, in the first place, the best old nunc stones are vei)

.. .11. d secondl) because she has stipulated that ever)

diamond in the m < klai e must be a perfei t mat< h. It is to be

a very elaborate pattern and will < ost $2s°.°00 -
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WHAT'S UP NOW ?

w ELL, this Jeweler is cross because he ordered 6 Gold-

Filled Cases of the A. W. C. Co.'s make from the Jobber

with whom he usually deals, and on opening the express

package he finds that the order has been filled with inferior goods,

on which the Jobber has probably made a larger margin of profit,

and which the sender says are "just as g>OOd " as those made

by the AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

Now this Jeweler, besides being a conscientious man, knows

that as a mere matter of business it does not pay him to sell any

goods he cannot personally recommend as being just what he

represents them.

He has found by experience that it is to his own interest to

buy goods made by reputable houses only, whose trade mark is to

him as good as the English Hall Mark, and then he can sell them

to his customers with a certainty that they will do him no discredit, He finds that nothing does a

retail Jeweler so much harm as to sell a customer a poor article and then have it brought back to

him with a complaint that it has not turned out as represented. Even although he is willing to

make the defect good, the impression remains in the mind of the customer that he has either tried

to impose upon him, or else he does not know much about his business.

With these facts fresh in his mind, the Jeweler in the illustration hops up to the telephone and is

holding a short, but emphatic, conversation with the Jobber, in which he requests him to send along

at once the 6 Filled Cases of the A. W. C. Co.'s make, and no others, for he

knows that every Case the AMERICAN WATCH CASE COMPANY turns out is made upon

honor, and from an experience of five years he is safe in recommending them to his best customers.

The 'just as good " Cases he is sending back, and proposes to make the Jobber pay the express

charges both ways.

THE MORAL OF THE ABOVE IS
Whenever you purchase any Cases, whether of Gold, Silver, or Gold-Filled, examine them
carefully and make sure of the maker. Every Gold and Silver Case made by the

American Watch Case Company, of Toronto, bears their trade mark of the Maltese Cross, thus : D^

Every one of their Gold-Filled Cases is stamped with a Winged Wheel, thus : \**f None others

are genuine, and the Company will not guarantee any Cases which do not^7 bear one of the

above trade marks.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.
67 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.



THE MARVEL OF THE COBRA STONE
EXPLAINED.

HIE cobras are perhaps the only ser-

pents which will eat insects. They

teed on ants, grasshoppers, a variety of

beetles, etc., but seem to have a special

preference for fire-fties, perhaps because

the latter can be caught at night much
more easily than any other kind of

insect. I have often for hours watched

cobras in the grass catching the fire-

flies, darting about here and there, a

process which requires considerable

exertion on the part of the serpent.

Now, every entomologist knows that

the flying lampyridae consist entirely of

males. The females, which are not

very numerous, are much larger and cannot fly, as they have

only rudimentary wings. They sit quietly in the grass, emitting

a greenish light, which is much stronger than that of the males,

and fades and becomes brilliant at regular intervals. If a

glow-worm be watched for a time, a steady current of male

insects will be observed flying toward it, and alighting in close

proximity.

Now it so happens that the naja-kallu, this little pebble of

chlorophane or fluorspar, emits in the dark a greenish light

which is so much like that of the female lampyris that it is an

easy matter to deceive the male fire-fly with it, by setting it up

as a decoy. The cobras have gradually come to take advantage

of an experience made by them, accidently, I dare say, a

thousand years ago. It may frequently happen, for instance,

that a cobra finds one of these shining stones in the gravel of the

dry river bed'; ( .vhere they are by no means uncommon), being

attracted to it by its glow at night, and taking it for a glow-

worm. It would then, at any rate, notice that the fire-flies

could be caught more easily and quickly in the neighborhood

of that shining object than anywhere else, and would habitually

return to it. Several cobras might thus come together, and

there would be competition, and from this moment to the

finding out that surress in capturing fire-flies depends on the

possession of this phosphorescent pebble, and to the seizing of

it in order to prevent another snake from monopolizing it, is,

in my opinion, no great step, and involves no exceptional

powers of reasoning The cobra carries it about, and soon

learns to treasure it, for it affords it an easy means of getting

its living. All it has to do is to deposit the stone in the grass

at night, and the obliging insects literally fly down its throat.

1 here are even reasons for believing that no individual

expeheni wry to cause any cobra to act in this manner,

but that even a young cobra, on finding such a stone, will

instinctively take it up, and use it in the manner I have

desi nbed. For it must be borne in mind that there is an in

herited race memory among the lower animals which is often

far stronger than the memory gathered during the short life-

time of the individual What ' auscs a blind kitten to spit and
put up its back if a dog is brought near it ? It never saw a

never saw anything, yet it knows there is some danger

ahead. Thus the accumulated experience of the cobra'l

ancestors during countless generations now causes it to act in

a manner which we refer to instinct.

Such are the remarkable facts connected with the naja-

kallu. the cobra's shining stone. Who can tell whether the old

traditions of snakes carrying precious stones, of which we still

find traces in our fairy tales, may not have their source in some
such fact as this?—From ''The Naja-Kailu, or Cobra Stone,"

by Professor H. Hensoldt, Ph. D., in Harpers, Magazine for

March.

ORIGIN OF THE DIAMOND.

The origin of the diamond, says the Inventor, has been a

fruitful topic for speculation among scientists, hence many
contradictory theories have been advanced and argued with

some show of reason, but after all that has been said and

written upon the subject we are still left greatly in the dark.

Theories answer a good purpose, since they often lead the way

to truth ; but this is not all. They illustrate the ingenuity of

the human mind in seeking to account for the methods nature

takes for the accomplishment of her secret operations.

Some of the theories about the origin of the diamond are

very ingenious and interesting, though the amount of truth

they embody remains to be proved. It has been suggested

that the vapors of carbon during the coal period may have

been condensed and crystalized into the diamond, and, again

that the itacolumite, generally regarded as the matrix, was

saturated with petroleum, which, collecting in nodules, formed

the gem by gradual crystallization.

Newton believed it to have been a coagulated substance,

of vegetable origin, and was sustained in the theory by many
eminent philosophers, including Sir David Brewster, who be-

lieved the diamond was once a mass of gum, derived from

certain species of wood, and that it subsequently assumed a

crystalline form. Dana and others advance the opinion that

it may have been produced by the slow decomposition of

vegetable material and even from animal matter. Burton says

it is younger than gold and suggests the possibility that it may
still be in process of formation, with capacity of growth.

Specimens of the diamond have been found to inclose particles

of gold, an evidence, he thinks, that its formation was more

recent than that of the precious metal.

The theory that the diamond was formed immediately from

carbon by the action of heat is opposed by another, main-

taining that it could not have been produced in this way

,

otherwise it would have been consumed. But the advocates

of this view were not quite on their guard against a surprise,

for some quick-witted opponent has found by experiments

that the diamond will sustain great heat without combustion.

Kei.lar, the magician, saw a trick at Calcutta, which, lie confesses,

baffled bim, II'- « as in a long, vacant room with tour friends and they

were allowed to examine it thoroughly. There were four fakirs pre-

sent. The party took seats on a bench midway of the room, the fakirs

lighted a censer, from which exuded a sickly, sweetish smoke, filling

the entire room. The l.ikirs then began a wild whirling dance, all the

while chanting and beating tom-toms, when suddenlj the dancers ap

I to increase in nombet ontil ;i full dozen were dancing and
whirling about. These then dei reased until hut one dancer remained.
an old man with flowing beard What became of the other diincers

(Cellar could not tell, though he tried by another search of the room to

discover the secret.
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ADVICE TO YOUNG JEWELERS.

N a recent issue of the Elgin Ever}

Saturday, P. S. Bartlett, the well-

known patriarch of the watch busi-

J_v
v

t
c
sr' ( \ ness, indulges in a few playful sug

*-h^V V( 'V\ tions to beginners, which are worthy of

reproduction.

1 he constnn iion of a watch, he saj 5,

depends entirely on how it is made ; the

wheels have nothing to do with the case.

A small watch will keep as much time as

a large one, and sometimes more The

reliability of the watch as a timekeeper

depends upon how big a liar the owner is, there is no exception

to this rule.

In order to be a good watchmaker it is not necessary to

know anything about a watch : you must know how to shake a

watch, look wise and hold an eye glass. If you cannot look

wise tr> some other business. The proper thing for you to do

when you do not know what ails a watch is to say the main-

spring is broken ; this will give the party confidence in you and

show him you understand the business. All first class watch-

makers keep a broken mainspring on their bench to show

customers when they come in what ails their watch. Some
watchmakers will say the watch is dirty, but as this is a reflec-

tion upon the ownjr it does r.ot take so well.

The regular price for repairing a watch is $3, makes no

difference what you do to it ; some will take out three or four

wheels and then charge the owner $3 for what there is left.

This is not right, as it lowers the high moral tone of the \>u>\-

ne-s and will eventually lead to deception.

ne people have great ideas what a watchmaker can do.

A young lady once brought us a very large, old-fashioned, bull's

eve watch and wanted us to make two sma'l ones out of it, one

for her and one for her sifter. We told her we could not do it

and she left us with a poor opinion of our skill and ability
;

thus is love's labor lost and truth crushed to the earth. But

do not be afraid of tellmg the truth, you may get caught

at it some day and then you can wear diamonds.

If any customers complain of your prices tell them that the

skill and dexterity required in the manipulation of the fine and

intricate parts of so costly and beautiful a watch is hardly com.

-urate with the importance of the object required and that

if they ever wish to sell the watch you will give them $2 for the

first chance to buy it.

you can always guarantee a watch to run within one second

a year, but state that it will take time to get it regulated down

the linn will die or the watch will meet with some acci-

dent before you get it done, so you are safe in saying so.

Never have a wat< h done the first time the owner comes for

it, as that will give away the business, and he will think you

not done it well, or that you have not much work, or it

an easy job.

The most diffii ill thing todo to an old watch is to get the

. iut of it and not lose any. It is important that you

should be "the only reliable dealer in town" and "the bet

workman on both sides <<f New York : " this you < an do 111 the

and weekly papers; also that you should come from the

w.iuh facto- y ; Cloudman can get you through in twenty

minutes if you can keep up with him.

Watch oil comes in pint and quart bottles, pints are 25

cents, quarts are 43 cents. It is made from the seeds of the

sunflower at I.os Angeles, Cal.

For tools you will need a grindstone, a monkey wrench, a

hatchet and a lead pencil. With these few hints and two quart

bottles of watch oil and $5,000 in cash, an energetic young man
can stait in business.

A FINE ESTABLISHMENT.

VV. F. Doll, wholesale jeweler, has evidently prospered

since he located in Winnipeg a few years ago. A few months

ago he pun based one of the stores in the Bird block, Main

street, and he has since had this fitted up and now occupies it

for his jewelry business. The location is 433-35 Main street,

at a fine, central position a little north of the post office. The
building has been fitted up in good shape, and Mr. Doll now

claims that he has the finest wholesale jewelry warehouse in

Canada. This is a strong claim, but he is quite emphatic on

this point. The building is three stories high, with basement,

thus affording four floors, and all this space is taken up by the

requirements of th.' business. The size of each floor is 80 feet

deep by 2: feet wide inside the walls, and the main floor has a

16 feet ceiling, making it light and airy. The main floor is

fitted up with show cases, etc, and is used for the showroom

with the offices in the rear. Packing and shipping is done

from the basement, which is also used for storing heavy pack-

age^. The second and third floors are used for the manu-

facturing departments, etc. All classes of general jewelers'

w ;rk is nunufactured, in solid gold and silver goods, also

repairing.

The stock carried is of a varied nature. It is not confined

to a few lines as is usually the case, but embraces everything

relating to the jewelers' trade. Watches, diamonds, solid, plate

and gilt jewelry, clocks, silver and electro plated ware, optical

goods, watchmakers' and jewelers' tools and supplies, plush

goods for jewelers, are the principal departments. To carry

such a variety of lines requires close attention and wide

experience in buying.

The building is heated throughout from a furnace in the

basement and fitted for both gas and electric lighting. It

contains a tine vault built up from the basement and with.

entrances on the different floors—a very necessary feature in a

jewelry establishment. — Winnipeg Commercial.

THE ASTORS' SEVRES WARE.

There is a great deal of Sevres ware owned in New York,

though little is now void. ( )ne of the finest Sevres dinner sits

m the country belongs to the Astor family. It contains 200

rj was bought by John Jacob Astor many years ago.

It ( ost $5,00 , but connoisseurs say it would sell t"i f .-5,000

at the present time The decoration is simple but very effective.

It has a bonier of the rare turquoise blue shade, edged with

gold. Mrs. Ilu ks Lord h is some very valuable Sevres, and so

seldom as he entertains, bus Jay Gould. New York I

<
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wE are making special efForts to supply the trade with

the BEST GOODS at the LOWEST PRICES.

YOUR REPUTATION
not only for work alone, but of being a reliable Jeweler, also

for the class of goods carried in stock, rests upon the fact of

your doing GOOD WORK, in which

GOOD MATERIAL MUSTBE USED
The difference in price is a mere nothing when the satisfac-

tion of user and consumer is considered.

We have all the New Goods and New DODGES in the trade that are practical.

WE ARK BOUND TO LEAD.

Every Department is managed by a thoroughly practical

person.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., - TORONTO.
Please note our Jewelry Department Ad. on Page 2 of Cover.
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stion made to Mr. Childers, when he attempted to deal

with the matter—viz., to allow the drawback only on goods

manufactured within twelve or eighteen months from the date

of the repeal of the duty. As the largest manufacturers and

holders of plate, the Company contend that this is fair and

equitable, and that houses which have an accumulation of old

stock are not entitled to a drawback on it.

CULLINGS FROM OUR U. S. EXCHANGES.

The authorized indebtedness of the Keystone Watch Club

Co., a short time ago, was $300,000 ; stock of the Keystone

Standard Watch Co., $500,000 ; m of the Keystone

Standard Watch Co., $252,000. It is said that $500,000 is

held by parties who may never realize one cent Irom their

holdings.—Mfg. Jeweler.

The new factory of the Crescent Watch Case Co., at Rose-

ville, near Newark, will be 210 feet long and three stories high.

There will be two wings, each 158 feet deep. The buildings

will be ready for occupancy in the fall. —Mfg. Jeweler.

A few days ago a woman went into Pawnbroker Hussy's

store at Springfield, Ohio, and asked for some money on a

uniquely constructed star and crescent pin. Mr. Hussy sup-

posing the many stones with which the jewel was studded

nothing more than brilliants, gave her $2 50 for it. It was

afterwards discovered that the woman had been given the pin

by a titled family in England, with whom she used to work,

and was worth more than $300. A very good b irgain for the

pawnbroker.— Review.

Arthur 1!. Hotchkiss, formerly of Xew Haven, who patent-

ed the Cheshire watch and took an active part in organizing the

Cheshire Watch Co., and who has received $22,000 in cash for

his improvements in clock manufacture, is creating quite a stir

by his latest invention, which is a bicycle railroad. One of

these roads is now to be built to run in New Jersey from Mt.

Holly to Smithville.

—

Rcvu

The United States Watch Company has withdrawn its

membership from the Watch Manufacturers' Association.

—

Catalogue.

tations have just been completed between Simpson,

Hall, Miller & Co. and Charles (Jasper, by which the latter is

to act as the New York agent of the house. The business is to

continue under the name of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co, but

Mr. Casper is to have entire control in the capacity above
stated. Mr. Casper was formerly for many years president of

the Meriden Silver Plate Company. Pending alterations in

the store recently burned, the Company is located at Xo I'm
adjoining their former quarters Catalogue.

The obsequies of Nelson I'. Stratton, the founder of the

American Waltham Watch Company, were held in the South

r< h, Springfield, Mass., last Wednesday, the 30th April.

In addition to Ins services to the trade, Mr. Stratton was a

natural inventor. Among his inventions were a safety barrel,

which prevents injury by the breaking of a main-spring, and
numerous tools employed in watchmaking. He was also the

ntee of the gummed labels now made by the Dennison
Manufacturing Company, of New York. He was the first

American wat< hmaker to gild wau h movements.

are at work upon a silver "loving I up," the
of the Latin-American delegates to the Pan-American
tercix e ' i> 1)1.cue. The gift is made in token

of the personal esteem of the delegates tor Mr. Blaine and in

.nition of his services as President of the Conference
The cup i> to be presented in Washington about May 17. It

is about twelve inches high and two and one-half inches in

diameter. From the edge of the cup, equidistant from each
other and curving outward and down to points four inches

from the bottom, are three chased handles, one inscribed
" North America," another "Central America," and the third

th America.'' On the sides of the cup the names of

Secretary lilaine and all the delegates from the I.atin-American

countries are engraved. The base of the cup is covered with

designs taken from the flora of the southern countries.

—

Ri vit .v.

I lids were opened last month for the erection of the new
wing to the Hampden factory at Canton, Ohio.— Circular.

The directors of the Elgin Watch Co. met in May and
decided upon the matter of building a number of brick flats

and a new factory wing.

—

Circular.

The banks of Aurora have begun suit in the Circuit Court
against the Aurora Watch (din] any, asking the court to order

the sale of the watch movements held by them as collateral

security for the liquidation of their claims.— Circular.

The annual meeting of the American Watch Company
stockholders took place recently, and resulted in the re-election

of President E. C Fitch, Treasurer R. E. Robbins, and the old

board of directors. The annual reports of the officers of the

corporation were pleasing to those present.

—

Circular.

There are now between 2,900 and 3,000 names on the local

pay roll of the Elgin National Watch Co. The Company are

determined to turn out 2,500 movements per day as soon as

possible and have instructed all the foremen to find room for

as many new hands as they can work to advantage.— Circular.

S T. J. Byam, ex-superintendent of the Trenton Watch
factory, sailed for England, April 2, to enter upon his duties at

the new Lancashire watch factory, Prescot.

—

Circular.

ANOTHER ATTRACTION FROM LONDON.

Mr A. Mongeau, of Montreal, a jeweler of considerable

practical ability and excellent taste, who has gained for himself

the respect and liking of his confreres, and is working up a

large and steadily increasing business, has just taken possession

of a very fine store on St. Lawrence Main Street, situated in

the new part, that has recently been built. This, we are

informed, he intends fitting up in th : latest style, the interior

of window and fittings being made by F. Sage & Co., London,

Eng. From the dimensions and general appearance of the

store now, we should imagine that when complete which it

will be in the course of three weeks -there will he few shops

more attractive in Montreal.

Mr Mongeau seems to fully realize that half the retail

jeweler's battle is fought when his goods are displayed to the

best advantage, and kept in such condition that they always

look fresh and new. We can Only wish him the success that

sik h enterprise, already proved in the past by Others, is sure to

meet with.

In answer to an enquiry of ours, made in the interests of

the jewelr\ ti.ide, Messrs. I.ouis 1 >a\ is & Co., Ol Montieal,

agents foi the Dominion ol Messrs. Sage & Co, of London,

tell us that they have several orders and lots ol Utter enquiries

for the style of fixtures above alluded to, whii h we are glad to

learn as an indicator ol the facl that the jewelrj ti

ive, it not more SO, than any other busini I inada.



Another large shipment just arrived. Nearly every

number of our enormous line in stock. Write for samples

at once, stating about the price you wish to pay and whether

you wish for Satin, Gauze, Feather, Decorated, &c, and what

colors you prefer. What you do not wish to keep, you may
return at our expense.

THE HEMMI/NG B*ROS. CO. Ltd.
76 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Coaipete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK.
Al our Chucks -re stamped " Moseley " on the face and warranted.

Note. The lnrger capacity oi oui Wire < bucks many times makes up
tot the difference In price ihould there be >my.

ALBERT KLEISER,
NO. 14 KING STREET EAST,

MARTIN'S GENEVA MAINSPRINGS.

This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada Send
for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - $i 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

TORONTO, ONT.
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Ebitorial Notei
STECIAL WOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada -.-•11 oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

asertion in these notes any it<-ms of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

fcey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

We Crave Voir Indulgence.—The Editor of The Trader asks

the kind indulgence of the trade for the short-comings of the present

issue, as owing to the serious illness of three of his family, and the

death of his youngest daughter, he has found it impossible to devote the

necessary time to its preparation.

J. B. Strathern, jeweler, of I'eoetanguishene, was in the city

last month and gave The Trader a call.

SIGNED.—Messrs. William Murray & Co., jewelers etc.. Montreal,

have assigned in trust.

Mr. George E. Holt, accountant and confidential clerk for Harry

Benham, ha? been promoted to the road, and will hereafter oil regular-

ly on the customers ol the firm.

Louis Davis of Louis Davis & Co., Montreal, is again in Europe in

the interests of his firm and expects to bring out with him some very

choice specimens of European jewelry.

On Saturday night, May 17th, W. Watson's jewelry store, Stayner,

was entered by burglar* and about 8300 worth of rings, chains, etc.,

taken. So far there is no clue to the burglars.

Stock Sold.—Suckling & Cassidy sold, on the 20th May, the stock

of J Douglas & Co., jewelers, St. Catharines, invoiced at 85.642, to

W B. Gould, of Port Hope, for twenty cents on the dollar.

Harry Benham last month re organized his premises by putting up

a handsome little private office, where he asks his friends and customers

to sit with him and smoke the latest brand of imported Havanas at

his expense.

In the City.— Mr. Archie McDou^all, the live w itchmaker who

supervises the repair work of J R Dingwall, of Winnipeg, Man., was

in the city last month and appeared to be having a good time gen-

erally.

Mr. A. M Brock has opened out in Kingston as a wholesale dealer

in watchmakers and jewelers' material, and other sundries of a kindred

nature. He proposes to keep a first-class assortment of material of all

kinds, and will no doubt receive a fair share of the trade's patronage.

A Snap.—The snap advertised by Edmund Scheuer on another

page of this issue is one that will repay the inspection of the trade.

Read his advertisement, try the snap, and then, if it is not just as Mr
Scheuer represents, you can take some of the snap out of him by telling

him so.

James Cark an employee of Messrs. } & ]. Ta) lor, the well-known

safe manufacturers, of Toronto, was accidentally killed last month while

unloading a long and heavy pole from a waggon in front of the new
building being erected for that firm. The Coroner's jury returned a

verdict of accidental death.

Irrepressible .
— An Ottawa despatch says that the tea f tkirs who

were run out of Toronto and a score of other cities have started busi-

ness in that city. If the Ottawa Jewelers are as wide awake as they

should be, they will very quickly have these gentlemen up before the

police magistrate.

T. White &. Son, the well known lapidists of this city, have just

put in special machinery for the purpose of cutting rubies and other

precious stones, diamonds excepte 1 So far as we know this is a new
departure in lapidary work in this province, and the firm shoul 1 find

their enterprise handsomely rewardi liberal patronage of the

trade.

A Steong Team -Mr. Edward Beeton, the veil known watch

specialist, finding that his repair business was fast out-growing his best

efforts has taken into partnership Mr Henry Playtm t one of the most

skillful journeymen watchmakers in this city The new firm will carry

on business at Mr Heeton's old stand '>n Leader l.ini-. and we have no

doubt that they will make a big success of it

How Hi. wan Kii.li p. — Particulars of the death of Mr. W. L.

Cusack, the well-known commercial traveller, at New Westminster,

B. C, show that the accident occurred while he was trying to board

a moving train. He was ground to pieces. If any lesson were needed

as to the folly of attempting to get on or off a moving train, the above

would supply it.

New Price List.—The Canadian Association of Jobbers in

American watches have just issued a revised price list of watch

movements only, which will be sent to every jeweler in Canada in a

sealed envelope. If any jeweler not receiving a copy will write to Mr.

E. A Wills, secretary of the Association, he will receive one without

any unnecessary delay.

Mr. E. G. GoODERHAH, Manager, and Mr. J. C. Copp, Secretary-

Treasurer, of The Toronto Silver Plate Co., have just returned from

an extended tour through the Eastern States, taken in the interests of

the company they represent. They got hold of several new wrinkles in

manufacturing, which they propose to introduce into their own factory

very shortly. Trade in the United States they report as being very

quiet.

A Canadian Honored.—On his spring visit to Birmingham, Eng-

land. Mr. Louis Davis of Montreal, had the honor of being an invited

guest at the annual banquet of the Birmingham Jewelers' Association.

The gathering was a large one, over five hundred being present. The
Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain was also an invited guest and made
one of the most eloquent speeches of the evening. When are our

Toronto jewelers of all kinds going to come together in a similar way 5

The Estate of Thayer & Co. was last month sold to Mrs. Thayer

by the assignee, the stock bringing sixty cents on the dollar, and the

fixtures and book debts thirty cents on the dollar. The assignee is

busy settling up the preferred claims, and expects to declare a divi-

dend to the ordinary creditors and close up the estate early in June.

From present appearances it is not probable that the dividend will

exceed five cents on the dollar of the ordinary claims.

What is the matter with the great Canadian hen ? A return

brought down last month shows the total number of eggs imported

into Canada from January 1 to April 16 to be 240,487 dozen, valued

at 832,967, and the export to be 260,081 dozen, valued at (32,382. If

these figures are correct, and the import of Yankee eggs is going to

continue, our Canadian hen will find her occupation seriously

endangered.

Another Jewelry Auctioneer Gone.—The stock of Isaac Ambrust,

auctioneer of trashy watches, fake jewelry, and paste diamonds at 1 |l
J

Vonge street, has been seized and sold out by bailiff. Evidently this

sort of business hasn't paid, and there are two or three more such places

in the city that can't last much longer. Times are too hard for people

to have any money to waste on auction-shop jewelry If the public

only had common sense, these jewelry auctioneers would all share a

similar fate.

He Knew i i Ai l.—
Beneath i fair exterior

A rascal often lurks
,

It is true of men'and watches
,

\ hi may tell them by their works.

— Pittsburg Bulletin.

The Pittsburg man must have had some of those snide filled cases

that are now being sent into Canada at cut throat prices in his mind's

eye when he penned tin- above It is a shame to put an hones) \

( .in movement into such a disreputable case.

A Peculiar Action is that of Mrs. ai- n . Gallaugher v. Thayer, in

which the plaint if! claims 8200 damagi b against th Thayer estate. The
action arises out of a promise bj Thayer & l lugher

ie gave them a mortgage on certain real estate After the

mortgage had been executed Thayer a t o. wen- informed that the

1 ii v .is represented, and therel

to deliver the goods. The case is 01 to both thi

retail trade, and the result will be eagerl) lo

S'. 1 Wm \ 1 1 a 1 1 oi 1 he '
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For Time, Appearance and General Satisfaction,

Waterbury Watch
*,<?§; M>^^./^y^^^M.^^^~^^-. / / / / / j

Is UNEQUALED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, - - TORONTO, ONT.

(I)

K

W

Rolled Plate and Silver Jump Rings, conveniently done up

in boxes holding one gross in eight assorted sizes, as per

illustration.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc., Polished and

Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

$1.25 per Gross.
$1.50 per Gro3s.

R. P.,

Silver, ....
This is less than Half Price ever s")ld before. Sent by mail on

receipt of price. Try a box of each.

I nir other Specialty is selling better thin ever. We have also

added New and Pretty Patterns. Just look:

1 iloz. Solid Silver Bangle Bracelets, 12 different Patterns

for $2.10; 2 doz. for $4.10; 3 doz. for $6.00.

Sent by mail on receipt of price.

G. H. Lees & Co.,
Manufacturing Jewelers, Watchmakers and Engra*

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, up Stairs,) - - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W. COATES & BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jkwklkv and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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the best watch-nakers in Toronto, but one of the best military rifle

shots in the I >ominion of Canada. We noticed an excellent life size

picture of this gallant militarj jeweler on exhibition on Yonge Street

.onth. which mi >wa the virions me i lis tn i trophies won by him
in the rifle matches he has competed in both lure and in Great Britain.

If William ever tets hard up he should be able to exist comf >rtablv for

a few years on the proceeds of his large and valuable stock of trophies.

Interest in the Big Bertha confidence case, which was exposed
in The Trader some months ago, has been revived by the action of

Mrs. Rich v. Jacob Singer to recover the value of nearly 812.000 in

bonds, commenced last week at Osgoode Hall, in this city. Big

Bertha" alias Bertha He man, the queen of confidence womtn, stole

the bonds in i5S> and sol 1 them to Singer and fled to the States. From
Mr Singer's testimony it was shown that he paid over half the amount
of the purchase price in diamonds and jewelry.

Look Otn FOR Him.— Charles Wilson, alias Robinson, a well

known burglar and pickpocket, who was last month released from the

Central prison, where he had just completed a four months' term for

larceny, was arrested by Detectives Burrows and Alf. Cuddy on a

charge of vagrancy. The prisoner pleaded hard with Inspector Stark

to let him oft', and as he promised to leave the country was permitted

to purchase a ticVet for Detroit and leave for that city at once. Our
American cousins had better keep a sharp lookout for him

We re.. ret to learn that Mr. Robert Cuthbert, the well-known

retail jeweler, of King Street, Toronto, lost his eldest daughter last

month while on a visit to her aunt at Detroit, Mich , U. S. Although

everything was done that medical skill could suggest, she giadually

sank, and her father was telegraphed for to be with her during her last

hours. Sad to say he reached her only half an hour after she had

breathtd her last Mr. Cuthbtrt has the sympathy of the trade and a

host of friends all over the province, in his sad bereavement.

A Big Addition.—Owing to the great demand for their products,

Messrs. J ft J. Taylor, sife manufacturers of this city, have been com-

pelled to build a big ad lition to their already large factory, at a cost of

over 810,000. They expect to have the building completed and ready

for occupation early in July, and will then be in a position to fill all

orders for safes a great deal more promptly than it has been possible

to do hitherto The new factory will be fitted up with special

machinery for the manufacture of vaults and other extra large and

heavy work.

Messrs. P. W Ellis A Co are now in the midst of the extensive

alterations to their warehouse that we mentioned in our last issue, and
which, when completed will give them one of the finest warehouses and

jewelry salesrooms on this continent. During a visit to their premises

last week, we noticed that the firm were shipping an unusually large

number of cases addressed to all parts of the Dominion. On enquiry

we found them to contain clocks, a feature of the firm's business that

they have been lately pushing and which has developed so rapidly as to

surprise them.

A Ldcky JawsLEB.—One of the most fortunate jewelers that we
have heard of for many years is Mr. I '. I . I 'o ilia of the city of Quebec,
who was lately left the sum of I400 by Mrs. Clarke, a wealthy lady

recently deceased, whose < locks Mr. Ponlin had wound up every week
and kept in good order for twenty-five years. This plan of having some

1 attend regularly to the winding of all the clocks in a boi

although uncommon in Canada, is an every-day occurrence in Great
Britain, and if such rewards as the above are to be the outcome of its

introduction here, oir jewelers should strive to make it more common.
ise is so singular as to make il t to the trade as well as

to Mr. Ponlin.

\L SCH will be seen from Mr. Beel

letter in another column of this issue-, that gentleman has. in res|

to the solicitatu
1 iany friends in the trade, decided upon open-

ing up an horologies! m boo] in this city. Mr Beeton is parti e ul.irly

well adapted to organize and conduct such an institution, and we
venture to predict that any >oung men who put themselves under nil

tuition will be amply rej aid for the outlay. \\ -• trust to be ab

full particulars regarding the time of opening, t. rms Ac , in our next

issue. In the meantime at iring to attend such a school

would do well to write to Mr. Beeton and get this and any other infor-

mation they require.

\n I \ 1 kki STING ("ask. A case that will be of interest to the trade

will be ventilated during the present sitting of the Courts. I li

Otto Von M uller called at the Davis House, at Bloor street and Bruns-

wick avenue, on January 13th last and engaged a room. Two days

later he missed a ring, in which was set a glittering diamond. Fanny
I'ezet, a nurse girl employed at the hotel, handed the doctor a piece of

glass of the exact shape of the lost diamond. He accused her of steal-

ing the diamond, and had her arrested. She was acquitted. Through
her solicitors, Murdoch & Tyler, the girl yesterday commenced suit

against Dr. Otto Yon Muller and Detective Potter, who executed the

warrant, for 81,000 damages for false arrest, imprisonment and assault.

John W. Campbell in Parliament.—We learn from the Hansard
that Dr. Landerkin, just before Parliament pror< gued.drew the attention

of the House to a letter written by
J
hn W. Campbell, of Toronto, in

1887, to the late Hon Thomas White, complaining of the harsh treat-

ment of scrip holders by the Temperance Colonization Company. He
wished to know whether the Government had taken or intended to take

any action in the premises and whether Dr Hunter had been compelled

to disgorge the proceeds of his misrepresentations and frauds. It will

interest the readers of The Trader to know that ihe gentleman above

referred to is Mr. John W. Campbell, the well-known jewelry traveler

of Toronto. We always knew that John W. would be in Parliament

before he died.

Mr. A. D. Morrison, of Beaverton, who has been for the past six

months acquiring the fullest information respecting the most diflicult

operations in watchmaking, at the establishment of Messrs. P. W Ellis

& Co., has just returned to his town, where he has fitted up one of the

neatest and best equipped retail jewelry shops in north-eastern Ontario.

With the increased knowledge he has obtained of watchmaking, and

the experience he has acquired by close observation of the best city-

stores, Mr. Morrison will, no doubt, give his patrons the best of satis-

faction in all the many lines handled by him, and do their repairing in

such a manner that his trade will certainly increase. With a thorough

knowledge of the business, The Trader bespeaks for Mr. Morrison a

successful career.

His Lot is not a Happy One "Of all skilled trades," says a

writer in the London Horological Journal, " none is more miseiably

paid than ours. ... In a little, dark hole at the back of the shop,

where daylight never can enter, the poor watchmaker, in hundreds of

shops in London, sits in circumstances the very best possible to utterly

ruin his sight and health, making of him a physical wreck, when under

ordinary circumstances he should be in his prime. Eighty hours per

week I know to be a common thing, and to conclude his day's work,

the privilege of shutting up the shop is thrown in. And what is the

pecuniary reward ? Well, about twenty-five shillings to thirty shillings

per week, (86 25 to 87 50) ; many do not even get that." Our watch-

makers may congratulate themselves that they work on this side of the

Atlantic.

How Greenwk h Time is Got.—Some interesting experiments

were last month carried out at the Observatory by Superintend, it

Carpmael. Connection was made with the Observatory at Greenwich,

England, .),ooo miles away, for the purpose of getting a comparison of

time. The experiment was not a success however, as a difference of

nearly 32 seconds was found to exist both here and at Montreal, whii li

t possible. The experiments were then continued at Montreal,

with the result that an almost cornet comparison was obtained, Mont-

real tune being found a fraction of B second slow. It took about tl

quarters of a second to transmit the signals from Greenwich !> Mont-

real, whit h was very rapid, the old cable time being about two seconds,

(ireenwii h time 1 . BUI ily live hours (aster than Toronto time
.

th.it is,

when it is 12 noon here it is iiv<- o'clo k in 1 ogland. ["he time

commonly used here, however, is standard, whii b is 17 minutes, <i 5 <>

1 . f:isi<-r tl. in 1 >li mm . atory til

A Big Deal One of the largest purchases ol American watches

ever made in the Dominion of Canada was the joo Amerii tn watches,

cased up complete, bought lasi month by l

On their arrival they were all put on exhibition in the north window of
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TO THE TRADE.

WE, HAVE purchased the right to manufacture INLAID SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS in the

Dominion of Canada, and a-^e now placing- these goods on the market. We wish to call

your attention to the superiority of the INLAID SILVER GOODS over all other Spoons and

Forks heretofore manufactured.

The accompanying" cuts represent our Forks and Spoons before

plating, which in process of manufacture have a portion of the metal

cut out where they rest on the table, the cavity thus made being

FILLED WITH SOLID SILVER. They are then plated with pure silver,

8 oz. plate, (twice the weight of silver deposited on the regular A 1

goods) and are the same in appearance as other plated ware, the filling

not being visible. THIS EFFECTUALLY OVERCOMES the great objection

that has always been found with plated Spoons and Forks. Even the

" Sectional Plate " which has an extra coating ot silver at the rest points

will wear through long before the other parts having the lighter plate,

the wear being so great at these points. Our goods are manufactured

from 18 per cent, nickel-silver only, are plated with pure silver, and we

ABSOLUTELY WARRANT THEM TO WEAR 20 YEARS. A guarantee is

placed in each box. All our goods are done up in satin-lined rack boxes,

containing one dozen. Every piece is stamped INLAID SILVER, PAT'D.

This class of goods has been on the United States market for the

past two years, and has almost entirely superseded "A 1" and "Sec-

tional " goods. The trifling extra cost makes " Inlaid Silver " fully 75

per cent, better value than the lines referred to.

Any dealer can sell, and confidently recommend them for all

practical purposes equal to solid silver.

t* fp-RieE LIST.£3 < 8

STERl
SILVER

STERLING
SILVER

TEA SPOONS, -

DESSERT SPOONS,
TABLE SPOONS,
DESSERT FORKS,
MEDIUM FORKS,

Tipped and Windsor, $ 6 50 Fancy Patterns, $ 7 00
11 00 " " 12 00

" " 13 00 " " 14 00
11 00 " " 12 00
13 00 " " 14 00

SUBJ£CT TO THE REGULAR TRADE DISCOUNT.

THE INLAID SILVER GO. - TORONTO, ONT.
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the firms slore, and judging from the crowds which blocked up the

sidewalk for the first few days they must have made a big advertise-

ment for both the firm and theWahham Companv by whom they were

made. If only one-half they say of it is true, it is indeed one of the

wonders of the century. How the Waltham Company can turn out

neb an elegant timepiece at such a ridiculously small figure is too

much for the average comprehension, and is another proof, if any were

needed, of the pre-eminence of America in the watch-making industry.

From its general get up it is strong enough for the mechanic and neat

enough for the bank manager and a capital watch for sportsmen,

yachtsmen and hoi day makers of every kind

Hymeneal.—Avery fashionable wedding took place at Berlin, Ont.,

on the 29th April, when Mr John A. Fuch, a leading jeweler and

prominent young man of that city was united in the holy bonds of

matrimony to Miss Kate Sawin, youngest daughter of the late Albert

Sawin, district at orney, Buffalo. The ceremony was performed at the

residence of the bride's sister, Mrs Travers, wife of Mr.W R. Travers,

local manager of the Merchants Bank of Canada. Rev. John Downie,

of St. John's church, officiated. Only a few of the contracting parties'

intimate friends were present. The presents were costly and numer-

ous. The bride was attired in a rich travelling costume, and was
supported by Miss M. Fuch, while the groom was attended by Mr. J.

Mcquillan After luncheon Mr. and Mrs. Fuch left for New York,

Washington, Boston, and other points east, accompanied with the best

wishes of their friends, and a shower of rice. The Trader wishes

the newly wedded couple long life and happiness.

Burglarized.—The jewelry store of H. R. Patterson was broken

into between one and four o'clock on the morning of the nth May.
The safe was blown open and about 81500 in watches and jewelry

taken. The tools used in opening the door of the shop were taken

from T. Gordon's canoe factory. They attempted to enter Madill

Bros.' dry -goods store by a back window, but were evidently disturbed,

as the window was pried up about six inches. It was evidently the

work of professionals. There is no clue to the perpetrators In this

connection we are informed that Mr. Patterson had some time ago
ordered a burglar-proof safe, which owing to some misunderstanding

between that gentleman and the makers, was lying at the railroad

station at the time the burglary occurred. Had his goods been pro-

tected by a good burglar-proof safe, there is no doubt that Mr. Patter-

son would be 81500 better off than he now is. This is but another

illustration of the truth we have so often tried to impress upon our
readers, that an ordinary fire-proof safe is no more protection against

burglars than a wooden one.

In Difficulties.—The premises and stock of the Ontario Supply
Company, dealers in pedlars' supplies, Wellington street, were last

month seized by the bailiff on an execution for 81,200, obtained by
the Imperial Bank, and one for 8300 by the landlord. Four or five

months ago S. N. I-obb, who was then book-keeper for the establishment,

bought out Herbert Capewell, the proprietor, and a few weeks ago a
deal was arranged by uhich a company, of which Mrs. Caiiewell was
the moving spirit, was to buy back the concern. The bank people
dropped on this with both feet and the business has come to a halt.

The total liabilities are 87,000, all the creditors except the bank and
landlord being fully secured. R. Carrie ft Co., have a claim for 83.000,
which is fully guaranteed by 84,000 worth of security The stock is

valued at 85.000. This business is the remnant of the old Ratcliffe

estate. It will be remembered that Katclifte carried on a concern on
Front street west, and sold out to Herbert Capewell, who ran three
retail stores in Toronto and three more at country points. Both <

well and Katclifte failed at the same time about eighteen months ago,
the latter owing some 840,000, and his estate turning out badly.

A StbOMO Safe. The Goldsmiths' Co., of Toronto, have within
tli'ir large fire and burglar proof vault, a solid steel safe in which they
keep their stock of diamonds and valuable watch cases and movem

toor of this safe is locked by two combination locks, only one of
which is commonly used. A few days ago, by an oversight on the part
of someone not known, the second combination was turned, and the
result was that when the safe < arm- to be unlocked next day, no one
could open it as they had not the right combination. Mr Pudger, who

was in Europe, was cabled to about it, but he could not solve the

mystery, and the result was that after two experts had wasted nearly a

day in trying to get the combination, they had to drill the door. As

this was a good two days' work, it is needless to say that the gentle-

men who have charge ot the contents of that particular safe will take

care in future to keep themselves posted about both the locks and their

combinations The moral is that although a steel safe is a good thing

to keep out burglars, they are equally effective in keeping out the right-

ful owner unless he has the correct password. In the vernacular you

can't afford to monkey with a burglar-proof safe.

Canadian Enterprise.— It is understood that the first of the new
vessels now being built by the C. P. R. for their Vancouver-China

route will be launched about the beginning of November. It is the

intention of the company to send them to the Pacific coast via the

Mediterranean and Suez canal, and to furnish at that time one of the

grandest excursion trips ever undertaken round the world under the

British flag, with only two transfers—at Vancouver and at Halifax.

The vessels will visit Indian and Australian ports, and then proceed to

China and Japan, at Yokohama entering upon the regular trip to

Vancouver. Such an excursion has never been undertaken heretofore.

The three vessels will follow each other at stated intervals, and the

globe-girdling excursion will be open for tourists at about 8600 for the

round trip, which, of course, will include transit across Canada by the

great railway. Already all the room in the first vessel has been

engaged, and passengers are now being booked tor the second steamer.

When these greyhounds of the Pacific are on the China route it is

expected that the passage will be made in about ten days, and with a

fast service on the railway it will be possible for the C. P. R. to land

passengers or freight from China in New York before the United States

steamers can land them in San Francisco.

A Jewelry Strike.—The staff of jewelers employed by E H
Allport & Co., of this city, went on strike about ten days ago, and, as

usual, there are two sides to the dispute. The men claim that the firm

have issued a mandate that they must not speak to each other during

working hours under pain of dismissal. They say that one boy was

dismissed last week for singing, another a short time afterwards for

whistling and a third yesterday forenoon because he spoke to a fellow

employee. The strikers ask that the rule be rescinded. Mr Allport

says that the strike was caused by a disagreement between the firm and

one of the employees. An apprentice, a Hebrew boy, was being con-

stantly annoyed by one of the men. Mr. Pearsall, a member of the

firm, objected to this and very properly took the boy's part, as he be-

lieved that a boy's nationality should not make him a subject of per-

secution. This led to a disagreement and hot words ensued, resulting

in the workman being discharged. The other men all went out with

him. The men called during the afternoon and explained to the firm

that the boy was at fault. The boy was discharged and the man who
caused the trouble was told that the firm would consider his case and

give him an answer in a couple of days. In the meantime the men
refused to return to work until their comrade was reinstated.

Facts Worth Knowing.—In a recent speech Lord Roseberry

made the following statements which go far to show the need of cheap

postal communication between England and her colonies :
" You are,

of course, aware that British home trade with the colonies is assuming

ever greater proportions and that the bread of our working classes is

more and more dependent on our retaining the colonial market, from

which so many unscrupulous rivals are endeavoring to oust us. Last

year there was an increase in our colonial and foreign trade of no less

than ,£42, 500, 000. For every 10 shillings' worth of goods purchased

from us by the foreigner, the colonist buys £8 worth. What shall we

say, then, ot tin- com 1 net of the British post office in n.>t merely shack-

ling and repressing the operations ot our mercantile classes with heavj

postal rales, Lut in actually conveying the correspondence ol our

foreign rivals at halt rates in British ships. One of the most ancourag

lures in the condition of the empire just now is, to my mind, the

generous and continuous assistance forwarded by the 350,000 emigrants

who leave the United Kingdom ever) veer to their poor relations left

behin I in tin- Old < lountrj , Las) ye ir, for insta

-,t m Canada sent ii" less than / their friends in the
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Silver and Gold Filled Cases

Are now off the List. We have made large purchases in

these lines and are prepared to unload at a small
profit.

Our Silveride Case.-Key Wind

Has had a grand run. It has no equal.

If you want to buy Cheap Watches just write to us for
figures. We have what you can use and at

right prices.

Diamonds.

Our Fall Stock of Precious Stones is now on the way.
Although prices are up in the Diamond Market,

yet we have got them right and can sell at
prices that will satisfy all.
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NEW HAVEN CLOCKS

RAMBLER. 8 Day. Height 19} in. TITANIA.-8 Day. Height 24 in. GRAYlING. 8 Day. Height 194 in.

THESE

ARE THE

CLOCKS

THAT SELL

AT

SIGHT.

GIVE THEM

A TRIAL

THEY WILL

NOT GO

BACK

ON YOU,

HAMKOCK 8 Day. Height 2;; in TOMAHAWK. 8 Day. Height 23 in.

LEVY BROS., Hamilton, Selling Agents for Canada.
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Lcl.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Tfts I3sst Uiiic of j&offed f^fate ^ftattis,
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

DURABILITY * - _ ( | /%^ I II could be

GHEHL^S^ %& «^^ •Vrf • Vlk%^ \f* DESIRED
(TllADE ilAKK.)

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J\ Gh OHBBYEE &c COMPACT,NORTH ATTLEBOROUaH, MASS., TJ.S.J^..

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, ™HffiH?iffi
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers o1

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc

Send for Catalogue and Trice List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.
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1'nited Kingdom. On every letter enclosing one of these contributions

a postal charge equal to the commission on the order was levied. Such

charges are utterly indefensible, for a letter may be sen: from Lon Ion

lew Zealand at a profit for one penny and the American Govern-

ment can afford to send an oun:e from New York to Alaska—5,000

miles, chiefly by rail for one penny.

The Wat h War. Verj unwisely, we think, some of the retail

jewelers of this city have commenced a trade war on a small scale in

the matter of watch- prominent jeweler starts out by selling a

leading watch at *io. which, as it afforded him and his competitors a

margin of over 60 per cent, profit on the cost, could not have crippled

anybody s business. A c impetitor in order to make the public believe

that there was no " snap " in this, advertises that he will sell the same

good - and still another comes out and declares that he is

satisfied to sell the sjme watt h to the public at S6.50. Now we are no

advocates of doing away with competition. A reasonable amount of'

competition is a healthy thing to have, but surely such business as is

outlined above is competition run mad. Watches are the staples of the

jewelry trade, and should bear a fair margin of profit, else they are not

worth selling. If one merchant makes a bait of one staple watch by

selling it at cost, he is sure to be followed up by some competitor who

will not only meet him on the line he is cutting, but break the price on

other goods on which a profit is being made. When such a thing

becomes gen ral, as it always does sooner or later, the result is, so far

as the retail trade is concerne 1, that they practically do their business

without profit to themselves for the benefit of the public, and get no

thanks fur it Before the present fight goes any further would it not

be well for those taking part in it to ask themselves, will this thing

pay us ? We don t think that it will pay, and we are equally certain

that none of you will get any thanks from the public for it, for they

don t know enough about the goods to realize that it is something

which it don't pay you to do.

Workshop Notes.
Pearl is etched by a process very similar to that used in etching

copper. The designs or patterns are drawn upon it with asphaltum

h, and all parts not in'ended to be etched having been similarly

protected, the piece is submitted to the action of nitric acid. When the

parts unprotected have been sufficiently eaten away by the acid, the

piece is rinsed in cold water, and the varnish washed off with a little

turpine or benzine.

PAPER for wrapping up silver may be made by dissolving six parts

of caustic soda in water until the hydrometer shows 20 B. To this

solution are added four parts of oxide of zinc and boiled until dissolved

Sufficient water must next be added to reduce the solution to io" B.

Next dip paper or calico into this solution and dry. This wrapping

will very effectually preserve silver articles from being blackened by

sulphuretted hydrogen, which, as is well known, is contained in the

atmosphere of all large cities,

A 1 : ( aration for silver-plating may be made by dissolving

1 ounce crystals of silver nitrate in 1 .' ounces soft water Then dissolve

in the water 1 ounces potassium cyanide. Shake the whole together,

and let it stand until it becomes clear Have ready some half ounce

and fill them half full of Paris white or line whiting, an 1 then

fill up the bottles with the liquid, and it is ready for use. The silver

coating is not as tenacious to the article as when electrolytic ally

deposited

There are various ways for soldering stone-set rings, but the follow-

ing will Le found to be as good as any : Take tissue paper an I teat il

into strips ah -ut three inches wide, twist tin in into ropes, and then

wet and stone with them, passing around

the stone and through the nny until the centre of the ring is a little

than half full of paper, ilwa>s winding very close and then 1

upon charcoal, allowing the stone to project over the edge of the

aid solder i-ry quickly. The paper will prevent oxidation

upon the part of the

In I timurc Eltctriqtu ring description of the process

employed by Mr. Pratt for soldering platinum wire, crucibles, etc.

Prechloride of gold ( AuCI : , 1 is slowly heated up to 200 degrees C. with

an ordinary gas blowpipe, so as to obtain chloride of gold, then to a

high- r temperature in order to obtain metallic gold, which flows be-

tween the two surfaces which are to be united, and which have been

previously juxtaposed. The soldering is rendered complete by ham-

mering while still hot Mr Pratt has found this method far preferable

to the one that consists in the use of fine gold w ire.

The Turks glue diamonds and other jewels to their metal settings

with the following mixture. Five or six bits of gum-mastic, each of

the size of a large pea, are dissolved in as much spirits of wine as will

suffice to render it liquid. In another vessel as much isinglass as will

make a two-ounce vial of strong glue, previously softened in water,

should be dissolved in brandy, adding two small bits of gum ammoniac,

which must be rubbed until dissolved. These must be mixed by

heat, and kept in a vial closely stopped. When it is to be used, set the

vial in boiling water. This cement perfectly resists moisture, and it is

said to be able to unite effectively two surfaces of polished steel.

A good way to remove rust from pinions is to scour them up with

oil-stone dust and oil, till a smooth surface is obtained, then polish

with crocus. Care must be taken not to grind the leaves off any more

than is necessary, or the proper shape may be destroyed. Some work-

men soak the rusted parts in a solution of cyanide of potassium or other

solvent of oxide of iron, but the use of such means cannot be approved

of. The way described is as good as any, and is safe. If the pinions

are very badly rusted they should be rejected and others put in, as they

will be out of shape when finished off smooth, and would not perform

well in the watch.

Other Notes.
The survivors of the Balaclava charge are said to exceed twenty.

Some are in poverty, but an appeal on their behalf in Great Britain

only secured 824.

The insignia of the British Order of the Bath, which has heretofore

been made of gold, is to be of silver gilt hereafter, and instead of being

made by a jeweler they will be turned out by contract at so much the

score by a Birmingham firm.

A very ingenious electrical device has lately been patented by which

the hands of a clock set to a certain hour are made to complete an

electric current connected with the kitchen si that the fire is

started when the given hour arrives.

Qubbn roRlA, who recently started on a continental tour, took

along three coachmen, nine grooms, eight horsss, one donkey, three

carriages, seventy-two trunks, three special beds, a special cooking

stove, wine, two doctors, one surgeon, three ladies-in-waiting, nine

women servants, one lord, two equerries, seven dogs.

THE lattst experiments made with carrier pigeons in connection

with various European armie; show that the normal velocity of the

carrier in calm weather and for a short distance is about 1,210 yards a

minute. With .1 very strong wind in the direction of the flight, a

bird has reached 1,980 yards 1 minute.

I in. Mannlicher rifle and the smill bullet bave bad their urst

practical trial in the recent riots at Biala. The mob was so deli.mi

that the Vustrian troops were compelled to lire on them. In all cases

of wounds the bullets were found to have passed completely through

the bodies.

I

I

ia laid a marriage has been arranged between Henry M Stanley

and Miss I torothy Tennant, who is a young artist, and mm b 1 Imire 1,

and h ' well-known through her clever pictures in the Academy

and other galleries. The marriage will probably tak ily in

June.

k consulted a jeweler a short time ago as to the mi

value ol the precious stones m the crosses, medallions, st.irs, and > bains

which h ive been conferee 1 on him with orders by European sove reigns.

His purpose was to turn tb >uto ready cash He told the

jeweler that on future si it ild • ti no order 1

the Iron I'ni,, and the Si ir ol the Blai :
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No. 2497.— Pearl and Gold Combination. Pearl Chan

No. ?roo.— Pearl and Gold Combination Pearl Charm.
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Our Help Column.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore male for advertising in this column, but the subject-

D»tter should not exceed rive type lines, or about bo words.

FR SALE —Jewelry business in the village of Norwich. Stock

about 81,800. Reason, giving up business. For particulars

address. J. H. Robinson, Box S3. Norwich. Ont.

FOR SALE—In a thriving town of 1200 population. A good jewelry

business and property, store and fixtures, $3,000. Good run of

bench work. Regular bonanza, as it will be sold cheap. Good reasons
given for selling. Don't apply unless you mean business. No opposi-

tion. Address, 7. Brown, care Tbadbr Pub. Co.. Toronto, Ont.,

A. \I. BROCK,
iMPORftR OF

WATCHMAKERS'
-a.2St:d

JEWELERS'
POSITION WANTED.—A fust-class watchmaker and salesman is

open for a permanent engagement in city or good town. Has full

set of tools, including American lathe. Good address, 24 years of age,

steady and a worker Address, '-Balance," care of Trader Pub. Co.

SITUATION WANTED -By a young man at the watchmaking
business, has served two and one half years. Can furnish best of

references Address, <;. M Ross, Vienna.

SITUATION WANTED—With chance to improve, bv one with 13
months' experience; can do oidinary clock and watch repairing

;

fair sa'esman , first class references. Address, Herbert J. M
Naochton, Brussels, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED -By young man as improver to the watch-
making ; has been 3 years at the trad-, can do mostly all ordinary

watch and cloek repairing . could act as salesman if required. Address.
" Repairer." care Trader I'ib. Co.

SITUATION WANTED— By a young man, nineteen years of age.

who has had four years' experience at the watch, clock and jewelry
repairing. Improvement more of an object than wages. For recom-
mendations apply to H. J. Reid, Warsaw, Ont , or Alex. Moffat t,

jeweler. Port Elgin, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED—By a young man as improver. Can do
> ' my ordinary watch or clock repairing and hard soldering. Would
work fur little more than board at first. Improvement, not wages, the
object. Can act as salesman if required. Best of references. Address,
I-.. II .care of Edward Harwood Pembroke, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED—Bv young man 22 years of age, who has
had two and a half years' experience at bench; good salesman ;

good hand at clocks and jewelry. Wages not so much of an object, as

would like to improve Can furnish best of references. Correspond-
ence solicited Address. Harold Black, care of J. Nil HOL, Dunnville,
Ont.

\\
rANTED 1 working jewelers who are capable of stone

.ng, apply to
J.

I '. Tiiii-.ai di.ai
. 3 < St John St., Montreal.

\ \ . NT ED. —A good watchmaker can find a permanent situation and
»' • -;es by applying to W. B. Jewbtt, Jeweler, Woodstock,

II7ANTED -Situation as watchmaker; first-class workman, usen neither liquor nor tobacco West of Toronto preferred. "Watch
makek, care of Trader Pub

1 rose growers are using blood manure for their vines with

much sue >•
I . take sitteen ponndi of blood, and as

1 it begins to purify pour into it (our ounces of muriatic arid and
four ounces of proto-tulphate of iron, previously mixed, which tnrni

th«- blood into a dark, dry powder that will keep for an) length of time,
A half pound of this is mixed with tha soil over the roots of each rose

bush.

MATERIALS.

^lOSTGl-3T03ST

,

C^TT.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES FOR

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.

Ml.00
1.00
..so

1.00
I.SO
1.00
l.vM
I.OO
l.OO

.SO

.75
I.SO

rep ty return

it \ 1 \Mi: STAFFS,
CYLINDERS,
HOLE .li: Wll.*. 01.lil11.1y,

LETKB8
IiBTBBM, tralghl line,

DIALS, plain,
III M » with .imoikI..

PALLETS, Swiaa or English.
PINIONS, •rdinarr,
I'lVO'l's, (rhere piece permits,
IIAIIC HPBINGS, flat,

IIAIK SPRINGS, Kri'iiiKl,

to discount when cash accompanies order, and I will

postage. Save time by sending your work to

BILLINGS, the Watchmaker.
208 Dundas Street, - - LONDON, ONT.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO BEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
:koo:m: 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.
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THE PIIvGRIM

IS
the best Nickel 1 Day Half Hour Striking" Clock made. It is

striking* in appearance, is an accurate time-keeper, and one of

the best sellers in the market. It is also made with Gilt Mat Dial.

The names we want to bring before our patrons this month
are -CABINET, No. 6; CABINET, No. 4; CABINET, No. 7; CABINET,
No. 3. These we are selling at a

GREAT REDUCTION
In price, and they are without doubt the best value in the market.

Etruria, Umbria, Servia, Gallia, Hidalgo and Valkyrie have not
been surpassed, and are still leaders this Spring. These Clocks are
made by the famous New Haven Clock Company, of which we are

Agents.

E. & A. GUNTHER, TORONTO.



THE meat Showman. PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that "the public like to be hum-

bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age. and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD KILLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

gwear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-
ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot
possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation
to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian .Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

tion, and the fact that its sales arc larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

US tilled "a long long felt want," viz., a first-class case, honesl in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but
iii response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com
pany have placed upon the market a 14 K. Gold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almosl needless to say that in placing a Gold Filled Case upon the market, the Anieri-

Watch Case Company have taken (tains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
finish, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities.

Their II K. Gold Pilled Screw Case has a Solid Cold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, aod
cornea up to this standard in every particular. Each Case is stamped with the word " PREMIER,"
and bears tic- Company's registered trade mark of a ''WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21
Tears accompanies every Case, a fac simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes fully to maintain no matter by whom the goods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, in

Gold, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can
make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you < an
"swear by."
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THE THS' STOCK OF
(LIMITED)

AGENTS ANSONIA CLOCK COMPANY.

NAVY. 8 Day, Time. ARMY.—8 Day, Time.

Importers of Watches and Fine Jewelry. Distributors of Domestic

Manufactured Goods.

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
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r. H. LKK & SON
6 SIZE

LION OR BEAR CASES,
WITH

WALTHAM PENDANT SET
OR

ELGIN LEVEE SET MOVEMENTS
AT I'RK I

-

Same as Special Price on Discontinued E. Movements,

ONE OR A HUNDRED.

T. H, LEE & SON, WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO,
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST. EAST,

TOieOIfl-T'O.

WATCHES WATCHES

AS AN AMERICAN WATCH HOUSE

^WE LEAD.^
Our assortment is at all times so great that our mail orders

have grown large, and with the preparations we
have made, we want them larger.

Remember we supply all American Filled, Silver and Nickel Cases
still at old prices as before duty was raised.

D
ID you get our Watch Case Price List ? JL&

^1®ID you study the prices and note

The low quotations upon 0. F. Montauk Screw Bezels,

Bates & Bacon Orient Hunting Filled Cases,

Hunting and 0. F. Filled Cases of Canadian Manufacture,

Nevada Silver Cases and National Double Stock Cases ?

( A large stock of Silveroid K. W. Nickel Cases at old prices.

WE HAVE < A large stock of Waltham Silver Screw Bezels and Century Inlaid

( at old prices.

Your orders are filled by an experienced staff who know the wants oi the Trade.

NOTE Did you get sheets of our Clock Leaders ? Note our material add page 34.
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We have ready for distribution a complete range of

patterns in Filled Goods as follows :

"FORTUNE" i ok Screw Bezel.

"CASHIER" 14k Screw Bezel.

"PREMIER" i 4 k Screw Bezel.

"FORTUNE" 10k Hunting.

"CASHIER" 14k Hunting.

WATCH CASES- All of the Screw Bezel Cases have

SOLID GOLD BOWS.

Our Price List has been adopted somewhat reluctantly by

the members of the jobbing trade for the reason that it is ... , lU IT _. ,3 All of the Hunting Cases have

impossible to ask higher figures in the face of its general SOLID GOLD BOWS, GOLD THUMB PIECES,

d.stribution. G0LD JOINTS AND BEARINGS,

And equal any goods made for finish and quality. Do not

It would be desirable, however, for buyers to insist on all in
J
ure vour own business and destroy confidence in the genu-

ine merit of reliable Gold Filled Cases by selling any lines that

are not equal to the above standards of quality, finish and

material.

RE. JOB WATCH CASES.

salesmen producing a copy bearing our imprint, should they

by any error have mislaid their own.

In Domestic goods we handle the product of The Amen- ,\s we predicted in last issue we are now able to supply

our customers with good Ladies' Cases in REGU1 \k goods at
ran Watch Case Company, of Toronto, and would advise

dealers to carefully inspect the trade marks of all cases offered

\mi iiM 1 as the IOB mm that disturbed the trade last

month.

them, purporting to be of their make. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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GOLD AND SILVER HEAD CANES,
:

207 206

POLO CROOK.

203

A large assortment of select engraved goods in 12k., 14k

and 1 6k., with Ebony, Rosewood or

Snakewood sticks.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



18 Size, Ollt. No. 20, Hunting, or No. 90,

Open Face, pendant set, 7 jewels, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Qilt.-No. 21. Hunting, or No. 91

Open Face, pendant set. 11 jewels, upper
holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,
sunk seconds dial.

18 Blze, Nickel.—No. 22. Hunting, or No.
M, open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, up-
per holes jewelled, tempered lmir spring,
patent regulator, sunk seconds dial.

G

L

U

B

U

s

16 Size, Gilt. No. 11, Hunting, or No.
81, Open Pace, pendant set. 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

16 Size, Nickel.— No. 4:i,Hunting, or No.
83, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, patent regulator,sunk seconds
dial.

16 Size, Nickel. -No. 40, Hunting, or
No. 66, Open Face, pendant set, 15

jewels, adjusted, lireguot hair spring,
patent regulator, double sunk dial,

jewels in red gold settings.

18 Size, Nickel.— No. M, Hunting, or Mo
95, Open Face, pendant set. 15 jewels,
adjusted ; jewels set in gold, Breguet hail
spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 27, Hunting, or No
97, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, extra centre jewels, Breguet hair
spring, patent regulator, double sunk
dial, jewels set in red gold settings.

Also

18 Size Nickel.—No. 28, Hunting, or No.
98, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, jewels set in red gold settings,
extrn centre jewels. Breguet lmir spring,
double sunk dial, patent regulator
damaskeened in gold and nickel.

6 Size, Oilt. No ,1.11 jewels
1 upper boles jewelled, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk sec
ends dial.

6 Bize, Nickel. No 55, 1

els, adjusted, jewels set in re,

I

gold settings, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

dial
Also No. 60, 6 Size, 7 jewels, tempered hair spring, sunk seconds

18 Size Ollt. No. 82, Hunting, or Nmm Faee, pendant et, IS Jewels In

Breguet hair spring, patent regula-
tor. Hunk second

18 Size, Nickel. No. in. Hunting or No.
90, Open Face, pendant set, 10 jewels,
adjusted to position, i so.) in. in si 1 1 and tern
peniture. finest rubies set In raised
Bettings, extra large rub) centre Jewel,
Breguet hair Bpring, double sunk dial
patent regulator, damaskeened In gold
umi nickel.

H.ELLIS,
14 WELLINGTON ST, W„ TORONTO,

I.MI'OKTKK OI-

IS Size, Nickel. Hunting, or No.
ace, pendant set, 15 Jewell m

KS, Breguet hair njiriug. patent Tin
ulator sunk lecondi dial

WATCHES, JEWELRY
WATCH & CLOCK MATERIALS, TOOLS, &c.

FULL STOCK Or COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

16 Size, Nickel. No 17, Hunting, 01 No
Opi pendant set

, 16 Jewi !

Justed extra oentre lewel, Breguet haii
spring, patent regulator and sunk dial,
jewels iu gold nuttings.
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SOMETHING NEWIN JEWELERS SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
4N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'
* use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOEOIsTTO S^IFIE "WOBKIS,

I I 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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TORONTO. OUT., JULY,

The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of every month, and sent free t>> every dealer in Jewelry.

and k ndred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates tor advertising will oe Sound very low, and will be made known upoi.
application.

shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will be of interest to the 1 1 ade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The Dame and address must in-
variably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as ?
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO..
87 ADELAIDE ST. \V., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertiserr.snts must read,

this office not .ater than the 20th of each month.

Editorial

FALSEHOOD EXPOSED.

KSRSUR contemporary. The Je-weiers Guide, of this city, in

'fc&J an editorial article in last issue, accuses this journal

Iri
ev4j . of being the organ and property of the American

Watch Case Co. of Toronto.

We can afford to pass over the ingenious, though unpro-

fessional manner in which 1 he Guide goes out of its way to

distottand mis- (.present the advertisement of one of our patrons

into an editorial utterance, because the attack in question is so

clumsily veiled as to fail to mislead any thinking jeweler who is

at all conversant either with the history of watt h case making
1 anada, or of Canadian jewelry journalism.

We need hardly say to the trade that ihe above charge is a

pure fabrication in every respect, and that The TRADER is

neither owned nor controlled by the American Watch Case Co.

nor any other firm or corporation in existence.

While it is quite true that the editor of this journal happens

to be the Secretary of the American Watch Case Co., it

not by any means follow that the Company by whom he is

employed either own or control the journal which was started

by him as a private enterprise long before that Company was

brought into existence.

he Trader is concerned, the American U

Co. pay for their business announcements exactly the

same as any other advertiser, and this journal can no more be

held editorially responsible for what they may say in the span

purchased by them, than it can for those of any other firm

Like other journals we assume no responsibility whatever

aything that our advertisers may say, and we think the

trade will agree with us that not only the American Watch I

out all of our other patrons may safely he trusted to see

that they do not transgress either the bounds of truth or the

ordinary usages ofjournalism in making their business announce-

ments through our columns.

The Tk \m k has always spoken out fearlessly upon ev:-ry

trade question or abuse which has been brought before the

i i. in during the past eleven years, and in the discussion of all

such questions it has invariably "hewn to the line let the (hips

fall where they may.'

It has never refused space to those who differed from its

utterances, feeling satisfied that if its editorial opinions could

not successfully withstand criticism they thoroughly deserved

to fall.

We know that our independence has on more than one

occasion cost us loss of valuable patronage, but we have always

fought for what we conscientiously believed to be right, no

matter what the result promised to be from a pecuniary stand-

point.

Our record of eleven years for editorial honesty and fair

dealing is before the trade ; on that record we will stand or fall,

and by that record we are willing to be judged.

We repeat again that The Trader is neither owned nor

controlled by any firm or corporation in existence, but is as

independent as any journal upon earth, and acknowledges no

master outside of its proprietor.

If The Guide is as anxious to further the interests of truth

as it asserts, its proffered apology to this journal for the publica-

tion of such an unfounded charge is now in order.

A CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL.

S announced in the June issue of The Trader,

Messrs. Beeton and Playtner, of this city, have taken

hold of the "botch" question in a thoroughly prac-

tical way by founding what we think is probably the pioneer

Horological School of Canada.

There is no disguising the fact that while such an institution

will be of almost incalculable advantage to the jewelry trade of

this country, by providing a place where young men of good

parts can receive such instruction as will enable them to

thoroughly master their chosen profession, it involves a large

pecuniary risk on the part of its enterprising promoters. The

organization and equipment of an effi< ient Horological school

requires plenty of money and br.nns, and while both of these

requirements are available m the undertaking of Mcsm>

Beeton and Playtner, in order to make it a monetary success

they should have the hearty support ol the Canadian jewelry

trade.

The course mapped out for students at this st hool promises

to be a happy combination of the theoretical and the practical,

and should produce first-class result-, provided the promoters

i
material in the way of students to work upon.

While the management do not pretend that the) can make a

"Harrison" or a "Saunter" out of every student who passes

through the school, they propose that every one who obtam-

one of their Diplomas shall earn it by being a thoroughly

],radical watchmaker and competent to fill any situation in the-

re-pairing trade m bui h a manner as to reflei t i redil upon their

instructors

will be seen by the engraving of the building, and the
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THE E. HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO

SAMUEL LITTLE, CHARLES J. HAYDEN, ALBERT HOWARD,

Pres. Treas. Gen. Man.

383 WASHINGTON STREET, - - - BOSTON.

41 & 43 MAIDEN LANE, - - - NEW YORK.

170 STATE STREET,- .... CHICAGO.

NEW YORK, July, 1890.

To the Jewelers of the United States and Canada.
GENTLEMEN,

We respectfully call your attention to our new No. 1 movement
which we have just placed upon the market. We have produced it in

order to fill a long-felt want for a watch that should have all the re-

quisite good running* qualities of a " Howard," and yet come somewhat
lower in price than any we have ever yet manufactured ; and we take

great pleasure in introducing* this new movement to your earnest con-

sideration, bespeaking* for it the success which its merits certainly

warrant.

It is an 18-size hunting* case movement, of very tasty desig*n, con-

taining* all the special characteristics of the Howard Watch, such as

the Steel Barrel, Pendant Winding* and Setting*, Patent Regulator, etc.

It is very strong and durable, has a cut Chronometer Balance and
tempered steel Hair-spring. The working parts are all finely finished,

and the entire watch is particularly adapted to the purpose for which it

is intended, viz., for the use of mechanics, and all others desiring a
THOROUGHLY reliable watch at a reasonable price.

Place your orders with your jobber AT ONCE, as the supply will

be limited for some time and the demand is sure to be large.

Yours truly,

THE E. HOWARD WATCH & CLOCK CO.
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letter press description of the school and its methods of work-

ing, given elsewhere in this issue, this long looked for Horo-

logical school is now an accomplished fact, and it only remains

for the trade to show their appreciation of the talent and

energy of its promoters by giving it their hearty and liberal

support.

Of the ability of Messrs I'.eeton and Playtner we need say

nothing further here, except that we believe them both to be

no: only thoroughly honest and reliable men of business, but

fully competent to impart in a satisfactory manner, just the in-

formation, both theoretical and practical, which beginners in

the Horological art require to make them first-class workmen

in every respect.

PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE.

HE readers of The Trader must have noticed that

of the many jewelers who have had their safes bur-

glarized during the past few years, but few of them

have ever succeeded in getting any of their sMen goods back

again.

Such a state of affairs affords much food for reflection, and
we think we shall be doing the trade generally a great service

if we take the opportunity of telling them a few plain truths in

a common place way.

We have repeatedly called the attention of our readers to

the fact that the great majority of the safes at present in use

by Canadian jewelers, are simply intended by the makers to

save their contents from the ravages of fire, and offer scarcely

any more protection against a professional burglar than a

strong wooden structure might, were it locked as securely a-,

our sales are. See \V. Watson's letter elsewhere.

A great many jewelers seem to have the idea that a safe is

a safe, and that if they have one of any kind, that their con-

tents run no chance of burglar). There never was a more
absurd mistake, nnd it they will only turn up the back numbers
of The TRADER and read how many lime-, this fallacy has

been disproved by the stern logic of actual burglary and con-

sequent loss to their owners, they would very quickly make up

their minds to have some more effective protection than that

now possessed by them.

The - .rried by jewelers are both valuable and small

in bulk, and therefore offer exceptional inducements to the

mg fraternity. As we have above stated, and as the fyles

ol this journal will amply prove, ordinary fire proof safes are-

no protection whatever against burglary. The only safe that

will give protection to the valuable goods that jewelers carry is

prular •' burglar proof " sale, and although its cost may be
double that of the " fire proof,' it is certainly by far the c heap

i the long run. In fact, we think that if a jeweler can at

all afford it, it is but little short ol foolishness to be without

the protection they afford. In our large cities where good
nc protection is available, it may safely be Used to render

any ordinary fireproof r-afe praciually invulnerable, and the
retailer ran easily determine which of the two protections will

West to his \iews.

We are not writing in the interests of safe manufacturers,
although it may be for the interest of su< h that those jewelers
who have "fireproof" safes should replace them by real

" burglar-proof ones, but we are looking at the question en-

tirely from the standpoint of what is best for the retail jeweler.

To those jewelers who cannot possibly buy a first-class

"burglar-proof" safe land even to those who can afford it) we

recommend the services of the Jewelers' Security Alliance of

Canada. This association of jewelers has been in existence

for the past six years, and during that long period not a single

one of the many safes protected by their membership cards

has ever been molested by burglars.

Burglars have operated in the same towns and villages, but

so far they have given the safts thus protected a wide berth,

knowing full well that if they did appropriate their contents, the

best detei live talent on the continent would, within twenty-

four hours, be hot on their trail in order to bring them to jus-

tice. The motto of this organization has always been, " Not a

dollar for compromising robbery, but thousands for the punish

ment of the criminal," and knowing this the burgling fraternity

have so far been careful to let the safes of its members severely

alone, and go for those of jewelers with less money and detec-

tive talent behind them.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance does not aim to prevent

burglary, except by imposing upon its members a few common-

sense rules which are easily put in operation. But were one of

its members to be burglarized, and his valuables completely

cleared out, it at once assumes the entire cost of hunting down

the perpetrators of the outrage and of bringing them to justice,

and just here lies the beauty and benefit of the scheme.

We have neither the time nor space to enter into the full

details of the working of the Alliance, but we think we have

said enough to satisfy every thinking jeweler that it is to his

interest to belong to such a desirable organization. The cost

is but a trifle, while the benefit which would be derived in case

of burglary, and that is a contingency which events are con-

tinually proving is not so remote as some people seem to think,

are almost inestimable.

We trust that the members of the craft will carefully weigh

this matter of proper protection to their valuable stocks, and

that whether they can afford to purchase burglar proof safes or

not, they will at least avail themselves of the protection and

i. nice that is certainly within the reach of every one of

them through means of the Jewelers' Security Alliance. If any

of our readers want further information concerning this organi-

zation, we are sure that their courteous secretary, Mr. James

Kyrie, retail jeweler of this city, will be only too happy to fur

nish it. His address is comer of Adelaide and Yonge Streets,

Toronto.

WHO SHOULD GET PRICE LISTS?

HE letter signed "Tiki I ist in another page ol this

issue, tone hes a tender spot in the e\perun< e ol

readers, many of whom can, wi houl doubt, truth

fully recall incidents of a similar kind, which not only ruffled

their feelings at the tunc, but seriously affected theii po< kets.

So far as the Canadian Assoc iation ol Jobbers in American

Watches is concerned, and we think we can speak with some

authority on the subject from a personal knowledge ot the

method of distribution employed by them, they have always

been exceedingly careful to see that the price lists issued by
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their organization were sent out in sealed envelopes, and only

to those, whom, as far as they were aware, were legitimately

jed in the jewelry business.

Of course, like all other human concerns, even though run

by a conscientious and indefatigable secretary, errors are liable

to creep in unawares, but in the case of the Jobbers' Associa-

tion they have been exceedingly rare, and certainly would have

been corrected at once had the attention of the Secretary or

any of the other officers been drawn to the fact by those who

might detect the mistake.

While the suggestion of "Price List" is good in some re-

spects, if such a method were rigidly enforced, it would, we are

certain, cut off a large number of bona fide dealers, who are

either classed by the commercial agencies under some other

style of business, or else not mentioned at all.

What we would consider a better way would be for the

officers of the Association to personally revise the names on the

list, and then, as our correspondent suggests, any person after-

wards making application and not on the list, should furnish

some substantial proof, other than business cards, that they are

bona fide jewelers and entitled to the benefit of the information

the Association has to impart.

Certainly too much care cannot be exercised in the dis-

tribution of net trade price lists lest they should fall into the

hands of those who might use them to the detriment of the

retail jewelers in the vicinity in which they live.

SENSIBLE ADVICE.

Correspondence.

WE BELIEVE THEY DO.

Editor Trader— Sir :

tyjfll.I. you kindly inform me through the columns of

The TRADER, if the American Waltham Watch Co.,

^ the Elgin National Watch Co. and the Illinois Watch

Co., furnish electrotypes of their goods to the trade free of

charge? If so, I should like to receive them for advertising

purposes.

Yours, &c,

Margaretville, N S , May 27th, '90. H. M. Harris.

IT DEPENDS ON YOUR BARGAIN.

- S\ Editor Trader Sir,

HAVE a watch that I gave a man one dollar for,

because he was hard up and wanted to take the

train home. He told me he would send me
* ~£Ct. $'-5° ' n a month's time, so as I could send it

to him by registered mail, and I could have the balance for

interest and my trouble. The month is up. Can I sell the

h and be free from the law ? Let me know through Tin.

:<Ek, and oblige,

\ Bu< Kl Ml A.M.

Melbourne, June 19, 1K90.

[Note If you bought the watch outright for one dollar

with an agreement to resell it back to the party again in a

month for $1.50, you can legally do so at the expiration of that

tune. If you only loaned him money on it you had better hold
it for tome months longer before disposing of it.— Ed.TrA]

Editor Trader—Sir

*»

I AM sorry to see that some one or two in the watch

trade are trying to stimulate business in these dull

"? times by offering to sell watches at a bread-and-

cheese profit. Now, will these dealeis kindly

reconsider this matter, when I think they will

see that it is very short-sighted and impolitic. They, no doubt,

expect to sell so many more by these reductions as to make up

for the reduced prices, but how long will they be allowed such

an advantage ? Others can and will soon sell as cheap as

themselves, when the prices being permanently reduced, their

temporary advantage will be much more than lost. Besides,

these few lines being so much reduced will soon cause a general

reduction on all, and when prices are once down it will be hard

to get them up again. Considering the increased expenses in

doing business, to say nothing of the great rise in rent and

taxes, profits ought to be more rather than less. These re-

marks are made in no spirit of dictation, but are supposed to

be opportune, and in the interests of the trade.

I am, &c,
Toronto, May 29th, 1890. A Retailer.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BOTCH
QUESTION.

Editor Trader—Sir :

[
HIS hue and cry about the class to which I belong,

"'The Botch," must be stopped.

I claim good watches are never brought to

us, and the worn out old-fashioned Swiss and

grandfather turnips meet with us their just deserts by forever

condemning them to the brass foundry. Are we not the

friends of the jobbers, inasmuch as new watches have to be

bought ? And, furthermore, does not the good watchmaker

have all the good work, while we have to content ourselves

with the fifty years ago productions ? We are a much abused

class, inasmuch as we have to do a great deal of work became

we are not so gifted as members high in the craft, and not

knowing what to do, and being scrupulously conscientious and

desirous of earning our money, work away at them early and

late, which, instead of derision should call loudly to Heaven

for sympathy and encouragement. What shall be done with

the botch ? What rather could we do without him ? So let

up— let up.

Yours truly,

A Poor Botch.

RIVETING.

Editor Trades Sir

:

TUT. number of bent brooch joint pins, flattened main

Spring ends, and other bruised and distorted

piei es of riveting work which constantly come

under the ey<- of the close observei at the work

bench, would lead one to the conclusion thai a fen practical

hints as to the proper way of placing rivets would noi be out

of pl.K e.

In the first place the holes in the different parts tli
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which the rivet is lo pass should be made of uniform size, and

should be countersunk on the outer sides. Next, the wire

rm the rivet should be made to fit tightly, and

after being i ut off should be filed ->\ iar< :h: work and

left of just sufii lent length to leave material enough to fill the

holes when flutened down rhese are conditions with which

. workman should be familiar without having his attention

i to them, still it is by no means seldom that the failure

of a job is chargeable to the neglect of performing them properly.

i the trouble comes in when the hammer is being used,

hammer, or the blows struck with it, should never be

heavier than the body of the rivet will resist without bending

in the length or swelling in diameter until the heads have been

properly formed. Then, if the rivet has been left of the proper

length, a few smart blows of the hammer will clamp the pieces

her and fill the countersinks in such a way that after the

heads have been filed down even with the surface, a neat

and solid j jb will be the result.

Ad. Rem.

IT IS INTENDED FOR THE TRADE
EXCLUSIVELY.

THE SECRETARY OF THE ASSOCIATION
HAS THE FLOOR !

Editor Trader- Sir:

y/HAI precaution does the Secretary of the Jobbers'

Association take to make its price list of movements

a price list " For the Trade only ?
"

In this locality there is a farmer who sells a few

watches and claims to be one of these self-made

watchmakers, who can repair anything from a Yankee

clock to a fine chronometer. His chief occupation is farming,

yet this gentleman receives a price lis', of the Jobbers' Associa-

tion, in response to a request (I suppose) accompanied by a

business card which reads :— " Mr. so-and-so, practical watch

repairer and dealer in gold and silver watches." He has never

worked a day in a jewelry shop or under the instruction of a

jeweler or watchmaker, and his stock of watches consists of one

or two which he carries in his pocket and disposes of whenever

the opportunity afford-, itself.

I myself got two pn< e lists, one addressed to the town in

which I served my apprenticeship, and which I have left over

seven years ago, the other to my present address where 1 am

in business.

the mailing list, I would suggest that all the names

appearing in the latest < ommen lal reports as retail jewelers, be

put on the list, and all other persons when making application

to have their names put on, should give substantial proof (other

than business <ards). that they are /•"//,/ (id-- retail jew<

re the application should be granted, it should be sent to

encies for investigation by their agents in du-

ty where the applicani The jobbers could

get a i opj oi the list ami < onfine their business to the legitimate

trade, by dealing only with persons whose names appeal on

the list Hoping to sec this question discussed by retailers and

nam, yours truly,

Price List.

'• Editor Trader Sir :

\7QUR valuablejourn.il, of which the Canadian jewelry

trade are so justly proud, is sent regularly to a

man in this vicinity who, I think, is not entitled

in any way M receive it, for the following

ons :— He has nevei served an apprentice

ship as a watch repairer or jeweler, and has never

, worked with iny lime. He works a farm

.in I goes around the country in the fall with a steam thresher.

He carries one or two watches with him and sells them when-

ever he can, and also repairs a few (locks and fewer watches at

other people's houses, and sometimes takes them home for re-

pairs.

As The Trader is intended only for the "jewelry and

kindred trades," I do not think he is entitled to receive it even

if he wishes to pay for it, and I hope you will make an investi-

gation, and, if convinced that he is notentitled to it, have his

name struck off your mailing list.

The reason I think The Trader should not be sent to him

(and others like him) is, that he receives much information that

none but the regular trade should know, as for instance in June

Trader we find on

P. W. Kills & Co.'s ad.:—"Did you get our

' Our list of watch cases is

Page 2

.

price list."

Page 3.—Goldsmith Co.'s ad.

the closest.

Page 9 -Win. A. Voung's ad.:
—

" Write for price lists,

&c."

Page

ments."

45.— Editorial Notes:—"New price list move

After seeing these in the Tin I i- vDER, all that is required

of the bogus jeweler is to send a bogus business card with

" Please send me your price list as referred to in your adver-

tisement in last months TRADER," and along comes the price

list by next mail. I am led to believe that this person got his

"Movement Price List" in this way, as he only received it

yesterday, while I have had mine for some time. Tin. TRADER

not onl) ti lis tli bogus jeweler where to gel the price lists, but

him its influence to secure them for him. Hoping

you will give tins your consideration.

I remain, yours, etc.,

I

Retailef

[NOTE Although the publishers ol I'm TRADER aim to

send it free ol charge to <•. timate jeweler in the

Dominion of I from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the] do

nit
1

oid will 11 it to am person who can use

the r .11 it coir try of the trade. We
thanl .and willfully investigate the 1

and, if we find it .1 hall unhesitatingly cut the

person complained about from off our mailing list, Any similar

which our readers maj to us will be

treated 11. r inaniu r. - EDIT IB Tn \i'
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THE GUIDE'S - QUERY ANSWERED.

The President of the American Watch Case Co. has

handed us for publication the following copy of a letter sent by

him to the editor of The Jewelers' Guide of this city, in reply to

some unwarranted strictures which that journal has seen fit to

make upon the Company he represents :

To the Editor of the Jewelers' Guide .

Di\k Sir,— In answer to your request in the leading

editorial of the 15th inst , asking the American Watch Case Co.

to explain its connection with I'm. Trader newspaper, I beg

to say that there is no connection further than that the Com-

pany purchase and pay for advertising space the same as any

other firm.

We never have had, nor have we now, a dollar invested in

it, nor do we control it in any way.

In our advertisement we do not mention the name of any-

other Company, so we fail to see why you should go out of

your way to charge us with decrying the goods of other

Canadian makers

The American Watch Case Co. has always placed their

goods upon the market under their own name, and exclusively

upon their own merits, and they are so satisfied with their

superiority that they have no fear of, and never will shrink from

any honest competition.

Trusting that you will give this letter an insertion in your

next issue,

I am. yours truly,

John N. Lakk,

President American Watch Case Co.

LOOK OUT FOR THEM.

Editor Trader—Sir :

HEREWITH submit a few facts regarding the

burglary of my place in Stayner, on the night of

the 17th ult.

Two suspicious characters were seen looking

around Stayner on the afternoon of the 17th

May, (Saturday). That night (before Sunday

morning) my store had been gone through and

also a safe cracked in the " Si \,m r Wiuie Mill" here, out

of which $63 in cash was taken. The safe was an old one, with a

combination lock. They drilled immediately on the left side

of the dial wheel or half on the dial and half off, inserted a

punch or " drift" and drove off the shutter that closed up the

when locked, it was then no trouble to turn back the bolts

and open safe. There was some excitement in the town the

next day in the afternoon when the thing became known On
the following Tuesday we heard that a safe had been cracked

m Alliston on Monday night. Mr. Fletcher, the owner of the

mill in which the safe was, telegraphed to I'.arrie for the best

man they could send, accordingly ( Sweeney of liarrie

went to Alliston and there wired to Shelboume, Orangeville,

mo and Hamilton. Tl irrested in Orange-
ville on Wednesday, 21st ult. Brought back to Alliston on
Thursday, 22nd. Hut as no case could be established there for

lack of evidence, they having got nothing out of the Alliston

safe. They were taken to Barne Goal over night and brought

stayner on Friday, 23rd, when they were committed for

trial.

I should have said before that along with the two robberies

already mentioned here, they aiso broke into a shce shop and

took out a pair of shoes, and it was for the shoes they were

tried in Stayner, which case alone was sufficient to commit them

for trial.

On the 11th inst. they were tried before a jury for the

breaking into the shoe shop of Alex Adair and convicted, and

on 1 2th inst. they were tried for breaking into my store and

convicted on both counts. There was nol strong enough evi-

dence to go on with the other indictments against them.

They were sentenced to five years in I'enitentiary each. Of

course, you will have seen in the papers of the 17th and 18th

insts., how they broke goal at Kingston and are now at large.

While they were in goal at Barrie awaiting their trial, a

photograph was taken of one of them (Smith), which was sent

to the Central Prison, and there identified as Geo. Coles, alias

Colwell. Howard is said to be a notorious Buffalo crook.

Very truly yours,

Stayner, Ont., June igth, 1890. W. Watson.

A SCATHING CRITICISM.

Editor Trader— Sir :

ERSONALLY we are glad to know that the jewelry

trade has grown to such proportions that it can

I support two trade journals, and we will be only

00 pleased to see others coming in their order.

^ It is a sign of progress, prosperity and growth in

this Canada of ours, but they will be patronized

only in proportion to the manner in which they

exhibit the spirit of fair play, breadth of discussion, and

journalistic honor.

We have received the Guide regularly at our office since its

publication, and we admit that it is a very creditable paper, and

the items we read with great interest. Its future growth

depends upon its freedom from rival prejudice, fair discussion,

and the liberty to allow its patrons to place such advertisements

in its columns as will bring the greatest profit to the advertiser;

if not, its future may be counted by days and its advertisers by

the aid of an eyeglass.

A paper that has grawn steadily from small beginnings and

is now looked upon as the text book of the jewelry trade, and

that has cemented the craft so closely togethei as In i TRAD1 k,

requires no words of commendation from its readers. We

rd it as a friend, and as such we take up the cud-els in its

defence. In the last issue of Thejewelets* Guide, the liist and

leading editorial asks The American Watch Case Company to

explain, and a comment on this required explanation is the

cause of my writing. Those who may not be familiar with the

question under discussion, will find on "I the fune

Trader an advertisement sitting foith, as advertisements do,

the advantages poss< ssed by the advertisers, win. happen to be

the American Watch Case Company; then on page 105 of

The Jewelers' Guide will be found an editorial, the lust and

foremost, asking the said American Watch Case Company to
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explain why it advertises thus, and that by so advertising it

deteriorates the quality of other watch case companies' goods,

and by way of revenge it tries to side knife the editor of 1 hi

Trader, who happens to have brains enough to be Secrctarv

and Treasurer of the A. W. ('. Co. as well as editor. The

position causes a smile, and must be a joke. Surely the editor-

in-chief of a prettily covered, well put together paper such as

The Guide cannot be in earnest. Imagine an advertisement

in The Empire, setting forth the great and lasting advantages of

Burdock Blood Bitters causing the chief of The Globe to step

down and ask the said B. B. B. company to e.\| lain why they

claim so much for their life-saving restorative, and in a leading

editorial to comment thereon and pour venom on the editor

for allowing a firm to praise their own goods. Surely they

would not be expected to praise everything in general, and

because they set forth their own claims, for which privilege

they pay, they insinuate that everything else is bad and poison-

ous. Even the grits would think that a vacancy in the ward in

our asylum would soon be occupied by their brainy chief.

Does the Guide forbid the advertiser from making statements

concerning his wares? Imagine the first and foremost article in

the paper calling especial attention to the American Watch

Case Company's goods. Would it be possible that The Guide

has a quiet interest in the said Company ; does he own any-

stock, is he interested in their profits ? What can it mean ?

I wonder if these other watch case companies that are mentioned

are really doing the square thing? Is it possible that conscience

has been awaker ed ? What is it all about ? Is The Guide the

organ of these other watch case companies ? Why docs it put

itself about to call down the A. W. C. Co. and advertise their

goods? Truly the position is a unique one. Supposing it

should have been incubated in the interests of one or both of

the other watch case companies. This is where we take our

position, and here is where we take up arms to defend The
Trader, by stating that the advertisement that appeared in

The Trader, put in and, I suppose, paid for by the A. \\ I

Co., is n-)t very far from the m irk. I ) > these smaller companies

suppose they can out-rival an old company, with abundance of

capital, excellent machinery, skilled workmen, long experience ;

if so, do these thing-, count for anything? (Jan it be denied

when we say that the A. W. ('. Co.'s goods stand first today in

Canada ? 'Then is the advertisement deceptive ; is the company

astray ; i-, The Trader "ad." wrong ? The other companies

are doing good work and making rapid progress, but if The

Guide is their organ we must tell it that it must go slow. The
other companies must wait and work, and time will tell if they

win ; they take second place, and they must own up to it like

men. 'The retail jewelers cannot be deceived by advertise-

ments or editorials ; they know the best wnrk and they will

only be too glad when we reach the time that we can boast of

three or more good companies instead of one

Mr Guide, you have caused us some merriment if you have

barked up the wrong tree, and all we say is don't do it again.

I have no interest in the >to< k of the American Watch i

01 the I: publishing Co , nor am I acquainted with

the proprietor or editor of The Guide, and I trust that they will

pt my < ntif ism and regard it as the impartial view of one

limply looking on. I enclose m) card ?nd r< main,

Yours truly,

Eye <

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

B\ EXCF.I SIOR.

'Till- I >UP1 IA ES< M'l MEN 1 < 'on I INU1 n.

j.q8) In selecting an escape wheel, we have to find one in

which both the repose teeth and the impulse teeth are suited to

the watch. Only the former can be considered here. 'The

impulse wheel will be treated in our next article. In fitting a

repose wheel we can go by the old one, if that was known to

be correct, and the roller is left. If its correctness is uncertain,

we can draw the entire wheel a.id roller action, making the line

de some convenient multiple of the centre distance in the

watch, and, when done, by reducing the diameters of the wheel

and the roller in that proportion, we have the correct size for

the part which is gone, and a test for that which remains. In

doing this, we consider the nature of the train, and the strength

of the motive force, and choose a size for the roller which is

likely to produce the best results, according to previous direc-

tions. Suppose that we prefer a roller -,',, the diameter of the

repose wheel, (485). Then the centre distance de, Fig. 31,

will be y2 the diameter of the wheel, plus T
'
a of that amount

for half the diameter of the roller, less the amount of the inter-

section of the wheel and roller circles. In other words, if the

diameter of the repose wheel is composed of 32 equal parts,

th^ distance de will be 17 of those parts, less the intersection.

1 499) The intersection of the wheel and roller circles, al-

though minute, is most important, for upon it depends the

amount of the small-lift, and the safety of the whole escapement.

Although so minute, it cannot well be increased, for the central

hole of the roller must take up a considerable part of the

diameter, the notch must be less than y2 of the remainder,

since we must not cut too near to the hole, and finally the

point of the tooth must not come too near to the bottom of the

notch when passing. On the other hand, any lessening of the

intersection lessens the safety of the locking or repose of the

tooth on the outside of the roller, which is very shallow at the

best, permits the tooth to come nearer the edge of the notch

when on the repose, increases the power of its pressure against

the roller, and the risk of springing the staff and forcing its waj

past the jewel without performing its proper function, a risk

which is considerable at all times, and especially when the

mainspring is fully wound up and the maximum pressure is

conjoined with the effects of accidental jars and springing of

the staff. When the repose tooth is on the line of centres, the

intersection is variously put at from
J to ,'.. the diameter of the

roller.

(500; We will adopt the maximum figure, .is it is ea

enough to make the w heel a trifle smallei it necessary, and we

shall err on the sid raking it at \ the diameter of

the roller, that is equal to | the radius, and the distanced will

bi iii parts Having measured de, we divide it bj 16

find de to be 833 millimetres, dividing that D) [6

5 millimetres for the radius of the roller We set the dividers

to that distance, and with one point at e we draw the roller

-rtting them to 5 - 16 8 millimetres, we draw the

repose wheel circle. We then draw 1 1 n« v, through the

ings. of the two circles, and measure thi v e a». It

it is 30 , (or ab >ut 50 for tl e I duplex,) we have only

to reduce the radius of the roller or the wheel m the tame
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proportion as de is greater than the centre distance in the

watch. If it has 30 times the centre distance, divide the length

of either radius by 30, and we have the proper semi diameter

of that part. This method may therefore be employed for

selecting both the roller and the wheel.

(501) If we have either of these, and wish to find the othei

to correspond, we may also measure the centre distance between

the pivot holes of the balance staff and the escape wheel, with

the pump-dividers, (339, 341,) increase it 30 times and mark it

off as de. Then get the semi-diameter of the part that is left,

increase that 30 times, and draw the proper circle, from d or e

as the case may be. Next draw the lines e~w from e, and finally

draw the other circle, passing through the crossings of the lines

tm and the former circle. In this way, having either part we

may find the corresponding suitable size for the other. This

requires no estimation for the intersection, and but little draft-

ing. If we have the old roller, we may find a suitable repose

wheel without drafting, as follows : Measure the centre dis-

tance, and take the distance between the divider's points on

some scale. Then find the diameter of the roller, by the same

scale, and diminish it by say T
'

for the intersection. Deduct i

of the remainder from the centre distance, and you have the

radius of the repose wheel, at the extreme points of the teeth.

(502) In measuring the diameter of an escape (repose) wheel

with 15 teeth, on the scale, the odd number of teeth prevents

our getting it directly, for we have to measure from the point

of one tooth, across the centre to a straight line touching the

points of two teeth, which makes the apparent diameter a little

short But by adding one one-hundredth of this measurement

we have the real diameter. For instance, the measurement on

the scale is 150 French lines ; count two figures from the right

and place a decimal point, (which is equivalent to dividing by

100), and we have 1.5 lines, as the difference between the

distances to the arc between the two teeth and to the chord of

that arc. Adding this to the former, and we get 151 .5 lines

for the real diameter of the repose wheel with 15 teeth. As

already stated, it is safe to always take a wheel a trifle too large,

so that, if not perfectly true after staking on the pinion, the

teeth can be dressed off a little to equalize the wheel ; and also

when finally tested in the depthing tool, if necessary. If the

teeth are too blunt, or not properly shaped for working freely

in the notch, they should be shaped up—preferably with the

cutting engine ; but it can be done by hand, with care The
method of detei mining the proper size for the impulse wheel is

deferred till we have considered the wheel and pallet action.

(503) The roller and repose wheel being properly fitted and

in the watch, and the teeth being free in the notch, (487,4701,

we lest the small lift, and put the escapement in beat. If the

centre of the notch has been fitted under one of the balance

arms, as before recommended (496), it is very easy to adjust

the escapement without looking at the roller. Press your oiling

wire /or any similar elastic wire-; against the fourth wheel, to

take all pressure from the mainspring off the balance and notice

the position of the balance arm above the notch, when at a free

rest. It should stand exactly over the escape wheel pivot, and

the wheel will be in beat. Then, with the wire pressing lightly

against the inside of the balance rim, move the balance very

slowly to the left until the tooth is seen to drop Cinto the notch),

then move it to the right till the tooth drops again,—out of the

notch. The distance between these two extreme positions of

the arm gives the small-lift, or angle through which the balance

must move for the impulse wheel to clear the roller. This

angle can be measured by the angle-meter (527 1 or by calcula-

tion (308, 340). If this angle thus formed is 30°, (or any other

amount intended for the small lift,) the result of our labor

proves the correctness of our estimations and fitting.

(504) When the watch is in beat, the position of the

balance arm, at a free rest, should be midway between the two

extreme positions above noted. The centre of the notch will

then be in the line of centres, (or the straight line extending

between the centres of the balance staff and the escape wheel 1,

and the notch will travel an equal distance from the point of

rest to receive and discharge the tooth. This is the rule and

should be followed in all ordinary cases. But under certain

circumstances this rule is disregarded by some workmen. When
the mainspring is too narrow and weak, or the small-lift too

great, so that the escapement is liable to set, the notch is caused

to stand to the right of the line of centres when at a free rest,

by moving the hair-spring collet properly. This enables the

repose tooth, by a very slight motion of the balance, to complete

the small-lift, and bring the more energetic large-lift into action.

That is to say, we put the escapement out of beat, more or

less, to favor its weakness and remove the liability to set. On
the other hand, if the mainspring is very strong, the notch is

moved to the left of the line of centres,— sometimes so far that

the repose tooth will actually drop into it while at the point of

rest. The effect of this is that the tooth is required to move
the notch over a larger angle, from the point of rest, in order to

complete the small-lift and escape, than would be required if

it started from the line of centres,—thus opposing the resistance

of the hair-spring to the excessive pressure of the tooth, and

also of the impulse finger when that comes into action.

(505) But neither course can be considered proper, unless

the defect it is designed to remove cannot well be corrected.

For instance, if the motive force is simply weak, the proper

course would be to substitute a stronger spring, or remove

obstructions in the train, if any. But if the train is in good

condition, and the size of the roller corresponds to the weak

motive force, (482), and the size and weight of the balance are

suited to both, then it may be justifiable to ease the action of

the esapement as described. When the small-lift is too great,

it can be diminished by lessening the depthing of the repose

wheel in the roller, if both pivots of the escape wheel are carried

by bridges or moveable plates. In the same way, the small-lift

will be increased by setting the escape wheel towards the roller.

In either case, the bearing between the fourth wheel and the

escape pinion will be simultaneously changed, and should be

corrected if defective. The escape wheel should not be set

up or back by moving one bridge only, as that would change the

height of the tooth in the notch, and throw the pinion out of

vertical.

(506) The " impulse drop " of the escape wheel, from the

repose tooth leaving the roller notch till the impulse tooth

strikes the finger, should be about to*, measured on the finger

circle. (See Figs 32 and 33). The point of the finger ha\ in-

got well within the circle of the impulse teeth, the action will

be safe. But if the drop is less, the tooth will be more liable

to strike on the point of trie finger, which is just passing inside
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of the circle, yy, (Fig. $$). Besides this, the friction of the

tooth against the finger is greater, commencing further from the

line of centres, and in a direction more oblique, ard the wear

of both finger and tooth is increased. However, as far as

safety is concerned, if the motive force is weak or the vibrations

of the balance are quicker than usual, i i8,oco per hour), the

drop may safely be less than io\ for the slower motion of the

wheel as compared with that of the balance will prevent the

tooth from overtaking the finger too soon. But, as the vigor

'A

tig. *a.

of the motive force increases, urging the tooth forward more

quickly, the finger must have a greater start in advance of the

tooth in order to attain a safe depthing in the impulse circle rv,

before the tooth reaches it. The maximum and standard drop

may be considered as 10 , and the minimum 5 .

THE WHEEL AND PALLET ACTION.

(507; Having fixed upon the sizes of the repose wheel and

roller, the amount of small-lift, impulse drop, etc., we arrive

at the wheel and pallet action, for which we have to determine

the diameter of the impulse wheel, the length of the impulse

pallet or finger, the large-lift, etc. All these points are govern-

ed by the proportion between the sizes of the repose and impulse

wheels. As the finger must make a part of its vibration

between two impulse teeth, in order to clear them, its length

must be controlled by the diameter o< the impulse wheel. Any

change in the si/e of the wheel must be accompanied by an

inversely proportionate change in the length of the finger, if

the same centre distance is preserved. And the proportional

sizes of both wheel and finger will depend upon the extent we

le to give to the large-lifting, or in other words, the an

through which the tooth is to propel the finger.

(5081 In planning the wheel and pallet action, as there

must bean impulse tooth exactly midway between two adjacent

repose teeth, (or pairs of teeth), the number of teeth in the

impulse wheel is fixed by that in the repose wheel. Hut the

diameter of the impulse wheel and the length of the finder arc-

yet left to our disi retion. The repairer must often sele< t a new

* wheel out of a lot having different proportions, or
1

make a new one, adapted to the particular < asc. We will

therefore consider the effects of varying the relative sues of

the parts of this action. By examining Fig. 32, we shall sec

1st, that the greater the number of teeth in the same size of

wheel, (and with the same centre distance), the shorter the

finger must be, and vice versa. A, is the centre of the wheel,

and B, of the balance staff. If we suppose 3 and 4 to be

impulse teeth, the finger will reach from />' to 4. and its point

will revolve in the circle 6", </. G. But if the wheel had three

times as many teeth, say at 3, 5, 6, 4, then the finger could only

reach to 5 or 6, since it must not touch them while vibrating.

Consequently, the fewer the teeth in the impulse wheel, the

greater the large lift will be. The following sections will be

understood to refer to wheels having fifteen (single) teeth,

which is the number generally adopted. Their application to

the Chinese duplex will readily be seen, by making the requisite

allowance for the different conditions.

Selected Matter.

JIM SMITH, THE JEWELRY DRUMMER.

Chapter II.

THE DE1AILS OF THE CHEROKEE WATCH CLUB—A DISAGREE-

ABLE RIVAL ENCOUNTERED—THE DIFFERENCE IN EMPLOY-

ERS—THE ENDLESS DETAIL AND HARD LABOR WHICH A

DRUMMKR FOR A JOBBING HOUSE FIND-.

William Coopkr in The Manufacturing JewePir.

T'RLE to his word, Jim Smith sat

up that night till the " wee small

hours of morning," framing and

concocting the new club rules and

regulations.

"The Cherokee Ladies' Watch
Club" was to have a membership of

fifty, with weekly payments of one dol-

lar each. Gentlemen were not eligible

for admission, and only ladies' wat< In s

would be sold. Madame Hockstadei

smith was to In- president and treasurer,

and the weekly drawings and general

business was to lie conducted every

Thursday afternoon in her own best

pallor. The wal< h was to be " an

extra jeweled Columbian Watch I

movement m a 14k. diamond jewel

There was a proviso that should the membei prefei adja

mond ring instead, she could have her < hoi( e accordingly.

Armed with his nights labor. Jim paid Ins morning's fare

well visit to both Mi. and Mrs. Green, deposited th< papers

with Mr. and Mrs Hocksta , and was just on the point

Of leaving when his great competitor, Harry Snide, entered the

store.

"Hullo, Smith: what, just off?" adding m a sarcastic,

sneering tone, "don'l go yet. Vou know I won't interfere 01

hurt you. Now would I, Mr. rlockstadersmith ?" as he turned

to that worthy l"r his a< quies< em e.

"Well, [ vas not know. His much I \ili say, dal Smidth
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is a mighty tine poy wid a great pig head, and wid someting in

it, and dat's more dan I can zay for you."

I.aughirrg heartily at the crest-fallen Snide, Jim made off

and was soon on his way, whistling along towards his next stop.

Now Mr. Snide was in his own estimation a great man.

Tall and lean, twenty eight years of age, his general appearance

was gaunt and awkward, with a peculiarly mean, ill-favored

cast of features, as though Dame Nature, cross with herself at

her own misproduction, had stamped him misanthrope, a

cynical, snarling cur, eaten up with the egotism of his own

conceit. It may appear strange to some that such an indi-

vidual should have been selected to represent so large and high

class a house, but such was the case, and can only be ac-

counted for on thebroad principle that extremes sometimes meet.

The firm that Mr. Snide was travelling for was similar in

every detail to that of Smith's, only they were much larger and

carried on a much more extensive business. Messrs. Alfred

Goodman & Co. were accounted the very topmost firm in the

trade, and hence, Snide had a much easier and more profitable

position than our friend of Jobson, Watchem & Screwit. Mr.

Goodman had been an old traveler himself. He was kindly,

geniality and generosity itself, esteemed and beloved by all

who knew him, liberal and fair in dealing with the clerks.

Herbert Snide carried the finest and most varied stock on the

road. He had much more liberal expenses allowed him, while

the house treated their customers with every leniency and con

sideration. The great difference between the two men and

their business relations laid in the fact that it was the first

mentioned who sold the goods and not the house, while in the

latter case it was the house that sold and not the traveler.

It was ten thousand pities that a happy combination in

each case could not be arrived at, but such it was. Snide was

pompous, overbearing, proud and mean. Scrupulously parti-

cular in his dress and person, one would at first sight have

mistaken him for an elegant and refined gentleman, but on

closer contact the analysis disclosed a very poorly educated,

small-minded, ignorant man, evidently tolerated by his firm

out of kindly good feeling.

Just in proportion as Smith was esteemed by his fellow

travelers, so was Snide disliked. Many were the good and

generous arts of Jim, while those of " Duddy llert were

equally as much beneath contempt. Many of the boys would

not speak to him, as he was continually misrepresenting what

they had said. On more than one occasion he had falsely

given it out that Smith was laid up, or was "not coming that

way, this trip,'' thereby trying to secure any business that might

be reserved for Jim— dishonorable, unfair means that no honest

traveler would dream of resorting to, and consequently, as this

became known, so did it earn him the contempt he deserved.

\h, let me see, said Snide, as he entered Green's store,

" JTOU have just had the great and only Mr. Smyth hi

lied Mr. Green, going on busily with his work.

I lee he seems to be very thick friends with the old

Dutchman. Hardly fair to you, eh, old mai
" And why not, pray ?" quickly retorted Green.

" Well, because I have (.card the old beggar say that he

would freeze you out, even if it COSt him all he was worth to

do so."

This was a mean attempt on Snide's part to curry favoi

with Green, with whom he had always considered himself as

first favorite. Continuing in the same strain he told him that

Smith was doing a mighty mean thing, selling the Dutchman

goods under regular prices, so that he could undersell and cut

out Green, and was filling Hockstadersnuth's head with whole

packs of lies about him.

At last the storekeeper turned on him. " Mr. Snide," he

exclaimed, in a passion of anger, "it is you who is telling the

lies. Leave my store, sir, and if I want any goods of your

firm I will write them direct for them, but a man like you I'll

have no more dealings with whatever."

This both awed and alarmed Snide. Coward-like, he wig-

gled out of it as best he could, and ultimately left the town

with neither sales nor orders.

For several days both men pursued their trip, neither meet-

ing the other, though several times nearly doing so.

In the meantime Jim had received a package from his

house enclosing three samples of the new " Flukellem " filled

case. The 18 size hunter was very attractive in appearance, a

nice finish, with a gold color. The shape was all that could be

desired, fiat, neat, and arranged so that it could be turned into

an open face, if so desired.

The maker's guarantee inside described it as being made

of " Two thick plates of metal, with a gold plate between, be- •

ing the cheapest solid case of the kind for the price, and war-

ranted to wear for ninety-nine years.''

" Ha, ha," exclaimed Jim, " same old thing, same old style,

only a gold plate on the inside this time between the two metal

plates ; of course, it will wear for ninety-nine years ; don't they

think themselves smart. Well, what's this?" as on further in-

vestigation he drew forth from the package three complete

watches, with a note from the firm telling him how they " had

been successful in purchasing at a much reduced price, the

whole of the celebrated " Kalamazoo " watches, series ' X,'

' Y,' and '/.,' and trusting he would be able to secure some

large orders for them." Now the usual price of the " Kalama-

zoo " watches, both ladies' and gentlemen's, was $3.50, but

Messrs. Jobson, Watchem & Screwit's large purchase enabled

them to place them on the market at $2.75. Smith made a big

push with his new " special," and sent home large orders.

Snide soon heard of his rival's success, and wrote home to

his firm to try and follow the example of Jobson, Watchem &
Screwit, as he was thereby losing his hold on the trade. It

was not long before he received an encouraging reply from his

house saying that they had procured the whole of the stock, at

an immense reduction, Tittle-bat & Titmouse's "Conundrum
"

watch, which they could sell at half its original price, viz.: $1.50.

Snide's hard features almost merged into a smile when he

thought of the fun he would have in cutting and underselling

Smith, but even greater was his joy when he found that the

firm had sent him a sample of the new "Trap's'' filled case,

for which they were to be the "sole wholesale agents.'' Now,

at first, he was puzzled to know what really was the ( hict point

of merit in the " 1* rap's ''
filled case. He Cudgeled his brain

(save the mark; in vain, and at last was forced to give it Up in

despair, concluding that as it looked all right u must, of neces-

sity, be so, especiallj as the accompanying certificate bore the

usual stereotyped guarantee : "The outside layer of this case

warranted to be of solid 10k. gold
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TRADE AS8W39£k MARK.

MONTREAL \JPCTCH 0ASE

COMPANY
S *r* -r- 6

f®&5»c,^'i^,I3Sgl»325^£ ^ -f- \

Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory; White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL.

a

TO THE TRADE .

In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

N.B.—We guarantee our production equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the market, includ-

ing American or Swiss.
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MANUFACTURERS OF FINE ROLLED PLATE CHAINS, MONTREAL,

"re Fall Trade, 1890."

Request the earnest consideration of the WHOLESALE TRADE to the fol-

lowing important points:

The Retail Trade of the Country like THE STYLE AND FINISH OF OUR GOODS

and KNOW THE QUALITY TO BE AS REPRESENTED.

Our line of samples comprising over TWO HUNDRED of the BEST SELLING

PATTERNS both in 14 k. and 10 k. is NOW READY to show for fall

orders

•

We have adjusted prices to as close a margin as possible--TO GIVE YOU

THE ARTICLE AS WE REPRESENT IT--and these Prices you will find,

upon comparison, much lower than any makers' goods you have to

import of a SIMILAR QUALITY.

We trust in view of the above facts you will place

no order till you have seen what we are prepared

to show you. You will most certainly be studying

your own intersts by so doing.

July 1st, 1890. The uB0LT" Factory, White's Lane, Montreal.
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Thus, the " Kalamazoo " and " Conundrum " watches soon

obtained a wider and more extensive reputation and notoriety

than they had ever enjoyed before.

Some few days after his receipt of the new samples, Snide

ran across Jim in a mutual customer's store. He was at first

chary of " crossing swords " with Jim, but before many minutes

were over, the old spirit of sneer and snarl predominated, and

he tried to make Smith out for a laughing stock to the cus-

tomer. By no means vexed, Jim turned to him and said :

"Snide, I want to ask you a conundrum. Why is a dead

dog's tail like your ' Conundrum ' watch ?"

Of course he gave it up. Then Smith replied ;
" Because

it cannot «

"
I want to ask you another about your ' P'rap's,' or more

correctly speaking, your wonderful ' P'rap's ' case. What is

the difference between that and yourself?" Again Snide gave

it up, and Smith emphatically answered " None."

This was more than the high-toned representative of Messrs.

Goodman & Co. could stand ; so hurriedly turning on his heel,

he left the store. As he did so, the genial little traveler for

the great Miraculous Silverware Plate Co. entered the store.

After mutual salutations, he asked the customer if he had heard

of the new move by the Silverware Combination. " No,"

answered that gentleman, " what is it
?"'

'• Why another ten per cent, discount, making our full dis-

count from list prices fifty, fifteen, ten, five, six, five, with an

extra six for cash."

" Why, (ireat Caesar's ghost, man, how can they make that

pay!-' " Weil, I don't know, replied the traveler, "but, any-

way, on the strength of it they have just advanced all our

salaries seventy-five per cent , and I hear that the American

clock companies are going to allow even a five per cent. more.

These were great times for the watch and jewelry trades
;

the spirit of competition had become so fierce and keen that

the small man was either ' froze out," or if lacking capital

could not fail in coming to grief; while the large concerns had

ort to all sorts of schemes, tricks and dodges to keep

themselves afloat, and their trade from going elsewhere.

Hence, all these illegitimate, crafty tricks, which were fast de-

moralizing and ruining the trade, and producing the fearful re-

mit of mistrust and doubt in the minds of the retailer and the

publi'

.

It was now approaching the dark and cloudy days of mid-

autumn. The Indian summer had come and gone, James

Smith was still energetically pushing on. His sales showed a

ierable increase over those of the previous year ; his ap-

plication to business was indefatigable, for unlike travelers in

other trades the watch and jewelry traveler never has any spare

time. His is one incessant whirl of travel, toil and endless de-

tail. The responsibility of his trust can never be realized by

anybody but himself. Those precious trunks demand In. con

slant thought and ever-present care. No matter where bi

'omer's store, the train, or in the bedroom of an hotel,

'•s must work with his mind, watching that nothing is left

out, that they are safely locked, and that the bedroom is secure,

and its locks and window fastenings are good and in working

order. See how he trys the key and peeps beneath the bed.

dd make your hair stand on end by tails of adventure

and narrow escapes from danger and robbery. His work is

never-ending, tor when goods are sold, he delivers, and con-

sequently has to enter them in his day-book, from which he

makes his invoice : then when writing home he has to specify

by order what goods he wishes repeated, etc., and on receipt

of the same has to check over the list and sort them into stock.

Nor is his work ended here, for frequently, if he is fortunate in

getting a spare hour, on Sunday, he invariably spends it in go

ing through his trunks, re-arranging, re-adjusting, and cleaning

up his stock. Don't be angry, good Christian friend, for it is

a necessity that cannot be helped as he has no other spare

time. The amount of details in the watch and jewelry job-

bing trade are colossal, the thousand and one different articles

and their ever-changing prices, the continual change of style,

patterns and fashions, with the many and various alterations

always being introduced by the whole army of manufacturers,

its, "closing outs," "rebates," and reductions add much to the

traveler's labors and daily toil

No class of salesmen suffers so much from the inconveni-

ences of travel as he does. His trunks and himself must

occupy the same sleeping apartment. This often incurs great

hardship to himself, as when arriving by late trains, or trains

early in the morning, he has frequently to assist the angry and

annoyed porter, in getting them upstairs, while the clerk and

others around cannot understand why he is so particular and

"durned fussy."'

Nor is he behindhand in getting over the ground. As a

rule he can cover it just as quickly as other men do w-ithout

any samples at all. The marvel is, how he does it, but he

does. The inconvenience of "sleeper" travelling on night

trains is the same to him as though he were between the sheets

on a bed of down. Very, very often in the process of " mak-

ing time" and in "saving a day," he has to rise at two, three

or four o'clock in the morning, or as frequently arrive in a town

at the same unearthly hour ; or has the misery and agony of

having to wait at some rough roadside junction for the connec-

tion, with no hotel no shelter, the train hours behind time,

keeping himself warm and killing the long dreary hours as best

he can. Then when he arrives at his destination he frequently

finds the hotel " plumb full," and is forced to sit up the remain-

der ot the night or morning in preference to sharing a room

with a stranger. He could tell you of rushed and hasty meals,

the •" snatch of lunch," and how, to appease the gnawings of

hunger, or for the purpose of saving time, he is frequently

forced to dine upon fusty, frowsy apples and bananas bought

from the railway newsboy, and yet you find him always good-

tempered, good natured, smiling and obliging.

SlN li was the daily and everchanging experience of our

mutual Iriend, Jim Smith, whose further progress and numer-

ous adventures we must leave for future numbers, later on.

Isw Pitman, the inventor of phonography, ia a hoary-hc 1

man, with a sch jlarly sto >[>, and still presides ovrr the Ph laati In

siitute at Bath, where he his reside! uninterruptedly for more than

half a century. He i^ r.sing 78, yet he supervises a correspondence of

30000 letters a year editing Tin Phoned,- Journal, and com-

piling the numerona book-, whit h he annually publishes. The " Grand

Old Phonographcr " is. in spite of his years, a stimuli vegetarian,

teetotaler, and non-smoker, and is to be found at his desk every morn-

ing at six o'clock
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MAX SAUNDERS,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

DIAMONDS - AND - PRECIOUS - STONES,

75 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

An Assortment of Mounted Goods Always on Hand. Goods

sent on Approval to Responsible Dealers.

SIMONS BRO. &CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

i*8sm [j8T] yuttfr

Address all Orders to Factory.

611 & 613 Sansom St., 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Canes and Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers.
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A CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL.

T
can watchmaker's lathes and attachments, such as are found on

every first-class watchmaker's bench. Students will own the

HK opening of an Horo- watch they construct, also all the devices and attachments they

logical School in an) Can may make to aid them while doing so.

adian city is an event of

Mich importance to the jewelry trade

of this country, that the Trader

felt that it would not be doing its

whole duty by us readers unless it

took some special pains to give

them a tolerably correct idea of the

kind ot institution it was, and such

other information regarding it as

might prove at once useful and in-

teresting.

To this end we. one day last week, called upon Mr. Edward

Beeton at hi* office. Leader Lane* and

stated to him our wish, when he at once &,
arranged, in compliance with our request,

that we should be allowed to inspect the

workings of the School at an early hour

the next day.

Punctually at the time appointed, the

TRADER, in company with Mr. Beeton,

visited the new institution, and were very

much impressed with the sound, practical

basis on which it has been established

Taking into consideration that plenty of

good light is an indispensable feature in

disconnection, Messrs. Beeton & Playtner

have secured probably the best location

for the purpose in Toronto. Their pre ru-

ling directly opposite the ground* ot

St James' Cathedral, they obtain the

north light, unobscured by any building,

and as the front is of plate glass, about

25 feet wide, by 1 2 feet high, the light is per-

fect The view of the ( athedral grounds

en from the window is very fine, and

the students have only to look up to then

left to see not only the highest church

steeple m America, but also the second

largest clock in the world.

The school was opened about two

go with two students, Mr.
J.
Km

kaid, of Chicago, and Mr. V Zilliax, of Listowe

n a o 3 a n 3 a n n 3 is 3 a a a n n n fi b a n n nn 13 * Q a D ft"(13333300 a::333E33nma3tiaHf saaaaan:

HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

Mr. lleeton informs ii> that they are getting a large lathe

for doing the heaviest plate work, and getting out the brass

and steel blank* for the barrel- .i\m\ stem wind work* I'hcy

are also negotiating with dn electric motoi company with a

view to putting in light power for driving the heavier lathes,

emery wheels L,r grinding their gravers and cutters, and for

runnmg their scratch brushing lathe. Large models ol escape-

ments and trains are under construction for future use in de-

monstration, and in fact the) are putting forth ever) effort to

make the institution a big success and complete in every

respect.

That there is an opening and a necessit) for an Horologi-

cal School in Canada there is no doubt,

and watchmakers, more or less tnexperi

enced, will doubtless be glad of the op-

portunity provided, where they can im-

prove themselves satisfactorily without

loss of time and at a moderate expense.

Already correspondence 1* coming in

from all sections of the country asking

for prospectus, term*, etc., and the pro*

pect 1* that inside of a month the School

will be rapidly tilling up. We are assured

that no expense will be spared, and nothing

left undone to provide every facilit) .md

opportunity for the improvement of the

student* that may decide to patronize it.

4<OR0L06ICAL INSTITUTE

THE DIAMONDS OF MARS
AND RACHAEL.

of whom have ahead) spent several year* at

Out., both

their business

the present day

With a *<•' tional drawing ol a watch movement in front ol

of them, the\ were hard at work on the construction ol .1

watch. Mr. Zilhax states that In- never used an American

lathe before attending this s< hool, and although he ha* onl)

at work one week he ha* already got both plates turned

to size, and thickness, the centre and jth pivot holes located

and drilled, the pillar and plate * rews m ide and fitted, and 1*

proceeding to calculate, make and lit the barrel and centre

pinion and the stem windin

Students taking a lull < ourse will, m ever) instano

truct a wan h, not with automata m.n hinery, but In then own

head and hand*, assisted b) the use of the regular size Amen

On one point of theatrical display the

French p ;blic is singularly indifferent.

Magnificent jewJs produce very little

impression upon a French audience when

worn on the stage It is said that tile

reason for this indifference is the excetd

ing perfection to which the manufacture

of imitation jewelry has been brought in

for though Miss A. may appear loaded

down with diamonds that COSt a fortune, Mi*s B. will make

quite a* nun h effect, blazing with artistically set rhine stones

of no parti< ular value.

I he wearing Of real jewels Ol great value has ceased to be

considered aw attraction on the dramatu staged Paris, and

the) remain unnoticed if they are displayed. Adelina Patti

alone 1* n iw advertised in Paris by the splendoi ol hei dia-

mond*. Tin* has not always been the case, however. Both

Mi>* Mars and Mi** Rachael were famed for then gorgeous

. and the announcement thai either one of these I

would appear in a certain play "with all then di

always attr.u ted audieiK e* of extra size. / 1
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"You Cannot Check Manitoba/'

NO GOODS AT RETAIL.

Some of our would-be competitors have been dishonest

enough to try and injure our business by stating to our

Customers that we sellgoods at Retail

Now, we wish it distinctly understood that zveprotect

our Customers, always have and always intend to do

ONLY A WHOLESALE TRADE.

Belong to NO COMBINA TION, and sell goods to

suit OURSELVES and our CUSTOMERS.

H^e have now removed to our large and commodious

new premises at 433 and 433 Main Street, where we shall

be pleased to see you, zvhen in our city, and show you the

finest Wholesale Jewelry IVarerooms in Canada.

Yours truly,

Winnipeg, Man. W . F . DOLL.
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A PASHAS SNUFF BOXES.

OME half a dozen years previous

to the sudden collapse of the

Napoleonic dynasty, in 1870,

a certain sensation was excited

in Paris by the arrival in that

city of an oriental potentate of

ambiguous nationality, but

popularly known and spoken

of as "the pasha." Whether

he came from Turkey or Egypt

was regarded as a matter of

comparatively small impor-

tance : Uic two essential points in his favor were, first, that he

mdoubtedly the possessor of an immense fortune ;
and,

secondly— no slight recommendation in the Lutetian capital

—

that he spoke French with tolerable fluency. As a matter of

course so desirable an acquisition to Parisian society became

the lion of the hour, and no sooner was it ascertained that a

spacious hotel overlooking the Park de Monceaux had been

engaged and furnished for the reception of his excellency and

suite than a shoal of visitors, official and non-official, hastened

to inscribe their names in a book deposited for the purpose in

the porter's lodge. Every day brought a fresh installment of

signatures, until before a week had elapsed the list threatened

to rival in length the traditional catalogue of Leporello.

Hussein Pasha—an assumed title, 1 fancy, but the only one

by which he was generally known—was short and corpu-

lent, of sallow complexion and reserved manners ; he spoke

little, but what he did say was concise and to the point. He
was extremely observant, but chary of expressing his opinion

of what he saw or heard—only one instance being recorded of

a temporary departure from his habitual taciturnity. Having

been persuaded by a member of the French Jockey Club to

accompany him to the opera, he was escorted between the acts

by his cicerone to the fover de la da rise, thereby occasioning

great excitement among the corps de ballet, many ot whom
doubtless anticipated that, in accordance with eastern customs,

the ceremony of throwing the handkerchief would be revived

for their own especial glorification. Nothing of the sort, how-

ler, occurred. After a vt.ry cursory glance at the assembled

sylphides and a muttered ejaculation which sounded remark

ably like ''mances a balai " (broomsticks), the visitor turned

abruptly on his heels and curtly intimated his disireto return

tO his box.

A lew minutes later Count was startled by a sudden

display of animation on the part of his companion, who was

gazing with absorbed attention at an enormously stout lady-

occupying the entire front of one of the Stage boxes.

" Ah, la belle femme ' ' enthusiastically exclaimed the

pasha " 1.00k, is she not sup< rl

"
I I'm ' " replied the Jockey Club exquisite, hardly able to

smile, " that is a matter of taste, hoes not your ex-

cellency think her perhaps on the whole a tnlle too voluinm-

"Jamais irop, monsieur'" indignantly retorted Hussein,

"jamais trop

After a sojourn of three months in Paris the pasha, who had

employed a considerable portion of his time in a practical study

of the latest inventions and improvements, scientific and me-

chanical, with the view of introducing them into his own

dominions, announced his intention of breaking up his estab-

lishment and returning to thetast. Before doing so, howevir,

he was desirous of expressing his acknowledgments in the shape

of a suitable present to certain officials of high standing who
had been particularly serviceable to him in his researches, and

consulted his secretary, an intelligent young Frenchman, on

the subject.

" M. Morin," he said, after explaining his projec t, " it seems

to me that the simplest way would be to send a few thousand

francs to each of them.'"

"Pardon me, your highness," objected the secretary, " if I

venture to remind you that a piesent of money would be con"

sidered a breach of etiquette and consequently resented as an

insult.''

" You French are very singular people,'' observed to pasha.

" With us no matter how rich a man may be, he is not fool

enough to refuse piastres when he can get them. What, then,

would you advise me to do ?
"

" May I be allowed to suggest," replied Morin, " than an

object of artistic value would be a fitting token of your high-

ness' good will—a gold snuffbox, for instance."

"The very thing," said Hussein, approvingly. " Where are

such articles to be found ?

"At Doir's, in the Rue de la Paix."

" Good. Let him know exactly what I require, and see

that he is here precisely at 12 to-morrow."

On being admitted to the pasha's presence at the appointed

hour, M. Dorr produced, among other specimens of his handi-

work, a gold snuffbox, exquisitely* finished, and encircled with

moderate sized diamonds, the interior of the lid bearing the

jeweler's name engraved in microscopic characters. Hussein

examined it minutely and inquired the price.

" Four thousand francs, your highness,'' replied Dorr.

" I will take it on condition that you engage to supply me
with seventeen other boxes exactly similar to this."

" Impossible, monseigneur," said the jeweler
;

"
1 have

only six of this pattern in stock. Still," he added, after a mo-

ment's reflection, " I might perhaps be able to manage it. May

I ask how soon your highness intends leaving Paris ?
"

" In a fortnight from to-day."

"
1 hat will be quite sufficient. The six snuff boxes shall

be distributed immediately. In a few days six more will be

ready, and I think 1 can promise the remaining live before the

time Gxed for your highness' departure."

( )n the following day the six boxes, each accompanied by a

complimentary letter, written by Morin and signed by the

pasha, were duly transmitted to the privileged individuals head

ing the list. Toward the end of the week the jeweler reap

pearcd according to promise with a second installment ol an

other half do/en, which were also forwarded to their destina

lion . and before the fortnight had expired five more snufT

boxes were in his highness' possession.

The pasha expressed himself perfectly satisfied with the

prompt execution of his order. " It is evident, he said. " that
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the recipients of my gifts are highly pleased, for I have received

the most flattering letters from all of them except one"
• Except one, did your highness say?*' anxiously inquired

Dorr.

• Vev My secretary informs me that one of the gentle-

men at whose house my present was left is absent from Paris,

which accounts for his silence, and that he is not expected

back until Sunday, the day after my intended departure. But
"

continued the pasha, "how is this. M. Dorr? You have

-brought me only five boxes. Where is the sixth ? It is abso-

lutely essential that no one on my list should be neglected.''

" Your highness may rest assured that your orders will be

implicitly obeyed," replied the jeweler. " f M. Morin will

kindly acquaint me with the name and address of the person

for whom the box is destined it shall be delivered to him Wed-

nesday without fail."

" Exactly similar to those, of course ?
"

"lean safely guarantee, monseigneur, that there will not be

a shade of difference bet »een them "

" Very good," said the pasha ;

" I rely on your punctuality.

\I\ secretary will pay you the 72,000 francs, and on my next

visit to Paris you will probably hear from me again. Au revoir,

M. Dorr."

If any one endowed with the peculiar faculties of Asmo-

deus had penetrated some ten evenings later into the small

room forming the back shop and private sanctum of the well

known jeweler of the Rue de la Paix, he would have been en-

lightened as to certain supplementary adjuncts to the ordinary

business carried on by M. Dorr. He would have seen that

estimable tradesman seated at a table on which were lying six

gold snuff boxes bearing a suspicious resemblance to those re-

cently purchased by his highness the pasha, and carefully

polishing each in turn with a silk handkerchief.

v all come back to me again, every one of them,"

muttered M. Dorr, with a self satisfied chuckle, while delicately

removing a speck of dust from the last of the half dozen " No
one ever keeps them long, for snuffboxes are locked up capital,

and everybody, from Napoleon downward, knows the value of

ready money. They disc >ver my name inside the box and

naturally bring it to me, and, as I treat them liberally, I am
safe to see them again. A very fair fortnight's work, I must

say, he added, consulting an open account book, in which the

following statement was legibly ins< ribed :

Francs

To sale of eighteen gold snufl boxes at .4.000 francs each. 72,000

ibove commission to secretary (Sharp
fellow, that, by the way," parenthetically soliloquized

M. I >orr) at 50 francs per box 900

To repurchase of eighteen gold snuff boxts from their

owners at 2,000 francs each 36,000

36,900

Total net profit . ... }=i.too

- rt to mention, pleasantly summed up the jeweler, " that

the snuff boxes are ready for a second edition of the little game
whenever another pasha happens to come this way. Charles

Htrvey in The Argosy.

F.MfEROR William has hail an electric railway built for bringing

dishes from the kitchen into the state dining room.

:;:;

FROM OUR UNITED STATES EXCHANGES

The pay roll for May at the Elgin factory was $140,500.

—

Mfg. Jeweler.

The Elgin National Watch Company have subscribed

$10,000 to the World's Pair stock.

—

Mfg. feweler.

There is a rumor afloat to the effect that an English syndi-

cate is trying to purchase the plant of the United States Watch

Co., at Waltham, Mass.

—

fewelers' Review.

A Plate Co. Assigns.—The Rock Island Silver

Plating Works has made an assignment, the liabilities being

$7,000, and assets about $8,000.

—

Jewelers' Catalogue.

Two new additions to the Hampden watch works, are to be

built immediately. The buildings are to be one story high

and 100 feet long, and will cost about $25,000

—

Mfg. feweler.

As The Catalogue goes to press we learn that a trust or

combination of all the Mexican onyx mines was to be organized

at Foster & Thompson's offices, 54 Wall Street, on Tuesday

June 17.

—

Jewelers' Catalogue.

The Crescent Watch Case Company, of Brooklyn, N. V'., is

suing the city for $44,532.60 for damages sustained by the

constant flooding of its factory, 227 VVallabout street, owing to

the neglect of the city authorities. The complainant says that

$40,000 worth of gold dust floated away.—Jewelers' Catalogue.

A Chicago court decided, in a suit by the Jewelers' Mercan-

tile Agency of New York against R. G. Dun & Co. and others,

that a non resident corporation could not maintain an action

for libel in Illinois. Judge Gary has overruled that decision —

Keystone.

Two of Philadelphia's most expert diamond thieves were

arrested in Chicago on May 15 and held for a hearing. Their

plan of operation was to inspect diamond rings in jewelry

stores, and substitute paste for genuine stones, by which means

many of our city jewelers have lately been swindled. -Keystone.

The unique advertisement of the Illinois Watch Co., circu-

lated several months ago, and consisting of a card with an exact

reproduction of a letter from Japan, postage stamp and all, has

been declared to be an infringement of the postal treaty with

Japan. Mfg. feweler.

|. k. Montague, a watchmaker and jeweler, of Syracuse,

N. Y.. has indented a cotton gin which will separate the fibre

from the seed without injuring the staple. At an exhibition

given last week a prominent southern planter, who was present,

said that when this gin is placed on exhibition in the southern

market it will revolutionize the industry. Hate// Dial.

The Waltham Electric Clock Company was organized last

week at Waltham, Mass Riley Pebbles is president of the

corporation; Francis Bigelow, treasurer ; Frank M, Forbush,

secretary, and in addition to these fames M. Forbush, Walter

I. Dudley, S A. Sweetland, William D. I'arlin and Oliver

Felch are directors. The < apital sto< k is $1 10,000. Jew

Weekly.

The Klgin National Watch Company is aboul to ereel .1

large plant at Elgin to be used tor the m inufat ture ol all kinds

of watch cases. The addition will be 200 feet long and three

stories high, and will front on the banks of the Fox River The

case company, whose officers are interested in the watch
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THREE SERIOUS
j

and POINTED QUESTIONS

OF IMPORTANCE.
Do you buy your Watch Materials, Tools, General Supplies, Findings, Sundries, Store Necessaries, etc., of the

FIRST QUALITY and at the RIGHT PRICE?
Do you consider how much advantage it is to have THE BESI at the same Price as usually paid

for the poorest ?

Do you want to have your orders filled correctly and at once ?

ACCURACY, DESPATCH, " Quality First, then Low Prices,"

is our motto.

Easel Cards
FOR

JEWELRY.

15 Styles.

PRICE, - 60c per 100.

Put up in Packages of 50.

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS.

Easel Cards
FOR

JEWELRY.

15 Styles.

PRICE, 60c. per 100.

Put up in Packages of 50.

WE ARE SOLE AGENTS.

Daily we are receiving orders from new customers, and our many old customers are increasing the amounts of

their purchases. This shows that the trade appreciates our efforts to hold our reputation as

THE LEADING HOUSE.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., - TORONTO
31 Wellington St. East and 40 Front St. East.

Please note our Jewelry Department Ad. on Page 2 of Cover.
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company, intends to manufacture not less than 2,000 watcfa

cases per day as soon as in active operation.

—

Jewelers Review.

A new dial-laying machine, invented by foreman Buchanan,

of the Elgin National Watch Company, was tested last week

and accomplished all that was expected of it. The machine

will lay 7,00c dials an hour, and with it one girl will be able to

do the work of about twenty men. By a new process the

under surface of 6,000 dials can be enameled in one hour, and

the cost of dial production will be reduced nearly one half.

—

Jewelers" Weekly.

A daring robbery was committed in an uptown Philadelphia

jeweler's, May 12th. A tall, well built young man, neatly

dressed, entered the store of Lewis Jones, 1215 Poplar Street,

and asked to be shown some rings. A tray of these was set

before him, and after examining them a few minutes, he at

tracted the jeweler's attention to the rear of the store, when he

snatched a garnet-and-pearl horse-shoe ring, and ran out of the

store, making his escape in some of the alleys that abound in

the vicinity. The thief had a large star tattooed in red and

blue ink on the back of his hand. He was cleanly shaven and

about 28 years of age. The ring has not been recovered,

though the police was immediately notified. Look out for him.

Keystone.

J. W. Robinson, a traveling salesman for B. F. Norn's,

Alister & Co., of Chicago, 111., arrived at Waverly, la., by the

night train from the West, and finding no express wagon in

waiting left his trunks at the station with instructions that they

be delivered at the hotel in the morning. During the night

burglars entered the depot and plundered the trunks, which
contained watches, jewelry and diamonds said to be worth

more than $1,000. One of the trunks was carried into a field

near the station, where it was afterward found with the less

valuaS .e of its contents. About 250 gold and silver watches, a

large ii-'mber of chains and charms and all of the diamond
samples are missing. Several tramps have been arrested, but

there is no evidence that they had any connection with the

crime—Jewelers' Weekly.

The number of pieces turned out in the watch factory

daily, says the Waltham Tribune, would surprise us all if we
only could arrive at that number with any degree of accuracy,

but that is almost impossible, as lathes, punches and automatic

machines are (hanged to other work so often that it would be
hard work to figure out the total of any one day without going

through each department to do it. Suffice it to say that in one
room (Mulloy's) there will be found punches and persons that

turn out from ten to thirty thousand pieces a day, and there

are many of them too. As near as could be estimated, over

300,000 pieces a day are turned out from this department
alone, which will give a total of about a million every three

days
; then there is the screw department, where millions of

screws are turned out with but as little notice being taken of it

as though the number was a thousand 1 he total number of

es that have to be made to supply a wat< h factory like

Waltham tor one day must number well up into the millions, if

indeed the sum is not still greater than that.

It tak^s about three seconds for a message to go from one end ol

the Atlantic cable to the other—about 700 miles a second.

NEWS FROM EUROPEAN EXCHANGES.

The famous Louis Quinze clock, belonging to Earl Fitz-

william, has been purchased by Barron Rothschild for ^30,-

000.

—

Ex.

A fine Louis XVI. clock, gold plated bronze, set with

plaques of ancient Sevres ware, pate taidre movement by Ber-

nard of Paris, about fifteen inches high without the pedestal,

brought at a recent sale in Paris, $1,800.

—

Ex.

The prizes offered by the Journal Suisse J' Hbrlogerie for

the best articles on the use and treatment of jewels in watch-

making, were awarded to Mr. Ireymond of Bienne and four

watchmakers in Geneva.

—

Ex.

Steel and silver art jewelry, as it is called, is the newest

fad in fancy ornamentation. This consists of chatelaine appen-

dages of various unique devices, brooches, bangles, belt buckles

and dog-collars, some of the latter being set with cairngorms or

dark-blue faced criplets.

—

Jeweler and Silversmith

Some of the best wheels and other parts of watches now

made in Savoy, the great head centre for pinions and wheels,

are made by "compression " as the process is called. There

is no cutting, nor chance for deviation from the original model.

One establishment at 'Phones has made a specialty of this work,

and is making quite a reputation for its compressed wheels.

The Willemsee prize ($60) offered for fine engraving on

metal, Paris, has recently been awarded to Mr. Brosset for a

mirror in steel, and a Louis XVI. lock in bronze. The prize

offered by the bronze manufacturers ($40) was won by Mr. de

Haan, by a floral design in bronze. A second prize I $20) was

awarded to Mr. Open for a lock and bolt cut out of a solid

piece.

—

Ex.

A Swiss writer in commenting upon the late Paris expo-

sition expresses his surprise that the Americans did not have

larger exhibits. He mentions the Tiffany seconds regulator as

appearing very fine, but wonders why there should be four

mercury jars, humming around in the case, as he expresses it.

Adding that the agent could give him no information in regard

to them. Ea

Tin Duchess of Edinburgh s Jkuiis Stolen.—The

jewels belonging to the Duchess of Edinburgh were stolen in

the early part of last month from the Balmoral Hotel, Edin

burgh, during the absence of the Duke and Duchess at the

opening of the International exhibition. Various statements

are made as to the value of the jewels, but it is generally be-

lieved that they represent a large sum of money. Jeweler and

Silversmith.

Old Plate Horace Walpole's silvei salver, which was

engraved upon by Hogarth, came once nine into Christie's

last month ; it bears the Hall mark 1723, and weighs 1 2 OZ. 14

dwt. It was made by Paul l.aineiie. Another piece of the

same silversmith's handiwoik, is a vcr\ elegant Oval bread

basket, 720/. 12 dwt. in weight, the property of lady Sybil

Tollemache, which was put up at the same time, with an

Elizabethan tankard (1576), a rosewatei dish (1699), and other

items.— Silversmith.

Mr. N'ewsome, wati h manufacturer, ol Coventry, gave his

evidence before the Select Committee on the Merchandise
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WHAT'S UP NOW ?

WELL, this Jeweler is cross because he ordered 6 Gold- ]

Filled Cases of the A. W. C. Co.'s make from the Jobber

with whom he usually deals, and on opening the express

package he finds that the order has been filled with inferior goods,

on which the Jobber has probably made a larger margin of profit,

and which the sender says are "just as g"OOd " as those made

by the AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

Now this Jeweler, besides being a conscientious man, knows

that as a mere matter of business it does not pay him to sell any

goods he cannot personally recommend as being just what he

represents them.

He has found by experience that it is to his own interest to

buy goods made by reputable houses only, whose trade mark is to

him as good as the English Hall Mark, and then he can sell them

to his customers with a certainty that they will do him no discredit. He finds that nothing does a

retail Jeweler so much harm as to sell a customer a poor article and then have it brought back to

him with a complaint that it has not turned out as represented. Even although he is willing to

make the defect good, the impression remains in the mind of the customer that he has either tried

to impose upon him, or else he does not know much about his business.

With these facts fresh in his mind, the Jeweler in the illustration hops up to the telephone and is

holding a short, but emphatic, conversation with the Jobber, in which he requests him to send along

at once the 6 Filled Cases of the A. W. C. Co.'s make, and no others, for he

knows that every Case the AMERICAN WATCH CASE COMPANY turns out is made upon

honor, and from an experience of five years he is safe in recommending them to his best customers.

The ' just as good " Cases he is sending back, and proposes to make the Jobber pay the express

charges both ways.

THE MORAL OF THE ABOVE IS
Whenever you purchase any Cases, whether of Gold, Silver, or Gold-Filled, examine them
carefully and make sure of the maker. Every Gold and Silver Case made by the

American Watch Case Company, of Toronto, bears their trade mark of the Maltese Cross, thus : F
Every one of their Gold-Filled Cases is stamped with a Winged Wheel, thus : None others

are genuine, and the Company will not guarantee any Cases which do not bear one of the

above trade marks.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.
67 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.
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Marks Act. the other day, following Mr. Hewitt, of Prescot.

Mr Newsome testified to the greatly improved state of the

Coventry watch trade since the passing of the Act. He sug-

gested that prosecutions should be vested in the Public Prose-

cutor, seeing that in many cases people were enabled to brave

the law with impunity at the present time, owing to the inability

of existing institutions or of private persons to prosecute from

want of funds. He thought also that if the name of the maker

were placed on the watch it would advantage both the trade

and the public.

—

Jeweler and Silversmith.

The jewelers of Paris are being victimized by thieves who

took advantage of the opportunities afforded by the exposition

to study the articles of jewelry exhibited, and had duplicates

made of them in imitation metals and paste jewels. Then

they enter the store and ask to see some costly artic'e in the

showcase. After examining and pricing it they manage by

some slight of hand trick to substitute the imitation for the

original, with which they decamp and the theft is not discover-

ed for some time. Several jewelers are bemoaning their losses

as thev glower at the imitation substitutes left on their hands.

—Ex.

The Import of Silver-Plate — In answer to Mr. King,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer said, directly the Board of

Customs learnt that certain foreign silver-plate imported in

baggage before April 30 had been considered by their officers

to be still liable to duty, they issued the following order : ''The

Board authorize delivery of plate imported prior to the 1st inst.

free of duty, provided it be constructively warehoused. De-

in the baggage warehouse to be considered a constructive

warehousing for this order. The usual declaration is to be

made if the plate is for private use ; in that case the assay will

not be required. I may add that the Act requires that such

nlate should be deposited in a bonded warehouse, and the

meaning of the Customs order is that deposit in the baggage

warehouse shall count as warehousing for the purposes of the

\i t.

—

Jeweler and Silversmith.

The Abolition op the Plate Duties.—The following

are the resolutions that were put and carried at the meeting of

the London Silver Trades Council, which was held after we

went to press last month (1) " That this meeting of workmen

1 tnployed in the silver-plate industry, and the various branches

thereof, urges the Chancellor of the Exchequer to give imme-

diate effect to his Budget proposals regarding the duty on

• plate, as any delay will cause a slackness in the trade and

be detrimental to the interests of the workmen.' (21 'That
this meeting trust* that the Chancellor of the Exchequer wil]

adhere to his decision to retain the compulsory Hall mark, as

its abolition will encourage the manufacture of silver of an in.

quality, and at the same time take away the safe guard

from the consumer." '3) " That we as workmen in the silver-

plate industry believe that the letter ' F ' on our Hall mark is

not a sufficient distinction between Knghsh and foreign manu
factured silver-plate, and this meetin,- recommends that every

piece of manufactured silver-plate imported shall be distinctly

impressed with the name of the country where it was manufa<

tuied.- -Jeweler and Silversmith.

NEW FASHIONS IN JEWELRY-

A novel glove buttoner is made of gold and platinum in the

shape of a shepherd's crook.

The demand for enameled flower jewelry shows no abate

ment.

Among the betting-book fads is one with a cover of oxidized

silver, in imitation of riveted boiler plates.

The mermaid lace pin is declared by the ladies to be " just

too pretty for anything." The figure is of carved moonstone,

the tail studded with small diamonds.

The latest device of fashion in London is for ladies to

discard pins and brooches of all kinds, and to wear at the throat

a soft rosette of bright silk instead.

To offset this, there is an increased rage in jewelry, mock,

and real, on bands, fillets, pins, and combs for the hair. On
the bases of metal, shell and celluloid, may be seen crescents,

balls, devices in heraldry, battle axes, griffins, dragons, jabber-

wocks—almost anything that fact or fiction can suggest.

Pretty fob chains, with pendants in every conceivable design,

have appeared. We were shown a very pretty one called the

" Queen chain," evidently an importation. It hangs in twisted

gold cords from the swivel, and its pendant is a gold drinking

horn studded with forget me-nots in blue enamel. The cover,

which may be lifted, has a gold knob at the centre, and suggests

the use of the horn as a small vinaigrette.

Another which we saw was composed of long links of gold,

and its pendant was a good imitation of a Leghorn hat having

a flower trimmed crown. A strong yet fine gold chain is

attached to the links to insure additional safety, with a bar at

the free end of it to be slipped through a button hole.- K< 1

stone.

ACCIDENTS IN POURING.

Most jewelers, at some time or other of their experience,

may have met with accidents in the melting and pouring of

their alloys, such for instance, a pot cracking, the spilling or

the upsetting of a portion of the metal from the crucible into

the fire The following mode of recovery of lost metal we

have found the best and most practical in the workshop, with

the ordinary appliances usually at the command of jewelers

and gold workers. Collect the whole of the burnt coke, ashes,

and other refuse used in the smelting operations, and, first <>t

all, well wash it several times with water, to remove the dust

and other extraneous matter
;
the sediment left behind is then

well dried and pounded as fine as possible in a east iron

mortar ; it is afterwards put through a sieve a- line as is con-

venient to prevent the small pinnies of gold from going

through the meshes with the powdered dust. The gold is

now picked at this stage from the refuse in a sieve
;

and il

there be any solid particles of refuse still impounded, it is put

through the process again It is very seldom that the whole

of the gold can bi collected when once spilt into the fire,

but the larger portion of it < an be recovered by these means.

The remainder goes into the BCrapa to he treated by the

refiner Ex
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BUY THE BEST.
The HampdenWatches

EXCEL ALL WATCHES

mw
OTHERS

AS ACCURATE TIME-KEEPERS.
The Watch Movements manufactured by the Hampden Watch Co. are the best Movements made, and the

guarantee on them is almost without limit.

Dueber-Hampden Adjusted Watches are put up in Skeleton Cases
without extra charge.

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for Correct Time.

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for Intrinsic Value.

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for square dealing' and an honest
profit for all those who handle them.

Address all orders to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building,

LONDON, ONT.

Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, - - LONDON, ONT.

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT

HAMPDEN WATCHES.

3 THREE NEW MOVEMENTS 3
18 SIZE HUNTING AND OPEN FACE.

JOHN C. DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in settings adjusted to

heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle Dial, upright Arabic Figures
and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent
Regulator. Specially guaranteed to be the best time-keeper in the
world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made
outside of the Hampden Watch Factories.

DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in settings, sunk Seconds and Circle
Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring,
Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO" Nickel, 11 Jewels in settings, Patent
Regulator, Roman Circle Dial, Spade Hands.

KQTHIXG BETTER MADE FOR THE PRICE.
Jewelers who are not "BACK NUMBERS" keep the Dueber-Hampden Watches in stock. There

is more money for the dealer, and better satisfaction to the wearer in the Dueber-Hampden than any
other Yankee watch made.

Write for Price List and Samples of above new Movements if you have not already placed order.

THE TRADE OXLY SUPPLIED.

1

1

i (

BUY THE BEST, THE HAMPDEN WATCHES
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THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.,

CAUTION.

As some misapprehension seems to exist amongst

the retail trade regarding the Watch Case Factories o

Toronto, and their products, we deem it but fair to our-

selves and the jobbers who handle our cases, that they

should be placed in the hands of the trade distinctly

upon their own merits as the product of the American

Watch Case Company, which has always been sold

exclusively to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Every retailer is aware that there is now more than

one company manufacturing watch cases in Toronto.

As the product of these factories is commonly

spoken of as "Toronto Cases'' it will be readily seen that

a false impression may unknowingly be conveyed by a

salesman selling these goods, and it is to correct this that

we make the following announcement

:

EVERY Gold Filled Case made by our Company
bears our registered trade mark of "A Winged Wheel,'

and every Gold or Silver Case made by us bears our

registered trade mark of " A Maltese Cross."

An experience of five years has satisfied the jewelry

trade of Canada that every case bearing one of our trade

marks, is just what it is represented to be and nothing

else. The Company therefore respectfully ask the trade

when they are buying watch cases to examine the stamps

thoroughly, and see that they bear one of our trade

marks as shown herewith as they absolutely refuse to

guarantee any case which is not so stamped,

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.,

67 Adelaide Street West,

TO-RO/STO,

When you purchase a Gold Filled Case examine
it carefully and see that it bears our Trade

Mark of a " Winged Wheel." We guarantee

no others.

When you purchase an 18 K. Gold Case

examine it thoroughly and see that it

bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

no other.

^ZEB^jk Every 14 K Gold Case made by the

C35i A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

QQ Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-
^^ antee no other.

IP

5
Our " Lion " Gold Cases are universally

admitted to be the best cheap Gold Case

ever made. None are genuine without

this Trade Mark. Look for it.

fjffiraftfi. With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

fggHBI Case we manufacture bears this Trade

IT7J Mark. No others equal them in quality.

^r If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

Our " PREMIER " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

'{3EB3T Dust Proof Case is the cheapest and best

F^ in the world. You are perfectly safe in

^^ guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

(>7 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.
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WHO ROBBED THE SAFE?

T is a mistake for a man to be too

positive (says W. A. Pinkerton).

I had a case put in my hands once,

the outcome of which left an impres-

sion on my mind. The treasurer of

the Hannibal and St Joseph railroad

reported to us that their safe had been

robbed of a large package of money

I investigated the case myself. In re-

ply to every question I put to the

treasurer he would come back with

one remark - that he put the money in the safe himself, and

that he locked the safe himself the day before the money was

missed. The safe was in good condition when he opened it

on the following morning, everything being just as he had left

it the night be:ore. He was certain that he put the money in

the safe. He was certain that he locked the safe. He opened

the safe himself and the money was gone. Everything about

the man tended to confirm his statements. He was an honest

man ; he was accurate ; he was careful. He had no bad

habits. He was well-to-do, and there was not the slightest

reason for supposing that he could have used the money. For

a moment the case was at sea. In a few days I learned that

a clerk in the office had remained at his desk after the depar-

ture from the office of the man who knew that he locked the

safe. Hut I discovered that the clerk did not have the com-

bination, and again I was at sea. A few weeks elapsed, during

which time I kept my eyes on every movement of this clerk.

I saw enough to arouse my suspicion. I went to the office

one morning and took charge of the clerk. I told him I was

satisfied that he had taken the money and that he need not

deny it. He broke down. He told me that the officer who
was so positive that he had locked the safe on the evening in

question had not done so ; that he had gone away and left the

safe unlocked, that he, the clerk, took out the package of

of money, closed the safe, and locked it. This he could do

notwithstanding the fact that he couldn't open it. He handed

to me nearly the entire amount. The officer who was so posi-

tive that he had locked the safe was dumfounded. After that

he never was sure of his own name. Chica"n Tribune.

THE USE OF BENZINE FOR WATCH
CLEANING.

In a period at the workbench extending over fifty years.

Olivet Hagen in an exchange, I have used benzine !"i

the last fifteen of course, the purest A piece of brass

dipped into it will not have a particle left on it one hall minute

and if my experience in this line will be of any use, 1

nl to offer it to my fellow workmen.

On taking a watch down, removing all screws and cap

jewels, I place all the parts in an alcohol glass one-half full

Of benzine
; I then put the ( over on and let it soak for hall an

hour or so
;
two or three can thus be in operation at the same

tune Then I turn all out into a small white porcelain plate,

and with tweezers and a small, stumpy camels hair brush, wash
all the parts while covered with the benzine ; on removing,

dry off with an old fine cambric rag ; then place in alcohol

and dry off with another clean rag : this can all be done easily

in ten minutes I do not let it remain in the alcohol longer

than I can help, putting the balance and pallets in last, and

taking them out first. I very seldom find it necessary to use

either peg or (watch) brush ; thus the gilding even on a cheap

watch will never get rubbed off. Of course you want to keep

clean rags, especially for the alcohol. In my opinion, there

are so few watches that will do without a little oil on the pallets,

that it is best to put it on all. Often when I have left them

over night without oil, they have stopped before morning (of

course, alcohol makes them very dry), and this has happened

with good American watches too.

—

Ex.

A NEW CHECK UPON CHECKS.

"There, I've got it down fine at last, and no mistake," and

one of Philadelphia's best known business men laid down his

pen with a sigh of relief, and hastily blotted his name on a

check with a blotter.

" Got what down ? " asked a visitor.

" A new wrinkle adopted by merchants and others to pre-

vent their names from being forged to checks. It's this way
:

After signing my name I turn the pen up and draw a line

through it from right to left, and it looks as if the name had

been cancelled.

" The peculiar little twirl at the end where the long line of

the pen commences is where the forger of a man's name gets

left. He dosen't tumble to it, so to speak, but the cashiers of

the bank where I do business do, and they know instantly

whether the signature is genuine or not. You see, also, this

line drawn through the name makes the check look as if it was

no good in case it is lost, and the finder will not present it for

collection It's a great idea, and is being adopted by many
business men of the city. Of course, we have to explain it to

the bank people, who, once they know it, have no further

trouble with us over it. Hut the worst of it is the practicing to

get it down fine, and it takes some little work to do so," and

he gazed proudly at the unsightly line drawn through his name

at the bottom of a check for $7,000. Philadelphia Inquirer.

THE PSALM OF TRADE.

I ill me not in mournful numbers,"

Advertising does not pay ;

For tli«' man's non compoi mentii

Who would such absurd things say

" Life is real ' life is earnest
'

And the man who bopes t<» rise

To success in any calling

Must expe< 1 to ad\ ei 1 ise

• [n the world's broad field "I b ittle,

in the 1 onflicl of real life,"

Advertising is tin- se n I

< >f achievement in the su II

Lives "I ru li men all remind us

We 1 an make our own sublin

And l>\ freely advert

To the highest summit climb.

/''"»/.;, I'll unJ /'unit Rtporttr,
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OUR NEW
Silk Velvet Cases

|N the adjoining page will be found illustrations of our new line of Silk

Velvet Jewelry Cases.

Like the Poet Laureate who has completed the masterpiece of his life,

we leave this our latest achievement to be judged by the world, feeling con-

fident that those who know how to criticize will be our strongest friends.

Those of our customers who have tried these cases during the past month, declare that they

are proud of their Country. We trust that the appreciation shown by the jewelers of Canada of

what to us has been a very heavy undertaking, will permit of our saying the same.

THE fJEMMING gROS. QO., LTD.,

76 YORK STREET,

Toronto.
N.B.-We will prepay charges on Sample Lots.

- ^$$££& '>>SWV^K3m^^^^n>S^XX?CmVKK>-
xxzs&x;^ i)^s^m^m^^'^^iaj^w^m<^><K-- ;•-.
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Silk Velvet Cases

No. 144. Small Earring, $6.00

No. 145, Large " 7.00

No 143, Brooch, $7.00

No 150, Scarf Pin, $8 00.

No. 109. Single Stud, $6.00.

No. 148, Cuff Buttons, $7.00.

No. 141, Watch, $12.00.

No. 147, Links, $8.00

Our Locke! Box is not yei

out, bu1 will be ;i

specially prel t y

Box.

No. 153, $7.00.

No. 149, Ring, $6 00.

No 146, Lacepin, $8 00.

No. 151, Bracelet, $13.00.

No. 142, Sett, $12 00.

THE HEMMING BROS. CO. Ltd.

76 YORK STREET, TORONTO.
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Compete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK
Al our Chucks sre stamped " Moseley" on the face and warranted.

C'-o.-t of di-u.els:s T^-nn Size.
Note.- The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up

for the difference iu price, should there be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,

MARTINS GENEVA. MAINSPRING
This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada Send

for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - $i 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, - 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Wateh Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.

The HOLMES ELECTRIC PROTECTION CO.
LIDVCITEID.

8 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

BANK VAULTS, JEWELERS' SAFES, STORES of all

kinds WATCHED, GUARDED and PROTECTED by our
Central Office System, Cheaper, more satisfactorily, and more
securely than it can be done in any other way. We protect your
property by surrounding your vault completely inside or out with our
Electric Lining which cannot be penetrated, when in operation, with-

out an alarm at our Central Office. Thus we have an eye on your
valuables every moment of the year.

Absolute Security when applied to Safes or Vaults.

The HOLMES ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY OF TORONTO, Limited,

S lVELIiIXaTOlff ST. EAST.
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Editorial Note^
SPECIAL WOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada «vill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

osertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

fcey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

Thanks —The Editor of this journal begs to thank his confreres of

the piess, and his many friends throughout the jewelry trade of

Canada, for the kind expressions of sympathy they have extended to

him in the recent affliction through which he and his family have

recently passed

Read it —Read the advertisement of the Canadian Horological

Institute in this issue.

E F. Guster. jeweler, formerly of Wingham, Ont , has made an

engagement to take the road for Mr. W. F. Doll, wholesale jeweler of

Winnipeg, Man.

Another.— VV. Nelson, of Lakefield, had his place burglarized

last month, and a lot of valuable goods taken therefrom. As usual,

there is no clue to the burglars.

Closed Out.—John Peebles & Co., retail jewelers, of Hamilton,

Ont.. who failed about a year ago, have been closed out under power

of a chattel mortgage.

Mr T. B Steacy, the well-known retail jeweler, of Brockville, Ont.,

sailed for Europe last month, on the steamship " Oregon," of the

Dominion Line. We wish him bon voyage.

Too Late —We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. W. Wentworth,

on the difference in the English and American system of taxation,

which, although too late for this month, will appear in our next issue.

Messrs. H. Birks & Co., one of the leading retail jewelry houses of

Montreal, have just completed some alterations in their establishment

which have improved its appearance very much.

Mr Henry Ross, the jeweler who disappeared from Montreal,

while suffering from temporary insanity, has, it is reported, been dis-

covered in an insane asylum at Aix la Chapelle.

Bogus silver quarter doll tr pieces are said to be getting very num-
erous in Toronto and will shortly spread all over the country. They
are said to be remarkably good imitations. Look out for them.

SIGHED.—D. Deans, jeweler, of Dundalk, Ont., last month as-

signed to T H. Lamb, official assignee of Hamilton, Ont. His assets

are said to be between 82.500 and 83,000, with liabilities about an

equal amount.

Back Again.— Mr. II II. Fudger, president of the Goldsmiths

Stock Co., of this city, arrived safely home from his European trip

about the middle of last month. He says he secured some eye openers

for the trade this fall.

Closed Out. —We regret to learn that the firm of A. S. Murray
<t Co., one of the oldest jewelers in London, Ont., was sold out under
power of chattel mortgage last month The estate promises to pay
the creditors but a few cents on the dollar.

A Bad Boy —A young lad named I'rest, was last month arrested hi

Brampton. Ont., for attempting to set fire to the store of T. L. Woods,
of that town Luckily for Mr. Woods the fire was discovered and ex

tinguished before it had a chance to do any damage.

A Close Call.—A small building in the rear of the jewelry store

of W. R Jackson, Si. Thomas, and occupied as a storehouse, was
burned down last month. Fortunately for that gentleman the fire was
extinguished before further damage was done.

STILL Another.
J

Morrows store at Varna was burglarized,

and the safe thrown open on the loth of last month, but the banian
only succeeded in getting the goods which were left out in the glass

ihow case before they were alarmed.

Mr. Abraham Levy and bis nephew, Adolphe S Levy, arrived home
»aftly last month from their European buying expedition, and report

the outlook very favorable, bo far as their customers' chances of having
plenty of novel' ncerned.

Trade is Dull and will probably continue so for the next month to

come, but if the crop indications fulfill their present promise, our

jewelers, both wholesale and retail, will have one of the biggest booms

this fall that they have ever experienced, and they want it bad.

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. J. Dexter Rood, father

of Mr. Chas. D. Rood, of the Hampden Watch Co., which took place at

Springfield, Mass., last month. Mr. Rood has the sympathy of the

jewelry trade of both the United States and Canada in his affliction.

Our YOUNG friend, David N. Smith, of the firm of Wiillam Smith &
Co , gold chain manufacturers, of Maiden Lane, New York, was last

month married to Miss Nettie D. Moore, of that city. The Trader
offers its congratulations to the happy couple.

A Handsome Souvenir.—We are in receipt of a very pretty card

from Mr. A. S. Anderson, retail jeweler of Plattsville, Ont., setting

forth particularly the excellencies of hii Silver Cream Polish, an article

which he says has stood the test for over thirty years and never been

found wanting

Settling Down.—We learn from the Free Press that Mr VV. 1

Doll, the well-known wholesale jeweler, of Winnipeg, Man., has pur-

chased a handsome brick residence on Edmonton Street, South of

Broadway, in that city, for the sum of 84,500. Mr. Doll's purchase is

considered a big bargain.

Fined — R. T. Picket, the diamond and gift tea merchant, was last

month fined 820 and costs in Kingston, Ont., for infringing the Lottery

Act. As two other counts were pending against him, he shipped his

entire stock out of that city and the gift tea business will know him

there no more.

For Europe, Ho!—Mr. Ambrose Kent, of the firm of Kent Bros.,

of thiscity, sailed for Europe last month. While his principal object

is to benefit his health, Mr. Kent will fill in his leisure time by hunting

up novelties for the firm's fall and holiday trade. We wish him a safe

and pleasant journey.

Harry Manning, the genial representative of Messrs. T. H. Lees &
Son, was disporting himself in Gait and giving pointers to the local

jewelers during the Carnival. From the amount of valuable goods in

the windows of some of the retail jewelers, we should say that Harry

struck it rich on that particular trip.

Cheap Watch Cases — As we predicted some time ago, watch cases

are cheaper in Canada to-day, in spite of the raise in duty, than they

ever were before. In fact nearly all lines of staple cases are being

bought by the Canadian retail jeweler at from 10 to 20 % less than the

American retail jeweler is paying for the same goods in the United

States.

Off After Fish.—Mr. E. C. Fitch, President of the Waltham
Wat. h Company, left about the middle of last month for his summer
vacation. As he is an enthusiastic disciple of Isaac Walton, he will

cast his line on the waters of his recently purchased Canadian salmon

stream, and we trust will have many snecessful hauls, as well as plenty

of good sport.

A New Firm.—W. A. Aston and F. J. Tobin, formerly in the

employ of Mr. James Eastwood, Wholesale Jeweler, of New (.las

gow, N S., have lately commenced business on their own account in

Truro, .VS., as jewelry manufacturers and engravers, and will no

doubt secure a fair share of the trade's patronage in that part of the

I I minion in which they are located.

Bl RGLARY.—The store of C. A. Walker, of Enterpri/.e, was

Imr^l ri/ed last month, and goods, consisting principally of jewelry

and wati lies, to the value of about 8250, carried away by the burglars,

Subsequently three suspicious characters were arrested, having bur

gl.irs' tools, and goods which they could nof satisfactorily account for,

in their possession. They were committed for trial at the nexl \

Mi , P. w. I.1.1 1 .v Co. have completed the extensive altera

lions to their warehouse, and now have one of the largest and best

equipped jewelry salesrooms on the continent. The light has been

great!} unproved, and ih< ir customers who see it again for the first

time since tin? alterations were completed, can hardly realize they are

in the same warehouse. Visitors to the Carnival will do well to look

in and inspect the new premises.
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Canadian Morofo^icdf Institute,

133 KING STREET EAST,
OPPOSITE ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL,

TORONTO. - - ONTARIO.
PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION IN WATCHMAKING AND

REPAIRING GIVEN IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Our system of operation is arranged so as to give
Students the greatest possible amount of practical instruc-
tion in the shortest space of time.

If you feel that you would like to understand Escape-
ments a little better, take a month of instruction in our
School, where you "will have every facility for improvement,

If you don't understand trains and depthing thoroughly,
take a month of instruction in our School.

If you want to learn how to run the American Lathe
and do turning, jewelling, etc, take one or two month's
instruction in our School.

If you want to generally perfect yourself in your busi-
ness, take a course of from six months to a year in our
School.

If you want to learn your trade entirely, come with us
for from one to two years, and if you have average mechani-
cal abilitj^ and a desire to progress, we will turn you out a
First-Class Watchmaker, and procure you a, good situation.

Send for Prospectus, giving full information, terms, etc.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE,

133 King St. East, Toronto.
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For Time, Appearance and General Satisfaction,
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Waterbury Watch
///////////////////////////////////////////////// ////////.

Is UNEQUALLED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO,
81 KING STREET EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.

w
w

W

Rolled Plate and Silver Jump Rin^s, conveniently done up

in boxes holding one gross in eight assorted sizes, as per

illustration.

R. P., - - - - - $1.25 per Gross.

Silver, - - - - $1.50 per Gross.

Tli than Hilf Price ever sM before Senl by mail on

Try a box of each.

ling better lhan ever We have also

ttern . j ust l<ok :

1 doz. Solid Silver Bangle Bracelets, 12 different Patterns

for S2.10; 2 doz. for 84. lO; 3 doz. for 88. OO.

|

G. H. Lees & Co.,
Manufacturing Ic-wttlers, Watchmakers and I

Kr^i/HT-Toi^r. .... out.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc , Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock

C. IV. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, up Stairs,

I

TORONTO.

U VI (II MAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.C< )ATES& 1 SRC,
JOBBERS IN

[ewelry axi) Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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Fop the coming* Fall Trade we have made extra
exertions to secure some

NEW AND TASTY GOODS
and for that purpose ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY

and the UNITED STATES have been visited,
and we have been successful.

OUR FALL STOCK HAS ARRIVED
and when our Travellers call on you they will show you

grand value for your money, and goods that
will sell at sight. Do not buy until you

see what we have to offer.

IN AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES
^_. t*te i^ei^^td. ®l

A complete line of Association Movements, Filled and
Silver Cases as low as the lowest. Gold Cases

all sizes and designs.

WE HAVE SPECIALTIES—TRY THEM.
Also Silver Goods, Registered, (we are sole agents for

Canada) "white as silver and guaranteed
to wear white throughout."

a L. B. Silveride," O.F., Key Case. The best Case in the world.

aL. Bros." & "L. B. H." Standard Rolled Plate Chains.

Al Spectacles, Registered. The cheapest and best spec-
tacle in the market.

A very large stock of French Marble Clocks, and our
usual heavy stock of American Clocks.
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N velties.—The firm of S E. Fisher A Co., of North Attleboro,

, advertise in this issue some novelties in the way of collar

buttons and bracelets that every jeweler attending the Carnival ought

to take a look at. The firm of S. E Fisher A Co. is well known

throughout the U. S. as one of the oldest and most reliable manufac-

turers of rolled plate goods in that country, and their goods can

always be had from any of the first-class jobbing houses.

Davis Brothers, the enterprising jewelers of Yonge Street,

Toronto, have just completed some very extensive alterations which

make their establishment one of the most elegant in the city. Mr.

Joseph Davis is to be congratulated upon the good taste he has dis-

played in the interior decorations, and we trust that the business may

feel the beneficial effects of these improvements long after the novelty

of their appearance has ceased to attract the attention it does at present.

Electric Protection.—We direct the attention of our city readers

to the advertisement in this issue of the Holmes Electric Protection

Co , whose efficient protection is now getting to be so well known by

bankers and jewelers as to rehire no comment. The Toronto branch,

under the able management of Mr. A. 8. Wigmore, has rapidly come

to the front, and if it keeps on increasing its membership in the future

as rapidly as it has during the past year, will soon be the largest in

Canada.

Too Bad.—The celebrated band cf the Elgin Watch Company,

which had been out West on a tour, were unfortunate enough to lose

all of their band instruments and uniforms in the burning of the

Texas Spring Palace. Fortunately none of the members sustained

any personal injury, although they ran considerable risk while helping

to rescue the women and children from the burning building. The

total loss to the band will aggregate over 815,000, which will probably

be made good by the Company and its employees.

Stealing is Transit.— One of the Grand Trunk freight cars was

rifled of its contents while standing on a siding at Toronto, and amongst

the goods stolen were several hundred dollars' worth of silver-plated

ware, shipped by one of the plate companies in Toronto to a customer.

If the goods are not recovered, it will be a nice question to determine

whether the goods belong to the consignor or the consignee, and which

of them will have to take the risk of recovering the amount from the

Grand Trunk Railway Co.

11 a SETTLEMENT.—Mr. A. H. Welsh, manufacturing jew-

eler, of this city, has been in financial difficulties for some time past,

and after struggling along in the hope of clearing himself, at last

decided to ask for the consideration of his creditors. After some

little negotiations, the following settlement was arrived at, viz: 35

cents on the dollar ; 5 cents cash, and the balance in four equal pay-

ments of thre'-, six and nine months, secured. The firm's liabilities

are &6.006, and assets, 87,297.

The Net 1 > I tiers' Catalogue has the following kind words io

a recent is-,ue for Mr. Beeton's Horological School: " E. Beeton, a

r for the Toronto Trader and a watchmaker by trade, has, at the

earnest solicitation of numerous readers of the Trader, started a

school for watchmakers in Toronto. This is the first institution of the

kind la, and we hope it will prove a success. The many

horological schools in the United States will look at the new enterprise

with interest. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery

11k Won't Visn Thrm Again, The Grand VaUty Star furnishes

a method of knocking out unlicensed competition, from which some of

; , might take a leaf. In a recent issue they say :

— " Mr. \V.

M (haters . jewelry pedlar, was brought before Mr. Wm Osbourne,

J. P., on a charge ol having sold jewelry in the county of Dutlenn,

contrary to I'.;, law of the said county. As Mr. Chaters

m< to ' ,rand Valley again the prosecutor,

Mr l.li Tayloi Iropped the case, Mr. I '>ing the <

hiladelphia Keystone in its last issue, has the fol-

lowm. ible and timely advice to retail jewelers, regarding the

selling of good ; the merchant ihould appear to know

more than his customer, sometimes he should not It depends If the

customer is heady and full of self-assurance, the salesman should be

reserved. If the patron seems to wish for guidance from the mer

chant, the latter may assume the role of adviser and appear the wiser

of the two in that particular matter. But discretion is necessary, and

the sensible dealer will adapt himself to his customer."

The 1'kize Tea Mm< hants Again Sold.—Two young fellows

named Chase and Cox had been operating a gift tea store in London
for a couple of weeks, and disposed of a large quantity of tea and so-

called diamond jewelry and gold watches to an unsuspecting public,

when their game was nipped in the bud. The police thought they

were guilty of a violation of the Lottery Act and accordingly summoned
them to appear before the Police Magistrate When the magistrate

asked for them it was shown that the shop had been closed and the tea

merchants had gone west on an early morning train. A number of

creditors are left sorrowing.

Watchmakers, Attention ! -810 reward. Lost in Muskoka,

about a year ago, a ladies' solid 14k. gold hunting cased watch, Elgin,

key wind, 10 size, movement No. 1,456,665, case plain, polished centre

with engraved border. A ladies' 10 size, key wind watch is rather an

unusual one. Any watchmaker having had one to repair would pro-

bably remember it. Look over your watch book. If you have had it

write the undersigned at once. The above reward will be paid to any

person furnishing information resulting in the recovery of the watch,

if they will address Geo. W. Beall, Watchmaker, Lindsay.

Canadian Designs.—The American Watch Case Company of

Toronto, have offered several valuable cash prizes for competition

amongst their employees for the best original designs for watch cases.

The Company want to encourage original designing amongst their

employees and have taken this very practical way of doing so. The

designs are to be all in by the 15th July, when awards will at once be

announced. It is expected that some elegant novelties in watch case

engravings will be secured for the fall trade.

Medals.—The model work of P. W. Ellis & Co., medalists to the

trade, can now be seen in every town in Ontario where summer carnivals

are rampant. During the Gait Carnival we noticed that almost every

citizen, and fully half of the visitors, were decked out with one of P. W
E. .v Co.'s medals, and the local jewelers must have reaped quite a

harvest from this item alone. A few years ago such goods could not

be had in Canada short of sending to England for them six months in

advance, now they can, thanks to the N. P , be had at our jewelers, very

doors as it were, of a quality and price to compete with any in the

world.

Thanks. We have to thank Mr A. Blue, Deputy Minister of

Agriculture for the Province of Ontario, for a copy of the report of the

" ( (atari ) M ining Commission," of which he was secretary. A cursory

examination of the rep irt shows that it contains a great deal of valu-

able inform it: in regarding the mineral wealth of this province, and

should do much to brin^ its resources and capabilities prominently

before the world's capitalists. The tables are ably compiled, and the

report, as a whole, most interesting, and reflects the highest credit upon

Mr Blue, who has long been known as one of the most talented and

indefatigable officers in the service of the Ontario Government.

II ... u..—Our young fri nd, Mr. Harry K. S. Hemming, of the

!.-d, of this city, was last mouth married to

I Fee, ol py couple spent the greater part

of their honeymoon trip amongst the Thousand Isles of the St. Law-

rence, and speak in unqualified terms ol the rare .port to be had

1 which inhabit those classic waters. Harry is now

quietly settled il al the old stand on York Street,

looking perfectly contented and happy, Tin Trader sincerely wishes

the young couple long life and prosperity and every happiness incident

to the married state.

The Toron 10 < Carnival.—The midsummer 1 larnh al, to be held in

this city on the isl ol fuly and ! il the

weather is favorable) to be one of the most brilliant letes of its kind

ever held in Vmeri 1. 1 ten • preparations for displays of ever)

varieh have been thoroughlj - d, and if our visitors do not

have a goo 1 time, it will nol be 1 ire DOl sum i<nt attrac-

tions. Our whol nave got their stocks ••
I up,

so that their friends who run into tbi the Carnival, can

kill two IiipU with one stone, and m 1
.ome



The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemair's celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Tft<- I3~st kins of jR-offsd folate ^ains,
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONFY.

S I Y LLb Q £ M m m m I M m finish all

IL

^J.C.CStCO.
THAT

COULD BE

GUARANTEED. "N|^ ^? © \^ @^0i • %/W%rf ^#© desired
ri..ADr. ALAKK.J

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this reason. For Jobbers only.

cr. G-. ohzeeatee, &c oo:m::p.a_:n~^NORTH ATTLEBOROUaH, TVLA.&&., TT.S.A.
GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, "S5JHSJ1*
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

^v-.r- ,-._•. -„-: ^^
Manufacturers ot

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.



of the novelties that are being put on the m rket for this season's

trade

Another Burglary.—On the night of |une nth, the jewelry store

of Mrs. Keene. Lindsay, Out . was burglarized, and a quantity of

watches chains, rings and other jewelry belonging to C M. Hughan,

jeweler, who had the use of one of her shop windows, carried off. The

Toronto police were at once notified of the affair and requested to keep

a sharp look out for the burglars. This they did so successfully as to

arrest Thomas Keefe, living on Ontario street in this city, as one of the

parties who committed the depredation Keefe was taken to Lindsay

by the Chief of Police of that town, and will be tried there if sufficient

evidence can be secured to warrant his committal

Electric Time.—The new Canadian Bank of Commerce in this

city has recently been fitted up by Messrs. E. & A. Gunther with an

electric system of clocks known as the Warner System. This system

does away with the necessity of having separate clocks in every room,

as only one master clcck is necessary and all the others are operated by

it by means of electrical connection. The system, while exceedingly

simple, is yet most effective, as every, clock in connection with the

centra) time keeper keeps beat with it, second by second, with unfail-

ing regularity Messrs. E. A- A Gunthtr have secured the sole whole-

sale agency of this invention for Canada, and those desirous of using it

should give them a call and test its workings.

A Change.—Messrs.
J.

E. Ellis & Co., the well-known retail jewel-

ers, doing business at the corner of Vonge and King streets in this city,

having beeu notified that the lease of their present premises has been

sold by the proprietor to the Canadian Pacific Railway Co., last week

completed the purchase of that very desirable warehouse occupied by

Jas. Beattv & Co. as a carpet warehouse, and just one door east of

where they now are. The price paid for the building is said to have

been 820,000, and a ground rent of 81,700 per year. Their present

lease does not expire for a couple of years yet, and we understand that

before moving, Messrs. Eilis & Co. contemplate re-modeling their new
building and fitting up what will probably be the largest and finest

retail jewelry warehouse in Canada, when completed.

The American Watch Case Co , of 67 Adelaide Street West,

Toronto, shut down on the 1st July for their usual semi-annual stock

taking and machinery repairs. They will start up again on the 15th

inst with a full force, and our retail jewelers may look out for some
new and very pretty goods for this fall's trade. The new hunting filled

put on the market by the Company last month, is pronounced by

every one who has seen them as being fully equal to any filled case ever

turned out of any L". S. factory, and a credit to Canada. Like all other

goods made by the A VV. C. Co., they are the best of their kind, and

the trade can safely buy them from any jobber with the knowledge that

their business will suffer no discredit by handling them. They sell at

nearly twenty per cent less than the American hunting filled cases did

before the raise of duty.

Silver at Port Arthur.—A recent despatch from Port Arthur,

Ont
.
says that a wonderful bonanza has been struck at the celebrated

Badger mine, owned by Milwaukee people, situated near Port Arthur.

It is from this property that over 825,000 in silver was shipped during

the last twelve months. Supt. Shear, feeling satisfied that the vein on
which they were working was not the only one on the location, com-
menced prospecting, and two weeks ago struck a new run some 350 feet

of the other. This has been traced for nearly 2,000 feet. A
shaft was commenced, and after sinking fourteen feet, a vein four feet

wide was struck, with an eighteen inch paystreak of native silver,

sulphide of silver, argentiforous galena, and zinc blende, which aver-

1,757 ounces of silver per ton The Badger people are very

<nt over their prospects, and have purchased the adjoining pro-

.
known as location 06 T, 160 acres, or the Porcupine mine, for

00 cash.

. \dian SAFES ABROAD.* Some time ago Messrs.
J

& |
I ..ylor,

the well known safe manufacturers of tin, city, received an
from a large firm in Queensland, Australia, for one of their best

of large size. The safe was finished in due four
*n 'P! tralia, via England, but unfortunately the steamer
which carried it was accidentally sunk during its passage through the

:,i

("anal. The Messrs. Taylor wrote to the firm in Australia for

instructions regarding the matter, and in reply received a cablegram

1 few days ago, instructing them to make and ship them two duplicates

of the lest safe instead of one. These unsolicited orders from our

brothers on the other side of the globe are encouraging, as showing

how rapidly Canada is coming to the front as a manufacturing country.

All that is now wanted by us is first-class steamship communication

direct with the foreign countries we desire to trade with, and our export

of manufactured goods will receive an impetus that it will be hard to

esiimate the extent of.

It May Cut Both Ways.—As a result of the proposed discrimina-

tion against European goods, and in favor of those of American coun-

tries by the McKmley and other bills now being considered by the

Senate and Congress of the United States, the following motion in the

British House of Commons by Mr. Howard Vincent, shows that like

edged tools, tariffs are dangerous things to fool with, and may cut in

other directions than the one intended. The resolution says that

" Whereas the American tariff will inflict great injury upon the trade

of Sheffield and upon British traders and artisans generally, the House
consider whether a free market ought to be longer given to the compet-

ing products of a foreign State which puts a prohibitory tariff on

British goods." If the passage of the McKinley bill has the effect of

making the English people put a duty on American breadstuff's and

manufactures, it would be the worst blow commercially that the U S

ever got, and would certainly do them very much more harm than the

proposed bill would do them good.

Is it an Argument You Want.—Commenting on the discuss: n

of the watch " Botch " question which has been carried on in our

columns for some months, the Keystone, last month, rises to say : The

Waterbuty goes on record as favoring the plan of "compelling" all

watchmakers and watch repairers to " prove their knowledge and
capability before being permitted to act as watch repairers or adjust-

ers." Our e. c. is evidently not a believer in the " let alone " theory of

government—the theory based on the principle that that government

is best that governs least. The Trader is now making something of a

specialty of the " botch " watchmaker, and has arrived at conclusions

differing from those of the Waterbury. We suggest that it attempt to

show the New York journal the error of the regulating way of attending

to the " botch." The Trader has neither time nor inclination to con-

vert our esteemed and taking contemporary the Waterbury from the

error of its way on this question, but the Keystone, who goes to the

same readers, might undertake the task, if it considers it of importance

to the trade.

A New Jewelry Corporation.—The Gold and Silver Trading

and Security Co. is the name of a new company organized by

Mr. E. M. Trowern, of this city, and which proposes to purchase old

gold and silver bullion and jewelry of every description, and also to do

a regular retail business in watches and jewelry as well. The company
have purchased the jewelry business of Mr. Trowern, which will be

made the basis of their venture, which will be carried on 111 the same
premises, No. 113 King St West Mr Trowern's stock, valued at

about 810,000, will be taken over by the new company on the 1st July,

when they will at once commence operations. The capital stock of

the company is 8100,000, of which 850,000 has already been taken up

by first-class men, and who are ready to take up the balance as soon

as more capital can be utilized to advantage. At their meeting for

organization, held a few days ago, the following well-known gentlemen

were elected as the officers of the compan) for the current year:

President, l>r. Wool.. Vice President, P.T.Trowern; Sec.-Treas.,

B, Woods. Manager, B M. Trowern; Directors, 1 \ Heintzman,

E. J.
Clarke, Jas. Pearson, John Lee. Win. Townsend and \. <. ( rosby.

The company are entering on what is practically a new field ot entei

prise in Canada, and with die ample capital at their disposal, and a

manager ot sin h ability and experience as Mr ["rowern undoubted!)

is. they should make the business successful beyond a peradventure

Mr Trowern, as our ell know, has had a good many re\

in his business career, and we are gl id to iee thai bi indomitable

energy has brought him on the top once more in such a shape that he

will be able to find full scope for his ability
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Who Pays the Duty.—The Clobt and other free trade journals

insist that the consumer pays the duty on all imported goods. This

protectionists say is nonsense, that who pays the duty is pretty much a

question of supply and demand, and whether we want to buy worse

than the other party wants to sell. The watch case trade between

Canada and the U. S. will fully illustrate this point. Before there were

any Canadian factories in existence, the price of cases in Canada was

the regular American price plus whatever duty was levied by the

Government, and varied from 15 to \-\ per cent. American goods in

Canada were, therefore, from 15 to 17* per cent, dearer in Canada than

they were in the C. S. To-day under a protective tariff of 35 per cent.

American goods instead of being sold in Canada at 35 per cent, advance

on V . S prices, are actually sold here at i lentically the same prices as

they brinii in their own home market. If you ask any Canadian jobber

who pays the duty on " Montauk " or " Cnion " cases, he would simply

smile and show you a credit note from the U S manufacturer for the

amount of dut), he, the Canadian jobber has to pay the Canadian

mment There must either be a big bonanza in making snide gold

cases, when the manufacturers can affor J to sell them for export

at from 30 to 35 per cent, less than they do to the largest trade in their

own country, or the idea of these manufacturers is to break down the

Canadian factories by this cut-throat competition, well knowing that

when once they are closed up again they can easily raise the prices

enough to recoup themselves for the loss they have sustained in so

doing. The winder is that American jobbers, who are usually so

wide awake, will submit \o be compelled to pay 35 per cent, more for

ods of these manufacturers, than Canadian jobbers just across

the line can buy them for. So far as watch cases are concerned, these

credit notes should fully answer the query of " Who pays the duty ?
"

Our Help Column.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five typo lines, or about Co words.

i VOUNG MAN of good habits and five years' experience at watch
i\. and clock work, is open for an engagement. Will accept moderate
salary to begin. Unexceptional references.

C. E. Billings, 208 Dundas Street, London.
Address A. C, care of

A RARE chance to purchase a good paying business in the best town
on the Intercolonial Railway. Stock about 85,000 ;

population
7000. Terms to suit. Owner retiring from business. Only those
meaning business need apply. H. Ellis, 14 Wellington Street W.,
Toronto.

FOR SALE, good paying jewelry business in good town in Western
Ontario, population 2200 Repairing more than pays all expenses.

Stock small. Correspondence strictly confidential. Owner has other
jewelry business to attend to. Address, A. B., (Jewelry), Trader
Office, Toronto.

FOR SALE or will exchange for watches, Francis engraving machine
with box of type and attachments. l'rice S90. Good order.

Davidson Bros., Vancouver, B C.

Other Notes.

The surgical operation performed some time ago upon the throat

iTipanini, the great singer, his resulted in a great success, and the

belie\ed to be silenced, will be heard again.

The 250-copies edition de luxe of Stanley's new book, with his

autograph, the original price of which was fixed at 825 per copy, have
all teen bought by speculators. The price is now raised to 8150 per
volume.

-k Twain's success in life, says a correspondent of the Chicago
seems to have made him crusty and sour. He is worth con.

siderably over $2,000,000, and finds it no joke to take care of so much
wealth

The King of Siam has a private fortune of $50,000,000, with an
annual income of 810,000,000. Of course the temptation of a man with
this wealth to require everybody to approach him on all fours is very
great, and yet the Siamese monarch has lately abolished this custom.

rapidly becoming one of the standard branches of
education Britain. From recent returns it appears that in the

juaner of this year the teachers of phonography had under
instruction, in the whole of Great Britain, {4,739 males and 3,028
females, making a total of 37.707, while the number under instruction
during the whole of last year was 44.7 jo.

11 ian journals that the dome of St Peter's has been
• r a considerable length of time, and the number and extent

oftbefissui ,-ning alarming. It appears that about one hundred
. similar state of things was remedied by encircling the dome

with a strong band of metal. The band was heated and its contraction
on cooling was found to be sufficient to close up the cracks

1 thai a r:i
, affli ted with deafness can hear when

riding in a rumbling car. I be philosophy of this phenomenon, as stated
b >' an loc to the well-known counteraction of the noisy motion
on the drum of the ear that is, the rumble of the heavy wheel on the
,ract drum to vibrate, and in this way producing or exciting
the capacit) to b< .r Instead of raising the roipe when speaking to a
deaf person in a moving . ar or vehicle, the voice should be low.

FOR SALE —Nine volumes of Jewelers' Circular from 1880 to 1890.

Watchmaker and Mctilworkct, Chicago, from July 1881 to Dec
,

1887. Jewelers' Journal, Nov. 1883 to Oct. 1887. Also five or six

last volumes of Keystone. All in bond. Apply to Nabeshima, care of

Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

F<
)K Sale— In the thriving Town of Dunnville. a gold jewelry busi-

ness ; central location. Established over 30 years, will sell at a
bargain house and lot including stock and fixtures, this is an excellent

opportunity for a good practical watchmaker Good reason for selling;

have been 55 years at the bench. For particulars address, E. J . Lasalle*
Box 11, Dunnville, Oot.

STOLEN.—One ladies' six size 14k. gold watch, engraving turned,
engraving T. B to M. B. '83, on chain A hi. iral reward will be

given by applying to T. B. care of Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

SITUATION as watchmaker and telegraph operator <>r wati hmaker
alone, complete kit of tools, Webster- Whitcomb lathe, Ax. Good

workman, single. Best of references. Wages m <\ less than 810 per
week. Address, P. O. Box 254, Waters

SITUATION WANTED by young watchi improver, two
years' experience. Well up in w I I references,

Wages no object. Addrc-v L. O. < Box 663 Guelph, Ont.

TO JEWELERS. -Situation wanted as jobber, Can supply tools.

Apply ib Russell St
, Toronto.

WANTED working jeweler, steady employment
and of steady habits. Ref< 1 [uired,

stating wages to A Ri

M 11 ,t be hones:

Apply by letter

YOUNG MAN' WAN IT. I > (' learn the wati b repairing ai

business, one prefered who has bad 1 few ra ntl •nee or
more. Good references re. |

-<| Appl) to G | CLAKXB, Virden, Man
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Wise and Otherwise.
He Saw It —A brother who was trying to buy a cow from a poor

.\ at less than it was really worth, suspended conversation with

her for a moment to raise a point with a friend standing by as to " the

sin of dancing." yuick as thought came the reply: "Certainly it is

not as much of a sin to dance as it is to cheat a poor widow out of her

old cow."— Richmond Religious Herald.

Like Ir— One of our neighbors, a little boy of nine

years, had learned a verse at Sunday school. " I have planted, Apollos

watered." The next Sabbath the verse was called for. Not one in the

class could remember it. Our little friend, however, had a glimmer of

light, and holdi g up his hand, said " I can't remember exactly what

it was, but I know it was something about Apollinaris water!"

—

Baby-

hood.

C\s i Economize With Her.— • No," said Nannie in confidence

to her best friend. Katie: '-if Charlie should propose to me before

Christmas I would tell him to wait, because if 1 accepted him he would

make the ring do as a Christmas present, and otherwise he would be

sure to send me something else nice. After Christmas I'll accept him

and get the ring anyway. He needn't try any economical dodge with

me " -Harper's Bazar.

Hi RkAHl-Change of Heart. -Socialistic

Mob— Bting him out ' Hang him ! Down
mit monopol) ! Inventor (putting his head

out of the window )— Gordness me ' What
does this mean ? Mob Spokesman—You
moost die ! Ve hear you invent a machine

vat do de vork off von hoo dret men. You

dake breat out off dere mouths, you

Inventor— This machine of mine is an at-

tachment for breweries, and will bring beer

down to one cent a glass. Mob (wildly)--

Hurray '

—

Sew York Weekly.

H a He Heard.—Omaha Teacher

—

•• Will some member of the class explain

how we hear things - Bright Sprig—
" Somebody tells pa something down town,

then pa tells it to ma as a profound secret,

then ma tells it at the sewing society meet-

ing and then we all hear it."-Omaha World.

.'.. Again.—Brown—" Well, good-

day call again." Spouter (who is in the

professional line)—" Excuse me, sir ; but I

have resolutely set my face against encores
of every kin !."— Boston Transcript

Hi W as Touched.—A •« Wiggles is a tough man. He has a heart
of flint I don't believe anything could touch him."

I saw him once when he was touched."
" Where was thai

-"

•' On the race course. A pickpocket ' touched ' him for his watch.

"

u Si/tings.

New Dodgb -Hoosewife Go on I You can't get anything
Tins i-, no harbor for tramps.

Hungry McCluskey (drawing himself up) Ma'am, 1 am no tramp.
I am a census enumerator an' if yer don'1 gimme sumthin' terstop

ravins of my stummick the law'll be on yer. Thanks' (De
parting with a roast chicken.) Smotherin' Jacob, ain t it a great go'
I'll keep tber scheme dark or ther rest o ther fellers II get onto it.

- i n

ro nit Bui rgi •• v.— Proprietor of Store—So you want a
position as porter. Do you think you are strong enough }

I'orter Don l worry about thai I caved in three ribs for the lail
boss I had and he was three weeks in the hospital Ttxai SiJ

A '" Jenks— I say. Jenks, can you tell me how
to make a dollar or i

Yes, but it would be dangerous to try to pass them.—Jattr.

|usi What hb Wanted.—" Would you care to face a burglar

alone in a house. Miss Waxej

He asked this because she had led the conversation up to a sort of

household atmosphere, and he didn't know what else to say.

• Not if I had a man to protect me," she answered, bearing down

hard on his let shoulder.

" Why, Miss Waxey.what—why—wouldn't I suit as well ?"— Phila-

delphia Tim

Wouldn't Give it Away.— Parson (returning from church, to

small boy with a pole)—Do you know where little boys go who go fish-

ing on the Sabbath ? Snail boy (with pride and animation)—You just

bet I do, and I aint a-goin' to give the saap away, either.

Source of the Condensed Milk.—Farmer—Come out here to

the bars, Miss Beacon Street, I want to show \ou my new Jersey calf.

Miss Beacon Street (enchanted)—Oh, what a lovely little cow !

Now, I suppose that is the kind that gives the condensed milk, isn't it
;

—Simerville Journal

That Made a Difference.—Jeweler—James, bring me the tray of

fine diamond bracelets! (To his customer) : " For your sweetheart ?"

Customer—"No, f r my wife."

Jeweler—Never mind the diamonds, James Bring that tray of

bright cut silver bracelets."

A clock and a pretty woman are direct

opposites. The one reminds us of the

hours and the other helps us to forget them.

I went one night to court a maid,

The witching blue-eyed Kate;

The clock had stopped, and so I stayed

Until the hour was late.

•• Why are you like that timepiece, Fred ?"

The maiden murmured low
;

I gave it up. She softly said :

" Because you do not go."

Why he Didn't Pay. Dumley (who
has sold a watch)— ' You told me, Robin-
son, that if I would let you have the wat. h,

you would pay me in thirty days. It's a

good deal more than thirty days now.

Robinson — " Not by the watch ; that

y •mf^Sm^- &"jjil' C~ $L watch loses twelve hours out of the t a. ni

\

V—* '"i four,"

—

New York .Sun.

"N A DARI NIGHT.

Voi< i- itrom upper window): " la thai you, Harold, dear ?"

Gugginson (in a diggoised voice) :" Yet, di in I

\'"icf
: • Papa's asleep in the library, and il you'll lake my

trunk and jewel box we'll be ofl io the mini! I
Gugginson: "All right, love, jesl let'm down an' wail lill I

gel m ovei lb' fence." (To himself.) " Howlin' mastifis ! what
a snap !" -1 he Judge.

Courtship.— Courtship is graced « th

the glitter of diamonds
; but marriage has

to scrabble around very lively to get a

supply of the plain black carbon.-- Puck.

A I * k \
.

i k —There was re-

cently exhibited a clock which indicates

the hour by discharging a pistol. This is probably done to kill time.

Tramp Logk .—Citizen—" No, I can give you no money . 1 don't

like to encourage idleness. Why don't you go to work ?"

Tramp ' lis easy to say that, but it isn't so easy to get a job.

I've been trying to get work all the year."

Citizen " What kind of a job have you looked for ?"

ip " Winding an eight day clock. .\ urttal.

iled Dov. n Edito i l I i . .ii i
i put

ting watches in bol watei and b il ai is on the works i^ too loni

Reporter ' Well, what shall i do ab il

l.'li or " Boil it down."

An Imposing Sight, a street fakit selling brass walcb cases aa
i gold watches

—

Ju,i

Mors iuan Value. The man who bi tch sometimes
gets a good deal ol iim<- lor a »erj little money .— Somtrvtllt Journal

A i tintani e h

tell you the time in three different languages. Hi /
,

.

Mo'.s mi ii m When i watchmaker fa i>ody
must be appointed to wind up the an" lira of tl

Wiii Tl Pa te 'lii .dis-

people get stuck on them so often San Frana ! .;•
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A. M. BROCK,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'

-AJSTID

JEWELERS'

MATERIALS.

iKiiasra-STcasr, COSTT.

JEWELERS WANTED,

TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.

GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
irooim: 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

REWARD $10.00

Ten dollars will be paid for re-

covery of watch lost in Montreal,

1889. A Swiss stem-winding* hunt-

ing*, fine finished movement, num-

bering 67686 in case, variegated

figuring outside.

Apply to " Watchmakers' Jour-

nal," Toronto.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES FOR

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE,

It VI \N« I STAFFS, Moo
CYLINDERS, I.OO

IIOI.i: JEWELS, ordinary .SO

LEVERS, I.OO

I.ETER8, straight lino 1.50

DIALS, plala, I.OO

DIALS, with seconds, ..... l.KS

PALLETS, Swiss or English. .... I.OO

PINIONS, ordinary, ...... I.OO

I'lVO'l's, where piece permits, .... . ~>o

HAIR SPRINGS, flat .?.">

HAilt SPRING", Bregnet, I.SO

io% discount when cash accompanies order, and I will prepay return

postage. Save time by sending your work to

BILLINGS, the Watchmaker,

208 Dundas Street, - - LONDON, ONT.
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NEW

STOCK;
-OF

French

Regulators

JUST

TO

HAND.

IMMENSE

Stock
—OF-

WATCH

GLASSES

In Every Size.

Price &2.-4Q. THE PUCK Price $2.4Q.

For this month only we arc offering the above one day half hour striking clock at this Snap

Price. It is the best half hour striking clock in the market.

Every clock ia perfect when shipped. Express prepaid on orders for half a dozen.

These are Manufacturer's prices and can't be duplicated. For this month only.

E. & A. GUNTHER,
TORONTO.

Every Clock bears the New Haven Trade Mark.

RELL 1BLE. CHEAP. S IRTISTIC.
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

>£=£ »Artistic and t^sefuf Koffow Ware**^

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

Every Piece s Stamped Thus.

TRADE MARK FOR

HOLLOW WARE.

AH our Flat-Ware bears tbis TradeMark

TRADE MARK FOR

KNIVES.FORKS,SPOONS.

And is Fully Guaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AM) SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and-Meriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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THE great Showman, PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that " the public like to be hum-
bagged" Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age, and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD FILLED WATCH CASKS.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called filled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu-

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to

Bwear bj The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-
ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot
possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation
to ever) person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

tion, and the fact that its sales are larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

baa filled "a long long felt want,
1

viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, but
in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com-
pany have placed upon the market a 11 K. Gold Filled Case of this kind.

It is almost needless to say that in placing a Gold Killed Case upon the market, the Ameri-
can Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
finish, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities.

Their II K. Gold Pilled Screw Case has a Solid Gold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, and
comes up to this standard in ever) particular. Each ( lase is stamped with the word " l'K CM I ER,"
and bears the Company's registered trade mark of a "WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21

years accompanies every Case, a fac simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes full) to maintain, no matter by whom thegoods are sold.

The American Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Ca.se can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, in

Gold, Gold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheape t Cases In the market, and as you can
make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to your advantage to handle them. Sell only cases you i an
"swear by."
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THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK OF
(LIMITED)

AGENTS ANSONIA CLOCK COMPANY.
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NAVY. 8 Day, Time. ARMY.—8 Day, Time.

Importers of Watches and Fine Jewelry. Distributors of Domestic

Manufactured Goods.

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
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r. H. IvKK & SON
WILL SHOW THIS MONTH FOR THE FALL TRADE
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SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LETTER ORDERS.

T, H. LEE & SON, WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO,
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.
31 WELLINGTON ST. EHST, TORONTO.

MllTrade .

Our Immense Fall Importations have arrived. Jewelers

will find in our Stock many new departures.

Goods they have wanted, but not yet seen, and we

can supply the universal craving for

NOVELTIES.

The productions from our own Factory will surpass

our previous efforts.

It will pay you to examine our Stocks before

purchasing elsewhere.

Our Travellers have started for all points in Canada

Mail orders attended to by a large and practical stall

Correspondence solicited. Information

cheerfully given.

"'.IW See our Material Department Ad. Pag-e 32. ""^



The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada.
(LIMITED).
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(TjUR Stock for the Fall Trade is now Complete in

every Department, and we ask the careful attention

of the Jewelry Trade of the Dominion to the List of the

various Lines enumerated on the following pages, showing

the extensive character of our assortment.

These goods have been bought for Cash by buyers

well acquainted with the requirements of the trade and

the sources of supply both in the American and European

Markets.

Wait for and carefully inspect our Travellers' Samples,

You will hnd it a pleasant and profitable task.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, [Limited).



WATCH DEPARTMENT

FILLED CASES.

P7^ RICES in these goods we cut close. Our assortment includes all desirable lines. They

are fitted with Gold Bows, an essential feature, and our desire is to put in the hands of

the Retailer such goods alone as will be satisfactory to the consumer. Do not destroy confidence

in a really meritorious article by handling any lines that are not made by thoroughly responsible

and reputable manufacturers. We have some Nobby Patterns in Ladies' Goods.

* * *

GOLD 6ASES.
See our Embossed Pattern. This is the Richest and most Artistic Design in the Market.

Made in all sizes.

A Large Assortment of Fine Engraved Ladies' Cases, and Heavy Weights in Gents'

Presentation Goods.

Prices in these are so low that any dealer can afford to carry a fair stock.

* * *

SWISS WATCHES.
Special Value in Silver Chatelaines and Ladies' H*unters, also a few very nice goods fur

fine trade.

LADIES9 AMERICAN GOLD WATCHES.
Several hundred Choice Engraved Goods at a Specially Attractive Price. Write for a few

on approval.

MOVEMENTS.
The Regular American Goods with a few desirable lines of Swiss.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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AXSOX IA @CK DEPARTMENT.

NICKELS.
Prices as favorable as usual.

NOVELTIES.
Many New and Saleable Goods.

ENAMELLED IRON.
Lower in price, superior in finish, and more artistic in design than

any Fancy Mantel Goods in the Market. See the new
Patterns in Pillar Designs.

WALNUTS.
One Day and Eight Day Specials, at prices as low as any offered.

***

PRESENTATION CLOCKS.
Some elegant Silver Finish Goods. The newest and handsomest

style of Clock Decoration yet produced ; also a few fine things

in Oak, with Antique Brass Trimmings.

Remember that Ansonia Clocks for quality of material, beauty of

design and mechanical construction are unexcelled. A merchant can

work up a more permanent and profitable trade by steadily pushing

Ansonia than handling a mixed line of goods.

We are the Canadian Agents.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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JEWELRY DEPARTMENT.

ENGLISH GOLD GOODS.
Our importation of Gem Kings is the choicest we have hitherto made ; they are superior to

domestic productions in style and finish, and, where fine workmanship is prominent, in value. The

assortment was selected from the best manufacturers of Birmingham, and in the highest degree

merits your careful inspection.

A very complete range of LADIES' VICTORIAS,'BRACELETS, BROOCHES, etc., in the

latest designs.

ENGLISH SILVER GOODS.
BROOCHES, DROPS, BAR PINS, BANGLES in endless variety.

AMERICAN JEWELRY.
We show, we think, without exaggeration, the most extensive assortment in Canada, novelty

after novelty in every class of goods. We recognize fully that this is a very important department

and have supplied it most liberally with the freshest goods obtainable.

Our 14k MALTESE CROSS ROLL PLATE CHAIN still leads the market in value, and

our assortment of one hundred patterns gives the most critical, abundant choice.

We show Three Hundred Designs in BROOCHES, representing thoroughly all grades.

One Hundred Patterns of LADIES' VICTORIAS with the newost and nobbiest Moonstone

and Rosaline set charms in heart shapes, etc. Altogether the completeness of this department in

every detail has only been accomplished by the closest attention to the growing demand for this

class of goods.

Look Carefully Through oue Travellers' Samples.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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SOMETHING NEW IN JEWELERS SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
4 N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for. jewelers'
" use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply wdded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in lire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOBONTO S-i^ZETE WOEKS,

I I 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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Meriden Britannia Coy
ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

MARK
For Hollow Ware

TRADE MARK

For Genuine Rogers Goods.

NO. 66. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $75.00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont, Canada.
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WHERE THE DIFFERENCE COMES IN.

TORONTO. ONT.. ACGUST, 1890.

Tbe recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of every month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and kindred goods in the Dominion ot Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates tor advertising will be tound very low, and will be made known upor
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will be of interest to the Hade. We do not, however, hold ou'i

responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in
Tariably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as ?
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,

K ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure Insertion, changes or new advertisements must reacli

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

Editorial.

THE OUTLOOK

O PAR as any one can at present see, the crop pros-

pect for the Dominion of Canada is an extremely

favorable one, and taking it on the whole, beyond

the average of ordinary years.

The prospects are also that prices, with perhaps the

exception of barley, will be somewhat higher than those which

have obtained for the past few years, so that if indications are

worth anything, our farmers should find themselves in better

circumstances than they have for some years past.

The only cloud in the agricultural horizon is the McKinley

tariff bill, and it is yet too soon in the day to predict

whether it will prove merely a sign of wind, or drown the poor

Canadian farmer out. Whichever way it turns out, our duty as

dians is to meet it manfully and discount its harmful

effects as far as practicable by finding other and less variable

markets for the goods that the United States has hitherto taken

us.

f.ir as we can at present forecast the commercial future

of the country, we should say that all the indications point to a

nd trade for the forningyear. Good crops and pruis

mean a revival of business amongst all ( lasses of the community,
and if the jewelry trade does not share in the general prosp< rity,

it will be because they have failed to take advai I the

experiences of the
;

1 1 E letter of Mr. W. W'entworth, of Montreal, which will

und elsewhere in this issue, criticising our edi-

IJ torial article on the difference between the English and

Canadian methods of taxation, calls for some slight comment,

not so much on account of the potency of the arguments

advanced, as to show up the inconsistency of a certain class

of people, who, while quite willing to accept the high rate of

wages which obtains for all classes of labor on this continent,

refuse to do so without a grumble that they cannot also have

all the advantages enjoyed by the under-piid mechanic of so-

called " free trade " England.

Such people should remember that "'they cannot both have

their cake and eat it," and that if they are enamored of the

English free trade system, and want its benefits in the shape of

cheap goods, they cannot obtain them without also taking its

concomitant disadvantages of low wages and accompany m:;

pauperism.

To show the absurdity of the position referred to, we need

only point out that if Canada were to tax herself exactly on the

same "free trade" lines as England, two things would certainly

happen, (i) That on account of the displacement of domestic

manufactures (which Mr. W'entworth says are very much higher

here than in Great Britain and Europe) thousands of our best

and highest paid Canadian mechanics would be thrown out of

employment, and l 2) That those who were left would of neces-

sity find their wages reduced to the level of the same class of

workmen in England and Europe, for it is evident that the

same law would apply to labor and its products that is wrongly

applied by Mr. W'entworth to the product of the farmers, which

he claims is not protected.

Free traders are continually boasting about the cheapness

of goods of all kinds in England, and it is no doubt true that

some varieties of goods are cheaper in that country than on

this side of the Atlantic, but although this is the case it does

not necessarily follow that England is a better place for the

workingman than this country. The fact that millions of

British people, the very bone and sinew of the country, have

left their native land and settled down here in America, is

proof positive that although free trade England is well enough

in its way for the classes, that the masses prefer a country

where wealth is more evenly distributed, and the toiler not only

receives a higher reward for his labor, but is enabled to live in

a much more comfortable style than he could ever have hoped

to do at home.

A < heap 1 ountry to live in does not of necessity mean that

it is a good country for the workingman
;

if so, why do not the

advocates of the theory emigrate to such countries as India and

China, where living only costs a few cents pet day, and the

person who is worth a few hundred dollars is considi red .1

wealthy man. An Englishman just returned from Sumatra

say^ that a prison can live there on the fat of the land lor fifty

cents a month, but it is the hardest place to scare up half

a dollar that he ever saw.

This may be an -

I ition, but it is no doubt true, that

although it m.i\ <ost work people in America more t" live than
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OUR • NEW • FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

We expect to occupy the above Building in July.

THE ACME SILVER COMPANY

TORONTO.
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ii does in England, that they live better and are able to save

more money than they ever could do in the old land.

Referring to this aspect of the trade and labor question, the

H n. James (]. Blaine. Set retary of State (or the United Mate-.

in an address delivered during the last presidential campaign

very pertinently said, "The issue of protection is incalculably

stronger and greater than any man, for it concerns the pros-

perity of present and generations yet to come. Were it possible

lor every voter of the Republic to see for himself the condition

and recompense of labor in Europe, the party of free trade in

the United States would not receive the support of one single

worker between the two oceans. It may not be directly

in our power as philanthropists to elevate the European laborer,

but it will be a lasting stigma upon our statesmanship if we

permit the American laborer to be forced down to the Euro-

f>ean level, and in the end the rewards of labor will be advanced

if we steadily refuse to lower the standard at home."

In regard to Mr. Wentworth's statement that Canadian

consumers are forced by Canadian manufacturers to pay them

a similar amount of taxes on every article of domestic manu-

facture consumed by them that they would have to pav the

Government on the imported article, we have simply to say

that this statement is not borne out by facts. Mr. Wentworth

nces as proof of his assertion that he had to pay $24 00

for a suit of clothes, while his son could purchase a suit in Eng-

land for $14.00, but one such fact, even if it be ever so true, no

more proves such a broad assertion than one swallow makes a

summer. Now everyone knows that there are a dozen different

things about the quality, style and make up of clothing, which

will go far towards creating such a difference in price between

two suits made by different makers in England itself, let alone

in Canada. Without having seen the articles, however, we
will venture to say that the Canadian $24x0 suit, if properly-

bought, is woith far more money than any $14.00 English Miit,

unless the latter has been benight at some bankrupt sale. Our
personal experience on both sides of the Atlantic has convinced

us that although clothing is cheaper in England than Canada, it

is not so well made, and that if you want to buy first class

clothing there you have to pay almost as much for it as you
would in this country.

If Mr Wentworth will give some facts about staple goods
that are the same in both countries, and the values of which

be compared with some certainty, we may have something
further to say on this subject, but although such assertions as

his are frequently made by free trade writers, and journals

opposed to the protective policy of the present government,
they will be found generally to have just about as slim a

iation as that upon which Mr Wentworth builds Ins

argument lor the abolition of protection to ( anadian mechanic!
and manufacturers.

HONESTY THE BEST POLICY.

BggSjl'k readers, in common with most Canadian business

1351 nien. were no doubt surprised to learn from the daily
^«—41 papers last month of the unearthing of a scandal in

the cigar trade, by which it appears that a certain wholi
fancy goods and tobacco house, which has hitherto borne a

good character for integrity and fair dealing, has been proved

to have been guilty of palming off cigars of Canadian manufai

ture as •• real 1 [avannas."

It appears that in order to effect this the astute wholesale

men hunt not only paid for the internal revenue stamps, which

the government insists shall be put upon all cigars of domestic

manufacture, but went to the additional expense of paying for

and pasting over them the regular customs stamps, which are

supposed to be used exclusively upon foreign cigars imported

into this country through the custom house.

Although this paying of duty to the government twite over

at first glance looks like a waste of money, it was not so in

reality. On the principle that ' a pawn is sacrificed in order

to take a knight " that honest importer apparently a< ti d,

knowing full well that the addition of the customs stamps was

to most people ample proof that the cigars thus branded were

imported goods of foreign manufacture. In other words the

extra duty was paid out simply for the purpose of giving < har-

acter to the goods, the importer rightly judging that no peison

would think of suspecting the government of complicity in a

fraudulent transaction. Once it was fairly established that the

cigars were real imported Havannas, and did not the customs

stamp prove it? they were wor.h on the open market nearly

double what they would bring if sold on their own merits as of

Canadian manufacture. And so if P. T. Barnuni's assertion,

that the people like to be gulled, did not receive another

demonstration, it at least established the fact that theCanaclian

public, who have constantly puffed away thousands of these

'"Canadian Havannas" under the impression that they were

putting on style, knows just about as much regarding the

quality of the article they were smoking, as the labels on the

boxes told them, and were proud to pay double what they

were worth in order to display their ignorance.

In writing up this transaction most of the daily papers have

discussed it entirely from the standpoint of revenue, and some
of them talk as if no harm had been done because the govern

ment had not been actually cheated out of any money.

To our mind, the worst feature of the whole affair is that

any self-respecting house could so far lower its character as to

deliberately plan a fraud upon an unsuspecting public. They
well knew that neither the government nor the retail toba<

conists who handled the goods would suffer by the transaction,

but that the real losers must be those who smoked the < igars

and paid double price for them. That they were willing to be

a party to such an imposition does not say much lor their

ideas of commercial rectitude, and we shall be very much sui

prised if in the long run the) do not find it work materially to

their disadvantage from a purely dollar and cent point of view,

That "honesty is the best policy," is an old maxim and a

true one, and although a man may sometimes make money by

misrepresentation and unfair dealing, it will be generally found

that exposure of ins dishonest methods comes out in the Ions

run, and that he would have been far better off had he stuc k

to straight business and let crooked work alone Although it

has almost passed into a truism "thai tin- only real protection

of the c onsuiner is the integrit) ol the manufai turer, in sue h .1

IS the one above I iteci, the manufai tiller mav have b< en

CVei JO honest, and given ever so good value for the mi

he charged for his goods, but his honest) was neutralized bj

the action of the middle man, who, not content with a fail
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
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FULL LINES OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES.

/ ///#&? ^ Specialty of Caseing all3-4 Plate Movements

in Silver, Filled and Gold, thus saving the

Retailer the trouble offitting.

Original Designs of Engravings procured from best makers

in the U, S. and engraved on Canadian Gold Cases.
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Special Value in Diamonds and Diamond Rings.

GEORGE CHILLAS, 18 Manning Arcade, TORONTO.
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profit, sought to unduly enhance it by misrepresentation and

unfair lousiness methods.

While the journalist is sorry to have to record transactions

so lowering to the tone of commercial morality in this country,

but little pity will, we think, be felt for the perpetrators of any

such frauds, and if in the future such people find themselves

mulcted both in reputation and pocket, they may take time to

reflect upon one of the sayings of our forefathers that "The
mills of the gods grind slow, but they grind to powder.'' And

so it is with all dishonest transactions whether in or out of

business, retribution may be long delayed, but it is sure to get

there all right in the long run.

Correspondence.

A THOUSAND THANKS.

Editor Trader—Sir :

] am very sorry to say I must give up business. I thank

you a thousand times for the use of your valuable

book, The TRADER. As I am going to work on a

farm I shall have no use for it.

Yours truly,

Edward Ea\ i s,

June 8th, 1890. Williamstown, Ont.

WITH PLEASURE.

Editor TkADER—Sir :

ipi.F.ASE send Trader to enclosed address, as I have

started in business here within the past few months,

and, having been used to reading The Trader all

along, I miss the monthly visitor very much. Please send and

oblige.

Yours, &c,

Almonte, June 23rd, 1890. H. M. O'Reilly.

YOU WILL GET IT REGULARLY.

Editor Trader, Sir

:

f\> I am entitled to your trade paper, I will kindly ask

you to send it to me as I am lost without it.

It has been one of the best advisers to me as

a watchmaker I know of, and thanking you lor

pa^t favor-,, I remain, yours truly,

W. M. PERYAM, Watchmaker,

July 4th, 1890. Tilsonburg, Ont

COMPENSATION.

Editor Trader :— Sir,

N presenting this article to the readers of I'm TRAD] b

I act on the supposition that this journal is

read, not only by proprietors or master work

men of watch repairing establishments, but

also—as it should be by their apprentices

and ''improvers" I shall therefore endeavor

to make its contents intelligible to those of

my readers whose education or experience has not carried them

beyond, perhaps, a dim insight into the laws of nature which

underlie the principles of compensation, and shall bi

to ask the indulgence of those who are fortunate enough to

enjoy a thorough knowledge of the elements of physics, until

the preliminary explanations on this point shall have been

passed over.

"Compensation/' as the term is used in horology, means

providing a time piece with the means of adjusting itself to

different degrees of temperature in such a manner that its time-

keeping rate is not affected thereby. This article shall treat

only on such timepieces the operations of which are controlled

by a balance wheel, such as pocket watches, chronometers and

small clocks.

In all of these, whatever the particular designation ©f their

escapements may be, the number of vibrations of the balance in

a stated period of time—and consequently, their rate of time-

keeping—depends on and is determined by the v eight of the

balance relative to the strength of the balance spring or hair-

spring as it is frequently called.

More than this, the same weight may be made more or less

effective by placing it farther away from or nearer to the centre

of the balance.

Keep the same hairspring in a watch and throw the weight

of the balance farther away from the centre, that is, enlarge the

rim or increase the diameter, and your watch will at once begin

to fall behind in its rate. Bring the weight nearer to the centre,

that is, contract the rim or reduce the diameter, the motion of

your watch will be accelerated. All this in a certain proportion

and according to certain well established rules, the explanation

of which we shall not here attempt, but shall take it for granted

that such is the case.

If any portion of the rim of a balance wheel be placed

further away from or nearer to its centre, while the remainder

is left in its original position, the removed parts will cause the

same effect as if the whole of the rim were moved, only in a

much smaller degree.

Now all metals are expanded by heat and contracted by

cold, though not all in a like degree. Thus a watch subji

to heat will have the diameter of its balance wheel enlarged,

while cold will have the opposite effect and diminish the

diameter.

The amount of deviation from the truth in time-keeping,

under the inlluer.ee of different degrees of temperature, is, how

ever, not chargeable to these changes alone. In l.i< t the

greater part is chargeable to the altered condition and conse

quent performance of the hairspring. Nevertheless, these

thermal laws, above alluded to, are in.nK- use oi to overcome

not only their own effect, but also thai caused by the changes

in the hairspring.

How this is done I shall attempt to e\plam.

Brass, when heated, expands at .1 much greater rate than

steel does, and of course contracts in a proportionated

when subjected to cold. In Fig. 1. a represents .1 bar ol

heated to a high degree ol temperature, and thereby in< n

in length as shown b) the dotted lines; b is .1 bai oi steel

heated to the same degree, and lengthened as shown. 1 or the

sake of illustration the effe< ts are repres< nt< d in an exa

degree. Brass and steel are 1 ommonly used in the 1 onstru< tion

of 1 pensated balances, though in the manufacture of hod
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magnetic watches steel has been discarded. Other metals, not

influenced by magnetism, are used instead, but their effect is

due to the same physical laws.

In ordinary compensated balances the rims are made of

- and steel in the proportion of two parts of brass to one

part of steel. The brass is placed outside— Fig. 2—and is

fused or melted to the steel. For experiment we will suppose

ends of the halves of the rims bending inward as shown in

.-,-...

Fig. i.

the two bars, a and />, Fig. 1. to be melted together as shown at

c, and placed in a heated oven. Now, as before, each bar

expands in length. If the expansion were the same in both

bars the result would be an increase in length, leaving the bar

perfectly straight. Hut since both are fused together and can-

not therefore act independently, and since the brass expands in

a greater degree than the steel, the result is that the increased

volume of brass, when heated, bends the bar towards the steel

side, as shown at /, Fig. 1. and when subjected to cold the

unequal contraction of the two metals causes the bar to bend

in the opposite direction as shown by the dotted lines at E.

The one end of this compound bar being fastened to the arm

gt
of course is kept stationary, while the other is free to move

as occasion requires.

In a compensated balance each half of the rim forms such

a bar, fastened at one end to the arm of the wheel, while the

other is free, See Fig. 2. If the balance were made of one
1] each in< rcase of heat would cause the arms as well as the

rim to become larger and the watch would go slower. Each
rease of temperature would cause tin m to < ontrai I

and make the wat< h gain.

In a compen ited balance they, also expand when hi

but the effci t of the enlargement i> counteracted by the other

Fig. 3.

Fig.

l''g- 3 When subjected to cold the arm contracts while the

free ends of the rim are thrown outward. Fig. 4. Thus the

free ends correct the errors resulting from change of temperature

on the metal of the wheel, but as before stated the greater part

of the error is chargeable to the hairspring. The correction of

this is accomplished by the same means, and the acting capacity

of the compound bars is therefore made much greater than

would otherwise be necessary. In this way compensation to

temperature is effected.

Watch repairers are not supposed to make compensated

balance wheels, but if they are supposed to correct the defects

whii h exist in imperfectly made ones, or which may have been

brought about by accident or botch work, they should know

the principles of compensation, and for this reason I have ex

plained them at such length. I will now try to show how such

defects are detected and how remedied. To find out what a

watch will do in a certain temperature it is ol course necessary

that it be kept in that temperature foi a Stated period. be
boxes and ovens are Used tor this purpose- and their tempera

ture ranging from $2 to 92 (Fahrenheit) tested by means of a

thermometer, maintained throughout that period.

balances may be either o\ en oiiipcnsated or undcrconipi tl

sated, /. '., the effect produced may be either tOO great 01 too

small. In some watches the compensation is io imperfe

to lender them useless. A < OtUDlOn balance whi< h would keep

perfect time in a certain temperature at least, would be prefer-

able.

To ascertain whethei a balance is per/ectly compensated,

the movement should be plat ed in .1 low U mpi i.uiiu
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for a period of i : or :4 hours, and the effect noted. Next it

should be placed in an oven of a high temperature, say 92 , for

an equal number of hours.

Suppose it loses 10 seconds in 24 hours when in the cold,

and gains 10 when in the oven. Then it is clear that the

balance is overcompensated, that is, the effect we have expected

from it has been overdone. If the opposite is the case then it

is undercompensated. The former condition can be remedied

, by shifting a portion of the weight (some of the screws) further

away from the free ends as shown in Fig. 4. where the majority

of the screws are placed near the arms, and the latter by shift-

ing them nearer to the loose ends, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus

the weight becomes more or less effective as the radius through

which it moves is made greater or less.

American watches as a rule have holes drilled between the

screws. By properly changing the position of the screws from

one hole to another, compensation can in almost all cases be

perfectly effected without changing the weight of the balance as

a whole, or disturbing the isochronal conditions of the hair-

spring. Sometimes balances are compensated by having some

of their screws exchanged for heavier or lighter ones. It is

almost needless to state that it is necessary that all changes

which are made either in the position or in the weight of the

screws, must be made alike on both halves of the balance rim,

otherwise the poise of the balance will be disturbed.

Other modes of bringing about compensation have been

introduced from time to time, but the method above described

is the one most widely used. A thorough understanding of

the principles, and a little experience and ingenuity in applying

them, should enable any watchmaker to give the subject of

compensation to heat and cold the attention it deserves.

Perfect compensation can be attained at two points of tem-

'perature only. Balances are generally made so that these two

' points will be the extremes of temperature which the timepiece

is expected to encounter. For this reason they do not perfectly

compensate at points of temperature between 32 and 92

(Fahrenheit) and what is known as the " middle temperature

error " is the result. Various means have been devised for the

correction of this. What is known as "auxiliaries" are some-

times employed with more or less success, but as these seldom

come under the notice of the ordinary watchmaker, I shall

desist from making their description part of this article,

Ad Rem.

A FREE TRADERS OBJECTION.

Editor TkADER—Sir

ALLOW me to express my admiration of your

courage and consistency as exhibited in the
~~~*

article in your Ma) 1 lie, entitled, "Where
the difference tomes in."

You say, "Great Britain is commonly
* vj£\ >(«., talked of as a Free Trade country, but such

it not really ll/c case -the following imports

being liable to customs duty, viz. : tea, < offee,

a, wine, spirits, snuff, tobacco, dried

truits, and a few minor art k les. As- none of these, with the ex

ception of spirits, are produced in England, it is quite evident

the laid down price of the to the importei musi

the cost price, plus freight and duty. * * The amount

of duty collected in 1889 being $100,000,000. *

In contradistinction to the British mode of taxation, let us

bring forward a few facts regarding the way the people of

Canada are taxed. The policy of the Canadian

Government is a protective one—that is, they aim to levy a

high rate of duty on all goods imported into Canada which can

compete 'with home manufactures.''

Here then is your own statement of the two systems of

taxation, and yet you say Great Britain is not a free trade

country well then, what is it ? What has the addition of

duty to cost of tobacco, spirits, &c, to do with the ques

tion when every item of home manufacture can be importedfree

of duty 1

Of course the answer depends on what is meant by free

trade. Your interpretation is doubtless different from some

other people, and you may be quite able to prove you are right.

You then quote from the Canadian Manufacturer to show

that "while Fngland is taxed $11.65 Per ca P-> we : 'n Canada,

are taxed only $7.24 per cap., and you say it is strange that

any * * can have the assurance to assert that Canadians

are the most greviously taxed people on the face of the earth."

Now, in this remark you make no allowance for the immense

wealth of England which could buy out poor Canada about

once a year with the interest she receives on her foreign in-

vestments, which wealth actually pays a large part of the differ

ence in the form of income tax, legacy duties, &c, which fall

on wealth only, and you totally ignore the immense tax we pay

in the form of extra cost of our home manufactures. For

example : I recently paid $24 for a suit of clothes, and my
son, who is just returned from Europe, says he can buy as

good in Liverpool for about $14, and why? Simply because

our woollen manufacturers have a protection of something like

50 per cent.— the difference being in the cost of making up.

But this 50 per cent, for protection does not form part of

the $7 24 I am supposed to pay, as it never reaches the (in\

eminent at all. It is only part of the "protection tax," which

I must add to the $7.24 when I try to count up the tax I do

really pay, which protection tax meets me everywhere when I

purchase home manufactures. Even a farmer who has to sell

his wheat at the best price the Liverpool market will yield him,

and who therefore has not one cent of protection on a whole

ship load of wheat, is met by the protected miller, who

charges him 75c. to $1.00 extra on a barrel of flout

out of part of his own wheat. No wonder that a miller, who
ten \ears ago (whom 1 could name] was said to be worth

hundred thousand dollars, is today worth millions.

In contrast with this look at your own quotation of Mr.

Men', remark, which you put in italics, in which he says:

" //- ''//'''' I
^"' abolition of the tea duly, because it was the only

'chicle whereby a non smoker and non drinker could contribute to

the revenue."

Thus, while the English mechanic almost escapes taxatii

the Canadian mechanii finds taxation meet him everywhere,

and instead of lus actual tax being at the rate oi $7.24 per

cap., he has to put on as much more, or pi rhaps .1 greal

moo- than that to cover the exai tiow oi home manufa* tui

who exa< t all they know how.

As foi V 111 implied pity for the pooi English manufactui
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Too nut (Dale

The United States as rich as it is to-day ?

" They kept the money in the Country."

Manufacturers studied the wants of the people and made good goods to

supply the demand THEIR OWN PEOPLE gave Home manufactured goods the

preference EVERY TIME.

This, coupled with the fact of tremendous internal resources,

is the true reason.

The Fall season is approaching and we have submitted to the

Wholesale Trade a range of samples as large and varied in style as

the best U. S. manufacturers, in all Two Hundred and Thirty patterns.

We have invited the closest inspection to our factory where they

could see and know for themselves that we were giving the quality we

represented. This quality we ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE to you, and we

hope that when the representatives of these Houses call upon you you

will accord to this Industry which we have laboured so hard to bring

to as high a pitch of perfection as possible, your hearty support.

Ask them for the "B" Chains, the price, style and finish will speak

for itself and no customer of yours will come back and say you have

sold them a poor article if you have sold them a Rolled Plate Chain

in either 10 or 14 Kt. manufactured by

Yours respectfully,

Aug. 1st, 1890 BOLT & CO
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who has no protection, contrasted with our glorious X. P., I

would slightly alter one of your sentences so as to say : We—
•• who have learned that taxation can be regulated so as to

bear, not only on the consumer of foreign goods," but also on

' imported as well.

Your obedient servant,

Montreal, May <>. 1S90. W. Wentworth.

A NINE HOURS' STROLL THROUGH THE
ELGIN WATCH FACTORY.

Editor Trader—Sir

V'-'

iw fl BOUT two years ago I wrote a descriptive letter to the

*v* Trader of a trip I enjoyed through the Elgin

Watch Factory. I did not complete it entirely

then owing to my having to leave Elgin sooner

than I expected, but I received a further invita-

tion from Mr. Hunter, the Superintendent, and

Mr. Corliss the head watch and model maker, to

do so on my next visit. I was in Elgin last week and did

not forget the invitation, but instead of simply visiting the

departments that I previously missed, Mr. Corliss did me the

extreme kindness to spend a whole day showing me entirely

through the immense institution, pointing out and describing

everything of interest as we went along. I take it for granted

that every watchmaker must be deeply interested in everything

pertaining to the manufacture and construction of watches, and

so, with your permission, I will describe, for the benefit of those

interested, what I saw in my trip through the factory.

Imagine a building, or a series of buildings rather, all under

the one roof, having a floor space of about 200,000 feet, and

3,000 people, engaged in one way or another in the construc-

tion of watches, and you will form an idea of the immensity

and importance of this watch factory. If I remember rightly,

about $150,000 is paid out in wages every month. A great

many of the departments have four rows of benches extending

the entire length of the room, and seating between two and

three hundred operatives, and I imagine there must be between

75 and 100 miles of belting used to run the different lathes and

lines used in the factory.

The construction of the watch begins in the plate room,

There the blanks, slightly larger and thicker than the finished

plates, are taken in hand ; dial and pillar holes punched, plates

faced ofTand made the correct diameter: the different sinks made

and the pivot holes drilled, screw holes drilled and tapped, etc.

Although not u-,ed in the plate room, I might mention here the

new automatic pillar ma< hine for making the pillars for 18 si/e

full plate movements. This machine, which was invented and

constructed in the factory, is just being perfected in detail, is

complicated and cost an immense sum (several thousands

• ilars). Heretofore the pillars have been made b) a pat

tially automatic machine as follows : A rod of brass wire is fed

through a chuck in head stock spindle of machine, a cutter

tion and faces off the end of the wire, making it

the correct length. The circumference is then turned to the

Correct size and shape by another cutter, and the two ends

finished to size, the one to fit the pillar holes in upper plate and

the enher to receive the thread by means of whic h it is attac bed

to the pillar plate. The operator then feeds a screw plate,

arranged in a tail stock spindle, and cuts the thread, and an

cutter comes up to place and cuts off the finished pillar . then

the chuck opens automatically allowing the wire to be a<

and again automatically tightens up and the above operation is

again repeated. This new machine does the work complete

without the assistance of any workman, and does it very rapid-

ly, and the arrangement of the different cams and devices for

bringing the different cutters into and out of action is simply

wonderful. In the flat steel room where the regulators, clicks,

forks, etc., are ground and polished, the system is much the

same as pursued in a repair shop, the different parts are

cemented to blocks, perhaps one hundred in a block, and three

of these blocks are attached to a revolving vertical spindle, this

spindle is attached to an arm of the machine which has a kind

of circular motion, therefore the lines are crossed and a perfect

polish assured. The grinding is done on planed iron bl

charged with oil stone dust, then the work is thoroughly cleaned

and polished in a similar manner on boxwood charged with

Vienna lime. In the department where the tram wheels, hands,

regulators, etc., are stamped out, there is some very beautiful

and expensive machinery. 1 noticed particularly the wheel

stamping machines. The lower die looks exactly like a finished

wheel, without the teeth of course. A strip of brass is fed in

on top of the die and the upper die which exactly fits the s]

goes through the brass, leaving a perfect wheel blank. The

blanks are afterwards put in stacks on an upright holder in a

mac hine and the teeth cut with fly cutters.

THE JEWEL DEPAK I Ml N 1.

In this department the hole jewels and end stones are fitted

in brass settings, ruby pins made, pallet jewels ground, angli d

and polished.

The number of jewels carried in stock is enormous. ( >n

May 1st the Co. had in stock 5,000,000 jewels valued at $200,-

000. They handle from 400,000 to 500,000 per month,

use from $400 to $500 worth of diamond dust per month foi

the different operations of grinding and polishing, opening,

It is very interesting to follow the different operations for

finishing pallet jewels. In the first place about one hundred

garnet slabs are cemented to a block which is attac lied to a

machine and the slabs are then ground flat and smooth on a

diamond lap, which consists of a copper mill charged with

diamond dust. After one side is finished, the slabs are reversed

and the Other side finished. When the four sides are thus

finished, the jewels are arranged in a special mac hine for angling

them. About twenty are placed in position in the angling m
ine and slowly revolve, a diamond lap is placed at the d(

angle and revolved against the pallet jewels,and the impulse fa< < 5

are thus formed. Another lap for polishing, 1 harged with finei

diamond dust, is afterwards used, ["he < Company used to open

the holes to the uniform desired size in then jewels, but now

they buy the jewels selec ted and sl/ed In.lh .1 > 1 1.1 1 m ',
1

and holes, and therefore very little opening require done.

Tins c hange makes it nee essary to 1 any a mm hi

jewels, but does awa\ with tin- services of a good man)

tives otherwise necessary There were several girls

jewels, which operation is accomplished as follow 1 jewel

is set up in a lathe and rapidly levoUccl, a \ei\ fine U el wire,

made by drawing through a sapphire draw plate, is held in a
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pin vice and being dipped in a paste composed of diamond

dust and oil, is inserted in the hole which is thereby gradually

enlarged to the desired size.

1 HI. 1 K.\IN ROOM.

In this room the stem wind wheels and pinions, the train

wheels and pinions and the lever scape wheels are cut and

finished. I noticed particularly the pinion cutting and polishing

machines and the scape wheel cutting machine. I will simply

•.; my former description of the pinion cutting machines,

—

"the pinions are cut in complicated looking machines that are

marvels of mechanical ingenuity and skill. They are automatic,

and include, I think, five frames for holding pinion blanks,

arranged in a circle. There are four operations before the

pinion is finished. The pinion blank is brought to position

under the first cutter, and has the necessary number of slots

cut in it with a saw cutter ; it then passes to the next cutter,

which forms part of the curve, then to the next one and has the

curve finished. The fourth is the final finisher, and corrects

any little faults should there be any. This last operation is

almost superfluous, but the Company take every precaution and

spare no expense to have everything perfect. Of course, after

the machine is started, while one pivot is undergoing one

operation, three others are also, and the fifth frame is for

inserting new blanks, so that the machine is always in operation

and no time is lost. There are half a dozen of these machines,

so that a large number of pinions are finished daily."

After the pinion leavesare cut, the pinions go to the polishers,

who insert them in wig wags, in which they are polished very

rapidlv by means of oil stone dust and crocus. The plain arbors,

pivots and pivot shoulders are polished in these wig wags also.

They have a to and-fro motion and move very rapidly over

the work, one side of the polisher resting on the part to be

polished and the other on a jewel in the same plane. The
pinion faces are ground and polished by means of a circular

revolving hollow disc, while the pinion is revolved in a chuck.

The very finest work is finished in the old fashioned Swiss

manner by hand, holding the polisher in one hand, and revolv-

ing the pinion by means of the whale bone bow in the other.

The machine for cutting the scape wheels is a beauty and cuts

a stack at a time. There are three cutters used to complete

the operation, the first of steel and the other two of sapphire.

The first one does the heavy cutting and the others the finish-

ing.

have a new machine in this department for making

and finishing balance staff conical pivots. It has been christen-

ed •• McGinty," not because it went to the bottom of the sea,

but because the workmen wish it would, as it does away with

the pivoters' job, which used to be an important one, altogether.

nerly the staff pivots were turned and polished by hand,

but now, by mean-, of this wonderful and extremely accurate

hine, the pivots are made and polished by revolving laps,

one young lady operates the mar hine, while a workman beside

her set-, fresh staffs up in wax chucks which she inserts in

" M< (linty " as fast as he can hand them to her. The pivot is

made and polished in a little less than no time, and therefore

this one machine takes the place of a good many pivoters.

npany are inventing and using so many new automatic

labor saving machines, that in a comparatively short time they

will very largely increase their output without increasing the

number of workmen. They are now making i,8oo movements

per day, 300 more than two years ago, with about the same

number of hands. They have 230 machinists at work all the

time building watch machinery, and even this number is not

sufficient, and they are now engaged building mare machinists'

lathes, so as to increase their number of machinists.

In the dial room, for instance, several notable improvements

have taken place. Dials used to be painted by hand altogether

until a process was invented and introduced called the " transfer

process,'' done by means of electrotypes, from which the letters

are transferred to the dials direct. Now they have invented a

new machine for sifting the enamel on the copper discs ready

for the oven. This machine will prepare 100 dials in twenty

seconds. It used to take a man longer than that to do one by

spreading the enamel on with a spatula, so it will be perceived

that this machine is a wonderful economizer of time and money.

THK GILDING ROOM.

In this room the plates, wheels, etc., ire stoned smooth,

scratch-brushed and gilded, the nickel movements are also

nickel plated, which prevents them from tarnishing. Thirty

dwts. of pure gold is used per day for gilding watch parts.

The damaskeening machines are located somewhere in the

neighborhood of this department and so I will mention them

here. I can't do more than that, because it would be an utter

impossibility for me to accurately describe them. The plate

to be damaskeened is fastened in the chuck in head stock, and

this head stock is capable of an infinite number of different

movements, produced by means of cams, ratchets, etc., the

plate is smeared with grinding paste, and ivory discs and

points revolved against the plate and the different patterns are

thus produced. There are half a dozen of these machines and

they are very complicated and expensive.

FINISHING ROOMS.

In these rooms the movements are put together, sprung and

set running, and timed and adjusted to heat and cold, position

and isochronism. In finishing B. room, adjusting is attended

to. The movements are put in the oven, which is heated to

95 and run for sixteen hours, and the result noted, when they

are removed to the ice box, which is kept at a temperature of

about 40 , and again tested for sixteen hours.

Movements Nos. 72 and 91 are adjusted to run within three

seconds total variation in ^2 hours, 11. W. Raymonds anil No.

50 to within <> seconds, and 11. II. Taylor and G. M. Wheeler

to within eight seconds in 32 hours. The material used in move

ments Nos. 72 and 91 is exquisite, line gold wheels hand finish-

ed, beautiful ruby jewels set in highly finished gold settings,

delicate lever forks beautifully hand finished and highly polished.

In fact no skill or expense is spared to make them equal to the

finest in the world, and to my own knowledge they rival the

celebrated "Jules Jurgenson " Swiss movement, which pro

bably enjoys the reputation lor being the finest watch in the

world. In finishing B. department, they have a verj ingenious

and expensive arrangement used in testing and adjusting move

ments as reg irds different degrees of motive tone. It < onsists

of a series of cords and pulleys, having different sizes of wei

attached. A toothed barrel is < onnci ted with ca< h diuin, A\i<\

the movement is inserted in position so that the barrel CO

into action with the centre pinion and drives the movement,
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when the desired observations are made. I might go on

describing for hours, hut as I have already taken up more space

than I should, I will not trespass further. I might say before

closing, that I had a very pleasant visit to the " Moseley " lathe

factory, and with your permission will give a short description

of it next month.
Ed. Bxkton.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY EXCELSIOR.

The Duplex Escapement.—Continued.

(509) 2nd. The larger the impulse wheel, land the finger

correspondingly shorter ), the deeper the intersection of the circles

of the impulse tooth and the finger, and consequently the more

safe will be the action of the teeth upon the finger. In one case

we will take the radius of the wheel from A to 1, and the teeth

travel in the curve A", A' A", while the point of the finger runs

in the curve /, J, J. In another case the impulse wheel is

larger, and the teeth describe the curve H, H, H, while the

finger gives G, G, G. The deeper intersection in the latter

case is at once evident. But while securing a safe action, we

may go to the other extreme and make the intersection unnec-

cessarily deep, requiring the balance to travel over too large an

arc to enable the tooth to clear the finger.

(5 10 1 3rd. The larger the wheel and shorter the finger, the

slo»ver will be the angular motion of the tooth as compared

with that of the finger. If we suppose the finger to reach from

2? to C, and the impulse teeth to be Cand F, giving the impulse

wheel a radius from A to C, equal to the length of the finger

B C, then while the finger travelled over the arc C E F, the

tooth would pass over an equal arc C J) /', and both would

have the same rapidity of revolution. But if the finger reaches

only to 3, and passes over the arc 3, G, 4, while the tooth moves

over the arc 3, 5, 6, 4, the finger has travelled over the same

angle as before, while the tooth has not gone more than one-

fifth as far in the same time,—therefore the revolution of the

balance is five times as fast as that of the wheel. The appli-

cation of this is in securing a proper vigor and promptness in the

anion of the tooth upon the finger.

1 1
I

4th. The larger the wheel and shorter the finger, the

greater will be the large lift. Suppose the impulse tooth in one

case to be at 1, and in another at 3, the finger being of corres-

:mg length in each case. In the former case] the finger

d over the arc of the angle 1, />', 2, and in the latter of 3,

/>', 4, an angle nearly three tunes as large as the other. As

the number of impulse teeth is fixed, the further they are from

the centre A, I/, e., the larger the wheel), the further they are

apart, and the greater the actual distanci the point of the finger

to travel between them, h ravelling over a laj

angle. Ii the lift i it, the balance must move over too

: to •'< ape;" while, if the lift is too

small, the intersection of the tooth and the finger will be very

shallow, and n ind the time of contact between them so

short as to prevent the the propei impulse to the bal-

ance, as explained belc

121 5th.
'

: the preceding rule, the

I the wheel and shorter the linger, the longer the time

during which the tooth continues to act upon the finger. If

the intersection of the tooth and finger begins at 3, they are in

contact while the balance moves through the angle 3, />', 4 ;

but if the wheel only reaches to 1, the length of contact is

diminished to the time of vibrating through the angle 1, B, 2.

The effect of having a small wheel is that the tooth acts upon

the finger through a very small portion of its vibration, and

leaves it almost as soon as contact takes place, giving it scarcely

any impulse. Besides this, the motion of the wheel, receiving

hardly any check from the finger, becomes almost equivalent

to a prolonged drop through the whole angle of the large-lifting,

and the repose tooth brings up against the roller with great

violence.

(5131 Therefore, if the wheel is small, by enlarging it we

shall enlarge the length of contact, increase the large lift, (511),

and practically increase the force of impulse of the wheel. But

if we take a wheel too large, in consequence of its slower rela-

tive motion, (510), the tooth scarcely does more than to over-

take the finger, and the amount of impulse given by it is small.

We must select a size between these two extremes. An impulse

wheel of such size as to give a large lift of 30" to 35" is found

by experience to most advantageously harmonize the diverse

conditions of this problem, giving the largest vibrations to the

balance, with the least amount of lift, and with the drops as

harmless as possible. When this arc of large lift does not give

an ample vibration of the balance, the fault is either in some

other part of the escapement or in a mainspring too weak.

The escapement being well proportioned, enlarging the lift will

increase the vibrations but slightly, except when the mainspring

is too strong or the balance too light. Should both be the case,

the result of an increased lift would probably be too large vibra-

tions, with liability to trip.

(514) A large-lift of 30° to 35 requires an impulse wheel

of about two-thirds the diameter of the repose wheel. In thin

watches, which will take only narrow mainsprings, and the

motive force weak, we enlarge the impulse wheel to three

fourths the si/e of the repose wheel, which, with a correspond-

ingly shortened finger, gives a large lift of about 45 ,
thus

enabling the power to act more advantageously upon the balance.

An average size of wheel is two-sevenths the diameter of the

repose wheel. This requires the linger to be, from its point to

the centre of the balance Staff, about three sixteenths the

diameter of the repose wheel. Unless obliged to do so, for

some special object, we should not exceed 40 for the large-lift.

Experience show, that there is nothing to be gained by it, while

there may be a positive loss. This refers to the English duplex

making [8,000 beats per hour. In the Chinese duplex, the

iift is greater, but il oi < urs only half as often, /. t , aftei

two repose teeth, instead of after ea< h.

(515) The greater the number of \ ibrations of the balance,

u. ill' 1 the impulse wheel ami llie longei the li.iget should

be. After the repose tooth drops from the roller notch, .1

tain length ol time is r< quin 'I I 1 fore the impulse tooth a< quires

velocity enough to overtake the fingei and press ii forward,

The larger the' impulse wheel, the slowei it moves compared

with the linger, (510), whi< h is ahead) under full headway, and

the greater the number of '• iter the velo< it) ol

the fingei and the diffi< ulty ol the tooth overtaking it If the

impulse wheel is very large, the tooth will gi an ei\ lie able to
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overtake the finger at all, and the impulse drop will be \ery

violent. If the wheel is small, its motion will be faster relatively

to that of the finger, the tooth will quickly overtake the finger

and communicate its impulse to it, being in return somewhat

checked, so that the drop upon the roller will be harmless.

Therefore, whatever proportions we decide to be most advan-

us for the ordinary watches, with 18,000 beats per hour,

we modify slightly in accordance with the above rule, when we

adopt 21,600 beats. A nuick-be.it escapement will also allow

of an impulse drop less than io
J

, because, owing to the greater

velocity of motion, the finger will more rapidly pass in advance

of the tooth, without risk of the latter striking it before it is

safely within the intersection of the parts. Having ascertained

the rules which should guide us in either selecting or making a

new wheel, we will now draft this action in conformity there-

with.

(516) In drawing the wheel and pallet action, Fig. 3$, we

mark the line of centres db, and transfer from Fig. 31 the centre

distance de, the curve xx, and the distance ac on said curve,

then draw the lines da and dc as before. In delineating this

action, we must vary our course in Fig. 31, for the wheel and

roller action, and mark 0, the point of the repose tooth resting

on the repose of the roller, at the point a. Therefore the line

da will give the front face of this tooth. Draw lines Od, Od,

24 each way from da, for the other repose teeth, and lines dp,

dp' exactly half way between, to find the point of the impulse

teeth P, P. Now, although the points of the teeth must be

somewhere in the lines dp, dp' their distance from the centre, d,

will depend on the size the impulse wheel is to be, and that in

turn is governed by the amount we give to the large lifting, or

angle through which the impulse tooth is to carry the finger, as

already explained.

C5 1 7 y We will suppose it to be 35 . Then from the centre

e, of the roller, lay off the lines ev, ev, 35° apart and 17^°
each way from the line of centres, db. The crossing of the

lines ev and dp' at P, is the place for the point of the impulse

tooth, and from e to P is the length of the impulse pallet or

finger, F. Set the dividers from d to the crossing at P, and

draw the circle yy, which will pass through the points of all the

teeth, and is the size of the impulse wheel. With the radius

• /', <lraw curve zz, which is the path described by the point of

the finger (only the point is drawn), during the vibration of the

halance. In practice the finger is made a little shorter than

this, to give a safe clearance in passing the tooth on the return

vibration. The amount of this clearance should be about the

thickness of the points of the repose teeth, when these parts

' oine nearest together, Evidently, in cheap watches it must be

more, when the balance pivots are loosely fitted in their jewel

^, to allow for the balance falling towards the side next the

wheel ; and alio for any inequality of the teeth of the impulse

wheel. The front faces of the impulse teeth are inclined from

the line to the wheel centre, at an angle of 17°, as shown by

the line Ps. The shape of the teeth should be triangular and

narrow at the bases.

(5 1 8) We have now to designate the proper position of the

impulse finger with referem e to the notch of the roller. Refer

ring back to Fig. 31, we see that the repose tooth, <>, pressing

against the right lip of the notch, moves the roller through an

angle of 30, from '/ to <, and then drops out of the notch,

Bearing this in mind, we perceive that the repose toot:

^2, In moving the roller through 30 , itself moves from a to c,

as indicated by da and dc. Therefore the distance between

those lines on the circle, yy, of the impulse wheel, at 1 ami 2,

gives the distance that the points of the impulse teeth advance

during the small-lift of the repose tooth. Marking this distance

(1 to 2), in advance of the teeth P, P, at 3, 3, gives their posi-

tion at the instant when the repose tooth, o, is about to drop

out of the notch At this moment the finger is to be 10 in

advance of the following impulse tooth (506). Measure upon

the curve zz. from the centre *, io° in advance of the point 3,

which will come at 4, where the point of the finger must be

when the tooth P drops upon it, and from there moves it on to

the other point P, where it passes off and the following repose

tooth, O, rests upon the roller.

1519) It will be seen by this that the large-lift is not fully

35°, since the io° of drop between 3 and 4 is included in that

angle, and there is a further loss of lift by the tooth passing off

the finger before it reaches the line ev, caused by any deficiency

in the length, or rounding off of the corner. There are some

other small details which would enter into the theoretical treat-

ment of this escapement, but are unimportant in considering it

practically. As the point of the finger was at 4 at the comple-

tion of the small-lift of 30 , if we measure 30 backward on the

curve zz, to 5, we shall have its position at the commencement

of the small-lift.

(520) What would be the escapement angle, or angle

between a line from e to 5, and one from e through the centre

of the notch, depends on many points: the width of the notch,

the rounding of the lips, the shape and depthing of the repose

teeth, etc., but in the majority of cases it would be 20 to 25 .

This angle would also vary with every different size of impulse

wheel and corresponding length of finger. Some writers have

nevertheless undertaken to direct what the escapement angle

should invariably be, and workmen generally expect some rule.

But it is impossible to give any invariable rule for this angle,

as it would only be adapted to a certain schedule of sizes and

angles in the escapement. Any change in the lifts, drops or

comparative sizes would require a different angle, as will be

evident by examining Fig. 31. At the moment that the repose

wheel drops from the roller notch, the face of the linger is to be

io° in advance of the impulse tooth. Supposing the small lift

to be 30", the angle dec will be 15'. When the balance has

moved 15' from the point of rest, the repose tooth will be just

leaving the notch, and the finger will be 10 in advance of

the impulse tooth. Therefore, if the balance had only moved

5 , the face of the fmger would be in line with the point of the

impulse tooth ; or if it had not been moved at all, the linger

would be 5" back of the tooth, minus a little over 1 ,
or the

angle cde, for the difference in the positions of the impulse

tooth at the end and at the middle of the small lift.

(521) Now the angle between the line ed and a line from ,•

to 5, or the fare of the linger /', will vary according to (de-

position of the tooth : it will be less as the impulse wheel is

smaller and the lingei correspondingly long, and vice

So, also, increasing <>r decreasing the small lilt, would change

this angle to the same extent. As the fingei must be 10" in

advance of the tooth after the roller has moved through the

small lift, say of 30 . it must be 30 lu< k ol thai
] oinl (1
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back of the tooth) at the commencement of the small-lift. If

the small-lift was 50 , the point at which it commenced would

he further from the line of centres, and the finger must be

50 Luck of that, (or 40' back of the tooth 1, at its commence-

ment. Or, supposing that the small lift lemained 30 , while

the impulse wheel is enlarged, and the large lift increased to

:he point at which the acting impulse tooth would stand at

the commencement of the small-lift would be, say 10 further

from the line of centres than before. As the centre of the

notch is on the line of centres each time, the angle between it

and the finger would be io° greater in this case than in the

former. The only way is to draw the escapement with the

given sizes and lifts, and so find the escapement angle for each

case. If this is not convenient, or it is not neccessaiy to know

the escapement angle, we may try the escapement either in the

watch or depthing-tool, and adjust the position of the finger till

we get a safe drop, thus practically attaining nearly the same

end.

0ptigal Department.
Under this ht-nd we solicit questions of interest beiring on optics, particularly

the eye, the detects of vision, and their correction by glasses.

All communications must be addres-ed to Dr. John S. Owen, 142 West High Si
.

Detroit. Mich., and must be received not later than the 15th ol each month in order
to insure publication in the following issue of The Trader.

A reader sends us the following :

—

" Dear Sir,— I have been in the jewelry business for

nearly five years, and during that time have sold a large num-

ber of spectacles, but frequently I will have a customer that is

hard to please, and will give me considerable trouble. Will

you please inform me what is the best book for me to study, in

order that I may improve my present knowledge of correcting

defective sight."

We have read various books upon this subject, each work

containing some particular points in its favor, but, for the

optician or jeweler who has gained some knowledge by obser-

vation and experience, and also for the student entering upon

the study of ocular refraction, we consider the English work

entitled " Hartridge on Refraction i fourth Edition)" the one

adapted to fill his wants.

Another writes as follows :

—

" Dear Sik,— -I have a customer, a little boy about ten

years of age, who is giving me a great deal of trouble. It

appears that ho had a severe attack of measles, about a month
ago, and since that time he complains of his eyes hurting very

much when reading or studying, also that he cannot see to read

more than ten minutes, when the print will become blurred

and indistinct. After re-ting his eyes a few minutes he can

then resume his studies for about the same length of turn-.

when the reading is again blurred as before. A bright light

also hurts his eyes His eyes have always been strong, ami

never gave any trouble until now. His sight for the disl

>d. I tried each eye with Nos. 60 and .jo convex, ami

then Nos. 60 and 40 concave, but he can see better without

any of them. Will you please inform me what is last I

with such a case, and give any directions that you may think

boy is suffering from th of the attack of

measles. It is a < ommon o< < urrent e lor an attack of mea
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scarlet fever, etc., to leave the system in a very weak ami

debilitated condition. This debility is manifest in the mu
of the legs when walking, the arms when lifting, and the eye

when reading.

It is a well-known fact that when the eye is looking directly

fonvard at an object located at 20 feet or further the muscles

of the eye are completely at rest, no contraction taking place in

any of them. If the object is nearer than 20 feet, the eye will

adjust or accommodate the vision for that particular distance

by contracting the muscle of accommodation (the CILIARY

muscle), by which contraction the focus of tlu light passing

into the eye is retained on the point of most perfect vision

(m vcula lentea) of the retina, or the posterior wall of the eye.

The nearer the object approaches the eye, and so long as it is

clearly visible, the greater is the contraction of the ciliary

muscle. If we should gradually move a paper that we are

reading, so near to the eye that the print suddenly becomes

blurred and indistinct, at that moment we have reached the

limit of contraction of the ciliary muscle, and, at that moment,

the muscle having exerted itself to its utmost, to follow and

to gratify our desires, finding its strength incapable, suddenly

relaxes and relapses to the normal position which it occupies

when the eye is adjusted for distant vision.

The boy's system, as the result of the attack of measles, is

in a debilitated condition. This condition is manifest by a

weakness of the muscle of accommodation, located in the eye

(accommodative asthenopia)] the muscle being unable to

remain contracted longer than about ten minutes while the boy

is reading at the usual distance. After resting a short time it

may again be contracted, until through mere lack of strength it

suddenly relaxes and vision for near objects (reading) is blurred

and indistinct.

A pair of convex spectacles No. 72 or 60 will have a very

pleasing and beneficial effect. They will improve vision slightly

by their weak magnifying power, and will relieve the ciliary

muscle of a portion of its contraction. These glasses the boy

shoild use for reading. He should also wear a pair of medium
shade (No. 3 or 41 Eondon smoke or blue spectacles to protect

his eyes from the sunlight. The London smoke is to be pre-

ferred, because it does not change the color of objects seen

through it. These glasses, the convex and the smoke, should

be worn until the usual health and strength of the boy is fully

restore*!, which will probably require from two to three months.

SOME ANCIENT CITIES.

Nineveh was 15 miles long, 9 wide, and 40 miles round,

with a wall 100 feet high, and thick enough foi three chariots

abreast. Babylon was 60 miles within the walls, wlm h were

75 feet thick, and 300 feet high, with 100 bra/en gates. The

temple ol Diana at Ephesus, according to Pliny, required 220

\r.irs to complete it and was supported by 127 pillai

high, having been raised by as main kings. I he largesl of the

pyramids is .1S1 feet high, ami 65 J
on the sides

; its base covers

1 1 .1' res. The Stones are about 30 feet in length, ami th(

ers are 20S. It employed 330,000 men in building, Tl

in Egypt, presents rums 27 miles round, and had too gales.

Carthage was 25 miles round. Athens was 25 miles round, and
com. im.-d 250,000 citizens and .100,000 fhe walls of

Rome wire 1 \ miles round. /:'
\

.
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"

NO GOODS AT RETAIL.

Some of our would-be competitors have been dishonest

enough to try and injure our business by stating to our

Customers that we sellgoods at Retail
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our Customers, always have and always intend to do
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Belong to NO COMBINA TION, and sell goods to

suit OURSELVES and our CUSTOMERS.

IVe have now removed to our large and commodious

new premises at 4JJ and435 Main Street, where we shall

be pleased to see you when in our city, and show you the

finest Wholesale Jewelry Warerooms in Canada.

Yours truly,

Winnipeg, Man. W. F. DOLL.
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Selected Matter.

ANTIQUATED MONEY.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS THAT HAVE NKVER BEEN REDEEMED.

sAY, mister, are these any good?"

inquired a timid-looking youth of

Doorkeeper Brady at the Sub-

Treasury the other day, as he hauled out

a half-dozen pieces of ragged, dirty paper-

A close inspection showed that they were

pieces of fractional currency, or " shin-

plasters," such as played so important a

part as a circulating medium before the

resumption of specie payments.

The young man was directed to the

small-change room, where he again asked the same question of

R. C. Haff, who is in charge of that department. Mr Haff

look the soiled and crumpled bits of paper in his hands,

smoothed them out, and with the hasty touch of an expert

singled out one of the pieces and turned around to a block of

wood behind him that looked like a butcher's chopping-block.

He laid the selected piece of paper on the block and gave it a

whack with a steel instrument ; then turning to the young man,

he said :

" These fives are good, but that one is counterfeit."

As he spoke he handed back the bad token, and across the

face was the word "counterfeit," cut clean and clear. The
steel instrument with which he had struck the paper was a

sharp stencil die that cut the tell-tale word so clearly that the

bit of currency never would be current again, and any fool

could see that it was worthless.

" Do you want these redeemed?" continued Mr. Haff, as

he [jointed to the five grimy slips on the counter.

"Yes, sir, if you please," stammered the youth, as he eyed

with pained surprise the mutilated piece returned to him. Mr.

Haff put two bright silver dollars and a silver quarter on the

counter, which the boy picked up in a hurry, as though he

were finding them in the street.

LOIS OK MONEY LOST.

" Do you get much of that old fractional currency now ?
"

somebody said to Mr. Haff as the boy went out.

" No, lie replied :

" we get very little now— not more than

$2,500 a year. The amount coming in for redemption is grow-

ing less and less every year. It used to come in here by the

bushel basketful. But for many years now we only receive it

in driblets. We seldom get as much at a time as that young

man just brought in."

" Hut it has not all been redeemed, has it ?
"

" No, indeed
; and what is more, a very large amount will

never be redeemed. There is now outstanding in old frac-

tional currency something like $15,000,000. And of that it is

estimated that not more than $3,000,0.010 $5,000,000 will

ever < ome in.''

" Hut where is the rest, and why will it not come in for

redemption ?
"

" A great deal of it has been worn out by the wear and tear

of twenty-odd years. Any quantity of it has been burned up

in the fires that have occurred since the time it was issued, and

in numerous other ways it has been lost or destroyed. Then

there are some people who hold all they can get to use in send

ing small amounts by mail, finding it handy. Then, too, the

old currency is now so scarce that people keep the occasional

pieces that come to hand as curiosities or pocket pieces. A
great many coin collectors have crisp, uncirculated specimens

of it in their collections. I know one wealthy gentleman in

the city who carries in his pocketbook, wrapped up with the

greatest care, four clean, bright specimens—a fifty, a twenty-

five, a ten and a five-cent piece. He said it was the first

money he ever earned. It was paid to him in these identical

pieces brand new from the press, and he has kept them ever

since for luck. I do not believe you could buy them from him

to day for $1,000 apiece. He calls them his reserve capital,

and if he ever loses a million or more, as he is now reported to

be worth, he will have his ninety cents reserve to fall back on."

DETECTING COUNTERFEITS.

A good deal of the currency that is brought to the Sub-

Treasury for redemption turns out to be counterfeit, and the

moment it comes into that place, no matter from whose hands

it comes, it is hurried to a block and stamped "counterfeit"

with the stencil cutting die. They ask no permission, but just

go and do it. The same rule is followed, too, in the rotunda

where the bills of larger denominations come in. Sometimes

men get very angry when their bills are handed back to them

mutilated in such a manner that they cannot be used.

Not long ago the South Ferry Company sent up to the Sub-

Treasury a bundle of the fractional currency representing about

$100. It had been discovered back of a partition in the old

ferry-house, where it had been either stowed away or misnlaced,

and was found when the old building was torn down to make

room for the new structure.

Mr. Haff shuffled through the pile and not only pronounced

it all counterfeit, but discovered that some of it had been

brought to the Sub-Treasury at least twenty years ago, as the

marks of the old stamps used as long ago as that to mark

counterfeit paper money were still plainly visible on them.

Each piece was subjected to the cutting process, and will pro-

bably not be presented again for redemption.

All the fractional paper currency that is redeemed at the

SubTreasury is sent to the Treasury at Washington, where it

is placed in the crematory and burned up, and all that is left of

it is a sort of slag, a single pound of which may represent a

million. The rest floats off in smoke.—New York Evening

Sun.

(.n. dim. ami Silvering on Wood.—The wood is to be coated

with size. To make this, boil halt a pound of parchment shaving in

three quarti <>f water, stirring constantly. This gives a clear solution

of gelatine, which must !>< passed through a sieve Paint over the

wood with tins, and, while still moist, apply gold or silver leaf, or Mutch

metal Much manual skill is necessary, and it i. wi II to see th

details practiced by a gilder. Wood may also be gilded by painting it

with the mixture of bronze powder and copal varnish. Finally, gold

paint may be bought, all ready for use, and this will probably K'^e the

most satisfaction.
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HOW GOLD WAS DISCOVERED IN

CALIFORNIA.

AMIS Wilson Marshall, the

discoverer of gold in Califor-

nia, to whom a magnificent

monument has recently been

erected at Coloma, Cal., by

the people of that state, was

born in Hope Township,

Hunterdon County, N. J., in

1X30. His father was a

coach and wagon builder, and

he was brought up in the same

trade. His eyes were always

set westward, however, and
', when he became a man he

followed them and straggled

out farther and farther to-

ward the setting sun, until in

June, 1845, he reached Cali-

fornia, coming to the Sacra-

mentoValley by way ofShasta,

andcampingon Cache Creek,

about forty miles from the

present sight of the city of Sacramento.

Marshall, being a handy man, was soon heard of by Sutter,

and engaged by that pioneer in stocking plows, making spinning-

wheels, mending wagons and doing such general carpenter

work as was required. A quiet life was not of Marshall's kind,

however, and when the bear flag was raised he at once joined

the insurgents, marched with them on Somona, spiked the old

Spanish guns at Fort Point, sailed to San Diego with Stockton,

marched up to Los Angeles with Fremont, saw General Flores'

retreat to Sonora, and there, in March, 1847, was discharged,

but not paid off. Working his way back to Sutter's Fort,

Marshall induced the (General logo into the lumbering business

with him, and as a first move started out to explore the foot-

hills for a suitable place for a sawmill. Marshall set out on his

quest and followed up the bank of the American river for

several days, examining the country all round, but not finding

a suitable site. Presently he branched off over the South Fork

and at length reached a place called Culloonah by the Indians,

and which was afterwards known as Coloma. The river took

several bends here and on the South side of a point of land

formed by one of these curves the mill sight was selected. < m
:>ort to Sutter a partnership was entered into

between the two, August 19, 1 S47. Sutter to furnish the capital

and Marshall to give his services The formal am< les of

partnership were drawn up by General |ohn Bidwel), who was

then acting as a clerk in Sutter's store, and, these arrangements

completed, Marshall started back to Coloma with six or seven

mill hands and a train of wagons with provisions, et( .

On the morning of that memorable day Marshall went OUt

as usual to superintend the men and, after (losing the fore bay

and thus shutting off the water, walked down the tail race

to see what sand and gravel had been removed during the night.

had been < ustomary with him for some time, for he had

previously entertained the idea that there might be minerals in

the mountains, and had expressed it to Sutter, who. howevei

,

only laughed at him. On this occasion, having strolled to the

"lower end of the race, he stood examining the mass of debris

which had been washed down. At this juncture his eye caught

the glitter of something that lay lodged in a crevice some six

inches under the water. His first act was to stoop and pick up

the substance. It was heavy, of a peculiar color, unlike any-

thing he had seen in the stream before, lor a few minutes he

stood with it in his hand, reflecting and endeavoring to recall

all that he had heard or read concerning the various minerals.

After a close examination he became satisfied that what he held

in his hand must be one of three substances—mica, sulphurets

of copper, or gold. The weight assured him that it was not

mica. Could it be sulphurets of copper? He remembered

that that metal is brittle and that gold is malleable, and as this

thought passed through his mind he turned about, placed the

specimen upon a flat stone and proceeded to test it by striking

it with another. The substance did not crack or flake off; it

simply bent under the blows. This, then, was gold, and in

this manner was the first gold found in California.

Marshall neither turned pale nor cried out exactly, probably

because he was thoroughly unaware of the importance of the

discovery. He showed the nugget to his men, indulged in few-

conjectures concerning the probable extent of the gold field,

and went on with his work. He, however, watched the stream

closely, and in the course of a few days had collected several

ounces of the precious metal. Putting these in his pocket, he

one day mounted his horse and rode down to the fort to show

the specimens to Sutter and inquire about some delayed stores.

The latter matter having been straightened out, he asked for a

few minutes private conversation with Sutter, and the two

entered the little room at the back of the store. There Mar

shall showed him the gold, but Sutter would not believe it was

anything so precious until it had been weighed and tested.

The news soon spread, and as it spread the excitement

grew. The resident white population of California threw itself

into the gold quest with ardor and energy, and then came the

great gold fever which revolutionized the country.- -From the

Great Divide.

TINFOIL.

In the manufacture of tinfoil, tin is melted and run into

blocks weighing from 200 to 400 pounds each and in this

form tlie metal is kept for ordinary use. The old method of

reducing it to the necessary thinness for foil was by hammering

it by hand as the gold-beaters heat gold-leaf; and this process

is still in vogue to a limited extent. This, however, is a verj

laborious process, as the sheet mu I lie constantly beaten with-

out intermission to keep up the heat generated by the continu

ous stroke of the hammer ; and the great drawback to it was

that only one surface 01 face could be produced The intro-

duction of rolling-machinery has completely revolutionized the

trade; so that, in place >>t importing, we now export. The
metal is given a beautiful polish on hutli sides ; it is then 1 ut to

order .by cutting machines. The great advantage of machine-

rolled foil over the hand beaten foil is that, while the laltei is

full of minute holes not as to In- visible to the naked eye, the

dinner is, as a rule, perfectly intact. E\.
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ISPbAY Y0(JR G06DS.
GOODS PROPERLY AND TASTEFULLY ARRANGED IN

WINDOWS AND SHOW-CASES ARE HALF SOLD.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., TORONTO
SOLE AGENTS FOR

SOMMERS' EASEL CARDS FOR JEWELRY.

BROOCHES,

BAR PINS,

EARRINGS,

GENTS' CUFF,

LADIES' CUFF,

CUFF & PIN,

Etc.

SCARF PINS,

LINKS,

RING,

1 STUD,

3 STUDS,

COLLAR BUTTON,

Plain, Etc.

Send for a sample 100, consisting of 10 of each, of 10 different Patterns. Price for

100 assorted, 75 cts., postage prepaid; 100, all one Pattern, 60 cts.

IN TOOLS, MATERIALS * SUPPLIES
We are offering the very best value. Mail orders receive prompt attention and sat-

isfaction guaranteed. We compete with all, and our growing trade proves

this fact : That our Goods are of a better grade than those usually

offered, and are sold at as low a price.

Remember we have Five Travellers, each with a Material Trunk in his outfit and a
big Stock to back them.

P. W. ELLIS & CO.,
Note our Jewelry Department Ad. on Page 2 of Cover.

TORONTO.
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CLOCK TICKINGS.

j^^p^Ar il HE largest clock bell in the United

nUm \ States is located in the tower of the

Androscoggin mill in Lewiston, Mo.

Its weight is 10,300 pounds.

It is a curious fact that in the writ-

ings of the two greatest old English

poets are found the surest data that

can be adduced of the early use of

clocks and watches in England.

A famous clock can still be seen in

the Torre del Orologio, erected by

Petrus Lombardus in Venice, in 1466.

It was a blue and gold dial, and in

many respects is a remarkable piece

of mechanism.

In 1325 a clock was put up in Wells Cathedral, England,

and mention is also made of a clock, apparently of some new

construction, invented by Robert Wallingford, abbot of St.

Albans, in 1326. This clock was still running in the time of

Henry VIII.

Clocks have been made to go a year without winding, such

as that which is preserved at Hampton Court, England ; but

they have generally proved unsatisfactory, the extreme delicacy

of their adjustment making them susceptible to the slightest

extraneous disturbance.

The regular manufacture of public clocks appears to have

been introduced in the reign of Edward III., that considered

monarch, in the year 1368, having invited three Dutch horo-

logers from Delft for the express purpose of benefiting his sub-

jects by a knowledge of the art.

The largest clock with an illuminated dial in the United

States is that on the Communipaw ferry building of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey. The diameter of the dial is fourteen

and a half feet, and the figures can be easily read from the New
York shore. The dial is lighted with eighteen incandescent

lamps.

It is recorded that in the fourteenth century an artist

named James Condi constructed a clock for the city of Padua

which was long considered the wonder of that period Besides

indicating the hours it presented the motion of the sun, moon
and planets, and pointed out the different festivals of the year.

The weight of the movements of American tower clocks

ranges from 300 to 5,500 pounds, according to size ; the pres-

sure from the weights required to drive them ranges from

"time trains " (the simple movement) from 125 to 300 pounds,

and the pressure required to drive the "striking train " ranges

irum 250 to 800 pounds, according to the size of the bell from

which a full tone is desired.

The first complete clock moved by weights of which there

is positive record was constructed early in the thirteenth cen-

tury. It was the work of a Saracen mechanic, who received

about J 2,000 for the fruit of his ingenuity. This dock is

said to have kept time very accurately, and was afterward pre-

sented to Frederick II. by the Sultan of Egypt, under whose

directions it was made.

About the time Dr. Franklin was studying upon his horo-

logical problem—or not many years later— Eli Terry began

making wooden clocks in Connecticut, his implements being

simply a saw and jack-knife. After building up quite a busi-

ness, he sold out (in 1810) to Seth Thomas and Silas Hoadley,

and from this small beginning the great industry of American

clock-making took its rise.

I )e H'yck's clock, made by Henry de Wyck in 1379, for

Cbarles V. of France, is celebrated. It has been styled by

clockmakers the "parent of modern timekeepers." According

to the description given of this clock, it differed in nothing

—

except in having a horizontal balance instead of a pendulum

and one instead of two hands—from many old church clocks

still in existence in England : for instance, that of St. Mar-

garet's, Westminster.

—

Boston Transcript.

A DRUMMERS DESPATCH.

A drummer set out on his trip one day
;

His heart was light and he felt quite gay,

As he thought of the orders, more large than small,

He expected to get from his customers all.

An experienced drummer, a veteran he,

Selling goods thro' the South from mountain to sea
;

His house was the oldest, his goods were the best,

His friends every ready to look and invest.

He had tips and he'd letters from every State

;

Some wrote they'd buy early, some said they'd buy late:

For he was a drummer of no little renown,

From Nnu York city, not Providence tows.

The first place he made, he did very well,

Tho' he didn't brag much he'd expected to sell
;

On this trip last spring, many thousands he'd sold,

That he'd beat it this year he felt very bold.

But alas ! at the next town a telegram came!

His spirit went down ; he grew awfully tame!

No mortal on earth could have felt more sore
;

His luck was now worse than ever before.

How different now from the drummer just out,

With his samples complete and his heart stout ;

The salesman who started with spirits so light

Was now, indeed, in the sorriest plight.

He looked at his message and read it once more,

And he read it full forty times o'er and o'er;

Fach time he read it, he felt worse and worse,

He barely could sigh—he was too weak to curse.

With never a word and scarcely a look,

Sadly he folded his thin order book
;

Homeward he turned with samples and grip,

To see he was " rattled " you needed no " tip.''

Nosv here w;is the cause of his sorrow and woe,

And this was the message that wounded him so ;

This cut was the deepest, these words most unkind :

" Return samples at once—your house has assigned."

He went out like a " tourist,'' he returned like 1 tramp.

As a scout on the back track sneaks back to his camp ;

Like a half drowned rat or a bob-tailed mouse

Is a drummer recalled by a " batted " house.

(i. T. /'. in Haberdashtr.
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The Best Filled Case in the World
*|* FOK THE MO/NEy. %t%

FILLED

where filled will

wear equa

to gold.

SOLID

gold everywhere

else.

See Cut.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.
OF TORONTO,

ASK THE ATTENTION OF THE CANADIAN JEWELRY TRADE TO THE LINE OF

HUNTING GOLD FILLED CASES
j

They have lately put upon the market. These cases are made in 14k. and 10k. quality, the 10k. being

stamped "Fortune," ma and the 14k. "Cashier,"

Every one of these Cases have Solid Gold Bow, Crown, Thumb-pieces, Joints and Bearings, and is guaranteed

to be the Best Case in the World for the money.

THEY ARE EQUAL TO SOLID GOLD CASES
in workmanship and finish, and are fully guaranteed by the American Watch Case Co., no matter by whom sold.

3J^ IT WILL PAY YOU TO HANDLE THESE THOROUGHLY RELIABLE CASES.

AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.,
(57 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, ^^ONTO.
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iH efeiff uriE or Gold & SilverJeWel^V,
' i i n minim imiiiiiii i i

msWiAArfE f^M^ ^ea/l^/^ oroi/^usui^.

Sale Agents in the Dominion of Canada for the Celebrated Window Fronts

and Shop Fixtures of F. SAGE &CO.oFLONDON,ENG.
• •• •

/^^T^ CA TALOGUES AND ALL INFORMA TION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING & ^K^\
tJg&P' WINDOW FITTING SUPPLIED BY MAIL UPON APPLICA TION. ^^£*k
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A COMMON ERROR.

li

IN
times like the present, when

the keenness of competition

renders liberal advertising an

absolute necessity to the rising man
a \ of business, the question of the

^Z most advantageous medium where -

^£- in to bring his specialties before
'

the class of customers for whom
he caters, becomes one of great im-

portance. His commercial instincts

prompt him to secure the best

possible value for his money ; but

at the same time he fully recognizes

the fact th.u a good article must be paid for, and that cheap

advertising, like cheap goods, usually turns out a poor invest-

ment in the long run. The true question before him, then, is

to decide upon the respective value for advertising purposes of

the principal mediums offered to him by the press, irrespective

of their cost, and, did he display the same acumen and know-

in answering this question correctly that he docs in

conducting his business, we should hear fewer complaints that

the returns frjm advertising do not come up to expectations.

Unfortunately, the average advertiser bases his estimate of

a paper's value as a medium for bringing his wares under the

notice of his prospective customers principally upon the volume
of its circulation. The larger the volume of circulation, he
argu~s, and the greater number of readers it will have, and
consequently the wider the diffusion of the advertisement will

be. So far, so good ; but when he goes on to add that the

wider the diffusion of the advertisement and the greater the

advantage he will derive from its insertion, he at once falls into

error. It must be remembered that in the great majority of

ihe paper having the largest circulation is that which

appeals most directly to the sympathies, and panders to the

tastes of the lowest classes of the city in which it circulates.

This class take a paper for the purpose of keeping posted on the

subject of murders, prize fights, police reports and sensational

stories. Their minds run in channels which educated people
abhor, and consequently they choose a paper which caters to

their prurient tastes. As this class in every large city outnumber
the middle ar.d better classes, it follows that the paper they

prefer soon secures the largest circulation, and simply on the

of that fact pro< laims itself the best and largest advertising

medium of its locality.

Of course, for a business man desirous of reaching the

>uch a paper would naturally be the best medium.
Hut the average merchant does not. He expects to find his

customer^ principally among the middle and better cU
and consequently an advertisement in a journal of only one-

quarter as large a circulation, going among these < lasses, would
far more advantageous to him in the long run. In fact,

as he is concerned, the amount of circulation is simply
vall!<-'

;
'

' II of the whole subscription list of the "popular"
not one-tenth may belong to the (lass he wishes to rea< h ;

and the percentage of readers hkelv. to form customers for Ins

wares may be five times as large in a paper of only One fifth of

its total circulation. The first question, then, that should be

asked is not " how large is your circulation ? " but " of what class

aie your readers composed ?" For in the long run he will find

that be will meet with greater success in business by patronizing

those papers which have good trade connections than those

which cater to larger circulations of the vulgar order, and most

of whose sales are on the street or among the residents of the

lower localities.

It is to this common error of estimating the value of an

a Ivertising medium solely by the volume of its circulation that

most of the complaints of the inadequate results accruing from

lavish advertising are really due. A merchant will complain

that he advertised freely in all the largest daily papers without

increasing his sales a thousand dollars a year, and therefore will

give it as his experience that the value of advertising is largely

overestimated; when the real truth is that he has not advertised

in the true sense at all. He has only contributed to the coffers

of a widely circulated paper which his customers read solely

for news and then fling aside without troubling themselves to

scan its advertising columns. Had he expended a similar sum

in the columns of his trade journal, where the advertisements

may be said to form part of the reading matter and are equally

carefully perused, his opinion of the value of advertising would

have been a very different one.

—

CanadianJournalof Commerce.

A LIFE FOR A DIAMOND.

'• There's the most beautiful diamond I have ever seen

during an experience of thirty years with the sparkling gems,"

said a veteran diamond merchant, as he held up a stone that

seemed to live in fire, to a reporter of the Philadelphia Inquirer.

from every facet radiated brilliant colors, and the hue of the

stone was that steely blue which delights every connoisseur of

the precious gems. The diamond did not weigh six carats,

but was easily worth $5,000.

" That stone has a tragic history," continued the man of

jewels, as he laid the diamond to rest amid a nest of snowy

cotton, '" It comes from the De Beer's mines, in South Africa,

and was discovered by a coolie employed by the company. His

practised eye saw that the gem was a mavellous one for beauty

of color, and a desire to s'.eal it overcame him. Well, he did

steal it, and to conceal the diamond about his person—for the

coolies work almost naked in the diamond mines- cut a hole

in his flesh, under the arm. Hut the wound did not heal, and

the observant eye of the foreman saw what was the matter. A

few days after he charged the coolie with having stolen a dia-

mond, but the negro denied it.

" When fack, the foreman, reached for his sore arm, the

thief made a dash and ran toward the outskirts of the camp

like a deer. The foreman followed him, but the Meet footed

negro outstripped him. He knew thai a severe punishment

awaited him it ( a| 'tmed, and centred all Ins efforts to getting

away with the stone, whose value would have make linn rich

for life. Hut Jack was equal to the emergency, and, drawing

his pistol, shot the coolie through the ba< k just as he was tak

, the hills. 1 lis dead body w. is dragged back into 1.imp,

his arm CUl open, and this beautiful gem in the rough was

taken from the insertion. It's a tragic story, but true as gospel,

and only a sample of what has happened mote than a hundred

tunes in the diamond mines of South Afn« 1.
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A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
WITH THE TRADE.

A. W. C. Co.—Hello, Central!

Central.—Yes, who do you want ?

A. W. C. Co.—Give us the Retail Jewrelers of Canada.

(Retail Jewelers,—Hello, who is it that wants to speak to us.

A. W. C. Co. -THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE COM-
PANY, of 67 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, is speaking, and they

just want to inform you that they absolutely refuse to accept any

responsibility for any Gold, Silver or Gold Filled Watch Case

unless it bears one of their Registered Trade Marks.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's all right, but just tell us what are

your registered trade marks %

A. W. C. Co. — Our trade mark on all Gold and Silver Cases

is a 6C Maltese Cross," [E3] and on all Filled Cases a

"Winged Wheel,"
they are stamped with one

of the Case, no matter who sells it to you

)and when you are buying Cases always look for these stamps. If

of them our Company will guarantee the quality and workmanship

(Retail Jewelers.—That's first-class as far as it goes, but why don't you name your Filled Cases

so that we can order exactly what we want from our jobber ?

A. W. C. Co.—We have done so. In 14 K. Filled we make two different kinds of O. F. Screw

Cases, the "Premier" and the "Cashier," and one Hunting Case called the "Cashier." In

10 K. Filled we make the " Fortune" in Open Face and Hunting. Every one of our Filled Cases

has one of these names stamped in it in plain letters right above our trade mark of the Winged

Wheel, so that you can't make any mistake about them.

(Retail Jewelers.—Thanks ! We will certainly bear these things in mind when next we buy

cases. In the meantime let your Company keep right straight along as you have heretofore done

and give us first-class goods that we can swear by. We want to sell honest goods that we can

conscientiously recommend.

A. W. C. Co.—Thank you, gentlemen, your advice is first-class, and we will always try and

deserve your confidence. Good-bye.
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WATCHES FOR WATCHMAKERS.
We call your attention to our new movements : 18 Size Hunting and Open Face

"SPECIAL RAILWAY." "JOHN C. DUEBER," "DUEBER," "DUEBER WATCH CO."

Please examine and compare them with the class of Movements the Trust asks yon to buy, at

about the same prices, and in some instances, 25 per cent, in advance.

Yen will see after an impartial examination of these Movements how little chance there is to

Bell Combine goods, as soon as our Movements are shown to the entire trade.

Why they wanted a Combine must be plain to you by this time.

'They cannot compete with the class of goods we make."

We hope in conducting your business you do not run it on the plan of a benevolent institution.

buying goods tor charity's sake, holding up a Combination of Manufacturers, who cannot and dare

Dot sell their goods in open competition, on their merits.

THE DUEBER WATCH CASE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dueber-Hampden Adjusted Watches are put up in Silverine Skeleton Cases.

Dueber-Hampden Watches do not have any of the Pendant Setting*

humbug1 attachments.

Dueber-Hampden Watches, 18 Size, will in future for Canadian trade

have 24 Hour Dials.

Dueber-Hampden Watches may now be had either "named" or "nameless."

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for Correct Time.

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for Intrinsic Value.

Dueber-Hampden Watches on top for square dealing* and an honest

profit for all those -who handle them.

To prevent dissapointment and delay, dealers who have not already placed their orders for Fall

delivery should do so now.

Address all communications to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

LONDON, ONT. HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Compete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X2 WIRE CHUCK
All our Chucks are stamped " Moseley" on the face and warranted.

C-vat o± Cii.13.aZss X"u.ll Size.

Note. -The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up
for the difference in price, should there be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,

MARTIN'S GENEVA MAINSPRING
This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada Send

for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - $i 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent fop the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.

The HOLMES ELECTRIC PROTECTION CO. OF TORONTO,

8 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

BANK VAULTS, JEWELERS' SAFES, STORES of all

kinds WATCHED, GUARDED and PROTECTED by our

Central Office System, Cheaper, more satisfactorily, and more

securely than it can be done in any other way. We protect your

property by surrounding your vault completely inside or out with our

Electric Lining which cannot be penetrated, when in operation, with-

out an alarm at our Central Office. Thus we have an eye on your

valuables every moment of the year.

Absolute Security when applied to Safes or Vaults.

The HOLMES ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY OF TORONTO, Limited

8 l^TEXiIjIIffOTON' ST.
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FROM OUR UNITED STATES EXCHANGES.

A. E. Bentley, general manager of the Illinois watch factory,

is quite ill at his home, having been overcome by the heat.—

Catai

Marcus \V. Morton, secretary of the Manufacturing Jewelers'

Board of Trade, has been appointed by the Governor of Massa-

chusetts as Commissioner of Massachusetts in Rhode Island.

—

Weekly.

A Michigan jeweler says that the recent storms have kept

repairers busy, the large amount of uncontrolled electricity

causing many mainsprings to break He put in eighteen new

springs in one day.

—

Review

Last Friday the suit of the Cresent Watch Case Company

against the city of Brooklyn, to recover $29,969.97, for dam-

ages to its factory from the overflow of a sewer, was decided in

the Company's favor, judgment for $17,000 being awarded.

—

kfy.

The Boston Globe offers a sword, furnished by Tiffany &
Co, and costing $1,000, as a gift to the most popular Grand

Army man in the country. Anybody may vote on the coupons

printed in the Globe. The voting began on July 3rd, and will

continue until about the middle of August.

—

Review.

The gymnasium erected for the use of the employees of the

Elgin National Watch Company is completed and ready for

occupancy. The appliances are of the most improved character,

and the rooms are attractively furnished. Instructors have been

provided, and the athletic exercises of the employees will be

methodically conducted.— Weekly.

( leorge Morris, a Brooklyn optician, well known in this

city, is rejoicing over the receipt of a cablegram informing him

that his uncle, a Mr. Phillips, has died in Plymouth, England,

leaving him property valued at $60,000. Mr. Phillips is said

to have been a prominent diamond cutter, owning extensive

works which are left to his nephew.— Weekly.

As Gustavus H. Stern, a saloon passenger on the steamship

Fulda, was leaving the vessel he was stopped by two custom

house inspectors who found in his pockets a diamond brooch,

garnet brooches, two diamond . scarf pins, two diamond

bracelets, garnet earrings and a garnet necklace. The articles

were seized for duty. Weekly.

A downtown jeweler, says a New York paper, received a

day or two ago, from a stove and furnace maker, an order unlike

anything he had ever received before. This was nothing less

important than a set of hot air registers made to set in the floor.

They were made primarily in solid brass from designs by the

architect, and his orders were to plate them heavily in pure gold.

When finished they are to submit to being walked upon in the

country house of Mr. Rockefeller.— Review.

A.ir^n Cahn, a jeweler of 609 Third Avenue, New York,

was sued, last week, by a customer for damages resulting from

the loss of a brooch and a pair of earrings left with him for

repairs. Mr. Cahn admitted receiving the articles, which he

alleged were turned over to a repairer on Nassau Street. The

latter testified to having sent the articles by mail to Mr. Calm

'The package never reached the jeweler, however, and is

supposed to have been lost in transit. Civil Justice Lachman,
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before whom the suit was tried, dismissed the complaint. Sol,

i\: Benj. Oppenheimer appeared for the defendant. A number

of jewelers were present at the trial.

—

Review.

The factory and plant of the Aurora Watch Company are

ordered to be sold at auction before July 30. The employees,

except eight or ten who have not appeared to claim their money,

have received the entire balances of wages due them. Trask

&: Plain have purchased another lot of Aurora movements from

one of the banks. Two cf the banks have sold their move

ments at 50 per cent., and all the movements are now on the

market. It is reported that the judge of the County Court

states that Assignee Evans has not executed his orders as they

were intended. The alleged variation from the order consisting

in failing to pay some of the employees one half of their wages

in cash.

—

Catalogue.

One of the boldest robberies ever perpetrated in Bradford,

Pa., was committed on July 3rd at noon at the establishment

of W. Schopperle in the Roberts block on Main Street. While

the proprietor was at lunch, thieves entered the store through the

transom and secured forty dollars in money, and gold and sil-

ver watches and a number of rings to the value of $600. From

the manner in which an entrance was effected there is nc doubt

in Chief of Police Fraraley's mind that more than one man is

implicated in the robbery. At 1 1 30 o'clock two strangers were

noticed in the vicinity, who, by their suspicious movements,

excited the attention of passers. " Two arrests were made later,

and it is believed that the men arrested are members of a gang

of five who have been operating in the adjoining houses for the

past two weeks. The thieves secured eighteen ladies' gold

watches and a tray of diamond rings, the value of one alone

being $125.

—

Review.

W. Li Gilbert, aged eighty four, died near Toronto, Can.,

Sunday, whither he went several weeks since on business. He
has been fifty years president of the (iilbett Clock Company of

Winsted. He was very prominently identified with many large

factory interests in Winsted and with the railroad interests of

Connecticut, as well as the banking interests of the State. His

fortune is estimated at $3,000,000. He built and endowed the

Gilbert Home of Winsted a few years since, at the expense of

$500,000. He was also the pr< motor of a project to tunnel

the mountain so as to connect the waters of Crystal Lake with

Mad River, with a view of giving increased power to about

twenty Winsted factories. 1 1 is promised donation to the project

was $50,000, and it is thought some provision has been made

in his will so that the project may be consummated. Mr.

Gilbert was extensively known from Mame to California.

Mfg. Jeweler.

NOTES OF ENGLISH TRADE.

Electricity has now been applied as a means ol separating

gold and other pre< ious metals from the ore. This is done in

connection with mercury, and it is said to do its work most

effectually, and at a less cost than any other process now

known. This invention has been patented in England by a

Mr. Molloy, a member of Parliament. Ex.

How Englishmen Regard it. The progress of the

Tariff Bill, now all but passed by the Legislature of the United
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THANK YOU
(?) y ,., @

r-i
I a'/E have all along felt that in bringing out anything new we are not working for an unappreci-

" " ative trade. It is with more than ordinary pleasure that we take this opportunity of

thanking so many of our customers for their kind words of encouragement and congratulations

spoken and written during the last month to ourselves and our travellers on our latest achievement

in

Silk Velvet Cases.
m

\ A /E have aimed at turning out a handsome and durable case of exactly the correct shape and

" ™
size, for a small sum of money, and as a result are offering our New Velvet Line at

prices one-third lower than good Plush Cases. The accompanying cut will shew the style (for full

line see July Trader), and below will be found our prices, which are subject to the usual cash dis-

counts.

Watch, No. 141 $12 Doz.

Sett, 142 12 "

Brooch, 143 7 "

Small Earring-, 144 6 "

Large " 145 7 "

Lacepin, 146 8 "

Links, No. 147 $8 Doz.

Cuff Buttons, 148 7 "

Ring, 149 6 "

Scarf Pin, 150 8 "

Bracelet, 151 13 "

Single Stud, 152 6 "

ON SAMPLE LINES WE WILL PREPAY CHARGES.

THE fJEMMING gROS. QO., LTD.,

76 YORK STREET,

Toronto,
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States, is watched here with keen anxiety. In spite of the

present all but prohibitive tariff, there are dozens of Sheffield

firms whose trade is almost exclusively American. How these

will fare should the Bill ultimately pass into law is the question

of the hour. The very best qualities of Sheffield cutlery will

probably always sell in the States, whatever the price may be
;

but to the more ordinary sorts the United States will probably

be a closed market. This is a most serious matter for the

town at large, and the feeling against the Yankees is most

intense. Retaliation is not only talked about, but strenuously

advocated by a large section of the community. Never were

the principles of Sheffield Free Traders put to so severe a test

as they are at present.

—

Silversmith.

GRAHT TO THE BIRMINGHAM JEWELERS' TECHNICAL

OLS.—A deputation from the Birmingham Jewelers' and

Silversmiths' Association waited upon the Committee of the

liuardians of Wrought Plate at the Assay Office on the 20th

ult., for the purpose of presenting a memorial signed by over

200 of the leading firms of the trade, praying the (Guardians to

make a grant out of the funds of the Assay Office in aid of the

equipment of the Technical School now being established in

connection with the Branch School of Art in Yittoria Street.

Mr. C. Oreen introduced the deputation and presented the

memorial, briefly explaining the objects of the school and its

necessity as the complement to the art education now being

given to the youth of the trade, and urged the pressing need of

money to enable the association to effectively start it in its

useful career. Mr. J. M. Banks and Mr. J. \\ . Tonks strongly

supported the prayer of the memorial. Mr. Buckley, in reply,

expressed the great pleasure it had afforded himself and his

colleagues to meet the deputation, and said their object had his

fullest sympathy in the present and best wishes for the future.

He thereupon handed the chairman of the association a cheque

for ,£500.

—

Silversmith.

Plate Lh ENSES.—At the Hull Police Court, on the 26th

ult., Frederick Steele, watchmaker, of 17 Russell Street, Bir-

mingham, was summoned by the Inland Revenue for selling

silver plate without a licence Mr. Worthington, supervisor of

Inland Revenue, appeared in support of the information. The
nee given by Mr. Herbert B. Ward, Inland Revenue

Officer, showed that on the 1st of the previous month he was

ng the defendant's shop, when he saw several sin. til articles

of silver-plate in the window. He entered the shop and pur-

ed a bracelet for 15s , defendant stating in reply to his

question that the article was silver. There were several other

articles of silver plate exposed for sale, as also a watch. The

defendant pleaded guilty, and said he had some justification.

The bracekt and other articles mentioned belonged to his

wife, for whom he was selling them. He did it principally to

advertise his business. Mr. Worthington stated tli.it it was in

juen< e of complaints that these proceedings had been
taken. Defendant was a watchmaker, and therefore he must
have known that a li< ense to sell plate was required in his busi-

Thc stipendary magistrate said he observed from the

on under which these proceedings were taken that the

penalty was J'50, but he hid power to mitigate it lor a first

I I jjislature considered it a serious matter, and
tie telt it his duty to impose a line of £$ and costs. Silver-

smith.

EBITORIALi NOTEI
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada vr;il oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

iistrtion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

11 y ttnnk would be of interest to the Trade generally.

In Difficulties.— Mr. R. F. Davey, the well-known Port Hope
jeweler, has placed his affairs in the hands of R. E. Gunther, pending

instructions from the assignees.

Beeton Si Playtner, of Toronto, are dissolving partnership. It

has not yet been decided who will conduct the Horological Institute

recently started by the firm.

Mr. Park Montgomery, late of Chico, Cal., has become a member

of the firm of H. Park A Co., jewelers, of Hamilton, Ont. The style of

the firm will hereafter be Park & Montgomery.

The Toronto Silver Plate Company are very busy getting out

new designs for this fall's trade, and expect to show our jewelers the most

complete line of goods this year that they ever had.

A Protesting Jeweler — Mr. D. F. Ferguson, retail jeweler of

Kat Portage, has entered a protest in the courts against the return of

Mr. James Conmee as member of the Local Legislature of Ontario.

A Bad Man.—Thomas Ryan, while under the influence of liquor,

assaulted Mr. Sch reck, jeweler, of St. Thomas, in his own store, for

which offence he was assessed 84 and costs by the police magistrate.

A Sneak Thief's Work.— A sneak thief entered Alf. Doherty's

jewelry shop, 614 Yonge street, last mor.th, while Mr. Uoherty was at

tea, and stole three valuable gold watches. No clue has yet been dis-

covered.

Hamilton Jewelers are sensible enough to take some enjoyment

out of life as they jog along, and have agreed for the summer months

to close their places of business every Wednesday afternoon. Their

heads are level.

Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. have just about ready for distribu-

tion amongst the retail jewelry trade, a new illustrated catalogue of

silverware, which will be one of the best of its kind ever distributed in

the Dominion.

Mr. L. H Doll, jeweler, of Calgary, N. W. T., was in the city

last month on a buying expedition, and looked in to see The Trader.
He has a high opinion of the North-West Territory and its prospects,

and predicts a big trade up there this fall.

Mr. Jno. J. Houghton, formerly with 1'. W. Ellis & Co., and lat-

terly with Mr. Harry Ellis of this city, has made an engagement with

the retail firm of J . E. Ellis Si Co., and will hereafter be found in that

establishment every lawful working day.

The American Watch Case Company of Toronto expect to have

a full line of their new six size filltd cases on the market during the

present month. They will he first-class in every respect, and fully

equal to the best made in the United Slates.

Imi. eh The largest failure in the New Brunswick jewelry trade

that lias occurred for some time is that of L. T. Joudry, of Moncton.

The linn's liabilities are estimated at about *i 5,000, pretty well distri-

buted amongst tin- wholesale trade all over the Dominion.

Mr. Harry J. Joseph, of the linn of I .< m. Davis fcCo., of Montreal,

was m the city last month on a business trip, and dropped in to ••

lh . firm have made preparations for a big fall business, and will show

the trade some very choice lines in English and European jewelry

Sydnbi l. i.e Ii i . We are sorry to learn thai Mr. Sydney Lee, of

the firm of Thos II Lee a Son, of this city, is down with typhoid

fever. At last report he was progressing as favorably as could I

pet ted, and we trust that ln_- will soon be around again as usual.

Tin. Sheriff is in Mrs Edward Culverhouse, in whose name a

jewelry ti i irried on in Tborold, is in business trouble, and

lh.- iherifl is in
,

u ol her store, ii i
i understood that Harry

Ellis, of Wellington street west, is one of the chief creditors, bul In.

ill not be very laige, if any.
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Fop the coming1 Fall Trade we have made extra
exertions to secure some

NEW AND TASTY GOODS
and for that purpose ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY

and the UNITED STATES have been visited,

and Ave have been successful.

OUR FALL STOCK HAS ARRIVED
and when our Travellers call on you they will show yoi

grand value for your money, and goods that
will sell at sight. Do not buy until you

see what we have to offer.

IN AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHED
@_ txtje: x-jIB^xd- 3.

A complete line of Association Movements, Filled and
Silver Cases as low as the lowest. Gold Cases

all sizes and designs.

WE HAVE SPECIALTIES—TRY THEM.
"Albo" Silver Goods, Registered, (we are sole agents fc

Canada) "white as silver and guaranteed
to wear white throughout."

"L. B. Silveride," O.F., Key Case. The best Case in the work
5,000 just received.

"L. Bros." & "L. B. H." Standard Rolled Plate Chains.

Al Spectacles, Registered. The cheapest and best spec-

tacle in the market.

The choicest stock of French Marble and Mexican
Onyx Clocks ever imported into Canada, and our

usual complete line of American Clocks.
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Hymeneal.—Mr. E. E. Skinner, the popular traveler for Messrs.

M S. Brown ft Co.. of Halifax. N. S., was last month married to Miss

Laura Weatberbee of that city. The Trader, in common with his

many friends in the jewelry trade, takes the opportunity
-
of wishing

him long life and happiness.

Left the Business.—Mr George J.
Bray, the well-known jewelry

traveler, has apparently gone back on the business of which he has so

long been one of the brightest ornaments, and has made an engage-

ment with Messrs. Hees, Anderson ft Co., to represent their line of

window blinds. &c, on the road.

Edmund Scheuer, while in New York last month, succeeded in

effecting a purchase of a large line of clocks which will prove a tempta-

tion to c'ose buyers in Canada this fall. His assortment is very com-

plete, and jewelers visiting the city will find it to their advantage to

call at his warehouse and make a personal inspection of his stock.

Early Closing '—The retail jewelers of Halifax. X. S., have

adopted the practice of early closing and will hereafter shut their shops

every evening at eight o'clock. Saturdays excepted. We would suggest

to them the advisability of getting it down gradually to six o'clock in-

stead of eight, and they will find they will do just as much business.

We regret to learn that Mr A. W. Crump. Canadian agent of

the Waterbury Watch Co., lost his mother about the middle of July,

after an illness of about three weeks. Mrs. Crump's remains were

taken to New York for interment in the family burning plot there. Mr.

Crump has the sympathy of his many friends in the trade in his afflic-

tion.

In Quod.—A tramp named Henry Lawrence was last month ar-

tested in Hamilton. Ont., for stealing a watch from T. Lee and a clock

from S. B. Roos, both retail jewelers of that city. The Police Magis-

trate sentenced him to eighteen months in the Central Prison, which

will probably furnish him ample time for reflection upon the error of

his ways.

George E. Hunter, Assistant Superintendent of the Elgin National

Watch Company, paid Toronto a flying visit last week on the business

of his company. He says they are very busy at the factory, turning

out from 1 800 to 1900 watch movements per day, and have not got

near up to their orders. They are looking for a big year's business in

the States this fall.

New Howard Movement.—The new low priced movement just

placed upon the market by the E. Howard Watch and Clock Co., is

bound to become very popular amongst those who want a very fine

time keeper at a reasonable price. The reputation of the makers stands

deservedly high and is a guarantee that these movements are first-class

in every respect.

A. C. Anderson & Co. are getting ready 10 move into their new
quarters, which will be immediately in rear of those occupied by them

for the past few years. They will be in the same building, but their

entrance will hereafter be by the large hall door in the centre of the

building. The new premises will be both light and airy and admirably

adapted for the needs of the firms constantly increasing business.

An Honest Sinner —The custom house officers of St. Catharines

..onth imposed a fine of 850 on E. J Leavenworth, editor of the

Gautle of that city, for smuggling a number of plated butter knives

over the line, which he was disposing of as premiums with his weekly

paper. Mr. Leavenworth acknowledged the breach of the law in an

open letter, in which he gives it as his opinion that smuggling is the

least of sins.

A Risk in Silver Casks Owing to the great increase in the price

of silver bullion it is understcod that the case manufacturers of Canada
and the I'nited Slates will be compelled to advance the price of silver

<>f all kinds. Retail jewelers who can afford it would !•

advised to lay in at once all the stock of these goods that they can

reasonably allord to carry, while they can get them at anything like old

prices.

Dueher Watches.—W. A. Young, the general agent of the I >ueber-

Hampden Watch Company for the Domimr n of Canada, has just re-

turned from a buying expedition to the I s., and reports something
new m Ins special line of watches Hereafter it"- I wadian jewelry

trade will be able to get 24 hour dials on all goods of 18 size Dueber-

llampden Watches without any extra charge, a concession which will,

no doubt, be fully appreciated by them.

Mr. George Chillas, the wholesale jeweler, who, for the past year

has had his quarters in the Manning Arcade on King St. west, has

taken a lease of the warehouse next door east of that occupied by P. W.
Ellis ft Co.. and will move into it just as soon as the necessary alterations

can be effected. The move is a good one for Mr. Chillas, as he will be

right in the jewelry swim instead of being away off by himself, as for-

merly.

A Go Ahead Company.—The Hemming Bros. Company, of this

city, have recently placed a line of jewelers' boxes and cases on the

market, which, for finish and value, far surpass any goods which have

been imported into this country for years past. The jeweler who can-

not find something amongst the samples of this Company's travellers

wherewith to beautify and show off his goods, must of a verity be hard

to please.

Forging Ahead.—Messrs. P. W. Ellis & Co., of this city, have

just completed the purchase of the large double warehouse, the greater

part of which has been for some years past used by them in carry-

ing on their business. Now that the extensive alterations at which

they have been working for the past two months are ctmpleted, they

own what is probably the largest and finest exclusively jewelry ware-

house in America.

An Interesting Decision.—At the London, Ont., Division Court,

Judge Elliott presiding, an action of the Acme Silver Co., Toronto,

against A. W. Smith, of Nissouri, came up for decision The case

arose out of a bailiff's seizure, the goods being afterwards claimed by

W. Heughao, of Thorndale, and Mr. Moore, of the same vicinity. A
verdict was given for the plaintiff, and President Parker is therefore

correspondingly happy.

Canadian Tower Clocks.— Messrs. J. E. ElKs & Co., of this city,

have commenced the manufacture of tower clocks of all kinds, and it is

probable that hereafter most of the clocks of this kind erected by them

will be made in their own factory in Toronto. The workmanship of

these clocks is said by those who have examined them to be of extra

quality, and that they are bound to perform well as timekeepers.

Score one more for the N.P.

A Big Purchase,—The largest purchase of sterling silver bullion

ever made by any firm in Canada was effected last month by the

American Watch Case Company, of Toronto, through their New York

brokers. The indications are that silver will go up to a higher point

than it has reached for ten years past, therefore manufacturers with

capital are putting themselves in shape to discount the effects of the

expected advance.

A Lucky Jeweler.—Amongst the recent appointments gazetted by

the Ontario Government we notice that of A W. Thompson, jeweler of

Port Arthur, as Sheriff of Thunder Bay District. A W. is a good

fellow and thoroughly deserves the position, and Tin TRADER not only

wishes him long life to enjoy the good things of his lucrative and re-

sponsible office, but trusts that it any of his old fellow -craftsmen ever

get into his clutches, he will deal tenderly with them.

Mr. Benj. Allen, one of the largest and best known and most

genial ot Chicago's wholesale jewelers, was in Toronto last month, and

of course dropped in to see The Trader. He had been accompanying his

wife down to the sea coast, and was on his way home to look after the

opening of the fall campaign. Although trade in Chicago has been

somewhat flat so far this year, Mr Allen looks forward to a big fall

trade, and we trust he will not be disappointed.

Bad Reading for Canadian Pi .simists. -The Bnancial state-

ment for the year just closed shews thai the revenue of Canada during

the financial year ending the )Oth nil
, amounted to $38, tad the

expenditure to $30,939,000, leaving a surplus of nearly |8,.100,000.

This will be indeed bad news for Commercial I nil nists ml pi 1 ons of

that ilk, who have lor years been contrasting our d imall

surplusses with those of the C. S., very much to our disadvantage.

I' w. Ellis Co. have just finished a large ordei for "Union
Jacks" for the ase of the Sons of England s..cin\ of tins country.

They are about three-quarters oi an inch long and the colors are



waiiadiati MoroJogtcaf Institute,

133 KING STREET EAST,
OPPOSITE ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL,

TORONTO, - - ONTARIO.
PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION IN WATCHMAKING AND

REPAIRING GIVEN IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Our system of operation is arranged so as to give
Students the greatest possible amount of practical instruc-
tion in the shortest space of time.

If you feel that you would like to understand Escape-
ments a little better, take a month of instruction in our
School, where you will have every facility for improvement.

If you don't understand trains and depthing thoroughly,
take a month of instruction in our School.

If you "want to learn how to run the American Lathe
and do turning, jewelling, etc, take one or two month's
instruction in our School. .

If you want to generally perfect yourself in your busi-
ness, take a course of from six months to a year in our
School.

If you want to learn your trade entirely, come with us
for from one to two years, and if you have average mechani-
cal ability and a desire to progress, we will turn you out a
First-Class Watchmaker, and procure you a good situation.

Send for Prospectus, giving full information, terms, etc.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE,

133 Kinq St. East, Toronto.

i
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Is UNEQUALLED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, - - TORONTO, ONT.

<»

w

ROLLED PLATE and SILVER JUMP RINGS conveniently done up in boxes
holding one cross each, ussorted in eight useful sizes.

HI # 1.2-1 per gross.

1.50

lei » box of eiicb to ^tart with, and afterwards order by number any
quantity you may want. You will find this a very good system. Sent by mail

it of ptice.

FRIENDSHIP KINOS Taking well and becoming very popular. liada
n tbri • patterns, Milled. Choi ed and Diainouil.

Silvnr, with Konnd Octagon or Lozenge Bangles. 12.40 per dot.

Initial Bangles ......... 100
I witlisliKhtlyHiiiallerllaiiKlHHiLiidlnili.il- 7 SO

II selling lots of the HANOLE BBA< ELET8. Solid Silver, I

dozen M 10, - dozen - i 10, :i dozen, frfi.00. Assorted patterns. Sent by mail on
receipt of price.

C3-. H. LEES <Se CO.,
ifacturiiiK Jewelers, Watchmakers A Engraver*, Hamilton, Onf

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICH /.ON D CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc., Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. IV. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, up Stairs,) - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.COATES& BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.
j

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

(TltADE MAUK.I

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this fc'eason. For Jobbers only.

J~. Gr. OHEE"\rEE, &c ooiM::p.^:isrx^
IKTODR-TH ATTX.EBOROUGH, MASS.. XJ.S A.

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C WAGNER

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS,™5;™™i!°1
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

I Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.



beautifully brought out by enamel work. They ought to be extensively

handled by every jeweler in Canada, for we do not know of a neater

or more appropriate badge for any true and loyal Canadian than the

dear old I'nion Jack. As a piece of jewelry it is both pretty and unique,

and what is more it can be sold by the retailer at a good profit. Every

tic Canadian should wear one.

W T. Parsons, of Dundalk, Ont , one of the oldest retail jewelers

in Canada, paid The Trader a visit last week, just as he said in order

• to thank us for the great tree treat we had been supplying him with

for years past through the medium of The Trader." He said, " if it

don't come to hand by the 5th of the month, I begin to feel as if I had

lost something, and then of course you hear from me to know what is

keeping back my paper." In this respect Mr. Parsons is but a fair

sample of hundreds of the most enterprising and wide-a- wake jewelers

in all parts of the Dominion.

A Big Advance.—The I'nited States mine owners having been

successful in getting their Silver Bill through Congress, the effect has

now become visible in the price of silver bullion which has advanced

nearly seventeen per cent, within the part eight months. This means

a large advance in the cost of all goods into the manufacture of which

silver enters largely. Amongst other things it is probable that sterling

silver flat and hollow ware, watch cases, and electroplated ware of all

kinds must take a step upward in price if silver is going to maintain its

present high value.

Canadian Jewelers in the L". S — During the past month nearly

every Canadian wholesale jewelry house has had a representative over

in the I'nited States on a '• stil hunt" fcr novelties in American

jewelry, and no doubt the fruits of their researches will be made mani-

fest when their respective travelers take the road. So far as the The
Trader has been able to learn, novelties in American jewelry, while

not so plentiful as in former years, have yet been sufficiently numerous
to amply repay the search of buyers who were bound to get them.

Some of the new designs are said to be very taking.

People Who Live in Glass Houses.—Now that The Guide has

satisfied itself that The Trader is a thoroughly independent journal,

and made its half-hearted apology for the false charge it brought

against us, it might take time to explain to the retail jewelers of

Canada just what connection it has with the Charles Stark Co., who
manufacture watch cases under the name of the Toronto Watch Case
Co, and who, if the trade might judge by its advertisements in The
Guide, furnished the inspiration for the charges made by that journal

against The Trader and the American Watch Case Company.

Look Out For Them -A telegram from Elmira, Ont., says that

several well-dressed, smooth-tongued rascals have baen "doing" the

townships of Woolwich and Peel, and have succeeded in swindling a

good many of our farmers. Their specialty is gold watches, which
they claim they have been obliged to take on a bad debt. Their story

was so well rendered that many of our farmers fell victims to their

snares, and paid from 810 to I18 for watches which are worth less

than I3 each. The local jewelers should lend their assistance towards
getting these scoundrels under lock and key.

Pleasurable Visit.—On account of his close application to

business, Mr Edward Beeton, the well-known jeweler of this city, was
ly threatened with loss of his eye-sight and recommended by his

physician to take two or three weeks complete rest and change of scene.

cordingly took ship for ( hicago, III., and spent the most of his

lime on the water While at Chicago he ran out to Elgin and spent a

day in the Elgin Watch Company s works, and what be saw there
will \»z found chronicled in a very interesting letter from him in this

issue of The Trader. He sure and read it.

A Deserved II ,mjk. Mr. Matthew Gage, formerly engaged in the
retail jewelry business in Kingston, but who on his removal to River-
side, Cal., a few years ago. succeeded in reclaiming a large tract of
almost barren land by artificial irrigation, passed through Toronto
month on his way to Europe, where he proposes spending several
months. Before leaving Riverside. Mi. (.age was tendered a compli
mentary banquet by the people of that place as a mark of their appn
ciation of his services to the community. We trust that Mr. (,,ge
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may have a pleasant trip and thoroughly enjoy the fortune hi

amassed by his foresight and business ability.

Another Burglary.—About 3 o'clock on the morning of July 3rd

burglars entered the store of James Stark, of Ayr, and blew open his

safe. The work was evidently done by professionals. A hole was

bored on top of the safe just inside the door, powder poured in and a

fuse put down through the hole. The door was blown completely oft

and partly through a partition Watson's night watchman, Rutherford,

beard the report, and went towards Stark's. The robbers fired three

shots at him and hurried off north. There was only about 820.00.

Surely such repeated warnings as this should make jewelers alive to

the necessity of having adequate protection for their valuable stock.

Removal —The Acme Silver Company have removed from their

former premises on Wellington Street East, to the factory they pur-

chased some months ago on Hayter Street. If any of our readers have

the idea that moving the contents of a factory is a nice job, they can

get their minds disabused by a few minutes conversation with President

Parker of the ' Acme " Co. The new premises of the Acme Silver

Company are not only very extensive, but have been fitted up with all

the latest appliances for the manufacture of artistic and staple flat and

hollow silverware. The Company are making preparations for a large-

ly increased fall trade, and if it don't come they will want to know

the reason why.

Straws Show How the Wind Sets.—A recent cablegram from

England says that at Sheffield the mayor of that city presided over a

meeting attended by 12,000 persons called to protest against the

McKinley tariff bill as seriously affecting Sheffield's manufacturing

interests. A master cutler proposed, and the president of the chamber

of commerce seconded a resolution calling upon the Government to

take protective measures against the McKinley tariff bill, which it was

stated threatened to become the means of destroying Sheffield's trade

with America. The resolution was carried by acclamation. If Eng-

land is a free-trade country it is evident that her people are not unani-

mous on the policy.

A Novel Invention.— Mr. Steve Willcock, well known to the

Canadian jewelry trade, having for years carried on one of the

largest wholesale jewelry businesses of the period, has just completed

and patented a cheip and simple method of attaching Westminster

Chimes to American clocks of any kind. As the cost will not exceed

a couple of dollars at the most, it is evident that Mr. Willcock has

thought out an invention which should be extensively used by cl ck

manufacturers. From the sample of the invention submitted to the

inspection of The Trader, we should say that it is a first-class thing

and one which every buyer of a clock would desire if furnished at a

reasonable price.

Had for Ned Hani. an.—Edward Hanlan, for many years the

undisputed champion oarsman of the world, was greatly excited one

day last week when he discovered that some thief had robbed him of

his nobly earned and highly prized gold medal which Lord Dufferin

had presented to him in honor of his victory over Courtney at I .acbine,

in 187S. The medal, with a number of other trophies, was on exhibition

in a glass case at Hotel Hanlan at the Island, and must have been

stolen during the night. The wonder is that the thief did not steal

the other valuables Mr Hanlan reported his loss to the city detec-

tives, who are making every effort to recover the treasure. If any

jeweler gei on this valuable trophy he will do Mr, Hanlan a

favor by holding on to it until he can be heard from.

into Post Offk b.—The use a people mike oi their postal

facilities isgenerally accepted as a pretty good indication ol their in-

tellectual and business activity. Measured by this standard, Toronto

shows up very well .'is the following official report will show The
increase in postage stamps sold in this city during the first hall

go amounts in money valui - b.'ingf g ,44a

for the first half of 1889 and 9172,639 f"i ihi tiding peri

I Ik- growth in all branches o( the ronto

l
i office is proportionate. The sale of stamps only partially 1

1
t outgoing postal mattei ,

as bui

iade from 1 ounl rv pai ts to the metropoli bj p
stamps, will' li lui'l then way ml"

I
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Not Be Deceived
Bj^ the loud talk and profuse use of printers' ink

concerning " Plated Seamless Wire."

Wire made with gold solder presents a

PERFECT GOLD SURFACE
And is practically Seamless.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS QUALITY.

WHAT IS THE THICKNESS OF GOLD USED ?

THAT IS WHAT CONCERNS THE CONSUMER.

QUALITY ASSURED, TROUBLE AVOIDED

If you use the

r. f. s. & CO.
ROLLED GOLD PLATED CHAINS. I
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Hugh J
Woodsidk, of Portage la Prairie. Man , well-known to the

Iry trade of Canada as one of the brightest men in the craft, paid

:ito a friendly visit of exploration during the carnival week. He
:>ed in to see The Trader a couple of times, and we were delighted

to have an opportunity of welcoming in person one from whom we had

:;en heard through the medium of the post office Mr \\ oodside

:^ft the jewelry business and is now editing the McHutolxk Liberal,

.\hich under his able management is fast taking rank as one of the most

v circulated and influential journals in the North-West. He ex-

pressed himself as not only surprised but charmed with Toronto, and

thinks that next to the Portage it is the best city in Canada. He
predicts splendid crops and a rushing trade for his Province this year.

They Cot Him. — A man by the name of John M. Williams was

arrested last month by the Toronto detectives on a charge of bringing

stolen jewelry into Canada. Several watches and other jewelry was

found in his possession which he claimed was purchased in the ordinary

way in St. Louis, Mo., I". S , and he was remanded by the magistrate

' until our police could communicate with the St. Louis authorities and

learn if his claim was true. The information which came substantiated

what he said, and he was accordingly honorably discharged. The
easterns authorities talked at one time during his detention of seizing

his goods for smuggling, but as it appeared that he came across the

border at W indsor carrying bis valise in his hand without any attempt

whatever on his pirt to evade the authorities, they finally decided to let

him slide. He slid accordingly.

Ocr Optical Department.—For the benefit of our many readers

who are engaged in the optical business in addition to their regular

jewelry trade, we have opened an Optical Department in The Trader
under the efficient management of Dr. John S. Owen, eye and ear

specialist of Detroit. Mich., U.S. Mr Owen is one of the ablest

writers on this subject in the Ln.ied States, and it is his purpose to

touch from time to time upon general optics and its application to the

opera, field, and marine glass, telescopes, microscopes, as well as the

subject of ocular refraction, in order that retail jewelers dealing in

such goods may obtain an intelligent knowledge of the whole subject.

Our readers interested in such things will do well to look carefully

through this department every month, as it will be found not only

interesting but instructive.

They Had a Jag on.—Dominion Day in Tilsonburg appears to have

been celebrated by one of the old time celebrations, if we may judge by

the account of the day's doings in the Obseiver Amongst other features

I "The neighborhood of H.Connolly's jewelry store wasthronged
by a great crowd which found g eat eojo)(nent in watching the arrival

and unloading of the " biggest loads " which were competing for the

special prize offered by Mr. Connolly The prize was awarded to Mr.

Kensin. of Middleton, who brought in forty-eight visitors on a

•ingle wagon The load, was photographed in front of Pollatd's gallery

and made a trip up the street cheering and waving flags It is said

that a load started trom Langlon which numbered over one hundred
people, including a brass band. The load was being drawn by seven

teams, but met with a mishap which prevented its putting in an

appearance

The Wat( h Case Situation has become embarrassing, so says the

Guide, and Icing in the confidence of the great catalogue watch and

gun house it ought to speak as one having authority. As the chosen

organ of the Charles Stark Co., who, while selling watches to the

public at the retail jeweler's cost, are desirous of disposing of their

surplus product of watch cases to these same jewelers under the name
of The Toronto Watch Case Company, the Guide is certainly in a posi-

tion to know just how embarrassing the situation really has become.
If a reduction in the price of watch cases, such as will enable the retail

jewelers to compete on anything l.ke fair terms with the catalogue

watch and gun company which seeks to monopolize the busiu-

embarrassing to the trade, we must confe , to be considerably astray

in our diagnosis of the case From what we can learn from our many
retail correspondents in various sections of Canada, it is not the retail

jewelers who are doing the squealing just now.

The Righi King The following extract from a recent editorial

Utterance of I.,- Monde is so well timed and to the point that we com-

mend it to the notice of every one of our readers. In refuting the idea

that our French-Canadian brethren are disloyal to Canadian sentiment

and nationality, it says: "Of course our provincial institutions are

dear to us all, and the solemnity of St. Jean Baptiste is for French-

Canadians a glorious occasion to perpetuate the memories of the past,

but we must not forget that to-day the Hag of our country waves from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, and is venerated with enthusiasm from the

American frontier to the North Pole. If the standard of Canada

floats to-day over a country sufficiently vast to contain 100,000.000

souls, and able to grant liberty to them all, it is to the fathers of the

Confederation that we owe it all. Let us continue therefore to cele-

brate each in our own way, our particular anniversaries with all the

old time enthusiasm. This fires the heart, animates our courage,, and

creates a healthy emulation amengst the different races of Canada, but

on July 1 all who live on Canadian soil should unite in one national

sentiment and fervently ask God to continue the favors that have been

unceasingly accorded to the citizens of our beloved Canada. ' Vive

la Canada
!

'

"

Is This Professional ?—Finding that its editorial attacks on The
Trader and its editor were likely to prove a boomerang, the Guide has

broken out in a fresh place and in its last issue prints a two page ad-

vertisement of the Charles Stark Co., doing business under the name

of The Toronto Watch Case Co., full of personal abuse oi the editor of

this journal and the American Watch Case Co. of Toronto. If the

Charles Stark Co. think that by any such silly twaddle they can hood-

wink the retail jewelers of Canada, we can tell them right here that

they have mistaken the men. Above the signature of the Guide's editor

and manager, in every issue we find this announcement :
" No adver-

tisements but those of a reputable character will be inserted." If such

advertisements as the one mentioned above are reputable, we would

respectfully ask the mercantile purist who edits the Guide, how much

billingsgate an advertisement must contain before it will be classed by

him as disreputable. Surely the gentleman whose high sense of mor-

ality and honor compelled him to attack the veracity of an ordinary

business advertisement in a contemporary, but who could admit such

a disreputable effusion into the columns of his own journal, would fur-

nish a very good example of the man who would " strain at a gnat, but

swallow a camel !' when it paid him to do so.

A Cool Piece of Hisiness — One of the most audacious attemj ts

at personation that we have ever been called upon to record took place

last month at Springhill, Nova Scotia. It appears that Mr. Geo. L. Moss,

jeweler, of Springhill, having purchased the stock of Messrs. W'armunde,

at Amherst, N. S., decided to sell out his interest in the former pl-ice

and made arrangements with Levy & Michaels, of Halifax, to that

effect, and the latter firm were to send a Mr. Anderson to fix the trans-

fer. Harry E. Anderson, of Sackvilre, N. B., by some means heard of

this and presented himself to Mr. Moss as the genuine Anderson, when

he was at once given possession of the store, and proceeded to take

stcck of the goods. Anderson then modestly intimated that he was

about to be married, but an expected check had not come to hand, and

asked Mr. Moss to oblige him with money. As Levy A Michaels

had written that their Anderson was perfectly reliable and that they

would be responsible for all debts contracted by him, Mr. Moss gave

him the money he required, and also got him the necessary out tit for

the cetemony. Anderson was to marry Miss Dobson of Sackville,

whose friends had repeatedly warned her of his character, but in spite

of all remonstrance, they drove to Amherst and were married, return

ing that night Mess had written Levy S Michaels of the arrival of

Anderson, and when he reached Springhill. found a telegram advising

him that there was some mistake as their Mr. Anderson was still in

Halifax. Mr. Moss immediately bad the bogus man placed under

arrest and on the day following Ins wedding, he was lodged in Amherst

jail on the charge of obtaining money under false pretenses. Bi

the money obtained, Mr. Muss says that he has lost several valuable

pieces of jewelry

A Mean Compi riTOE The jewelry trade in the 1 nited Stati

highly excited over the action of the New York World, which newspapi r,

in order to boom itseli and it-. 1 in alation, has coi id put into

execution the brilliant ilea of selling American w.ii. lies to the public at

the actual cost price that the retail jewelrj trade ol the I S I
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NEW GOODS JUST ARRIYED.

Wholesale Jewellers
^Wellington St. East-Toronto.
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pay for them. The worst feature of this most contemptible piece of

business is the fact that the World uses its columns to show up the

i
exact .,>.>/ of every grade of American watch to the jewelry trade, ai.d

plainly states that if any person can get the local jeweler where he

|

resides to be fool enough to sell him goods at cost, their prices can be

met, but if they don't want to give the retail jeweler any profit they had

better order from the World direct. Now, everybody who has any idea

of right can plainly see that the World is only enabled to sell watches

at cost because it makes a living profit out of its own legitimate busi-

ness, viz.. that of printing and publishing a newspaper. If, like the

retail jewelers, it had to sell watches for a living it could not afford to

sell them at any less profit than the jeweler does. So far as we are

aware the retail jeweler, either in the U. S. or Canada, does not make

an exorbitant profit on the watches he sells There is no combination

amongst them, nor have they a monopoly of the business in any w ay.

On the contrary, the crowd.-d state of the trade, and the competition

from the large catalogue houses who seek by quoting very close prices

to take away the small retailers trade and centre it in their own estab-

lishment, has cut the profit on watches dowu to a very close margin

indeed. That this is so, may be inferred from the fact that there has

never been any complaint from the public about the price they have

been paying for their watches to the jewelers. Under these circum-

stances the action of the World in trying to take the bread out of the

mouths of 20,000 retail jewelers of the U. S. for a purely selfish motive,

is a particularly contemptible piece of business, and we do not wonder

that the trade in that country are up in arms about it. Their action is

not a good business move, for it will antagonize at least 20,000 jewelers

and their friends, who will work tooth and nail against it, and it certainly

does not have any savor of the "live and let live " principle which

should animate those who try to hold themselves up as the moulders of

public opinion. The matter has now resolved itself into a straight

fight between the World on the one hand and the watch manufacturers

and jobbing and retail jewelers on the other. The leading manufac-

turers have notified the wholesale trade that anyone detected in selling

the World watch movements or cases shall be promptly cut off by them

and refused their goods hereafter. This action will probably bring the

matter to a focus, for it is evident that if their source of supply is

really cut oft, the World people will find it difficult to carry out the

promises they have been making We look in the near future to see

the World back gracefully down from its present position, or else if it is

bound topursue its new calling, to start up a watch movement and case

factory of its own. We have heard of such things having been done

before, and history sometimes repeats itself.

Preparing kor Businkss. — During a visit to the Goldsmith's Stock

Co.'s warehouse last week, we were surprised to observe the large

quantities of rolled plate, silver and gold jewelry that was being marked

off by Manager Barr and his assistants In answer to our enquiry, Mr.

Barr stated that their buyers had thoroughly ransacked the markets of

Europe and America this season for goods, and that their Company had

never before had so many novelties for the trade to select from. They

had made big preparations for the fall trade, and fully expected it to

show a large increase over that of last year. In anticipation of a rise

in all kinds of silver goods they had laid in a large stock of staple and

faDcy articles, and were prepared to place them with the trade on

reasonable terms.

Workshop Notes.
To Takk Scots From Gilding.— Boil common alum in soft pure

water, and immerse the article in the solution, or rub the spot with it.

and dry with sawdust.

LISHING Agent — Crocus, dried and powdered, when applied

with chamois leather to nickel-plated goods, will restore their brilliancy

without injuring their surface

1 Lead from Gold.- A correspondent desires to km
•m lead from goid As lead melts ;it '117^ F , and gold .1

r
, melting the lead and recovering the gold would be alwmt the most

convenient and quickest method

To KEMOVI fioi.n.— Gold is taken from the surface of ftlh

.-).".

spreading over it a paste consisting of pulverized sal-ammoniac with

aquafortis, and heating till the matter smokes and is nearly dry. The

gold may then be separated by rubbing with a scratch brush.

To Clean Gilt Surfaces.—Gilt metallic surfaces are best cleaned

with a solution of 30 grams (19 dwts., 7 grains) borax, 1 kilogram (35

ounces avoirdupois weight) water; rub the surface gently with this,

rinse in cold water, and dry with a soft linen rag. Picture frames only

bear cold water.

Blub Gold.— Blue gold is difficult to repair at all times. It has,

however, a very pleasing eliect, when used in conjunction with other

shades of colored gold in the formation of artistic work. Blue gold is

a mixture of iron and gold. The formula for iS karat is as follows:

Gold fine, 15 dwts. ; iron, charcoal 5 dwts

Our HeljP CoLdMN.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words.

FOR SALE—A full set of watchmakers' tools and Felt's Portable
bench, all in good order and will be sold cheap either in lots or

all together. Address, J. Ball, Hanover, Ont.

FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKER open for engagement with a firm
who is willing to pay A 1 wages for first-class work. Address

" Pivot," Box 796, care of Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

SAFKS.—Second hand, good as new, very cheap. Fire-proof, 42 in

h'gh. 33d wide, 27 deep, price $70. Burglar and fire-proof, 47 x

33i x 30. price 8225. Burglar and fire-proof, 61 x 50 x 35$, price $500.
10 '., for cash. All with the latest improvements. A. C. Anderson &
Co., Toronto.

SITUATION WANTED—Watchmaker with five years' experience
in a first class city shop desires situation. Has a complete kit of

tools, including an American lathe and attachments. Address, B. I. '/..,

care of Trader Pub. Co , Toronto.

SITUATION WANTED by young man 21 years of age, to work
under instructions in good shop. Good salesman and book-keeper.

Address, Lock Box 303, Creemore, Ont.

WANTED a job with a good jewelry house to travel on the road.
Twenty-five years' experience in the jewelry business. Western

part of Canada preferred. Address, N. S., care of Trader Pub. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

WANTED TO PURCHASE good paying jewelry business in grow-
ing town. Correspondence strictly confidential. Apply Jewi i k; ,

care of Trader, Toronto, Ont.

WANTED A SITUATION with chance to improve by young man
20 years of age, can do all otdinary clock, also some watch and

jewelry repairing Can furnish the best of references. H. J
Mi Na'i .11

ion, Brussels, Out.

^^7"AT('11M \KLR wants a situation, 11 years' experience.
» » ences. Good kit of tools, and of good habits.

" Watchmaker," care of White Lime Co., Guelph Ont.

A 1 Refer-

Address,

WATCHMAKER, 8 years' experience, 23 years old, speaking French
and English, and able to attend customers, wants situation.

first (lis references. Eugene Mari hand, Box i?4. St Jerome, Que.

WORKING [EWELER wanted for British Colombia Stead) job
to reliable man. Apply F. Crake, New Westminster. B. C

or A. c. \m,i , , , N \ (jo., Toronto

TT7"ANTED A SITUATION as wati hmaker by .1 first man. capable
' * of doing first (lass work, (married). Apply stating salary to

A. T. Charleman, $62 Main St., Buffalo, N V.. U.S.

WVNTED a position to take charge of optical department with

some good house,' can fit all cases and am a graduate !
Chicago ophthalmic College. Address Box 652, Thorold, Ont.

WANTED a young man ton-pair clocks and Berve in the store.

One willing to make himself useful required. B

Montreal.

WAN l El 1 Si I 1 A I [< IN as w itchmaker, has good tel of tools and

bave go d experience it bem hand counter Address, w -< h

illo

W\ 1 1 11 \i \m 1 irefirst-i laa 1 ham • to learn the

sale jewelry business. Give all particulars as to isjary, 1

ences, etc \Y/ TRAD1
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A. M. BROCK,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'

^.VTJD

JEWELERS'

MATERIALS.

ZKH^Cr3T03ST, OH^TT.

JEWELERS WANTED,

TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.

GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
:ROO:m: 58,

DETROIT
|

OPTICAL INSTITUTE.

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

A PRIYATE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE.

Instruction on the Eye.

Visual defects and their correction.

Manipulation of Trial Lenses, Ophthal-

moscope, etc., etc.

Students continue practice until confidence

and ability assured.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

JOHN S. OWEN, M.D.,

142 West High St., - DETROIT, MICH.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES FOR

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE.

ll \ l .
» Ml STAFFS, $I.OO

cylinders, 1.00

noil JEWELS, ordinary, .... .50

LEVKB8, 1*00

LEVERS, straight line, 1.50

DIALS, plain, ••<><>

DIALS, with seconds, ..... t.'i't

PALLETS, Swiss or English. .... LOO

PINIONS, ordinary, 1.00

PIVOTS, where piece |»crmils. .... .50

HAIR SPRINGS, flat >*5

HAIR SPRINGS, Bregiiel 1.50

10% discount when cash accompanies order, and I will prepay return

postage. Save time by sending your work to

BILLINGS, the Watchmaker,

208 Dundas Street, - - LONDON, ONT.
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Wise and Otherwise.
Tames Is Miss Knowitall a graduate of Vassar? William

—She is. " I thought she was. I heard her ask if the muzzle

gun was to prevent it going off."

Miss Honeyi omb " I have made a vow that I will never

kiss a man that has the taste of whisky upon his lips." Peggy

Mi Quiskie— "Then, my binny, yell miss a trate."

A sir.Hl for Clods and Men.—Judge—And so he called you

a liar ? Prisoner— He did, sor. Judge—And did you attempt

to defend yourself? Prisoner Did I, you ought to see Duffy.

Mr. Dashley " Here's an advertisement of ' Novelties in

Pocketbooks." I wonder what ihcy are like ?" Mrs. Dashley
— •* A pleasing novelty in my pocketbook would be a $20.00

bill."

Musical Hostess- -Would

you not like a gavotte now, Mr.

Wildwest? Mr. Wild west—Thank

you, no. I don't care -much for

those foreign dishes. A plain

ham sandwich is good enough for

me.

HE DIDN'T WANT THAT KIND.

A man's capacity for endur-

ance in some respects changes

after marriage. The lover that

never grumbled at holding a 130

pound girl for hours' grumbles if

he has to hold a ten pound baby

two minutes.

I Iouston (of Texas)- " I've

finally settled that $500 I've owed

Hank Jones for so long.'' Mrs.

Houston " I'm so glad. But

where did you get the money ?"

Mr. Houston " Didn't have no

money. I just shot Jones."

A WOMAN is never so badly

in love that she does not try to

find out the cost of her engage-

ment ring.

I iv HI B Bobby, what does lazy mean? Bobby

means always to want your little sister to get it for yoik

Man with watch (handing it over) "It hasn't been three

weeks since you cleaned and overhauled this watch, and its out

of order again. It wont go." Watchmaker 1 examining it,

winding it up and handing it back)—" That is all it needed.

"

Man with watch goes away in a towering rage and watchmaker

t a customer.

-It will be a pleasure for me to share your troubles

and anxieties. He - But I haven't any. She Oh, you will

have when we are married.

\ 1 \ 1 I understand Miss Makeup made her debut tin other

1 limsonbeak—Yes ; 1 attended the theatre thai

night Yeast Was it a finished performance? Crimsonbeak

. a, far ;ii Miss Makeup was concerned. It finished her.

(Ink 'i 1 in: Finest. (To pennyweighter who has just

a. ked to see some bracelet ) tlt-rc's a pair sir; 1 he finest made
an 1 warranted to tit you /:,/;' //',«•/ y.

Lazy

.».)

Clerk How did that moth mixture go that I sold you the

other day, sir? Customer— lake hot cakes. The moths won't

eat anything else.

P01.11 1 Justk 1. (to Cramp)— "lake off your hat in court."

Tramp " What's the use in being ceremonious, judge ? We
have both been here before many a time."

M \kks of Civilization—Telegraph poles are getting to be

so close together in cities that there is no longer much excuse

for a drunken man falling down.

Benevolent Party My man, don't you think fishing is

cruel sport ? Fisherman—Cruel? Well, I should say so. I

have sat here six hours and have not had a bite, been nearly

eaten up with mosquitoes, and the sun has parboiled the back

of my neck.

First burglar— " I've got a scheme.'' Second burglar.

—

'• What is it ?" " We'll form an

unlimited burglin' Company an'

get a charter from the state of

Louisiana." '• Put we can't offer

$1,250,000 for the privilege."

" We couldn't pay it cash down,

of course, but we might offer to

let the state go halves."

Hostess (to young Spriggins,

M.D. ,
—"Dr. Spriggins, will you

have some of the tongue ?" Dr.

Spriggins (absent-mindedly
1

" Oh-er let me look at it please."

In July the sun is about

94,000,000 miles away from the

earth. There have been times

during the week when New York-

ers have thought it was about two

blocks off.

Mrs. Nfoorich goes into Art.

" Is this Mr. Mize?" " Yes,

madam " " The painter of

miniatures?" "Yes, madam.
"What'U you charge to paint a life-

size miniature of my daughter?"

A DEADLOCK.—"Hay fever," said the moderator at the

influenza convention, "may be likened to a tie vote." " Hear,

hear!" cried the audience. "The eyes and nose both appear

to have it."

Overheard by the Errand-boy. Mistress (recently "ele-

vated")—Oh, Marie ! Maid Yes, ma'am. Mistress Mont

forget to order in some pink afternoon tea from the grocer's.

I hear its all the rage in high society !

Concis] History of Louisiana.—Ceded to spam in 1762,

ceded back to France in 1803, sold to the United States in

1805, admitted to the Union in 1812, and purchased by the

Louisiana Lottery Company in 1 890.

Stanley was married Saturday. That is the end ol his

I. ,ic Ik lor roamings. The- next time 1 in Afri< a

he will bave to carrj a trunk.
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GLASSES STAND ON EDGE.

FRONT VIEW. DRAWER SHOWING DIVISIONS.

K TOW is the season to assort your WATCH GLASSES

and make out your order for us. Remember we have

every size and carry a full stock of

LUNNETTE, GENEVA 16th,

MICONCAVE, THIN FLAT,

and PATENT GENEVA GLASSES.

OUR STOCK OF CLOCKS
and other merchandise for fall trade is daily coming to hand

and is more complete than ever.

E. & A. GUNTHER,
-v- TORONTO.
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SIMPSOX, HALL, MILLER & CO.,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Clrti^tic and Hsefuf Hoffovv Ware*

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

I'iece is Stainimil Thus.

TRADE MARK FOR

HOllOW WARE.

All our Flat-Ware bean tins TradiMaik

TRADE MARK FOR

KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

And ie Fully Ouaranteed.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DQUBLE, TRIPLE AXI) SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Meriden. (Wm, Roger-,, Si., died 1X83.)

FACTORIES: WALUNGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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18 Size/Gilt.—No. 20, Hunting, or No. 90,

Open Face, pendant set, 7 jewels, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Gilt.—No. 21, Hunting, or No. 91

Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, upper
holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,
sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 22, Hunting, or No.
92, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels, up-
per holes jewelled, tempered hair spring,

patent regulator, sunk seconds dial.

G

L

U

B

U

S

16 Size, Gilt.—No. 41, Hunting, or No.
81, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

16 Size, Nickel.— No. 43,Hunting,orNo.
83, Open Face, pendant set, 11 jewels,
upper holes jewelled, tempered hair
spring, patent regulator,sunk seconds
dial.

16 Size, Nickel—No. 46, Hunting, or
No. 86, Open Face, pendant set. 15

jewels, adjusted, Breguet hair spring,
patent regulator, double sunk dial,

jewels in red gold settings.

V

E

M
E

N

T

S

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 34, Hunting, or No.
95, Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels,
adjusted

;
jewels set in gold, Breguet hair

spring, sunk seconds dial.

18 Size, Nickel.—No. 27, Hunting, or No
97, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, extra centre jewels, Breguet hair
spring, patent regulator, double sunk
dial, jewels set in red gold settings.

Also

18 Sizs Nickel.—No. 28, Hunting, or No.
98, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels, ad-
justed, jewels set in red gold settings,
extra centre jewels, Breguet hair spring,
double suDk dial, patent regulator
damaskeened in gold and nickel.

6 Size, Gilt.—No 51, 11 jewels,
4 upper holes jewelled, tem-
pered hair spring, sunk sec-
onds dial.

6 Size, Nickel.—No. 55, 15 jew-
els, adjusted, jewels set in red
gold settings, tempered hair
spring, sunk seconds dial.

dial.
Also No. 50, Size, 7 jewels, tempered hair spring, sunk seconds

18 Size Gilt.--No. 32, Hunting, or No. 93,

Open Face, pendant set, 15 jewels in set-

tings, Breguet hair spring, patent regula-

tor, sunk seconds dial.

SS^^Xj.X3

18 Size, Nickel.— No. 18, Hunting or No.
99, Open Face, pendant set, 16 jewels,
adjusted to position.isocbrouism and tem-
perature, finest mbies set in raised gold
settings, extra large ruby centre jewel,
Breguet hair spring, double sunk dial

patent regulator, damaskeened in gold
and nickel.

H. ELLIS,
14 WELLINGTON ST, W., TORONTO,

IMl'OKTKK OF

18 Size, NickeL-No. 33, Hunting, or No.
',1 Open Pace, pendant set, US lewele In

setting .Breguethaii pring, patent reg-

ulator, Mink HOi-oiids dial.

WATCHES, JEWELRY
WATCH & CLOCK MATERIALS, TOOLS, &c.

A FULL STOCK OF COLUMBUS MOVEMENTS
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

16 Size, Nickel. No. 17, Bunting, or No.
H7, Open Pace, pendant sot, 16 jewels, ad-

Justed extra oentre Jewel, Breguet hair
spring, patent regulator and sunk dial,

jewels in gold settings.
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THE great Showman, PHINEAS T. BARNUM, says that " the public like to be hum-
bugged." Whether this be correct or not, it is undoubtedly true that there is a great

deal of humbug during the present age, and that in no branch of business is it more ap-

parent than in the manufacture of GOLD KILLED WATCH CASES.
It is a notorious fact that cheap so called tilled Cases are being sold by unscrupulous manu

facturers, and guaranteed to wear from 15 to 20 years, that have hardly gold enough on them to
-wear by. The retail trade purchase them in good faith, and sell them with the idea that the war-
ranty means just what it says, and will be lived up to by the manufacturers. Such goods cannot
possibly wear as guaranteed, and are bound in the end to bring loss of both money and reputation
to every person handling them.

The Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case Manufactured by the American Watch Case Company of Toronto,

has been upon the Canadian Market for nearly two years. No Case ever received a heartier recep-

tion, and tli^ fact that its sales are larger to-day than they ever were before, is proof positive that it

has filled "a long long felt want/ viz., a first-class case, honest in every particular, at a low price.

Hitherto their Screw Dust-Proof Case has been made only in Gold, Silver and Silveroid, bul

in response to the generally expressed request of the trade in all parts of the Dominion, the Com-
pany have placed upon the market a 14 K. Gold filled Case of this kind.

It is almosl needless in Bay that in placing a Cold Filled Case upon the market, the Ameri-
can Watch Case Company have taken pains to make sure that it is not only perfect in design and
finish, but especially that it should be thoroughly reliable as regards its wearing qualities.

Their 14 K. Gold Pilled Screw Case has a Solid Cold Bow, extra thickness of gold plate, and
comes n j i to this standard in every particular. Each ( !ase is stamped with the word " PREM] ER,"
and hears the Company's registered trade mark of a ''WINGED WHEEL." A guarantee for 21

years accompanies every Case, a fee simile of which is given above, and this warranty the Company
proposes fully to maintain, no (natter by whom the goods are sold.

ThefAmeriean Watch Case Company's Patent Screw Dust-Proof Case can now be had from all the leading Jobbers, in

Gold, Cold Filled, Silver, Silver Filled, and Silveroid. They are the best and cheapest Cases in the market, and as you can

make more money out of them than any other, you will find it to youradvantage to handle them. Sell only cases you can
"swear by."
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THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK OF
(LIMITED)

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

ANSONIA CLOCKS.
^•^

GOLD AND SILVER HEAD CANES AND UMBRELLAS.

GOLD PENCILS AND PENS. 1

SILVER AND GOLD THIMBLES.

'IVA TCHES.
3S

&%@&k

ENGLISH GOLD AND SILVER JEWELRY.

AMERICAN ROLL PLATE JEWELRY.

DOMESTIC GOLD AND SILVER GOODS.

Close Prices and Short Credits.

Prompt and intelligent attention given to Mail orders.
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T. H. LEE & SON.
OUR NOVELTIES FOR THIS SEASON are unsurpassed, and with

our LARGE STOCK of

American Movements, Gold, Silver and Filled Cases,

WITH A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

SWISS WATCHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS,

Makes a SPLENDID VARIETY to Select from.

Our Specialty: DIAMOND and other GEM RINGS.

T. H. LEE & SON,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

1 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, - TORONTO.
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The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada.
(LIMITED).

EXHIBITIO/N MO/NTH.
(VjUR Stock for the Fall Trade is now Complete in

every Department, and we ask the careful attention

of the Jewelry Trade of the Dominion to the List of the

various Lines enumerated on the following pages, showing

the extensive character of our assortment.

These goods have been bought for Cash by buyers

well acquainted with the requirements of the trade and

the sources of supply both in the American and European

Markets.

Customers visiting* the Industrial Exhibition are in-

vited to make our warehouse their headquarters. Desk

room will be cheerfully provided for any who require it,

and enclosures will be cared for or forwarded with

despatch.

""* r^^-3^ vT^CM'Qrf SS^Sf^A. y3E$f2j£.*ih3& ^GSii

is
"

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, [Limited).
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WATCH DEPARTMENT

FILLED CASES.

P7NRICES in these goods we cut close. Our assortment includes all desirable lines. They

are fitted with Gold Bows, an essential feature, and our desire is to put in the hands of

the Retailer such goods alone as will be satisfactory to the consumer. Do not destroy confidence

in a really meritorious article by handling any lines that are not made by thoroughly responsible

and reputable manufacturers. We have some Nobby Patterns in Ladies' Goods.

* * *

GOLD CASES.
See our Embossed Pattern. This is the Richest and most Artistic Design in the Market.

Made in all sizes.

A Large Assortment of Fine Engraved Ladies' Cases, and Heavy Weights in Gents'

Presentation Goods.

Prices in these are so low that any dealer can afford to carry a fair stock.

* ^ *

SWISS WATCHES.
Special Value in Silver Chatelaines and Ladies' Hunters, also a few very nice goods for

fine trade.

LADIES 1 AMERICAN GOLD WATCHES.
Several hundred Choice Engraved Goods at a Specially Attractive Price. Write for a few

on approval.

MOVEMENTS.
The Regular American Goods with a few desirable lines of Swiss.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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ANSONIA (LOCK DEPARTMENT.

NICKELS.
Prices as favorable as usual,

NOVELTIES.
Many New and Saleable Goods.

ENAMELLED IRON.
Lower in price, superior in finish, and more artistic in design than

any Fancy Mantel Goods in the Market. See the new
Patterns in Pillar Designs.

WALNUTS.
One Day and Eight Day Specials, at prices as low as any offered

PRESENTATION CLOCKS.
Some elegant Silver Finish Goods. The newest and handsomest

style of Clock Decoration yet produced ; also a few fine things

in Oak, with Antique Brass Trimmings.

Remember that Ansonia Clocks for quality of material, beauty of

design and mechanical construction are unexcelled. A merchant can

work up a more permanent and profitable trade by steadily pushing
Ansonia than handling a mixed line of goods.

We are the Canadian Agents.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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JEWELRY DEPARTMENT.

ENGLISH GOLD GOODS.
Our importation of Gem Rings is the choicest we have hitherto made ; they are superior to

domestic productions in style and finish, and, where fine workmanship is prominent, in value. The

assortment was selected from the best manufacturers of Birmingham, and in the highest degree

merits your careful inspection.

A very complete range of LADIES' VICTORIAS, BRACELETS, BROOCHES, etc., in the

latest designs.

>V®<$>8>&4 .«X^Sv^S^Xa3

ENGLISH SILVER GOODS.
BROOCHES, DROPS, BAR PINS, BANGLES in endless variety.

AMERICAN JEWELRY.
We show, we think, without exaggeration, the most extensive assortment in Canada, novelty

after novelty in every class of goods. We recognize fully that this is a very important department

and have supplied it most liberally with the freshest goods obtainable.

Our 14k MALTESE CROSS ROLL PLATE CHAIN still leads the market in value, and

our assortment of one hundred patterns gives the most critical, abundant choice.

We show Three Hundred Designs in BROOCHES, representing thoroughly all grades.

One Hundred Patterns of LADIES' VICTORIAS with the newest and nobbiest Moonstone

and Rosaline set charms in heart shapes, etc. Altogether the completeness of this department in

every detail has only been accomplished by the closest attention to the growing demand for this

class of goods.

Look Carefully Through our Travellers' Samples.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



Meriden Britannia Coy
IVE Q.TJ-A.JL.I'T

ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

TRADE

MARK
For Hollow Ware

r

TRADE MARK

1847. ROGERS BROS. 11

OR

11147, ROGERS BROS.. III.

For Genuine Rogers Goods.

NO. 65. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $75 00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont., Canada
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OUR * NEW * FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

We expect to occupy the above Building in July.

THE AC! SILVER COMPANY
^ i aTORONTO.
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Tbe recognised organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of every month, and sent tree to every dealer iu Jewelry,

and k odred goods in the Dominion ot Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates lor ..dvcrtising will bo lound very low, and will be made known
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publisli
such letters as will be of interest to the [~rade. W. do not, nowever, hold om
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-
variably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
67 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advortisemsnts must reach

Uiia office not later than the 20th of each month.

Editorial?.

THE OUTLOOK.

iHE business outlook has improved considerably, since

our last issue, mainly on account of the crops in

many sections turning out better than was anticipated,

and the steady advance in the prices of nearly all agricultural

products.

The prospects are now excellent for a first class fall trade,

and there is a strong probability that the improvement will

continue for a year to c ome.

Wholesale men generally find a great improvement in busi-

ness, and while, as a rule, there is less speculative buying on

the part of the retail trade than there was a year ago, the

volume of actual business is considerably greater than at the

same season last year.

In view of the continued favorable outlook, we see no

reason to change the opinion regarding trade expressed in

these columns last month.

OUR TWELFTH YEAR.

ITU the present issue The Trades enters upon the

twelfth year of its existence.

We do not propose to say very much in com

ion of this event, except that the past policy ofim

proving our journal as fast as circumstances will permit, will

Ik: rigidly adhered to, and we trust that our advance toward

the goal of perfection will be at least as rapid in the future

has heretofore been.

Without any egotism, we think that TheTrader has served

the jewelry trade of Canada faithfully and well during the

eleven years of its existence, and no other branch of business

that we know of in the Dominion has been better, if as well

served in a journalistic way, by organs which cost their in-

dividual members from $1.00 to $200 a year, than our

Canadian jewelers have by The Trader, free of all expense.

A^ our readers well know, we propose that every legitimate

jeweler in Canada, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, shall have

The Trader put into his hands, on the fust day of every

month, free of expense.

We have always, to the best of our ability, advocated what

was to the interests of the trade so far as we knew, and we pro

pose to continue the same course in the future.

The Trader has always aimed to be the organ of the

entire jewelry trade, and it has never allowed itself to become

the tool of any clique or faction in the business.

No matter how much any member of the craft differs fiom

us, he can always be just as sure of space in our columns as if

he was one of our warmest supporters.

We are thorough believers in ventilation, and if any of the

ideas which we advocate are not tenable, we invite our readers

to show the trade wherein they are in error.

In conclusion we ask the continued cordial co-operation

and support of every one of our readers, in order to make The

Trades not only the best trade paper in Canada, but if possi-

ble, the best in America.

If you know any item of news which you think would be

of interest to the trade, you can help us materially by sending

it along.

Don't hide your light under a bushel, but give your con-

freres in the craft a chance to see what you are doing and to

learn your ideas on live trade topics.

AN ADVANCE IN SILVER GOODS.

S we predicted in our last issue, the advance in silver

bullion, caused principally by the passage of the

United States Silver Bill, has been so decided as to

force the manufacturers of all kinds of sterling silver ware to

advance the price of their goods.

A few months ago silver bullion could have been purchased

in large quantities from the United States mint for about

92 cents per ounce. Today it has reached $1.20 per ounce,

an advance of 30 per cent, on the lowest figures. Even this

does not show the extent of the rise, for it is expected by

many well informed people that it will reach $1.29 before a

halt is called in its upward tendency.

Be this as it may, the fact remains that it has already ad-

vanced high enough to work a serious revolution in every

branch of manufacture using mu< h of tins precious metal.

To the maker of sterling flatware il means an increased cost

of $2.00 to $3.00 on the material whi< h goes m to every dozen

,,! tea spoons lie makes, while the advance on desseit and table

sizes would be from $400 to $8.00 according to then weight.

In silver wat< h cases, this advam e in bullion is a serious thing

and means that the material in a 3 ounce case now costs the

manufacturer at K nts more than it did a few months

while on .1 1 OUn< e I ase the rise amounts lo ovei no ( ents,

and " on in proportion as ihe weights increase.

Under tins, 1 ircumstancefl it is not to be won.lered.it, that

a decided advance took place early last month in all lines of
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Qeorge (hillas,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHES^EDIAMONDS
From

HAS REMOVED

To

18 Manning Arcade,
j

33 Wellington St. East

TORONTO.

By the removal as above, I have gained larger quarters,

more convenient location to the trade both in and out

of the city.

I am in better shape to fill orders than ever before,

having greatly increased my Stock, which is now com-
plete for the Fall Trade.

I have some desirable lines to offer at special prices.

It will be worth your while to inspect my Stock when
in the city before placing your orders.

GEORGE CHILLAS,
33 Wellington Street East, - TORONTO
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silver watch cases, sterling silver Sat ware and other silver goods

where the value of the bullion used formed an important factor

in their cost.

Whether this advance will be permanent remains to be

seen, but it is hardly probable that there will be any change

towards lower prices for a considerable time to come.

Our friends in the retail jewelry trade will be well advised,

therefore, to at once advance the price of all the saleable silver

goods they have in stock, for they may rest assured that they

cannot replace them for anything like the same money.

CANADIAN RETAILERS" ASSOCIATION.

|\ more than one occasion we have pointed out that if

the Canadian Retailers' Association is ever to amount

to anything beyond a mere name, it should provide

in some way for at least one meeting a year, at which the out-

side trade could have a chance to be represented.

-
> far as we can see. the best place for any such meeting

is the City of Toronto, and the best time that during which our

Industrial Exhibition is being held.

The time is particularly opportune, not only on account of

the very low railway and steamboat fares, at which every

jeweler who so desires can reach the city, but because, as a

matter of fact, Toronto is during fair time crowded with retail

jewelers from all parts of Canada.

It is for these reasons that we would urge the second week

of the Exhibition as a most opportune time to get our Canadian

Retail Jewelers together, and discuss in session some of the

live questions that are of vital interest to the trade.

We are sure that the matter has only to be brought to the

notice of the able President and Secretary of the old Associa-

tion, in order to cause them to call such a meeting. What do

you say, gentlemen ?

CANADAS GREAT FAIR.

UK Toronto Industrial Exhibition which will be held

in this city, from the 8th to the 20th of September,

promises to be the largest and best that the Associa

tion has ever held.

So far, the entries both in live stock, agricultural products,

and manufactured goods, are considerably in excess of those of

any former exhibition, and no doubt the quality will be fully

up to their usual high standard of excellent e.

.tside of the Exhibition proper, the management have

led a series of daily entertainments and amusements,

which they confidently believe to be far ahead of any of their

previous efforts in this direction '1 hey aim to amuse, a.

well as to instru t the general public, and from the manner
in which their athletic and other entertainments have been

patronized heretofore, it is impossible to question the fa< t that

they have pretty thorough;-, 'lie public taste in this way.

We know that there arc not wanting those who hold i

1

sorts cf amusements should be rigidly excluded from exhibi

of this kind, but in spile of these obje< tions, we< annot but

confess to a weakness lor amusement as well as instruction,

and the s- great fair makes it plain that even
taid, solid friends from the ruial districts, can see sun e

thing equally worth investigating in the programme of free

amusements, as they can in the exhibits of live stock or mangel

wurtzel. If success is the best test of fitness, the management

will do well to go on in the line they have struck out for them

selves.

I our friends in the jewelry trade, we may say that special

rates will be made on all the railways during the continuance of

the Exhibition, and they will have no better opportunity of

making a personal visit to this market this year. The season

is opportune. Our wholesale men have made large prepara-

tions for their reception, and are prepared to show them the

newest and best goods in every line that the market of the

world can furnish.

In our opinion it will pay any and every jeweler to make a

personal investigation of this market at least once a year. Not

only can they get new goods, but they can pick up new ideas

which will be useful to them in their own business and well

repay them for the money spent on the trip. Come and

see us.

COSMIC TIME.

OT many people are aware that to a Canadian, Mr.

Sandford Fleming, the eminent railway engineer of

the Dominion Government, the world owes what is

known as the cosmic system of time notation.

The fundamental idea of this system, as outlined by .Mr.

Fleming, in a paper read by him before the Canadian Institute

in the winter of 1888-9, > s tne adoption by every country in the

universe of the same meridian as a basis for the world's lime.

His proposal was that the 180th meridian from Greenwich,

should be universally agreed upon as the common starting

point in the system, but as this practically involved a recogni-

tion of the British standard of time notation, but few countries

could be found unprejudiced enough to sink their feeling of

perhaps pardonable national vanity and consent to substitute

practically what would be a British starting point instead of

one in their own country.

The Canadian Institute, recognizing the great importance of

Mr. Fleming's scheme, entered heartily into his views,

with the result that before many months had passed they had

brought the subject prominently before the most influential

scientific so< icties of Europe and America, as well as the re-

spective governments of the countries to which they belonged.

The system was endorsed by the International ( ieographical

Congress held in Vienna, Austria, in [881, at which meeting

Canada was ably represented by Mr. Sandford Fleming. In

the yeai 1884, representatives from .ill the prim ipal countries

in the world met at Washington, U.S., by special invitation, to

discuss Mr. Fleming's system, and here again it received so

itigh and unequivocal an endorsement as to put its ultimate

success beyond a peradventure. Since that time it has also

been practically adopted by the Prussian Government, who
fixed upon the 15th meridian east of Greenwich as the

standard of tunc for that country, and now that they have done

so. it is probable that other European countries will quickly

follow in their wake.

Although the Canadian Pacific Ra1lu.1v was the first to

adopt the twenty four hour system of time notation on thcii
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NOTE. For the convenience of the Canadian trade we have established a Branch Office at No. 18f

St. James Street, Montreal. The goods will be, as heretofore, s Id to Jobbers only.
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time tables, it was not long before others followed suit, and it is

highly probable that before another decade shall have passed

over our heads, the twenty-four hour time tables and system of

'ime belts will be the rule instead of the exception for the

guidance of railway travellers the world over.

Indeed the advantages of this system were so apparent, that

as far back as 1883 the railway companies of the United States

and Canada convened a congress of practical railway men,

and there and then inaugurated the system of dividing the

northern half of the continent into time belts fifteen degrees

apart, in each of which there should be only one common time

instead of having the actual time change with every mile as had

formerly been the case. This new order of time notation,

although it somewhat disturbed the equilibrium of the days as

compared with the old system, has proved itself so thoroughly

practical, that it has now ceased to excite either comment or

enquiry, and if our people ever think of it at all, it is to wonder

why it was not adopted sooner.

The advantages of the cosmic system, embracing as it now

does, the time belt and twenty-four systems of notation, are so

apparent as to make it highly probaLle that it will only be a

question of time when it will be universally adopted. Any person

who ever studied an old railway time table of twenty or even

ten vears ago, with its a.m.'s and p.m.'s, and its foot notes ex

plaining that Montreal or New York time was half an hour

faster than Toronto time and that you should govern yourself

accordingly, (which meant that you should be on hand half an

hour before the time specified on the timetable), and compares

it with our present half-way system, can see how great an ad-

vance we have made, and how much further we have to go

before we will reap the full benefits of the common-sense

twenty-four hour system of time notation.

It is said that the present anti and post meridian system of

time notation causes the Western Union Telegraph Company

of the United States to telegraph over one hundred and fifty

millions of unnecessary letters every year, and there is also a

corresponding waste of labor and money in every department

of business Irom the same cause The sooner, therefore, that

the system in its entirety is adopted the better for the public in

general and the jewelry trade in particular, who would then

have the job of supplying twenty-four hour dials for all watches

already in use. or furnishing new ones made specially in accord

with the new system.

Correspondence.

APPRECIATES A GOOD THING.

Editor Ti: \m v Sib :

Y<)IT< TRADER seems to get there, and it is no doubt

carefully read by the trade. We were much plea ed

^ with the response to our special ad. in your July

number, and were greatly surprised at the number of our

mers who bought " The Puck." We have to thank I 111

Kk as being the medium of reaching our trade this time as

we traced these sales as the direct result of our Trader ad. In

some cases the page was < ut out of Tiik'Tr ADKRand mailed to us.

Yours truly,

Toronto, July 24, 1890. K. ft A. GUNTHXR.

YOU SHALL HAVE IT.

Editor Trader—Sir

?l ] WO LID like to receive The 'Trader. As I have

started business here, kindly oblige by sending me
**?^ your valuable paper.

Yours,

Thedford, Ont, Aug. 13, 1890. John Munns.

WITH PLEASURE

Editor Trader— Sir :

I/INDLY place me on your list of jewelers to whom
you send The Trader.

It is a very valuable help to any jeweler.

Yours truly,

W. T. Lewis,

Arkona, Aug. 20, 1890. Jeweler.

WHAT IT IS WORTH.

Editor Trader—Sir :

.

^3P
f7AN you tell me what is the value of a "spade"— half

guinea ?

Chas. P. Morgan.

Truro, N S., Aug. 16, 1890.

Answer.—According to our 'Toronto brokers they are

worth $2.62^.— Ed. Trader.

AS OTHERS SEE US.

m& Editor 'Trader,—-Sir :

\ TTHE retail jewelers of Canada owe you a debt which it

will take them a long time to repay, for the able

manner in which you have, during the past ten

years, endeavored to reform the abuses which we

all must admit have existed in the trade, as well

as for supplying us free with a first-class trade

journal, fully equal to any published in the States

at $2 00 per annum. Eor my own part, I would gladly pay

you for your journal, as it has come to be so necessary for me
now that $1000 a year would not make me do without it.

However, as you don't take any pay for it, I tender you my
thanks. 'Those articles of "Excelsior's" h ve been of great

benefit to me, and I have pit ked up a good many wrinkles

from their careful perusal. I am glad to see that you have

added an optical department to your journal, under the direc-

tion of such a competent man as Dr. Owens seems to be. It

will be very useful to me, I know, ;ui<l I shall avail mysell

frequently (if you will allow me) of his knowledge about some

bad eye cases which have puzzled me for some time past.

Wishing you continued success,

I am, yours truly,

London, Aug. 20, 1890. BALANCE.

[We are sure Dr. Owens will be only too glad to answer

any queries that " Balance" or any other member of the < raft

may send him for solution. Send along your conundrums,

gentlemen — Ei>. Tram I
|
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NEW ISSUE.

B. W. RAYMOND I

NICKEL, OPEN FACE,

PENDANT SETTING.

UNEQUALLED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES.

CCORRESPONDING in quality and price with our Nickel Hunting B. W
) Raymond movement. Delivery of above grade has already been made

to the Jobbers, who will be pleased to supply the Trade.

General Office, - 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 JOHN STREET. FACTORIES, ELGIN, ILLINOIS.

WatchCompany
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OUR MONTREAL LETTER.

From 'iur Special Correspondent.

FJFHE weather is hot. This is not intended exactly for

news, though one hears it so often, it is a great pity

that it is not—one thing, there is no doubt

about its reliability, and it is always well to

be reliable. The Trader is reliable,

which is one of the reasons that it is re-

garded in this district as the guide, philoso-

pher and friend of the trade.

But how is business with the jewelers ?

rhe countryman's opinion of the lecture about expresses it

—

dark Twain, America's great—some say one thing ard some

,nother, hold to your own opinion, it don't matter—was billed

o lecture in Boston, and a countryman went there specially to

tear him By mistake he got into the wrong hall and heard a

ecture by Joseph Cook, under the impression that the lecturer

wain. On reaching home he was accosted by a neighbor :

.. Hiram, been to Boston?" " Yes." "Hear Twain 3
"

•Yes, that's what I went for." ''Funny 5
'

" Y-e-s, but not

so goll-darned funny." Business is that way—quiet, but not so

awful quiet. The jewelers, with all other business men here,

feel the effects of the efflux of the population to the country

during the summer months. All who can go, must, and a great

many can, not for a couple of weeks visiting, but the family

take up their abode in the country for the season, either at a

convenient distance so that the male portion can come in and

out of the city each day for business or at a more remote point,

when the said male portion is left to take care of the house all

by himself and generally do the best he can Letters received

from your city, describe it as just a lovely summer resort, so

should Toronto be in any need of a first-class certificate in this

respect, it could easily be secured from Montreal— of course,

after that no one could possibly think of any jealousy at this

end. It is doubtful if the presence of eastern people in

Toronto will help your jewelers to any extent, they will scarcely

see an improvement in the home display.

One of our young, handsome, and consequently gay whole-

, appears to have " a pull " on a very large scale at a

place by name, Notre Dame du Portage— just where Notre

Dame du I'ortage is, I don't know, but it is somewhere, be

cause he goes there, not once, but twice and perhaps three times

all in the same season. The fish and fly stories are very very

Ull, with himself as the hero adorning the tale. The adorn-

ment is all right and he is a hero anywhere, but about the fish

and the flics your correspondent is young, and with youth is

innocence, and he dislikes to even suspcU. Can you, Mr.

Editor, <an anyone say, would a Montreal wholesale jeweler be

likely :o say more: than enough even when fish, Hies and linn

self, individually and collectively are the theme? If not, and

you should desire a fishing ground where immense hauls can

, the place is Notre Damedu I'ortage-, but first enquire

treet for the best " holes.''

genial Canadian representative of the big Yankee wati h

ipany. is on the Maine coast, searching for main strength

and catching cod-fish. The boats there are large, or his fish

story would soon verify itself. He would be brought home

dead ; the catch would swamp an ordinary boat sure. When

telling his cod-fish experience he always remembers to explain

about the boat.

A leading and popular jeweler does not require to go away

off to fish, there is sport enough for him near home. He has

his summer residence at a pretty spot on the St. Lawrence, and

almost any evening his boat may be seen skimming the waves

in true Hanlan-at-his-best style, himself and wife the occupants.

Forgeting all about watches and jewelry, he is away for a two

to three hour's fish. There is one thing about him, he is

honest and catches—nothing,—his wife has all the luck.

To come back again to business, the absence of so many

from the ci'y is decidedly against trade, and is scarcely made

up by the presence of American visitors and American cash,

on the hunt for souvenirs and presents for their friends at

home, brought all the way from Canada. When they are wise

to discern there is no want of oppoitunities to buy specimens

of genuine art and Canadian art too, but often, very often, their

tastes lead them to select the stuff that has paid the legitimate

duty. The blame attaches to them of course, not to the jeweler.

He has the goods and it is his business to sell : besides, how

does he know they are Americans on the search for the labors

of Canadian artists and artizans ; and further, an inadvertent

remark by him might dispell some delightfully romantic vision

and—" spoil " a sale. No, the buyer is to blame if any one is,

he might take the jeweler into his confidence and tell the whole

story, but he does not. Visitors to the city are now the

favoring breeze, and our jewelers have all sails set, and mag-

nificent sails they are. One would almost wonder how a better

display could be made, but Montreal jewelers are alive to busi-

ness and the wants of business, and any novelties the jobbers

have to offer are readily bought.

Stocks in the wholesale houses are about complete, and the

best that the Foreign, American or Domestic factories can pro-

duce are on show. Travellers are nearly all on the road, and

better sales are reported than were anticipated. The lighter

than usual spring purchases, together with confidence for the

coming season, is the reason for this. The advance in silver

cases has made considerable of a flurry in these lines, but

many in the trade, trusting to luck and competition to keep

old rates open, are allowing the opportunity of buying cheap

silver cases to pass.

Our jobbers may be said to have hung out the green signal

of caution, that is to say, that while there is no element of dan

ger in sight and the track is clear so far as ran be seen, fair

caution is deemed best for both buyer and seller. ( lompetition

is quite keen enough now at most points, and profits are sulii-

< iently low, without the still further reduction and loss of trade

d by auction and other fan ed sales in then midst, always

ilt ot reckless buying. Encourage legitimate and profit

able trade, discourage all else is about the idea

Montreal, Aug. l.ph, [800.

Ol-.NKKAI. DlKICTIONS FOR BRONZING. — The choice "I Idolize

powders is of coarse determined by the degree of brilliancy you wish

to obtain. The powder is mixed with strong gum water or isinglass,

and laid on with a brush or peni il, and not so dry as to have still i

in clamminess ; a piece of soft leather, wrapped round the finger,

into the powder and rubbed over the work; when this has

all been covered with the bronze, it must be left to dry, ud Mi

powd'-r il then l leered away with a hair pent il,
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THE

Y. & S.

14k Filled

Gold

Soldered

"PIONEER
"

—o

—

Warranted

20 YEARS.

u

14k Filled, Gold Soldered

PIONEER" CHAINS.

Warranted by Manufacturers to wear

TWENTY YEARS.

Every Chain stamped "Pioneer," and furnished with

tag as above. Best thing out in the chain line.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO

EDMUND SCHEUER,
TORONTO,

Sole Agent for Canada.
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PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

liV EXCELMOK.

The Duplex Esc ipement.—Continui d.

(522) To try the safety of the impulse drop, we move the

balance very slowly forward till the repose tooth drops from the

notch, then hold it there. The finger F should have passed

the impulse tooth and be io° in front, ready to receive it. If

the tooth does not strike the finger at all, but passes it without

touching, and the next repose tooth falls upon the roller, it shows

that the finger is not properly placed (526). It is too far from,

or forms too great an angle with, the notch, and should be

moved forward or towards the notch till, when the balance is

held as above, the impulse tooth will strike the finger, and not

merely on its point but safely on its face. On the other hand,

if the point of the finger passes the circle of the impulse tooth

much before the repose tooth drops from the notch, it is

evidently too far forward, or too near the notch. This will

also be seen by the distance that the wheel drops before the

tooth reaches the finger. This should be about io°, which, in

the Chinese duplex, will be about the distance between the

points of the double teeth.

(523) We are now prepared to select an impulse wheel. In

section (498) we found that an escape wheel, although correct

for the wheel and roller action, might not be suitable for the

wheel and pallet action, designed for the escapement. The

impulse wheel may be larger or smaller than the old one was.

In the former case, the finger will prove too long : in the latter,

too short. Supposing the finger to have been cotrected as

1 ally made, then after drawing the centre distance 0/ and

circle xx, (Fig. 33,) as already directed, (516,) we measure

the length of the finger, and increase that in the same ratio.

Set thedividers tothat distance, and with one point one mark the

curve u. Now lay off the angle of the small lilt, one half on each

side of line de, by the lines ew, ew, 1 Fig. 31,) and draw line </</

to the crossing of ew and the curve v.\ . This gives the position

of the repose tooth. Then, 12 to the right, draw line dp', and

where it crosses the curve »«, at P, is the point of the impulse

tooth, and dP is the radius of the impulse wheel.

(524) Having an escape wheel we think suitable, we fix it

in one jaw of the depthing tool, and the balance and finger in

the other,—the jaws having previously been set to the proper

centre distance in the watch, and verify its action by trial, as

directed for testing the length of the finger (526). If the im-

pulse tooth in this test does not come at the proper distance

from the point of the finger, and another wheel cannot be got,

the fault, when slight, can be remedied by dressing off a finger

that is too long, or moving it towards the notch (526) when too

short, till the impulse tooth drops safely on its face. But the

latter change should not be allowed unless the deficiency of

length is slight ; a longer finger should be fitted in. The move-

ment being intended to effect certain results, and the escape-

hient executed in accordance with that design, any material

deviation from the original sizes must be presumed to be

injurious, unless the superiority of the results to be obtained

thereby is clear beyond question.

(525) The mode of selecting a new finger is clearly indicated

in sections (523), 1 524), the only difference being that we sub-

stitute the measurement of the impulse wheel for that of the

finger, and through the crossing of its circle yy, and the line dp',

(Fig- 3.?)' wc draw the curve zz, when eP will be the length of

the finger, from the centre of its socket to the point. A finger

already on the balance staff is measured by taking the distance

from the point to the further side of the roller, then deducting

'_. the diameter of the roller. The finger is formed with a

socket, which should fit tightly upon the staff, above the roller.

The point should be a jewel, set in the metal of the finger, but

it is generally made entirely of steel. The front face should

form a line to the centre, although many makers vary somewhat

from this rule. The point should be as sharp as consistent

with strength. For turning the finger on the staff, use the

ordinary two-hole hand tongs.

(526) To test the length of the finger, let a repose tooth

lock on the roller, as shown in Fig. 33, with the point of the

finger at the right hand z. Then turn it towards the left till

its face is in the line e?'\ when the point should barely clear the

tooth P. In the Chinese duplex, it will be well to test the

clearance on both sides of the line of centres, /. e., with two

impulse teeth. The test on the right side should be made when

the first repose tooth of a pair is locked on the roller, during

the return vibration of the balance, as above described ; on the

left side, when the second repose tooth is in the notch, during

the forward vibration. If the finger is shortei than above

directed, the escapement will still be safe if the impulse tooth

strikes fairly on its face. Sometimes the linger is short, and

also so far from the notch that, when the balance is moved

slowly forward, the impulse tooth does not strike the finger, but

passes by and another repose tooth drops upon the roller. In

this case, the escapement may be made safe by moving the

finger towards the notch till the impulse tooth will be sine to

strike fairly upon its face, But any such expedient cannot

dy the loss in the large lift which results from a shorl fii

and u should be replaced by a longer one unless the balance

still has an ample vibration—at least 1N0", or hall a Uim at the
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THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Have placed upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, SIX SIZE, NICKEL MOVEMENT, KNOWN AS

No. 149.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will THIS MONTH place upon the Market

A SEVEN JEWELED, FOURTEEN SIZE, GILDED MOVEMENT, PENDANT SETTING,

KNOWN AS No. 120.

The Illinois Watch Cot
Will Next Month place upon the market a Movement

PARTICULARLY ADAPTED TO THE CANADIAN TRADE.
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IF YOU EVER HAVE A
Chain of our manufacture

returned to you by any customer as not being a

thoroughly first class article, don't hesitate one

moment, but give him in exchange the best you have,

and send the Chain back to us by mail. By return of

post we will replace it with another free of any

charge, and return to you also the postage you paid

on your parcel . We trust that such a circumstance

will never occur, but we want the retail Jewellery

Trade of Canada to understand and know that we are

here to build up a name second to none in the world

for our Rolled Plate Chains, and to feel that when

they sell a chain of our manufacture, an article is

leaving their store that will only reflect credit

on it.

Yours respectfully,

BOLT & CO.
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I end of the 24 hours running. Many writers advocate vibrations

1 of double the magnitude here specified, but these very large

vibrations are not as much in favor with practical workmen as

formerly. Some special directions about rating and adjusting

the duplex escapement will be found in sections (125) to (127 ).

[would add that a light balance never regulates well in the

duplex. The vibrations are too large, and the watch is easily

made to " trip " by jumping, riding and even by carrying, and,

when started, will continue to trip for a number of times: while

a heavy balance, if accidently caused to trip, will do so only

once or twice and then stop. The impulse being given in the

duplex at great mechanical advantage, it admits of and requires

a heavier balance than the cylinder escapement or detached

lever.

(527) In testing the duplex escapement in the angle-meter,

especially if the balance cock is omitted, (447), be careful not

to wind up the mainspring, but press the train forward with the

finger nail in the main wheel, while moving the balance by the

vertical rod d, dig- 27). This is advisable from the danger of

forgetting to let the mainspring down, or put a bristle in the

escape wheel, before taking off the cock or raising the arbor of

the angle-meter, which would be liable to bend the teeth of the

wheel, and even break the roller jewel. This tool affords a very

easy and accurate means of testing the escapement, (let the

balance pivot hole exactly over B, (451, 452), and fasten the

movement securely. Use a claw with a light spring, like >n.

\ 29), clasping one of the balance arms near the rim but not

touching it. (let the repose tooth outside of the roller, and

then the balance at the point of rest. Set the pointer at the O
in the centre of the scale, move the balance back till the tooth

drops into the notch and note the number of degrees on the

scale. Turn the balance forward till the tooth drops from the

notch, and again observe the scale. The number of degrees

between the two extremes gives the small-lift. If the point of

rest is midway between the two extremes, the watch is in beat.

The wheel and roller action is now known.

(528) To test the wheel and pallet action, move the balance

back till the tooth will drop into the notch, then set the pointer

at the O at the nearest end of the scale. Turn the balance

forward till the tooth leaves the notch, and the impulse tooth

strikes the finger, hold it there and observe the degrees on the

This is the small-life, as before. Then move the

iC.zback till the tooth drops off the finger, and the number

of degrees so moved over will be the distance the finger was in

advance of the impulse tooth when the repose tooth left the

not( h, or the amount of the impulse drop. As already stated

should be 10 . Hut if the drop thus formed is less than

that, the finger may be too far from the notch, (the escapement

angle incorrect) or the fi ger may be too short. To test the

proper length, get the parts in the position directed in (526) and

rve if there is the proper clearance. If so, 1 1 1
«

- es< apemenl

angle should be corrected, (522). Then again move the

balance forward till the tooth strikes the finger, note tin

and move the balance on till the tooth drops off the finger.

distance from the former observation to this drop will be

the large-lift. There is seldom any need of testing the escape

wheel in this tool, except to try the truth of its division

into teeth and spaces, which it will do very minutely. In

bet the foregoing test> of the balance, for the small lift, will

detect any inequality in the length of the repose teeth by a

variation in the amount of the small-lift. The amount of the

second drop, from the impulse tooth leaving the finger to the

repose tooth resting on the roller, is not material, provided it is

enough to carry the impulse tooth which was last in action out

of reach of the finger, and this can be told by the eye. Instead

of using the angle-meter, the foregoing tests can be made by

means of a sector on the depthing tool, (330, 406), or even by

simple calculation, (308,405), but neither so easily nor accurate-

(529) A number of enquiries for details have been received,

and most of them answered in connection with their subjects,

in the succeeding articles ; but the following came too late, and

I give the information here, although a little out of place. 1st.

How to find the size of the roller for the Chinese duplex. This

cannot be found by measuring between two adjacent repose

teeth, that rule applying only to the English style of wheel with

single teeth. But it can be found by taking a fraction of the

diameter of the repose wheel, the same as for the other kind

f the distance between two repose teeth being equal to ,'„ the

diameter of the wheel, etc., (4851. 2nd. How to cut the

duplex escape wheel. The minutia of this process properly

belongs to an article on lathes, cutting engines, etc. But if

the workman has a good cutting engine, provided with con-

veniences for cutting both vertically and horizontally, there is

no special difficulty. The blank is first accurately turned out,

with the repose-wheel portion of the right size and thickness,

and with an angular ridge upon its surface, of the proper

diameter and height for forming the impulse teeth therefrom,

which are first shaped out with the horizontal cutters.

(530) To cut the Chinese repose wheel, if it has six pairs of

teeth with their points 10" apart, set the index plate as if to cut

a wheel with sever.ty-two teeth. Fit upon the arbor a cutter of

proper shape to cut the space between two teeth at one cut.

Set the arbor so that the flat side of the cutter is in a straight

line to the centre of the wheel, and the arbor at right angles to

such line, and horizontal. Then raise the cutter and advance

the arbor, etc., by the forward or feeding screw, towards the

centre, till the flat side of the cutter, when let down, is abieast

of the point of one of the impulse teeth. The index point

being in one of the plate holes, the escape wheel must be so

fastened upon the spindle that the point of the impulse tooth

fits snugly against the flat face of the cutter. If it does not,

loosen and move it as it should be, but do not disturb the

cutter, which, with its arbor, should have been firmly fastened

in the position above prescribed for it, with everything ready

for working. By this means, we secure a connection between

the position of the impulse tooth and the cutter, which latter

r an then be moved through the proper angle for cutting the

1 teeth in their true position, relatively to the impulse

teeth.

Varnish poh Hkass Instruments. An excellent gold varoish for

brass objects, surgical or optical instruments, etc, is prepared as

'.inn lac, in grains, pulverized, |o parts; dragon I

part .
n-'l landers wood, 1 part; pounded m' ;iss

.
'" parts; strong

alcohol, 600 p. iris after sufficient maceration, filter. The pow

limply serves for accelerating the dissolving, by interposing

• 'ii iii'- partii les of k 1 "" l-'" and opal.
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SOLDERLESS COLLAR BUTTON
Made under S. COTTLE CO. Patents, 12 kt., 1-10, Rolled Gold Plate.

i

IS THE BEST VALUE IN THE MARKET.

OUR LINE OF

BRACELETS
Is Larger and Cheaper than ever.

Lace, Brooch, and Ctiff Pius in endless variety.

The above goods are all made of High Grade Rolled Plate. Ask your
Jobber for them and take no others.

S. E. FISHEE & CO., I

New York Office, 4-1 Maiden Lane.
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0ptigal Department.
l'nd-r thi- head we solicit questions of interest be i ring on optics, particularly

the eve, the defects of vision, and tneir correction by glasses.

All communications must be addres ed to Dr. John S. Owen, 142 West High St.,

Detroit, Mich., and must be received not later than the 15th of each month in order

to insure publication in the following issue of The Tkader.

Ques. 3.
" I have a customer, a lady about 30 years of age

who has never worn glasses although her sight has always been

poor for the distance. She wants a pair of glasses to wear on

ihe street. Her sight for reading and near work is first class.

She is undoubtedly near-sighted ( myopia 1. Her eyes have never

caused her any trouble. I have fitted each eye separately with

N 10 inch concave spherical (— 10" sph.), with these glasses

each eye reads the 20 ft. letters 20 ft. away. She cannot read

the 20 ft. letters with No. 11. Now this is what puzzles me,

she claims that the glasses No. 10 make her dizzy and sick, and

that it is impossible to wear them. I am satisfied that they

are the right number, but I have failed to persuade her that

they are right. What would you do in such a case ?
"

We have no doubt but that the — 10" sph. are the correct

lenses. Cases of this kind may be suited by beginning with

weaker numbers and increasing the strength every two or three

weeks until the full correction lenses are reached. On account

of never having worn glasses, it is difficult for her to become

accustomed to the change, therefore we would suggest that you

have her wear a pair of s-ay — 20" sph., which she can probably

rithout any unpleasant sensations for two or three weeks,

until she is thoroughly accustomed to them. Then put on a

pair of — 16" S. for several weeks, followed by a — 13" S., and

finally by — 10" S , which by the time it is reached will pro-

bably not cause any inconvenience, particularly if she is not

aware that they are the — 10" S. lenses. For this reason you

should r.ot tell her what number she is wearing, nor when the

final pair are reached. These glasses, — 10" S., should be used

for distant vision only. For reading or near work the lady

should use a pair of — 24", 22" or 20'' S., according to which

seems the most suitable for reading the finest print at about 1 2

inches from her ejes.

When fitting cases similar to the above, the weakest concave

lens that gives the desired vision for any distance, is the correct

lens. In this case — ii"S. did not restore normal vision,

while — 10" S. did, that being the first or weakest lens met

with that did so. She could probably see just as well with

—9"
S. for a few moments while trying them, but she could not

my better than with —jo" S., therefore they should not be

adopted.

QUES. .4.
" I have read several works on refraction including

Hartridge, but cannot siy that I am satisfied with what I have

read, nor with my knowledge of the subject. I understand the

contents of each chapter in Hartridge, but after having read

the book through I do not have any more confidence in myself

than I had before I took it up. I do not know whether the

fault lies in <he book or myself. When I endeavor to formulate

an intelligent review of the whole subject, I am lost, and frequent

ly throw down my book impatiently, but why I do so I cannot

tell. What do you think is the trouble ? Any suggestions you

may offer will be appreciated."

We are of the opinion that you la< k system in your reading

and studies, and will endeavor to set you right.

In order to become a good optician you should be familar

with everything pertaining to :

ist. The trial and spectacle lenses.

2nd. The normal eye.

3rd. The defects of vision, their detection and correction

by glasses.

The trial and spectacle lenses are the instruments with

which the optician works. He should become thoroughly

familiar with them. He should know their composition, quality

shape and refraction. He should also know how they are

centered, numbered, neutralized, etc. Hartridge treats upon
this subject briefly in Chapter I., but if you will read the chapter

carefully, noting every word, you will find that the subject is

pretty well covered. Do not be satisfied with merely reading

the chapter, but take the lenses therein described and work
out the examples, repeating each illustration until you are per-

fectly familiar with them all.

After having mastered the lenses, turn your attention to the

anatomy and physiology of the normal eye, paying particular

attention to the accommodation and the acuteness of vision

(see Chap. II. and III.). Then follow the normal eye in its

course through the natural life of man. The near point of

vision begins to recede at the age of 10, the recession continu-

ing until 80 years of age. About 40 it has receded to 8 inches

from the eye. When it has reached this point presbyopia (old

sight) sets in (see Chap. IX.). Frequently during old age the

normal (now presbyopic) eyes undergo another change. The
crystaline lens instead of remaining perfectly transparent,

turns white or smoky in appearance, thus becoming opaque

(cataract) and preventing the light from passing into the eyes,

When the opacity is complete it may be removed by the

oculist. After the lens is removed by the oculist, or from any

other cause, the condition of the eye is known as aphakia

(absence of the lens) (see page 127).

The next step would be the consideration of the defects of

vision due to the abnormal condition of the eye. The most

common abnormal defect is far-sightedness, (hypermetropia),

which is due to the eye ball being too short or flattened from

before backwards, adapting vision for distant objects. This

defect is similar in many respects to presbyopia and aphakia,

and like them requires convex lenses for its correction (see

Chap. VI).

The second abnormal defect, near-sightedness (myopia)

receives attention in Chapter VII. This defect is due to th<

ball being too l<<>i;^ trom before backwards, rendering the vision

more suitable for near objects, as reading, etc.

Astigmatism, the third and last abnormal defect, in the

majority of rases is due to the anterior, 1 lear surface of the eye

(the cornea) being more convex from side to side than from

above downwards, or vice rcrui -. similai to the shape of the

bowl of a common teaspoon. This defect ma) be eithei

hypermetropic or myopic. Chaptei VIII. gives a ver) cleai

des< ription ol the deled, us diagnosis and < orrection

Occasionally we meet wiih persons suffering from a weak

.1 tin muscles of the eye (asthenopia). It tbeweakm

manifested when adjusting the Bight from distant to neai

obj'-< ts. isce ques. _*, August number I in Trader) it is termed

accommodative asthenopia. When the muscles win. h rotate the

eye in the various drrc< tions are involved, it is termed muscular
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asthenopia (see Chap. II. i. If muscular asthenopia continues

to increase, the muscles in many instances become paralized and

all control over them is lost. At this stage the eye will turn in

(convergent strabismus) or out (divergent strabismus) accord-

ing to which muscle is involved (see Chap. X.).

Chapter XII. contains cases illustrating the various defects,

their diagnosis and correction, and should be used as a refer-

ence for the student when reading the chapters on the defects.

Ifyou have an ophthalmoscope you will find Chapters IV.and

V. full of instruction regarding the manipulation of this valuable

little instrument in the diagnosis and correction of visual

.defects. Chapters IV. and V. should then be taken up im-

mediately after Chapter III. If you are not the happy possessor

of an ophthalmoscope it would be time wasted for you to try to

gain any practical knowledge from these chapters, and their study

should be deferred until you have access to one. The praises

of the ophthalmoscope cannot be sung too loud. It is the

most valuable instrument known for the detection and correction

of defective vision, although it is not calculated to take the

place of the indispensable case of trial lenses for the absolute

correction ot defective vision.

To review, the aspiring optician should have a complete

case of trial lenses, graduated test letters for estimating distant

and near vision, and the radiating lines for the detection of

astigmatism. With these alone he may become proficient and

be able to diagnose and correct any and a 'l visual defects ; but

should he also have an ophthalmoscope he will find his practice

much more pleasant, complete and satisfactory.

The student should study each subject in the following order

:

i st. The trial lenses.

2nd. The (a) Anatomy and (b) Physiology of the normal eye,

Presbyopia : id) Aphakia.

3rd. (a) riypermetropia ; (/') Myopia
;

(c) Astigmatism
;

Vsthmopia ; (e ) Strabismus.

4th. The Ophthalmoscope and its manipulation.

Selected Matter.
NOTED SHOPLIFTERS.

')!' want me to tell you some

yarns of shoplifting? Cer

tainly. Here on my record book

I have the name of an old

lady who kept a small shop >r

notion store in a town within

^23* a few miles of llo ton. I

"*T? (.night her one day in a Store

standing near a jewelry counter,

busily engaged in purloining

small articles of that nature I wondered where she was putting

it all until I managed to go a little 'loser, when I saw thai

had a picture rolled up and into one end of which she was put

ting the jewelry. A fine hiding plai e she had for it. too, as the

bottom was closed, and when I earched her I found eighty

bar different articles of jewelry, [a ked her what she

1 with it all, and she replied that she kept a little notion

I to [.!..' e the thing in hi t toi k.

" I had a doctor's wife and her si&tei from Lawrence on a

shoplifting case once. They were cool hands, too. They

in early in the morning, went to a half dozen different stores,

so that by noon they were pretty well loaded down. They

collected all their goods, took them into a large store and had

them checked, then went and ate their dinners, returning for

the goods in ti ion. 1 was waiting for them and arrested

them. This case made quite a stir, as they were prominent

people. It was carried to the Supreme Court, where they were

convicted. It cost them over $100 all told.

OWNED HOUSES.

"
I had a woman from Medford some time ago for 'lifting'

bags. This is a little different kind of work from the ordinary

shoplifting. A woman when examining goods naturally places

her handbag on the counter or on the floor, and a 'lifter' ot

this class makes a business of stealing these bags. I caught this

woman at it one day and arrested her. She pressed hard to

be released, but there had been one or two complaints a day

along about that time of hand-bags being stolen, so I held

her. .She was convicted, and since then an instance of a loss

of this nature is rare. This woman was comparatively ' well

off,' and owned several houses.

"They come from everywhere in the vicinity of Boston. I

caught a Taunton woman a short time ago, and had another

from Salem who stole a sailor suit to present to a little nephew

of hers down east. I had a woman recently who had been in

the country but a short time from England, and not long ago

captured a man and woman who were a pair of expert New
York operators on here on a little tour. The woman did the

work while the man acted as her shadow to see that no one

was folli iw ing her.

HER COACHMAN WAS NO JOKE.

'•
I tell you that you would be surprised to see some of the

people engaged in this business. A few weeks ago I arrested

a woman in one of the big dry goods stores, and when I had

lodged her in prison she asked me if I would not go back and

notify hei coachman who was waiting for her at the door. I

thought slu- was trying to fool me, but there was her coachman

waiting for her when 1 went back. She was bailed out by her

husband and defaulted. Thai woman lives in a $75,000 brown

stone front on Beacon street, and the reason that she stooped

to this kind of work was because her husband was too mean to

allow her sufficient money. When she was arrested all the

money she
]

: was a solitary quarter of a dollar.

"Anoth n this line is that of a Sunday school lea< hei

from a neighboring town. She had read so much about shop

lifters that it tinned her brain and she resolved to try it, so she

came in, 1 lot of stuff without detection, and embold
ened by success came again and was caught. I caught a

handsomi .1 well appearing young woman
luated from the English High School and was

married to a pro • ig merchant she had tried it

successfully several times before 1 (aught her, and then she

( onfessi '1 thai she had be< ome rei kless with being undetected,

[lad that she 1 in if she had mil

she <le( land that she did not know where she would have been

IIOW a lit lined M)t\ happs Woinaf.

lives i h End 1 mothei and dau
who worked almost entirely on < l".iks, and I reraeml

milliner who kept a shop and usi d to stow feathers, et< , in .1

ill) prepared between the lining "I

hei dn
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TESTING CHRONOMETERS AT THE U.

NAVAL OBSERVATORY.

By Lieut. Hiero Taylor, U. S. Navy.

(IN ( HARGEOF I HE GOVERNMJ N I I I Ml SERVICE.)

<j—Gas pipe.

^—Shelf.

c—Magnet.

d— I.ever attached to

armature.

e—Automatic valve.

HE U. S. Naval Observatory, at

Washington, D. C, is the depot

for chronometers used in the

navy. Repaired chronometers

are sent to the Observatory to

be tested, and those instruments

whose performance is satisfac-

tory, are held ready for issue to

ships as they are needed, while those performing un-

satisfactorily are returned to the makers for further

rep.nr>. Competitive tests of new chronometers were

inaugurated a few years ago, and are held when the Govern-

ment desires to purchase chronometers. Only those of American

manufacture are allowed to compete, the Government buying

the best and paying from $225 to $350 apiece for them, the

amount paid for a chronometer being determined by its per

formance during the test.

It has been found that the variations of chronometer's r.iies

GAS VAI.VE AND CONTROLLING MAGNET.

with varying success, to adjust their chronometer so that its rates

will change but little as the temperature, rising or falling, changes
from the temperature of compensation. The tests at the

Observatory show how they have succeeded in their efforts to

attain these two objects.

The first part of the test is made at fixed temperatures in the
are due mainly 10 changes of temperature room, which has been especially fitted up for that
temperature. The condition of purpose. The room is but little exposed to the sun, and is

the atmosphere with reference to

humidity may influence the rates,

but careful experiments have fail-

ed to develop any law for varia-

tions in this case. There is no

certainty as to how any particular

chronometer will be affected from

a change of humidity ; of two

chronometers one

may gain and the

other lose, but in any

event the change of

rate from this cause

will be very small.

With reference to

temperature,

however, it is

different. It

ha s been found

from a ' .ireful

consideration

of the tempera-

IHI RlfOS I VI ANN ( ONDEN
ture records sent in by our ships from all parts of the world,

that the average temperature of < hronometers has been a fra< lion

over 69" Fah. In consequence, chronometer makers try to

compensate their chronometers so that they shall have their

greatest gaining rate at or near 69 Fah. The temperature a)

which the chronometer has its greatest gaining rate is called

the temperature of compensation. The makers also endeavor,

VALVl (

•' SIZI •)

constructed after the manner of refrigerators, having treble

floors, walls and ceilings, with intervening spaces, The outer

space 1- filled with a material thai is a non-conductoi oi heat,

and the inner one is kit .is an .ur Bpai e. A bow tin 1 1 is a

chamber bo arranged that warm air rising from the

room and passing through the chambei led and returns

to the lower pari of the room, The rapidity ol tins < in ulation
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through the room and ice chamber is regulated by changing is shown by a hair hygrometer; the mean condition is obtained

the sue of the opening between them. The room is heated by from frequent readings of wet and dry bulb thermometers,

the circulation of hot water through pipes on three of its sides, When chronometers are to be tested, the room is made ready

The water is heated outside the room by a gas stove, whose for them, and they are placed on a table in the centre of the

supply of gas is controlled by a thermostat in the room. room in company with the thermometers and thermostat. They

The thermostat is a glass tube- -similar to a thermometer remain in their boxes, but the lids of the latter are removed,

tube, but larger—with a very large bulb so that a small varia- The temperature of the room is brought to 45 Fah., and is

tion in the temperature causes a comparatively large rise or fall kept at that degree for one week. Then the temperature is

of the mercury in the tube. The instrument is in the circuit raised, degree by degree, until it reaches 55 ;
after one week

of a single cell battery, the current flowing through the mer at 55 it is raised again, this time to 70 . After the period at

cuiy. The lower connection with the mercury is by a wire 70 the temperature is 85° and then 90 , which is the highest

fused into the bulb; andthe upperthrough a second wire inserted temperature used. After one week at 90° the temperature is

into the upper end of thetube which, RATE,CURvE FOR TEMPERATURE.
unlike the thermometer, is open. By /£ <J / Dm, /^<t^/J.^

entering or withdrawing the upper '"

wire the temperature of the room

may be changed. In practice the

end of the wire is placed at the mark

on the tube which indicates the

temperature desired. If the tempera-

ture of the room rises above this

point themercury comes into contact

with the wireand the circuit is closed,

closing in turn a second circuit

—

eight cells—whose current flows

through the coils of an electro-ma-

net and draws down its armature,

which, being attached to the lever

of the gas valve thus shuts off the

flow of gas to the stove until the

temperature has fallen enough to

•allow the mercury in the thermostat

to separate from the wire. Then, of

course, the two circuits are opened

and the lever of the gas valve being

released is forced back by a spring;

the gas once more flows to the stove

where it is ignited by a small jet

which burns constantly. In this

manner the temperature of the room

and falls within very small

limits above and below the tempera,

ture to be maintained. The range A ... ., , ,,.,. {,0 i,y^a£
is from 0.5 to 1. 5 above and below -* ^7 ' ~".'°e

I he mean temperature of the room

jrded by a chronometric ther- j„

leter, i. e
,
a chronometer with a plain steel balance, whose lowered successively to 85 , 70

, 55 and .15 , being allowed to

change of rate for a cha degree of temperature has remain one week at each. The chronometers are compared
fully determined by experiment. daily with the standard mean tun.- clock, whose face 'an, be

The hygrometri< condition is regulated so that the humidity seen from the room. This test gives one rate for 90 and two

•ball be near 70 per cent, throughout the trial. At the lower for each of the other temperatures. In the competition the

temperatures it is necessary to place unslacked lime in the

room to absorb the 1 .! moisture while at the higher

eratures a deficiency of moisture is avoided by placing in

the room pans of water and dampened cloths. Great care is

I to prevent any sudden enli mall

window is quadruple and the door double, so that in entering

the outer door may be opened and closed before the mnci

is opened. Any sudden change in the hygrometri< condition

means are used, thus reducing them to the 90" period and

eliminating tin- effect of tune upon the rates.

After the second period at 45 is ended the chronometers

are removed to the elnonoineter room where they are subjee ted

to the natural conditions of the atmosphere as to temperature

and humidity. They are here compared daily for twelve weeks .

a daily record of the mean temperature and humidity is also

made. After this they are subjected to tests foi polarity "I
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balance, and any chronometer which shows this quality is at

once rejected. Tests for position are also made by m( lining

the chronometer in different directions.

The formula used in determiningthe value of the chronometer

is based upon the assumption that the change of rate from the

rate at the temperature of compensation is proportional to the

square of the change in temperature from that of compensation.

Ample experience has shown that practically this assumption is

true. Expressed in the form of an equation the formula is :

rn = r + Z(0— 9H)* t

in which r„ and r represent the rates at the given temperature

and the temperature of compensation represented respectively

by 0„ and 0. Z represents the

change of rate for a change of

one degree from the temperature

of compensation. When the trial

begins 0, r and Zare, of course,

unknown, but the tests show three

rates (represented by <r, b and c)

for three different temperatures

^presented by d, e and/), which,

substituted in the above equa-

tion, give three expressions from

which 0, Z, and r may be com-

puted, viz.:

(b-e) (J*-e*)—(a-6) ('*-/*)

i[(a—b) (d-e) {b—c) e—d)]'

a—b

factor for deviation is made up of two parts (69' 0) and /. The

latter is taken according to the value of Z from the following

table :

p z> z<

0.0625
0.125
0.25

.00000

0.00025
O.OOC50

0.00025
0.00050
O.OOIOO

After which for each increase of 0.00050 in the limits of Z,

there is a corresponding increase of o. 125 in the value of/.

. CURVE rUrt TEMPERATURE
Date v7t*-T-X/2. iflfltf

z=
*o- a-iP-d)

ro = A-Z(0-d)>.

In practice 55, 70 and 85°

with their corresponding rates are

the temperatures used in this part

of the computation.

The results of the test in the

temperature room are represented

graphically in a curve from which

the rate for any temperature may

be easily taken. Using the first

equation, the rates for every five

es from 45 to 90 are com-

puted and then plotted on a sheet

of profile paper and a fair curve

drawn through them. The mean

daily rate for each week of the

whole trial is also plotted on the sheet. These rates rarely

fall upon the curve, and the amount they vary from it is

measured in each case. These variations complete the data

for the computation of the value of the chronometers, or, in

other words, for the computation of their trial numbers. The

formulaforthetrial number is purely empiru al, but it is believed

that it covers all the points that should be considered in de-

termining the relative merits of < hronomi

It is

Trial number -/ (69 0) + (loooz)' + 100/; f («+
2 »)'.

The importance of having 69 for the temperature of com

pensation obviously changes with the value of Z, so that the

Trntp ' / ^,'rt/:/Ti '*r^' O 3\J iJ

I',.,. :l4S OJ -t iJSXj
Tmmp wnjtanM - - - -~-0 coZ/i
I .>r/1>nrrU of anis> • *L—

In. civmje 01 < Ann/'*',, tr

The next term (iooos) 2
, needs no explanation. In the

third term V„ is the mean of the variations of the rates in

the temperature room from the curve giving those for 45" and

90*, only one third the weight the others have. In other words,

ir + it V + V + V ) + V
21

?>[V\:,+ V ." I V ..)+*"'«,

21

In the last term the factor m is the difference between the

greatest and the least variations during the twelve weeks the

chronometers are m the chronometer room ; it the pomts fall

on opposite sides of the < urve, m becomes the arithmetic al sum

of the greatest minus and the greatest plus variation- fh<
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second factor, //, is the greatest difference of variations for two

successive weeks while in the chronometer room.

The remarkable progress in the manufacture of chronometers

cannot be more aptly illustrated than by a consideration of

the curves of Nos 1657 and 1741 depicted in this article. The

former is a chronometer of recent manufacture by a well-known

New York firm : the latter is an old one made in England.

No. 1657 is very near perfection. It is slightly over compensated,

and its temperature of compensation is rather low, but as its '/,

is so exceedingly small, these defects are of little consequence.

The fact that on no point on the curve does the rate exceed

0.15 sec. is worthy of notice. In the case of No. 1741 the

temperature of compensation is 2 1° below what it should be>

and its '/, is large ; so small changes in temperature cause large

changes in its rate, which is large at most temperatures.

Manifestly these curves are of great value to the navigator,

for they show him at a glance the effect of changes of tempera-

ture. Formerly it was the custom to determine the rate before

leaving port, and to use the rate for the passage, no attention

being paid to changes of temperature. A further consideration

of the curve of 1741 will point out forcibly the inexactness of

such work. In mid-winter at New York with a temperature of

45
' the rate of 1 74 1 would be 4- 1.95 sec. If the chronometer

were used on a ship making a twenty-five day passage to Brazil,

its average temperature would be about 80°. Its rate (see

curve) for this temperature is—o. 16 sec, or a change of 2.1 1 sec.

from the one determined at New York. The error in the ship's

position would increase from day to day until it reached nearly

13 nautical miles at the end of the passage. Fortunately the

effect of changes of temperature are now so well understood

that the rate determined before leaving port is used only to

determine how much the chronometer's rate has changed from

the curve rate. This change becomes a constant, to be applied

to the curve rates. For instance if at 45° the rate of No. 1 74

1

is found to be + 2.10 sec, instead of + 1.95 sec as shown by

the curve, +0.15 sec. will be the constant, and the rate at 8o°

will be—0.01 sec, instead of—o. 16 sec. The mission of the

curve does not end with its service at sea. During the cruise

the navigator plots the rates he has determined from time to time

upon it, and when the chronometer is returned it is sent with its

curve tothe maker for repairs. Thus the makers have before them

a graphic history of the performance of the chronometer since

it left their hands three or four years before. The information

thus laid before them aids them in determining what is needed

to improve the < hronomet<

It is scarcely necessary to speak of the (are and patience

required to successfully carry out the testa above enumerated,

nor of the great amount of labor involved in deriving from

them the final results. In this connection it may not be out of

place to say that the Observatory is under many obligations to

1. S. & J. D. Negus, John Miss & Co. and Wm. Bond
n„ lor their hearty CO-operation in this woik.

In conclusion it may be laid that the system developed at

Observatory has proved so satisfactory to the Government
that it is not likely to buy any chronometers without a com
petitive trial, nor any but those oi American manufacture, if

lor no other reason than that our leading makers are producing

instruments equal to and even better than the best produced
broad.- / r/ar.

AN INTERESTING CLOCK.

IN
the window of a German jeweler

on Court street, Brooklyn, there

stands a brass clock not more than

ten inches high. The passer-by who

looks through the window sees under

the clock, which is supported by four

polished columns, a small brass plat-

form, balanced to a nicety on two

pivots in the middle, like an ordinary

see-saw. A groove cut into the sur-

face of the brass runs zigzag from one

end to the other, and on the path so

made a polished steel ball, no larger

than a bullet, runs unceasingly. When

the ball has travelled from one end of

the platform to the other, zigzagging from side to side, it strikes

a thin steel wire which hangs from above, and in an instant the

platfoim is tilted up at that end and the little ball, impelled by

the force of gravity, starts back again. At the other end it

comes in contact with another wire, and up goes the platform

once more. Sometimes a big crowd stand around the window

intent on the little sphere, the mystery of which they find it hard

to solve.

F. T. Kraft, who runs the store, has followed his trade for

many years. One day six years ago Kraft was going down

Broadway when he saw a clock in a jeweler's window with the

same device. He stood for an hour in front of the glass watch-

ing it and trying solve the problem of its construction. The

proprietor of the store told him the clock had been made in

Fngland twenty five years before, and was the only one of its

kind in existence. Mr. Kraft's request to have a look at the

mechanism was met with a refusal, and he went off with the

determination to study it out for himself. He worked at it six

months during his odd hours and finally triumphed. Then he

was surprised to find how simple the idea was after all, although

he found the greatest delicacy necessary in carrying it out.

Mt. Kraft took the clock from its shelf in the window to

explain its mechanism to the reporter. The two mysterious

wires which the ball strikes against at the end of each trip are

fastened above to a long rod From the upper side of this rod

runs a strip of steel, which rests against one of the four pins on

an escapement wheel in the works. When the ball strikes the

wire it releases this wheel, which makes a quarter of a revolution

to the next pin. On the same axis is a cog wheel whose teeth

fit into another of half the circumference. The smallei wheel

makes a half revolution while the othei is making .1 quarter.

To the axis of this wheel is fastened a rod, whi( h is attached at

its other end to the platfoim, whu h is pulled up 01 down ac-

cording to the wire which the ball strikes.

It was in the manufacture of the ball itself that Mr. Kraft

had the most difficulty. It had to I"- .1 perfect sphere to work

properly, and it was turned down bit by bit to the proper size.

A little guard rail is pla< ed at 1 .n h angle ol the groove, so that

the ball will not jump off. It takes the ball just live seconds

to make the trip, a hall second from ea< h section ol the
|
roove.

The platform acts upon a pendulum with a live Second B?

The device is only intei is a novelty, as il sua
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6 SIZE. 6 SIZE.

GOLD JOINTS & BEARINGS \_
'V*

18 SIZE.

BEST FILLED CASE IN THE WORLD
FOB THE MONEY.

The American Watch Case Company of Toronto ask the attention of the Jewelers

of Canada to their line of Hunting Gold-Filled Cases, now in the hands of the Jobbing

Trade.

These Cases are made in 10k. and 14k. quality, and every one of them has SOLID
GOLD BOW, CROWN, THUMB PIECES, JOINTS AND BEARINGS, and is guaranteed to

be the best value Watch Case in the world for the money.

They are equal to Solid Gold Cases in workmanship and finish, and are fully

guaranteed by the American Watch Case Co., no matter by whom sold.

All of these Cases bear one of the following Trade Marks, according to quality.

14k. Hunting, 18 Size

14k. Hunting, 6 Size

Are Stamped

"CASHIER"
"\ Are Stamped

10k. Hunting, 18 Size "FORTUNE"

10k. Hunting, 6 Size

These Cases are made of Filled Stock where Filled will wear equal to Gold, and

of Solid Gold everywhere else. If you want to build up a reputation for selling first-

class goods at moderate prices, handle the Cases made and guaranteed by

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.
67 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.
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ceptible to changes in the weather than the pendulum clock,

and has to be regulated frequently.

It is interesting to figure out the distance which the in-

dustrious little ball travels from day to day. Every second it

runs 4 2-5 inches, or 22 feet a minute. This is a quarter of a

mile an hour, or six miles a day, or 180 miles a month or

2,160 miles a year—over 11,000,000 feet. Since the clock

first started the ball has travelled a distance equal to nearly

three-fifths of the way around the globe. In that time it has

not been worn to any perceptible degree, although the brass

surface on which it runs has been ground off considerably.

" I have had lots of offers for this clock,'' said the old

jeweler, as he put it back on its shelf, " but I wouldn't sell it

for any price. It was a pleasure to work out the principle of

the thing, but you couldn't get me to make another one of

them for a good deal."

—

New York Sun.

ONE OF THOSE CLUB WATCHES.

I ID you see a man with a red morocco hand-satchel

pass a few minutes ago? ' asked an excited individual

one day last week of a Chicago, 111., policeman who

stood near the Canal street Union Depot.

" A fellow with a light suit and brown hat, small, light

mustache and light complexion ; rather tall?" the officer in-

quired.

" Yes, Yes ; that's the scoundrel. Tell me quirk which

way he went?''

• Well, sir." answered the officer, " I saw him jump into a

cab, and tell the driver to take him as fast as his horse could

travel to State and Monroe streets."

" He's fooled me again," sighed the excited individual, as

he mopped the perspiration from his forehead. " That fellow

stuck me on one of those $38 gold watches, and if I ever lay

hands on him again I'll kill him. Just as sure as I am standing

here I'll murder him. I keep a bakery on West .Madison street.

and one day last summer this watch agent came into my place

and persuaded me to join a club with thirty-eight people in it.

Each man was to pay $1 a week, and there was a watch to be

drawn every Monday night. He showed me one of the wat<

and I must say that no one but an expert could tell it from a

solid gold one.

'• My wife told me there was some trick about it, but the

agent was such an oily-tongued fellow that I joined the < lub and

paid the first installment. I paid in $38 without drawing a

watch, and then one was given to me according to contract.

Here it is. Look at it ! That's what I got for my $38. The

day it was delivered to me it looked nice and shiny but after I

had carried it a week it began to turn black. It either gains

or loses three hours a day, just as it takes a notion. My trade

has dropped off over half, and I am fully convinced that it is

due to the watch. If I want to know what time it 19 IN

to go into the barber shop next door, and my wife teases the

life out of me.

"The second day after I got the watch my horse died, and

I am not feeling very well myself. If I buy a pint of milk in

the morning it sours before noon, and I can't make lemon

cream pie like I used to. The frosting goes ba< k on me, and

I know it's on account of that $38 watch. I threw it away four

or five times, but it is always picked up and returned to me.

Once I threw it in the river. The next day a dredge scooped it

out, and one of the men working on the dredge brought it up

to my house that night. If this thing continues much longer

I will certainly go crazy. I have chased that agent all over

Chicago and if I ever catch him he'll never sell any more $38

watches."

—

Jetveler* Weekly.

DEATH FORETOLD BY A CLOCK.

WE have not exactly a banshee in our family, who
foretells by her wailing an approaching death," said

a Boston lady to a writer yesterday, " but we have

had mysterious warning of such given us time and time again

by an old clock, which has been in our family for the last 120

years. The works were ruined by a shot fired by a British

soldier during the revolutionary war at my great grandfather,

which shot, passing entirely through his body, killed him

instantly, and then broke the glass door, penetrating the works

and stopping them forever, for, though innumerable attempts

have been made to repair them, it seemed that some unknown

power kept the clock silent except when death flapped his

black wings over the household ; so it was banished to the garret.

"The first instance of its warning was when my grandfather

died. He had been very ill, but the physicians had at last

pronounced him out of danger and his family were just con-

gratulating themselves on this news when the loud tones of a

clock striking twelve, slowly and solemnly, like the tolling of a

bell was heard. ' Why, what is that ?' said my grandmother.

There was but one other clock in the house, which was in full

view, so it was evident that it was not that one. ' It is my
father's clock,' said her husband, ' it has struck the close of my
day' ; and before they could reach him he was dead, just as the

last stroke died away.

" This occurrence was repeated when my grandmother her-

self lay dying. The old clock struck twelve just as she drew

her last breath, and my father, at last believing that there was

something supernatural in the affair, had the old works removed,

leaving only the hollow case ; but a few years after, when my
brother was brought home dangerously wounded after the battle

of Chancellorsville, the long, slow, solemn tones of the old

clock was heard as before, and poor Icon's life went out as they

died on the air. They struck for my father and for my little child,

who died last year. The clo< k warned me, too, when my sister

died in Japan. I had just got a letter from her, in which she-

had spoken of feeling very well, when 1 heard the old clock

which was in a remote storeroom, strike so rapidly that the

notes almost mingled, and then began slowly to strike, another

twelve strokes. ' M\ sister is dead,' I said to my husband,

' and has died very suddenly, hut who the other strokes are lor

I cannot imagine.' My husband tried to reason and then to

ridicule the idea, but I mourned lor m\ sister as earnestly as

though I had seen her die, and when, as I knew I should, I

heard the news of her sudden death, 1 found it had taken place-

on the same clay and at the same hour as that on which

the clock struck, allowing foi the difference <>i time between

[apan and boston. Her baby, a few hours old, died a few

minutes aftei the mothei •JnveltH A
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New Goods
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For the coming' Fall Trade we have made extra
exertions to secure some

NEW AND TASTY GOODS
and for that purpose ENGLAND, FRANCE, GERMANY

and the UNITED STATES have been visited,
and we have been successful.

OUR FALL STOCK HAS ARRIVED
and when our Travellers call on you they will show you

grand value for your money, and goods that
will sell at sight. Do not buy until you

see what we have to offer.

IN AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES
@_ "WE TJB^JXD. ®L

A complete line of Association Movements, Filled and
Silver Cases as low as the lowest. Gold Cases

all sizes and designs.

WE HAVE SPECIALTIES—TRY THEM.
"Albo" Silver Goods, Registered, (we are sole agents for

Canada) "white as silver and guaranteed
to wear white throughout."

"L. B. Silveride," O.F., Key Case. The best Case in the world.

5,000 just received.

"L. Bros." & "L. B. H." Standard Rolled Plate Chains.

Al Spectacles, Registered. The cheapest and best spec-

tacle in the market.

The choicest stock of French Marble and Mexican
Onyx Clocks ever imported into Canada, and our

usual complete line of American Clocks.
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Sole Agents in the Dominion af Canada for the Celebrated Window Fronts

and Shop Fixtures of F. SAGE &CO.oFLONDON,ENO.
• •• •

CATALOGUES AND ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING &

WINDOjAWniN^UPPU^
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QUAINT AND CURIOUS.

E observed thiee

men hanging to a

tall tree by their

heels. Upon inquir-

ing the cause of

their punishment I

found that they had
all, when alive, de-

ceived their friends

by describing things

they had never seen

and by relating

events that had
never happened.
This gave me no
concern, as I have

ever confined myself
to facts."—Baron
Munchausen.

As the redoubt-

able Baron Mun-

chausen found it

necessary to carry

his readers into

space to tell them

of the marvels of

the earth, so the " Truthful Jameses " of the daily press lead us

out of the trade to describe the miracles of clockmaking. One
of them writes :

" Mr. Darius L. Goff, of 1'awtucket, R. I., has a remarkable

clock. It is an old-style tall clock, and occupies a position in

the front hall of Mr. Goff's residence, where it regulates the

entire household. The clock never requires winding, the front

door of the house, as it is opened and shut during the day.

performing that work. Within the dial is an ingenious mech-

anism by which the light in the front hall is turned up as dark-

ness approaches, and again is lowered as the orthodox bed time

draws nigh. As morning dawns, and it is time the servants

bestirred themselves, the faithful clock rings a bell in the back

hall, summoning them to their daily labors. An hour later a

bell in the front hall warns the family that it is time to rise, and

a half-hour later still another peal of the bell summons them to

breakfast. Besides these arrangements the clock is connected

with another in Mr. Gofl sleeping room, whereby the two are

struck simultaneously. There is in theoffice also a thermometer,

so arranged that a bell is rung when the temperature of the

room is above or below a certain point."

Another unfolds a still more marvellous tale. It is a cloi k

belonging to a native prince of Upper India and jealously

guarded as the rarest treasure of his luxurious palace " In

front of the (lock's disk was a gong, swung upon poles, ami

near it was a pile of artificial human limbs. The pile was on

U|> of the full number of parts of twelve perfect bodies, but all

lay heaped together in seeming confusion. Whenever the

hands of the clock indicated the hour of one, out from the pile

crawled just the number of parts needed to form the dame of

one man, part joining itself to part with quirk metallic ( li< k
;

and, when completed, the figure sprang up, seized a mallet, and,

walking up to the gong, struck one blow thai sent tin- sound

pealing through every room and corridor of that stately palace.

This done he returned to the pile and fell to pieces again.

When two o'clock came, two men arose and did likewise ; and

so through all the hours, the number of figures being the same

as the number of the hour, till at noon and midnight the entire

heap sprang up, and marching to the gong, struck one after

another each his blow, and then fell to pieces."

—

Jeweler?

Weekly.

MARKED CHANGES IN WATCHES, IN

STYLES AND PRICES.

O YOU see this old watch ? " said a watchmaker the

other day. He held up an article that looked more

like a mantle clock, and proceeded to open it up.

By some twist of the thumb that only a watchmaker knows, he

opened the outer case and it looked much like the shell of a

cocoanut. The interior portion resembled the kernel. The

thumbnail got to work again and the glass face was raised.

Again the thumbnail acted, and the works were turned out on

a hinge, and they looked big and course enough to run a roll-

ing mill.

" That watch doesn't look as though it was worth much "

continued the watchmaker, " and yet its owner, who was in

here a fsw moments ago, said he must have it fixed at any price.

I found a couple of pivots broken, several teeth bent and other

damages. I told him it would cost $4. 'Fix it up' he said,

' I don't care if it costs $10 to fix it. That watch belongs to

my father. He has had it for many years, long before I was

born. I don't think it could keep time enough for a pawn-

broker, yet he wants it fixed and it must be done."

" Now," continued the watchmaker, " that is a very old

style of watch. He could buy a far better one for the price he

would have to pay for repairing it, and one that would be much
more suitable, too. It is a burden to carry such a watch. But

men liked them when they plowed, hammered around among

trees, fell into rivers, etc. This old watch survives such mishaps,

though it doesn't keep decent time. It can't. Its machinery

is too rough and old to keep good time.

" \'es, there has been a great change in the style of watches.

\ ears ago big watches with all the flowering that could be got

on the cases were the Style Then came the opposite, and plain

w lt( lies were the demand. The lady's watch came, a neat,

delicate little thing, and then the men thought the little watches

were the n, phis ultra. And the jeweler began to bedeck the

with pearls and other stones, and the articles brought big

Alter a time the neat silver watch began to get its

hooks in, and it was all the u
" 1'rn es for \vat< hes have fallen remarkably 111 the past ten

\ears. I rciin inber when the people paid $250 and $300 for

a hunting 1 ase gold watch that you 111. t\ now get fol $50 01

and sometimes t"i less, ["he change in price is due to the

fact that the makers, altci a lime, found that they COUld make

much cheapei than they had been doing. The v.

were made much cheaper by the use of machinery, and, of

course, the price tell, bem- helped along by Competition

> ( 'ireular.
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THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

KEEP YOUR EYE OH DUR REGISTERED TIDE

CAUTION.

As some misapprehension seems to exist amongst

the retail trade regarding the Watch Case Factories of

Toronto, and their products, we deem it but fair to our-

selves and the jobbers who handle our cases, that they

should be placed in the hands of the trade distinctly

upon their own merits as the product of the American

Watch Case Company, which has always been sold

exclusively to the legitimate jewelry trade.

Every retailer is aware that there is now more than

one company manufacturing watch cases in Toronto.

As the product of these factories is commonly
spoken of as "Toronto Cases," it will be readily seen that

a false impression may unknowingly be conveyed by a

salesman selling these goods, and it is to correct this that

we make the following announcement

:

EVERY Gold Filled Case made by our Company
bears our registered trade mark of "A Winged Wheel,"

and every Gold or Silver Case madq by us bears our

registered trade mark of " A Maltese Cross."

An experience of five years has satisfied the jewelry

trade of Canada that every case bearing one of our trade

marks, is just what it is represented to be and nothing

else. The Company therefore respectfully ask the trade

when they are buying watch cases to examine the stamps

thoroughly, and see that they bear one of our trade

marks as shown herewith, as they absolutely refuse to

guarantee any case which is not so stamped.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.,

67 Adelaide Street West,

TO-RO/NTO.

When you purchase a Gold Filled Case examine

it carefully and see that it bears our Trade

Mark of a " Winged Wheel." We guarantee

no others.

When you purchase an 18 K. Gold Case

examine it thoroughly and see that it

bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

no other.

Every 14 K Gold Case made by the

CEES9 A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

F^l Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-

antee no other.

PB Our " Lion " Gold Cases are universally

^j admitted to be the- best cheap Gold Case

&fbzyb ever made. None are genuine without

Q£J this Trade Mark. Look for it.

9

With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

Case we manufacture bears this Trade

Mark. No others equal them in quality.

If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

i^M/i
Our " Premier " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

1 Dust Proof Case is the cheapest and best

in the world. You are perfectly safe in

guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

(>7 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.

LOOK FOB OUR STAMP IN EVERY CASE OF
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ROMANCE OF A DIAMOND.

YKRY curious case has been

exercising the authorities at the

Cape, says the Pall Mall Gazette-

In accordance with the law,

which regards as stolen every

diamond which a man sells or

has in his possession unless its

origin and pedigree are registered

at the detective department, a

man brought up for registration

the other day a large diamond,

worth some thousands of pounds,

which had, he alleged, been given to him long ago by his sweet-

heart. His story was that a certain lady, still living, and now

the wife of another man, had found the stone and sent it to

him fifteen or twenty years ago, inclosed along with a feather in

a letter, beting him to accept it as a keepsake. The faithful

lover had kept it all this time, he said, but now being hard up

wished to sell it. He demanded, accordingly that the detective

department should supply him with a permit. The detectives

communicated with the lady. She, however, being a married

woman, seemed in no way anxious to have a foolish romance

of her callow youth revived, and professed to have no memory

of any such transaction. Thereupon the mother of the claim-

ant rummaged about and discovered the original autograph

letter, feather and all. There it lies at the detective office—

a

faded relic of a sentiment long ago. It is a composition per-

vaded by as little wisdom as is usual in such things ; but acci-

dent has attached to it a value more substantial than any,

perhaps, which the recipient put upon it " when we two parted

in silence and tears." The latest news says the authorities

believe the story, that the genuineness of-the whole affair is in

a fair way to be established, and that the happy owner will soon

be enriched by the proceeds of a diamond which has so strange

a history.

CULLED FROM OUR U. S. EXCHANGES.

als have good appetites. It is calculated that 4,000,000

pounds of fish a day are required to feed the fair seal that the

United States want to protect.

An invention by which writing can be transferred from

paper to iron is the work of a Boston man, who has invented a

hard ink with which he writes (backwards 1 upon ordinary paper.

The paper is pla< ed in a mould, melted iron is poured in, and

when the hardened iron is removed it is found that while the

heat burned away the paper, it did not affe< t the ink, but left

the impression of the writing moulded into the iron. Tins tl is

ry was made by noticing one day that the printing on an

ordinary handbill that by accident had fallen into the mould

was faintly transferred in this way.

A public sale of the factory of the Aurora Wat* h ( 'ompany

by the Master in Chamciy has been advertised. The people

of Aurora have not yet despaired, but hope that the purchaser

will continue the business in that c ity.

Several seizures of jewelry were made last month by the

New York custom house authorities, the most notable being

jewelry which is said to have been intended for Miss Fay

Templeton, the actiess. This property, which is valued at

$8,000, was found in the possession of Henry Hershy, a

passenger on LaNormandie
%
who, when taken before Cni ted States

Commissioner Shields, stated that he is the valet of Howell

Osborn and had been sent to this country to deliver the jewelry

to the actress. The valet was committed to jail in default of

$5,000 bail.

Last week Judge Blodgett, or Chicago, rendered a decision

in the suits of the Elgin National Watch Company and the

American Waltham Watch Company against the Aurora Watch

Company for infiingement of patents in favor of the plaintiffs.

The Court granted an injunction restraining the defendants

from again infringing upon the patents in controversy. It is

stated that suits will at once be instituted against other watch

companies which are violating the rights of the Elgin and Wal.

tham Companies.

The Waterbury Watch Co. have prepared an immense

quantity of neat memorandum books, which they intend to send

free of cost, in packages of 100 each to any retail watch dealer

who sends a request. A blank space is left upon the last

cover page of the books for the address of the dealer distribut

ing them. This is an admirable advertising conceit, and every

dealer should take advantage of the offer.

On the afternoon of Wednesday, August 15th, Royal E.

Robbins, Treasurer of the American Waltham Watch Company,

ran an excursion from Waltham to Nantasket Beach for the

entertainment of such of the G. A. R. excursionists to Boston

as are connected with the Elgin National Watch Company.

When Treasurer Robbins heard of the presence of a large

number of Elgin people he expressed a desire to provide- an

entertainment at his own expense and arranged this excursion

and a banquet at the Arlington Hotel, at Nantasket. Mr.

Robbins also generously provided attractive badges and neat

menu cards. The Elgin excursionists numbered 112 persons.

According to Assignee Evans, all the ex-hands of the

Aurora watch factory, with the exception of a half dozen or so,

have been paid off. He says that the banks have disposed of

all the watch movements they held as security, though they

still have a claim of about $15,000 against the company.

I'enniman & Duke, jewelers of San Iiancisco, Cal., have

made a five yeais' contract to take the entire product of the

Otay watch factory and report large sales of the " Golden ( rate

and "Native Sims" movements.

'1 he National gymnasium just completed at Elgin, III., for

the especial benefit of the watch factory people, is .1 model of

completeness Professor Everett, an athlete of experience, has

( harge of the establishment. I lie lees are $10 per annum foi

men, ar.d $8 for women. During evenings the gymnasium is

for the exclusive use of watchmakers, but all who are interested

in physical culture in Elgin may use the rooms (hum- the <l.i\

by paying the annual fees. One hundred and fifty names are

now on the membership roll.

The annual meeting of the sttx Itholders ol the Seth Thomas

Clock Company was held on July 10, at Thomaston, Conn.,

and the offi» ers lor the ensuing year were elected as folio

Aaron Thomas, President : William T. Woodiutt, Vice Presi
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Coaipete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X 2 WIRE CHUCK.

Al our Chucks are stamped " Moseley" on the face and warranted.

Cvut of C2wa.cl£S F"-va01 Size.

Note.—The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up

for the difference in price, should there be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,

MARTIN'S GENEVA MAINSPRING

This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada Send

for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 1 8 Size, - $i 25
" for Swiss Watches, all sizes, - 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Wateh Materials of all Kinds,

NO- 14 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.

Send to H. EIvIvIS 7 F^

WHOLESALE JEWELER,

14- WELLI/NGTO/N STREET WEST,
for a selection package of new goods.
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dent; L. S. Parson, Secretary ; Seth E. Thomas, Treasurer;

A. J. Hine, Assistant Treasurer.

The Lancaster Watch Company is now under the surveil-

lance of the court, and is bonded for $306,000. The liabilities

are about $90,000. D. Ramsay Patterson, of Philadelphia,

has appointed his attorney, H. B. Swarr, assignee of the Key-

stone, while numbers of the stockholders ask for the appoint-

ment of a receiver to supplant the assignee. The employees

who filed liens for wages due last spring have received the full

amount, $3,093. Things with the stockholders are still at

stress.

FROM ENGLISH EXCHANGES.

Theft from Messrs. P.s Mbert Arthur Cheshire,

17, .of 70 Royal Road, Kennington Park, was charged last

month with stealing eight gold and silver watches, the property

of Messrs. Benson, jewelers and watch manufacturers, Ludgate

Hill. The prisoner was junior clerk in the employ of the

prosecutors, and nine watches were missed by Mr. Poulter.

They belonged to customers. Afterwards the prisoner voluntar-

ily went to Mr. Poulter and asked that he might have an inter-

view with the chief manager. He then admitted to that

gentleman that he had stolen the watches, and he gave up the

pledge tickets. The alderman remanded the prisoner for

inquiries.

Thk matters in dispute between Messrs. Hutton <S: Sons

and their workmen of the hollow ware department still remain

unadjusted. The men, backed by the Stampers' Union, still

maintain an attitude of hostility to the new price list. It is a

remarkable fact that, although this union has been in existence

for about forty years, this is the first affair partaking of its

character either of a strike or a lock-out in which they have

been involved.

A New "Trust".—An Onyx Trust has been formed, with

a capital of 1,500,000 dols., to control the production of all

the quarries and mines in Mexico. The new company is to

replace native labor, and develope the industry according to

mordern ideas, to which end it will run its own vessels between

Vera Cruz, New York, Liverpool, Havre, and Hamburg. It

will obviously take a large onyx crop to supply these ships

with freight, and it is perhaps noteworthy in this connei tion,

thinks the Financial News, that the gentleman who describes

himself as the " Onyx Chief " dates from " Buncombe " ( 'ounty,

rth Carolina.

Thk Melbourne "Union." An endeavor is being made

to resuscitate the Jewelers' and Watchmakers' Union, whi< h

died out about three years ago, owing to various c auses. The
old rules are being adopted, and the chief thing provided for

by these is the eight hours system. Although tins system

has for a long time pist been observed in the principal shops

in the trade, the work of the society will be to enforce it in

those shops which at present do not pra( Use this system.

Another work of the- so< iety will be to take a stand with r<

to the amount of " improver " labor which, it is alleged, exists

in the trade to a considerable extent.

Thk trowel u ed by the Prince of Wales in laying the foun

dation stone of the new Royal College of Music at Kensii

List month, and which is made from the metal of the corrugated

r flues of the troopship Pretoria, was mounted in gold by

Messrs. James Dixon & Sons, of Sheffield and London.

The largest perfect diamond in the world is the Imperial,

now in Paris. It is owned by a syndicate, which has offered it

for sale at ^200,000. It is cut, and weighs 180 carats, the

greatest known weight of any cut stone in the world. It is ex-

ceptionable in color and brilliancy.

A Magnificeni Diamond.—The Nizam of Hyderabad

recently bought in Madras a magnificent diamond for 165,002

rupees, which is known as the Gordon-Orr diamond. The

stone weighed before cutting 67 "4 carats, and after cutting 24 '

4

carats. It is described as being the best, purest, and most

brilliant stone known to connoisseurs, and will be worn by His

Highness in his puggaree, or crown.

London. England, July 21.—Francis Powell, a share-

holder in the Burmah Ruby Mines Company, has attacked the

board of directors of that corporation in a caustic com-

munication to the London Financial News and a subsequent

circular issued over his signature. Mr. Powell charges that the

directors are unfamiliar with the business, that they have

squandered the money of the company, and that they have

otherwise failed to perform in an intelligent manner their duties.

The letters have created a sensation in the trade, and it is likely

that their influence will be felt in the election of directors soon

to be held.

The only news that comes from Amsterdam is that cleav-

ages are in demand. None but little stones are selling, and

the market remains practically the same as it was at the time

our last report was written.

The Paris market is very quiet, hardly any but foreigners

are buying, and the re is no local speculation whatever.

Considerable business was transacted in London during the

month, large parcels coming from the Cape at the reduced

pices now ruling—some 15 per cent, lower than has been the

order of the day for some months previously. Should the pre-

sent quotations continue, there is no doubt that a large increase

of business will be chronicled in the near future and that many

of those merchants who have been driven out of the market

temporarily will be tempted to return to the alluring art of

getting the better of one's fellows in business.

I oral. Corals are appearing in great variety in the Paris

and London markets, and will, it is thought, be worn this

season verj generally; and those who have put them away in

an odd corner of their jewel case will bring them again into the

light of day.

Daring Burglary, rhe shop of Mr. Litchfield, Hanwa)

Street, was burglarized last month and proper!) to the estimated

value of ^600 stolen, including jewelry, ivory and enamel

goods, and antiques. The shop is locked up' at nights and a

complicated arrangement of burglar alarms fitted to the doors

and windows, but tins did not deter the thuves, who must have

planned the robber) for tome time, and it would seem, also

have known their ground.

To Pai '.11. ipondenl desires to know li"«

irt lead f om gold As lead melts at 61 1 , and gold at 200a 1

melting the lead ai "k tl"' y.<->\>\ «<ml<l ' tl" - n<>.t

• onvenient and quit t-.«-st method.
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. . Unrnlngiral institute .

.

133 KING ST. EAST,

.©. Toronto.

CANADIAN
HOROLOGICAL INSJl

M IWbROl-OSICAL INST ITUT E

H. -R. PLAL|T/NE*R,

P-ROPRIETO-R AMD MANAGER.

I

BEG to notify the readers of The Trader that The Canadian Horological Institute is here to stay.

My ambition is to make this School second to none, and to win for it a reputation by yncrit

only, through thorough attention and hard work.

Being from its commencement the instructor therein, and also the designer of the movement which

the pupils are taught to construct, those desirous of instruction can rest assured that they will receive

every attention, as it is my desire and object to turn out first-class watchmakers in every respect. A
new prospectus is now in print and will be cheerfully sent to any address.

HENRY R. PLAYTNER.

Endorsements.
Toronto, Aug. 19th, 1890

THIS CERTIFIES—That Mr. Henry Playtner has been in my employ for nearly three years, and I can truly say that he

is a first-class watchmaker, quite competent to repair and replace any pait in any high grade watch, including chronometers,

minute repeaters, split seconds, etc He is also industrious and honest, and is greatly devoted to his chosen calling ; one of

his traits is his ability, painstaking and eagerness to impart to others the knowledge which has taken him years of hard work and

persistent study to acquiie. I can confidently recommend him to all who wish to improve in the art of watchmaking. I may
also say that he makes no idie or rash promises, my experience of him has been that he fulfilled to the letter whatever he agreed

to do.

J. P. MILL, 445 Yonge St.

Toronto, Aug. 19th, 1890.

THIS CERT] I I ES That we fully endorse The Canadian Horological Institute, and recommend the same to the favorable

<!cr;<tKin of the trade.

EDMUND SCHEUER. ALBERT KLEISER. P. W. ELLIS & CO. W. K. McNAUGHT.
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EBITORIALi NOTEI
SPECIAL IfOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada v.ill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

uaeruoa in these nutes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

> icy think would be of interest to the Trade gtnerally.

k. Wright, the Chesley jeweler, has placed his books in the hands

of M. A. Holliday. for his creditors' benefit.

A J. Griggs, jeweler of Kidgetown, Ont., last month assigned to

Levy Bros., Hamilton.

J. M. Morrow, the New York agent of the Columbus Watch Co ,

was in the city last month on the business of the Company.

H. Hughes, a jeweler in ihe employ of E. H. Allport & Co. of this

cry. had his hand severely crushed last month while working a power

press.

'.'.—
J. W. Power, who purchased the jewelry business of

Davidson Bros , of Calgary, last year, has assigned for the benefit of

his creditors.

-iGNED.—Robert J. Davey, retail jeweler of Port Hope, has

executed an assignment to Mr. R. E. Gunther of Toronto, for the

benefit of his creditors.

Charlie Addison, Ottawa's young but veteran jeweler, reports a

brisk trade for the season so far, and looks forward to a prosperous

year ahead.

How Chronometers are Rated.—We direct the attention of our

readers to the very interesting and instructive article in this issue,

showing how chronometers are rated for the navy of the United States.

R. RussBLL, the lightning traveller of Levy Bros., Hamilton, has

ju-a returned from a flying trip to the North-West and British Columbia.

He reports trade very good and great prospects ahead.

Look Out for Them.—There seems to be a good deal of counterfeit

Canadian silver abroad at present, principally 25 and 50 cent pieces.

Dealers had bettet keep their weather eye open for them.

The St. Johns Fair. The peopl ; of St. Johns, N. B, propose

holding a grand International Exhibition in their city from September

24th to October 4th. We trust they will make a big success of it.

Enterprising Jeweler.— R. A. Trapnell, retail jeweler of

Windsor. N. S., has recently moved into a new and handsome store and

the local papers give htm a vigorous puff for his enterprise.

Mk Sydni 1 I.ee, of the firm of T. H. Lee & Son, who has been

laid up for the past six wetks with a bad attack of typhoid fever, is

convalescent and expects soon to be around again as usual amongst his

customers.

A Credit to TBS Firm —The contract for the Hamilton Band
Tournament medals, was award' '1 to Thomas Lees A Son, of that city,

who deserve great credit for the elegant trophies they furnished the

winners.

Served Him Right. —A man named Richard Delahunt recently

stole |2O0 worth of jewelry from
J

Chesley. at River Herbert, N. S,

and was sentenced to two years in the penitentiary for his smartness,

ed him right.

• I G, Levi
i

rtly but k*-" ' <
' western representative of the

Montreal Optical Company, has jnsl returned from a business trip to

Europe. He a>she will be on the road ver) soon with a splendid

line of new goods that the trade will want to see.

W. I'. SNELL, of Strathroy, dropped in on Tin-. Trader on his way
home from a most enjoyable trip np to Mai inac. I le was accompained
by his brother Andy Irom California, who is visiting his old home for

the tirsl time afler an absence of si\ years.

The Illinoi • Wai< 11 Co. is working up a very large foreign trade

in England and Australia. East month they opened up a m w vein by

tending a shipment of ovei ~
tral America. Their Can

is also said to be increasing very fast.

11 A.Grant, Manage! and Secretary of the M ntreal Watch
Company, has been putting in his holidays at \1urr.i\ lay. His

Company are busy getting up a new line of cases to be known as the

" Progress," which Mr. ('.rant thinks will capture the market.

P. W. Ellis & Co. have opened an office in Winnipeg for the

convenience of their western trade. It will be under the management
of their old and reliable traveller. Mr. A W. Dixon, who will make the

metropolis of the northwest his headquarters in future.

Disgorged —The young man named Anderson whose almost

successful attempt to swindle Wm. Moss, jeweler of Springhill, N. S.,

was fully detailed in our last month's issue, has, out of respect for his

family, been allowed to go after disgorging the money he had obtained.

Call and See Them —The Goldsmiths' Company invite the

jewelers who may visit the Exhibition to make their office their head-

quarters while they stay in the city. They have every facility for the

dispatch of business, and the trade are invited to make themselves per-

fectly at home.

An Adventurer by the name of Baron Von Katscher, of Vienna,

has succeeded in fleecing a number of Montreilers, among whom is

French Consul Schwab, the well known watch importer, who cashed a

bogus $300 check. He is said to be a real baron, but a black sheep of

his family.

Read the Advertisement of Edmund Scheuer in this issue re-

garding the merits of his •' Pioneer'' roll plate chains, but instead of

cutting out the piece and pasting it in your hat, let it stick to your

memory long enough to get you to call and examine them when in the

city during Exhibition.

Back Again.—Mr. Pitt, the former representative of P. W. Ellis &
Co., in the Province of Quebec, has found himself unable to keep out

of the jewelry business, and will again represent ihe old firm over his

favorite territory down east. His many friends in the trade will be

glad to see him on the road again.

A Good Guesser.—The St. Thomas Journal says that a jeweler in

that city some time ago offered a gold watch to the person guessing

nearest to the number of beans in a glass dish in his window. The
lucky man was a Mr. J. P. Smith, of Toronto, who guessed within nine

of the correct number, which was 3,389. A good guesser, certainly.

Jewelers' Dikec Tory. —We have to thank Mr. C. E. Denison for

a copy of his " Standard " Directory of the Manufacturing Jewelers of

the United States and Canada. The " Standard " is the pioneer

directory of its kind in the United States, and gives a great deal of

valuable information about the trade in a very concise and accessible

form.

A Run Mine.—A dispatch from Port Arthur on the 5th of last

month says thai " The Badger Company of this place shipped today

to Newark, N.J., a car of silver ore, containing 33559 pounds and

valued at $45,000. This is the richest car ever shipped from Port

Arthur and is the product of the Badger's new vein for less than one

month's work."

Mk William Lewis, a manufacturing jeweler of this city, nearly

lost his wife last month by a singular accident. Mrs. Lewis was eating

her dinner, when a piece of meat lodged in her throat which she was

unable to extricate. A doctor was at once summoned, who fortunately

manage 1 10 gel it out. but the shock to ber system has left her in a very

critical condition.

Dissolved.—The firm of Beeton iV Playtner of this city, was last

month dissolved by mutual consent, Mr Beeton retaining the original

watch repairing business on Leader Eane, and Mr. Playtner taking

over the recently started Horological Institute. Mr. Beeton'a old

friends in the trade will now be able to find linn at the old Stand every

lawful working day in the year.

A Good Showing, -The export trade of Canada reached I

945 last year, an increase of 18,375,365 over Ihe previous year. Tins is

the besl showing since 1883. and will be bid re. 1. ling for those politil al

Jeremiahs who are constantly lamenting (hat the country is going to

the •• deinnalioii bow WOWS ' as fast as a di hone, I and ill. om| ii-ti-nt

government can help it along.

Ladies' Filled Casi The ladies gold filled case manufactured

by the American Watch Case Co., is now fairly in the hands of the

trade, and both as regards fipish and qua]itj i mid be wi
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For Time, Appearance and General Satisfaction,
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Waterbury Watch
7 ;z ^ /&.ti

m^/^/^. ^s,, /- /- / / Z^ 7~. $M. ' M^\A

Is UNEQUALLED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, - - TORONTO, ONT.

y)

Pi

(!)

I

ROLLED PLATE and SILVER JUMP RINGS conveniently done up in boxes
holding one gross each, assorted in eight useful sizes.

K. P ifl.2'i per gross.

Silver 1.50

Order a box of each to start with, and afterwards order by number any
quantity you may want. You will find this a very good system. Sent by mail
on receipt of price.

UENDBHIP RINGS Nioi Patterns Well Fiol bed Bell quick, silver.

00 per dozen Silver, with Initials, $2.60 per dozen, Gold,with
., 91 [nitlali i 10 per dozen Sent by mall on receipt of price,

mt of rise in aim il illvei we have been obliged to raise the
i ., 1. Bra< 'lets.

1 Doe< a !
i'"/' d, 1 1.60. 8 Dozen, 06.75.

Assorted Pattern Ben( bj mail on receipt of price.

Gr. H. LEES <& CO.,
Manufacturing Jewelers, Watohmakei a Engravers, Hamilton, Ont,

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc , Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. W. COLEMAN,
IO KING ST. WEST, (up Stairs,) - - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.Coates&Bro.,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watch
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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fur. while the \ rice is low enough to co.i mend them to every jeweler

that has a trade for such goods. They are the nearest approach to a

solid gold case that the trade have yet seen.

Robbery.—The store of J. S. Atkinson, of Hopwell, Albert County.

Brunswick, was burglarised on the night of the 31st July, and

watches to the amount of over {400 stolen. Two men named Welsh

and White were subsequently arrested for the robbery and on trial

convicttd. One of them was sentenced to the penitentiary for three

years and the other for two and half years.

The Old Reliable house of R. F. Simmons & Co., manufacturers

of roll p'ate chains, announce to the trade that their chains still lead

the l'. S. procession, in spite of all attempts of other makers to give

them their dust. They have a lot of new and very desirable patterrs

out for this season's trade and our readers will do well to see them be-

fore they complete their purchasing.

A. K. Hakman, the Canadian representative of the Waltham Watch

Company, has been enjoying the ocean bath.ng at Trout's Neck, Maine,

during the past month. His Company express themselves as well

satisfied with their trade in Canada last year, and they cught to be, as

their representative here has put in some very telling work since he

became a resident of the burg of Montreal.

A Free Exhibit.—Mr Edmund Scheuer invites the jewelers who

visit Toronto during the Exhibition to visit his warehouse and inspect,

free of charge, his immense and varied stock of fancy clocks, bronzes,

etc., in this line. Mr. Scheuer has for years made a specialty of these

goods, and his free horological and art exhibit should attract every

member of the craft who desires to keep abreast of the times.

A Fink Show-Room.—Simpson, Hall, Miller it Co. are fitting up a

first-class show-room on theground floor Of their factory at iSDeBrtsoles

street, Montreal. The offices and show-room, which have heretofore

been on the first flat upstairs, will now be much more convenient for

customers. Manager Whimby states that tiade is good with his Com-
pany, and they have plenty of work ahead for sime time to come.

Harry MANNING, the genial svestern representative of T. H. Lee &
Son, took a trip down to New York last month, to purchase the fall

goods for his firm. As our readers well know, Mr. Sydney Lee, who
usually buys for the firm, has been laid up for some weeks with

typhoid fever, at d being unable to take the trip, the firm showed its

confidence in Mr. Mannings taste and judgment by sending him down

in his place.

M,. Alfred Laves, the popular President of the Canadian
J ob.

bers' Association, and Mrs. Eaves were passengers on the steamer

Thru Rivet s which ran aground during a storm on Lake St. Lett r.

They were on their way to the seaside for a short holiday, but had to

return to Montreal again before finally reaching their destination. Mr-

Eaves is well pleased with his business so far this year and thinks the

prospects for the fall trade are excellent.

A PhilanThrofn Clock Maker.—According to the will of the late

William L.Gilbert, the recently deceased millionaire clock manufacturer,

a 1500000 educational college, to be called the (iilbert Educational

Institute, is to be established and endowed out of the estate. The terms

of the endowment are peculiar, and show th.it Mr (iilbert was intoli rani

as regards tobacco, beer and spiritOUS liquors, the users of which are

to be excluded from any advantages the college may atl< rd.

Simpson, Hall, Miller A Co. the well known electro plate

manufacturers of Montreal, are having a fine assortment of their Koods

idy for exhibition at ll Icdustrial Exhibition of this

year. Jewelers visiting the Exhibition should not fail to look it up and
inspect it carefully. They invite the inspection of the jewelry trade,

and will take particular pains to give them all the information about

the goods, pri' «ts, etc., that they may desire. Don't fail to pay it a

visit when 1

Ai'I'remaik a Good Thing.—The truth cf the advertising maxim,
"be sure you have the right kind of goods and thin 1.1 ind let

the public know it," is well exemplified by the experience of Mi
E. & A. Guotber of this rilj in their letter in tins issue of

The Trader could be duplicated by
every wholesale hou 1 ' our columns f< r tin-

purpose of making known the merits of their goods. The trail'

only read it carefully, but as a rule keep it for reference.

Worth Examining —The jewelry window exhibit of George E.

Trorey, of this citv, is well worthy the inspection of every member of

the trade. Although it has the merit of being cheap and easily within

the reach of every jeweler in the country, it is none the less an effective

symphony of gold, blue and white, the chitf ingiedients of which are

Ellis' new white paper cards, and Hemming's blue jeweleis' cotton.

These and Mr. Trorey's admirable taste in the arrangement of the

goods exhibited, have made his window a big attraction to the public

for a couple of weeks past.

Removal.—The many friends of Mr. George Chillas will he pleased

to learn that he is now comfortably located in his new office in the

Ellis building, 33 Wellington street east, next door to Messrs P W.
Ellis & Co. Mr. Chillas has had his new premises fitted up very hand-

somely, and invites not only his friends, but the trade generally to call

and make his office their headquarters while in the city during the Ex-

hibition week. There are now nine wholesale jewelry houses on this

" Maiden Lane " of Toronto, within a compass of two blocks.

Mr. Charles Wright, who for the past two years has had the

management of the American Clock and Jewelry Co. of this city, has

recently become one of the principal stockholders in the Gold and

Silver Trading Co. of Toronto (limited), and has accepted an offer

from that corporation to take the management of the >vatch repair de-

partment of their business. Mr. Wright has a deservedly high reputa-

tion as one of the most skillful watchmakers in this city, and under his

able supervision the Company can rest satisfied that ample justice will

be done to the watches entrusted to them for repairs.

The Horological Institute.— As will le seen by the advertise-

ment on another page of this issue, the Canadian Horological Institute

will hereafter be carried on by Mr. Henry I'laytner, who has purchased

the entire control of it from the firm of Beeton & I'lav tner. As will be

seen from the high testimonials which Mr. I'laytner publishes, he is not

only a first class watchmaker himself, but is in every way qualified to

impart instruction to young men who desire to avail themselves of the

facilities afforded by the Institute. If you want any information about

the institution over which Mr. Llaytner presides, drop him a line and

he will cheerfully answer yoilr inquiries.

An Old Watch.—The Lunenburg, N. I!
. Progress has been shown

the watch carried by Capt. D. C. Jessen, of that town, during an ex-

pedition against the Indians in 1758. It is in the possession of Jessen

Rudolf, to whose ancestors it was willed by Capt. Jessen. It is an

old-fashioned watch, with solid gold cases, and is still doing active

st rvice. and ticks away as merrily as it did on the morning! f September

s. As a part of its history, it was lost for forty years and was

finally found between the floors in a garret of the old house on 1 'el li tin

street, known as' old barracks." ard the person who found it used to

deel ire that is was ticking lively and loudly at the time.

Going for Him.— In reference to the failure of Mcjer Moss, sr.,

of Monctou, N B , some of the Toronto creditors say that they will

absolutely refuse to make a compromise with him. The reason given

is that some of the goeds which help to make up his liabilities were

purchased by him ard put into stt ck only a d t< re be assigned

and when he must have known he was insi Ivt nt. lor these goods ihey

insist on be ng paid in full, and unless this is done tin v pro]., s,- to -.,< k

the aid ofthe law as far as it will go, That Mr Moss recognizes the

justice of this contention, is evident from the fact that he has suite

paid some of them in full as demanded.

K. II. JUPP, the athletic lacrOSSt |
liver and jeweler of Orillia.

managed to scare up enough business to land him in Toronto on the

2 trd of last mouth, of course the celebrated championship lacrosse

match between Cornwall and Toronto had nothing to tlo with the trip,

but all the same R. H. was on the grounds when the ball was face 1

R, II. is perhaps like some other men hauls that we know of, they can

always scare up enough business to take them eithei t" l oronto or tf< ni

rial whenever an important la< ros-.,- ni.it. li is<m the tapis, but tbeil

business Fortunately never interferes with their enjoyment 1 1 the game.

Mr. [upp says that busin 1 1 with him, and pn

trade- ahea 1
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld
Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Tfie 13 -st fciiivj of t^ofted folate (£fiahis.
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

STiLES

ORIGINAL

.G.C.&CO.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

CUARANTtED. "Nf ^F # V§%ri •W^* Vt desired.

(TRADE MAKE.)

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J\ Gr. GHEBYEE & OOUVCZP-A^N"^
NORTH A.TTLEBOROXJ&I2, UttEASS., XJ.S._A..

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D C WAGNER

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, ™ftHHHL*«
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers <>t

Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

N Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.
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The Acme Silver Co. have now got fairly settled dow n in their

new factory on Hayter street, and their imp roved facilities for manu-

facturing are already beginning to tell in the quantity of work they are

turning out The new building is very convenient, and when the con-

templated improvements are all completed, will be one of the largest

and best equipped factories of the kind on the Continent. The show-

room and offices are finished in varnished oak and present a very hand-

some appearance. Manager I'arker showed us a large quantity of

goods which were being got ready for a customer in Australia, in which

country the Company have for some time been doing a large and con-

stantly increasing business.

^ We regret very much to learn of thedeathof Mr. A. C. Anderson's

youngest child, on the 17th of last month. What makes the affliction

much more severe, was that the sad event was totally unexpected, Mr.

Anderson having gone on his British Columbia trip only the week be-

fore, and left his family all in their usual good health. The news

reached Mr. Anderson by wire while he was at Brandon, but on ac-

count of the distance he was unable to be present at the interment.

We are sure that every member of the trade will join The Trader in

offering to Mr. Anderson their warmest sympathy and condolence in

the affliction through which he and his family have just been called

upon to pass.

A Conundrum Explained.—TTu Guide is apparently anxious to find

out " why the winged wheel, which is the Trade Mark of the American

Watch Case Co , has a place on the frontispiece of The Trader if it

be not to protect the interests ,nd sound the praises of that Company."

Well, if The Guide won't give the secret away, we will just whisper for

its benefit that the original of the present frontispiece of The Trader,

was designed by an artist in Germany, (winged wheel and all) about the

year 1883, or at least three years before the American Watch Case Co.

came into existence. After lying in our desk for years, it was, with

some slight modifications, adopted for our new heading and sent to a

Toronto engraver for execution in August, 1888, or nearly a year before

the A W. C. Co. adopted it as one of their trade marks. Perhaps The

Guide will now be able to see the connection. We can't

!

The Canadian Watch Movement Factory.—The Jewelers ' IVeek/y

announced last month :
" It is quietly rumored about town, (Hamilton,

Ont..) that a number of capitalists held a'meeting in this city last Satur-

day for the purpose of establishing a watch factory here, one that will

be first-class in every res, ect. The capital stock will be 81,000,000, of

which $250,000 is said to have been already subscribed " As usual

one has to go from home to learn the news, and from the above it is

evident that the New York Jewelers' Weekly knows more about the pro-

posed watch factory in 1 1 am 1] on than pe r pie in Canada do. Enquiries

in Hamilton elicit the fact that the principal jewelers of that city know
nothing of the propose! watch factory, and don. t think that there is any
foundation for the report. We should say that after their experience

with a comparatively simple clock factory, Hamilton capitalists will

hardly care to tackle anything so complicated as the manufacture of

watch movements.

\s Old JEWELRY Hot I The house of Simons Bros. ,v Co., of

Philadelphia, the well known ( aoe and thimble manufacturers, this year

celebrate the 50th anniversary ff their bosineM career. This career

has not only been a long but an honorable ore, so much so that where-
in- boose is known its name is a synonym for honorable and

upright dealing. The goods of their manufacture have a large sale in

Canada, and those dealers who have most thoroughly tested tin ir

quality are the most ready to testify to the value of their trade mark as

an unfailing index of good value and hon. The bouse, although
well up in years, has not fallen I 'hind in the race for bnsinesi ; on tin-

contrary, it is fully abreast of its a mpetitors in the introduc tion ol tasty

and saleable novelties. The many members of the trade in Canada
who have handled their goods will join The TRADER in wishing the
housea long lea^e of business prosperity.

Mr. James Ryrie, of Ryrie Bros of this city, has just returned from
a very pleasant outing of three weeks, sp.-nt on the banks of the Ni|

Tne party of which Mr K>n<- was a member, bad a mo I

time, and came back to business looking decidedly beallbiei sod 11. on-
robust for their residence amidst the invigorating tree/'-, of Lake

Superior. As is well known. Nipegon is one of the most celebrated

t out streams in Canada, and naturally Mr. Ryrie's friends were pre-

pared to listen to some very interesting, but of course truthful stories,

about this branch of sport, on his return. Their astonishment may be

imagined when that gentleman informed them that the party had

really been unable to catch as many fish as they could eat. They all

say that James may be a good enough fisherman in a practical way,

but he lacks the first instinct of the average American fisherman in not

being able to put the frills on after they have been hooked. He may
improve, however.

Advance in Silver Cases.—As predicted in our last issue, the rise

in silver bullion has caused a decided advance in silver cases, both in

Canada and the United States, ranging from ten to fifteen per cent.

As this advance was only just sufficient to cover the extra cost of the

silver at the time it was made, it is not improbable that another ad-

vance will take place before long, as silver bullion has since jumped

up ten cents per ounce. It is now over 81.20 per ounce, with a strong

probability of reaching 81.29 in the near future. The manufacturers of

sterling silver ware have also been compelled to raise the price of their

goods, and it is not improbable that the electro plate manufacturers

will be forced to follow suit before long. Silver is now 30 per cent,

higher than it was a jear ago, and unless electro plate manufacturers

have had much larger profits than we think they have had, they can ill

afford to shoulder such a loss as this advance on one of their most im-

portant ingredients must necessarily entail upon them.

A New Firm.—Since our August issue went to press, the old firm

of A. H. Welch of this city, has been reorganized by the introduction

in:o it of Mr. Thomas Blatchford, a young gentleman well and favor-

ably known amongst the business men of Toronto. Mr. Blatchford

brings considerable financial strength to the firm, and will take the

management of the office, a task for which his long training with the

wholesale house of Wm. Brown haseminently qualified him. The new
firm have bought out the business of the American Clock and Jewelry-

Co. on Vonge street, and will remove their Adelaide street factory and
store there as soon as the necessary alterations can be effected.

Amongst the trade, this purchase is generally regarded as a good move
for the firm, and they should have no trouble in working up a large

and profitable business, as the stand is one of the best in the city, and
has been well and favorably known to the public for several years past.

We wish the new firm success.

Death of A. S. Murray.—The trade will regret to learn of the

death of Mr. A S. Murray, retail jeweler of London, Ont Mr. Murray
was one of the oldest and at one time the largest retail jewt ler in the

city of London, if not in the Province of Ontario. He was born near

Embro in 1848, and when a young man came to London and learned

the jewelry trade with his brother, Mr. Hugh S. Murray, whose busi-

ness he assumed a few years later. Since then he has been uninter-

ruptedly connected with the jewelry trade until within a short time of

his death. Mr. Murray was a w( rthy member of the South London
Presbyterian Church. He also belonged to St. George's Lodge, No. 42,

A. F. and A M., was a companion of St, John's Chapter, No. 3, Royal
Arch, a frater of Richard Cosor de Lion l'receptory, No \, Knights

Templar, a member ol the Independent Order of Poresters and the

Royal Arcanum society. He was 42 years old an 1 leaves a wife and
four young < hildren, three of whom are girls

A. ( redii to Canada ( )ne of the finest silver trophies ever maun
factured in Canada was on exhibition here last n th. belonging to

the Military Rifle League of the Domini' n. and was won in the recent

t by the -, )th battalion, of Windsoi Mills, Quebec, of which Lord

Aylmer is commander. The material of which the tropj is mid.- is

known as "old silver and oxydized ware," and the design is a most

artistic one. The cup proper stand-, on 8 base 23 I 10 inches, 00 the

corner of which are figures of Canadian soldiers kneeling and in the act

of firing, and miniature field gun b branch ol the militia

which competed On the summit of the trophy is a figure of a Canadian
volunteer wearing the range uniform. A engraved on a plate

in the front of the cup representing a Geld da) on the ranges 1 be

whole tiling is <i inches high I'h- Meriden Britan re the

manufacturers, and the workmanship is nol it to them, but

to the manufacturing inti
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not Be Deceived
By the loud talk and profuse use of printers' ink

concerning: "Plated Seamless Wire."

Wire made with gold solder presents a

PERFECT GOLD SURFACE
And is practically Seamless.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS QUALITY.

WHAT IS THE THICKNESS OF GOLD USED?

THA T IS WHA T CONCERNS THE CONSUMER.

QUALITY ASSURED, TROUBLE AVOIDED

I f you use the

r. f. s. & CO.
ROLLED' GOLD PLATED CHAINS.
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Mr. Bosch, of the late wholesale firm of Rothschild & Co , of this

city, which made its exit from the Canadian jewelry business a few

years ago in anything but a favorable way for the creditors of that

concern, paid a business visit to Toronto last month, for the purpose

of disposing of a stock of cheap, low quality diamonds, and if one can

believe the stories told by the retail trade, met with a considerable

amount of success in his venture. If this is true, it certainly says but

little for the retail jewelers who patronized him, nor does it afford a

great deal of encouragement to the honest Canadian wholesale jewelers

and diamond dealers to see the trade patronize these trade birds of

passage in such a liberal manner. We have not the slightest doubt

that quality considered, our own Canadian diamond merchants can and

are willing to sell honest goods as cheaply as any jobbers from abroad,

and we think they certainly should get the preference over people of

the stamp and mercantile record of the gentlemen above referred to.

An Enjoyable Trip.— Last month Messrs. M. C. and Willie Ellis,

of the firm of P. W. Ellis & Co., started north on a two week's camp-

ing cruise amongst the wilds of Muskoka. Most of the time was spent

in paddling along streams, running rapids, making portages, exploring

lakes and having a good time generally. Although the work was hard

and the fare plain, these gentlemen enjoyed the trip most thoroughly :

and although they came home hardened in muscle and tanned in com-

plexion, they both succeeded in laying up a store of health, that we

trust will carry them along in good shape until they can get another

chance of a similar outing. If they do not change their minds they

propose next year to push their way clear through to Hudson's Bay, a

feat hardly ever attempted by white men. One thing is pretty certain,

however, if they once start out on the trip, they will get there, unless

something bigger than Niagara blocks their way. It is this faculty of

overcoming difficulties, which seems to be inherent in every member of

the firm, which has doubtless proved one of the main factors in their

very successful mercantile career.

Recollections of General Grant — We have to thank Mr.

George W. Childs, of Philadelphia, for an advance copy of his new
book, entitled "Recollections of General Grant." While this work

contains much new matter that will be of great interest to every ad-

mirer of General Grant, and will undoubtedly raise him higher in the

estimation of the American people, its value is somewhat marred by

the vein of egotism which runs through it, making the great hero of the

late civil war seemingly play an inferior part on the stage of public

affairs to the gentleman who writes the book. We have always had a

high opinion of Mr. Childs as a public spirited man, whose generous

gifts in England have dor.e much towards drawing the two great Anglo-

Saxon nations closer together, and we are sorry that in this work he

seems to evince such a strong desire to bring these good deeds before

the notice of the public. Outside of this failing the book is of great in-

terest, and will be eagerly read by every person who desires to fathom

the undercurrents of American political life during the past twenty

years. We commend a perusal of its pages to our readers.

\hi.E Story.—One of the strangest stories that we have yet seen

about the enterprise ol those impudent and noisy little English sparrows,

is told by the Sarnia Observer as follows :
" The town clock stopped at

4J Thursday morning and Mr Williamson going to ascertain the cause

found that the hands had been securely tied down by strands of twine

and h
- rass. The mischief had been done by a pair of English sparrows,

who had selected the angle formed by the hands as a suitable site for a

nest. The movement of the hands interfered with their plans, and the

evidently put their wits to work to devise a remedy that would

secure the stability of their nest. Their first scheme was to wind the

shaft on which the hands are pivoted round and round with grass and
cords. That failing, they tied the hands to each other and to the frame-

work in such a maanet tli it it took considerable time and a great dial of

labor on Mr. Williams' part to remove the obstructions. The engineer-

ing skill displayed by the birds in accomplishing their object sh

that they
[

.ning powers of no mean order, besides an

amount ot industry and perseverance in gathering the necessary material

within the lew hours at their disposal that it is almost incredible.'
1

! .i.ism, Yoi i K good laugh baa been Iu enl

order-in council which runs as follows: "The Prime Minister is of

opinion that the only question with respect to the spelling of such

as " honour, " " favour," " labour," " honourable " and the like is what

is the mode now accepted by the best authorities in England It

appears to him to be obvious that the same system should obtain in all

portions of the British Empire, and on a reference to the best diction-

aries and encyclopedias now in use in England it will be seen that

those words are spelt with the " u " and that such forms as " labor,"

•' favor," " honor," ' honorable," etc., are apparently confined to the

United Slates with the exception of some few instances where they

have been adopted in Canada. The Prime Minister, in consequence of

this reference, has taken occasion to enquire into the mode of spelling

these words in official and legislative use in England, and he has

ascertained that the " u " is in all such cases retained, and he therefore

recommends the issue of instructions to the effect that in all otlicial

documents in the Canada Gazette and in the Dominion statutes the

English practice be uniformly followed." It is truly wonderful how-

great minds can occupy themselves with such absurdly small matters

as the above.

A Thief Detected.— Happily for the good name of the craft, dis-

honesty amongst the employees of our jewelry firms is of such a rare

occurrence as to be specially noted when an instance does come to light.

Several months ago P. W. Ellis & Co., wholesale jewelers, began to

miss articles of jewelry from their stock. They set a number of traps

to catch the thief, but so cleverly was his work done that they could form

no clear idea as to who the real culprit was until last month, when

suspicion fell on Edward Griffiths, a porter for the firm, who lives at

33 Water street. Acting Detective Watson was engaged to work up the

case, and the evidence against Griffiths was so well founded that he felt

ustified in searching bis house. There he found a brass clock, a gold

fob chain, a hair chain and other articles, which were identified as the

Messrs. Ellis' property. After the recovery of the jewelry Griffiths was

at once plactd under arrest. It is alleged also that while known by

his true name— Griffiths—by his business acquaintances, he has been

living under the name of Dwyer with a woman to whom he is not

married, his wife having separated from him some time ago. On being

arraigned before the Police Magistrate, Griffiths pleaded guilty to the

charge, and was sentenced to three months in the Central Prison.

A Growing Industry.— During The Traders visit to Montreal

last month, he took the opportunity of inspecting the roll plate chain

factory of Messrs. Bolt & Co. of that city. The manufacture of rolled

plate chains is a comparatively new industry for Canada, and we were

more than astonished at the thorough manner in which this firm has

fi i ted up their factory, and the perfection to which they have already

attained in the manufacture of these special goods. Their machinery-

is of the latest and most approved kind, and they have imported work-

men of tried skill from the United States to superintend every depart-

ment of the business. At present they show a range of two hundred

and fifty different patterns of Albert chains, which are first-class, both

in design and finish. As regards quality they guarantee them to be

exactly what they are represented, and from what we saw we should

say that any guarantee that these gentlemen make will be carried out

to the very letter. The manufacturing is under the personal super

vision of Mr. Bolt, a workman of long and varied experience in the

manufacture of jewelry, while the office work is done by our old and

esteemed friend Mr. Millar, formerly of Quebec, whose reputation f< r

straightforward honest dealing stands second to none in the province.

The Now York World still keeps up its pretence of supplying wati

at cost to the dear public, in order as it alleges, to expose the monopoly

and defeat the extortion of the watt h ti ust, as it terms the I . S. Watch
Manufacturers' Association. That this pretence is false, is .imply

proved by the fact that if, as they allege, they pay the same prii

the watches (which they sell at cost) as do the retail i' welera "f the

United states, then it must follow as a matter of course that they are

not hurting tin: watch trust, for they are. according t<' their own show

ing, paying them exactly the same exhorbitant rate of profit as tin- v have

always had. Anyone can see that il this is their object, the) have

gone the wrong way about attaining it, and all tin- good i
I they have

nplished is to damage to a considerable extent the tradi

retail jeweler in tin- United States and Canad ering broad

one of the sec rets of their business, and cutting olt one ol their cbial

sources of profit, The World -1 thin that we can only
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LEAD THEM ALL

WATCHES

ONTDP

©.

JOHN C. DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in setting's adjusted to heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle
Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator. Specially guar-
anteed to be the best time-keeper in the world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made outside of the
Hampden Watch Factories.

RAILWAY SPECIAL.-Nickel, 17 extra fine Ruby
Jewels in Gold Settings, Jeweled Centre, magnificently
damaskeened and finished, Bevel Head Gilt Screws, 14k. Gold
Patent Regulator, Expansion Balance, perfectly compen-
sated and accurately timed to Position and Isochrouism,
Double Sunk Glass, Enamel Dial, with Red Marginal Fig-

ures, Breguet Hair Springs.

206. Fine Nickel Movement, 11

Jewels in Settings, Compensation
Balance. DUEBER.- Nickel. 15 Ruby Jewels in Settings, Sunk

Second and Circle Dial, Upright Arabic Figures and Sec-
onds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent
Regulator.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO. -Nickel, n
Jewell Id Bel tings, Patent Regulator, Roman Circular
Dial, Bpade Band*

THE DUEBER WATCH CO. Gilded, n
Jewels in Settings, Compensation Balance, Patent Safi ty
Pinion,

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
SOLI. CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT

Bank of Commerce Building, - - LONDON, ONT.



WATCHES FOR WATCHMAKERS.
We call your attention to our new movements : 18 Size Hunting and Open Face

"SPECIAL RAILWAY." "JOHN C. DUEBER," "DUEBER," "DUEBER WATCH CO."
NOTHING BETTER MADE FOR THE PRICE.

Please examine and compare them with the class of Movements the Trust asks you to buy, at

about the same prices, and in some instances, 25 per cent, in advance.

You will see after an impartial examination of these Movements how little chance there is to

Bell Combine goods, as soon as our Movements are shown to the entire trade.

Why they wanted a Combine must be plain to you by this time.

'•They cannot compete with the class of goods we make."

We hope in conducting your business you do not run it on the plan of a benevolent institution,

buying goods for charity's sake, holding up a Combination of Manufacturers, who cannot and dare

lmt sell their goods in open competition, on their merits.

THE DUEBER WATCH CASE MANUFACTURING CO.

^Wztfc Adjusted, are put up in Silverine Skeleton Cases.

Do not have any of the Pendant Setting* humbug*

attachments.

18 Size, will in future for Canadian trade have 24

Hour Dials.

May now be had either "named" or "nameless."

On top for Correct Time.

On top for Intrinsic Value.

On top for square dealing* and an honest profit for

all those who handle them.

DUEBER-

HAMPDEN

WATCHES
#3

Electros supplied to dealers who wish to advertise Dueber-Hampden Watches and Cases. Write for

Price List and Samples of above new movements if you have not already placed order.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

LONDON, ONT. HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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NEW C00DS JUST ARRIYED.

.G.Anderson&(^
Wholesale Jewellers

^Wellington Si EastToronto.
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characterize it as a mean, unmanly and untiuihful attempt of a great

paper to boom its circulation by damaging ihe business of a respectable

class of tradesmen who never did it any harm. If their action does not

prove a veritable boomerang, we shall have a smaller opin:on of the

intelligence acd love of fair play of American citizens than we have

hitherto held.

An Enjovable Gathering —On Monday, August nth. a very

pleasant Picnic was enjoyed by the employets of P. W. Ellis a

with their families and friends, at Victoria Paik. The weather was all

that could be desired by the most fastidious, the catering good, and

fully appreciated by all who partook of it. The athletic sports were

entered into with a spirit which shows that the day's ouiing was en-

joyed by all. Among the visitors were M. Woodmancy. representing

Potter A. Buttington. Providence, R. I., and Mr. N. I. Ashton, repre-

senting Messrs. Kent A- Stanley. Providence, R, I., who enjoyed the

day's pleasure immensely. In the evening the prizes were distributed

by Mr. R. V. Ellis, and consisted of a number of valuable articles con-

tributed by the fiiends of the establishment. Mr. P. W. Ellis, in re-

sponse to a call, was received with hearty applause. He spoke of the

benefit derived from such gatherings, and the stimulus given to all to

push forward for the common weal. He was pleased to meet so many

who had been \ears in the employ of the firm, and trusted they might

have many such gatherings. The whole proceedings passed off with-

out a hitch, and those present were one and all of the opinion that the

committee of management, consisting of Thomas D. Ellis, \V. Bruce,

E.Harrison, G. Harding and J Hinckley, well deserve the vote of

thanks tendered them for their services. Mr. T. D. Ellis occupied the

responsible position of referee during the athletic contests, while Mr.

J. A Pitt officiated as start r.

IBBICAN Tourists.— Messrs Jno. L. Sheppard and Chas. E.

Fogg, of the Keystone Watch Case Co., of Philadelphia, passed through

this ciiy last week on their way home, after having had a most en-

joyable trip up through the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario. While at

Quebec, they inspected the Citadel, and like any other old veteran of

the American Rebellion, John L. was very anxious to find out all about

the strength and equipment of this famous fortress. While satisfying

their curiosity they came across a small cannon at the centre of the

parade ground, which, as the inscription sets forth, was captured by

the British at the famous battle of Bunker Hill. This, when the

guard's back was turned, John L. tried to spirit away by concealing it

underneath his cat tail, but his patriotic effort to restore this vener-

able trophy to the I'. S. was detected by the guard's watchfulness,

and that gentleman was reluctantly compelled to depart without the

much coveted piece of artillery. John L. is not by any means the first

American patriot who has longed to annex this relic for the purpose of

wearing it as a watch charm, and it is probable that he will not be the

last. If this piece of artillery his finally to go over the border for any

such purpose, we would just as soon see John L. wearing it as any man

we know of, for no American gentleman of our acquaintance could

wear it more gracefully than he could, and it might serve the important

and necessary purpose of blowing the •snide" filled case, of which

John L. is such an implacable enemy, out of existence.

How Tm " Trader's -In reply to

the query i
iu one of our last month's editorial notes, be

ule who live in glass houses, the JewtUrs' Guide endeavors to

draw a red herring across the trail by giving an emphatic contradii

of.andmal - o bluff about, a charge thai neithei in

10 far a m kn >w, ever nude against it. i

sim|ly putting up a man of straw, and not only knocking him down,

but actually kicking him for falling. 'I blufl and bl

about not being the organ oi the Charles Stark Co., or its all

a

:,olhing whatever to do with the poifll at

issue, and is simply so much dost kicked up in order to witbdra

notion from our query. II the Guide can keep coo] long enough to

read carefully the note it I honor of putting al the head

editorial columns, it will find that our query was a simi

aid " take tune to explain to tfa

la just what connection it has with th<

manufacture watch cas<s under the nam.: of the Toronto W

and who, if the trade might judge by its advertisements in the

Guide, furnished the inspiration for the charges made by that journal

against The Trader and the American Watch Case Company." The
Guide's attempt to enlist sympathy by charging The Trader with at-

tempting to back cap it, is the veriest bosh, and comes with exceeding

bad grace from a journal which has just been clearly convicted of the

very crime which it is so eager to fasten upon us. The trade, as well

as The Trader, are still waiting for a straightforward and intelligent

answer to our original query.

Our help Column.
TIIL TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHAJ mfore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words.

AN Ai SALESMAN, with extensive acquaintance with the Maritime
Provinces' trade would like a posiiion to handle either watches

and jewelry or materials and tools Good references Address, A.S.L.,
care of Trader Pub Co , Toronto

A RARE CHANCE for a youug man wishing to start business in a
good live village, with a population of about 2,000. The owner

will sell all or part of stock to suit purchaser. Good reasons for selling.

Ad Iress, Retailer, care of EJmund Scheuer, n Wellington St West,
Toronto.

F()K s\I.E, one Hopkins' lathe and attachments, one Hopkins'
pivoting duck, one Snyder bezel chuck and one bow lathe. Also

old established Toronto business with large repair trade, splendid
chance for young man. Address, J. Wood, 202 Berkeley St., Toronto.

FOR SALE.—A Whitcomb 1.} Lathe (soft) with Webster foot-wheel
counter shaft

; 7 wire, 2 wheel, 1 screw and 8 cement chucks, and
1 siw arbor with 3 saws, 1 emery wheel and 4 steel centres. Also full

kit ot watchmakers' tools, with good will of a good repairing business.
Address, Box 48, Sunderland, Ont.

FOR SALE— In a town of about 4.000 inhabitants, a well-established

Jewelry Store, in connection with a Book, Stationery and Eancy
Go Is Will sell watches, clocks, jewelry, silver-ware, optical goods,
tools, material, safe and benches. Owner retiring from the business.
Or will sell all and rent store. Stock about $5 500. Correspondence
strictly confidential. Apply J. A. G., care of Goldsmiths' Co. .Toronto.

Mill ATION wanted as watchmaker, or under instructions preferred,

O four years' experience, can furnish best of references. Address,
Wati HMAKER," 55 Gould St., Toronto.

SITUATION is open to an experienced Watchmaker Reference
required as to habits Apply immediately to H Pollock St Co ,

45.1 Main St . Winnipeg

MALES Second hand, good as new, very cheap. Eire-proof, 42 in.

O high, J3J wide, 27 deep, price $70. Burglar and lire-proof, 47 x

33J x 30, price 8225 Burglar and tire proof, 01 x 50 x 35$, price 8500.
: »r cash All with the latest improvements. A. C. Anderson &
Toronto.

QITUATION WANTED by young nun 21 years of age, to work
i) and r instructions in good shop Good salesman and book k< eper
\ I Ire is, Lock Box 303, Cl I >nt

Sill ATION W \NTED—Watchmaker with five years' experience

city shop d* tin ituation Has a complete kit of

tools, im lnding an American lathe an I attachments, Ad Less. B.I X
,

Co , Toronto

Sili VTION WANTED. By young man, where he would have a

1 ban e to improve, who has v. rs at the Hade. Can
do all plain watch, clock an 1

tiring. Wages notso
much in, 1

'"! place, Can give best of references, vi

Wati bmaki r, ow, Ont.

WW 11 i> in Nova Scoti d Watchmaker and Engraver
.m. lit to . a an. Address, Nova S

care of Tl la >nto.

WAN Ti l) situation as improver to watchmaking, can do all ordinary

work. I have bad foui can furnish

BO \ an I

WAL HMAKER AND |EWELER wants permanent situation.

Hi..- ii good exp -i

: II set of tools. ( it) preferred. Vddp
-.

, 1 Ont
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HO ! FOR 76 YORK ST.
AND

THE TORONTO EXHIBITION.

Study this Map and you will see how convenient 76 is to the Union Station

and all the best Hotels.

Stop at 76 on your way from the Station. Make 76 your Parcel Office. Have
all your Letters addressed to 76. Meet your friends at 76. Look at the Goods at

76. Buy what you want to at 76. But DON'T BUY at 76 what you don't require

or what is not the very best value. Come and see us at 76> for we want to have a

"shake" at any rate.

The HEMMING BROS. Co.
(LIMITED)

TORONTO, ONTARIO.
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We wish to ask the especial attention of

those jewelers who deal in Fancy Goods to

this latest addition to our line. We believe

that there has never before been offered a

line which so completely combined useful-

ness and attractiveness. The finish of our

horn goods cannot be excelled. We have

also aimed at strength and durability as will

be seen by the substitution of strong chains

for the American practice of using flimsy

ribbons. We show below a few designs to

give an idea of the line, and will send an

illustrated list with full prices to any one

g^ writing for it.

Whisk 1 1 i.uer.

WlihK I:

y

Whisk: Holder.

I )' I I k I I'll 1.1 |:. Inkstand. Perfumi Stand. I IDIES'< ' iMPANION.

The HEMMING BROS. CO., Ltd.,

76 YORK STREET. TORONTO.
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ALWAYS TO THE FORE.

LOIVEST PRICES

MOST SALEABLE PATTERNS

NO STICKERS

E. & A. Gunther, - Toronto

Goods well bought are half sold ;
therefore buy your

Clocks from a regular Clock Jobbing House, who have

selected the best and only the best sellers.

We have all facilities for rapid and careful shipment.

STAPLE PATTERNS ALWAYS IN STOCK
j

We are also SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS for the
{

Warner System of Electric Time Clocks.

ESTIMATES FOR TOWER OR PUBLIC BUILDING CLOCKS GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
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Wise and Otherwise.

Chief " Have you got any clues ?" Subordinate— " No,

but I've caught the criminal." Chief— " Well, you must go out

and get a few clue-. It will never do to break established rules

you know

11- Liked to Call.—Sweet Girl —" If it's just the same,

Mr. Mashuer. you needn't trouble yourself to call any more." anfj then asked

mer (earnestly)—" Oh, thanks • it's no trouble at all—

I

like to call."

.).)

Arthur De Gall—" Old woman, d ye knaw any mawiage-

able young country ladies suitable to a fellah like me?" Gtan.

ny Sharpe i with a look of disapproval at the young man's single

eye glass): " Wall, I >eacon Smiley's got a gal they say is addled,

she mought take yer.

" I'nc i i John." said little Emily, '' do you know that a

baby that was fed on elephant's milk gained twenty pounds in

a week?'
-

" Nonsense! Impossible !" exclaimed Uncle John,

"Whose baby was it?" "It was the

elephant's baby,'' replied little Emily.

" Traveller (to old engine-driver)— " I s'pose in your long

Telegraph Clf.rk (reading message)
—

''What's this? Will life on the road you have met with more or less mishaps?"

marry you whenever you wish!" Aged Spinster— " Yes, do Engine-driver—" Oh, yes, lot's of 'em." Traveller—"Probably

you think it is too forward ? It's my first offer and I'm afraid run over dozen's of people?" Engine-driver (with pride)

—

he'll get away."

" Aw, I say.

captain, what is that land we see

ovah there?" Captain "That is

America, my lord." Lord

Noodles —"Ye don't say! I

thought America was a larger

country than that."

A X \ 1

1

"

k \ i Mis i \kk.—Maud
(near-sighted) — "Do you see

those two canes stuck in the sand

over there with a bathing suit

hanging on them ?'' Madge

—

>se aren't canes, dear; that's

Miss Slimlim sunning herself.

First Small Boy -"Say.why

is a lamp post like a watchman?''

Second Small Boy— "Give it up."

First Small I'oy " Because it's

out all night.'' Secand Small

"Ah, what yer giving us?

It's alight all night where I live

anyway."

Mps. Watts—"Did you enjoy

your summer trip very much?"
Potts—" Oh, just moderate-

ly. I might have enjoyed it bet

ter if the city papers had not come
every day and made me realize

that I was 150 miles away from a bargain counter."

His Am UR, During a melodramatic perform-

ance a stout lady began to sob violently. Anxious husband—
me, my dear, let us be going

; this is too much lor your

feelin " What does it matter to you so long as I am enjoy

ing myself?"

Mk.-. GOLD " You are tipsy again. You'll hung us to the

poor-house by your drink Jeweler Gold -" Y'r (hie)

n. m' dear. The bes' 'thorities agree that the frequent

Ush er (hi< ) 'ohol keep-, stock bright an' is indispensable to the

er jewelry bu in

" Dozens ?

dreds ?"

I've run over hun-

THE WANING OF THE HONEYMOON.
'A ring around the moon it a sign of ruin."

BlIDI (sweetly): "Anil a ring around a woman's finger u a sign of

Cfiii i sadly: "Rrtgn.'— Tlie Jury.

"May I take a kiss before I go,

dearest ? " said George, as he pre-

pared to depart. " You may
borrow one, George," said charm-

ing Jennie, "but you must not

take one, for mother has repeat-

edly cautioned me against giving

kisses to anyone." So George

was obliged to borrow.

"When I think of the wrongs

committed on the American In-

dian," exclaimed the distinguish-

ed lecturer, " I blush for my
country !" The hireling in the

gallery turned the red light on

the impassioned orator, and the

audience applauded with wild en-

thusiasm. The blush was a mag-

nificent success.

"What's the matter?" asked

the stage manager, who noticed

that something was going wrong

during the grave digging scene in

Hamlet. " It's the first grave

digger," whispered Horatio, "he
says that unless the manager

sends him at once the price of a

good supper, he's going to eat the loaf of bread that they'n

using for Yorick's skull."

A PREJUDK i.i' man, like sonic textile m.iteti.il, is CUt on

the hi.i s,

Fish ind Flesh. "Why docs Mr. lank go so often to

lish ?" " \\r expe< ts to gam llcsh.''

Pro " Yes, gentlemen, Columbus owes his glory,

at least in part, to the fa< t thai America had not been di

cred befOl

Fireproof. "
I thought that building was fire proof,

in.uked Burns, as he looked at the niii.s " Well, lis pretty

zzam "Mr. Jaysmith isaman of great penetration ^'" J(1
I'

1 "" 1 "< •'
''""''

i
U8* now

i
anyhow," remarked Underwriter.

even if he is inclined to be miserly." Gazzam "Penetration? Whai is the definition of an old maid 5
,\ woman thai

Oh, yes, ev< rybod) knows of Ins penny trait has been made a long tune.
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

«£=!+Artistic and Usefur Koffow Ware**^

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

All our Flat Ware bears this Trade

Mark

TRADE MARK FOR

?$W?.R0GERS.&

KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

And is Fully Guavantei d.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

T^ADE MARK FOR

HOLLOW WARE.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC, PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,

formerly of Hartford and Meridcn. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINGFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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A. M. BROCK
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'

-A.2STID

JEWELERS'

MATERIALS.

Kiiasrc3-3Tonsr, CttTT.

JEWELERS WANTED,

TO SENS THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.

GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
ZROO^T 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, TORONTO.

DETROIT

OPTICAL INSTITUTE

A PRIVATE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE.

Instruction on the Eye.

Visual defects and their correction.

Manipulation of Trial Lenses, Ophthal-

moscope, etc., etc.

Students continue practice until confidence

and ability assured.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

JOHN S. OWEN, M.D.,

142 West High St., - DETROIT, MICH.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES FOR

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE,

BALANCE STAIF<»,

< i i. INDBBB,
inn i JEWELS, •rtthuwy,

i.iviic*.

IiBTBBI, -irni«lii line,

DIALS, plain,

in \ LB, n nil NNMbi
PALLETS, Swim <• Bngltab.

PINIONS, oi.llnnri. .

PIVOTS, mIkii |.i. . , |Mllllll<.

II lilt SPBINQB, II. ii,

IIIIK SPBINC1S, llnuml, .

.(Ml

.00

,00

.00

.SO

,00

as

.00

,oo

.73

BO

10/ discount when cash acconip.i 1 1 1 r 1

1

postage. Save time bj lending your work to

BILLINGS, the Watchmaker,

208 Dundas Street, LONDON, ONT.
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERS'SAFES

H

to

J. &, J. TAYLO R, TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
-|N ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers i

* use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best i

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securelj

L

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, ant

is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.
To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fittec

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the dooi|

frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled witl

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
TOBOK"TO S^UFIE WOEKS,

I I 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.
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A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
WITH THE TRADE.

A. W. C. Co.— Hello, Central!

Central.—Yes, who do you want '.

A. IV. C. Co.—Give us the Retail Jewelers of Canada.

(Retail Jewelers.—Hello, who is it that wants to speak to us.

A. W. C. Co.-TUE AMERICAN WATCH CASE COM-
PANY, of 07 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, is speaking, and they

just want to inform you that they absolutely refuse to accept any

responsibility for any Gold, Silver or Gold Filled Watch Case

unless it bears one of their Registered Trade Marks.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's all right, but just tell us what are

your registered trade marks ?

A. W. C. Co.— Our trade mark on all Gold and Silver Cases

is a " Maltese Cross," [E3] and on all Filled Cases a

-.and when you are buying Cases always look for these stamps. If

/of them our Company will guarantee the quality and workmanship

"Winged Wheel,''

th''y are stamped with one'

of the Case, no matter who sells it to you.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's first-class as far as it goes, but why don't you name your Filled Cases

so that we can rtrder exactly what we want from our jobber?

A. W. C. Co.—We have done so. In 14 K. Filled we make two different kinds of O. F. Screw

•in- "Premier" and the "Cashier," and one Hunting Case called the "Cashier." In

10 K. Riled vc make the "Fortune" in Open Face and Hunting. Every one of our Filled Cases

has one of these names stamped in it in plain letters right above our trade mark of the Winged

Wheel, -'» that you can't make any mistake about them.

(Retail Jewelers. Thanks 1 We will certainly boar those things in mind when next \\rbu\

In the meantime let your Company keep right straight along as you have heretofore done

and give us first-class goods that we can swear by. We want to sell honest goods that we can

conscientiously i ecommend.

A. W. C. Co.—Thank you, gentlemen, your advice is firsl class, and we will always try and

irve your confidence. < rood-bye
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THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK OF
(LIMITED)

48 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

ANSONIA CLOCKS.

^sb'

GOLD AND SILVER HEAD CANES AND UMBRELLAS.
GOLD PENCILS AND PENS.

SILVER AND GOLD THIMBLES.

^~

IVATONES.

ENGLISH GOLD AND SILVER JEWELRY.
AMERICAN ROLL PLATE JEWELRY.

DOMESTIC GOLD AND SILVER GOODS.

Close Prices and Short Credits.

Prompt and intelligent attention given to Mail orders.



OCTOBER, 1890.

T. H. LEE &, SON.
OUR SELECTION OF

AMERICAN JEWELRY
FOR THIS SEASON has been so much appreciated that we have had

to make further importations to supply our customers.

OUR DIAMOND AND OTHER GEM RINGS
ARE UNEQUALLED, AND AS WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF

American Movements,
Gold, Silver and Filled Cases,

Chronographs, Repeaters
and Split Seconds,

OUR CUSTOMERS CAN RELY ON HAVING THEIR WANTS SUPPLIED.

T. H. LEI^^^ & SON,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS.

1 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, - TORONTO.
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L̂IMITED

October, 1890.

Activity has characterized every Department since the

opening of Fall Trade.

Our Specials in the Watch Line have been the feature of

the business, and, while swelling our sales, have given great

satisfaction to all customers. We have kept the line as full

as possible, and our Travellers start this month for sorting

trade with stocks no Jeweler can afford to pass without

inspection.

Everywhere we have been congratulated on our sample

line of AMERICAN JEWELRY. For variety, for value,

for novelty, for taste in selection, you need not go anywhere

else. Our Travellers have the assortment.

Verging toward Holiday Trade we ask special attention

to our announcement on Page 6.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, [Limited;.
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WATCH DEPARTMENT

FILLED CASES.

P7NRICES in these goods we cut close. Our assortment includes all desirable lines. They

are fitted with Gold Bows, an essential feature, and our desire is to put in the hands of

the Retailer such goods alone as will be satisfactory to the consumer. Do not destroy confidence

in a really meritorious article by handling any lines that are not made by thoroughly responsible

and reputable manufacturers. We have some Nobby Patterns in Ladies' Goods.

* * *

GOLD CASES.
See our Embossed Pattern. This is the Richest and most Artistic Design in the Market

Made in all sizes.

A Large Assortment of Fine Engraved Ladies' Cases, and Heavy Weights in Gents'

Presentation Goods.

Prices in these are so low that any dealer can afford to carry a fair stock.

* * *

SWISS WATCHES.
Special Value in Silver Chatelaines and Ladies' Hunters, also a few very nice goods for

fine trade.

LADIES' AMERICAN GOLD WATCHES.
Several hundred Choice Engraved Goods at a Specially Attractive Price. Write for a few

on approval.

MOVEMENTS.
The Regular American Goods with a few desirable lines of Swiss.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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PAILLARD
non-magnetic movements

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING.

18 SIZE AMERICAN.
No. 45. Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Settings,

Adjusted, Patent Regulator, Double Sunk
Dial, Breguet Hair Spring.

No. 47. Gilt, 15 Jewels in Settings, Adjusted
;

Patent Regulator, Double Sunk Dial,

Breguet Hair Spring.

16 SIZE.

No. 71. Nickel, 20 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 72. Nickel, 18 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 73. Nickel, 16 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 74. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

16 SIZE.

No. 81. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 82. Gilt, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 83. Gilt, 11 Jewels.

No. 84. Gilt, 7 Jewels.
NOTE. For full description of theie Movemsn's consult Price List.

These Movements contain the justly celebrated Paillard Non-Magnetic Compensation

Balance and Hair Spring, and are superior to any other make.

THE GOLDSMITHS STOCK CO. OF CANADA Ltd., Canadian Agents.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



Ansonia Clocks.

It goeswithout saying

that the fancy clocks of

the Ansonia Company,

for uniform excellence

of quality, and for nov-

elty and merit in artis-

tic design, are practi

cally without rivals.

Some of their low-

priced lines of Black

Walnuts are imitated

by goods of inferior

finish, but when it

comes to Presentation

goods, Fine Bronze Clocks, Polished Brass Clocks, Black Marble Clocks,

Antique Oak Clocks, they are practically without competitors. Our sample

room contains a large selection of the best designs, and we have recsived

a fresh supply of the large Ansonia Illustrated Catalogue—new edition,

1890. No jeweler should be without one, especially when they are offered

gratis. Write The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

for Catalogue and Price List.

\»«. «V ^».» M \1*
"if '/» V»» '{\ "if

Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Canadian Agents for Ansonia Clocks.
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J. &, J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
JN OR] »ER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'

use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
Till, above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

atta< hed to the Fire proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY lam, [886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with
non < onducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and whi< h we maintain is the best lire proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR,
toeoistto s^:f;e] woeks

I 17 and I 19 Front St. East, Toronto.
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BUY WATCHES THAT ARE WATCHES.

WATCHES

ON -TOP

"JOHN C. DUEBER."' Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in settings adjusted to heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle
Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds, BreguetHair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator. Specially guar-
anteed to be the best time-keeper in the world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made outside of the
Hampden Watch Factories.

RAILWAY SPECIAL. -Nickel, 17 extra fine Ruby
Jewels iu (iold Settings, Jeweled Centre, magnificently
damaskeened and finished, Bevel Head Gilt Screws, 14k. Gold
Patent Regulator, Expansion Balance, perfectly compen-
sated and accurately timed to Position and Isochronism,
Double Sunk (Has,-;, Enamel Dial, with Red Marginal Fig-
ures, Breguet Hair Springs.

206. Fine Nickel Movement, 11

Jewels in Settings, Compensation
Balance. DUEBER,.— Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in Settings, Sunk

Second and Circle Dial, Upright Arabic Figures and Sec-
onds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent
Regulator.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO.-Niokel, n
i..'..i. in mi tinea, Patent Kegulator, Roman Circular
Dial, Spade? Hands.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO. Gilded, n
Jewelsm Settings, Compensation Balanoe, Patent Safety
Pinion.

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT,

Bank of Commerce Building, - - LONDON, ONT.



WE ARE THE LEADERS
_ajlnt:d heeeafter

ALL WATCH COMPANIES
UVCTXST FOLLOW

THE DUEBER-HAMPDEN CO
As we have the only complete line of Watches for Watchmakers and the only

complete Watch factories in the world. The superiority of the DUEBER WATCH
CASES is acknowledged by all, and the elegance of style and finish on the

HAMPDEN MOVEMENTS is unrivaled, and will be kept so. No Jeweler's stock
is complete without them.

The Dueber-Hampden Co. ^^3^ Manufacture Time -Keepers

and not merely tb^^\M\ Watches.

"THE WORLDS WATCH CASE."
The I>ueber Silverine } oz. O. I . Bassine, Key and Stem Wind. A perfect fac-simile of the celebrated Duebei Coin Silver Watch Case

Color, finish and durability superior to all others Send for samples

Address all communications to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Commerce Building, Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

LONDON, ONT. DUEBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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OUR * NEW * FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

We now occupy the above Building.

THE ACME SILVER COMPANY .

TORONTO.
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fcCANApiANJEWELER*,

TORONTO, ONT., OCTOBER, 1890.

The recosjni^i-ci organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on iIil- rir~t 01 ever; month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and k ndred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates lor advertising will be found very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as willbe of interest to the Trade, We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address mi
rariably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as ?
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
ADELAIDE ST. W, TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure Insertion, changes or new advertisements must reach

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

EDlT^RIAb.

ANOTHER ADVANCE IN SILVER GOODS.

I M !E our last issue went to press, the upward tendency

of the silver market has caused the U.S. manufacturers

ofsterling silver flatware, watch cases and silver goods

generally, to again advance their prices about ten per cent

At these figures they claim that there is no more profit in

their business, if as much, as there was under the old state of

affairs before silver commenced to go up.

Some of the knowing ones in the United States predict that

silver will not stop short of $1.29 per ounce, and if this fore-

cast is verified it will simply mean a third advance in the price

of nearly all lines of silver goods.

ar, the Canadian manufacturers of silver watch cases have

only made one advance, but it is highly probable that unless a

decided decline in the price of silver bullion sets in at on<

further increase in the pri( e of these goods will have to be made
in the near future.

It is al^o probable that the manufacturers of electro plated

flat and hollow ware will be compelled from a similar cms. to

get an in< reased price for their output, which, even before the

rise in silver bullion, was cut so close as to barely afford them
a living profit on tlieir investment.

DEATH OF AARON BUCKLER.

If. d sth of Mr. Aaron buckler, of Bowmanville, I

well known aa one of the oldest and most respected

I jewelers m Canada, which occurred at Montreal on
the 3rd of -1 ptember, 1 a nature as to t all for more
than a passing comment.

Mr. Buckler left Ins home and proceeded to Montreal in

order to make his usual fall purchases, and put up at the Albion

Hotel in that city. Although well advanced in years he was a

very strong, active man, and when he retired for the night he

was in his usual vigorous health. Next morning he was found

in a state of unconsciousness caused by an escape of gas in his

room, and although the best medical aid was immediately called

in, he never rallied, but passed quietly away the next evening.

A coroner's inquest was held by the authorities, and after fully

investigating the cause of the catastrophe, they returned the

following verdict.

" That Aaron Buckler was suffocated by inhaling gas in room

77 of the Albion Hotel, Montreal, on the 2nd September, also

that by reason of an imperfect gas cock in the said room there

was sufficient escape of gas to cause the death of the said

Buckler."

It seems reasonable that under this verdict the proprietor of

the hotel could be prosecuted, if not criminally, at least for

monetary damages, for his share in causing the death of Mr.

Buckler. No hotel keeper has any right to use cheap and

dangerous gas fixtures in his place, and the sooner that a law is

passed protecting the public from such risks, the better it will

be for all concerned.

We cannot see why the gas fixtures in every hotel should

not be regularly inspected by the municipal or provincial

authorities. The Ontario Government have gone to a great

deal of trouble, and rightly so, to see that every hotel keeper

in this province has efficient fire escapes to ensure the safety of

his lodgers in case of a conflagration. While the danger from

fire is well worth guarding against, it is certainly no greater than

that from death by asphyxiation caused by the escape of gas

from imperfect gas fixtures, and we are very much inclined to

the belief that there are more people killed from the latter

than the former cause. Every few weeks one reads the account

of some hotel lodger dying from asphyxiation, headed by the

announcement, as was that relating to Mr. Buckler's death,

that he " blew out the gas." While it is probable that in some

cases people blow out the gas, it is not so common as the hotel

keepers would make the public believe, and this report is often

spread in order to divert attention from their criminal carless-

ness.

If an example could be made of one or two of these careless-

ly criminal hotel-keepers, who, in order to save a few dollars,

allow their guests to run the risk of being suffocated by the

escape of gas from the cheap and unsafe fixtures they use in

their caravansaries, the lesson would be a wholesome thing for

the fraternity at large.

If the tragic end of Mr. Buckler has the effe< t of drawing

the attention of the travelling public to the unnecessary risks

they arc compelled to run, even in houses supposed to be first-

class, he will not have died in vain, and we trust the lesson

will not be thrown away upon our lawmakers.

The remains of Mr. Buckler were 1 onveyed to Ins home at

Bowmanville, and interred at that place. The funeral wasone

of the largest ever seen in that Bection of Canada, and his

fellow townsmen not only turned out in hundreds, but most of

them closed their places of business during the funeral, as .1

mark of respe* t to the de< eased.
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THE VALUE OF OUR HOME MARKETS.

IHE Globe and other Commercial Union free trade

organs in Canada, are apparently never tired of harp-

I ing upon the value of the United States as a market

for our farm produce, and try to make our people believe that

unless we arc prepared to sacrifice everything else for the sake

of obtaining an untrammelled entrance to it, this Canada of

ours must of necessity go to the dogs.

In the estimation of these journals, the only measure of

a country s prosperity is its foreign trade, and unless that shows

a decided increase every year, they contend that the country

must be on the highway to financial ruin.

The trouble with these gentlemen is, that they try to make

their free trade medicine act as an infallible cure for every

commercial ailment that history furnishes any record of. They

forget that while free trade has undoubtedly proved a blessing

to Great Britain, it was only because that country adopted it

after her manufactories had been thoroughly established under

the most rigid system of protection the world has ever known,

and even had this not been the case, it does not of necessity

follow that whit is good for Great Britain is equally good for

every other country on the face of the earth.

In like manner if they would but throw prejudice aside and

take time to think, they would see that while in England, which

practically trades the bulk of her manufactured products for

what her people eat and the raw materials they use in manufac-

turing, the total of the export trade may perhaps fairly be taken

as the test of the nation's prosperity, such a rule certainly

cannot apply to large countries like the United States, which,

possessing almost every variety of climate, are practically self

contained so far as trade is concerned. It is equally evident

also, that such a country as the United States, whose total

foreign trade is but a fragment of its entire business, might grow

rich from its internal exchanges, whilst its foreign trade might

show a decided decline from year to year. As a matter of fact

a country's prosperity cannot be accurately measured by its

foreign trade, which is only one of the factors that has to be

taken into account when making up the national balance sheet.

We have repeatedly stated in these columns, that so far as

Canada is concerned, her export trade is but a small item in

the business total. Commercial Unionists would make us

believe that our entire prosperity hangs upon the dispos

our surplus farm products in the markets of the United Si

while Iree traders contend that until we can have a free ex< ha

of products with the entire world we shall never really know

what prosperity means.

If these gentlemen would but consider thatourtrwn people

consume nine-tenths of all the agricultural products we I

and that barely one-tenth of the whole is exported, they would

surely realize that the verj best market that our farmers can

is the one right at their own doors. One of the

and most forcible illustrations of this fact that we have

seen fame before our n agointhe shape "I an

artw ie published in the Telegram of this ( it y on the meal

sumption of Toronto According to these returns which

taken from the offu ial re' ords < f the I attic market it appears that

•
I luring the pas( twi Ive months a total ol no lesi than '-

1 | r; head ol

can Ie .'.is il contamptioo. Striking a rough average of

r.ooo lb*, f- - thi represt all * t"tal of jl-

beef. \a s> wrth consumed in the past year. This gives to the
city a daily consumption in beef of something like 251,087 pounds.

Mutton isalso very largely in demand judged by the fact that in one
year 55,766 sheep were slaughtered for local consumption, and this

reckoned at an average of 60 lbs. per animal gives a total in the year
°f 3.345.960 pounds, worth (1,672,980, or a consumption of nearly
10,000 pounds per diem. Of hogs there were 40,169, valued at $500,000,
consumed in Toronto, besides lambs and calves of which no reliable
record has been kept, but which are consumed in great quantities.
There are 20.000 lbs. of lamb eaten in Toronto in one day—such is the
demand of the retail men to have the market supplied at any cost. Of
poultry the consumption in Toronto isalso exceedingly large, and this

is where the local farmer gets the pull. The poultry season extends
from October to March, and in the week preceding Christmas it is

estimated that the wholesale houses and commission men handle as
much as a ton eve'y day, the supply coming from farmers who reside
within a radius of 20 miles of Toronto, while extra large quantities are
taken by the city retailers from country storekeepers who take birds in

exchange for articles of their stock in trade."

The significance of these returns will be better understood

when we compare them with the combined export of such

produce from the Dominion of Canada to Great Britain and

the United States. The official figures for the year ending

June, r88a, show that we exported 60,000 head of cattle, worth

$4,992,161, to Great Britain, an average of $80 each, and

37,360 head, worth $488,366. to the United States, at an aver-

age of about $13 each. Of sheep, Great Britain took 43,477,

worth $303,000, or an average of $7.00 per head, while the

United States took 307,775, worth $9^8,334, or an average of

only $3.00 each. Of hogs, England took none, and the United

States only 1,033, valued at $4,448, or about $4 apiece.

A comparison of the above figures will show that in these

three important articles of food the home market of the city of

Toronto alone consumes almost as much as our entire export

to the combined markets of the United States and Great Britain.

It shows aiso that the home market afforded by the one

single city of Toronto consumes more than four times the

amount of these staples than we export to that illimitable

market of 65,000,000 in the United States about which Mr.

Wiman and his followers in Canada make so much ado, and

without which, according to the Globe, this country cannot

possibly exist

But Toronto, although an important centre of population, is

not by any means the largest Canadian city, nor is it the only

one which consumes the product of the Canadian farmers in

large quantities. When we come to think of the cities of

Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Halifax, St. Johns Kingston, Belle

ville, Brantford, Guelph, St. Catharines, Stratford, Woodstock,

London, Hamilton, Winnipeg, and the hundreds oftownsand

villages which time and spa< e would alike fail us even to men-

tion, all of which are consumers in proportion to their si/e of

the products of the sutrounding Canadian farmers, we stand

astonished at the insignificance of our foreign trade in agricul

tural products when compared with what is used bj our own

people at home.

Before such an army of bona fide consumers foi Canadian

farm produi e, the so < ailed market of 60,000,000 in the I Fnited

(who export annually over $500,000,000 woith ol similar

prodm e of their own, which they < .m not themselves consume),

awaj almost into insignifn am

What our Canadian farmers want is not the marki I ol th<

United States so much as more consumers righl at their own

doors, and this can only be obtained by a continuanci ol the

tive polx y whu h has ahead) done so mu< h to stimulate

our manufactures and build up our town
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CANADA S GREAT FAIR.

IIK I Oronto Industrial Exhibition is over, and its suc-

ces not only tops the record but has placed it beyond

a peradventure at the head of any simitar exhibition

on the Americancontinent As a live Yankee said the other

day regarding it, " you Canadians not only knowhow to get up

a first-class show, but how to go to it afterwards," and this is

strictly true, for no matter how great may be the attractions of

any exhibition, it is bound to fall flat if not liberally patronized.

The fact that the attendance at Toronto's great fair has gone

on increasing year after year, may safely be taken as a proof

that its management have pretty accurately gauged the public

taste, and that their "greatest show on earth " has given both

townsmen and strangers full value for their money. So far as

we can judge personally, we should say that nowhere that we

know of in America can any visitor get so much of both instruc-

tion and amusement for twenty-five cents as at the Toronto

Industrial Exhibition.

Although the weather during the first week was so cold and

wet as to make the receipts nearly $4,000 less than for the

corresponding period of last year, yet the splendid sunshiny

days which followed and continued until the close, brought the

total receipts of the Exhibition nearly $10,000 ahead of any

other year in its history.

On the 15th 1 citizens' day! and the 17th (farmers' day) it is

computed that there were at least 75,000 people on the ground

each day, and the aggregate gate receipts of the two days

amounted to almost $32,000.

The arrangements for the accomodation of visitors were

excellent, and no accident of any kind occurred to mar the

enjoyment of the occasion.

To the distinguished visitors, Lords Stanley and Aberdeen

ell as to the English farmers' delegation now visiting this

country, the Exhibition was a thorough and pleasant surprise

the memory of which will color the reports that they will carry

back across the Atlantic, and which should be productive of

good in inducing a superior class of emigrants to pitch on

Canada as their future place of abode.

As we have said before in these columns, we know of no

better exponent of our industrial and agricultural interests than

such exhibitions, and in our opinion no loyal Canadian could

inspect the products of our workshops and farms exhibited at

Toronto without feeling a glow of pride in the country which

could from its own resources make such a creditable and impos

ing exhibit.

The exhibits pertaining strictly to the jewelry trade, although

few in number, were of more than ordinary excellence.

Simpson, Ham., Miller & Co.

The exhibit of Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co., plated ware

manufacturers of 18 De Bresoles St., Montreal, occupied two

large plate glass show cases almost in the centre of the main

building, and was inspected by lar^e crowds of visitors every

day during the fair. Of the excellence of this linn's manufac-

tures it is almost needless to say anything to the trade, lor they

have been upon the market for over a quarter of a century, and
have always stood the prai ti< al test of a( tual wear. 'I hi

of their Toronto exhibit were the repousse silver and gilt

hollow ware, and their collection of flat ware. One tea set in

repousse and gilt was a perfect gem and would delight the ey

of any customer in art metal work, however critical he might be

In nut bowls and other fancy pieces of hollow ware, the same

beauty of design and excellence of finish was apparent through

out, and in the opinion of first class judges in the same line of

business, the company's exhibit of hollow ware far exceeded in

point of workmanship and quality, that made by them at the

World's Centennial Fair at Philadelphia in 1876.

Their flat ware exhibit consisted mainly of some large and

elegantly appointed cabinets, fitted up with a complete assort-

ment of fancy pattern goods. The largest of these, valued at about

$5<-o, was a splendid specimen of the silversmith's art, both

design and finish being all that could be desired. The display,

taken as a whole, was very fine, and produced an impression

on the public which must have the effect of increasing the

sales of the already popular goods of this firm.

The Toronto Silver Plate Co.

In a large plate glass show case, situated almost directly in

front of the entrance to the "crystal palace,'' was to be found

the very attractive exhibit of the Toronto Silver Plate Co., of

this city. This company confined themselves this year ex-

clusively to goods of their own manufacture, and in our opinion

made fully as effective an exhibit as they have ever done in

former years, when their own work was supplanted by the best

available specimens of American skill. Their collection con-

sisted exclusively of useful and ornamental hollow ware, and

some of the pieces exhibited were exceedingly chaste in design

and meritorious in finish. Amongst the most beautiful and

striking of these was a fancy table, the top of which was support-

ed by four semi nude female figures, known to heathen mythology

as Caryatides. A richly decorated vase and lamp stand, also hav-

ing the same kind of figures for supports, were much admired, and

would compare favorably with any similar work turned out by

the best European silversmiths. The regular tableware part of

their exhibit gave ample evidence that the company is yearly

improving the quality and finish of the goods they manufacture,

and are bound to make them equal to anything of a similar

kind turned out elsewhere.

There is no branch of manufacture that we know of which

has made greater strides during the past ten years than that of

electro plated silver ware, and any jeweler who made a careful

inspection of the goods exhibited by the Toronto Mlver Plate

Co. must have been impressed by the fact that this Canada oi

ours is, for many lines of goods, fast becoming one of the most

important manufacturing centres in the world. The Company
are to be congratulated on the success of their purely Canadian

exhibit, the quality and finish of which is bound to help their

sales in the near future.

Ei lis & Co.'s Tower (
'1 01 ks.

No visitor could well attend the Exhibition without having

ttention drawn to the large tower clock which graced the

in end of the crystal palace, and provided citizens and

'•rs alike with a sure means oi regulating theii movements.

Aii inspection of the works which were placed inside on the

gallery floor, proved that, so far as tower clocks arecon

cerned, this country can turn out work full} a that

which we have hitherto been in the habit of importing. Hie

makers of the clock on exhibition were Mes 1
I \ Co., <>t

Toronto, and so far as regards materials, construction and
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finish, it left little or nothing to be desired. This industry,

although only started a few months ago, gives promise of being

a decided success, and the makers have already booked em

utdcrs to kce|> them busy for some time to (nine. As the

manufacture of tower clocks has been brought about entirely

through the influence of the present protective tariff, we think

we may saiel) score another point for the National Policy.

IT WILL AFFORD US PLEASURE.

Correspondence.

CERTAINLY WE WILL.

Editor Trader—Sir :

" y/H.I. you kindly send me the Trader, as I have started

-"gjg- business for myself, and would like to have your

paper to study.

Yours truly,

Montague, F.K.I., Aug. 50, 1890. F. S. Mitchell.

A. S. MURRAYS SUCCESSOR.

Editor Trader Sir :

,
—

UAVING succeeded to the business of the late A. S.

Murray, I would feel much obliged if you would put

my name down as a subscriber to your valuable

journal.

Yours truly,

John Brodie.
London, Sept. 20, 1890.

APPRECIATES A GOOD THING.

Editor Trader Sir :

j READ your valuable journal with much interest every

month. The practical articles on watch repair

ing alone are very valuable, especially those of

"Beeton" and "Excelsior." Wishing your

journal every success, and extending my congratulations upon

its rapid progress, I remain,

Yours very truly,

Petrolea, Aug. 28, 1890. Geo. A. Lewis.

ANOTHER OPINION.

Editor Trader Sir

^y RKRHAPS it may interest Mr. Morgan to know that

*jflfl | spade guineas and half guineas have been out of

&' -y"- ilation several years, consequently they are

let« lung "fancy" prices from persons who col

old and < urious coins, half guineas being

especially scan e. A »pe< mien in good preserva

lion would lie worth J 1 in England, or $9 70,

whereas the face value, as you informed him is but $2.6.''...

Yours,

inby, Que , Sepl <>. 1890. W. I. Brand.

?»

Editor"Trader— Sir :

VWII.I. you be so kind as to send me the Trader as I

am a young man starting, or have been

started this last si\ months here, and would

like very much to have it. By so doing you

would greatly oblige

Yours truly,

Wetland, Sept. 11, 1890. Geo. B. Knowi
i

YOU WILL GET IT REGULARLY.

Editor Trader--Sik :

INDIA' accept my thanks for sending me the TRADER.

I hope it may be sent every month, as I

greatly delight in its contents. Thanking you

once more for your kindness,

I remain, youis respectfully,

Arnprior, Sept. 11, 1890. A. Henderson.

WE HAVE DONE SO.

•H*\ HAY
Editor Trader—Sir :

E been in the habit of reading the Trader

every month, and as I have started in busi-

ness for myself in Knderby, B.C., you will

oblige me very much by adding my name to

your list.

Knderby, B.C., Sept. 4, 1890.

Yours,

Fred. B. J u <.>i es.

HARD TO ADVISE.

Editor Ti: VDER SlR

j
SOLD a man a walch and chain for $13.00, and he

told the man he was working lor to pa) me
out of his wages. I got $10 that day and was

to have the other $3 in two or three weeks. 1

gave him a guarantee foi a year with thewat< h

Now he lias traded the watch away, and has forbid the boss to

pay me the balance, saying that he gave me all the watch was

worth. Which one is responsible, and can I get the money,

and how can I get it, or will it cost me more than it is worth ?

I have no witnesses to the bargain. Let me know through

The Trader, and oblige.

Vours truly,

A. Ill I KINGH \\1,

Melbourne, Ont., Sept. 19, 1890. Jewelei

Note The only one you can i">>k i<> is the person to

whom you sold the watch. \ oil (.111 Collect II l>\ a Division

Court suit if he is worth anything ; if not, and he has [0 be

brought up on a judgment summons the game will hardly be

worth the candle, and you had better pocket win loss and

charge it t 1 e\p iiem e a< 1 01ml Ed. TRADI R
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THE WORLD DENIES THE CHARGE.

jgZ

•*-.

Editor Trader— Sir :

*J*"~
\fJILL you grant me space in your columns to say that

t\m\
.

the statement in the Jeweler s Catalogue that I

have said, at any time, or to any person, that

S. F. Myers & Co. supplied the World with

watches, is a libel as gross as was ever uttered.

As the World never bought a watch from S. F.

Myers ..V Co, either directly or indirectly, such

a statement makes me out a silly libeller. The editor wrote

this libel wilfully and maliciously after I had assured him in

the strongest possible manner that I have no reason to believe,

nor have reason even to surmise, that Myers had furnished

watches to the brokers supplying The World.

Yours truly,

The World, New York, Sept. 4th, 1890. T. E. WlLLSON.

t r——

BARNUMS OLD CLOCK.

Editor Trader- Sir :

H
IN reading a notice copied from the New York Sun, I

, , was reminded of the same kin 1 of a clock I in-

spected in Barnum's museum in 1853. It was

made in England, and run twelve months with

one winding, so the Brooklyn jewelers are away

behind the age. The mechanism is very simple,

viz. : There is a graduated platform balanced on

very fine lozenge knife pivots, and attached is a pair of pallets

which elevate the platform when the scape wheel is loosened

from two lever detents which hold the scape wheel while the

ball is moving from one end to the other ; the lever detents

come above the platform one quarter of an inch, and the weight

of the ball is just sufficient to unlock the escapement. There

are two regulating balls, one at each end, to regulate the clor k.

The only difficulty to be surmounted is to get correct angles

of the incline plane to occupy a given period of time. The

one mentioned takes one minute.

"Hun Sept. 9, 1890. W. N. Mills.

MR. MOODYS CONUNDRUM.

Ed/'tor Trader-

1HAVE often admired the able editor of your paper

for the fearless style of his composition and the

general make up of his paper.

I want to know if you really don't think

there is more real gas and puff than sub

stance in this institute with the big word

ting us to it.

I would like the editor to first tell us in

lish the meaning of Horological, for I

find a great number of people who use the word who don't

know what it really does mean.

I will a^k the gentleman running the Horological Institute

and the watchmakers in Canada generally one question, which

answer please * nd to the editor of THE TRADER. You will

have a month to answer it m, and the gentleimfn who an

it I am sure the public and the trade will stamp as a man who

has had a first-class training from a first class man, for such

knowledge is not stored in books but is only given or learned

by experience, and is only known by first class men, strictly so

classed.

QUESTION.—Give the exact rule to make the roller table

and pallets fork of any lever watch when both have been lost or

thrown away, and that when these parts are made they will fit

exactly so that the watch will go right off without filing or

tinkering at it ?

I have heard the question started "what shall we do with

the botch?" I now ask the question "what shall we do with

the off-scourings of the country towns and farms and the slums

of the old country
;
people who in a city like Toronto get the

approbation of good citizens and impose on the trade and the

public generally ?"

Respectfully yours,

Hamilton, Sept. 10, 1890. Chris. Moody.

[N
T
oiE.---If Mr. Moody will look up his dictionary he will

find that Horological means pertaining to the horologe or to

horology. Horologe is a clock or watch, and Horology the art

of constructing machines for the measurement of time.- Ed.

Trader.]

MR. MOSS EXPLAINS.

Editor Trader—Sir :

J

\j^IIT you kindly give me space to reply to the item in

your last issue, " Goingfor Him." I am sure you

are not conducting this crusade against me out

of a desire to injure me. which you have done

unwittingly.

The last bill of goods I bought was on the

19th of June ; I assigned on the 1 8th of July.

Is that only a few days] I was not e\pe<tmg to be sued and

pushed at that time as I have been since. I he party I bought

from pressed me hard to take a dozen sets of fine gold jewelry,

etc., and had I known, I might have been tempted to do so.

These goods, of course, form part of my liabilities. They also

appear in my assets. As to my having recognized the justice

of the contention of my Toronto < reditors to meet their

demands in full by having paul some of them already, it is

simply and utterly untitle. I have paid no one a cent. 1 < an

didly admit most of their demands are just, but I can't pay

them. For the last eight years 1 have conducted my business

under a baneful rumor that one of my Halifax < reditors held

a bill Ol sale on my stock, etc, and it appeals by their own

admittance that they contmed by accepting a to pel cent.

commission for taking a risk on m) purchases. This sprin I

ordered some silverware from Toronto, the Order was rejei ted

except for cash. One of these firms had the effrontery to tell

me a lew days ago that they knew ol the refusal, and the

reason was they would not take the risk as on formei occasions.

Since that time nearly all my credit rted me, showing

clearly that a rumor was -oin- round that was breaking up

my ' redit. I appealed t<> the Men antile \-^ in \, and they did

all they could in the premises, ["he) elicited the fact, how

ever, that Deithei of tin Halifax wholesale firms held a hill ol
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sale as had been reported. If my creditor-* had stood by me

instead of cutting my credit off without a reason, it would

have been better for all. I challenge any of my Toronto

creditors or any othes to show aught but that 1 have always

paid my bills promptly. I am told that this system of taking

a commission on a risk is common, I look upon it as an in-

famy that ought to be suppressed. I could say much more,

but have trespassed now too much on your space.

Yours truly,

Moncton, X. R. Sept. 8th, 1890. Myer Moss, >i.nr.

E—Through some unaccountable, but unintentional

manner, the editorial note, under the heading "Going for

Him," in last month's issue, which was intended to refer to the

failure of L. T. Joudry, of Moncton, X B., was by the substi-

tution of the name made to apply to Mr. Myer Moss, Sr

,

jeweler, of the same place. This we very much regret, for, from

enquiries amongst the wholesale men in this city, we find that

Mr. Moss' name stands very high for honesty, and although he

has been unfortunate enough to fail in business, his want of

success is not in any way owing to a desire to do an injustice

to any of his creditors.

—

Editor Trauer.]
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111" absent ones of the summer are nearly all return

ed, and this " hiveing of the population,'' as the

Star, which shines out on Montreal and

vicinity about 4 p.m. each day, and once

a week on the whole Dominion, calls it, is

having it s influence on the jewelry trade

That word, " hiveing " is good, and ex-

pressive, and one word instead of two, and

now that her people are "hived," Montreal

is quite herself again, and rising slowly, as becomes the heavy

weight of the family, she adjusts her gold rimmed spectacles,

coughs slightly and invites all the jewelers of Canada to pay

her a visit. You will see much to interest and admire, and if

it is desired to do some '• stoi king up," and thus combine

business with pleasure, the facilities are right at hand.

nee the X.I', gave workmen a chance for a day of their

own, no labor day was better honored than this last in our city.

The procession was the feature that most interested, and every

trade that can well be imagined was duly and well represented

inline. No better idea of the extent, variety and import

of Montreal's industries could well be obtained, than was

iplified in this great demonstration. Apt inti and

brawny muscle was on show, the honest manlj bearing of its

votaries reflected the dignity of labor, emphasizing the pure

truth of the lines of everybody's burns :

"The rank is but the Guinea stamp,

The man's the good lor a' that.
'

Processions, like banks, wholesale jewelry establishmei

and such like, require a head, and merit being equal, tin 1 hoi< e

for the position is decided by good looks. Our working men
showed their apprci iation of thi by selei ting the w.it< h

case makers for first place, and while this craft could urge no

objection on the score of either merit or good looks, still they

preferred a place further down in the ranks. The working

men evidently had examined and tested Canadian-made wad h

cases and, in this way. knew the genius of the makers, also

that modesty is the first born of genius, and so insisted, and

the watch case men went to the front, mounted and spurred

and all. Although radiant of face and noble of mien, scarcely

anybody would have thought them Sir Knights, because they

were minus belts, wore plug hats, had their gold in then

pockets, and the horses were scarcely the kind, but they might

easily have been mistaken for newly-elected aldermen or book-

keepers, and were in all respects a credit to themselves, a

credit to their calling, and a credit to the grand army of which

they formed a part May their number in Montreal never grow

less.

Immediately after the watch case makers came the horse-

shoers
;
the horseshoe being the emblem of good luck, this

was no doubt intended by the workingmen as an intimation to

the jewelers of the Dominion that good luck follows Canadian-

made watch cases.

Many of your readers will have learned with regret of the

untimely death of Aaron Buckler, jeweler, of Bowmanville,

through suffocation by gas in this city on Wednesday, the 3rd

instant. Mr. buckler arrived the preceding morning to buy

his stock for the season, and spent the day among the whole-

sale jewelers Early in the afternoon of Wednesday, Mr.

Couch, also from Bowmanville, hearing that a townsman of his

was dangerously ill at the Aibion Hotel, proceeded there and

found Mr. buckler very low from the above stated cause and

not likely to recover. Himself a stranger in the city, Mr. Couch

communicated the circumstances to John H. Jones & Co.,

McGill Street ; Mr. Jones went at once to the hotel to see that

no effort be spared that promised any hope of recovery. Com-

petent physicians were in constant attendance, but the deadl)

gas had done its work, and despite the resources of medical

science, death ensued about f> p.m.

The coroner was notified and an inquest held the next fore-

noon. Mr. Joins being chosen foreman of the jury, Mr. R. ('.

Smith, advocate, appearing on behalf of the heirs. The

evidence in brief was, by an employee of the hotel, that

deceased was in apparent good health on being shown to his

room : by the hotel proprietor, that an escape of gas was

by an employee the next morning, who on receiving

no response to his knocks on the door, communicated with

iii' e. when the door was forced, and Mr. Buckler found

mscious, window and fan light both closed, and thi

turned on but not burning. In reply to 'incstuins by the fore

man. the witness explained that the pin of the stop-cork on the

that the kc v turned all the way

around, and the turning «»f the key tO the Straight would shut

offtl ml past the straight allow it to escape. A plum

if 1 employed to examine the gas fixture, also testified to the

Ctive stM|)(o(k; the doctors in attend. 1111 e, that death

resulted from escaped gas. The jury returned the following

verdict " rhat taron Buckler was suffocated by inhaling gas

in room 77 "t the Albion Hotel, Montreal, on the and instant,

•hat lis reason ol an imperfect gas-cock in the said room,

then :' < ause the death of the
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.
HAVi COMPLETED ARRANGEMENTS TO MANUFACTURE

—TOWER CLOCKS— **&**-

The Trade supplied with estimates, full particulars, and all necessary
details for the erection of Public Clocks; Time or Strike, with or
without Illuminated Dials.

The above cut is an illustration of the Tower Clock erected in the

Hamilton Post Office, for the Department of Public Works, Ottawa,

also of one exhibited at the Industrial Exhibition, Toronto.
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said Aaron Buckler.'' The body was taken to Bowmanville on

the evening train for interment.

In speaking of deceased after the inquest, Mr. Jones, who

was visibly affected, said his business relations with Mr.

Buckler had extended over more than a quarter of a century,

and that, having seen him but two days before bustling about

in his usual active way, it was hard to realize the sad facts of

the meantime.

Early in the month we had a genuine tumble in safes, not

in price, but in the actual safes. The occas'on was a fire in

the Montreal warehouse of Messrs. Goldie & McCulloch, of

Cialt. On the first floor, used as a showroom, were some fifty

ponderous safes ; the cellar containing a quantity of lumber, and

it was here that the fire originated. Our fiiemen, as is their

custom, left fear in their vest pockets in the station, having no

use for it at a fire, and at once rushed into the cellar. They

had not been there long before crash went the floor above and

down came the safes. A "down pour " of safes may be a grand

enough sight, if they belong to someone else, and you are the

right distance away, but should you be just under, it is not a

bit interesting, and so thought the firemen, as they beat a hasty

retreat, carrying their wounded companions with them. For-

tunately no fatal results followed. The fire was soon got under

control, but not before considerable damage was done. Fire

and all, no jeweler need fear that we cannot get a safe sharp

on time from Messrs. Goldie& M< ( ulloch, Montreal—the busi-

ness interruption lasted just the time required by a railroad

train to reach Montreal from Gait.

Mr. Edgar A. Wills, Secretary of the Watch Jobbers'

Association, paid Montreal a flying visit a few days since, and

in his usual fast express style interviewed our jobbers, pre-

sumably on Association business, but reticence pervades the air

as to the exact nature of the matter in hand. Mr. Wills has a

happy faculty of saying more and hearing more in five minutes

than most men can in five hours, but his says and hears are

for those only in whose behalf he is interested.

A St. Lawrence Main Street jeweler, in talking business,

said with the air of the true philosopher, what we want badly

is something in the way of wet weather jewelry. " Look,' said

he, and your correspondent looked at rain, mud and moving
umbrellas, ''every business has rainy weather goods but ours."

Wishing to do your city jobbers a good turn, I suggested that

he tr\ Toronto for it, so now your jobbers know what is wanted
in Montreal. I always like to let jobbers know the wants of

the retail trade, it helps business.

Mr. Miller, of Miller & Bremner, retailers and manufacturers

of fine jewelry, is visiting the haunts of his boyhood days, again

to tread the heather among the hills o bonny Scotland. Mr.

Miller is the factory man and makes 18k gold that is 18k,

nJing to the advertisement, and the testimony of every

customer he has, but he was educated in the maxims and
cradled in the scenes "from which old Scotia's grandeur
springs,"

"
1 hat makes her loved at home, revered abroad."

Your correspondent is Irish, but he dearly Iocs a S< ot.

Mr. I., p. Dufresne, of Notre Dame Street, one of Montreal's

representative jewelers, who was compelled to vacate Ins pre

owing to the destruction ol the building to widen the

street, is settled in his new quarters, a little further down on

the opposite side of the same street. Jewelry stores are pretty

thick in that section, but Mr. Dufresne's practical business

methods and generous genial nature makes him welcome any-

where ; that is, his friends welcome him and he has no foes.

Business with the retail trade is not as good as might be

desired ; in common with most other districts we" are having

too many rainy days and the people are kept in doors. Even

when the elements are braved, who would buy jewelry on a wet

day ? Business, however, is far from being at a standstill, and

the prospects are bright.

The wholesale firms are fairly busy ; a good many buyers

are coming and going, and travellers' orders, though more of

the sorting than stocking up nature, are satisfactory. As the

season advances the wants of the trade are becoming settled.

In jewelry it would seem that bracelets are in again, sales of

rings are scarcely up to former years ; ear-rings, outside of very

neat and chaste designs, are slow, though it is predicted that

larger ear-rings are coming ; ball necklets don't appear to know
whether to come in or stay out ; the Victoria style of ladies'

watch chains is still the selling line with fancy or novelty charms;

in brooches the call is for novelties and small neat patterns,

tlentlemen's jewelry shows little change from the usual rather

staple lines. Watch sales are not to say unsatisfactory, though

it is complained that the uncertainty of price is hindering trade

with those whose wants are more limited, and others of a cau-

tious conservative method ; the jobbers having no fixed unifoim

price, the difficulty is to know what the bottom rate to the

retailer is.

General satisfaction is expressed at the arrangement of the

manufacturers of cases by which prices to jobbers are made uni-

form. One of our largest dealers in American movements and

Canadian cases said that when the makers depended too largely

on price to induce sales, the tendency was to an inferior pro-

duct, but now that price is fixed and uniform, the makers must

depend on the quality of their product to sell it; quality and

design being now the necessity tomake trade.

Montreal, Sept. 16th, 1890.

PENDULUMS.

Editor Trader—Sir :

T^\II) you ever have a clock come in for repairs in

LJ which the pendulum was too long?''

This ;s a question I was asked, not many
months ago, by the apprentice of one of the

best watchmakers—generally speaking— in

our country, and one on whom I had called,

He being absent from the shop for a short

time, I was entertained by the above mi tl

tioned apprentice until his return.

" Not that I remember," I answered.

"Well," he continued, pointing to a rather good-looking

grandfather's ( lock, " here is one. We could not get it to go,

nohow, so at last the boss found out that the pendulum was too

long and < ut this mu< h off and now it goes fine.

As be said this he presented a piece ol iron rod about twelve

or fourteen inches long, of which, to cure its perveision, the

( loi k had been curtailed.

Apparently the clock went all right, but it had not yet tin
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TRADE ^[ [ MARK.

Montreal \Ji\tch Qase

Company
ĉ
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a

Address: P. 0. Box 1093. Factory: White's Lane, off 123 Vitre Street, MONTREAL.

TO THE TRADE
In thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to

us so far, and asking for a continuance of your favors,

we would call attention to some of our special styles.

Princess or Filed Shell Cases,

Howard Style Cases,

Pateck Phillippe & Co. Cases.

N.B.—We guarantee our production equal in quality, style

and design to any case produced in the market, includ-

ing American or 8-wiss.
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face and hands on. I knew at the time that as soon as these

were put on he would change his mind, but I said nothing. Of

course the clock would «ain, and that not a little, and although

the quicker motion of the pendulum may have overcome the

cause of its stoppage to a certain extent. I am pretty sure that

the piece which had been cut off was replaced before the clock

went "fine."

That blunders like this can occur in the workshops of other-

wise fair workmen must be ascribed to one fault— the one great

fault in the system of apprenticeship in our country— the lack

of laying a good foundation by teaching the physical principles

upon which the performance of the work in hand depends.

Right here is where horological schools can do good work.

Here is where lectures, even if given in the most primitive man

ner, and enjoyed by students for a short time only, prove to be

of immense value. After following a reasonable course of these

studies, if there is anything in the student it will come out. A
desire to get at the bottom of things is created in him, and this

desire followed by understanding and subsequent practice will

lead him in the right direction to become a first-class workman.

It makes no difference how much he may be cautioned to

be careful in his work, or to what extent the excellence of the

nu kel-plated American lathe and the fine work that can be

done on it may be impressed upon him, if he remain ignorant

of the mechanical laws governing bis work he will keep on work

ing in the dark. He will turn fine staffs which will not "spin"

—

because of some other, to him, inconceivable cause—a d he

will make all kinds of ridiculous experiments.

Alter having realized his mistakes, he may learn a lesson

from them and avoid them in the future, but it will be a long

time before he will be a safe workman, and it is safe to say he

will never be a first-class one.

However, as horological s< hools are not accessible to all

watchmakers, I propose, since my attention has been called to

the matter, to follow up this introduction by a short article des-

criptive of the pendulum and its workings, in the columns of this

journal, which by the grace of its editor is free to all.

The a< lion of the pendulum is due to ihe force of gravity,

that force which draws everything towards the centre of the

earth, and to the momentum of forces which allows a body to

move through space after the force whic h gave it Us impulse has

been discontinued.

Take a string, attach one end to a hook, </, < Fig. 1.1 and

the other to a weight, b\ hold the weight out to the point c and

drop it.

If left unimpeded it would drop directly to tin- ground in

the direction of the line e— d; as it is, however, the string keeps

the weight in suspense so that it cannot do so. But it does as

nearly so as possible, and follows its inclination downward and

moves along the curve / g until it reaches the point e. The
force of gravity alone has brought about this motion, and if it

were not that all bodies set in motion have a tendeni \ to < on

tinue to move for ome tunc after the propelling powei has i><
i n

expended, the ball would stop at tins
| oin( Bui the ball hav-

ing been set in motion, instead of following the course e— i,

which, by virtue of the forces of gravity and momentum, it

would take if it were at this point d< tac hed from the String, it

is fore ( d by the tension of the string to folio.. inal < uivc

until it reaches the point //. where, its momentum having been

counteracted by the same force of gravity which gave it, it

finally comes to a standstill, only to be impelled in the opposite

direction by the exercise of the same forces.

If it were not for the friction of the air and that caused by

the resistance of the spring at the end of the rod, a pendulum

once started would keep up its motion indefinately and we would

have perpetual motion. However, from these causes the pen-

dulum loses a little of its force at each vibration, and it is there-

fore necessary in the making of clocks to apply mechanism to

give fresh impetus at stated intervals.

The pendulum always swings in a perfect arc, with the length

of the string or rod as a radius The shorter the rod, or in other

words the smaller the circle, the greater will be the relative dis-

tance between the arc and its chord, (as shown by the heavy

lines at /and m in Fig. 2), and the more directly can the force

of gravity exert itself. It will be observed that / is much

greater in proportion to the rest of the radius than m is in pro-

portion to its radius. For this reason a short pendulum will

vibrate faster than a longer one.

The effect is the same as in a ball rolling down an inclined

plane as shown at the left hand side of Fig. :. The steeper

the plane the faster of course the ball will roll: and the rounder

the curve the faster it moves when attached to a rod 01 string.

We have now seen that the number of vibrations of a pendulum

depends entirely on the length of the rod.

It will take just as long for a weight of one ounce to fall to

the ground from a given height as it will one that weighs a ton.

The force of gravity in both cases docs its work in the same

tunc. It will therefore be understood that all changes m the

number of vibrations of a pendulum must be brought about by

changing the length of its rod and not by altering its weight.

The strength of the impelling mechanism of a (loci, the

condition of its escapement, the amount of recoil and the 111

fluent e of currents of air, or othc r disturbing causes to the action

of wIik h the pendulum may be- exposed, are factors whi< h must

1 when the proper weight of a pendulum is to be

determined upon.

The numbei of tunes oi vibration of different pendulums

.ire as the square rOOl of their lengths. Thus a pendulum in

order to vibrate twice as slowly must be four limes as long

to vibrate three tunes slowei must be nine tunes .is ion- I he

;li for a given numbei ol vibrations in a ^tate d tunc varies

slightly in diffen 1 t latitudes 1 his is due to the a< 1 eleration

of the earth 's axis. In the latitude of < m enwil h the length Ol
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a seconds pendulum is 39 14 inches, and for a two-seconds pen-

dulum lour times a-, long or 156.56 inches.

The perfect pendulum exists in theory only. The presence

of a suspending rod changes the centre of gravity according as

it is light or heavy. A heavy rod makes the pendulum shorter,

while a lighter one leaves it nearer as it is in theory where the

means of suspense are supposed to have no weight whatever.

I shall n> t, in this article, enter into the explanation of this

and other finer points, hut shall consider my mission accom-

plished if I have succeeded in explaining, in a general way, the

mechanical laws on which the action of pendulums depend.

To a good many workmen an article of the scope of the

above is superfluous, since to them there is nothing new in it

However, I hope that those who have not been taught the whys

and wherefores of things and apprentices in general may find

the short description given here useful in preventing them from

tampering with the length or weight of a pendulum, when in

all probability the fault lies in the escapement or in the train

of the clock Ad Rim.

WHO SENT THE LIST ?

Editor Trader—Sir :

T^S 1 gel your TRADER every month, I have something I

wish you would put in the next issue, it is this. How
t\ does it come that people not in the jewelry trade get

the price li>t of the Am. Watch Case Co. of Toronto? Thai is

what 1 would like to know, as there is a man in this town who

keeps a livery stable and he got one by mail the other day, and

I don't think this is right. Hoping I am not asking too much,

1 am, yours, etc
,

W. H. GOSSELL.
pawa, Man.. Sept 26th, 1890.

.—Mr. Gossell's query is a very proper one if his fa< ts

are right, but we are afraid he is making a complaint against

the wrong company. For the past five years the American

Wat' h < I of Toronto have printed and issued price

lists exclusively to the wholesale jewelry trade. No retail

jeweler or dialer of any other kind has ever had one of their

lists unless it was obtained from some wholesale jewelry house,

a thing most unlikely to occur Ed Tradi

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY 1 X( 1.1 ~\<>H.

I HI I Hill X ES< APEMEN I . ( !oN I I N 1 1 D.

(531) The wheel being properly fixed, move the cutter ba< k

again, to the edge of the repose wheel disc, in position for

rutting, the disc being well supported underneath by a false

plate. Now turn the index plate three spaces to the right, and

cut three notches lor the repose teeth, remembering that you

move the plate over two spaces for the breadth of each tooth,

or 10'. Two complete teeth are now formed, except the base

or spur For the next pair, turn the plate onward eight Bp

and make three more notches aa before, and so on. It you

turn the plate from right to left in I utting, then alter setting

the cutter, etc., as above, turn the plate five spaces to the

left, make three cuts, then eight spaces or holes more,

and make three more cuts for the second pair of teeth,

and so on. The metal between the teeth is removed in

several ways. Some use a thin slitting cutter to separate

each pair from the surrounding metal, which is then filed

away ; or a series of holes is drilled along the impulse

wheel to separate it, and the rough circle finished off with the

file. Others remove the metal by repeated use of suitable

cutters, till the impulse circle is reached. In cutting the Eng-

lish duplex wheel with fifteen teeth, after making the impulse

teeth, set the index point in the circle of thirty holes, fit on a

cutter for forming the front face of the repose teeth, in line

with the centre, and adjust the point of the impulse tooth to

that face of the cutter, in every respect as directed for the

Chinese wheel. Having moved the cutter back in position for

opeiation, turn the plate one hole in either direction, and

make a cut, which will form the front face of one repose tooth.

Turn the plate on two holes for each succeeding tooth. The
formation of the back of the teeth, etc., requires no special

instruction.

(532) " Supposing one or two teeth on the Chinese repose

wheel have become too short, is it never allowable to draw or

stretch them, instead of putting in a new escape wheel?" Cer-

tainly, if the owner will not pay for a new wheel, the teeth may

be lengthened. This can be done in any way most convenient

for each workman, taking care to apply the swedging or ham-

mering to the spur or base only. The teeth themselves should

not be hammered or worked at during the stretching process.

Frequently try the wheel in the calipers, and, when the teeth

are found long enough, see, 1st, that they are the proper

distance from those on either side of them ; 2nd, that they are

level or in the same plane with the others
;

3rd, that their

points are vertical to the plane of the wheel, like the rest.

Then equalize the teeth as directed in section (471), and

finally file up the points very carefully, if required, being sure

to keep the distances and inclinations correct.

(533) Although quite a common variety of watch, the

principles of the duplex escapement aie very seldom under-

stood, whic h is probably one great cause of the very general

discredit into which it has fallen in this country. More spa* e

lias therefore been devoted to it than was at first intended. It

is not a very terrible thing to make a watch, whether duplex,

lever, or even chronometer; and the value of thepractic.il

knowledge thus acquired is inestimable. There are many shops

where dull times are improved by such employment, to the

great advantage of the workmen and advanced apprentices, as

well as cjf the employer. And it is to be hoped that the custom

may again become as common as it formerly was. It is to

assist such that many of the foregoing directions have been

given, and more space ore tipied than would have l>cen requisite

tor the benefit of the mere repairer. The next article will take

up the spring detent or chronometer escapement.

Bcrns Personi who work in red-hot metals, glass-blowing, etc.,

,-ir« sometimes apt to burn thtir im^rs. It is well to know thai c

solution "i bic irbonate >! soda (baking soda) promptly and permanently
relieres all pain. The points to be observed are : One i>ii.<ri>

niisi be used; washing soda and common soda are far too irritant

i.. be applied u the burn is sen iu« Two, the- solution must be saturat-

ed l biee, the w >lution mu il be ii e > old
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THING ABOUT LATHES-IMPORTANT

WHITCOMB AND WEBSTER-WHITCOMB.

The difference between a Hard Lathe and a Soft Lathe is that A SOFT LATHE HAS HARD

SPINDLES AND WIRE CHUCKS; the HEADSTOCK SPINDLE runs in BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL

BEARINGS. A HARD LATHE has Hard Spindles and Wire Chucks; the Headstock Spindle runs in

HARDENED STEEL BEARINGS.

The Whiteomb Lathe has been found by actual test to be the best Lathe yet placed on the market, as proved by the

enormous amount of them in use in the United States, Canada and foreign countries. It has had a greater sale than any
other, and is accepted as the standard.

The WEBSTER-WHITCOMB LATHE Design of 1889 is superior because the changes made are most important ones. It

is the result of 35 years' study and experience.

WATCHMAKERS, TAKE WARNING!
"A WORD TO THE WISE!" "USE THE BEST!"

IMITATIONS by Americans and Foreigners are in the market. Buy the TRUE AND GUARANTEED. Avoid Cheap Imita-

tions made by NO ONE KNOWS WHO. The "Whiteomb" Lathes and Chucks, and the "Webster" Foot Wheels are
guaranteed by us

The No. 1 1-2 WHITCOMB LATHE is still first-class, but the NEW WEBSTER-WHITCOMB is the best yet made. Bed 11

inches long, takes No. 2 Chuck.

THE IMPROVEMENTS OVER THE WHITCOMB ARE:
i st— In size of Chuck, which is the Whiteomb No. 2.

2nd—In Length of Bed, which is 11 inches.

3rd—In bushing the hole in Tailstock, and in Spindle Clamp, which does not affect the alignment.

4th—In the increased length of base of Tailstock, and length of bearing of Tailstock Spindle. This aids in perfect alignment.

5th—The graceful form of the Tailstock.

6th—In its Hard Bearings, which cannot perish.

In other respects it is the Whiteomb ij4, so that all attachments of that size are interchangeable with it.

We claim for it

:

1st— It is our latest design, and embraces all the improvements suggested by our long experience, and that of the best

watch repairers in this country.

2nd— Its graceful form. All its lines have been studied to embrace beauty with strength and convenience.
3rd— Its size and proportions secure solidity, which prevents vibration, which is injurious in polishing as well as turning.

4th— Its scope, giving ability to do the largest as well as the smallest work.

5th— Its bearings are perfect, being ground by special machinery, which makes the tapers perfectly concentric.

6th—Its accuracy, secured by the employment of well-paid skilled labor, special tools and watchful supervision.

7th—Its guiding surface on outside of bed, which gives a broad base for Slide Rest and Head and Tailstock to stand on,

and the guiding surface is further from the falling chips, which are caught on and adhere to the centre-guiding lathes, and

thus destroy fit and alignment of Tailstock. A small piece of dirt is sufficient to destroy accuracy of Slide Rest work

and has proved a fatal objection to centre guiding lathes. All leading watch companies use our plan of outside guides.

8th — Its beauty and accuracy elevate the mechanical taste and skill of the workman, thus making him more valuable. Many
employers have said to us, " A workman having your lathe, and skillful in its use, is worth $4 to $5 per week more
than an old-school workman."

9th—-Its price is as low as possible to allow us to guarantee above claims.

P. W. ELLIS & CO., 31 Wellington St. E, TORONTO.
Please note Price List of Lathes as above, also our Factory Advt. on front page of

"Guide" for October.
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called regularly to compare time. The watchmaker permitted

him to use his tools, and in a little while he was an indentured

apprentice, practising on the bulls eye watch instead of the

With this issue The Trader commences a series of illus- more complicated human machine. His master, being a

trated biographical sketches of leading Canadian jewelers, in bachelor was engaged to a young lady, who, with her parents,

which, before it is finished, we hope to embrace all of the lead- emigrated to Canada in the summer of 1834, and the following

ing men, whose names have almost become household words in spring Mr. \V. informed his apprentice that as he was goiiiL; to

the trade. This project has been in our mind for some years Canada, he would cancel his indenture, or take him with him

but we have been unable to carry it out in the manner we if he preferred it. Our young hero, who was very much attached

desired, on account of the impossibility of getting first-class to his master, after considerable coaxing obtained leave of his

portraits made in Canada. That this difficulty has now been parents to accompany Mr. W. to Canada, and after a tedious

fully overcome, the illustration in the present article will testify. passage of eight weeks, in a sailing vessel, to Quebec, and

A biographical sketch, be it ever so interestingly written, can another week of slow travelling on barges drawn by horses and

never be so impressive as when accompanied by a life like oxen, the gay Lothairo in quest of his sweetheart, accompanied

portrait of the person whose career it is intended to illustrate, by his curly headed youth of fifteen summers, landed in Little

and a photographic reproduction of a man's features often York, now known as the city of Toronto. Here E. M. finished

makes the readers more familiar with him than a whole column his apprenticeship, at the expiration of which he was joined by

of printed matter. his parents, who, with his six brothers and three sisters had

The subject of our first sketch is Mr. E. M. Morphy, retail decided to cast in their lot with the early settlers of Upper

jeweler of 141 Yonge Street, Toronto, commonly known Canada,

amongst his fellow-craftsmen in the city as

the " Father of the Canadian Jewelry

Trade." The subject of this sketch has

quite a little romance connected with his

early history.

Mr. Morphy was born in the pictur-

esque little town of Monaghan, in the

North of Ireland, an unpretentious place,

yet beautifully situated in a valley, sur-

rounded by hills, which enclose two small

lakes, and adjacent to the serpentine

Blackwater, whose banks are decked

with shrubbery and covered with the

primrose, cowslip and wild rose in the

spring and summer months.

St. Paul was proud of his native Tarsus,

and said it was ''no mean city.'' Mr.

Morphy can use the same words in at least

one respect. If Tarsus gave to the world

the scholarly and noble Paul, and other great minds, Monaghan

Toronto about this time was a small

place of 9,000 inhabitants, and many of

the present public squares and first-class

streets were then covered with the pri-

meval forest. Those engaged in the watch-

making business were few and far between

and kept very little stock. A person in

the trade then advertized " a good patent

lever watch for sale," in one of the two

small newspapers about the size of a sheet

of foolscap; this was in 1834. Now, the

city of Toronto, with its 200,000 inhabit-

ants, can boast of jewelry stores equal to

anything on the continent, and publishes

in one year newspapers and periodicals

sufficient to encircle the earth.

l.ike many of the early settlers, Mr.

Morphy grew with the place, passing suc-

cessfully through all the grades of appren-

tice, journeyman and employer. He commenced business on

1 ) is own account in an humble way, about the year 1843, andgave to Australia a Governor-General, and to Canada a Lieu-

tenant-Governor, a Chief Justice, a Bishop, several Members of by strict attention to business, perseverance and straight-

Parliament, and many other-, who rose to eminence, and last, forward dealing, he has succeeded in gaining a competence and

not lea^t, the President of the Canadian Retail Jewelers' establishing a house of good reputation at 141 Yonge Street,

•Ciation. where lie is still in business with his son, Mr. F. I. Morphy, as

Mr. Morphy's father was a manufacturer of carriages and a partner, under the style of E. M. Morphy, Son & Co. The
farming implements, employing a number of hands, and his firm own their premises, a four story brick building, in the

family consisted of seven sons and three daughters. E. M. ground floor of wind) they have a fust (lass store, well tilled

was the third son, and was being educated for the medical pro with a valuable stock of fine goods, and have in their employ

fession, when a little incident occurred which was the turning nient about ten persons.

point of his life. Although Mr. Morphy has always been a hard worker and

An old fashioned brills eve watch was sent him as a present attended closely to his business, he has not confined his efforts

from a
<
oiisin residing in England, which was highly prized, nor expended his abilities entirely in this direction. On the

and perused more than hi Testament, and being of a contrary, he has ever been known as a public spirited gentleman

hanical turn of mind (like the boy who ( ut open the bellows on whom it is always safe to count for help in the furtherance

e where the wind came from 1, he began to dissect the of anything calculated to advance the interests of Ins adopted

watch. About this time- Mr. W , a very skillful young- man, City or the welfare of its inhabitants.

opened a watchmaker's shop on the main street, which our In addition to his membership in several benevolent societies,

youth had to pass twice a day, to and from schooL where he Mr. Morphy has formally years been prominently connected
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with the temperance organizations of this country. He has

delivered temperance lectures by the hundred in many parts of

Canada, and as his audience can testify, is not only a convinc-

ing but a thoroughly humorous speaker. " TheYork Pioni

a society established by the pioneers of the County of York for

the purpose of preserving the earl) history of this important

district of Canada, claims him as one of its charter members
and most active workers.

y In December, 1886, through the efforts of Messrs. E. M.

Morphy, J Wanless, F M. Trowern, B. Chapman and a few

others, a meeting of the Canadian retail trade was held in this

city, the result of which was the formation of " The Retail

Jewelers' Association of Canada." At this meeting Mr. Morphy
was unanimously elected as President, Mr. John Wanless

Treasurer, and Mr. K. M. Trowern, Secretary of the new Asso

dation, which position these gentlemen have worthily and

acceptably held ever since. This organization, although con-

ducted under exceptional difficulties, owing to the way in which

its membership is scattered over the Dominion, has nevertheless

under its able and efficient management done considerable

towards elevating the tone of the retail trade and bringing about

a kindlier feeling amongst them It was mainly through their

efforts, by means of a largely signed trade petition to the

Minister of Finance, that the duty on watch movements was

three years ago reduced from 20 to 10 per cent. They also

compiled and issued to the entire retail trade a •' living profit
"

prn e list for watch repairs of all kinds, which has ever since

been recognized as the standard amongst the Canadian jewelers,

much to the benefit of their pockets.

Mr. Morphy is a hale, hearty, ruddy-comple\ioned gentle-

man, who bears his sixty odd years with a vigor that many
considerably his juniors might envy. He may be found every

lawful day in the year at his place of business on Yonge Stn et,

and is glad to see any of his fellow-t raftsmen who can find tin-

time to drop in and have a chat with him He 1- somewhat of

a literary turn of mind, and in addition to being one of the best

story tellers in the city has published several humorous bronch-

ures, treating of his school life in Ireland, and Ins earl

days in Canada, which are well worth reading

The career of Mr Morphy is one worth studying!'

young jeweler who aspires to advance m his profession, for it not

only tells a story of obstacles triumphantly overcome by patient

industry, but points it with the morals that '' Honesty is the

policy" and "a good name is better than riches "

0ptigal Department.

Uoder thu head we solicit queetioni of interest bearing on optics, particular y

the eye, the defects of vision, and lbelf I DfTCCtioO by glasses.

All OOmmooil at ions must be addtes.ed to Dr. John S. Owen, 143 \Vi\t High Si

Detroit, Mich., and must be received not later than the 15th of each month in Ordei
to insure publication in the following issue ot 1 111 Ti •

QUES. 5. " I have a customer, a boy nine years of age, who

complains of his eyes hurling very much when he is reading 01

writing. The pain is greatest in the I ornt r ol the eyes next to

the nose. After closing his eyes and rubbing them awhile he

can resume reading for a short time, when the pain returns.

Hi eyes appear bright and natural. There if no inflammation,

and I cannot find any visual defect, his sight beini; clear and

perfect. For several months past, during the holidays, he has

been reading stories almost constantly until about two weeks

ago. when his eyes failed, and now he cannot read more than

ten or twelve lines when they grow very tired and painful. This

is really all that he complains of. Will you please throw some

light on his case?"

The boy is suffering from Acute Muscular Asthenopia.

Asthenopia is divided into two kinds, viz :

—

Accommodative,

when the Ciliary Muscle only is involved, and Muscular, when

the muscles which turn the eyes in the various directions are at

fault. When both Muscular and Accommodative Asthenopia

are oresent, the condition is termed General Asthenopia.

Accommodative Asthenopia has been discussed in Oues 2.

(The Trader, August, 1890).

The eye is moved directly upward by the contraction of the

Superior Rectus Muscle; downward by the Inferior Rectus;

inward (towards the nose) by the Internal Rectus ; and out

ward by the External Rectus. When moving the eye in any

of these directions, the movement is accomplished by the

action of these muscles alone. The upper portion of the eye

is rotatedslightly inward (towards the nose) by the contraction

of the Superior Oblique Muscle, which movement also rotates

the lower portion of the eye outward. The lower portion of

the eye is rotated slightly inward (towards the nose) by the

Inferior Oblique, which movement also rotates the upper por-

tion of the eye outward.

When looking doivnivard and inrcard, as at the point of the

nose, the Internal and Inferior Rectus, and the Inferior Oblique

Muscles are'eontracted; upward and inward, the Superior and

Internal Re<tus, and the Superior Oblique; upward ami nut

ward, the Superior and External Rectus, and the Inferior ( »b

lique; downtvardandoutward, the Inferior and External Rectus,

and the Superior Oblique.

When looking at twenty feet or further, the lines of vision

(one from each eye) are practically parallel, and the muscles

of rotation and accommodation of vision are at complete rest

In the act of reading at twelve or fourteen inches, if the

print is held on a level with the eyes, the two Internal Rectus

Muscles are the only muscles of rotation that are contracted.

If the print is lowered to a table, or the usual position for read-

ing, the eyes are turned downward and inward by the Inferior

and Internal Rectus, and the lower portion of the eyes are ro-

tated slightly towards the nose by the Inferior Oblique. This

is the position of the boy's eyes when reading. The pun 01

tired sensation which he complains of, is due to overtaxing

these muscles, the greatest strain being on the Internal Recti.

If the muscle of accommodation was involved in his ailment, the

print would appear blurred and indistinct, but this is not the

In order to relieve the strain on the Internal Rectus Afust

we would prescribe a prism lens of ; before eat b eye, pla« ing

ii, (; I, ,,/, or towards the nose. These glasses maj b<

worn foi necessary reading only, until the musi les have regained

then trength, which would require from live to ten weeks

l he \,<r. should abstain from reading as mu< h as possible, and

thUS SeCUN rest for the 0V< rWOrked must les. He should have

plent) out door exercise, and \leep, also plain nourishing food.
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Selected Matter.
MR. SELBYS LOST WATCH.

IN the course of a certain complicated

business transaction, Mr. Selby came

into possession of a very fine old-

fashioned English watch. It had a

double gold case, and the finest chro-

nometer balance movement. The

gentleman from whom he obtained it

assured Mr. Selby that it cost ,£100,

and was as fine a timekeeper as was

ever produced in the United King-

dom. Quite naturally, Mr. Selby

prized this watch in proportion to its

intrinsic value and admirable time-

keeping qualities. He never tired of

displaying to his friends the peculiar

i
construction and superior workman-

^^^^p - ship of his rare treasure. He would

press a spring and remove the outside case, laying it aside

with a smile, as much as to say, " There, already, is the full

value of one of your cheap American watches !" Then he

would pry open the inner case with his penknife, and with the

greatest care lift upon its hinge the plate bearing the move-

ment, and point admiringly to the jeweled chronometer works.

" Did you ever see a movement like that ?" he would exclaim;

and then, as his friends crowded around, he would let the

works back into place, declaring that he could trust no man's

breath except his own among such delicate wheels and springs.

And yet Mr. Selby would not wear a chain for the further

protection of his valuable watch. He had never carried a

chain with his old silver watch, yet he had never lost that.

Why, then, should he go to the expense of buying a chain suit-

able for the chronometer balance? Besides, Mr. Selby had

gotten into the habit of not wearing a watch chain, and as he

was a man who was very set in his ways, he actually shrank

from making any new departure of this sort. So he went about

with the English watch loose in his vest pocket ; and in reply

to his wife's frequent reminder that he ought to buy a watch

chain, he always replied, " Mrs. Selby, I believe I know how

to take care of a watch."

Nevertheless, Mr. Selby had some misfortunes with his

chronometer, which might have been prevented even by the

use of a cheap steel chain. One day he and Mrs. Selby were

washing the plants in the bath tub, which was half full of

water. Suddenly, Mr. Selby leaned over to pi' k up a geranium

pot, the big watch slipped from his pocket, splashed into the

water and sank to the bottom of the tub. Mr. Selby dropped

the geranium pot, which fell into the water, deluging him fiom

head to foot, and sinking directly on top of tin- wati I). When

the latter was at last rescued, Mr. Selby held it to his ear with

a trembling hand.

'•
I thought you said you knew how to take (are of a

watch ?"

I do," replied Mr. Selby, with justifiable pride. " It's

tig yet !"

'• At another time Mr. and Mrs. Selby wt.rc in New York

:;:!

city for a week's shopping. One day, on Broadway, Mr. Selby

stopped, and pulled out his watch to see if it was time to go

for luncheon. His action was rather hasty, and, unfortunately,

the ring slipped from his fingers and his ponderous watch fell

on the pavement. Immediately it divided itself into three

portions. The outside case came off and rolled in one direc-

tion ; the inside case burst open and relied in another ; and

the precious chronometer movement was detached and rolled

in a third direction. Mr. Selby pursued the works, Mrs. Selby

ran after one of the caes, and a friendly policeman picked up

the other case. Then a grand ensemble was hastily effected,

and Mr. Selby put the watch to his ear with an apprehension

that expressed itself in every line of his face. But at once his

anxious look gave place to a broad and sunny smile. " My
dear," he exclaimed, with pardonable emotion, " it is still

going !"

But at last there came a time when Mr. Selby sincerely

wished that he had taken the advice of his wife and purchased

a watch chain. One evening, at the instigation of Mrs. Selby,

he climbed up through the trap-door into the small attic in the

top of the house to look for a lunch-box ; for the Selbys were

to have a family pic-nic on the morrow. The attic was full of

papers (which the Selbys always saved to put under carpets),

boxes, wrecked furniture, government reports, discarded cloth-

ing and other rubbish. It was a small attic, not high enough

to stand erect in ; and it was as much as a man's phrenological

consistency was worth to go groping around in it under the

most favorable circumstances. The roughly plastered walls

were unfinished, and there was quite a wide gap between the

ends of the floor-boards and the lath of the walls. Mr. Selby

dug around in the rubbish for a while, and finally found the

kind of box he wanted. He handed it to his wife, through the

trap-door, and came down.

Three or four hours later, as Mr. and Mrs. Selby were on

the point of retiring, Mr. Selby put his hand into his vest

pocket to take out his watch and wind it. Instantly he turned

very pale. Mrs. Selby, who was standing at the mirror letting

down her hair, noticed even in his reflected image the change

in her husband's color and expression, and turned about in

alarm.

" I— I have lost my watch !" grasped Mr. Selby.

"Just what I told you," said Mrs. Selby.

Mr. Selby began to ransack all his pockets with frantic

haste. Then he tore off his coat and felt all around the lining

of his vest. He also examined the lining of Ins coat, and felt

up and down the legs of his trousers. Last of all, in despera-

tion, he pulled off his shoes and held them upside down. The

watch was not there. Evidently, it was secreted in no part of

his clothing. Then Mr. Selby began to walk rapidly about the

room, slapping himself and thinking with terrible intensity.

•' Possibly you left it on the desk at your office?" suggested

Mrs. Selby.

Mr. Selby stood still and fairly glared at his wife. " Mrs.

Selby," he said severely, "
1 never take my watch out of

my pocket without returning it when 1 get done with it." Then

he began to prance around the room again.

Another suggestion instantly occurred to Mrs. Selby, and

it was so good that she ( ould not keep it to herself, even if her

husband was uppish and doss. " Perhaps, " she said, "you
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dropped it out of your pocket while you were rummaging up

ret, a while ago."

Ah !" exclaimed Mr. Selby, his face brightened at once.

" That is something like it. Perhaps I did. I will go right up

and see. " Mr. Selby got the step-ladder and crawled up into

the attic again. Then his wife handed the lamp up to him,

and he began to search. In about ten minutes he presented

a dusky and disappointed face at the trap-door, and called out :

''
I don't believe it's here, Elvira. I have looked every-

where and can't find it.'' Mrs. Selby stood at the foot of the

step-ladder, in deep thcught. All at once she exclaimed,

" Charles, I have it
.'"

Mr. Selby almost fell through the trap-door in his eager-

ness. '• Where did you find it ?" he demanded. " Give it to

me !"

• Oh, I don't mean the watch," replied Mrs. Selby : only a

possible clew for finding it. It occurs to me now that, while

you were up garret looking for that lunch-box, I heard a

sound like something falling down inside the wall. Could it

be that you dropped your watch between the floor-boards and

the laths, and that it went down between the outside and in-

side walls ?''

• Elvira," exclaimed Mr. Selby, aiter a moment's hesitation,

" I verily believe that you have discovered the key to the

mystery ! Such a thing might very likely have happened. If

the watch did go down between the walls, however, it will

be a day's job to get it again ; so we had better let the matter

rest where it is until to-morrow."

The next day, before going down to his office, Mr. Selby

rigged up a candle with a gauze wire screen around the flame,

and taking it up garret, let it down between the walls with a

long piece of brass wire. He found that the open space

extended clear to the base-boards of the lower-floor, but in

spite of his il uminating apparatus he was unable to pierce the

deep gloom which prevailed between the walls. "
I see but

one way to recover the watch," he remarked to Mrs. Selby,

' and that is to cut a hole through the wall in the parlor at the

point where the watch is most likely to have fallen, and then

search for it on the floor board."

"Why, Charles!" exclaimed Mrs. Selby, in consternation ;

" < ut through that handsome wainscoting that we have just had

painted at such expense ? You surely couldn't have the heart

!

And what would you do if you shouldn't find the watch after

you had cut the hole ?"

"Cut another,'' replied Mr. Selby. thoughtfully.

"Cut another!" cried Mrs. Selby, raising her hands in

dismay.

" Yes, and keep on rutting till we find it !" exclaimed her

husband. " I'd rather tear down the whole house and build a

new one than lose that watch."

" What foolish talk ' Tied Mrs. Selby. " It can't be that

i are irl your right mind, Charles."

" We shall see, " replied Mr. Selby. ominously, a be tarted

for his ottn e.

That evening, right after supper, Mr Selby got out his

rhest of tools and marched into the parlor. He was followed

by the entire family, loudly protesting against the proposed a< I

of vandalism. To this chorus of remonstrance, however, Mr.

Selby paid noi the slightest attention. He coolly calculated

the spot at which if the watch had fallen from the attic it would

most
|
robably be lying, and set to work. At the first stroke of

the hammer on the chisel Mrs Selby began to weep, and her

daughters followed her example. Mr. Selby turned and re-

garded them for a moment with severe displeasure, then he

resumed his iconoclastic labors It was not long before he

had chiseled, bored and battered in the frescoed wall a hole

large enough to admit a quart basin. Then he stopped to take

breath and contemplate hi> handiwork. By this time Mis.

Selby had ceased weeping, and stood beside her husband, pale,

but resigned. Tom and Henry, the boys, had already begun

to take a professional interest in the job, and Angelina had

brought the dust-pan and broom to sweep up the litter at the

earliest possible opportunity.

" I guess the hole is large enough for me to get my arm

through," said Mrs Selby. " Aha !" he exclaimed, as he

lurched forward into the opening up to his shoulder, " it is

quite large enough. Now we shall see if the watch is here."

First Mr. Selby felt with his right arm along the boards to the

left, until his hand touched the joist on that side. Then he

reversed the process, inserted his left arm and felt along till he

reached the joist on the opposite side. " The watch is not

here," he announced, disappointedly. Then he withdrew his

arm, stood up, dusted himself, and moved his box of tools a

little farther to the right.

" What are you going to do ? asked Mrs. Selby, anxiously.'

" I am going to make another hole," said Mr. Selby.

'• O Charles—don't ! please don't !" pleaded his wife.

" You women folks, keep still !" cried Mr. Selby, doggedly,

wiping the sweat from his brow. " I have set out to find that

watch, and I propose to do it."

All expostulations were now drowned in the racket which

Mr. Selby made with his hammer and chisel. Skill comes

with practice, and in much less time than had been consumed

in making the previous hole Mr. Selby had constructed a new-

opening, which he evidently regarded as a masterpiece, for he

spent several minutes in trimming its edges artistically. Then ne

he inserted his arm in turn, and felt to the left and right, as before.

Nothing but bits of mortar, however, met his groping finger tips,

and once more he announced that the watch was not there.

"And now, of course," suggested his wife, hopefully, " you

will give up the search ?"

"
I shall do no su< h thing, Mrs. Selby," replied the head of

the family. " I think that I have been going in the wrong

direction so far, and I shall now dig a hole on the other side

of the first one." Accordingly Mr. Selby removed his box "f

tools and commenced operations on the left. His face beam

ed with expectation, as he trust Ins aim into this third hole .

but the hopefulness soon died out, as he remarked :

"
I do not understand it at all, Elvira. The wat» h is not

;i In n

" Well, then, we will put the tools away and go anil ha\c a

of whist." replied Mrs. Selby, cheerfully, taking hold of

the box

"No, nu, not just yet, mj deai not just yet I said Mi

Selby, gently but lirmlv detaining the lv>x "Ha. " he ex

claimed, as his eye suddenly fell on the window frame above

him. "
I think I have it now ' The wat< h ha lodged on the

top of that window frami
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Quality Is The Standard Of Value.
We Coalpete For Quality, Not Quantity.

No. I X2 WIRE CHUCK.

All our Chucks are stamped " Moseley" on the face and warranted.

O-vi-t o± Ol2.-u.clE5 ^iill Size.

Note. -The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times makes up
for the difference in price, should there be any.

ALBERT KLEISER,

MARTIN'S GENEVA MAINSPRING
This is the finest Spring ever offered to the Trade in Canada. Send

for sample doz. and be convinced.

Per Doz.

Martin's Springs for Waltham and Elgin Watches, 18 Size, - $i 25
" " for Swiss Watches, all sizes, 1 00

For Sale only by A. KLEISER, Wholesale Dealer in Watch
Materials of all kinds.

Sole Agent for the Dominion for the Moseley Lathe, -

Wholesale Dealer in Watch Materials of all Kinds,

NO. 14 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.

IMPORTANT.

A WATCH MOVEMENT has been manufactured and sold by the Aurora Watch Company of Aurora,

Illinois, and is being manufactured and sold by the Illinois Watch Company of Springfield, Illinois,

and the Columbus Watch Company of Columbus, Ohio, in which the winding and hands setting train is

moved into or out of engagement with the winding wheel or the dial wheels by the longitudinal movement

of the stem arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August

4th, 1885, which patent is owned by us, as has just been decided by Judge Blodgett of the United States

Circuit Court in a suit against the Aurora Watch Company. In such decision the Judge holds that the

said patent is a good and valid patent, and that the defendant's movement infringes the same, and orders

a perpetual injunction to issue restraining the said company from further infringement. (Similar suits, under

the same patent, arc being prosecuted in the United States Courts against the Illinois and Columbus Watch

Companies for the Infringement of our rights).

The purchase, sale or use of cither of the hereinbefore named Watch Movements is in violation of

our rights, and we hereby notify the trade that from this time we shall hold each person or firms dealing

in such movements directly responsible for the infringement.

(Signed) R. E. ROBBINS,

T. M. AVERY,
• TrustcoH for tiio American Waltham ami Elgin National Watch Companies.
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Poor Mrs. Selby uttered a cry of hopeless despair. As if it

were not enough for Mr. Selby to decorate the base of the

frescoed wall with great ragged holes, but he must needs ex-

tend his handiwork half way up to the ceiling !
" Oh, Charles !"

she wailed. " You surely do not think of making one of those

dreadful holes over the window-frame ?"

" That is just what I think of doing, Mrs. Selby. Henry,

you and Tom bring me the step-ladder immediately."

When the step-ladder arrived Mr. Selby climbed up with

his hammer and chisel, and soon bits of lath and plaster began

to patter merrily on the carpet. " I am almost certain I shall

find the watch here," he announced, as he handed down his

tools and proceeded to investigate the gap in the wall. But

the watch was not there—at least, not as far as Mr. Selby could

reach. So sure was he that he should find it on the window-

frame, however, that he made two more holes besides the first,

and only desisted when he had run his hand the entire length

of the window frame. By this time, considering the house

practically pulled down anyway, Mrs. Selby and Angelina had

retired, leaving the destroyer to work his will, Henry and Tom
still remained, however, to see what their father would do next.

Mr. Selby came down from the step-ladder and, all covered

with white dust as he was, flung himself on the plush covered

sofa to rest. His eyes began to wander over the scene of

deso'ation, and for the first time he realized the full extent of

the mischief he had been doing. " Looks kind of bad, doesn't

it
?" he asked with a sickly smile, appealing to the boys.

" Yes, father," replied Henry ;
" I think you have made a

pretty thorough job of it."

" Well," said Mr. Selby, " I am going to make just two holes

mere, and then I will quit." Mr. Selby went to work accord-

ingly, and made an additional hole on the extreme right of the

baseboard row, and then another one on the extreme left. It

is hardly necessary to say that he did not find the watch in

either place. Before leaving the scene of desolation, he com-

promised with his conscience to the extent of having the boys

drag in the plant-stand and conceal with it as many of the gap-

ing holes as possible. Then, thoroughly exhausted, both in

nerve power and muscle, Mr. Selby retired to his chamber.

Mr-.. Selby was so deeply offended that she would not speak to

him, so they went to bed in silence.

A month passed, and still Mr. Selby got no tidings from

his watch. At great expense he had the parlor walls patched

up and newly frescoed. This pacified Mrs. Selby, and she

began once more to heartily sympathize with her husband in

his persistent grief at the loss of the watch. One day she said

to him, " l)ear, are you sine that you looked thoroughly in the

atti'

"Of course I am, ' answered Mr. Selby, " I have been up

there every day for a week, and there isn't an inch of the floor

that I haven't examined.

"

"Still," persisted Mrs Selby, "I am not at all sure that

the watch is not there. You know how often, dear, I have

sent you to get a thing, and you have returned saying that it

not there; whereas, when I went to look, it lay ri^ht on

top (if everything else and almost jumped into my face."

"
I don't care," protested Mr. Selby, " I guess, if 1 Saw my

watch lying around loose, I should recognize it. Hut if you

aren't satisfied with my looking, why don't you go up garret

and look for yourself?"

" I will !" exclaimed Mrs. Selby, with sudden determina-

tion ;
" though, goodness knows, it will be a terrible piece of

work for a woman to get up through that trap-door. Still, if

you and the boys will help me, I will try it."

Mr. Selby immediately went for the step-ladder and sum-

moned Tom and Henry. The two boys steadied the ladder,

while Mrs. Selby climbed to the top, assisted by her husband,

who followed close behind. Arrived at the trap-door, Mrs.

Selby caught hold of the edges and pulled herself up, while

Mr. Selby " boosted." All went well till Mrs. Selby was about

half way through the opening, when, to the consternation of

all, it was found that she could move neither up nor down. It

was a terrible predicament. Mr. Selby boosted with all his

might, but it was of no use. Mrs. Selby began to scream and

struggle. The outcry brought Angelina to the spot, and in an

instant she discerned the cause of the dead-lock.

" It is mamma's bustle !" she cried. " Pull her down, pa,

pull her down /"

Mr. Selby pulled for all he was worth, and at length un-

expected success crowned his endeavors, for Mrs. Selby broke

from the embrace of the trap-door with such suddenness and

violence that both she and Mr. Selby fell headlong from the

ladder, carrying Henry to the floor with them. Confusion

reigned supreme for a few moments, but it was soon discover-

ed that no bones were broken, although Henry's nose was

bleeding in torrents. Mrs. Selby's temper was now thoroughly

aroused. She was a woman who, if she set out to do a thing,

would do it, if the heavens fell. Having made up her mind

to enter the attic, she declared that it would take something

more than a bustle to stop her. Nevertheless, she deemed it

expedient, before making another attempt, to retire and

divest herself of that appendage. Thus relieved, she again

ascended the step-ladder, Mr. Selby boosted, the boys shouted

encouragingly—and Mrs. Selby disappeared.

She was gone just one minute. Then she appeared at the

trap-door and handed down Mr. Selby's watch, without a word.

Mr. Selby was so astonished that he also remained speechless.

It was not until Mrs. Selby had descended quite to the floor

that he was able to gasp ;

"Wh -wh—where did you find it?''

" Lying right on top of the papers," replied Mrs. Selby.

"It must have crawled out of some hole, then," said Mr.

Selby, perplexity deepening into amazement upon his counten-

ance. Then he put the big watch to his ear and exclaimed

in alarm :

" It has stopped I" Good Housekeeping.

Mouth C u'e.—Good Glue, one pound; isinglass, four ounces
;

Soften in water, boil, and add one-half pound fine brown sugar. liuil

till pretty thick, and pour into moul I

Bronzing Liquid.—Dissolve ten parts of fuchsine, and two parts

of aniline purple in one hundred parts of ninetj five per cent, alcohol

on a water bath
; after solution hi, taken place, add live part , of

benzoic acid, and keep the whole boiling for live or ten minutes, until

the ureen color of the mixture has given placeto a fine light bronze brown.

This liquid may be applied to all metals, as well as many other sub

tan< at, ields a very brilliant coating, and dries quickly. It is applied

with a brush.
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THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

KEEP YOUR WE ON OUR REGISTERED TRADE MARKS.

CAUTION.
As some misappre-

hension seems to exist

amongst the retail trade

regarding the Watch Case
Factories of Toronto, and
their products, we deem
it but fair to ourselves and
the jobbers who handle
our cases, that theyshould
be placed in the hands
of the trade distinctly

upon their own merits as

i the product of the Am-
\\ erican Watch Case Com-
Jpany, which has always
been sold exclusively to

the legitimate jewelry

trade.

Every retailer is aware
that there is now more
than one company manu-
facturing watch cases in

Toronto.

As the product of these

factories is commonly
spoken of as ''Toronto Cases'' it will be readily seen that

a false impression may unknowingly be conveyed by a

salesman selling these goods, and it is to correct this that

we make the following announcement

:

EVERY Gold Filled Case made by our Company
bears our registered trade mark of " A Winged Wheel"
and every Gold or Silver Case made by us bears our

registered trade mark of " A Maltese l "ross."

An experience of five years has satisfied the jewelry

trade of Canada that every case bearing one of our trade

marks, is just what it is represented to be and nothing

else. The Company therefore respectfully ask the trade

when they are buying watch cases to examine the stamps
thoroughly, and sec that they bear one of our trade

marks as shown herewith, as they absolutely refuse to

guarantee any case which is not so stamped.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO,,

67 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO.

When you purchase a Gold Filled Case examine
it carefully and see that it bears our Trade
Mark of a " Winged Wheel." We guarantee

no others.

When you purchase an 18 K. Gold Case

examine it thoroughly and see that it

bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

no other.

Every 14 K Gold Case made by the

CESS A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

|^^| Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-

antee no other.

Jjja Our "Lion" Gold Cases arc universally

J5fL admitted to be the best cheap Gold Case

^^5£fs# ever made. None are genuine without

\Q this Trade Mark. Look for it.

With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

Case we manufacture bears this Trade

Mark. No others equal them in quality.

If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

Our " PREMIER " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

Dust Proof Case is the cheapest.and best

in the world. You are perfectly safe in

guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

15

(>7 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.

L STAMP IN EVERY CASE OF E.
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PERSIAN JEWELERS. CULLED FROM OUR AMERICAN
EXCHANGES.

111. goldsmiths' and jewelers' shops in

Persia present little attraction to the

eye. Perhaps there is a small glass

case containing a few of the less

costly objects ; but the owners are

not wealthy men, and keep little or

no stock, merely working to order

The artificer, with his one or two

grimy journeymen, and perhaps a

couple of apprentices, may be seen

hard at work in the open air from

morning till night. Theie they sit

in the little brick archwar, with a

tiny furnace of live charcoal, at

which the youngest apprentice is

seen blowing with primitive bellows made of a goat skin. Their

tools are few and rough ; but their work is invariably original.

With the silversmith it is another affair. So cemmon is

the use of silver that it is hardly looked upon as a precious

metal. Electroplating is not unknown ; but it finds no favor

in Persian eyes, coming under the head of badel or sham. The

silversmiths' bazaar in all the great Persian cities is a sight to

see. In the East every trade has its own special quarter.

There is the shoemakers' bazaar, the coppersmiths' and the

silversmiths'. There the rival artizans work side by side, and

the result is a sort of perpetual competitive exhibition. Pipe

heads in endless variety, coffee pots, trays, bowls, basing

ewers and bottles here stand in glittering array and bewildering

variety. There is no middleman ; the maker is the vender,

and stands or falls by his own work. Woe be to the wretched

silversmith who adulterates or alloys. There is no need of hall

marks when the Darogah, or police master, is ever on the alert

to apply the bastinado to the feet of the swindler.

The Persians are particularly clever in both incised and

chased work, and in repousse work of the highest class. The

incised work resembles the best of the Scinde work with which

the recent Indian exhibition has made most of us familiar. As

for chased work, the Persian is inimitable. Every artizan is

prepared to produce scroll work and tracery strikingly original.

Many a ragged workman can turn out representations of men
and animals in motion, wonderful little groups, battle scenes

hunting scenes and representations of birds, fruits, foliage and

flowers. Engraving upon metal, in fact, is carried in Persia to

ghest perfection. Pipe heads, water bottles.
I vers,

and even spittoons, are often made of silver, and

gold
; horse furniture and stirrups, trays, dishes, '-word hilts and

scabbards, dagger and knife handles, boxes and mirror frai

drinking cups and goblets, as well irns and i i

are ordinarily made of the pre< ions metals Every villager has

his silver-mounted pistol; the stock of his gun is often orna

mented with silver plates. No lady, however poor, would think

of wearing aught but ornaments of the purest gold. Silver

ornaments are only worn by the poor, the women of the wander

ing tribes, and by n Coral, too, being out of fashion,

is relegated to slaves. /

The new three-story addition to the Hampden Watch

Factory is being rapidly pushed to completion : extra steam

boilers have been ordered for both that and the Dueber

factories.

The E. Howard Watch and ("lock Co., have an order for

1,000 school clocks from New York city, and will commence

work on them early in September. A tour-dial tower clock is

now in course of construction for the English High School at

Boston Highlands.

The Waltham Company will soon cease the manufacture of

their 14 size movement and will increase on the 16. A new

model for the 6 size will be made the same as their i-size.

It requires over 13.000 pounds of fine steel to supply the

annual consumption of the main spring department. There

are nearly a hundred springs in a pound, hence you can

approximately imagine the proportions of this branch of our

great industry.

The Chicago Clock Company filed articles of incorporation

with the County Clerk last week. The directors are H. K.

Jackson, A. B. Smith, A. S. Spence, W. Everett Stone and

Lucien Levy. Capital stock $100,000, divided into 1000

shares.

The New Jersey Self-Winding Clock Company, will at

lersey City, manufacture patent self-winding clocks, with a

capital stock of $100,000. The stockholders are all of Jersey

City.

On October 6, rScjo, Assignee H. H. Evans, of the Aurora

Watch Co., will appear before the County Court of Kane

County, 111., at the town of Geneva, and present his final re-

port as assignee, and ask that a distribution be ordered of the

balance of the assets of said estate.

Watch No. 5,000,000 now nearing completion at the factory

will be presented when done to Treasurer Royal E. Robbins.

It is a sixteen size, first quality movement and will be finished

without regard to cost and will be a handsome gift. The pie

sentation will in all probability be made with appropriate

ceremonies.

Tin United States Watch Company are running every

department with full complement of hands. Their watch is

pronounced A 1 by the trade, and they also have this compli-

ment paid ihem by rival manufacturers. They are not members

of the Association. Sales made hut a short time ago run far

into the tens of thousands ot dollars

'I'm. new English wat< h fa< tory seem to be doing anything

but making watches. Aboul all of the working force b

employed in the manufacture of Wanzer lamps, if late advices

received by English friends employed in the Am. W. W. Co.

shop from Prescol are to be relied upon.

Tin in-w Sterling (111.) Watch aid Clock Factory was

destroyed by fire Sunda) night, Vugusl 17. The factor] had

been idle foi two or thre< weeks, and what could have caused

the fire- is not known. Nearly all the mat hinery, materials and

unfinished clocks on hand were destroyed, entailing a loss of

$35,000 upon which there 1 $ i 5,000 insui an< e. The lire was
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ornlngiral institute .

.

133 KING ST. EAST,

i§ _ Toronto.

H. -R. PLAgTME-R,
PKOPHIETOR AND MANAGER.

,.-;... -. -';.,
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WE are often asked, " Do you do trade work ?
" We would say the Institute is prepared to do such work at

the prices usually charged for it. We make a specialty of cutting stem-wind wheels, altering key winders

to stem winders, changing slow trains into quick trains, and putting fine and complicated watches into thorough

order from barrel to balance. All work turned out at the Institute will be characterized by THOROUGHNESS.
An impression seems to have gone abroad that every student at the Institute must construct an entire watch

movement ; such is not the case, however. We place in the hands of every student a first-class American lathe,

with chucks, universal head, slide rest, wheel and pinion cutters, wig-wags, etc., and instruct them in wheel and

pinion cutting, turning, jeweling, springing, escapements, etc., and when thoroughly competent we give them trade

work, from which they receive half the proceeds.

We aim to turn out first-class workmen in every respect. Send for prospectus. We will be pleased to send it

to any address.

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

Endorsements,
Toronto, Aug. 19th, 1890.

THIS CERTIFIES—That Mr. Henry Playtner has been in my employ for nearly three years, and I can truly say that he

is a first-class watchmaker, quite competent to repair and replace any part in any high grade watch, including chronometers,

minute repeaters, split seconds, etc. He is also industrious and honest, and is greatly devoted to his chosen calling ; one of

his traits is his ability, painstaking and eagerness to impart to others the knowledge which has taken him years of hard work and
persistent study to acquhe. I can confidently recommend him to all who wish to improve in the art of watchmaking. I may
also say that he makes no idle or rash promises, my experience of him has been that he fulfilled to the letter whatever he agreed

to do.

J. P. MILL, 445YongeSt.

Hamilton, Sept. 25th, 1890.

THIS CERTIE I KS -That we fully endorse The Canadian Horological Institute, and recommend the same to the favorable

consideration of the trade.

LEVY BROTHERS.
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confined to one floor and the roof, the damage to the building

being $3,000. The company were said to be in debt to

Chicago parties to the extent of $12,000.

The Rogers & Hamilton Co , manufacturers of high grade

silver-plated ware, of Waterbury, Conn., have announced to the

trade that all prices are withdrawn upon goods of their manu-

facture, and quotations will be furnished upon application.

This is occasioned by the advance in prices of silver, copper

and nickel, which places the market in an unsettled condition.

The W'altham Free Press says :
" The craze for fancy dials

has struck the Western people, and the factories are now at

work upon ornamental designs. The American has for years

had quite a run upon this line of goods, and Foreman Hull has

produced some of the most beautiful and unique dials ever

seen. There is scarcely a week passes that something original

in dial painting is not forthcoming.

CULLED FROM OUR ENGLISH EXCHANGES.

Notwithstanding the constant heavy emigration, the

population of Great Britain has increased more than 4,000,000

since 1885. The total population is about 38,000,000.

The Duke of Edinburgh is a clever violinist, and also an

enthusiastic postage-stamp gatherer, his collection being one of

the most complete in the world.

A Birmingham man, while under the influence of drink,

knocked off his great toe with a hammer, imagining that he

was cutting his throat with a carving knife.

The Prince of Wales has saddened the hearts of London

shopkeepers by doing all his shopping by proxy. Heretofore

he did it in person and never left a shop without raising his hat

and thanking the owner " very much."

The accounts of a pill-maker who has just died in England

show that he had been spending $200,000 a year for advertis-

ing. His heirs, however, are finding no particular fault with

the extravagance, as he leaves an estate valued at $25,000,000

—all due to pills and advertising.

Sir John Mii.lais was so struck by the loveliness of a

young lady whom he met in a ball room in London recently,

that he asked her to allow him to paint her portrait. The

young lady said yes and gets a picture worth 3,000 guineas for

nothing.

Ok the original edition of the sonnets of Shakespeare, pub-

lished by George Daniel, of London, in 1609, there are but two

s known. One of these is in the British Museum; forthc

other $5,000 was paid but a short time ago. As the bonk is

very small, only 7 by 4 inches, and weighing less than ten

ounces, it was figured that at that rate each ounce of the pre-

cious volume brought $500, or many times its own weight in

gold.

A new smokeless gunpowder has just been produced at the

royal gunpowder factory at W'altham Abbey, in England. It

is called Walthamite, and is said to have given startling r<

on the government ranges at Knficld Lock, when fired in the

new maga/ine rifle, the accuracy in shooting at distances up to

1,000 yards having been something marvellous.

A small collection of walking sticks, formerly the property

of Cieorge III. and George IV., fetched astonishing prices. An
ebony walking stick with gold top, engraved " G. R." and

crown, containing the hair of the Princess Augusta Elizabeth,

Mary Sophia and Amelia, and inscribed " The gift of the

Princess Mary, 1804," sold for ^18; an ivory walking stick,

with engraved top, ^1 1 ; a Malacca cane, with gold top, ,£8 ;

a bamboo cane, with bloodstone top, inlaid with gold, and a

hazel walking stick, with gold top, jQit, 10s.; a tortoise shell

stick, with amber top, and a cane with amber crutch, ^"29.

EBITORIALi NOTEI
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada frill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

insertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

I'.iey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

A. H. Newman, of Owen Sound, was in the city last month, seem-

ingly as happy as a king and as contented looking as ever.

Thomas Tucker, retail jeweler of Madoc, has removed his business

to Bancroft, Ont.

Fred. B. Jacques has commenced the jewelry business on his own
account by opening out a shop in Enderby, B.C., last month.

Removed.—Thomas Ticknor, of Arkona, Ont., has removed his

jewelry business to Parkhill,

Mr. John Brodie has purchased the stock, etc., of the estate of the

late A. S. Murray, of London, and will continue the business at the old

stand.

B. Richardson, the oldest jeweler in Aurora, has removed his

business to Sudbury, Ont. We trust his new venture may prove a

success.

Assigned.—W. F. Merrick, retail jeweler, of St. Catharines, has

assigned to H. M. Helliwell, of the same city, for the benefit of his

creditors.

Mr. A. R. Harmon, the Montreal manager for the Waltham Watch
Company, has been laid up for nearly a fortnight, but is now able to be

about again as usual.

A Growing City.—Vancouver, B.C., has had an addition to its

business men in the person of Mr. J. G. Melvin, who has opened out a

jewelry business there.

Mr. Ambrose Kent, of the firm of Kent Bros., of this city, return-

ed last month from his European tour, looking very much improved in

health from the change.

E. L. Williams has opened out a jewelry store in Brighton, Ont.

Like every other live Canadian jeweler he wants to be put on The
TRADER list, and has got there.

Alexander MOFFAT, jeweler, of Port Elgin, was in the city last

month during the exhibition and gave us a call He reports good crops

and good prospects for trade in his section.

We hah a VISIT from T Evans, of Alliston, during his annual fall

visit to Toronto last month. Mr. Evans reports a decidedjmprovemenl

in business anil thinks we have a good trade ahead.

T. B. Stracy, jeweler oi Brockville, Ont., who has been on an ex*

tended tour through Europe for the past three months, arrived safely

home last month looking much improved in health.

The JEWISH Nl W Yi w< (5651) commenced on the 15th of last month,

and as usual all the j. •.. [era <>i the Hebrew faith closed their plai

luring il" religious festivalswhich are held about thai period

Mil
J 01 ius Saundi 1 . <>( the firm ofH.d A. Saunders, of Montreal,

pent a fortnight at the Rossin EIou ato, introducing the latest

European j' w< Iry "( his own selection to the trade of this 1 ity.

A New O Si/e MOVEMENT. Tin- Elgin Watt h Co have completed
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For Time, Appearance and General Satisfaction,
^S)T IEI IE ftf^
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Waterbury Watch
Thjjk^fejhj^s± /*,./-.\j&^jtk>&^^j&^M*j^2kA»A*A*Ai*AiA.A- slslai:m, z. &j&M>A^A^M^jk^&&A^A^A^A^A$A*MAzA±AbA\Ah.

Is UNEQUALLED by any other low-priced Watch
IN THE WORLD.

THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES
than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, - - TORONTO, ONT.

DETROIT

OPTICAL INSTITUTE

A PRIVATE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE.

Instruction on the Eye.

Visual defects and their correction.

Manipulation of Trial Lenses, Ophthal-

moscope, etc., etc.

Students continue practice until confidence

and ability assured.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

JOHN S. OWEN, M.D.,

142 West High St., - DETROIT, MICH.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc., Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. W. COLEMAN,
XO KING ST. WEST, (up Stairs,) TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

fmporterand Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.COATES & BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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their line of O size ladies' movements by the addition of a 7 jewelled

movement, the price of which will be the same as the 6 size of the same

goods

Mb. (1. I. Darling, the veteran jeweler of Simcoe, called to say

•• How do you do ?" to us last month. He is as genial as ever, and has

no complaint whatever to make regarding the state of business or the

outlook.

A C. Anderson returned the other day from his North-Western

tour and reports not only great crops but a great trade out there

Everything is booming in Manitoba this year he says. Long may it

boom, say we

Simpson, Hall, Miller &• Co. have just issued a new and elabor-

ate illuminated show card to the trade. Any jeweler who has failed to

receive one has only to drop a post card to the company's office at

Montreal

H. G. Levetus, of the Montreal Optical Co., passed through To-

ronto last week on his way home from hi6 trip to the North-West and

British Columbia. He reports trade unusually good, and says they

were never so busy.

George Hepinstall, of Brandon, formerly the first lieutenant of

our old friend " Hepinstall, the jeweler," of St. Thomas, was east last

month on a visit to friends in Ontario. He is looking as if the North-

West agreed with him

A. C. Anderson returned from his North- West trip on the 27th of

last month, after an absence of about six weeks. He says he found

trade so brisk that he couldn't get over the ground any faster, and is

perfectly satisfied with his venture.

Fire.—A fire broke out in the jewelry store of E. Crompton, 83

King Street East, just after our September issue had gone to press, and

did about 9io worth of damage before it was extinguished by the fire-

men. The blaze originated through the explosion of a can of benzine.

Back Alain.— Mr. Louis Davis, of the firm of Louis Davis & Co., of

Montreal, has arrived safely back from Europe, where he has spent the

last three months hunting up novelties in jewelry. The trade may ex-

pect a grand selection and close prices as a result of his visit abroad.

W. K. Jackson, the wide awake jeweler of St. Thomas, exhibited in

bis store window last month the handsome silver cup won by the I'ort

Arthur corps in the military league competition. It is neediess to say

that it deservedly attracted a great deal of notice from the public.

The Dandy Chalker.— Mr. P. Williams, jeweler, of Huntsville,

Ont., has lately patented a little machine intended to chalk lines on

roofs He has named it the " Dandy Chalker," and claims that with

its help one man can do considerably more than double the work

Charles D. Maughan, of the Goldsmiths' Company, returned

early last month from an extended trip through Manitoba, the North-

md British Columbia. He did a rattling good trade, and reports

big crops and plenty of business ahead of the people in that part of

Canada.

Bad.—A Pilot Mound, Man., dispatch to the Empire says that

a young jeweler named J. P. Sheppard, of that place, was accused of

robbing the till of the drug store in which he had his shop. Ho
admitted his guilt, but managed to make his escape after being

•:d."

C. H. A. GftAMT, of s<hwab Bros., Montreal, put in a fortnight last

month at the Kossin House and did a rushing trade for his firm during
the continuance of the exhibition. He hail j u -, t returned from four

weeks salmon fishing on the St Marguerite river and looks ruddy an I

strong.

olarv. A tramp tailor called " Charlie," last month broke into

Chambers' jewelry si ringfield and secured several watel

He then went to Aylmer. where he •• 1 arrested and the wati

recovered. He was sentenced by the police magistrate to on,- year in

the Central prison.

A. C. A- new premises promise to I"- .. great im-

provement over their old warehouse. 'I I ituated immediately
in rear of their old place, and entrance 1 I through the I

ay one door further east (No. 18) on Wellington Street. They e\

pect to remove to their new quarters in a few days.

The New Jewelry Firm of Keller & Sanger. Berlin, Ont., have

started out right. They ordered a fine burglar proof safe from the

J. & J
Taylor safe works of this city, and their customers ma\ rest

easy that any watches or jewelry entrusted to their care will be safe

from the depredations of the midnight mechanic.

Mr. Geo. Ki.inck, of Elmira, has now on hand and nearing com-

pletion a large town clock of his own manufacture. It possesses some

original devices and Mr. Klinck expects that it will turn out a superior

time-keeper If things turn out as he anticipates, he may make the

manufacture of these clocks a part of his regular business.

John Wanless A- C /., jewelers, of 172 Yonge Street, had on ex-

hibition in their window last month a diamond necklace and pendant

which they had sold for SO,000. The workmanship and design were

both very fine, and reflected the highest credit upon Messrs. Wanless &
Co. who did the work entirely on their own premises.

J. S. Murray & Co., the well-known engravers of this city, are open

to give instructions in the art of engraving to a few pupils. This is a

good chance for any watchmaker to learn engraving, and everyone

knows that a watchmaker who can engrave as well as repair watches

can always command a good situation and the highest wages going.

Mr A. J. Parker, President of the Acme Silver Co., was confined

to his house during the early part of the month with a severe attack of

illness, but is now about again as well as usual. His company did not

exhibit at the Industrial Fair this year, being so overcrowded with

orders ahead that they have had all theycould do to get the goods out.

The friends of Mr. Thomas Ellis, of P W. Ellis & Co., better known

to the trade as "Tom," were somewhat astonished to find him in com-

pany with Mr. Brady, handling his gripsack again last month on the

road. " Tom " says he got tired ol the house and only went out again

to brace up a little, but be this as it may, he had a very successful trip

of it

Toronto Retail Jewelers, as a general rule, had their windows

dressed up with a great deal of taste in order to attract the attention

of visitors to Canada's great fair, and in many cases the display of

watches and diamonds was something superb. Most of them say that

in spite of the bad weather their sales were beyond the average of their

usual Exhibition trade.

Electric Light.—A strong company has been formed in Ingersoll

for the purpose of lighting the streets of that town with electric light.

One of the principal promoters of the companj is Mr. H. Richardson,

the enterprising jeweler of that burg, and we are glad to learn from tin-

local press that the scheme had been carried to a successful completion

and had met with the warmest approval from the citizens.

How They were Fooled. A recent New York despatch says that

diamonds supposed to be worth Sto.oco were taken by the Customs

inspectors from W. H. Medhurst, a young Englishman, on his arrival

at that port Investigation showed that tin- diamonds were made of

and their value about $75, all of which goes to show that all

brilliant white colored stones are not diamonds any more than all that

glitters is gold.

1. ..K Out FOB Tin \i.—Advices from London, Ont., state thai I

bills of the defnnct Bank of Prince Edward Island, are being put into

circulation in the \\ estern part of < Intario. They are being 1 in ulated

by a man who represents himself as a (arm laborer. Il< 1 in arly si\

feet in huight, with light brown nan and moustai he, and dresses in

light tweed pants, llannel shirt, blat l> I Ul away Coal and soft felt hat.

Both he and these $20 bills are worth keeping I lear of

Want \ NoissLBSS Road, i verybodj who has visited Maiden

Lane, the jewelry thoroughfare ol New York, has no doubt been im

1 by the continuous roar of the heavy laden vehicles over its

stone pavement In order to do awa) with this nuisance the Maiden

Lane merchants have petitioned the Department ol Publii Works to

take up the stone pavement now in use and substitute Asphalt ..r some

other equally n

W, I- . I>"ii. Winni terprising wholesale jeweler, write



The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemair's celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.

Tfie l3est ibtne of jRofted iPfafs (£ftattis*
IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

5)lil-" %) M m f| m m\^ finish all

&J.G.C.&CO.
THAT

COULD BE

GUARANTEED."^^^ %& m ^^ &"%0t mVk%( ^^# DESIRED.
(TRADE MAHK.)

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J~. G-. OHEBYEE &c COMPANY,NORTH ATTLEBOROUCHI, IMEASfS-, T7.35..A..

GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, ™HflS5i»
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.
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p^^EEjIlp^'*^ Manufacturers of

^S-—)JH ^ Show Cases of every description in Nickel, Silver

— H-— "
- ~Jh^ '--

- \—}^^—==L.^ | Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

. "^--1 Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.
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say that he has never found trade so, good as during the present season,

and that although he bought more largely than usual in anticipation of

the " boom," his sales have been so far in excess of his expectations

that he has had to repeat his orders in a great many goods. His stock

is now complete again with every line that the trade desires to handle,

and will be glad to see every jeweler that can make it convenient to

visit Winnipeg.

E. A. Wills, the indefatigable Secretary of the Toronto Board of

Trade, the Canadian Jobbers' Association and the Wholesale Grocers'

Association, put in about ten days last month in the historic old city of

Quebec. A meeting of the Wholesale Grocers' Guild was the osten-

sible reason given to his friends for this holiday, but those who know
him say that Mr. Wills can extract more real enjoyment out of a busi-

ness trip than any man in Ontario. Anyway, he returned looking very-

much better for his outing.

The Canadian Horological Institute is now in full operation,

and Mr. Plaj tner expresses himself as sanguine of the prospect ahead.

He has now the requisite machinery fi r cutting all kinds of stem wind
wheels to order, so that jewelers desiring to have such work can now
have them made exactly as desired. Mr. Playtner is also arranging

to take on a limited number of night pupils for instruction, which will

be a boon to those young men who cannot take time during the day to

improve themselves in the higher branches of the horological art.

In Search of Nickel —A son of Herr Krupp, the great German
gun manufacturer, is in Canada testing the quality of nickel brought

from the Sudbury mines He is in search of a nickel to be used in the

manufacture of a new gun metal which is exj ected will be as much
superior to steel as steel is to pig iron. If nickel ore is what Herr
Krupp wants, Canada can safely promise him the largest and best

supply in the world. All that he has to do is to translate his little

cannon foundry over here and we will give him all he wants free of

charge.

A Growing Trade.— Mr. William Allen Young, the Canadian agent

of the Dueber-Hampden Company, in sending in his change of adver-

tisement this month, writes as follows: "The Dueber-Hampden
watches, thanks to their own merits and publicity The Trader has

given them, are enjoying greater popularity than ever before amongst
the Canadian trade. The best evidence of this is the fact that repeat

orders are continually being received from all pans of the country from
dealers who have thoroughly tested them. Dueber-Hampden watches

once used, always used."

LooKiN'i for Counterfeiters.— George C. Bell, the Superinten-

dent of the l.'nited States Secret Service, accompanied by two detectives,

visited Toronto last month in search of a gang of counterfeiters who
have been flooding the American cities with bogus rare coins and
curios It his been discovered that a large number of these bogus
rarities have been expressed to different points from Toronto and Oak-
ville. During the past year a couple of these spurious mints have been
discovered, and the authorities think they have located another some-
where in York or Peel County.

Stolen.—The following goods were lately stolen from J. B. Strath-

earn, jeweler, of Penetanguishene, Ont. Any person coming across any
of them will confer a favor by at once communicating with him : 2 P.

S. Bartlett, 2 pr. Key Winder Movements Nos. 4336439 and 433601 1 .

2 Broadway Movements Nos. 4545:61 and 4545165 ; 2 No. 1 Open Pace!
Non. Mag. Waltham, No. 4095916 ; 1 No 3 Open Pace Nickel Waltham,
No. 4424844 , 2 N. P. Open lace Cases , 1 Advance Open Pace S. B
and li. Case; 1 4 oz. Silver Open Face, Key Winder, Case ; 2 Double
Slock Watches No. 8, 40394 jaand 4003467 ; 1 No. 95 Elgin Move 1 ent,

No. 4237066. 1 13 Line Silver Quick Train Cylinder Watch.

Iad Drowning Accident. Mr Oliver Morphy. son of the laic-

Henry Morphy, of Toronto, and a nephew of Mr. K. M. Morphy,
jeweler, of ibis city, was along with one of his comrades, belonging to

,nt N Mounted Police Force, drowned a few days ago in

Lake Winnipeg, Man. " Ollie " Morphy, as he was commonly known
in this city, was a general favorite, and his sudden taking off cl

life of good promise. Mr Morphy was one of the best known amateur
athletes in Canada, having been one of the celebrate I Argonaut four

oared crew that won the championship of America at Watkin's Glen a

few years ago, and afterwards competed at the Henley, England,

regatta for the amateur championship of the world.

Says He Isn't Dead.—A paragraph has been going the rounds of

the American jewelry journals, and has also been reprinted by the

Guide of this city, stating that " Mrs. John Kleiser, widow of the late

Albert Kleiser, one of the pioneers of Toronto's trade, has followed her

husband to the grave. Mrs. Kleiser died on August 15th." Mr. Albert

Kleiser dropped into The Trader office last month to say that the

above was untrue, and that so far from being dead he was never mote

alive in his life. It was his respected sister-in-law, the widow of the

late John Kleiser, who died on the 15th August. The trade will be

glad to know that Albert is still in the flesh and that his stock of watch

materials at the old stand, 14 King Street East, is still as full as ever.

New Material —The other day, while paying a visit to the estab-

lishment.of P. W. Ellis & Co , we were taken in hand by Mr. Wilkinson,

the manager of the firm's material department, and shown a few of the

new importations in the watch repairing line. Mr. Wilkinson is a

thorough enthusiast in his work, and under his indefatigable manage-

ment this branch of the business has grown almost beyond belief. This

firm aim to carry at all times in stock a line of material so complete

that no matter what the retail jeweler wants he can get his orders filled

with exactly what he needs without any delay. A look through their

stock of labor-saving tools will well repay any wide awake jeweler who
not only wants to turn out good work, but to do it with the least

amount of labor.

A Dangerous Man.—Paul Alexander Johnson, the mind reader,

opened a difficult combination safe in the presence of many well known

people at an hotel in Chicago last month under remarkable circum-

stances. He was blindfolded, his ears and nostrils were packed with

cotton, his hands covered with thick kid gloves, and in his mouth he

held a cigar, so even the sense of taste was temporarily destroyed. The

proprietors and bookkeeper of the hotel stood behind him and thought

of the combination. Without touching either of them Johnson turned

correctly to the numbers, and swung the door open. Johnson says this

proves that man has more than five senses. It is a good job that there

are not many men who, like Mr. Johnson, have six senses instead of

five. If there were, even a burglar-proof safe would have to be watched

with a shot gun all night.

Boy Burglars.—Percy Smith and Joseph Tra\ers, two young lads,

were arrested last month and brought before the police magistrate of

Toronto, charged with breaking into the premises of A G. Metivier,

jeweler, 1300 Queen street west, when jewelry worth nearly $100 was

carried off. The detectives recovered most of the stolen property

where the prisoners had hidden it, but as it could not be traced to their

possession the charge collapsed. The same pair were found guilty of

plundering the residence of William Armstrong, Esther street Some

of the things were found on the prisoners when they were arrested

while committing a robbery at the residence of Thomas C. Thompson,

corner of Spadina and Bedford road. Travers was sent to the Central

Prism for four months, and Smith will have to serve 30 days across

the Don.

Canadian Towek Clocks,—As will be seen from their advertisement

on another page of this issue, Messrs. P. W. Ellis & Co are now in a

position to furnish the trade with tower clocks of Canadian manufac-

ture, and of a quality fully equal to anything that has been heretofore

imported into this country from abroad. These clocks can be had in

any variety of style and finish as to dials, etc., that may be desired.

The one shown at the Industrial Fair in Toronto is said to have had a

dial seven feet in diameter, and to be as accurate a timi 1 any

clock in Canada Illuminated dials can be supplied with any clock,

and these are now rapidly superseding the old opaque dials of our fore-

fathers. They Offer these clocks to the trade at such prices as will

afford a good margain of profit, and there is now no reason why every

town and village in Canada should not have tower clo< ks of Canadian

manufacture on their schools and public halls, put up bj the resident

jeweler, instead 1 1 being supplied by some foreign firm as has hitherto

commonly i> ion the < ase. Send f<> the firm for pri< es and particulars.
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Not Be Deceived
By the loud talk and profuse use of printers' ink

concerning "Plated Seamless Wire/??

Wire made with, gold solder presents a

PERFECT GOLD SURFACE
And is practically Seamless.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS QUALITY.

WHA T IS THE THICKNESS OF GOLD USED ?

THAT IS WHA T CONCERNS THE CONSUMER.

QUALITY ASSURED, TROUBLE AVOIDED

If you use the

r. f. s. & CO.
ROLLED GOLD PLATED CHAINS.
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The Result of Bi SINESS Habits.—The beauty of any firm's hav-

g a good system of keeping track of their business was well illustrated

in this city last month when Messrs P W Ellis <£ Co, wholesale

jewelers, received a letter from Inspector Byrnes of the New York

police asking if they could trace up the purchaser of a watch movement

sold them by the Elgin Company in 1SS5 Guided by the number of

the movement which was given by Mr Byrnes in his letter, the firm

found that it had in the course of the same year been disposed of to

Kent Bros., the well known Vonge street jewelers. Their books were

in time examined with the result that it was found to have been sold

also in 1SS5 to Mr. Charles McGregor, the then secretary of the Do-

minion Bridge Co. The information was communicated to Inspector

Byrnes, who replied thanking Mr. Ellis without, however, explaining

his reasons for securing it This incident illustrates how important for

all jewelers, wholesale and retail, to keep an accurate record of such

goods as watches, which being numbered, can always be identified.

The Latest Ras. Fizzle.—The greatestpolitical fizzle of the year

has undoubtedly been the Commercial Union meeting held at Chatau-

qua. Niagara. Ont., last month, at which Ras. Wiman, of New York,

Premier Langley of Nova Scotia, and our own Goldwin Smith were

the principal orators. The meeting was intended to be a grand rally

of the Canadi?n farmers who were supposed to be groaning under the

iniquitous taxation imposed upon them by the present Government,

and willing, like Artemus Ward, to sacrifice every one of their wife's

relations who happened to be a manufacturer for the sake of getting

free entrance to the markets of the great American Union to the south

of us Unfortunately the farmers failed to materialize, only two being

present, and the meeting was composed principally of American visitors

at Chatauqua in search of health, and hangers on of the Ontario Govern-

ment and the Ottawa Opposition. Not more than two hundred and

fifty, all told, were present, and the oratory fell as flat as champagne

out of a bottle which had been opened over night. Ras will have to

try v.ith some other bait if he expects to catch Canadian farmers for

suckers.

A Good Joke on one of our Canadian wholesale jewelers, not a

thousand miles from Montreal, came to light the other day which will

bear repeating The jobber in question, during one of his trips, came

across a jeweler who wanted to buy a bill of goods, but would only do

so on condition that the jobber should purchase from him a young and

vigorous three year old black bear that he had in his possession. A

young black bear was exactly what that jobber wanted, and he quickly

agreed that if the retailer would buy a 8200 bill of jewelry he would

give him |io for his bear 1
•'. ') B at the nearest station. The jewelry

was delivered, and the jobber was home nearly a fortnight without hear-

ing any word of bruin, when one day he came along in a large packing-

box with 815 express charges on him This was paid and the bear taken

out of pawn and safely housed in the proprietor's back yard to the

delight of the children an 1 the terror of the feminine portion of his

establishment. Bears were a drug in the market about that time, for

he could not get a reasonable offer for him do what he would, until one

fine morning a health officer appeared on the scene and informed him

that a complaint had been l< dged with the department by some of his

neighbors, and if he did not have him removed forthwith he would

have to be destroyed In this dilemma he finally succeeded in dispos-

ing of his lordship to a butcher for Sio, and glad to get rid of him ev< n

at that price If at any time you want to get this said jobber on Ins

ear. just ask him if he don't want to trade some jewelry for a lull grown

bear.

A Narrow Shavb. Mthoogh it is said that lightning never strikes

twice in the same place, if very near doing so, that

there's nothing funny about it This is jtist about what A. |. Parker,

President of the A' n thinks regarding danger from fire.

Soon after In > Company moved into th'-ir new premises on Hayter
street, the insurance ii ame around in order to give the build-

ing a rating. After a thorough examination, he pronounced everything

satisfactory in the premises, but pointing to a planing mill and lumber

yard just across the road said, "your fire risk will come from there."

gh, within two weeks Ins prediction came ime, as not only
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planing mill and lumber yard, but five adjoining houses were burned.

It was a narrow shave for the Acme but they came through all right,

and President Parker breathed freer than before, for was not all danger of

fire now done away with. It is always the unexpected which happens,

however. Hardly a fortnight had elapsed before another and much
more disastrous fire took place in the building occupied by the Cobban
Manufacturing Company, immediately adjoining them on the west,

and had it not been for their thick solid brick walls the Acme Silver

Company's building could hardly have been saved from the flames. As
it was the Cobban Company's loss will amount to over §30,000, and
seventy-five men will be thrown out of employment for some time to

come. We congratulate the Acme Co. upon their lucky escape from

being burned out, and trust that they may not have anything nearer in

the fire line while they remain in business.

A Big Concern —Every jeweler who reads The Trader, which

means every live jeweler in Canada, has known of the existence of

J. & J Taylor's safe works in Toronto, but few of them, unless they

were looking for a safe, have ever taken the trouble to inspect their

factory, and find out just how safes are made. In company with a

friend, The Trader paid a visit to this factory during the exhibition to

find out why it was that they had not as usual made an exhibit at

Canada's great fair. Once on the premises the reason was soon

evident, for the firm are so overrun with work and so far behind their

orders that they could spare neither the stock nor the time to make an

exhibit of any kind even had they been so inclined. The growth of their

business has been so rapid that they have been compelled to make a

large addition to their premises and almost entirely remodel their entire

factory. The new building is now fully completed at a cost of $25,000

and gives the firm a floor space aggregating 67,000 square feet. The
factory is divided into fourteen departments, through which the safes go

before they are turned out in the finished state.
J. & J. Taylor have

now a safe manufactory which can hold its own with any on the con-

tinent, and their immense sales at home and abroad attest the confi-

dence of the public in the genuine merit of their manufactures. The
factory at 145 and 147 Front street east is open for inspection every

lawful working day in the year and the members of the craft are always

made welcome if they want to inspect the premises and find out how
safes are made

How Professional Reporters Do It.—The Jewellers' Guide, of

this city, says editorially in its last issue :
" ' I do not know when we

have had such a successful trip,' said Mr. A. C. Anderson last week on

his return from British Columbia. ' I must confess that I am thorough-

ly satisfied, but then my line of goods are hard to beat, and that has to

be considered.' " The Guide in which this news item was published

was issued on the 15th of September, but Mr. Anderson did not arrive

home from his British Columbia trip until the 27th September. The
query thus arises, did Mr. Anderson, in his anxiety to post the Guide as

to Ins trip, make a special journey to Toronto in order to furnish in

person the interesting item above quoted and then go back west and

finish it at his leisure, or did the Guide, in this instance, as it has done

in many others which have lately come under our observation, draw on

its imagination for its facts. Any jeweler who knows Mr. Anderson is

aware that while he is one of the brightest and most successful jewelry

salesmen in Canada, he is not so anxious to have his doings paraded by

the press as to pay some $30 in travelling expenses for theprn ilege, there-

fore weand our readers will be forced to the conclusion that the personal

interview of the Guide never took place, except in the imagination of its

editor. The Guide sneers at Tmk Trader as an amateur journal, but we

very much misjudge the Canadian jewelry trade if they do not prefer .1

truthful journal, even though it be conducted by an amateur, to an un-

truthful paper such as the Guide has proved itself to be, even th<

the 1 itter were I ouducted by the most skillful professil nal newspaper

liar on the fare of the earth.

'or Watch Clubs Tin morality branch of the police

departmenl of the city of Toronto I itlj discovered that the

which clubs for the sale of watches, jewelry, silverware, furni-

nd other goods are condut t' < I to undermine the

foundation of the British Constitution, and therefore summonsed half

a dozen of the most prominent ol them to explain before the police
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L BROS. STANDARD ROLLED-PLATE CHAINS

STAMPED

" L BROS." # " L B. H."

We guarantee them to outwear any other Chain in the Market.

ALBO-SILYER CHAINS, REGISTERED
We are Sole Agents for Canada. Beware of Imitations.

L. BROS. SILYERIDE 0. F. KEY CASE

The Best Case in the World. Buy this Case and you will buy again.

LTAVING sold out our stock of American Jewelry bought last July, we have been

forced to visit the Factories again, and buy

A MEW STOeK-E/NTI-RE
These Goods are the Latest, the Best. Everyone acknowledges that our Stocks

on the road are Best Value and Best Assortment in Canada.

SEE FOR YOURSELF BEFORE YOU BUY.
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LEVY BROS., HAMILTON, ONT.
WITCH.

COMET WIZARD.

Hc-is-lit CANADIAN AGENTS FOR Height, 22 in dav. G

New Haven Clock Co'y,
MANUFACTURERS.

WANDA.

VESTA.

£

MISCHIEF.

9SSm
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A
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CLOSE PRICES.
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NEW C00DS JUST ARRIVED.

Wholesale Jewellers
\6Wellington Si East-Toronto.
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magistrate how they can legally dispose of the goods by lot Amongst

others was Mr Henry A. diles, who conducts the " People's Jewelry

Store " on Queen street west, and generally considered one of the most

upright men in trade Mr. ("ides pleaded guilty, and explained that

the circulars had been distributed by his clerk in his absence, and

after he had decided to give up the scheme When he returned he paid

back the money already collected A fine of S20 without costs was

imposed The other parties refused to plead to the illegality of the

wav in which their clubs were conducted, and as a consequence their

cases will go on for trial, and probably be carried to a higher court if a

convi.tion is had against them before the police magistrate As watch

clubs have got to be very cotimon amongst the jewelry trade in all

parts of Canada, the outcome of these cases will be looked for with a

great deal <>( interest by the trade in general, and particularly by those

who are already running them in connection with their regular business

So far as we can see there is really no breach of the Lottery Act com-

mitted by the jewelers who have been running watch clubs, and we

venture to predict that an appeal will reverse any decision of the police

magistrate to the contrary. Mr. Giles evidently pleaded guilty in order

to save himself the trouble and annoyance of dancing attendance at

the police court.

A Watch Fakir Comes to Grief.—A case of much interest to the

jewelry trade generally came before the Toronto police magistrate about

the middle of last month, when Henry Hyam, an employee of A C.

Roebuck, who has been conducting a jewelry auction at 112 Yonge

street, was charged with obtaining the sum of S4 25 from Mrs. Mary

Weatherly under false pretences. Mrs Weaiherly is the wife of a

Bruce County farmer She alleges that she went into Roebuck's auc-

tion room while the sale was in progress. Among the articles offered

was a watch v hich Hyam. the auctioneer, represented was solid gold,

worth 96o, with fifteen jewels, and warranted for fifteen years. Mrs.

Weatherly bid the timekeeper up to ?4 25, at which figure the auctioneer

knocked it down to her, assuring her that it was a good watch, which

she would be at liberty to have tested by any practical jeweler, and if

not as represented, she could get her money back On these express

conditions the transfer was negotiated Mrs Weatherly took the watch

to Mr E M. Morphy to have it examined, who told her that he did

not think the watch would go at all. She then retraced her steps to

Roebuck's place, when she asked Hyam to return the mot.ey and take

back the watch. Hyam told her they did not do that kind of business,

but referred her to a man sitting in a room behind the store, who, he

said, was the proprietor, and would attend to the matter. The person

turned out to be only an employee like Hyam himself After some

conversation, Mrs. Weatherly pi 'testing against the alleged fraud that

Hyam had perpetrated on her, the man picked up a watering can full

of water, and commenced to sprinkle the lloor about where she was

standing. She understood that his object was to drive her away, and

therefore walked out determined to seek satisfaction elsewhere. She

explained the circumstances to Inspector Stark, who sent acting Detec-

•iincan to the store with her Hyam offered her 810, alleging that

an exposure in the newspapers of the alleged fraud would ruin the

business Duncan advised her not to accept the comprom se, an 1 she

I the ofter. returning to the detecl. wh( re the informa-

tion was sworn out. When the case came before ll.

he thought th it no fraud had 1 las Mrs. Weatherly had

examined the watch before i>uymg it. and would therefore rei

the case for a lew days in order to give tin- ace used an opportunity of

buying the watch back. Myam's lawyer then offered Mrs. Weatherly

I4 25 for the watch which she accepted When the case again

before the magistrate, he dismissed it as no further evidence

ed by the crown. Mr. Roebuck has intimated to the police th it they

intend to give up the business, and that the mo to them by

persons dissatisfied with their pur' has< s (and they appear i" be li

will be refunded. 'I here is a lesson for the 1. 1 til jewi lr) tl

above that they should not be slow to take advantage of, foi 11 '

an easy and certain method of putting a stop to tl bust-

ness that has swept like an epidemic

ise should be Boffil

• The Se' :rb r 01 I k Tkai.e.

caption the Jc-i'dler*' Guide, of this city, in its last issue goes out of its

way to violate the amenities of legitimate journalism by publishing two

columns of editorial matter full of personal abuse against the editor of

this journal. Cnder ordinary circumstances we prefer to treat such

diatribes as the one above referred to with silent contempt, but as the

charges involve others besides ourselves, we are reluctantly

compelled by our denial to give them an importance which they do not

otherwise merit. In regard to the charges therein contained we need

hardly assure our readers that they are utterly untrue, and that from

beginning to end they have not the slightest foundation upon which to

stand According to this professional newspaper Moses of the 19th

century, who has commissioned himself to deliver the whole jewelry

trade of Canada from a worse than Egyptian bondage, under which,

for the past eleven years they have been held against their will by the

wicked, wicked, Trader, this journal is neither more nor less than a

low- blackmailing sheet, and its editor a rapacious mercantile vulture

from whose clutches manufacturers and jobbers alike, even though

backed by the powerful assistance of this long looked for deliverer, are

unable to extricate themselves Well, well ! surely this Trader man
must be a terribly bad fellow, and the only wonder is that our jewelers

have not long ago risen in rebellion and hung him on the nearest lamp

post. But joking aside, how would it be, seeing that no one can be

found simple enough to believe these Munchausen stories (which some-

how bear a curious resemblance to a certain blue lead pencilled

romance on the same subject published some years ago in the Forest

and Farm newspaper) if the editor of the Guide would vary the mono-

tony of publishing falsehood, by giving us a few facts vouched for by

some reputable person, other than himself, upon whose word the trade

could depend. We give the Guide s statements the lie direct, and

challenge its editor either to back them up by indisputable evidence or

stand convicted before the trade as a mendacious literary ribstabber

by profession. This utter want of truth in the Guide's diatribe reminds

us of a story of the celebrated infidel Col Robert Ingersoll, who some
years ago went to Europe for the benefit of his health, and a witty

American newspaper paragrapher commenting upon the event, put it in

this terse but emphatic way :
" Bob Ingersoll sailed for Europe yester-

day, but the cause of infidelity will not be neglected, as in his absence

the devil will continue the business at the old stand." If the father of

lies is not available the next time Robert visits Europe, we would

suggest that the Guide ' s editor might be put in commission as a very

worthy substitute Near the close of its article the Guide, as usual,

blusters and again loudly denies a charge that so far as we know neither

The Trader nor any one else ever made We asked the Guide a very

simple question which could have been easily answered in a few words,

but instead of the straightforward reply which any honest journalist

would give, it adopts a method commonly practised by unscrupulous

lawyers, when they have a case they know to be rotten, of withdrawing

attention from themselves by simply abusing the other side In order

to give the Guide another opportunity of showing its honesty in this

matter, we for the third time respectfully request it "to explain to the

retail jewelers of Canada just what connection it has with the Charles

Stark Co., who manufacture watch cases under the name of the Toronto

Watch Case Co., and who. if the trade might judge by its advertise-

in the Guide, furnished the inspiration for the charges made by
that journal against The Trader, and the American Watch Case Co."
When the Guide gives a straightforward answer to this simple query,

there are a few other statements in its articles which might be the

better of explanation

Death 01 Horace Wii Horace E Wilcox, the respected

lent of the Meriden Btitannia Co., of Meriden, died last month
at his sum in.- 1 residence, < lottaget its, Maltha's Vineyard, at the age of

Mi v. mi nf •.

. i\ strong physique, and although well

up in iparatively young fur Iiis age and might in the

ordinary course of events have been expected to live for many years

rhe immediate cause of his death was the bursting of a

blood vessel, brought on !>, paralysis and nervous prostration. Mr.

Wilcox was a lell made man and with abilities of no mean order he

! .01 indomitable will which neithei obstacle nor opposition

could •alt. 1 Pol man) long years lie has been recogi
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PLUSH SCROLLS TOR WINDOWS.

These scrolls are
made to hold any kind
of jewelry, and attract
the eye of the passer-by
very quickly. They also

make an attractive
appearance without
showing too much
stock.

The following are
the prices

:

Locket *

Watch
Brooch
Earring*

Chain
Ring

$3.50 each.

$6.00 each.

SILK VELVET PIN STAND.
This is a "long felt want." Every jeweler knows how

troublesome it is to show Scarf Pins to advantage. In
this stand we have tried to combine comfort and appear-
ance. Twelve holes are bored through the upper arc, and
half through the lower arc, thus preventing the pins from

dropping too low. The base is made of metal to steady the stand,
and the whole frame is covered with the finest quality of silk velvet.

By making a large quantity we have reduced the price to $1.00.

CELLULOID CASES.
We have added to our already extensive line of jewelry boxes a

complete assortment of Celluloid Cases lined with Silk Velvet and
herewith show three of the lines. They are finished in the very best
style and are specially adapted to diamond and solid goods.

RING No. 133. Ivory op Antique. RING No. 134. $12.00 doz. No. 138.-Jewel Box for Watches, Brace-
j

lels Ppecious stones, &c., 3 in. diameter.v '

Ivory, $15.00 doz. Antique, $16.00 doz.

Other lines such as Lacepin, Watch, Earring-, &c, in proportion.

The HEMMING BROS. CO. Ltd., 76 York St., Toronto.
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as the uncrowned king of the electro plateJ ware business of the United

Stales, and without doubt, the institution over which he ably presided

for so long a time controlleda larger share cf this trade in its various

branches than any similar concern in the world. The deceased was

both kind and considerate to the myriad of employees with whom he

came in contact, and many a young and enthusiastic toiler has been

aided by him and helped towards the goal of his ambition. He was

one of the most public spirited citizens Meriden ever had, and it is no

doubt largely to his endeavors that many of the most flourishing of its

industries were located in that town. Mr. Wilcox's successful career

furnishes an example well worthy of emulation, and for many years to

come he will be deservedly held up as an illustration of the certainty

with which energy and brains can secure a competence and make iis

mark on this continent. The following concise record of Mr. Wilcox's

business career we clip from the New York Jewelers' Review :
" Horace

C \\ ilcox was bcrn in Middletown, Conn., in 1824. His education

was obtained in the public schools. His scholastic career ended, he

embarked in a small enterprise and early displayed business tact.

In the year 1852, in conjunction with other gentlemen of Meriden,

he organized a company for the production of articles in Britannia

ware, which company adopted the corporate style of the Meriden

Britannia Company. Mr. Wilcox *as installed as secretary and

treasurer of the concern. Ere two years had passed over his head

be was promoted to the post of president, which office he held until the

lime of his death. It will thus be seen that he was chief executive

officer of the Meriden Britannia Company for more than thirty-six

years. He gave strict attention to the interests of the company, yet

found sufficient leisure time to associate himself with enterprises cal-

culated to the improvement of Meriden and adjacent places. He was

also president of the Wilcox .V White Organ Co., the Meriden, Water-

bury & Connecticut River Railroad and financially interested in the

Wilcox Silver Plate Company, the Meriden Silver Plate Company
Rogers & Bro. of Waierbury, R. Wallace & Sons, of Wallingford. the

William Rogers Company, of Hartford, and the Bond Harness Com-
pany and Chapman Manufacturing Company of Meriden, and was a

director and large owner ol most of these companies. He was also

largely interested in the Meriden Street Railway, the Home Bank and

the Meriden Fire Insurance Co. Without him the Meriden, Water-

bury & Connecticut River Railroad never would have been built as he

backed up its every obligation with his personal endorsement and was
the owner of more than two-thirds of its stock. His steady upholding

of this enterprise with the strength of his name and financial resources

was typical of his unstinted liberality and public spirit. He gave, for

example, 830,000 to build the Congregational Church in Meriden and

every enterprise that awakened his sympathy received from him practical

help. His political aspirations were never of a pronounced character.

Hut this did not deter his friends from nominating him for Mayor of

Meriden, to which high office he was elected, serving with such credit

as to secure another term of office. He was also given a seat in the

Connecticut Legislature. Mr. Wilcox was married twice. His first

wife was Charlotte, daughter of Jabez Smith, of Middletown. Five

children were born to them, the only surviving ones being Mrs. W. I'.

in, of San Francisco, and Geo. H. Wilcox, of Meriden, who has

long been intimately associated in business with his father and relieved

him of many of its burdens and duties. The present wife of the

deceased, to whom he was married in 1865, wa s Miss Ellen Parker,

daughter of Edmund Parker, and si terof Mr. John A. Parker, manager
of the Meriden Britannia Co. 's branch works at Hamilton, Out. The
two children by this marriage, Dwigbt P. and Florence are living and
have been this summer at Cottage City with the family."

Our Heup Column.

Glass Cement.—Take pulverized glass, ten parts
;
powdered fluor-

spar, twenty parts; soluble silicate of scda, sixty parts Both glass

and fluorspar must be in the finest possible condition, which 1

done by shaking each in fine powder, with water, allowing the coat

particles to deposit, and then to pour oil the remainder, which holdl
the finest particle! in suspension The mixture must be made veiy

lljr, by quick stirring, and when thoroughly mixed must be at

ooce applied. This is said to yield an excellent cement.

THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

m»tter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words. _,

A YOUNG MAN wishes situation as apprentice to the watchmaking
and jewelry. Can give best of references as to character. Age,

17. Address, W. Bradley, Harriston, Ont.

A RARE CHANCE for a youug man wishing to start business in a

good live village, with a population of about 2,000. The owner
will sell all or part of stock to suit purchaser. Good reasons for selling.

Atl Iress, Retailer, care of Edmund Scheuer, 11 Wellington St West,
Toronto.

FOR SALE—In a town of about 4.000 inhabitants, a well-established

Jewelry Store, in connection with a Book, Stationery and Fancy
Gocds. Will sell watches, clocks, jewelry, silver-ware, optical goods,
tools, material, safe and benches. Owner retiring from the business.

Or will sell all and rent store. Stock about 85.500. Correspondence
strictly confidential. Apply J. A. G., care of Goldsmiths' Co. .Toronto.

MIDDLE aged, thorough practical manufacturing and repairing

jeweler who is returning to England in the coming spring,

wishes to meet with a winter's work in manufactory or retail store ; also

has for sale Rolls, Lathe and Bench Tools, also a practical treatise on
Gold and Alloys, Coloring, dc.and one on Metallurgy, Gold and Silver

Plating. &c. ; two very useful works. Address, Metallurgy, care
Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

QITUATION WANTED.—By a young man, Have had over two
O years' experience at watch, clock and jewelry repairing. Good
references. Address, D. H. Nelles, Box 80, Paris, Ont

SITUATION WANTED.—By young man. where he would have a
chance to improve. Can do all kinds of plain watch, clock and

jewelry repairing. Wages not so much my object as a good place. Best
of references furnished. Address, G. A. Shaver, Box 90, Arthur, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED.—By young man three and a half years'

experience at watches, clocks and jewelry repairing. Can give

best of references. Address, Repairer, care Trader Pub. Co., Toronto,

SITUATION WANTED—By Watchmaker with five years' city

experience. Can furnish best of references. Address, G. W P.,

care Trader Pub. Co., Toronto.

SAFES.—Second hand, good as new, very cheap. Fire-proof, 42 in

hififi. 33-i wide, 27 deep, price 870. Burglar and fire-proof, 47 x

33J x 30, price 8225 Burglar and fire-proof, 61 x 50 x 35$, price 8500.
tor cash. All with the latest improvements. A. C. Anderson &

Co , Toronto.

TO LET. —Those desirable premises on Adelaide St., Toronto, lately

occupied by A. H. Welch as a manufacturing jewelry establish-

men) ; first class steam power and light. For particulars apply to

Welch it Blatchford, Jewelers, Yongo St., Toronto

w'AN'Tl.h A good watchmaker. Engraver preferred. Steady
employment to suitable man State particulars and w.iges

expected. Address, Neillv a Bbll, Box 32, Aurora, Out.

WkNTED. A permanent situation by a first class watchmaker.
Have a complete sel of modern tools, including Webster Whit-

comb Lathe with attachments. Good references. First-class sales
man. Address, Lo< k Box 4, Pelrolea, Ont.
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A.LWJVYS TO THE FORE.

LOWEST PRICES ... -

MOST SALEABLE PATTERNS

NO STICKERS

E. & A. Gunther, - Toronto

Goods well bought are half sold ;
therefore buy your

Clocks from a regular Clock Jobbing House, who have

selected the best and only the best sellers.

We have all facilities for rapid and careful shipment.

STAPLE PATTERNS ALWAYS IN STOCK.

ssos

We are also SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS for the

Warner System of Electric Time Clocks.
j

ESTIMATES FOR TOWER OR PUBLIC BUILDING CLOCKS GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
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Wise and Otherwise.
(Chocked Out I'hrf.f. Times.— First Broker—"Arc you

in favor of a combine?" Second Broker—" N'o my boy. I've

been a party to three rings this year, and First Broker —
Second Broker—"Yes. And the girl kept the ring

every time."

A Perplexed Customer. -Mrs.Bargan—"What are you

worryin' about this morning ?" Mr. Bargan- "I need some new

clothes and a watch, and I can't make- up my mind whether to

get the clothes at a store where they give away watches, or to

buy the watch at a store where they give away clothes."

11k Wanted Small Ones.—"Do you keep jewelers

scales?" asked an opulent-looking man, as he entered a scale-

dealer's store. " Yes, sir ; we have a fine assortment. Are you

in the diamond business, sir?'' "Oh, no; I'm in the ice

trade."

A i a Fashionable Wed-
DING.—Guest (to unknown

man by his side)
—

" this is a

great society event." Un-

known Man—"Indeed it is.

One of the most fashionable-

weddings ever held in New
York." " None but the very

cremedelacremehere. "That's

so. It is exceedingly select.'"

"Are you a relative of the

parties ?" "Not at all. I am
a detective, watching out that

none of the guests steal the

wedding presents."

The Reason. " What

makes Time always have an

hour glass?" said Willie to

Bessie in the- picture gallery.

" Maybe it's so's he can tell

when it's time to put up his

scythe and quit work."

rsiDERABLE Time Lost.—Brown (excitedly)—" My
h has been stolen." Jones (interested;

—
" What kind of a

one was it?" Brown— " It cost $500." Joins -"Bycripes,

old man, that's a good deal of time to lose aint it ?
"

Some Ratio.— " It is odd that the value of diamonds does

not in<rease in the ratio of their si/.e,'' remarked the Snake

editor. " How does it in< rease, then ?" asked the Horse editor.

" In the ray show of their brilliant y."

Hi I i)i. \. -Schoolmistress (just beginning a nice improv-

ing lesson upon minerals to the juniors)— " Now, what are the

principal things we get out of the earth?'' Youthful Angler,

aged four (confidently 1 "Won

John .'. .. LITERAL.— Her Girl Chum (sweetly,

"What did John get you lor a birthday present f" Mrs. Young
wife 1 mournfully) " not a thing." H. G. C. (emphatically)

"Why, how did that happ< Mi^ Y. (weeping) "Well
you see, he asked me (sobs) what he should get for me, and

and 1 (more sobs) told him I'de love him just as ju

V

MIDSUMMER WEDDING GIFTS.

Bride (lisconsolately) :
" Dear, they've given us nothing but nine

pitchers. What do they take us for f
"

GROOM :
" It looks as if -.ue have been mistaken jor a baseball Club."—

Jewelers Weekly.

.).)

well (sobs) if he didn't g-get me anything, and—he—he

—

didn't.

Plausible but it Didn't Work.—A couple of we^-ks ago

a funny thing happened in the police court which the daily

paper.-, didn't happen to catch. A young man was arrested

charged with stealing a watch from the clothes of the man with

whom he boarded. He acknowledged his guilt, and when asked

by the magistrate why he took it, said :
" The doctor advised

me to take something for a cold, so I took the watch." "Well,"

said the justice "'why did you take the watch ? " " Oh I thought

if I could get time nature would work a cure." He was sent

up, though, in spite of it.

LOST His Grih.— " I don't think you can catch that train,"

said the baggageman to the drummer as it dashed by. " No,"

responded the brilliant train evangel, throwing his satchel on

the last platform, " but I've got my grip on it just the same."

Diverse Opinions Due to Profession.—-Young Lady

(admiring a watch)— " What

pretty little hands it has !

"

Art Connoisseur: ''Nonsense'

one of them is larger than the

other."

The Wrono Place for

Pelts.—Y. A. Hoo— " What'll

you take and save me 'bout

six cat pelts?" Jeweler

—

" We deal in jewelry. You

should go to a fur store."

Y. A. Hoo— " Don't yer sell

catseyes ? " Jeweler—" Yes."

Y. A. Hoo—"Well, what do

ye do with the hides?
"

An Optical Illusion.—

"That must be a Boston girl."

" Why do you think so ?
"

"She is all freckled." "How
does that make her a Boston

girl ? " " Well, you see she

has her specks on."

1 PITAPH ON AN ORCHESTRA LEADER.

He has been beating tune, they say,

I hi more than ten years past :

But now old Time has won the day,

And beaten him at last.

She Didn't Agree with Him.—Silversmith (proudly indi-

cating a vase decorated with nude human figures) " There is

one of the most beautifully Chaste pieces in our place." Miss

Prude "Chaste! Pray what do you regard as loud?

"

Sdi;i;\ He Spoke. -Gradgrind (to his employees) "No
body but me is to touch that clock. Nobody is to begin 01

leave off work except as it indicates the time." foreman
" \ es, sir " Gradgrind (the next day 1— "Why, the day is one-

fourth gone and nobody s at work ' What does this mean?"

foreman (meekly) You forgot to wind the clock, sir.

Old Times.— Belle was asked where her little brothers,

aged four and tWO, were She replied :
" They are sitting on

the doorstep talking about old times
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

-t^&rtisttc and t^sefut Hoffow Wars,*^^

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

AH our Flat-Ware bears this Trade

Mark

TRADE MARK FOR

KNIVES,FORKS,SPOONS.

And is Fully Guaranteed.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

''trade mark for

HOLLOW WARE.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,

formerly of Hartford and Mcriden. (Win. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINCFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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H. KIvIvIS, NSend to

WHOLESALE JEWELER,

14 WELLIMGTO/N STREET WEST,
for a selection package of new goods.

A. M. BROCK,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'

i^ND

JEWELERS'

MATERIALS.

sci^sra-BTOiisr, OII>TT.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
:koo:m: Be,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, - TORONTO.

PUPILS TAUGHT ENGRAVING
FOR TERMS APPLY TO THE ABOVE.

co>t:e: gross.
ROLLED PLATE and BILVEB JUMP RINGS, conveniently done up in boxes
holding one gross each, assorted in eight useful sizes.

B, P $ 1.2 1 per gross.
Silver 1.7S

Order a box of each to start with, and afterwards order by number any
quantity you may want. You will find this a very good system. Sent by mail
on receipt of price.

FRIENDSHIP RINGS.

Made in tho above ami also in Plain and Twist Wire Patterns. These rings
arc baring a great run. and we think thai oun are heavier, better finished, and

sell quicker than any other make.

REDUCED PRICES.
Silver With Bangles, ?l 60 per dozen. Silver. n Itta Initials, si.ln per dozen.

Bold, with Bangles or Initials, 1 I BO per dozen,
Rolled Plate, Bangles, liOO. Hulled Pluto. Initials, -

.Mailed on reeeipt of price.

BANGLE BRACELETS.
19 Niee Patterns. Coin silver. Soil well svarj where, Try a dozen and you

will order more.
1 I) .zen, t&85. 1 Dozen. §4.60. :i Do/.ou, !»0.75.

Mailed on receipt of pi las

G. H. LEES <fe CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers. Watchmakers & Engravers.

HAMILTON, ONT.
Ont this oat for i U will not appear next month,



58 mm

Meriden Britannia Coy
JE*!IV13ST QUALITY

ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

MARK
For Hollow Ware

NO. 66. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $75.00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont, Canada



A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
WITH THE TRADE.

" Wing-ed Wheel,",
they are stamped with one'

A. W. C. Co.—Hello, Central !

Central.—Yes, who do you want \

A. W. C. Co.—Give us the Retail Jewelers of Canada.

(Retail Jewelers.—Hello, who is it that wants to speak to us.

A. W. C. Co.-TRE AMERICAN WATCH CASE COM-
PANY, of 07 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, is speaking, and they

just want to inform you that they absolutely refuse to accept any

responsibility for any Gold, Silver or Gold Filled Watch Case

unless it bears one of their Registered Trade Marks.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's all right, but just tell us what are

your registered trade marks ?

A. W. C. Co.— Our trade mark on all Gold and Silver Cases

is a " Maltese Cross," [H] and on all Filled Cases a

)and when you are buying Cases always look for these stamps. If

of them our Company will guarantee the quality and workmanship

of the Case, no matter who sells it to you.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's first-class as far as it goes, but why don't you name your Filled Cases

BO thai we can nrder exactly what we want from our jobber I

A. W. C. Co.—We have done so. In 14 K. Filled we make two different kinds of O. F. Screw

jes, the "Premier" and the "Cashier," and one Hunting Case called the "Cashier." In

10 K. Filled we make the " Fortune" in Open Face and Hunting. Every one of our Filled Cases

baa one of these names stamped in it in plain letters right above our trade mark of the Winged

Wheel, so that you can't make any mistake about them.

'Retail Jewelers.—Thanks! We will certainly bear these things in mind when next we buj

In the meantime let you!' Company keep right straight along as you have heretofore done

and give us first-class goods that we can swear by. We want to sell honest goods that we can

conscientiously recommend.

A. W. C. Co. Thank you, gentlemen, your advice is first das-,, and we will always try and

erve your confidence. Good-bye
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TIE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK COMPANY OF

48 YONGE STREET,

(LIMITED)

TORONTO, ONT.

JOBBERS
Of English Gold and Silver Jewelry,

American Roll-Plate Jewelry,

Domestic Gold and Silver Goods,

Gold and Silver Head Canes and Umbrellas,

Gold Pencils and Pens,

Silver and Gold Thimbles.

. . . WATCHES . . .

Canadian Agents for

Ansonia Clocks and Bronzes.

New Silver Finish Clocks,

Ornaments and Sidepieces.

Prompt and intelligent attention given to Mail Orders.

THE GOLDSMITHS' STOCK COMPANY

OF CANADA, Limited.
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T. H. LEE & SON
The Best Value, The Newest Designs,

The Leading- House for

DIAMONDS

!

DIAMONDS

!

DIAMONDS

!

WALTHAM WATCHES,
Swiss and American

Chronographs and Repeaters. ELGIN MOVEMENTS.

A splendid stock of GOLD CASES with specially fine

engravings for the HOLIDAY TRADE.

T. H. LEE & SON,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

1 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, - TORONTO.
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P. W. ELLIS & CO
31 'WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO.

We aim to occupy the foremost position in the American Watch Trade of Canada

;

some say we do. We leave it to the trade to judge, being content to let our stocks in the

hands of our travellers and in the warehouse speak for themselves.

SPECIALTIES IN WATCHES FOR THIS MONTH :

Waltham Crescent Filled 18 Size Screw B. & B. Cases.
ii ii ii 14 ii 'i ii it

" "
I " Queen Watches, Pendant Set.

II II II Q II II Ii II II

ii ii .«
| « Hunting " " "

" Silver, 6 Size Full Open Face Watches, " "

Nickel

1

ii

14 1

1

14 ii

14 it

18
K

18 i.

18
ii

18 (i

18 ii

Queen Watches, Pendant Set.

Hunting Watches, fitted with No. 8 Movements.
Open Face " " " P. S.

Double Stock, " " " "

4 oz. Screw Bezel^Cases, Gold Reflectors.

New Pioneer Screw Bezel Cases.

Old Pioneer " '

Old Pioneer " " " Inlaid and Eng'd.

Screw Bezel Cases.

ELGIN MOVEMENTS.—Full Stock of all grades
in hands of travellers and House.

16 SIZE O. F. SCREW B. & B. SILVER CASES FOR ELGIN MOVEMENTS.

Domestic Gold, Gold Filled and Silver Cases.

eyCLO/NE FILLED CASE.
Did you get our Circular giving- particulars of the Cheapest

Hunting 18 Size Filled Case ever offered to the Canadian trade ?

Supply limited. When exhausted can obtain no more. Orders filled

in rotation as received.

NOTE. Hold your Clock Orders until you see our new Illustrated
Catalogue and Price List.
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NOVEMBER SPECIALTIES.—Now is the time to see that
your ammunition is ready for the active service of the
Holiday Season.

Have you a good assortment of Walking Canes—Gold and
Silver Heads? We do this trade right—offer a large

variety suitable for Holiday Gifts and for special presen-

tations.

How about Nickel Clocks—-not only the staples "Pirate"

Alarm and "Princess"—you know we always do a little

better for you with these favorites than any other house
— hut there are a few Fancy Novelties—some listing

under Five Dollars—that will help you out in an assort-

ment of Christmas Goods at popular prices. They are in
the new Catalogue. Have you written for one ?

Stock-taking with us means ascertaining the present cash
value of thai asset. We have a few lines of Broodies,
Bets, Lockds, Charms and Earrings which we value at

"their weigh.1 in gold"—that is to say at what they will

yield as from the melting pot. They may be —in fact

they are worth more than thai to you. Will be glad to

-hew t hem to you it' you are in town, and you. may have
theiil at the melting pilce. See next page.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, (Limited).
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HAVE YOU IN STOCK

Go/r/ ^/^ Silver Thimbles f

Sterling Silver Spoons ?

Dessert Sets (Silver Knives & Forks) in Cases ?

Pearl and Ebony Holders with Gold Pens f

Carving Sets (Meat and Game Carvers in Case) f

New Silver Finish Statuettes and Figures 9

Fancy Button Hooks, Paper Cutters (lit Silver

and Pearl) f

Pen IVipes andBook Marks (in Oxidized Silver) ?

THEY ARE SELLING WELL.

Order them from

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



PAILLARD
non-magnetic movements

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING.

18 SIZE AMERICAN.
No. 45. Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Settings,

Adjusted, Patent Regulator, Double Sunk
Dial, Breguet Hair Spring.

No. 47. Gilt, 15 Jewels in Settings, Adjusted
;

Patent Regulator, Double Sunk Dial,

Breguet Hair Spring.

16 SIZE.

No. 71. Nickel, 20 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 72. Nickel, 18 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 73. Nickel, 16 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 74. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

16 SIZE.

No. 81. Nickel, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 82. Gilt, 15 Jewels, Adjusted, Patent

Regulator.

No. 83. Gilt, 11 Jewels.

No. 84. Gilt, 7 Jewels.
NOTE. Tor full description of these Movements consult Price List.

These Movements contain the justly celebrated Paillard Non-Magnetic Compensation

Balance and Hair Spring, and are superior to any other make.

THE GOLDSMITHS STOCK CO. OF CANADA Ltd., Canadian Agents.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.



WATCH DEPARTMENT

FILLED CASES.

P7NRICES in these goods we cut close. Our assortment includes all desirable lines. They

are fitted with Gold Bows, an essential feature, and our desire is to put in the hands of

the Retailer such goods alone as will be satisfactory to the consumer. Do not destroy confidence

in a really meritorious article by handling any lines that are not made by thoroughly responsible

and reputable manufacturers. We have some Nobby Patterns in Ladies' Goods.

* * *

GOLD CASES.
See our Embossed Pattern. This is the Richest and most Artistic Design in the Market

Made in all sizes.

A Large Assortment of Fine Engraved Ladies' Cases, and Heavy Weights in Gents'

Presentation Goods.

Prices in these are so low that any dealer can afford to carry a fair stock.

% % %

SWISS WATCHES.
Special Value in Silver Chatelaines and Ladies' Hunters, also a few very nice goods for

fine trade.

LADIES9 AMERICAN GOLD WATCHES.
Several hundred Choice Engraved Goods at a Specially Attractive Price. Write for a few

on approval.

MOVEMENTS.
The Regular American Goods with a few desirable lines of Swiss.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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OUR NEW FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

\\\{[ I

We now occupy the above Building.

THE ACME SILVER COMPANY .

TORONTO.



BUY WATCHES THAT ARE WATCHES.

•WATCHES-
' ON TDP

"JOHN C. DUEBER." Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels, in settings adjusted to heat and cold, sunk Seconds and Circle
Dial, upright Arabic Figures and Seconds, BreguetHair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator. Specially guar-
anteed to be the best time-keeper in the world for the price, and superior to any other full plate Watch made outside of the
Hampden Watch Factories.

RAILWAY SPECIAL.-Niekel, 17 extra fine Ruffy
Jewels iu Gold Settings, Jeweled Centre, magnificently
damaskeened and finished, Bevel Head Gilt Screws, 14k. Gold
Patent Regulator, Expansion Balance, perfectly compen-
sated and accurately timed to Position and Isochronism,
Double Sunk Glass, Enamel Dial, with Red Marginal Fig-
ures, Breguet Hair Springs.

206. Fine Nickel Movement, 11

Jewels in Settings, Compensation
Balance. DUEBER.—Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewela in Settings, Sunk

Second and Circle Dial, Upright Arabic Figures and Sec-

onds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent
Regulator.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO. -Nickel, 11

Jewell in Selling Patent Regulator, Roman Circular
Dial, Spade Hands.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO.-Oilded, n
Jeweleiu Settings, Compensation Balance, Patent Safety
Pinion.

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT,

Bank of Commerce Building, - - LONDON, ONT.



WE ARE THE LEADERS
^.JSTTD HEBEAFTER

ALL WATCH COMPANIES
IMITXST FOLLOW

THE DUEBER-HAMPDEN CO.

As we have the only complete

line of Watches for Watch-

makers and the only complete

Watch factories in the world.

The superiority of the DUEBER
WATCH CASES is acknowledged

by all, and the elegance of style

and finish on the HAMPDEN
MOVEMENTS is unrivaled, and

will be kept so. No Jeweler's

stock is complete without them.

The Dueber-Hampden Co.

Manufacture Time -Keepers

and not merely

Watches.

The late advance in Fine Silver, compelling a corresponding advance in the prices of Silver Watch Cases, has
induced us to manufacture our new

Dueber Railway Silverine Watch Case.
This Watch Case will have SOLID GOLD JOINTS AND GOLD CROWN. GOLD REFLECTOR ON

OPEN FACE CASES. GOLD FILLED BEZEL ON HUNTING CASES.

Our object being to furnish buyers of Dueber-Hampben Watches with a low-priced but splendidly finished
Watch Case, equal in every respect, except in intrinsic value, to a Gold Watch Case-, open Face and Hunting
Juergen>cn Style.

world-wide repntation our regular Silverine Watoh Case bai made for itself, has decided na to manufacture tin' above; the v,

hip on the Railway Silverine being equal to the flneet Gold Caae, the onlj difference being in the low oosl "t tin- metal used. Bend for
Bam]

Address all communications to

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG,
Bank of Com.manoe Building,

LONDON, »jNT.

Sole Canadian Wholesale Agent for the Sale of

DUEBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES.
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GEORGE CHILLAS,
33 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, TORONTO,

IMPORTER OF

watchesamdiamonds
HAS NOW IN STOCK A FULL LINE OF

AMERICAN AND SWISS WATCHES

FINE GOLD WATCHES SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION

ALSO SPECIAL LINES IN

CHRONOGRAPHS,

SPLIT SECONDS,

REPEATERS.

A great variety of Chatelaine Watches in Gold and Silver.

BEST VALUE IN DIAMONDS AND DIAMOND RINGS.

GEORGE CHILLAS,

33 Wellington Street East, "^JRONTO.
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TORONTO, ONT.. NOVEMBER. L890.

Tbe recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of every month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and k ndred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others Si.oo per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates lor advertising will be found very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as will be of interest to the Trade. We do not, nowever, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-

Tariably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
67 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure Insertion, changes or new advertisements must reach

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

Editorial?.

PROSPERITY AHEAD.

NOTWITHSTANDING the transient hardship which

may he imposed upon our Canadian farmers through

the passage of the McKinley Bill by the United

States, it is quite evident that there are prosperous times ahead

for this country. Like a young giant refreshed by his sleep,

Canada is fast awakening to the fact that we have one of the

grandest countries in the world, the natural resources of which

only require development to place it in the front rank of

nations.

It is a great thing for any people to have confidence in

themselves and their country. Hitherto this feeling has been

lacking somewhat in Canadians, but the rapid march of events

during the past ten years has convinced even the most skip

tical, that nothing short of sheer national inertia and stupidity

can keep this country back from its rightful place in the pro-

cession of nations.

The cash value of this year's crop, in the province of

Ontatio alone, is placed at nearly $112,000,000, as <

with $102,000,000 in 1889. It is now estimated that Maui

toba and the North-west Territories, will have nearly 15,000,-

000 bushels of wheat, worth in round numbers $10,000,000,

for export, an enormous increase on any former year. In

Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and British Columbia, the

output of produce of various kinds is above tbe avi

that over the whole broad ana of our Dominion there 1

only enough for both man and beast, but plenty to send abroad

in exchange lor foreign producl Prices arc al 10 1 onsiderably

higher than usual for all kinds of farm produce, and it is pretty

safe to say that our farmers will net at least ten per cent, more

from their season's toil than they have done for several years

past.

For these reasons we have no hesitation in predicting pros-

perous times ahead for our merchants, manufacturers and

farmers, for the good crops which affect our farmers favorably

must of necessity bring a considerable measure of prosperity

to the other classes.

THE McKINLEY BILL.

Zti

HE Tariff Bill over which the two political parties of

the United States have been struggling for the past

six months, is now an accomplished fact, having

come into force on the 6th of October. In many respects it is

far reaching, and has undoubtedly created more excitement

throughout the mercantile communities of all civilized peoples

than any trade enactment since the repeal of the Corn Laws

by Great Britain.

As to how it will work, people in the United States are

divided, pretty much according to their politics.

Republican Protectionists say that it is the capstone that

has long been wanted to crown the commercial and manufac-

turing supremacy of the United States and place her in the

van of the manufacturing nations of the world.

1 >emocratic Free Traders, on the contrary, assert that the

measure is but one step removed from national suicide, and

that not only will it cripple American foreign trade, but seri-

ously endanger their home market as well.

When a people are thus divided against themselves regard-

ing the effects of such a measure, who can with any degree of

certainty predicate its future ?

So far as the Bill, which is the incarnation of commercial

selfishness, is concerned, whether its effects are good or evil, it

is certainly true that the United States wire undoubtedly acting

well within their rights in passing it. We are not amongst

those who regard it as a warning to other countries that the

United States does not desire to trade with them, but simply

that looking after their own interests before those of any other

country, the legislators of the great American Republic came

to the conclusion that they would trade only with those coun-

tries which were willing to do so on the terms and for the pro

ducts laid down in the McKinley Bill.

Free Traders assert that in trying to dovetail reciprocity

with the Latin countries of South America into this ultra pro-

tective bill, Mr. lilaine has attempted a feat almost as impossi

ble as riding two horses going in opposite directions. While

this may appear SO to Free Traders, we must confess that there

seems to us to he Considerable method in Mr. blame's mad
and we should not be in the least surprised t<> see his

reciprocity scheme work good results to the trade of the United

Stat<

So far as Canada is concerned, we think that while the

lire was primarily intended to help the American farmers,

it has also been mad'- to do duty as a levi r to force this country

into commercial, if not political, annexation to the United

Stat'

Mr. Blaine and many othei leading American politicians,

have plainly and pointedly declared that the only way that
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WALTHAM 0. F. 16 S. PENDANT SETTING

WATCHES.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

7\ MERICAN ^TALTHAM WATCH PP.

WALTHAM, - - MASS.

,:W* NOTE. For the convenience of the Canadian trade we have established a Branch Office at No. 185

St. James Street, Montreal. The goods will be, as heretofore, sold to Jobbers only.

i.
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Canada can even expect to enjoy the advantages of the United

States market, is to come within the fold and become part

and parcel of the Union, and that if they are unwilling to do

this they must take the consequences and starve outs de in

any fashion they please.

The answer given by Canada to the McKinley Bill, as set

forth by the speeches of Sir John A. Macdonald and other

members of the Dominion Cabinet, is simply that " the United

States have passed laws which they had a perfect light to do,

but which are bound to operate against the trade relations

which have hitherto obtained between the two countries Al-

though these laws may disturb our trade for awhile. Canada
does not propose to abate one jot or tittle of her rights as an

independent colony of the British Empire, and while she will

probably pass no retaliatory acts of legislation, she will proceed

to find other markets for her surplus products, and take such

steps as she deems best calculated to promote her own in-

terests."

In other words, if the McKinley Bill is intended to scare

the Canadian people into annexation by shewing them how
dependent they are upon the markets of the United States, it

will prove a veritable boomerang both to its supporters at home
and their abettors in Canada, for without doubt much of the

sting of this Bill has been caused by the efforts of disgruntled

Canadian politicians to convince the legislators of the Repub-
lic, as well as our own people, that the markets of that country

were an imperative necessity to our farmers.

No, so far as Canada is concerned, she does not propose to

go out of business just yet, and will, we trust, for long years to

come be found at the same old stand and under the same old

flag. Politically the effect of the Bill will be to make Cana-

dians stand shoulder to shoulder, and do their level best to

find new and more desirable markets for their surplus pro-

ducts.

While the United States has been a good market for

Canada, it is just as well for our people to learn, before it is too

late, the danger of trusting too many eggs in one basket. The
^eof the McKinley Bill plainly proves that were com-

mercial union with the United States ever to become an a< i om
plished fact, and our trade with that country to assume the

gigantic proportions that its advocates claim, political annexa-

tion would follow almost as a matter of course whenever the

politicians of the United States thought fit toappl) the s< rews.

If the trade of this country is now in the critical position that

the advocates of commercial union are trying to make us be-

lieve it has been placed in, simply by a raise in duty on three

of our agricultural products on the part of the United States,

which country purchases less than half of the natural products

which we export, what would be the effect on our trade if

when by legislative enactment we practically excluded En

and all other countries from our markets and made an a.

ment to trade almost exclusively with the United States, tti.it

country should suddenly terminate the treaty and tell ustli.it if

ranted the benefit of their markets we must become a pari

of the Union ?

forewarn, d is forearmed, and the Canadian people will be

short-sighted indeed if they allow themselves to be cajoled 01

coerced into any such commercial alliance, the outcome of

which could only result in the absorption of this country by

the United States.

The United States are working out their commercial and

political destiny (and it is indeed a great one) in their own

lime and way, and we are convinced that unless they are misled

by Canadian traitors they are willing to let Canada work out

her own commercial and political future in the same quiet

manner. The continent is broad enough for the two great

branches of the Anglo Saxon race to live peaceably along side

of one another, and although the United States may think it is

to their interest to practically exclude our farm products from

their markets by high duties which they themselves will pro-

bably have to pay, such an action should cause Canada neither

to seek relief by means of commercial or political annexation.

Although the passage of this Bill may temporarily have

the effect of depressing the trade of Canada, we are firmly con-

vinced that, if our people have not degenerated, and are only

true to themselves, it will in the long run prove to be but a

blessing in disguise.

If such lessons as the Cleveland Retaliation Message and the

McKinley Bill, do not develop a national and self-reliant spirit

in Canada, and teach her people the necessity of acting as a

unit in resisting outside interference, and disloyal internal in-

triguers, the sooner the country is absorbed by the United

States the better.

A CONTRAST.

HE Speech delivered last month before the National

Club at Toronto by the Rev. Principal Grant, of

Queen's University, is not only an eloquent and

patriotic appeal to all true Canadians to stand firmly together

on the common platform of "Canada First," but gives no

uncertain sound in regard to the political questions of the day,

and the humiliating position in which the advocates of Com-

m< n ial Union arc desirous of placing this country. Principal

Grant's timely words came from the heart of a true and loyal

British < !anadian,a man who is acknowledged to be far above the

influences of party politics, and last, but riot least, a self-made

man who has travelled much, kept Ins eyes wide open, and

knows what he is talking about. Ills address is one which

ever) Canadian should not only read, but ponder over, for

while Principal Grant's views are those befitting a teacher

ot Christianity, thej are also eminently practical il regarded

i from a commercial or political standpoint.

One thing i- certain, they present a marked contrast to the

views of Canada's would-be deliverer, ErastusW [man,il his recent

utterances al Chicago are to be taken as an) indication ol his

real sentiments. Mr. Wiman has fora couple years back been

posing as an expatriated Canadian whose heart was bleeding

for the woes ol Ins fellow-countrymen; and he proposes to

icmed\ the abuses which he has been trying to persuade them

thai thej are laboring under, in su< h a waj as shall at once put

mone) into the pockets ol himsell and friends, and cam for him

the gratitude ol the American nation, to whom, in Ins usual

disinterested way, he proposes to hand ovei as a free gift, the

British Canadian hall ol the North American continent. En

Canada, Mr. Wiman is a thoroughly loyal subject ol "Her
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THE

Y. & S.

14k Filed

Gold

Soldered

'PlONEER
'

—o

—

Warranted

20 YEARS.

h(

14k Filled, Gold Soldered

PIONEER" CHAINS

Warranted by Manufacturers to wear

TWENTY YEARS.

Every Chain stamped "Pioneer," and furnished with

tag as above. Best thing out in the chain line.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO

EDMUND SCHEUER,
TORONTO,

Sole Agent for Canada.
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Britannic Majesty;" in the United States he is as true to the

•• Stars and Stripes " as any of her sons to the manor l>orn: at

least thi> is the conclusion to which one is toned to ionic, after

reading his speeches delivered in both countries. His dodge

is about as transparent as that of the ass m the fable, who

thought by covering himself with a lion's hide he could pass

himself off as the king of beasts : all went well until he

attempted to roar, when his bray gave the fraud away.

We give below some of the gems of both speeches in order

to show the difference between the utterances of the real patriot

who seeks the good of his country alone, and the imitation

article whose sole aim apparently is to induce Canadians to

drop their nickels into the American instead of the British slot.

REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT A I TORONTO.

" The annexationist, however, at the outset surrenders the

name of Canada, with all that it involves its history, its consti-

tution, its past struggles, its present life, its hopes and aims

as things absolutely worthless. Of course, to some men and all

cattle these things are 'worthless."

" During the last fifteen months I have been in every pro-

vince of the Dominion, and after inviting the frankest inter-

change of opinion everywhere. I came to the conclusion that

there is less thought of annexation now than at any time during

the last 40 years. The grooving sentiment i/f Canadian nation-

ality is quietly kilting it."

* * * *

" Canada is a hard country to govern and to unify. It con
sists of geographical distri« ts separated from each other by un-

fertile wildernesses. In spite of obstacles the su< < ess of

confederation has been remarkable to all who know how long

it takes to make a country, and who know anything of the

slowness with which the old thirteen North American colonies

grew into unit}.''

* * * *

" The glory of Rome was not when she held the east and
west in fee. and Christian emperors like Constantine and
Theodosius the Great ruled the world, but when defeated at

Trebia. Thrasvniene and Cannae, her field wasted, h, r veteran
legions annihilated, her young nun slain or prisoners, scarce
freemen enough left in koine to form one legion more, si,.

wavered not an 1111 h, but 1 losed her gates, forbade mothers and
wives to ransom their captive sons and husbands, and refused

to discuss terms of peace while Hannibal remained in Italy.

// u nut mure millions either in men or mont 1 that 7ve need
most, hut more of the old spiiit in the men 'we have : not a long

list of principles, but a clear insight into those that art funda
mental.

1 to each province a free hand within its own
sphere, t<> be tolerant ol diversities, to deal equal justi< e to all,

to treat minorities 1 onsiderately and to have faith in our country,
this surely is a < re< d th.it

1 an be taught al every tin side and in

every school as well as on tin- hustJE

* * * *

'• Th.- right altitude lor us is io guard the independent 1 we
gained in the course oi successive ' *uard

our national as carefully a, toe would our individual honor."

* * * *

I sometimes used thai looks m the dm
of surrendering our lis. al indep nden< < to .. foreign power, and
at the same time ol dis< riminating against .our own Empin and
the rest ol the World The first means national eXtUU Hon, and

the second is as unreasonable and as impossible as it would be

for Britain to discriminate against US."

* * *

" Let us not call that unrestricted trade which means free

trade with oneforeign nation and prohibited trade with our own
commonwealth and everyone else. That would ensure torus

the contempt of the one foreign nation and the righteous

indignation of all others with whom we are now trading."

* * * ^

" We need not be alarmed because some of our young men
go to the United States, while others follow the (lag to Africa

and India, to explore the Aruwhimi, like Stairs, or rule in

Uganda, like Huntley MacKay. We have lads enough and to

spare. Those who stay at home will buildup the country, and

those who go abroad will save us from parochialism. Does
anyone fancy that there would he no movement ofpopulation to

the south if we made a change in our commercial policy or politi-

cal allegiance ? If so, we need not argue 'with him.'

" Those who tell us that the McKinley Bill is the darkest

hour that precedes the dawn, and that the dawn is already

breaking, deceive themselves. I hope they shall not deceive

us. In due time the light will break, but the man who waits

for it will have to be almost as patient as the rustic who waits

till the river has ceased running that he may cross dry shod."

* * * *

" lor fifty years free traders in England have been declaring

that the dawn was just about to break in the United States, vet

what is the present position of affairs ? The Republican party,

comprising a very large majority of the sober, thoughtful and
patriotic men of tile northern, western and northwestern states,

is solidly protectionist. The Democratic party, comprising
almost the whole of the rest of the people, does not dan to

unfurl the flag of free trade.

"

* * * *

" We are on the same continent with them (the United
States) but we are British. ( )nec the) were sure that our

destinv was " to drop like a ripe plum" into their mouths a

tli< e I. ile, li\ the Way, lor the plum
;
but now they see that we

are making a nation. Mr. Blaine expressed the general view

when he declared openly that this was wholly incompatible

with our having free trade with them. As he puts it, we cannot

be " Canadians and Americans at the same time." Well, we
mean to be Canadians anyway."

* ''.- # *

"At the very moment when we are more dependent than

evi r on the open markets ol Britain some of us propose to shut

our doors against her, as the price <>i conciliating those who
announce that we cannot In Canadians and Americans at the

s.i mi time. The United States way be selfish in polities^ but they

have neverproposed anything quite so selfish as that."

* * *
*

"Great Britain is also our natural market, she is read} i"

take almost everything we produce, and distance by water is of

lar less consequence than distance bv land."*•::•*
"Canada and Britain will not gel anj reasonable measure ol

trade with the United States till unitedl) thej can offer

something which in th< opinion ol < longress is as good as thai

which vw wanl from them li then Canada would agrei '"

abolish lis duties on British produi ts and manufactures, 01 even
on them a small revenue tariff for a short nine, and it

Britain would agree t<> discriminate against countries refusing

anv reasonable " 1 ipro< ity with hei and with us, thai would

us the weapon we n< 1 d
* * * *

•• // is clear that it ice are to throw in our lot fiscally with a/i\

Other nation we should do <,,> with the mo/her country. li 1-

clear thai w< can approach her withoul loss ol dignity, and I
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believe, too, that it' we are prepared to pay the fair price we
would get all the advantages from her that existing treaties

permit.
* * * *

•Since our neighbors will not trade with us, we must do
everything in reason to open the avenues of trade, not only

with Britain, hut with related countries. Commercial treaties

with the West Indies on one side and Australia on the other.

a last Steamship service across the Atlantic, the deepening of

the St. Lawrence canals, a cable and a line of steamships to

Australia and New Zealand, a railway to Hudson Bay, are all

moves in the right direction."

* * * *

"There are matters of unspeakable greater importance to a

people than the volumes of its imports and exports, or anything

that can he tabulated in the most roseate colored and most

carefully prepared statistics. Not by these things does a country

live. A country lives and lives in history by what its people are.

Very little thought did the men who made Canada give to tariff

questions. They were men who lived simple lives, and no
privations shook their hearts of oak. Everything we have we
owe to them, and the more firmly we stand on their foundations

and get hack to their simple manners, robust faith and sincere-

patriotism, the better for us. Let us take our stand on what is

right, without fear of consequences. All sorts of bogeys will he

used to frighten us, all sorts of temptations to allure us from

the path of honor. Against all these stand fast."

IK ITUS ui\i \n \ I CHK u.O.

" Vast as i> the United States to-day. Canada is larger, and
naturally is quite as rich and capable of development."

* * * *

Mr. Blaine, Congressmen Butterworth and Hitt, Senator

John Sherman and others realize, as few have done, the neces-

sity for larger markets and new buyers of our surplus shoes,

collars and < ufifs."

* * * *

But some say that reciprocity will build up a British

dependency, and we know not what the future is, and, at any
rate, this course will not expedite annexation. I hold the con-

trary.''

% * * *

"The United States will never acquire Canada by purchase

or conquest, hut we can become one by trade. Conquest by

commerce is far more pleasant and lasting than conquest in any
other way. This continent is an economic whole

;
Providence

never established a demarcation, and this course shall perhaps

sweep away the last semblance of European dynastic sway from

America.'
* * * *

•'No. England would not refuse for fear of another Boston

tea part) in Montreal waters. She would have to consent or lose

Canada.
* * *

"Lei tin- Butterworth hill pass, providing thai 'whenever
it shall he certified to tin- president of the United States that

the Canadian Government will admit United States manufat

tures in e, tin- president shall appoint three i ommissioners, who
shall agree upon a plan which shall he submitted to Congress
for its action in the future Surely there is/it very much com-

mittal in that.'
"

Correspondence.

To Whiten Iron.—To render iron as white and as \ e lUtifal all

ammonical salt in powder and meet it with an equal

quantity of quicklin,' •'• in cold water and mix well. Winn
dose immerse the red heated article in tins hath and it mil become as

white as silver Be careful not to burn the article by overheating.

WE WILL FOLLOW YOU.

UJj&Tx*\ Editor Trader—Sir :

j£/| WILL you kindly send The Trader to me here, and

oblige,

Yours truly,

Nanaimo, B.C , Oct. 6, 1890. M. R. Counter.

WITH PLEASURE.

Editor Trader—Sir :

WOULD you kindly send your valuable paper to the

address below, as I have started in business and

would be pleased to see The Trader once more.

Yours truly,

Barrie, Sept. 30th, 1890. S. Nash.

CERTAINLY.

Editor Trader—Sir :

\a/ILL you kindly place me on your list, as I have

started for myself, and would like to receive

your valuable paper.

Respectfully yours,

Ayr, Sept. 24th, 1890. James Fair.

QUEBEC HEARD FROM.

Editor Trader— Si i< :

RKING now established in St. Mary, Beauce, you

would oblige me in sending your Trader,

which I cannot be without, and oblige,

Yours truly,

J as. Ed. Landry,

St. Mary, Beauce, 17th Oct., 1890. Watchmaker.

WHERE TO GET IT.

Editor Tradi r -Sir :

ILL you please let me know which is the best book

on watchmaking, and where I will be likely to

get one ; also probable cost.

Yours very truly,

Port Colborne, Oct. 8th, 1890. C. C. Campbell.

"Saunier's Hand Book " is probably the best work

you can use. It inn he got from Albeit klcisti, 1 |
Kin^ St

East, Toronto, for $3.00.— Ed. TRADER.
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WE HAVE DONE SO.

Editor Trader—8ir :

DLEASE send me Tat Trader monthly, and put my
name on your list. I have just bought out

the business carried on here by Mr. Watson,

and I find the above mentioned paper very

useful.

Yours,

Stayner, Sept. 29th, 1890. A. E. Swallow.

A VOICE FROM OUR MINES.

Editor Trader—Sir :

\J\\.\. you please send me The Trader to my new-

address, as I have started a shop here right at

the mines, and miss my old friend. I enclose

you a sample of nickel and copper ore for your

inspection. With kind regards, I remain,

Yours respectfully,

Copper Cliff, Oct. 13th, 1890. B. Richardson.

A FREE-BORN ENGLISHMAN'S REPLY.

j/?y%KJZL, Editor Trader—Sir:

&r" I THE Hamilton gentleman who so plainly shows a strong

^^'L-—^t desire to have you give him free advertising, by

using such scurrilous remarks about a man he

evidently knows nothing about, smacks of bad

K? breeding. Christianity would teach him that

,'*& throwing mud is no part of a gentleman. Off

' scourings, slums, and such remarks, emanate

from a low mind. Saunier and a dictionary, to which he

apparently is a stranger, would have saved him such an expose

of his ignorance. I am acquainted with Mr. I'laytner, who is

too honorable and too much of a gentleman I hope, to notice

such an attack, and who must see the drift of Mr. Moody to

gain cheap notoriety.

Yery respectfully,

HOROLOGIST.

I ' . S .— If Mr. Moody will turn up Saunier, page 435, etc., he

will find calculations and proportions of escapement with

escape wheel only left.

A VOICE FROM THE MINES.

Editor Ti'AM r Sik :

Jk* JFHINKINC your readers may be somewhat inten

ftm \
in knowing what the mining regions an- like and

K"wS"vji what is going on here, I will, as requested, send

>u a short letter de* ribing the country and its

, to the l><st (>{ my ability, and shall 1 on

*£, fine myself to tin- truth as il appears to me.

I have no doubt some of youi readers saw a

glowing account of the rapid growth and d> velopmenl of the

mines, around Nickel City. Well, whi'bt I am quite willing to

endorse the accounts of the wealth of the mineral resources of

the country, I cannot agree with the account of the different

mines. In the first place, from what I am informed by men

who are disinterested in the matter, there is neither mine nor

smelting works, let alone refinery at Nickel City. It is true they

are sinking shafts and have good prospects, and in all prob-

ability in another year will be in working order.

Whilst I am a true believer in the future prosperity of the

mineral industries of Canada, I also believe that the only way

to further the prosperity which we as Canadians all desire is to

speak the truth. In the Mail of last week I saw an account of

the Dominion Co.'s mines, which is not endorsed by the miners

around here acquainted with the works of the different Com
panics. In the first place the Canadian Copper Company is

the largest operator, and it is an American Company from Ohio.

This Company owns something like 20,000 acres of mineral

lands, and at present has three mines running, viz : the Copper

Cliff, their largest and richest mine at present, as you will see

by a specimen of ore I send you taken out at a depth of 500

feet ; next, the Evans, about one and a half miles from here,

which is very rich in ore but has not been worked so long and

therefore they have not got the depth
;

lastly, the Stobie, a mine

that shut down last year because it was not so rich in ore, but

on finding the other two were producing specimens so rich that

there was not tlux enough in them to smelt, they therefore had

to open up the Stobie again. The Stobie is about seven miles

away to the north of Sudbury, whilst the other two are about

four miles to the S W., on the Soo branch of the C. P. R.

The Murray, which is next in importance, is owned bj an

English Company from Swansea in Wales. I will give a fullei

account of this mine in my next.

Yours respectfully,

N11 km Plate

DRAWING.

Editor Trader Sik :

OORM AND SIZE are the two points by which the

quality and accuracy of the workmanship of

TSFL./ a mechanic may be gauged. If these are cor

rect, most other attributes of the work may be

!*» considered secondary in important e. The nean 1

7"& correct in proportion and symmetry the work

man's ideal is, the more accurately his eye

guides him as to the relative si/.es of the different parts of the

work in hand, and the qui< ker and better will his work be

done.

On the other hand, if the mechanic has but an imperfect

idea of the shape or si/e of a thing before he attempt

make it, he will find that Ins work turns out both slowly and

clumsy. If he has gome natural taste, but has neglected the

cultivation of it, he will notice something wrong and maj tr)

to remedy the delect. He will finish, or partially finish, a

Of work, and then will notice that it docs not look quite

right. I le will alter the shape, thus destroying the finishing

work, which hai of course been done all to no account, and

will find that at the end his job does not satisfy even bis
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defective taste of symmetry, while to the eye of the artist it is

simply abhorrent.

If a workman has no taste whatever, he may not see any-

thing wrong about his work ; he may be satisfied with him-

self, but his work will not take with others ; even the eye of

the uneducated will repel it.

The good workman who gains the reputation and com-

mands the highest wages, is the one whose ideal is perfect,

who has at once the proper conception of the form and size

of an article, and can put it into practice. His eye will guide

him aright in his work, which he will turn out rapidly. He
will think of finishing nothing until the shape is correct—thus

he will do no unnecessary labor, and will produce a high class

of work in half the time that it will take a poor workman to

make a bad job.

How important is it then for mechanics, and particularlyfor

watchmakers andjewelers, to cultivate these two mentalfaculties,

Form and Size.

In actual practice, by working after patterns, these faculties

are, of course, constantly improving. A valuable and almost

indispensable aid towards bringing them to perfection is

THE ART OF DRAWING.

Original designs cannot be expected of everyone, since

originality of thought is not possessed in a high degree by

everyone. However, it will not be denied that even a little

practice in the methods and in copying and following designs

is of immense benefit to the mechanic.

The Government of Ontario has long recognized this fact

and offers opportunities to workmen to obtain a fair knowledge

of the different branches of the art, not excelled by any other

country. The rudiments of drawing are taught in the Public

Schools. A higher course is prescribed for High Schools, Art

Schools and Mechanics' Institute evening classes. The latter

classes are open to all in most places at a mere nominal fee, so

that an opportunity to make use of them is offered to most

workmen at some period of their lives. The drawing course

consists of five branches— Practical Geometry, Free Hand,

1 or Object, Memory and Perspective Drawing. The
advantages it offers to mechanic* may, perhaps, be best ex-

plained by considering each branch separately

The Practical Geometry course will teach the student

the use of mathematical instruments, and give him a know

ledge of the methods used in designing practical work,

machine drawing, etc., as well as enabling him to understand

and appreciate the drawings from which he is expected to

work, or the object of which may be to teach him the proper

proportions, methods of design or arrangement of the differ,

ent parts of a mechanical device. Many of the most beauti-

ful ornamental designs are based on the outlines of geometrical

figures. A knowledge of tin-, branch of the art will create a

for investigating the theory and principles on which

drawings are based, and will save both money and time to a

student who intends visiting a School of Horology.

Prxi Hand Drawing will educate the eye to proportion

and symmetry, and will be found a great help in filing,

turning and replacing broken or missing pieces of watches and

jewelry. It will cultivate a taste for the beautiful and perfect

in form, and will enable the student to copy from nature. A
sense of the beautiful is one of the most necessary attributes

of the jewelry trade. Goods of fine pattern, carefully selected

and advantageously displayed, help to swell the sales.

Model or Object Drawing has a somewhat similar

effect, besides enabling one to represent or understand objects

drawn on paper.

Memory Drawing is perhaps one of the most useful

banches, since it cultivates the observation and retention in

the mind of the shape of things, so that they may be repro-

duced, imitated or improved on, when occasion offers.

Perspective Drawing will be found to be a fine study,

which will well repay the student. In advanced machine

drawing and projection, it will be found necessary.

The whole course will prove to be a source of pleasure,

usefulness and advancement of thought, which no good

mechanic can afford to be without. As this is the time when

evening classes will be organized for the winter, no jeweler

should fail to attend them, or to use his influence in their

promotion.

Ad. Rem.

WINDOW DISPLAY.

Editor Trader,—Sir :

MATTER of very great moment to merchants in

general is the display of their wares. The placing

of goods before the public in the most attractive

way, comes little less in importance than the

selection. The old saying is "goods well bought

are half sold," but no matter how well bought, if

indifferently displayed, the big half will be on

hand at stock taking. While display is all important to the

dry goods merchant, it is a necessity to the jeweler.

Step into a dry goods store in one of our towns on a market

day, and it is crowded, while the jeweler's a few doors away is

comparatively deserted. This is not so because the jeweler is

not genial, polite and painstaking—he is generally more so

than the busily engaged dry goods man ;
not because he has

not new styles and nice goods—his stock is larger and more

varied than his sales warrant ; not because he belongs to a

species of shark and takes an undue advantage at every oppor

tunity—jewelers, as a class, are honest and honorable. Ask

the jewelers for the reason, and one tells you it is because the

wholesaler-, sell the dry goods men and general stores, and

these are taking his trade ;
a second, that the catalogue nun >!

the cities are responsible ; a third, that owing to ea
J

a< i ess to

tin- cities his townsmen go there to buy, while a fourth si^hs

dolefully his is not a jewelry town. Admitting tli.it these

ins are well founded, and taken together have the lone

alleged, it is apparent that there is something behind them

when sn< h conditions c an produce such cffc< ts. Independent

of any other consideration, would the fact of a dry goods mer

it, knowing nothing about jewelry, keeping a trifling sto« k,

rnit.nl to any extent the business of tin- legitimate jeweler ?

rse the circumstances, and let the jeweler, knowing

nothing about dry goods, add a tew hundred dollars' worth •(
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dry goods to his stock, does he suppose he would do any

material harm to the dry -goods dealer? Would an unknown

jeweler, at a distance, by the use of cuts or catalogue, be able

to take away trade from a local man, well known, and who has

the goods for inspection with the fuller information he can give

concerning them ? Would fellow townsmen go to the cities to

buy what they can buy quite as well at home? Would one

town be different from another in the matter of support to tjie

jewelry trade ? Was any town a dry goods town until some

ry goods man made it such ? Is not everything in the

way of personal adornment largely a matter of copying or

education ?

A great disadvantage to jewelers is the difficulty in getting

their wares before the people. Dry goods stores are visited

with the formed intention of buying as a necessity, but with

jewelry no such necessity exists, and visits to the jeweler are

mostly the result of an accident, it is to have some article

repaired, with no thought beyond that. There is no idea of

buying, and though, when there, one may suppose that a

certain ring is dear, or vouchsafe the infoimation that you have

lots of pretty things, he or she, as the case may be, would

hardly care to examine and enquire prices to any extent, and

even should this be done, the information given would soon

be forgotten. Of all lines, jewelry is the most difficult to

select, difficult to the jeweler himself, and more so to

the general public. A few purchases are made at first sight,

the article being a felt necessity, but in most instances it is a

of admiration at first, passing through various stages of

careful study and inspection to a purchase in the end. Price

or value is Greek. Ask one $15 or $20 for a brooch set with

rose diamonds, with the information that the gold is 15k fine

and the diamonds genuine but small, and it is thought too

cheap. Ask another $1 00 for a plated brooch as large as a

$20 gold piece, and you are met with the query, " Is it pure or

only washed ?
" A pin thought cheap by one would make

another's hair stand on end.

Compaied with other lines of merchandise, jewelry occupies

the last place on the ground of necessity, is the most difficult of

selection and its value or price is least known, with the result that

not five out of twenty possible buyers become even interested

or make an interested inspection.

rtainlythe people are coming to the jeweler with indifferent

su' cess from the jeweler's standpoint, hence the importance of

him doing all possible to go to the people. With this end in

view, the Montreal jewelers have adopted a distinctly new
method of window display. The system was introduced by

Mr. Richard Hemsley in his Notre Dame Street store, and is

the showing of the stock in the window, arranged in a simple,

regular and attractive way, with the price plainly marked on
each article. But one says, " Hid not Mr. Hemsley give away

and stock to his opposition ? " He did ; his opposi

don saw exactly what be had to sell, with the price, and so did

rone else who passed his window. As for Mr. Hernsley,

what he saw was an increased trade, which soon recouped him

the expense, and induced him to put in just such another

window in his new St. James Street store, and in addition, he

saw h ition adopt the general principle of his plan.

To be continued.

MR. PLAYTNER REPLIES.

'

Editor Trader—Sir :

:

- (l NOTICED a question put to

t; 1 1 The Trader. [ will answe

lis

-'.

me in the last issue of

ret it, not because the

writer imagines I cannot do so, but there

are those in the trade who are deeply

interested in the welfare of the Canadian

Horological Institute and may expect an

answer from me. I will say right here,

however, that I do not propose to answer

any more such questions, as all the time at

my disposal is fully occupied in attending to the Institute.

Regarding the writer of the letter, I do not know him at all,

and as for his personal remarks they do not hit me, and I

would in any case let them pass by. As regards the Institute,

I propose to use strictly honest methods only, to promote its

interests. I know that the feeling of the trade in general is

with it, for I have received assurances that such is the case

from some of the leading firms in the trade, but there are others

who do not know me, these I ask to suspend judgment until

such time as they may have actual knowledge of (acts. I am
utilizing my money, ability and time, I labor early and late to

promote the interests of the Institute, and for a long time to

come the trade alone will receive the benefits of the same, as

it will take years before I can ever hope to gain anything from

my labors. 1 am pleased to do all this, and all I ask in return

isfairplay and that consideration to which I may be entitled.

I ask the trade to judge the Institute by the work that is per-

formed in it ; if it is found worthy, it will be glad to receive the

moral support of the trade ; if unworthy, it would deserve con-

demnation. When I say it is my ambition to make this school

second to none other, and to make it in every way worthy of

the name it bears, I am only speaking the truth. I have

espoused its cause, and am prepared to stand by it, come what

may. The harder the battle the greater the victory that

follows it.

I intend to have a Board of Examiners for the Institute,

composed of thoroughly representative members of the trade,

this would at once place the trade in a position to pronounce

directly upon the merits of the Institute, and would place me
and my business in its hands. I am prepared to act in good

faith in this matter, and am willing to stand or fall by the

results I can ask for nothing less, and it is impossible for me

to do more.

Question.—Give the exact rule to make the '"Her table and

fork of any lever watch when both have been 1 1st or thrown

away, and when these parts are made they will lit exactly so

that the watch will go right off without filing or tinkering at it ?

Before answering it I will give the following explanations:

If the fork and roller are lost, no one can tell theoriuin.il pro

portions in which they wen- made ; if the escape wheel and

pallets are lost, the primitive diamet< rs require to be the same,

not so with the fork anl roller, we cm select any proportions

which we think are adapted for the work in hand, thus the

radius of impulse, it , the outer distance ot the roller jewel

from the centre of the balance staff, and the acting length of

the fork, i.e., from the centre of the pallet stall" to the begin-
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P.W, ELLIS & CO, MATERIAL DEPARTMENT,
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WE INTEND TO KEEP OUR

STAPLES.
Please read this Conglomerated List.

Pegwood,
Pith,

Brooch Pins,

Watch Brushes,

Saws,

Clock Springs,

Clock Keys,

Watch Keys,

Watch Glasses,

Joints,

Catches,

Rouge,
Tripoli,

Sawdust,

Watch Hands,

Watch Jewels,

Flat Files,

Half-round Files

Shad Belly Files

Round Files,

Square Files,

Soft Solder,

Silver Solder,

Silver Sheet,

Gold Solder,

Gold Wire.

R. P. Wire,

R. P. Sheet,

Silver Wire,

Brass Wire,

Mail Orders
Filled

Promptly.

Please

Use Care

When Ordering".

Steel Wire,

Clock Cords,

Plyers,

Tweezers,

Case Springs,

Case Screws,

Crowns,

Sleeves,

Steel Chains,

Silk Alberts,

Silk Guards,

Bars,

Swivels,

Jump Rings,

Scratch

Brushes,

Emery Paper,

Dimantine,

Scales,

Oil Stones,

Watch Tags,

Watch Oil,

Clock Oil,

Cap Jewels,

Colored Cotton,

Easel Cards,

Staff Blanks,

Ruby Pins,

Spex. Bows.

Look out for our itemized sheet of assortments of American
Watch and Clock Materials which will be mailed shortly.
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GENERAL SUPPLIES & FINDINGS.

SEE OUR ANNOUNCEMENT ON 2nd PAGE OF COVER.
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ning of the horn, can be proportioned to each other as 3, 3.5, 4,

5 or 6 to 1.

From the way the question is put it would seem that the

diameter of the roller is of first importance, such is not the

case, however, the size of the roller should be determined

according to the radius of impulse, it 1 the roller 1 should be as

small as possible, just sufficiently large enough to allow for a

crescent or passing hollow of proper depth and afford a strong

setting for the jewel. The reason for this is quite apparent.

when the watch receives a jerk and the guard point is thrown

against the roller, the smaller the latter the less the friction in

connection with it
; the safety action is also more secure

THE FORK AND IMPULSE ACTION.

In the diagrams C = the distance of centres of pallets /'and

balance B, /equals the radius of impulse, Z the acting length

of the fork, this line is drawn through the centre of the fork

when it rests against the bankings, R = radius of the roller and

G the distance of the guard point from the centre P, Ii and

Z / mark the intersection of the roller jess-el and the acting

length of the fork, R r marks the course of the roller, Gg that

of the guard point. In the diagrams the centre distance is the

same in all cases, but the length of lever, radius of impulse,

radius of roller, and distance of guard point from P, are all

different. The lever muit move the same amount on each side

ofthe line of centres, in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, it is shosvn 5° to the

left of C, this makes a total movement of io° for the lever.

In Fig. 1, /intersects / at an angle of 15° on each side of C,

making 30 during which the roller jesvel is connected with the

lever, therefore, the proportions equal 3 to 1 for fg =3. In

Fig. 2, /intersects L at an angle of 20° on each side of C,

making a total of 40 , its proportion is as 4 to 1. In Fig, 3,

/intersects / at an angle of 30 on each side of C, making a

total of 6o°, its proportions are as 6 to 1, any of these could

be employed in the same watch. We have just noticed in Fig.

3 that the angle of intersection of L by / is 60", in Fig. 4 it is

also 60', while the proportions are in one case 6 to 1 and in

the latter 4 to I, it will be seen that in Fig. 4, / moves 7.5 on

each side of C, or 15 in all, while / in Fig. 3 only makes a

total movement of 10 ,
in Fig. 4 the proportions are as follows :

??=4 to 1.

THE SAFETY ACTION.

The guard point requires i° of play on each side of C,

between the roller R and the banking of the lever, therefore, if

the latter makes a movement of io\ the angle of intersection

of R by G would be 8 , or 4 on each side of C. In Fig, 1

the roller must of necessity be larger on account of the roller

jewel being removed so far from the centre. It will be notu ed

that the safety action, and indeed the entire escapement, has

to be constructed with more care in Fig. 1, than say in Fig. 3,

too much shake of the pivots would render it a very unsafe

action, therefore, such actions of 3 to 1 should he made in

double roller, because the guard point or dart being further

removed from the centre P, the radius of the roller could be

made 23 of /and the safety action rendered more complete

In 1 ig. 1, the roller could not be made with a greater angle of

intersection than 10 on each side of C, because the setting

for the jesvel would be weakened, the proportions of R to G,

therefore, stand as 2.5 to 1 in Fig. 1, in Fig. 2, as 3 to 1, in

Fig. 3, as 4.5 to 1, in Fig. 4, as 2.61 to 1.

It will be asked if an impulse action of 30 to io°ofthe

lever, requires such great care in construction, why do we use

it at all ? Why not construct them all as in Fig. 3. with an

impulse action of 6o
3

, and with a guard and roller action that

is so safe? This must be anssvered as follows: It will be

noticed that in Fig. 1, the action of the roller jewel with the

lever commences and ceases nearer to the line of centres, that

the balance is more highly detached, as it is only in contact

with the escapement during 30" of each vibration, that the

transmitting arm is shorter and the receiving arm longer, so

that the same amount of power at the end of the lever arm will

do more work than in Fig 3, because it is applied under more

favorable conditions.

F,o.l. Fio.2.

F10A.
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The proportions in Fig. 2 give both a good safety and im-

pulse action and can be used for ordinary as svell as fine work.

All sve can go by to find the various sizes in the watch at

hand is firstly, the angle of movement of the pallets, which, of

course, is also that of the lever, and secondly, the centre dis-

tance. One way of finding the angle of movement of the

pallets is to engage the escape wheel and pallets at the proper

depth in thedepthing tool, the pallets must move friction tight

between the runner and have a pointer fastened to them, put

a graduated arc with the centre from which the degrees have

been struck on the runner and let the scape wheel move the

pallets until the tooth drops on the locking plane of the suc-

ceeding pallet, note where the pointer stands, move H ' _• further

in the same direction, this is allowed for the " run," now move

the graduated arc until the zero point is opposite the pointer,

then unlock the pallets and let the wheel move them as before,

again allowing x/i" for " run," the total so found is the angular

movement of pallets and lever, tins may he s _. ", io°, i2°or

15 . although it will generally be found to be io°.

The width ofthe bankings must also be measured, and the

total movement of the pallets at this particular point must be
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deducted from the width of the bankings, this will give the

required width of the lever at this point

The horns do not require to be very long in a well made

action, the end of the horns should at least point to the centre

of roller jewel when the guard point enters the passing hollow.

This should be made from one half to twice the width of the

roller jewel, it all depends on the angular motion of lever and

roller and the length of the !ever and diameter of roller.

The roller jewel can be made of a width of 5" measured

from P, with a width of 10 ; it would begin its action on the

line of centres, but impulse would be transmitted to it before

the line of centres, so we will equalize the difference and make

a compromise on 5 .

I had drafted an escapement showing all these points, but

am very sorry to say no one could be found who would guar-

antee to make a cut and show all the lines.

U'e will now pitch upon the following proportions, we will

suppose that the pallets in the movement at hand make a

motion of 10°, we will take the proportions in Fig. 2.

Total angle of movement of lever L = 10 .

Angle of roller (impulse) motion I =40.
Roller 1 safety) angle R - - - = 24.

Angle of intersection of guard point G = 8 .

answer no. 1.

Suppose C= 1.

Radius of impulse /= 1 p .

Acting length of lever Z =

Proof /+/, £*-£*-«.

Diamelerof roller R

ju-

ao"

_ Sin J±2fU _
;

Sin ,4flHM
+ ' • 5 --224.

5» Sin <490ti , n

ISf

Sin .'J7.VU

Sin .liiT'.H
+ i-=-4 = .283X2 = -566

I* Sin :> T'.H
+ I-r4 XDistance of guard point from P= G

3 = .849.

Proof *+£-2^=i.
Reasons for these answers, we require the sines of

the angles L and J, add them together, then divide them

because they intersect or divide each other, add the

quotient, which is the difference at C between L I and

1 /', to C which is the length of /. -f /, now divide the result

so obtained by 5, because there are 4 parts to the lever to

1 for the radius of impulse, which gives us the value of the

latter. If we now multiply the result by 4, we obtain the acting

length of the lever.

The other answers are found in the same manner, the sines

are obtained by a complicated trigonometrical formula.'. Those

not posted in trigonometry ran find tables of sines, tangents,

etc., in hand books on the subject.

no. 2.

Take a smooth, straight piece of sheet brass, mark tin dis-

tance of centres C, ten tunes the distance it is in the watch,

place the centre mark of a protrac tor on /', draw /, at an angle

of 5 on one side of C, on the other draw G at an angle of 4 ,

now place the protractor on />', draw / at an angle of 20" and

on the same side as L, on the other side draw A' where tl

angles meet each other, marks firstly, the outer distance of the

roller jewel trom the centre of the balance staff, and the acting

length of the fork ; secondly, the radius of the table roller, and

the distance of the guard point from the centre of the lever.

The instructions before given will enable anyone to know

what is further to be done, all the lines must be divided by 10

which will give the exact sizes required.

Intending a cordial welcome to the jewelers of Canada, and

looking forward to the day when they will refer with pride and

satisfaction to the Canadian Horological Institute.

Believe me,

Sincerely yours,

Henry R. Plavtner.

P. S.—In Fig. 4, L moves 7. 5 on each side of the line of centre

;

instead of these figures it is represented as 15 , which is the total angle

of movement of I..

FROM OUR MONTREAL CORRESPONDENT.

>
DEPLYING to the well-worn query for the best word

a jeweler to-day said, " the summer is over." The
"» very tone of his voice suggested a poetic

mind, and your correspondent struggled

hard to bring visions of hazy days and

tinted leaves through his ordinary brain in

order to enter into the conversation and

say something nice, but in this case poetry

would not poetize, the supply was too

limited, and the common plan had to do service for a reply.

" There is something about jewelry said he, that lifts a man

up, that makes his heart sing, and gives fair play to his better

nature, and that something is—selling it." Well, he may have

had more or less poetry deep down in his soul, he certainly

had a full show of business high up in his head, and welcomed

the Autumn days for the increased business that has come with

them. I need hardly add the same jeweler was having his share

of the trade going.

The general conditions making the retail and wholesale

trades noted last month is about reversed, and at present the

retailers are ha\ing the best of it. The weather is simply "vile,"

if such a term can be made to apply, but even with this draw-

back, business with the retail trade is best described as fairly

good while it savors of dullness with the wholesalers. This

means that in the city the fall trade has begun, while in the

country, dealers are supplied in readiness for the same interest-

ing development as soon as the farmers realize on their prodtic e.

This will come a little later ; when money is running, a share

always comes to the jewelers and this year the country has

the wherewithal to put the Cash m motion. The impetus

given to the lumber tiade through the recent revision of 1. 11 ill-.

in which this district is largely interested, will also help track-

in the near future. The inaiuif.u tuu is are busy.

Bolt >V ( '<>., manufacturers oi tolled plate and gold chains,

rings, et< ., an- working full time and to their full capacity, and

yet aie somewhat behind with their orders. The rolled plate

chain manufacture is the baby jewelry industry of Canada, and

one is not long m Holt >v Co.'s factory before being com
that the youngster is decidedly health) and is here to stay.
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6 SIZE. 6 SIZE.

GOLD JOINTS 8, BEARINGS

18 SIZE.

BEST FILLED CASE IN THE WORLD
FOR THE MONEY.

The American Watch Case Company of Toronto ask the attention of the Jewelers

of Canada to their line of Hunting Gold-Filled Cases, now in the hands of the Jobbing
Trade.

These Cases are made in 10k. and 14k. quality, and every one of them has SOLID
GOLD BOW, CROWN, THUMB PIECES, JOINTS AND BEARINGS, and is guaranteed to

be the best value Watch Case in the world for the money.

They are equal to Solid Gold Cases in workmanship and finish, and are fully

guaranteed by the American Watch Case Co., no matter by whom sold.

All of these Cases bear one of the following Trade Marks, according to quality.

14k. Hunting, 18 Size

14k. Hunting, 6 Size

Are Stamped

"CASHIER " 10k. Hunting, 18 Size

10k. Hunting, 6 Size

Arc Stamped

"FORTUNE"

These Cases are made of Filled Stock where Filled will wear equal to Gold, and

of Solid Gold everywhere else. If you want to build up a reputation for selling first-

class goods at moderate prices, handle the Cases made and guaranteed by

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.
67 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.
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The project is no longer an experiment but a decided success,

the product being pronounced equal in quality and finish to

the best imported, while the patterns are specially adapted to

the wants of the Dominion trade. Dame Canada is to be con-

gratulated on this addition to her important industries, which

besides saving the duty, puts money into circulation among her

own people instead of going to the land that wants to sell ever)

thing and buy nothing.

The Montreal Watch Case Co. also continues to thrive in

the sunshine of the jewelers' patronage, with perhaps the modest

satisfaction to the Company that the product of their factory

fully deserves the patronage they receive. The finish, style and

quality are such that in a fair field and no duty the foreign cases

would do little if any more than hold their own. Richly chased

designs in Shell or Princess patterns in ladies' sizes a specialty,

and in these the Company are showing some elegant goods,

besides which they have a large assortment of regular lines in

all sizes. " All we can do," was the answer given as to the con-

dition of trade.

• Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co. are always busy, they seem

to have been born that way and continued on with the prospect

of doing so to the end. " We have right goods, sell at right

prices, advertise in the right way, treat our customers right and

are right up to the head with orders," is about the way their

manager puts it. A clear case of all "right " with a moral.

All is rush in the Montreal office of Robbins, Appleton ^
Co., general agents for the Waltham Watch Co., watches com-

ing in and disappearing as fast as they come, showing that the

"Waltham " has lost none of its old time favor with the jewelers

and people of the Dominion. The manager, Mr. Harman, says

they are busy at the factory and very busy in his office ; that

while the Company have no surplus to speak of in any grade

of movement, he is supplying the Canadian demand, with the

exception of seven jeweled open face stem and seven jeweled

key. He expects larger lots of these to arrive in the near future,

and explains that this summer his Company had no dull months

in which to make up the usual supply, hence the shortage

The fact is the Company should have anothei wing extended

clean up into Canada. Canadians would have no objection to

the said "wing ' This is to tell the Waltham Co. about it

;

perhaps they don't know.

Death has aga'n stepped into the ranks of the old time

jewelers and taken from them Mr. Alex. Stewart, Se ., of Rich

mond, Que., at the ripe old age of 73 years Mr. Stewart was

formerly in the City of Quebec, where he did a repairing business

only, and moved to Richmond some thirty-five years ago. He
bought his first stock from Mr. John H. Jones, of the present

firm of John H. Jones & Co. of this city, then manager for the

late Robert Wilkes. The invoice did not exc ee<l $100, and

consisted of such goods as hard solder and silver rings, S. S

brooches, Swi^ silver An' re watches, etc '1 he < ominciie euieiit

was thus small, but Mr. Stewart had practical skill, judgment,

energy ancl perseveranc e, with a fine sense of honor and upright

ness, some harbingers of sue cess to back it up, and from this

beginning he built up one of the best businesses in this province.

Although conservative of method, he was in no way wedded to

the old, and was not slow to adopt the new when the new had

advantages, but the stock argument of trashy wares, "just as

good and cheapest,"' had no effect, price was placed second to

quality. His great effort was to keep perfect faith with his

customers, whether in repairing or selling, and in this he reaped

the same reward,— implicit and continued confidence, a matter

of paramount concern to the mind of a just man, and success

as well. In private life he was hearty and genial, a true friend

in the best sense, and so was highly respected. Many in the

trade, and more out of it, will have heard with sorrow that Mr.

Stewart is no more. In recent years his business has been ably

managed by his son.

Mr. I). R. Dingwall, wholesale and retail jeweler, Winnipeg,

Man., paid our city a buying and pleasure visit during the

month. Mr. Dingwall is an old Montrealer, and, referring strictly

to locality, divides his affections between Winnipeg, Montreal

and another city over the sea in the direction of Ireland, but

not in it. The insinuation of the prevarication in the case of

the man who said the lake went down when he hauled the fish

out, prevents the use of a similar illustration, but from all

accounts, the stocks of several of our jobbers underwent con-

siderable change as the result of Mr. Dingwall's visit. Speaking

of prospects for business in the North-West this fall, he said all

depended on the amount of damage done to the crops by the

continued rains, and this could not be definitely known until

the threshing is done. Mr. Dingwall is very confident that

Winnipeg is yet to be the great centre, booms and summer frosts

being the only visible obstacles. "Don't be surprised when

you see Montreal merchants going to Winnipeg to buy their fall

stocks," said he, referring to return freights by the Hudson Bay

route. I said " I wouldn't."

Mr. Fred. Hitchins, of Beauharnois, also paid our city his

usual fall visit. Mr. Hitchins has the reputation of having

one of the finest jewelry stores in this district, barring a few in

the city. His visit about this time is as sure as wet weather.

He is one of the kind of gentlemen that is always welcomed in

a merchant's office, if he calls to buy a big bill he is welcomed,

if to buy a small bill he is welcomed, or if only to shake hands

and chat awhile he is welcomed. Mr. I lite bins says business

in his town is on the dull side naturally at this time, and if you

want information about the fall trade he can tell you better

next January.

A somewhat unusual occurrence in our city was a case of

highway robbeiy, the victim being Mr. James Pilgrim, manager

of Mr. !•<'. Bolt's Bleury Street jewelry establishment. Mr.

Pilgrim had closed the store as usual and was going home, about

10 p. in., along Sherbrookc Street, when, on nearing Laval

Avenue, three men sprang out from the doorway <>f a house in

Course Of erection, and while one clutched his throat, the others

carried him to the back of the buildings, where they went

through his pockets and leaving him Stunned made good their

pe. The police were notified but without result to date. It

is nut known whether the robbers were drunken rowdies lying in

wail fni the first snhtan pas e 1 l.y to obtain money !'" whiskey,

or whether it was a deliberate plan to cat< h Mr. Pilgrim, with

the expectation that he would be taking home valuabl

keeping. If the latter was the idea, the se utmdrels were badly

sold, fur all they obtained was a watch which may set be heard
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IMPORTANT.

A
WATCH MOVEMENT has been manufactured and sold by the Aurora Watch Company of Aurora,

Illinois, and is being manufactured and sold by the Illinois Watch Company of Springfield, Illinois,

and the Columbus Watch Company of Columbus, Ohio, in which the winding and hands setting train is

moved into or out of engagement with the winding wheel or the dial wheels by the longitudinal movement

of the stem arbor. Such construction is fully, covered by Letters Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August

4th, 1885, which patent is owned by us, as has just been decided by Judge Blodgett of the United States

Circuit Court in a suit against the Aurora Watch Company'. In such decision the Judge holds that the

said patent is a good and valid patent, and that the defendant's movement infringes the same, and orders

a perpetual injunction to issue restraining the said company from further infringement. (Similar suits, under

the same patent, are being prosecuted in the United States Courts against the Illinois and Columbus Watch

Companies for the Infringement of our rights).

The purchase, sale or use of either of the hereinbefore named Watch Movements is in violation of

our rights, and we hereby notify the trade that from this time we shall hold each person or firms dealing

in such movements directly responsible for the infringement.

(Signed) R. E. ROBP.INS,

T. M. AVERY,
Trustees for t)u' \ iiKi lean \\ nil limn Mini Elgin Nn I i< mill Wiiteli Conipnnies.
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from and some small change. Mr. Bolt is by far too shrewd a

business man to have any such scheme worked at his expense, his

goods arc secured in suitable safes. The locality of the robbery

is in the heart of the city, but at present the block, is being re-

built, while the street is darkened by large trees hiding the

electric lights. Mr. Pilgrim is at work again, none the worse, I

am glad to say, for his experience, only he goes home by

another route now.

Mr. P. White, jeweler, Notre I >ame Street, some time since

gave a silver trumpet for competition among the hose reel

companies. The firemen took a lively interest in the contest,

each company being determined to win that trumpet for its

station, and Mr. White has the satisfaction of knowing that the

winners in the recent trial made the best time on record. Mr.

White's public spirited action in thus promoting and encourag-

ing efficency in the Fire Department is to be commended.

Fire always omits to give due notice before starting operations,

and every man is thus interested in a first-class fire service.

Mr. Abbott, manager of the Montreal branch of Messrs.

Smith & Patterson, Boston, U. S., is back again from a visit to

headquarters. Boston is getting to be ancient history to

Mr. Abbott now, good enough to visit occasiona'ly, but Mont-

real is home. Mr. Abbott don't exactly say it in this way ; it's

his friends, and he certainly looks happy enough here to be at

home, and I guess he is. His visit was to secure for his

Canadian customers a full share of the snaps in American

goods that his firm. always secure at this season.

A legal decision of interest to jewelers in this province was

rendered by Judge Jette on the nth inst., in the case of

Beauchamp vs. Martin. The plaintiff, a jeweler, sold certain

goods to defendant's wife, and receiving no pay took action to

compel Martin to make returns. Martin endeavored without

success to obtain the jewelry from his wife that he might return

it, and explained that the goods had never been in his possession

nor had he authorized the purchase, and hence was not re-

sponsible in the matter. The Court decided that Martin's defence

held good and dismissed the action. Cases like this are very

few, but it is not the less important to know when you are in

like circumstances.

Mr. Alfred Kavcs, President of the Jobbers' Association,

was noticed about the ioth inst. to be in unusually good humor.

Mr. Eaves is one of the first in the trade, and so it was thought

some unusually big buyer was in town, but the evening papers

revealed the secret
; the new arrival in his family is a daughter.

Mr. Eaves will please consider himself congratulated.

Montreal, Oct. 20th, 1890.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

US EXCELSIOR.

The Spring Deteni or Chronometer Escapement.

M" i'.> king I.mihi.s — Mix pure dextrine with boiling

water, until it assume! the consistency oi ordinary mucilage. Apply
with a full, evenly made camel's hair brush The paper should DOl be

too thin or unsi.

Writ* om Silver.—To write on silver, the tracing of which
will never fade, take burnt lead and pulverize it ; stir it with sulphur
and vinegar to the consistency of paint, and write with it on
plate. Let it dry, then hoi 1 to the fire so as to heat the work slightly

aud the tracing is indelibly fixed.

(5541 The chronometer escapement has a pointed-tooth

escape wheel ; two toilets mounted upon the balance staff, with

a compensation balance, and ordinarily with a cylindrical hair-

spring ; a spring detent, and an unlocking spring. The escape

wheel acts upon a jewel or pallet fixed in the impulse roller,

and called the impulse pallet. The detent also has a flat-faced

jewel called the detent or locking pallet, which drops into the

wheel and locks each tooth successively after an impulse has

been given to the balance. It is caused to thus enter the

wheel circle by a spring, which is either a part of the detent

itself, near the place of its attachment to the wat< h plate, as in

the English style; or, as in the Swiss style, the detent is

mounted upon a pivoted staff, having a light hair-spring of

sufficient strength to cause the detent to drop instantly into the

wheel circle when it is released from the unlocking jewel. An
unlocking or discharge rollex is fixed upon the balance staff,

underneath the impulse roller, having a small jewel called the

unlocking or discharging pallet. The unlocking, discharging

or "passing spring is a long and fine spring, generally of gold,

attached by one end to the detent, while the other intersects

with the unlocking pallet. It is attached to the detent on the

banking side, or next to the wheel, being free to yield in that

direction, but rests against the detent in the other direction.

(535) The operation of these parts is as follows : An impulse

having been given, an escape wheel tooth drops upon the detent

pallet and the wheel is locked in that position, leaving the

balance entirely detached and free to vibrate, governed only by

the hair-spring. The balance vibrates forward half a turn or a

little more, (225 ), and then returns. As the impulse pallet

reaches the escape wheel, the teeth are locked in such a position

as to allow it to pass without touching them. When the

unlocking pallet comes to the detent it strikes the end of the

unlocking spring on the detent, and easily forces it back far

enougli to pass il without much effeel upon the momentum of

the balance, because the spring is long and thin, and has no

support to rest against, while the unlocking jewel is near the

balance axis. The balance therefore continues on its return or

backward vibra having pass d the detent and the escape

I without causing any action or motion by them. Having

ied the limit of its backward vibration, it again returns

forward. As it approaches th
I repose, the unlinking

jewel again Strikes the gold spring, but the latter being now

Supported behind by the point of the detent, wry near to its

end, the consequence is that the unlocking jewel tones both

old spun- and thi it Ins in ition of

the detent can I ba< k oul o( the whirl fai

enough to free it, and the tooth behind the impulse pallet then

drops upon it and gives the b 1 lance another impulse, and OOII,

as before rhe detent being now released by the unlocking

pallet, immediately springs ba< k to its place, in tunc to lock

the whet la tooth li aves the impuh e pallet, i

ISt a bam w oi pin provided foi adjusting the depth
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THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.

KEEP YOUR E!E 01 OUR REGISTERED TRADE

CAUTION.
As some misappre-

hension seems to exist

amongst the retail trade

regarding the Watch Case
Factories of Toronto, and
their products, we deem
it but fair to ourselves and
the jobbers who handle
our cases, that they should

be placed in the hands
of the trade distinctly

upon their own merits as

i the product of the Am-
erican Watch Case Com-
'pany, which has always
been sold exclusively to

the legitimate jewelry

trade.

Every retailer is aware
that there is now more
than one company manu-
facturing watch cases in

Z^^\ __ k^J^~ JjJS ] \
Toronto.

As the product of these

factories is commonly
spoken of as "Toronto Cases" it will be readily seen that

a false impression may unknowingly be conveyed by a

salesman selling these goods, and it is to correct this that

we make the following announcement

:

Every Gold Filled Case made by our Company
bears our registered trade mark of " /2 Winged Wheel,"

and every Gold or Silver Case made by us bears our

registered trade mark of " A Maltese Cross."

An experience of five years has satisfied the jewelry

trade of Canada that every case bearing one of our trade

marks, is just what it is represented to be and nothing

else. The Company therefore respectfully ask the trade

when they are buying watch cases to examine the stamps

thoroughly, and see that they bear one of our trade

marks as shown herewith, as they absolutely refuse to

guarantee any case which is not so stamped.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO.,

67 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO,

When you purchase a Gold Filled Case examine

it carefully and see that it bears our Trade

Mark of a " Winged Wheel." We guarantee

no others.

When you purchase an 1 8 K. Gold Case

»*»^y examine it thoroughly and see that it

f^j bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

^^ no other.

(J2H23-* Every 14 K. Gold Case made by the

IZS3 A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

{^^| Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-

• ^^ antee no other.

Our " Lion " Gold Cases are universally

admitted to be the best cheap Gold Case

ever made. None are genuine without

this Trade Mark. Look for it.B

C3BH3

g

With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

Case we manufacture bears this Trade

Mark. No others equal them in quality.

If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

Our " PREMIER " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

y*, Uust Proof Case is the cheapest and best

in the world. You are perfectly safe in

guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

(>7 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.

LOOK FOR OUR STAMP IN EVERY CASE OF
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of its intersection with the wheel circle, and holds the wheel

till the next forward vibration of the balance.

(5361 The chronometer escapement may therefore be

divided into three actions, viz : The wheel and roller, whose

function is impulsion ; the wheel and detent, whose functions

are " draw " and locking ; and the roller and detent, whose

functions are " passing " and unlocking. This escapement has

three general faults : overrunning, tripping and setting. All

will be fully considered in the course of these articles, giving

their causes and the remedies, when treating of the different

actions in which they occur. For examining the jewels, pivots,

etc., see the directions therefor given in connection with the

other escapements already described. For testing, examining,

correcting and adjusting the hair-spring and the balance, full

directions for every possible emergency will be found in the

sections previous to (276). Further examination of the chron-

ometer escapemennt cannot well be made without understanding

the principles upon which it is or should be constructed. We
will, therefore, proceed to consider them, taking up the three

actions separately, in their order.

THE WHEEL AND ROLLER ACTION.

1537) The wheel and roller action relates to the giving of

the impulse to the balance by the action of the escape wheel

upon the impulse roller. To draw this action, Fig. 34, we will

teeth, therefore the distance between the points of two adjacent

teeth will be T'. of the circumference of the wheel, or 360 ,

which is 24 . With a protractor we lay off lines be, be, 24

apart, and 12 each way from ab, and the points of two teeth

will be somewhere in these lines, their distance from the centre

b depending on the size of the wheel.

t. d -
1 B x

I
,;

suppose that we have a certain centre-distance, or distant e

between the pivot holes of the balance staff and the est ape

wheel, and want to know the proper sizes for a wheel and an

impulse roller for that centre distance, hirst, measure the

centre distance very carefully, either with a good depthing tool

or properly pointed pump dividers, (J39, 3 1 1 J, taking pains to

hold them exactly vertical or perpendicular to the plate, and

the two points projet ting out the same distant e. Then increase

the distance say ten times, for se( tiring clearness in the drawings.

This it most easily done by pricking off the distance ten times

on a fine straight line drawn in ink on smooth paper, and the

distance between the first and last
j
ricks will be the enlarged

centre distance. Transfer this to your drawing paper, and

connect them by a straight line, falling a the balance Centre,

and b the wheel centre. The wheel we will say has fifteen

8ptigal Department
Under this head we solicit questions of interest bearing on optics, particularly

the eye, the defects of vision, and their correction by glasses.
All communications must be addressed to Dr. John S. Owen, 142 West High St.,

Detroit, Mich., and must be received not later than the 15th of each month in order
to insure publication in the following issue of The Trader.

Ques. 6. "I have a case, a young man who is a telegraph

operator about twenty-five years old. His right eye is of no

benefit to him without glasses, and but little with them. He
is wearing about a + 20" S. glass to assist him at times, I find

by a test that the left eye, the one he uses, requires A. — 24'

S. T + 24" Cyl. Axis 90° and the right eye + 10" S. for

distant vision. I put a — 22" S, the nearest I had in a frame

over the left eye, and a + 11" S. over the right. This im-

proved vision very much, but the pain was so great that he

could not wear them but a few minutes. I then changed the

4- n" S. to + 24" S. over the right eye but he thought the

pain almost as great.

" Will it be possible to bring them together, or would it be

better to fit only the best eye and cover the other with a plain

glass ? Will it not give pain in bringing the best eye up, from

the fact that he has been wearing a convex lens over the myopic

eye?
" I could not guarantee any glass that I could give him

not to give some pain for awhile at first, and for that reason he

would not give me an order."

Ans You have made a mistake in the beginning. The
combination "— 24" S. C + 24" Cyl. Axis 90° " before the

left eye is an error. If the —24" S. was the first lens fitted,

and the + 24" Cyl. Axis 90° was added to it, the 4- 24" Cyl.

would completely neutralize the —24" S. in the 180 meridian,

and would render the combination equal to exactly —24" Cyl.

Axis 180 which lens would answer the same purpose as the

combination and would also be less expensive.

It would be impossible to "bring the eyes together,"/.,',

to wear the same glasses when they require different ones. We
have known of eyes "coming to glasses," but it is only after

months of pains and aches, and then only in raie cases. It

would be similar to making a tall man grow short by causing
him to carry a heavy weight on his head.

It would be better to lit the best eye with its correct lens

and cover the other, than to try to bring them together, but
this also is very poor piactice, the result of which would pro-
bably be that the visual perceptions or sight 01 the covered eye
would through disuse gradual!)' grow less, until the sight would
at last tail to respond to any artificial aid in the form of lenses.

The best course is to roriet t eai h eye foi the distaiu

feet or further), and if convex lenses are required they will also

be Suitable for constant use. [f Concave lensts are required
for distant vision their strength should be reduced lor reading
until the weakest lens is found that will enable him to read at 1

suitable distant e, viz , 12 to 16 inches from the fat e.

The correct lenses, whether they be convex or concave
will probabl) cause some pain and inconvenience t"i several
weeks, or until the 1 yes have bet ome a< < UStOmed to the t 1.
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CANADIAN
HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTES

Have you got the laudable ambition to be a

first-class Watchmaker? if so, the Quickest

and Cheapest road to your goal is by taking* a

course at

.. W$t (KattaMan .,

. Unrnlngiral Institute .

.

133 king st. east,

& Toronto.
THE INSTITUTE is prepared to do all kinds of trade work. We guarantee satisfaction. The management

is determined that absolutely nothing will be turned out at the Institute that is not a thorough job. This

is one of the points on which the reputation of the Institute will be built up. It affords the Trade through-

out the Dominion an opportunity to judge us by our works.

We cut Stem Wind wheels.

An impression seems to have gone abroad that every student at the Institute must construct a watch ;
such

is not the case, however. We place in the hands of every student a first-class American lathe, with chucks, universal

head, slide rest, wheel and pinion cutters, wig-wags, etc., and instruct them in wheel and pinion cutting, turning,

jeweling, springing, escapements, etc., and when thoroughly competent we give them trade work, from which they

receive half the proceeds.

We aim to turn out first-class workmen in every respect. We are pleased to supply any information to the

Trade. Address,

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

Endorsements.
Toronto, Aug. 19th, 1890.

THIS CERTIFIES I hat Mr. Henry Playtner has been in my employ for nearly three years, and I can truly say that he

is a first-class watchmaker, quite competent to repair and replace any pait in any high-grade watch, including chronometers,

minute repeaters, split seconds, etc. He is also industrious and honest, and is greatly devoted to his chosen calling ;
one of

his traits is his ability, painstaking and eagerness to impart to others the knowledge which has taken him years of hard work and

petsistent study to acquil e. I ran confidently recommend him to all who wish to improve in the art of watchmaking. I may

also say that he makes no idie or rash promises, my experience of him has been that he fulfilled to the letter whatever he agreed

to do.

J. P. MILL, 445 Yonge St.

Mil- ( l,k I [FIES That we fully endorse The Canadian Horological Institute, and recommend the same to the favorable

1 on iideration oi tin trade.

ALBERT KLEISER,
W. K. McNAUGHT,

P. W. ELLIS & CO.,
LEVY BROTHERS.

EDMUND SCHEUER,



|1oVeltie5AREo\/h GreatSpec/alw
iH tfoflr uHe ofGoid a SilVehjewelry,

> i i milium minimi

Sole Agents in the Dominion of Canada for the Celebrated Window Fronts

and Shop Fixtures of F. SAGE ScCO.orXONDON.ENG
CATALOGUES AND ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH SHOP BUILDING & ^^
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JOHN WANLESS & CO.

The house of John Wanless & ('""..retail and manufacturing

jeweler-- of Toronto, is not only one

of the most respected, hut one of the

oldest jewelry establishments in the

Province of Ontario, having been

originally founded at Niagara by the

late Win. Hell about the year 1835.

A tew years residence in that ancient

burgh convinced that gentleman that

Toronto, or Little York, the name

by which it was then commonly

known, offered the more desirable-

future for his calling, and in 1840 the

business was accordingly removed to

this city and located on Church

Street, where it remained until 1846.

when it was transferred to its present

location. No. 172 Yonge Street.

In this spot it has quietly grown

from year to year, until it has reached

its present stage of development, and

now occupies a warehouse which is

without doubt one of the most

elegant and commodious in the

I dominion of ( lanada.

In 1S61, Mr. John Wanless, then

a young man of 31, su< < ceded to the

business, which under the influence john wan
of his energy and sound judgment soon began to exhibit

evidence-, of a steady improvement in keeping with the growth

of the city.

In 1870, the old

two storey frame K»'

structure which

had for nearly a

quarter of a cen

tury served the

double purpos, ol

store and dwelling

house, was, like

many another of

Toronto's old land

marks, torn down

in order to make

way for a brick

ping

with the pro.

of the ( ity. In

this new building

tin- business < on

tinned to flourish

and expand until

the present sear,

when the firm

(which had now been increased bj the addition ol Mr. John

wanless, Jr., as partner) finding it alt inadequati foi

die altered conditions of their growing trade, decided to en

and improve it.

Bb.. .i.i'.

This work, which practically amounted to rebuilding the

entire premises, and occupied nearly six months, has been fully

completed, .the result being that the firm are now in possession

of a handsome monument of the

builder's art, containing all the mod-

ern improvements and thoroughly

abreast of the times, which could

not be duplicated for less than

$20,000.

The new building has a frontage

of 24 feet, and an entire depth of

100 feet. It is four stories high, and

has an attractive and imposing front

of red pressed brick and Credit

Valley sandstone. Although the

outside of the premises presents a

marked contrast to the previous

structure, the internal changes are

not less decided and pleasing, as the

following description taken from one

of our city dailies at the time of its

opening will testify :

" Its richly decorated walls and

ceilings, elegant furniture, cases shin-

ing with polish and sparkling with

jewelry of all descriptions, form a

picture which is little short of

enchanting, from the entrance to

the jewelers' workshop there is an

endless variety of objects to arrest

the attention and please the fancy. A spacious window of the

finest plate glass adorned with annealed ornamentation contains

cases filled with a great variety of jewelry novelties. Passing

through the en-

trance a long row

of walnut and
silver cases on

solid cherry tables

bends to the right

and runs down the

lengthof the place.

1 (own the centre

handsome solid

cherry tables with

velvet centrepieces

are ranged, hold

ing bronze figures

ol man) postures

and depicting a

great variety of

life. These form

an artful accom

paniment to othei

goods displayed,

chiefamong w hi< h

are the marble clocks, scores ol which are on view at the left

hand side. The handsome wall case, ol plate glass in solid

cherr) appear to their lull advantage, being sel off with the

massive silverware inside. At the- end of the wareroom the
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Children's Rings.
Children's Rings to sell well must be DURABLE, NEAT and CHEAP. This assortment

of nice chased patterns is exactly the thing that is wanted, and particularly at this

season of the year are in great demand. They are full 9k. Gold, and made in sizes

from 5 down to a little less than I. Price, $4.20 per doz., or 2 doz. for $8.00.

Bangle Bracelets.
Solid Silver in 13 taking patterns, assorted as desired. Our October sales in this line exceeded

any previous month. Try a dozen and you will order more.0^^^^ I d0Z. $2.35, 2 doz $4.60, 3 doz. $6.75.

Friendship, Bangle and Initial
Rings.

We had not intended to advertise these rings this month but the increasing- demand has

made it necessary. To those who have not tried them yet we would say, we do not think any-
thing was ever offered before that sold as well, and we think that ours are

heavier, better finished, and nicer patterns than any other make.

Solid Silver, with bangles, $1.60 per doz., with initials, $2.10 per doz.

Solid Gold, 9k., with bangles or initials, $7.20 per doz.

All of the above are staple goods that sell quick, and will be mailed, post

paid, to any address on receipt of price.

G. H. LEES & CO.,
MANF'G JEWELERS,

WATCHMAKERS & ENGRAVERS, HAMILTON.

For Time, Appearance and General Satisfaction,

^S)THE©?'

Waterbury Watch
Is UNEQUALLED by any other low-prieed Watch

IN THE WORLD.
THERE is a larger percentage of profit in the sale of WATERBURY WATCHES

than ANY Watch in the market. Think of this, and then ask yourself why
you handle cheap Swiss watches, when every one you sell will prove a boome-

rang. Give your customer good value for his money and you make a friend of him
or her, do otherwise and you lose a customer. Send for our Catalogue showing different

Dials and Fancy Cases.

NO ENTERPRISING JEWELER SHOULD BE WITHOUT OUR GOODS IN STOCK.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,
81 KING STREET EAST, - - TORONTO, ONT.
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watchmakers' room is situated, and further in the rear the

jewelry manufacturers have a separate department. The cash

desk and private office is in the

centre of the wareroorja at the

right side. It is an elegant piece

of work in solid cherry. Behind

this is a J. & J. Taylor burglar-

proof safe of the most approved

>. There are two safes, one

inside the other, the smaller being

used for the costliest goods. In-

candescent electric light and gas

are used for lighting, and steam

for heating."

'The firm give employment to

ten persons on the premises, and

in addition to the goods they buy

and sell in the ordinary way, they

manufacture a large line of special

5, such as diamond jewelry,

medals, etc.

Mr. John Wanless, the senior

member of the firm was born at

Longformacus, Berwickshire,

Scotland, on the 1 8th of February,

1830. His father, the Grammar

School Teacher and Registrar of

the parish, was a gentleman of

more than ordinary culture, and JOHN WA
well known and highly respected throughout the district.

Having passed his youth amid

such favorable surroundings, it is

little to be wondered at that Mr.

Wanless imbibed so thoroughly

those prin< iples of perseverance,

self reliance and integrity, which"

have not only made his own career

a success, but have won for his

' ompatriots a place amongst the

foremost men in every civilized

country on the face of the globe.

In the year 1851, like many
another young and hopeful S

men, Mr. Wanless lift the old

fatherland and < rosscd the 0( ear)

rch of home and fortune m
this western hemisphere. 'That

he has achieved a su< . ess in ever)

Ctisa matter that any citizen

-onto < .in truthfully testify.

In business In- is not only g< Mid

indobliging, but stri< tlyhonorable

in all his transai tions, .md it is in a

measure owing to this happy

combination of qualities that his

ia has been a< hieved

II popularity amongst the

Jewelry trade is evidenced by the t;i- 1 thai .it the organization

of the Canadian Retail Jewelers' Association, he was ele

treasurer by a unanimous vote, a position which he has continued

to fill with acceptance ever since. He also holds the important

position of a Justice of the Peace

for the County of York.

At the commencement of the

present year, feeling that he had

earned the right to more leisure

than he had heretofore enjoyed,

Mr. Wanless took into the linn

his eldest son John Wanless, |r.,

who had for the previous five

years been acting as Ins assistant

in the business. Upon this young

gentlemannowdevolves thegener

al oversight of their large and

growing business, a task for which

his training had fully qualified

him ami for which he is in every

way competent. Mr. Wanless, Jr.,

having literally grown up in the

business, it goes without saying

that he is thoroughly conversanl

with the jewelry trade. He has a

pleasing address, is well liked by

his customers, and it is safe to pre-

dict that under his management

the old house will preserve the

high reputation for fair and honor-

able dealing so long enjoyed by it.

rhe portraits illustrating this article will give our readers a

very good idea of the personnel

of the linn, the front elevation of

the store, and also the interior

decorations and fittings. It will

pay any of our readers who may

visit 'Toronto to take a look

through Messrs. Wanless & Co.'s

premises, and we can safely

promise that the members of the

firm will be glad to see them, and

afford any information they may
desire.

NLES9, Jr.

PRECIOUS STONES BY
THE QUART.

The Pittsburg Dispatch corre-

spondent at Saratoga who writes

about pearls by the quart and

diamonds by the peck at that

famous resort 1 ould probabl) di

cover green 1 heese on the moon.

Fashionable people no longer

wear jewels except <>n great OC-

11s, and it is sale to say that

all the diamonds in Saratoga this

year could have been gathered in a single pecl< measure.

Exchange.
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The Montreal Optical & Jewelry Co., Ld.

Warehouse and Factory, 1685 Notre Dame St. Montreal.

P. O. BOX 1054.

ONLY MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS IN CANADA.

We are now offering to the Trade exceptional prices and the 'finest lines of all kinds of

OPTICAL GOODS
Ever Shown in the Dominion.

Andemairs celebrated Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes, Spectacles

AND EYE GLASSES OF ALL KINDS, TRIAL LENS SETS, ETC.

Special care given to Prescription Trade and Customers' Repairs.

N.B.—Our Travellers are now on the road. Reserve your Orders for these Goods. It will pay you.

Montreal Optical and Jewelry Company, Limited.
GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. D. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS, ™&2PiSi»
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description of Nickel, Silver,

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.

Tfie litest tune of ttoffed jPfate (£fiains+

STYLES

GUARANTEED

IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

ctJ.G.C&CO.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

DESIRED.

II I, MHO JIAlllv

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J~. G-. OHEEYEE &d OOZMZZP^IN"^NORTH ATTLEBOKOUGH, 3MCU&.SS., TX-S A-



Selected Matter.

HOW THE McKINLEY BILL WILL AFFECT
U. S. JEWELERS.

Below we print the Tariff bill in tabulated form ready for

comparison with the present rates of duty on goods handled

by jewelers, silversmiths, and the allied trades and industries.

The first column shows the rates on the articles under the

present law, and the second column shows the rates on the

same articles under the new Tariff Bill

The letters " pc." signify "per cent, ad valorem," and the

rates expressed in dollars and cents signify that it is the new

duty per pound when ton or other standard of quantity is not

expressed.

DU n.UU.E GOODS.
Old Rate. New Rate.

China, porcelain, parian, bisque earthen, stone and

crockeryware, including plaques, ornaments, toys,

charms, vases and statuettes, painted, tinted,

stained, enameled printed, giUed or decorated. .60 p. c. 60 p. c.

Spectacles and eyeglasses 45 " 60 "

Lenses 45 " 60 "

Spectacles and eyeglass lenses, with edges ground .... 45 " 60 "

Pens, metallic, except gold, per gross 12c. 30c.

Penholder tips, holders, gold pens, per gross 12c. 12c

Quicksilver 1 oc 10c.

Chronometers, box or ship's 10 p. c. 10 p. c.

Watch cases, movements, glasses 25 " 25 "

Aluminum, crude and alloys free. 15 "

Manufactures or wares not specially provided for,

wholly or in part of metal 45 p. c 45 p. c.

Jewelry articles not elsewhere provided for 25 " 50 "

Pearls 10 " 10 "

Precious stones, cut, but not set 10 " 10 "

If set 25 " 25 "

Imitation of, not set 10 " 10 "

Manufactures of alabaster 25 " 25 "

THE FREE LIST.

Bullion, gold or silver

Coral, marine, uncut and unmanufactured

Diamonds and other precious stones, rough or uncut,

diamond dust, and jewels to be used in watches, . .

Pearl mother of. not manufactured

Pewter and Britannia Metal, fit only to be re-manu-

factured

Platinum in ingots, bars, sheets and wire

Platinum, unmanufactured, and apparatusof platinum

for chemical uses .

Scrapings of silver and gold

CULLED FROM OUR ENGLISH EXCHANGES.

THE French law punishes with penal servitude any p

or persons who mutilate coins ; but the jewelers have found a

way out of the diffw ulty by means of battel which clasp to-

gether, say, for instance, two Napoleons or two one half

Napoleons. In this way the law is respected and a fine si arl

pin is obtained.

'I'm 11. is a small and original novelty now in vogue ; it is

an ostrn h feather of gold, representing all tin- details of

cuxkd down. This kind of broo< h can be made of feathers,
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enamelled white or grey, and for mourning they can be made

black.

The use of rich wreaths at funerals is spreading more than

ever. At the funeral of the great Polish national poet,

Mickicwiez, there were 20,000 wreaths, of which 100 were of

silver and seven of gold. The latter represented a value of

500,000 francs.

Josiah Elijah Morton, the watchmaker whom the

Coventry magistrates recently sent to prison for three months

for fraudulently dealing with watch movements placed in his

care for trade purposes, was one of the best known men in

Hillfields a few years ago. The offence with which Morton

was charged in the police court was of a most serious character.

He had been from time to time entrusted with parts of watches

to make up for a Preston manufacturer, but instead of dealing

honestly with the materials placed in his hands he seems to

have systematically parted with them to raise money. Seem,;

that the practice had been continued for several months, and

that a confiding manufacturer had been robbed of goods of the

value of ^60 or ^80, it cannot be said that Morton's sentence

was too severe. The only mitigating circumstance in the whole

matter was the help which he gave in tracing the property with

which he had been dishonestly dealing. —Jeweler and Silver-

smith.

The McKinley Tariff Hill has passed, and it now remains

to be seen whether Sheffield is to continue to exist, or whether

the smoke problem is to be solved by the compulsory adoption

of a remedy which shall be wo/se than the disease. On the

whole, I think the manufacturing world will not come to an end

just yet. There are really some few parts of this earth, outside

the great United States, where the people are sufficiently civil-

ized to use spoons and forks. At any rate, the prospect of

having to emigrate to America is too awful to contemplate.

Fancy having to read an American newspaper over one's break

fast. It is all very well for Mr. Carnegie to talk about triumphant

democracy. He knows very well that the triumph \s Ais. The

democracy of the States has served his purpose very well, but

he knows better than to live beside it more than he can help.

On the whole, he is right.

—

Jeivelcr n/id Silversmith.

Watches as Compasses. — I was standing (writes Mr.

I.about here in Truth), by an American gentleman, when 1 e\

pressed a wish to know which point was the North, lie at

once pulled out his watch, looked at it. and pointed to the

north. I asked him whether he had a compass attached 1

watch. " All watches," he replied " are compasses." ["hen he

explained to me how this was. Point the hour hand to the

sun, and the south is exactly half way between the hour and

the figure XII on the watch. for instance, suppose that it is

four o'clock. Point the hand indicating four to the sun, and

II. on the watch is exactly south. Suppose it is eight o'clock,

point the hand indicating eight to the sun, and the figure X. on

the watch is due south. My American friend was quite sur

prised that [ did not know this. Thinking that verj possibl)

I was ignorant Of a thin- that ever) One else knew, and happen

m- to meet Mr Stanley, I asked that eminent traveller whether

he was aware of this simple mode of discovering tin points of

the compass. He said that he had never heard of it I pre

(JUme, then lore, that the woild is in the s.iiiil Stat( ol ignoi
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hk LEVY BROS., Hamilton, O NT.
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L. BROS. STANDARD ROLLED-PLATE CHAINS

STAMPED

" L BROS." iF " L B. H."

We guarantee them to outwear any other Chain in the Market.

ALBO-SILYER CHAINS, REGISTERED
We are Sole Agents for Canada. Beware of Imitations.

L. BROS. SILVERIDE 0. F. KEY CASE

The Best Case in the World. Buy this Case and you will buy again.

LTAVING sold out our stock of American Jewelry bought last July, we have been

forced to visit the Factories again, and buy

A /NEW STOeK-EyNTlKE
These Goods are the Latest, the Best. Everyone acknowledges that our Stocks

on the road are Best Value and Best Assortment in Canada.

SEE FOR YOURSELF BEFORE YOU BUY.
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LEVY BROS., HAMILTON, ONT.
WITCH.

COMET WIZARD.

^HeiL'lit. 22 iii- Btrike. Ileu-lit, 8 day. Gone or Strike.CANADIAN AGENTS FOR

New Haven Clock Co'y,
MANUFACTURERS.

WANDA.

MISCHIEF.

t, •_'_' in-.. m il.i Gong "i Utrike

- CLOSE IPRICES. -

I. 11) ins. ) ,l.i\ , Sink.
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Not Be Deceived
By the loud talk and profuse use of printers' ink

concerning " Plated Seamless Wire."

Wire made with gold solder presents a

PERFECT GOLD SURFACE
And is practically Seamless.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS QUALITY,

WHAT IS THE THICKNESS OF GOLD USED ?

THAT IS WHAT CONCERNS THECONSUMER.

QUALITY ASSURED, TROUBLE AVOIDED

If you use the

r. f. s. & CO.
ROLLED GOLD PLATED CHAINS.
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THE LATE HORACE C. WILCOX.

JjHROUGH the courtesy of the Jeweler? Circular, of

New York, and Mr. John E. Parker, Manager of the

Meriden Britannia Co.'s branch factory, at Hamilton,

Ont, we are enabled to present to our readers a portrait of the

late Horace C. Wilcox, who for thirty-six years previous to his

death, had worthily filled the position of President of the Meri-

den Britannia Company, of Meriden, Conn , U. S. As the

principal incidents in the interesting and successful career of

Mr. Wilcox were given at length in our last issue, they will still

be fresh in the memory of our readers.

with unusual care,

next year.

They will be finished about the first of

CULLED FROM OUR AMERICAN
EXCHANGES.

CHICAGO is to have the largest building in the world, and

the well-known jewelry jobber. Otto Young, will be one of its

principal owners.

The Rockford Watch Com-

pany intend to add in the spring

140 feet to the north wing of their

factory.

THE Springfield Watch Fac-

tory Band is the "king pin"

musical organization of the beauti-

ful little city of Springfield, 111.

TheAmericanWalthamWatch
Company have discontinued the

manufacture of all the "B" grades

of their 1 -size watches.

THE starting up of the Aurora

factory is attracting to that city

many of the old hands who have-

been employed at Canton and

elsewhere.

THE Elgin Courier says that

the fancy dials made in the Elgin

factory are models of beauty, and

cannot be equalled in America or

the world.

The fai tory of the ( rex ent

\\'at< h ( I is almost ready

to r.i nve the machinery, whi h is

to be shipped from tin- fai tory of the American Waltham Watch

( lompany, at Waltham, Mass.

said that it requires over 13,000 pounds of fine steel

to supply the annual consumption of the mainspring depart

ment of the Elgin Wan li Fa< tory. Then arc nearly a hundred

springs in a pound.

THE new addition to the Hampden Wat( li Works at (anion,

( ).. is being rapidly pushed toward 1 ompletion. W hen finished,

this will add greatly to th<- ahead) magnificent proportions ol

the Dueber Hampden plain.

A I the Ann n< an Waltham Watl li Fai lory, a set ol wait hes

numbered 5,000,000 to 5,000,010 are now on the road to 1 om
pletion. They are first quality, 16 sue, and will be finished

I III I A I I

'I'm Hon.
J.

A. Chapleau, Secretary of State lor Canada,

lately strolled into the Gorham's Maiden Lane store to make a

small purchase. He was so captivated with the class of goods

shown him that on leaving he found his small bill had in

creased into hundreds.

The abnormal corpulency of F. H. Shaw, a passenger on

the Augusta Victoria, from Bremen, last Saturday, excited the

suspicion of one of the customs inspectors. An investigation

revealed a quantity pf dutiable goods, among which were a gold

watch, a pair of bracelets and several other articles of jewelry.

W.m. BERGAN, alias William \\'an/er, a noted New York

diamond thief, was captured in Rochester, X. Y., on Oct 10th,

after two weeks' work on the part of the police authorities. He
was released troin Sing Sing prison last June, after serving a

sentence of five years for robbing a jewelry store in New York.

The Brandus Silver Works

have been granted a patent for

depositing silver on ivory, wood

and other substances, and working

out the designs by a new process

The objects to which the process

may be applied are many, but it

is especially designed for cane and

umbrella mounts, in which they

obtain excellent results.

Edw. P. Haiku & Co., of

Plattsburgh, X. Y., offer a prize

of $25 for the best design of a

visible pendulum mantel clock

case suitable for their wood fibre

material. Jewelers who know

what styles of clocks are most

salable should be able to suggest

such designs, and are invited to

do so.

II.
J.

(
' vin will lie superinten

dent of the rejuvenated Aurora

Watch fai lory, and ( 'has. 1 ).

Rood, president ol the ( lompany,

with the lour other pun hasers

will constitute the board ol di-

rectors There is an abundance of capital behind thr con

cem. and with SUCh an able superintendent the slid ess ol the

company is assured.

I'm Perpetual Watch Movement Companj filed corporate

arti<les on September 15. Place ol business, 1 >es \|,

( 'apital Mot k, $1,000,000. The board ol directors are : G W.

Marquardt, II. I.. Teachout, I.. A. Wilkinson. \\ . s. Roberts,

s. K. Daws,,,,. \\. W. link, AT. Hull, G. L. Eason, R M,

I )e\\ hi and Isaac Brandt.

'I'm 1 on >oh 1 la Hon ol the celluloid manufa* turing 1 ompanies

with the Zylonite and Litholoid interests has been fina.ll)

d upon. Shareholders of the Celluloid company will re-

ceive five and a quarter shares in the new company for one
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NEW GOODS JUST ARRIYED.

Wholesale Jewellers
i^Welungton St. East-Toronto.
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Jewelers'

PAPER
BOXES,

TAGS, &c.

We claim to have revolutionized the prices in these goods

during the last two years and are happy to say that we have been

rewarded. Where we used to sell single grosses a few years ago, we

now sell hundreds of grosses of Nests, Ring Boxes, Thimble Boxes,

Tags, Bags, &c.

We do all our own printing and can therefore ensure first-class

work with no loss of time.

See our Travellers or write for prices.

THE HEMMING BROS. CO. Ltd.

7<; York Street TORONTO.
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share of their present holdings. The new company will be

called the Celluloid Company, with a capital of $6,000,000,

divided into 60.000 shares.

On September 17 a fire originated in the wood-fibre de-

partment of the clock factory of Edw. P. Baird & Co., Platts-

burgh, NY. After two hours' hard fighting, the Barnes were

extinguished. The loss of the firm is about $3,000, and is

fully covered by insurance. The principal damage was to the

wood-working machinery and belting. The hydraulic machinery

in the wood-working department escaped injury, and operations

were resumed in that branch of the business in a few days

after the occurrence.

Ebitoriau Note^.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada irill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

insertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the Jewelry business that

Ihey think would be of interest to the Trade gtnerally.

A. J. Grigg, of Ridgetown, Ont., has effected a settlement with his

creditors at forty ceDts on the dollar of his indebtedness.

Mr. Geo. B. Kenick, Canadian traveler for Reed & Barton, of Taun-

ton, Mass , was in the city last month and gave The Trader a call.

Mr A K. Harmon, the manager of the Canadian Agency of the

American Waltham Watch Co., was in the city last month in the inter-

ests of his Company.

Mr. George Chillas has just returned home from a very success-

ful business trip. He expresses himself as being thoroughly satisfied

with his trade this year.

Assigned — Arch. McCallum, watchmaker, of Quebec, has assigned

to H A Bedard for the benefit of his creditors. The assets are placed

at 81,800, and liabilities $3,000.

Read It.—The communication on " Shop Windows " in this issue

is timely and well worth a careful perusal by every jeweler who wants

to keep abreast of the times.

Mr. Frank S. Taggart, manager of The Charles Stark Co.,

(Lmittd), last month paid a ten days' visit to Montreal and New Vork

on the business of his Company.

The Charles Stark Co., (Limited), are said to be negotiating for

the purchase of a plating works on Adelaide street west, with the inten-

tion of doing tneir own electro-plating in future.

The Discovery of natural gas at Stonebridge on the Welland

canal has had the effect of inducing a silver plate works to remove to

that village, and a boom is expected to follow.

Kobberv.— I-ast month while Mrs. N Speller, who carries on a

retail jewelry business at 774 Yonge Street, in this city, was absent

from the store, some thief stole 828 from the till.

Seizcrk —A despatch from Halifax last month states that a large

quantity of American watch movements were recently seized by the

( ustorus authorities at that port for undervaluation.

Mr EdmOHD ScHSt er, of Toronto, was again compelled to v:sit

the American markets last month in order to replenish his stock which

had become low on account of the excellence of this fall's trade.

Chased RlNOS.— Messrs. G. II. I.ee .V ("o . manufacturing jewi

of Hamilton. Ont., advertise some very desirable chased ring

where in this issue, which our readers will do well to make a Dots of

Mr W !•'. Carrier, of Toronto, has been employed by the trustees

of the estate of the late Aaron buckler, of Bowmanville, to take an

inventory of the stock and dispose of the goods to the I
utage

S FbEMKBX, wholesale jeweler of this city, reports having made

some large and very desirable purchases of jewelry while in New York

No job lot, however large, ever scares Mr. Frenkel, if he can see any

money in it

Sold Oct.— Mr. \V Watson, jeweler of Stayner, Ont., has disposed

of his business to Mr. Arthur E. Swallow, of that place. Mr. Swallow

bears a first-class reputation and should make a success of his new

venture

Mr. McKinlev, the author of the tariff bill which bears his name,

is not only the most widely known, but the most abused man in the

world. He is as well known as McGinty, and fully as unpopular out-

side the U.S.

We had a visit last month from Mr. A. Henderson, retail jeweler

of Arnprior, Ont , who was west on his wedding trip. The Trader
was pleased to make Mr. Henderson's acquaintance, and congratulates

him on the new partnership into which he has entered.

The Silver Trowel to be used by to the Hon. Charles Tupper,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, at the opening of the Chignecto Ship

Railway Dock, the first of its kind in the world, was manufactured by

T. H. Griffin, jeweler, of Amherst, N.Ii.

Mr. H. K. Danford, representative of Bolt & Co., rolled plate

chain manufacturers of Montreal, was in the city last month and

reported a fairly successful trip. He is well satisfied with the way
their trade is growing in Ontario and out west.

A. C. Anderson last month had a visit from an old, though not very

welcome friend, Mr. Si Atica. It took nearly a couple of weeks of

A. C.'s valuable time, assisted by one of the best medical practitioners

in the city to get him rid of this unwelcome visitor.

Mr. Jacob Bunn, Jr., Vice-President of the Illinois Springfield

Watch Co., spent a couple of days in the city last month. He reports

trade as exceedingly brisk with his Company, they being unable, in

spite of all their endeavors, to keep pace with their orders.

Clocks at Auction.— I. Benjamin, retail jeweler of 230 Queen

Street West, sold off his entire stock of clocks by auction last month,

his intention being to remodel his store and discontinue the clock

department of his business.

A Big Fire.—At the big fire which occurred at Klmvale, Ont., on

the 10th of last month, Mr. Jas. B. Robinson's retail jewelry store

went up in smoke along with the rest. Fortunately for Mr. Robinson

his stock was saved, although considerably damaged by water.

M. R. Counter, whose name had almost become a household word

in Seaforth, Ont.. in connection with the jewelry trade, has removed to

Nanaimo, British Columbia. The Trader wishes him success wherever

he may pitch his tent.

The Hemming Bros Co. report the largest season's trade so far in

the history o( their business. This is not at all surprising, considering

the lowness of their prices and the variety and excellence of tin.- goods

they manufacture. Their novelties for jewelers this fall are well worth

seeing.

We regret to learn that Mr. Mitchell, wholesale jeweler of

I ton, Ont., has lost his reason, and has been placed by Ins friends

in the Rockwood Asylum for treatment. At latest rep irts he was

showing signs of improvement, and it is hoped that a complete recovery

may be effected.

('. I. Sandbrs, retail jeweler of Barrie, Ont , has assigned to Robt.

Mecking (or the benefit of his creditors. The assets .10 aid to amount

to 81,500 with liabilities of 82,300. From present appearances it seems

as though the creditors will not realize more than ten cents on the

dollar of their claims.

Elkgani Prizi Cups —The two elegant prise cups exhibited

week in Ryrie Bros.' window, are intended tition amongst

the Rugby union football players of Canada. <>ne was manufactured

by J. K. Ellis & Co* , of this city, and the other bj Reed \ Barton, of

Taunton. Conn.

Vai I lie Amen- 01 \\ ii. h <'ase Co . <<f Toronto,

last month two gold bricks from the 1 .S. Mint, whose united

weight amonnted I nearly fifty pounds, with an aggregate
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ETRURIA.

WE ARE NOW SHOWING SIX STYLES IN SILVER DIAL
ANTIQUE OAK MANTEL CLOCKS.

NEW HAVEN
GALLIA

AURANIA

RUSSIA CLOCKS

ALSO A FULL LINE IN WALNUT AND NICKEL GOODS,

E.& A. GUNTHER,Toronto
COMPLETE LINES IJRT

WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS AND MATERIALS.
Ask to see our New Indestructible Pendulum Wire with Tempered Spring-.
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|i 1,00c. These are said to be the largest gold bricks ever sent to

Canada from the U.S Mint.

Failed.—J. M. Proctor, jeweler. Queen Street West, Toronto, failed

list month A meeting of his creditors was convened, when he offered

i0 compromise at 25 cents on the dollar. The offer was rejected and

the meeting intimated that an offer of 33 cents on the dollar might be

favorably considered. The assets are §1,500 unit, liabilities Si,800.

Dead.—Mr. John Burr, retail jeweler of Manitou, N'.W'.T , but

formerly of Harriston, Ont., died at the former place last month Mr.

Burr was well known to every wholesale jeweler in Canada, and

although not as successful in business as his friends would like to have

seen him, was highly thought of by all who knew, or had buiness deal-

ings with him

Mr Pilgrim, a salesman in the employ of Messrs Bolt & Co , of

Montreal, was robbed in that city last cnonth while going home at

night The footpads not only secured his watch, chain and money, but

kicked him severely into the bargain. Although several people were

near enough to have interfered, none of them had humanity or sand

enough in them to come to his help.

New Movement.—The Waltham Watch Co. have advised the

trade that they are putting on the market a new 18 size non-magnetic

adjusted jewelled movement, to be listed at a price midway between

their regular not non-magnetic P. S. Bartlett gilded and the A. T. &
Co. gilded. It will be known to the trade as No. 40, and will be made
both O. F. & Htg.

Trade Work at the School — Mr. Playtner is working hard at the

Horological Institute, and is rapidly getting it into shape. Last week

he received a shipment of very fine tools from Germany, the first of

their kind ever imported into Canada One of the gauges will measure

to the two-thousandth part of an inch. The Institute is now open to

receive trade watch work, and guarantees to turn it out in a first-class

manner, and at reasonable prices. Give them a trial.

Progress.— The Manufacturing Jewder, of Providence, R I., U.S.,

has changed from a bi-monthly to a weekly, and reduced its size so as

to bring it almost into book form. As usual it is fully abreast of the

times, and has changed its character in order to meet the altered c n-

ditions, being now more of a weekly newspaper to chronicle the doings

of the jewelry trade, than a technical journal as it formerly was. In

whatever shape it comes, it is always welcome to a place on our table.

A Newspaper Directory for Canada —Messrs A. McKim &Co.,
Advertising Agents of Montreal, are preparing what will be the first

comprehensive newspaper directory of this country. Canada is now
quite large enough, and its journalistic interests of sufficient importance,

to require its own annual Newspaper Directory, and there are several

new features of the proposed work which will make it a valuable hand-

book for all seeking information concerning the Canadian press.

New ELGIN Movemknt.—We direct the attention of our ren

to the new advertisement of the Elgin National Watch Co. in this

issue This company have recently placed upon the market a seven

jewelled O size movement, which completes the line in this size Here-

tofore these small size movements could only be had in the higher

grades, but now that they can be had as low as the size, they should

meet with a readier sale amongst those who desire a small and inex-

pensive watch.

Found Dead.—Mr. EL (',. Doberty was found dead in his bed on
the 8th of last month, heart disease being what carried him ofl. Mr.
Doherty was not more than 33 years of age, and was formerly in busi-

is a jeweler on Queen Street West, bat latterly had been employ-
ed as an advertising agent He was not unknown to local musical

circles, and was at one time leader of the St. Mark's Church choir it

Parkdale, while quite recently he had become associated with the

ral'i Bodyguard'! band. He was buried by his com-
rades with military honors.

The In khki: IIamim. —Elsewhere in 1 1. e are
enabled, by the courtesy of Mr. Willi.mi Allan Young, of London,
Ont., the Canadian representative of tip- Company, to present to our
readers a lirst class illustration of the Dueber-Hampden Witch

and Movement Factory, which its enterprising proprietors claim is the

" largest in creation." To any of the Canadian jewelry trade who may
happen to visit Canton, Ohio, Mr Dueber extends a cordial invitation

to make a personal inspection of the works, and see just now it is, for

themselves.

Something New —Messrs. E. & A. Gunther, wholesale clock im-

porters of this City, are introducing a new and improved clock

pendulum which is a great improvement over the old style, and is

warranted not to kink. The trade have only to see these pendulums

in order to recognize their merits, and they should meet with a large

and ready sale. This firm is also shewing a fine line of Antique Oak
clocks with silvered dials, which are both novel and attractive. Their

stock is replete wiih the latest novelties in clocks, and they invite the

trade to call and examine their goods.

Confiscated.—Our readers will remember that last spring an

American named Williams was arrested in Toronto while trying to dis-

pose of a lot of watches to a pawn- broker at prices far below their

regular value. It subsequently transpired that Williams had, as he

claimed, purchased them from a wholesale house in St. Louis, but that

he had defrauded the customs department by smuggling them into

Canada. The customs authorities held them, pending an investigation

by the Ottawa authorities, and they last week decided that the goods

should be forfeited to the crown.

A Handsome Model.—The Canadian Pacific Railway had on

exhibition in a King Street window last month a handsome model of

their new steamship, The Empress of India. The model is perfect in

every detail, and the best thing of its kind that we have ever seen.

The Pacific fleet will also include Empress ofJapan and Empress of

China, now in course of construction, and will ply between Vancouver,

B.C., and Yokohama and Hong Kong in connection with the C.P.R.

No expense is being spared to make these vessels combine safety, speed

and elegance, and trade between Canada and the Orient with this new
service will receive a great impetus.

The Assignment of W. T. Merrick, of St. Catharines, Ont., which

was noticed in our issue of last month, is likely to prove a bad one so

far as the unsecured creditors are concerned. The assets, composed
principally of stock and fixtures, amount to about 84,800, and the

aggregate liabilities to some $5,000, of which 82,300 are secured to a

Hamilton creditor by chattel mortgage. Outside of the secured claims,

the principal creditor is John Segsworth A Co., of this city, who ranks

for about 82,300. It is thought by competent judges in the trade that

after satisfying the mortgage the estate will pay little or nothing to the

unsecured creditors.

Text Books.—We direct the attention of jewelers, or apprentices

who desire to perfect themst Ives in the trade, to the text books for

watchmakers, kept in stock by Albert Kleiser, of this city In his stock

will be lound Saunier's "Watchmaking Handbook," price 83.00;

Saunier's " Treatise on Modern Horology," price f12.00 ; Gi

"Goldsmiths Handbook," for alloying ami working gold, price 81.50;

and Britten's "Watch and Clock Handbook," price 82 co. These are

all standard works, having a world wide reputation, and the trade will

be glad to know that they can now be had without the trouble of send-

ing to Europe for them.

A Live Journal, The Canadian Manufacture has always been a

wide awake journal, but of late it is surpassing itself in the demolition

of the free trade and ial union theories as applied to Canada.
We venture to say that if every Canadian firmer could have a chance

to peruse the Canadian Manilla, lii v do Thl Globe and other

organs of annexation and despair, we would have to use a microscope

in order to find a free trader or commercial unionist amongst them
month had gone past. The Manufacturer rightly

1
s that the t" kill error Is to lei in the daylight of truth.

Long may it flourish.

1 - 1 1 1 Effect. The Grsl effect of the McKinley Bill wa
cause every importer in the 1 nited States, who could pi liblyget

through a stock of the goo I by the rise ofduty, to do so Satm
the .|th October, l eing the last day for receiving entries under the

old tariff, the New x*ork custom hi li d ill day long with
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WINNI

WATCHES is DIAMONDS.

QOLID Gold and Roll Plate Jewelry. Rogers
Silver Plate Flat and Hollow- "ware.

Canadian Agents for the Ansonia, Water-

bury and Ingraham Clocks, Tools and Ma-
terials. "We keep in stock and sell to SUIT
OURSELVES AND CUSTOMERS ALL
THE LEADING LINES OF AMERICAN
MOVEMENTS AND CASES, and we re-

cognize no WOULD-BE combination* The
only independent Wholesale House carrying

the above stock in Canada.

W. F. DOLL, 433 and 435 MAIN ST.

WINNI
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a hose of importers who were bound to get their entries through, hit

or miss. As a consequence the officials were compelled to keep the

office open till 12 o'clock at night. The customs receipts at the port of

New York for the week were the largest in its history, and totalled up

to over >6,043,000, an average of over $1,000,000 per day.

Qr John S. Owens, of Detroit, Mich., U S., whose clever notes in

our Optical Department have attracted a great deal of attention from

the trade generally, paid us a flying visit last week on his way home

from a trip to Bowmanville. Dr. Owen is a Canadian by birth, and a

brother of Mr J. T. Owen, banker of Ailsa Craig, Ont. He makes a

specialty of the diseases of the eye and ear, and has a large and grow-

ing practice. The course of siudy in his Optical Institute is thorough

and practical, and our readers who really want to master the optical

business, should not hesitate to avail themselves of his knowledge and

facilities.

Electric Light and Power.—The workshop of Kdward Beeton,

Leader I-ane. is the first place in Toronto to be lit up with electric light

obtained from a new system of storage batteries situated on the pre-

mises. The light furnished by this system is of excellent quality, and

Mr Beeton considers it far superior to gas for workshop purposes In

addition to lighting his premises the Company have also furnished an

electric motor with which Mr. Beeton runs his lathes and other light

machinery used in his work The S)stem is well worth the inspection

of the trade, and Mr. Beeton will be glad to answer any inquiries

visitors may make regarding it.

Mr. J.
!• ek> iUSON, one of the partners of the firm of Page, Smalley

I 1 'Tguson, of St. John, N B., was in the city last month, and of

course dropped in to have a chat with The Trader. Under the

guidance of Mr. M. C. Ellis, Mr Ferguson paid a visit to many of

Toronto's most important manufacturing industries, and expressed

himself as heing both surprised and delighted with what he saw during

these inspections. Although this is Mr. Ferguson's first visit to

Toronto, we trust that it will not be his last, for he won golden opinions

from all with whom he came in contact here, and if all our compatriots

down by the sea are like him, the more of them that come up to see us

the better we will like it

Interkstin'..—The Waltham Watch Company have just sent out

to the Canadian jeweley trade through tbeir Montreal office a new and

beau ti hilly illustrated catalogue, en U\.\ed/'roductsof the American Waltham

Watch Co. Every movement manufactured by this Company is illus-

trated by a full size engraving ; these occupy fourteen pages. Chrono-

graphs take up three pages, dials two pages and the balance of the

work is taken up with illustrations of cases. Xo prices are given in

this catalogue, but every movement is distinctly numbered and de-

scribed, so there can be no trouble in ordering by the retail jeweler. If

you have not yet received a copy, drop a line to Manager Harmon, of

the Company's Montreal ollice. and you will have the omission remi

without delay.

To Hui.i' Oik Japanbsi Trade- Last month the Hon J. G.

Haggart, Postmaster-General of Canada, received from the Postmaster-

eral of Japan, the convention, properly executed, which has been

agr>-"l upon between the two countries for the interchange of parcels

by means of a parcel post. In view of our rapidly increasing trade

with Japan, the establishment of this scrvi e cannot but be advan-

ijs to the two countries. The new arrangement will take effect

•]> The parcels will be tent via Vancouver, the limit of

w.-ight being 11 arid th'- rate 1 hargeable 25 cents per pound.

Is so sent will be sul jei t to the same genital regulations as parcels

for the (,'nited Kingdom If tin- Postmaster General would now turn bis

attention to improving our postal fai ililies *i ilh Australia, Ik- would be

doing a grand good thing for Canada. This ill aid be his next

move.

Safes Down Fast .

— In speaking of the safe exhibit of Messrs

J ft J. Taylor, of Toronto, at the Si. John, N'.B , Exhibition, a con-

temporary in that city has the following to say regarding it :
" The

exhibit of this firm's safes at the St. John Exhibition has given ihe

greatest satisfaction, every day has brought an appreciative ami

before this exhibit, and Mr. Kobbins, the genial manager, has been

untiring in his attention to satisfy the eager crowds that waited an
explanation of the workings of all these ingenious contrivances, and

when the sagacious eye of that gentleman discerned a merchant, banker

or manufacturer coming up they were made at home until the tli r

ough workings and its mechanism were fully explained The entire

exhibit has been sold here, and Mr. Robbins will remain in the Lower
Provinces for about two months, and will no doubt book a large numbei
of orders."

A New Departure.— Following the lead of Tiffany & Co., and
other high toned jewelry firms of the I 'nited States, Ryrie Bros, of this

city, have introduced a new feature into their business in the shape of

fashionable stationery. So far the venture has proved a big success,

and the firm express themselves as thoroughly pleased with the result

of the experiment. We have often pointed out to our readers that

there is not only no reason why jewelers should not add such goods as

fancy stationery, bronzes, art pottery and such fancy articles as an- in

keeping with the business, but there is everything in its favor if they

can only afford to carry these lines. They not only tone up a store but

if properly selected should bear as good, if not a much better, profit

than jewelry. Now-a-days, when the ready clothing man, the general

store man. the tea and coffee man, and goodness knows who else, are

dabbling in the goods handled by jewelers, it is important that the

craft should introduce new lines so as to keep up the volume of busi-

ness.

Patent Ring GAUGE — Mr. W. F. Doll, wholesale jeweler, of

Winnipeg, has just secured on behalf of himself and E Wareham, a

patent in the United States and Canada on a ring gauge of new and novel

construction The device consists of a thimble-like case, having inside

a graduated spring tape-like meisure, scaled and notched, secured at

one end; the other end of which passes through a small slot in the case.

When the case is slipped on the finger the size of the ring wanted is

found by pulling the spring measure out until the ring formed by it

inside is reduced to the correct size. The device is self-registering,

and should have a large sale amongst the jewelry trade of Canada and

the United States. The same gentlemen have also taken out a patent

for a twine box, for which they have already refused $10,000, and whi< h

they think will supersede all others now in use. This device automati-

cally takes up the string after using, and the inventors say it is as simple

as rolling oil a log, and altogether different from anything that has yet

been placed on t e market. They are having 1000 samples made up

for gratuitous distribution amongst the trade.

Wants a Duty on Nickel Ore.—Our esteemed and level headed

contemporary, The Canadian Manufacturer; is anxious to have the

Dominion Government put an export duty on nickel ore, and we think

from a protectionist standpoint its contention is about right

Canada undoubtedly has the largest and almost the only nickel mines

in the world, and other nations desiring our nickel should not be

allowed to take it out of the country free in such a shape that the

whole profit of smelting and manufacture should go to foreign

men instead ol our own Mines of any kind are but "i little value to a

Country miles, t he profits made by them are kepi in the COUntr) 111

which they are situated, The American Government have, il is

contracted for 1 1,000,000 worth of our nickel ore foi the purpi

building war ships, but in order i.p give employment to tbeir own

people have by the McKinley Bill put nit kel ore on the while

manufactured nickel has to pay a duty ol 15 cents pei pound 1

defence Canada should place a similai duty on every 1

iii ol ihr country in the raw state for 1
| no othei n

iow of can we hope to retain the work ol reducing and ami

it which legitimately belongs to m 1 1 j this means the Unil

manufacturers would find it to tbeir advantage to operate reduction

l 1 line, and t anida would gel her rightful

<,i the
i
rofiti wbii h should at 1 rue to her from th<

|

valuable deposits "i tin do •• invaluable metal

Sai\n Rbproving Sin ///, Guidt with this

folly decline to enter into anj fnn> or controversy with
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Gtrttsttc and t^sefuf Hoffow Ware* '^=^"

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-Plated upon Fine Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in

Designing, Ornamentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE BEST TRADE.

All our Flat-Ware boars this Trade
Mark

TRADE MARK FOR

KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS.

Aud is Fully Guaranteed.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

THADF HARK FOR

HOLLOW WARE.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess,

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision, and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Mcriden. (Wm. Rogers, Sr., died 1883.)

FACTORIES: WALLINCFORD, CONN., U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.
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The Trader. When B newspaper quarrel becomes abusive it is time to

stop it. The Guide has stated its position and that of The Trader. It

has nothiog to. apologize tor and is willing to rest its .case with Us

rs It may be necessary in future to take up certain matters and

consider them from a standpoint different to that of Mr. McNaught,

but should such a necessity arise the readers of The Guide may rest

assured that they will never find in its columns any ungentlemanly

expression either to a rival or any one else It is a matter of regret

that the editor of The Trader should have gone the length he has, and

on second thought we believe no one will regret it more fhan he does

himself " The above specimen of editorial claptrap in the last issue of

the Jrwelers" Guide, is its reply to our demand for proof in support

of its lying charges made against the Editor of The Trader, the

American Watch Case Co , and certain mythical wholesale jewelers,

whom it dare not name for reasons too obvious to mention. To these

and all other charges of a similar nature published in the Guide we

have given the lie direct, and challenged it either to back them up with

satisfactory proof or stand convicted before the trade as a mendacious

literary rib-stabber of the meanest type. Instead of attempting to

prove its charges, however, the Guide adopts a new role and hypo-

critically attempts to shift the responsibility of the quarrel to the

shoulders of The Trader by reading us a homily upon the sin of using

ungentlemanly language Its action in so doing reminds us of the story

told of a gentleman by the name of Smith, who one night caught an

old negro in the very act of robbing his hen roost, and advancing with

shot gun in hand he called out to him, " put down that chicken, you

confounded thief, or I'll fill your old black skin full of buckshot," but

was almost paralyzed when the thief cooly turned around and said,

•• Ain't you shamed youseff Massa Smiff, to talk sich ungemmanly

langwidge to a poo old niggah dat nevah did nullin to you in his life."

We have yet to learn that it is more ungentlemanly to call an untruth

a lie than to actually tell the lie itself, and in spite of the Guide's

simulated sorrow that we should so far forget ourselves as to call a

spade a spade, we cannot see that we have anything to regret

in the matter The Guide started the quarrel in the most cold-blooded

and cowardly manner, and so far as we are concerned it is welcome to

keep it up just as long as the Ananias section ol its brain is capable of

performing its ordinary function, but it must und< rstand distinctly that

we propose to keep right on in our wicked and ungentlemanly course

every time it Calls into its old habit of publishing slanderous untruths

about us It must no doubt seem strange to the Guide that the Editor

of The Trader sets any value on his good name, but it is ne\ .rtheless

the case, and he has just the same right to defend it from untruthful

and cowardly attacks, as the honest citizen has to defend his purse from

the footpad, who with pistol at his head demands his money ^ r hi, life.

Just a word "i friendly advice to the Guide and we have dun.- s,
, far

at The Trader is concerned il iys treated its i raries

in a fair and gentlemanly manner just as long as they proved them-

selves worthy of -.in h considei iti >n If the Guide has, as it cl i

been treated otberwi • it is simply that because of it
I and

deliberate lying it his placed itsell outside the pale of r

journalism, and had to be d-alt with in the only way thai bui h

can be made to understand Tin Trad I u with

leniency until forbearance ceased to be a virtue, and we musl I

confess that our Christianity is noi robu il enough to en ible us to turn

our cheek beyond thi nine to the uoprot r It the

Guide shows itsell uly treatment, it will havi

f The Ti il iear in nun I

that actions speak louder than I. ilcant, and that with Roderick

lihu we hoi 1 that.

•
l bougb thi ime

The privi lay claim,

Though space and law thi lend,

Ere hoi. d or \y m we bend,

Whoever reck'd, how. where, or when
I be prowling wolf •.

Our Help Column.
THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to the Retail Jewelry Ti

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising i" this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five tvp,- lines, or al> 01 .

:

A RARE I'll VNCE for a young man wishing to start business in a
good live village, with a population of about 2.000. The owner

will sell all or part ol stock to suit purch Good reasons for selling.

Address, Retailer, care of Edmund Scheuer, 1 i Wellington St \\ est,

Toronto.

A POSITION as salesman wanted, in retail jeweler's store, by com-
petent man with first-class Montreal references. Can also keep

books in single entry, and would be willing to make himself generally
useful ; also with some experience of the wholesale jewelry business
acquired in England Address, A. W. M , Box 189, Montreal.

FOR SALE—Moseley Lathe, nearly new. Also lot of watchmakers'
tools Address, Lathi:, .\ King St. West. Toronto.

SITUATION wanted by young man of good habits. Seven years'

experience at bench, can do mostly all kind of watch, clock and
jewelry repairing ; has most of his tools. Sober and reliable. Best of

references Address Box 27. Berlin, Ont.

SITU \TION WANTED.—By young man 21 years of age, to work
under instructions in good shop. Good salesman and book-keeper.

Address, Lock Box 301, Creemore, Ont.

SITUATION WANTED.- By young man who has had three and a

k' half years' experience at the bench. Good references. Address,
Repairer, 137 Wellington St

, London, Ont.

SITUATION WAN Tld). By a linguist, for general correspondence
in a good concern ; experience and best of references. Address,

Boldar, care of Volksfreund office, Cincinnati, Ohio, l ; S.

SITUATION WANTED. ByaPractical Watchmaker, as traveller

for a Wholesale Jewelry or Silverware House. Address, Salesm \n,

care Trader Pt b. Co .Toronto, Ont

SAFES Second hand, good as new, very cheap. Fire-proof, 42 in.

high. di p price #70 Burglar and lire- proof, .17 x

33J x 30, price $225 Burglar and iir>-
j

1 of, 61 k 50 x 35 J, price 8500
1 >r cash All with the latest improvements. A C Anderson &

Co., Toronto

WANTED, firsl class watchmaker, one accustomed to high grade
watches ai tent to undertake repairs of fine chronographs

and rep iaters. Apply Verj i \ -. Th idi r I mice.

A 1 1 11M \M.k wanted at on< e, to go I
M to . who i

s

thoroughl) a< [uainted with work in retail jewelry store. Apply
at once with references to I., il. D01 1 . Calgary, Alb.

WAN ["ED Situation bj youo improver to the watt hmaking.
Has had three in watches. < locks and jewelrj .

rii ing mai him Good 1 eferem 1 Address, P.

ithai

W>

I 111!

will' \ .mall polish linary jobbing work, must
\ R. F., care Ti ,

Toronto,

r."id Kesm, one part
. brick dust, one pai

with heat.

W\
\ I 1 .1 1 \ oung in in 1 improver, musl h

si, idy job to good
man. DAVID B. C

WW I 1 1 > .0 odi ' sperii

good Mil ill on v. 11 h

I

ill, ( In)

WAN I I II Dg m 111 ol • Ul . 1

tlary, where proprietoi th rouf hi,

\ i Ir< 1

MIDDLE aged, thoi il manufai luring and r<
;

ngland in the < oming ipring,

Silvei

care
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FANS ! FANS ! FANS /

HPHE mist suitable line for a jeweler to take hold of outside of jewelry itselt is the Fan
-*- trade. It is only in the largest cities that the dry goods houses carry anything but
cheap goods, the trade thereby being left entirely to dealers in fancy goods, who again, as

a rule, are afraid of high-priced goods. Our advice to the jewelry trade is to try an assort-

ment of good ball-room fans. Leave the selection to us and we will choose just as though we
were buying for ourselves. We have a large stock on hand.

The Hemming Bros. Co. Ltd.,

76 York Street, TORONTO-

DETROIT

OPTICAL INSTITUTE

A PRIVATE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE.

Instruction on the Eye.

Visual defects and their correction.

Manipulation of Trial Lenses, Ophthal-

moscope, etc., etc.

Students continue practice until confidence

and ability assured.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

JOHN S. OWEN, M.D.,

142 West High St., - DETROIT, MICH.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc., Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, (up Stairs,) - TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.GOATES& BRO,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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Wise and Otherwise.
[FLAGS in the Void.—"I'm no coward." said the

Earth.

• No : hut you have two great fears," observed the Sun,

hotly.

And they?"
• The hemispheres."

"You've forgotten the atmosphere," put in the Moon.

And the Comet wagged his tail with joy.

—

Herald.

A Delicate Hint.—Customer— My watcK which you re-

paired for me some time ago lias stopped.

Jeweler—Ah ! my collector informs me that the bill is Still

running.

Pat Preferred the Noble
Animal.— Mike " Pat, they soy

that one o' them fellers with a

big tilescope beafther discoverin'

I new asteroid."

Pat '"Sure, Moike, an' he-

can kape the baste I'd rather

roidea harse." -Jeu>ekrs' Weekly

The Child Took it Liter-

ally. Ethel York •• M,,_ w |, at

makes the Philadelphia girls wear

mugs ?
''

Mr- York 'Dothey.KtheP'

Ethel •' Big brother says

that the Philadelphia girls have

the awfullest mugs on their

shoulders he ever saw. Jewelers'

Weekly.

Upright to a Fault. —
Manufacturing Jeweler "In
what branch of the business

would you like your son to be

employed ? Has he any aptitude

in designing ?"

Uncle Josh •• N'othin' de

signin' 'baout the lad. IP

straight as a String. /,

Weekly.

Followed an Emineni Example. "He was a very

thorough man. went right to the bottom of things, as it were.
• thai halm . aused Ins death."

" How did he die ?
"

"Drowned.'' Philadelphia Times.

A Good Pi \ on. " Did you know that in tin- last century
the dudes wen- < ailed mi' .ironi. -

No
. were the) ? 1 wonder wry

they were long, slim and hollow, I font \

Herald.

Thai a m Again " Vom account \>.>- been stand
ing a long time, Mr. Duck;

"Then give it a seat, my dear Shears."

glad to, sir
, shall we make it a reccip; tnicr

and Furnisher.

HE COULDN'T BELIEVE IT.

Countryman—" Ii thai watch I left 1'oihei <I.i y done?"
Jbwiler—" J ust wail till 1 ^i>i.-.ik to the bead watchmaker. [*oteIi

phone.] —Hello, Mi Uhrmacher, is Mr. |.iy's watch done? [To Mr. Jay.]

— He says it isn't ready.' 1

im«As -"Come, no*, hand her out' Y .n don't think I'm fool

enough ie r b'lieve yer watcliuiaki i's in thai little box, do yer ?
"

—

Jeweler*

Weekly.
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The Difference 'twtxi Art Ind Paw. Lecturer (to art

class)
—

" The execution should harmonize with the design.

The designer's judgment should always govern."

Student (who has also dabbled in law) "The best plan

for getting your money is to have the execution issued as soon

as you discover that there is a design." Jewelers' Weekly.

A Fine Market on the Lane. Mr. Hawker {from Gar

den Citj ) " Mariar, our fortune is made !"

Mrs. Hawker -" What's the matter, Aimer?"

Mr. Hawker " I was goin' through Maiden Pane, daown

to York, when one feller asked another how the market was,

and he laowed that it was over faort) dollars a carrot, an' stiff

at that !" -Jewelers' Weekly.

Tiik Risk, and Fall.—Briggs—They say a watch keeps

better time when it is kept at a

certain distance from the ground.

That must be why yours is so

irregular.

Griggs —I don't see the point.

Briggs—Became it is put up

so often. - Clothier and Furnisher.

Accidents will Happen.—
Miss Cushington— I admit,

Arthur, that this is not the first

time I have been engaged, hut

I'm sure your noble, generous

heart

Pittle Brother -Sis, the baby's

got your bag of engagement rings.

Street & Smith's Good Xews.

A Chance for Him. she

(who has promised to ask for no
more jewelry this year)- - il

I wish

I were you for a little while."

He—" Why, my dear?"
She—*' Because then I would

buy my wife a pearl necklace."

ProvidenceJournal.

WornOut in aGood( :ausi .

" \ "ii seem to be rather bat

tered," said the signet ring to the

solitaire, as the) laj side bj side

in the pawnbroker's showcase."
" I have figured in many engagements," replied the latter,

sadly. Munsey'i Weekly.

A Wise Father. Minister Vbu ought to whip youi boj
for lishmg on the Sabbath.

I >'!' on I intend to, sir ; but 1 thought I'd let linn

them in it. Detroit Free Press.

i U.m

I'm m i:\ \ Prob \ 1 1 Clerk,

Lives ol rich men ofl remind us

\\ e, it with a million blest,

Might, departing, leave behind us

\\ ills foi some om to < ontesi // ,

N Bond Requiri d i ra i atlantii [ravi llei Lei me
introdui e m) friend Stubbs, He's a diamond in the rou

Customs Officer (with his mi ml on businessj Diamonds in

the rough? Duty In.
| Tribune.
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Send to H. KIvIvIS
J V''

WHOLESALE JEWELER,

14 WELLI/NGTOM STREET WEST,
For a SELECTION PACKAGE of New Goods.

A. M. BROCK,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'
^.ITD

JEWELERS'

MATERIALS.

IKZIJbTGr 3T03ST, onsrT.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIR ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
isooim: 58,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, - TORONTO.

PUPILS TAUGHT ENGRAVING
FOR TERMS APPLY TO THE ABOVE.

Sherman E. Townsend. H. Seymour Stephens.

TOWNSEND & STEPHENS,

Public Accountants,

Auditors, Assignees.

Traders Bank Chambers,

Cable Address, Yonge Street, TORONTO.

"SEYMOUR."

Telephone 1641.

Trade Work a Specialty.

WILLIAM WHITE,
MONOGRAMS, CRESTS & EMBOSSING DIES,

9 James St. North, HAMILTON.

Ornamental Engraving, Plain and Fancy Lettering

and Rubber Stamps.

Personal attention given and all work returned same day.
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Meriden Britannia Coy
ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

TRADE

Tor Hollow Ware

TRADE MARK

1B47. ROGERS BROS. 11

114/, ROGERS BOOS., 111.

For Genuine Rogers Goods.

NO. 66. BROCADE. EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $76 00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont, Canada
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERSSAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
JN ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'

use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle-

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proof safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR
TOZROHSTTO S^ZETIE WOEKS,

I 1 7 and I 1 9 Front St. East, Toronto.



A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
WITH THE TRADE.

A. W. C. Co.—Hello, Central

!

Central.—Yes, who do you want ?

A. W. C. Co.—Give us the Retail Jewelers of Canada.

(Retail Jewelers.—Hello, who is it that wants to speak to us.

A.W.C.Co.-THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE COM-
PANY, of 67 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, is speaking, and they

just want to inform you that they absolutely refuse to accept any

responsibility for any Gold, Silver or Gold Filled Watch Case

unless it bears one of their Registered Trade Marks.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's all right, but just tell us what are

your registered trade marks 1

A. W. C. Co.—Our trade mark on all Gold and Silver Cases

is a " Maltese Cross," (E3) and on all Filled Cases a

M Winged w'heel,"/k
(

«
l
V\^n(l when you are buying Cases always look for these stamps. If

tlnv are stamped with one\H!J' ) (rt them our Company will guarantee the quality and workmanship

of the Case, DC matter who sells it to you.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's first-class as far as it goes, but why don't you name your Filled Cases

so that we can "rder exactly what we want from our jobber ?

A. W. C. Co.—\Yc have done so. In 14 K. Filled we make two different kinds of O. F. Screw

• $es, the "Premier " and the "Cashier," and one Hunting Case called the "Cashier." In

lo K. Filled we make the "Fortune" in Open Face and Hunting. Every one of our Filled Cases

ha- one of these name-, stamped in it in plain letters right above onr trade mark of the Winged

Wheel, so that you can't make any mistake about them.

(Retail Jewelers.— Thanks : We will certainly bear these things in mind when next we buy

In the meantime let your Company keep right Btraighl along as yon have heretofore done

and give us first-class goods that we can swear by. We want to sell honest goods that we can

conscientiously tecommend.

A. IV. C. Co.—Thank you, gentlemen, your advice is first class, and we will always try and

irve your confidence. Good bye.
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Ansonia Clocks.

It goes without saying

that the fancy clocks of

the Ansonia Company,

for uniform excellence

of quality, and for nov-

elty and merit in artis-

tic design, are practi-

cally without rivals.

Some of their low-

priced lines of Black

Walnuts are imitated

by goods of inferior

finish, but when it

comes to Presentation

goods, Fine Bronze Clocks, Polished Brass Clocks, Black Marble Clocks

Antique Oak Clocks, they are practically without competitors. Our sample

room contains a large selection of the best designs, and we have received

a fresh supply of the large Ansonia Illustrated Catalogue—new edition,

1890. No jeweler should be without one, especially when they are offered

gratis. Write The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

for Catalogue and Price List.

Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited, Canadian Agents for Ansonia Clocks.
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r. H. IvKB & SON
FOR THE W\S TRADE

^^2t
Will be able to supply promptly

*G9^

ALL LETTER OR TELEGRAM ORDERS FOR

DIAMOND GOODS,
FINE WATCHES, with specially line Engravings,

GOLD AND SILVER HEADED CANES,
And any line of Jewelry that customers may order.

T. H. LBB & SON,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

1 WELLINGTON ST. EAST, - TORONTO.



TRADE MARK

OkS FACTORY y\D

OMR 5T0QK OF bldMONbJ & PREQIOUJ JTOHEJ U FMLLT d/JORTEb

ABOVE sizes of Plain Lockets we keep in stock in 14k. colored and also in 10k. gilt and bright. We have besides, size No. 0, which is a size smaller than size No.
1, also five sizes larger than No. 3. grading gradually up to size No. 8, which weighs about 17| dwts. We have been compelled to stamp our 14k. lockets in

order that our Travellers could distinguish them from the 10k. gilt finish, it being so similar. The 10k. lockets we do not stamp.
King cuts Nos. 20, 27 and 2.5 are sim lar to the Princess rings. Our prices are very low and the finish and quality will without doubt give satisfaction.

100 101 102 103

NEW LINK.
NEW
POST.

ONE PIECE COLLAR BUTTON SIZES.

ABOVE cuts speak fur themselves. We will have a lull assortment in slock to meet the increased orders at this season of the year. Wo are now putting the
latest and best link attachment, as shown in cut, to all our links You are sure to be pleased with it as it is giving perfect satisfaction. We are putting a

and crescent back, as shown in cut, to all our cuff buttons, it being far superior to the old style both in strength and utility— of course,we have a large assort-
ment nt fan<:> I in lis mill cuff buttons in Muck us well as the plain staple patterns.

ABOVE an > of diamond ring mountings, Lack "i space prevents us putting in more, it none of the above suit you they will perhaps enable you to
i which | lo unlit Our factor] will be able, by working overtime, to fill all orders promptly, and will not be too busy to attenl

Ni Mm -.•in i,,
1

i tradi will come up to your expectations, we are, ifours respectfully,

Notf; Advl. on other Page. P. W. ELLIS & CO.
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HOLIDAY GOODS.

w E pay Special Attention to the execu

tion of MAIL ORDERS.

Our stock is well assorted, though some-

what reduced in quantity.

Customers will kindly anticipate their

wants as EARLY IN THE MONTH as possible

so that we may be able to serve them with

greater SATISFACTION.

48 YONGE STREET, - TORONTO
The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, [Limited}.



A NSONIA - CLOCKS.

The Best Linefor the Jewelry Trade.

IVHY?

BECAUSE
They Excel in the essentials of

STYLE, QUALITY, VALUE.

Metal and IVood are comparatively

inexpensive, but

WORKMANSHIP COSTS MONE Y.

In order to select some good selling

NOVEETIES
Send at once for our New Catalogue.

AGENTS TOR CANADA.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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WATCH DEPARTMENT.

LADIES' GOLD CASES.
UR Stock of Finely Engraved goods is well assorted. You can rely upon

getting the latest production in this line.

* * *

GE/NTS' GO LTD CASES.
In HOWARD, STANLEY, and Regular Patterns. Something very neat in thin

Shape, Plain Bassine, in 14 K. and 18 K.

* * *

SILVER CASES.

We have a new line of Hunting 16s for Elgin. This is a very saleable

size for town trade.

^ ^ ^7$i 7$Z 7^.

SWISS WATCHES.

Good Value in Ladies' Hunting and Open Face, in Plain and

Full Jewelled ( ioods.

ALL THE REGULAR AMERICAN MOVEMENTS,

STOCK WELL ASSORTED.

The Goldsmiths' Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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WE CAN SEND YOU PROMPTLY

Gold and Silver Thimbles ?

Sterling Silver Spoons ?

Gold and Silver Head Canes.

Gold Pens with Fancy Holders.

Dessert Sets (Silver Knives & Forks) in Cases f

Novelties in Fancy Clocks.

Bronze and Silver Finish Statuary.

Marble Clocks.

Silver Finish Clocks.

Umbrellas with any Handle shown in Catalogue

Your Orders will be Intelligently Executed by

The Goldsmiths
1

Stock Company of Canada, Limited.
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THE BEST WATCH IN THE WORLD
FOR THE MONEY.

THE RETAIL JEWELERS OF CANADA are invited to examine particularly

the construction and finish of our watch movements. We claim that they

are fully equal in every

respect to the product

of any other factory in

America. As every move-

ment, bearing our name,

is fully guaranteed by

our Company, dealers

may purchase them

without hesitation;

they will find them perform satisfactorily in every respect. Ask your

Jobber to show you our new 16 size Nickel Movement. It is the cheapest

and best of its kind made in the world.

ILLINOIS WATCH CO.,

SALESROOM, II JOHN STREET, NEW YORK, FACTORY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL, U.S.
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GEORGE CHILLAS,
IMPORTER OF WATCHES AND DIAMONDS,

33 WELLINGTON STREET EAST, TORONTO.

DEALERS WOULD DO WELL BEFORE PURCHASING FOR THE

CHRISTMAS TRADE
To Inspect My New and Complete Stock of

WATCHES™>DIAMONDS
THE FINEST DISPLAY ON THE MARKET.

I have just received the following new lines, especially suited for Christmas Trade :

LADIES' GOLD WATCHES,
PLAIN FOR MONOGRAMS AND WITH HANDSOME ENGRAVINGS.

GOLD AND SILVER CHATELAINE WATCHES. + *~

-+ -* FINE GOLD REPEATERS, Split Seconds,

*£ PRESENTATION WATCMES.
/ have still on hand a limited supply of the special 6 size LION AND WALTHAM E's, for which

orders had better be sent in at once.

DIAMONDS AND DIAMOND RINGS.

GEORGE CHILLAS,
33 Wellington Street East, - TORONTO



A SUBSTANTIAL ARGUMENT.

TORONTO, ONT., DECEMBER, 1890.

The recognized organ of the Jewelry and kindred Industrial Trades of Canada.
Published on the first of every month, and sent free to every dealer in Jewelry,

and k ndred goods in the Dominion of Canada. Price to all others $1.00 per annum,
payable strictly in advance.

Our rates for advertising will be found very low, and will be made known upon
application.

We shall be glad to receive correspondence from all parts, and will publish
such letters as wilfbe of interest to the Trade. We do not, however, hold ourselves
responsible for the opinions of our correspondents. The name and address must in-
variably accompany the communication, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee.

All business and other communications should be addressed to

THE TRADER PUBLISHING CO.,
67 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To ensure insertion, changes or new advertiseir ants must reach

this office not later than the 20th of each month.

Editorial?.

THE HOLIDAY TRADER.

p.

E propose to issue the January number of The
Trades a few days earlier than usual, ( that is on

26th December,) and make it a special holiday

number of so interesting a character as to ensure its being

preserved for years as a souvenir of the season.

Not only will it be considerably larger than usual, but it

will be printed on extra heavy, toned paper of the best

quality.

It will be illustrated with original portraits and other

elegant engravings, and in addition to the regular trade articles

will contain a great deal of interesting reading matter suitable

for the Hoh'i - on.

Neither expense nor pains will be spared to make the

Christmas TRADER of 1X00 worthy of the craft it represents,

and the best thirty of it> hind ever issued in the Dominion of

Canada.

The Holiday TRADED will afford a very favorable oppor-

tunity for manufacturers and wholesalers to bring the merits

of their goods before the entire jewelry trade of this country,

as the publishers guarantee to place it (like every other issue)

in the bands of every jeweler in Canada from the Atlantic to

the Pa< ifii o' ean.

/// order to ensure proper attention our regular and transient

advertisers are respectfully requested to send in their copy so as

tch this oj/ire not later than the iSth December.

NE of the most encouraging things about the Canadian

export trade this year is the large increase in our

shipments of live cattle to the British markets.

According to the official returns there were sent from this

country to Great Britain for the year 1889, 85,696 head of

live cattle; this year this trade will total up to over 121,000

head, an increase of about 36,000, or over forty per cent, in

one year. To shew the growing importance of this trade it

is only necessary to mention the fact that we send to the

British markets live cattle to the value of over $5,000,000

per annum, where we only sent $250,000 in 1877.

In this live cattle trade which our American cousins are so

eager to share with us, the Dominion of Canada possesses an

advantage over the United States worth more in hard dollars

and cents than all the problematical gain promised us by the

advocates of Commercial Union, were it to turn out as well

in reality as the rosy pictures they paint of its benefits.

Under Commercial Union there is not the slightest doubt

that our Canadian cattle would quickly be scheduled along

with American cattle, with the result that they would have to

be slaughtered immediately upon their arrival at any English

port. This would mean the loss of the greatest, and

almost only commercial advantage we now possess over the

United States, in the greatest market of the world for which we

are both so eagerly competing. It would mean in dollars and

cents a loss of from one to two cents per pound on every

one of the cattle we export to that country, a real loss which

in the opinion of many of our best informed men would

more than offset any suppositious gain that could be

obtained through Commercial Union with the United States.

Our live cattle export trade is one of the most important

we have, and like our cheese exports, our market for it is

found almost exclusively in Great Britain Our farmers will,

we fancy, think more than twice before they act the part of the

dog in the fable, who while crossing a bridge with a bone in

his mouth and seeing his shadow in the water, dropped the

bone he held in order to seize the one shadowed in the water.

Our present advantage in the live cattle trade with the British

market is a substantial bone, and we would be very foolish to

drop it in order to grasp any of the tempting shadows reflected

by the mirage of Commercial Union.

HOW McKINLEY" AFFECTS U.S.

WATCHES.

S we stated in our last issue, the effect of the

M< Kmley bill even in the United States will be

I pronounced upon pretty much in accordance with

the political faith of the man delivering judgment. Repub

licans who are generally Protectionists, will as a rule commend
it, while Democrats who are in theory Free Traders but in

reality revenue tariff men, will just as generally condemn it.

In this line a very characteristic episode occurred in

Waltham a few weeks ago in connection with the Anti

Mi Kinky rally held in that city by those politically opposed
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WALTHAM 0. F. 16 S. PENDANT SETTING

WATCHES.
C&3

MANUFACTURED BY THE

American ^y ALTHAM ^y^gg^C—
"WALTHAM, - - MASS.

NOTE. For the convenience of the Canadian trade we have estab ished a Branch Office at No. 185

St. James Street, Montreal. The goods will be, as heretofore, sold to Jobbers only.
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to the working of the bill. Amongst the prominent speakers

on that occasion was a budding statesman by the name of

Shermm Hoar, who duiing the course of his remark-* took

occasion to call down the American Waltham Watch Company
for what he assumed would be their action in reducing wag« s

on account of the ri-e in copper caused by the increase of

duty on that metal by the M< Kinley bill.

Mr. Hoar, like the editorial writers of the Globe and other

Canadian organs of annexation, practically asserted that the

duty levied upon imported copper would enhance the value of

that metal in the United States by exactly the amount of the

duty, irrespective of whether the copper, were imported or

mined at home, and that the difference in price would there-

fore be taken by those using it, and out of the hard earned

wages of their employees.

This kind of as-ertion has been repeated so often by Free

Traders that it is now getting to be almost ancient history, and

though its falsity has been exposed time and again, it is made

by its authors to do duty as if it were a political axiom, the

truth of which was so self-evident as to be incontrovertable.

Such assertions, while they app-.ar very plausible on the face,

will not bear the light of day, and the application of cold,

hard facts generally prove them to be misrepresentations of the

most transparent character.

This statement of Mr Hoar regarding copper is a good

illustration of the fallacy of such arguments, and the bubble

has been so neatly pricked by Mr. Royal E. Robbins,

Treasurer of the Waltham Watch Company, in a letter over

his own signature that we give it to our readers almost in

extfttso, in order to show the falsity of the charge, and that

even in the Uniud States manufacturers are not the extor-

tioners that the advocates of Free Trade would have the

public believe. Mr. Robbins, after a short introduction, says :

" Now. I wit: assume that Mr. Hoar is aware, as perhaps

he is, that this Company does not import any copper at all, and

that his contention is intended to be that the price of

American copper we buy is increased by the whole amount of

the duty—a position which, for the sake of argument, I will

ow dispute. But I am strongly of the opinion that Mr.

Hoar is not aware of the figures in relation to our consumption

ipper, and the extra cost entailed upon us by the duty,

and that if he had been, he would not have chosen to try and

get into Congress on this copper issue. For, as a matter of

fart, we use each year about 100,000 pounds of copper in one

: and another, the duty on which at 1 '^ cents a poun 1.

which is only about 8 per cent a.,1 valorem^ would on Mr
> contention increase the co->t to US by a trifle over

$1,200 per annum That is to say, if the whole of this savings

were to be divided on Mr llmr's principle among the 2.7:50

employees of the factory, each person's daily wages would be

ncreased by about one eighth of a cent.

But, unless 1 am mistaken, Mr Hoar, in common with

of his political belief, has hitherto been very clear and

emphati< in his assertion that it is the consumer, not the pro

ducer, who suffers fr mi the protective tariff. This is the

teaching of all Free Trade writers, and up to last Sunday

evening, there is reason to suppose, was fully concurred m by

Mr. Hoar himself. It i^> amazing how greatly the previously

formed theories of even so well grounded a political economist

as Mr. Hoar may be modified by the fact that he is addressing

an audience of producers of watches instead of consumers.

"Of course, as I have shown, this matter of a copper duty

is too small a thing in the watch business to have any practical

effect at al'. M r . Hoar, knows as well as I do, that where such

a thing would be felt, if at all, would be ultimately in the

selling price of watches, not at all in the wages earned by their

production. If left to operate undisturbed, the copper duty

would, I fear, increase the selling price of each watch by nearly

one-sixth of a cent. But this same protective tariff of ours

has so enormously built up the American watch business and

stimulated competition in it at home, that the prices of

watches are regulated by this domestic competition of fifteen

or twenty factories, giving employment, directly and indirectly,

to more than twenty thousand people ; and the buyer of

watches pays about half as much for his American watch now

under the tariff as he paid for his foreign watch before

domestic industry was enabled to establish itself. This is a

fair example of the burdens of protection.

"The McKinley tariff puts upon the free list a 'arge propor-

tion of our raw materials, because they are not capable of

being produced to advantage in this country, but if this were

otherwise, the American Waltham Watch Company would not

complain at being obliged to do its share under tne protective

system. I am not one of those manufacturers who seem to

think they show their patriotism and liberality of spirit by

declaring that they must have their products protected and all

their raw materials free—regardless of the fact that their raw

materials are often the finished product of somebody else.''

In regard to the above, we may add tnat what is true of

the watch business in the United States, is equally true regard-

ing the manufacture in Canada of electro-plated ware, jewelry,

watch cases, leather, plush and other jewelry b ixes and many
another business outside of the jewelry trade that we need

haidlv mention to our readers.

Correspondence.
A VOICE FROM THE GOLDEN GATE

Editor Trader—Sir :

NCLOSED you will please find one dollar for re-

newal of my subscription to The Trader for

» one year. Cannot do with ut my old friend.

Yours truly,

J
N. Brittain.

San Francisco, Cab, U.S., Nov 12, 1890.

YOU SHALL HAVE IT!

Editor Trades ^ik :

LEASE send your valuable paper to the following

address, and obi

J
1 \lilVn HKON,

Jeweler ( lornwall, Ont.

( lornwall, Nov 10, 1X00
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THE

v. & a.

14k Fll'ed

Gold

SoJdered

"PIONEER
'

—o

—

Warranted

20 YEARS.

k(

14k Filled, Gold Soldered

PIONEER" CHAINS.

Warranted by Manufacturers to wear

TWENTY YEARS.

Every Chain stamped "Pioneer," and furnished with

tag as above. Best thing out in the chain line.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO

EDMUND SCHEUER,
TORONTO,

Sole Agent for Canada.
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WANTS IT WEEKLY. WE COMPLY WITH PLEASURE.

Editor Trader— Sir

--J^l RECEIVE The Trader regularly and take a great

Cdeal of delight in reading it. I only wish it was

y a weekly, then my leisure moments would be

'^^XZifS complete in the perusal of its pages.

"^^2-* Yours truly,

Niagara Falls, Nov i, 1S90. 1). Fenwick.

A CHANGE OF LOCATION.

Editor Trader—Sir :

\\\
A V INC. removed from Dundalk, I wish you to change

my address and make it Geo. T. Johnston, Arthur,

instead of Dundalk. Many thanks for your instruc-

tive journal.

Yours respectfully,

Arthur Village, Nov. 10, 1890. Geo. T. Johnston.

WE HAVE PUT YOU ON THE LIST.

<$A££*V Editor Trader—Sir :

] WOULD like if you would send me'I'HE Trader. Hav-

ing been in the jewelry business here for some time,

f\ and as you send all legitimate jewelers your paper,

I would like if you would add my name to the list.

I remain, yours etc.,

Spencerville, Oct. 25, 1890. J. J. Cook.

A GOOD JOURNAL.

Editor Trader Sir :

w^ I A ^ ' have sold out in Stayner to Mr. Arthur Swallow,

*\m\ and have removed to Toronto, will you please

address my 'Trader to 271 College St, where I

have opened business. 'The Trader is a good
journal, and we want it.

Yours truly,

Stayner, Oct 31, 1X90. W. Wai

DONT WANT HIS NAME MENTIONED.

Editor \'\ vder Sir

I NOTICED m your last issue abetter on "Window
Dressing," in which my name and windows

» were dis< US» d I beg to notify you thai I do

" s*SE not want m^ n;"" t-' or Btore mentioned in your
^*"

paper, in any way whatever, without my per-

mission, and should thi occur again I shall be compelled to

take such steps as the law wiil allow me, to stop it.

I remain \ours truly,

Montreal, Nov. 19th, 1890. R. Hi

Editor 'Trader—Sir :

11 AYE long wished for a copy of your valued paper,

The 'Trader, and having found an old one,-

—

1 ^ . » °
- -^ I have the address. Will you be so kind as

to send me a copy? And if not asking too

much, I would like the October number as well. Hoping

soon to receive the same,

I am, sir, yours very truly,

Ormston, Que., Nov. 4, 1890. E. G. Taylor.

A

\

FREE OF CHARGE.

Editor Trader—Sir :

TAKE the liberty of addressing you, as I want to use

your Help Column, and at the same time to

thank you for your valuable paper which I have

been receiving for the past four years, free of

charge. The Trader I consider a very valu-

able paper, and it is a welcome visitor to my
store; the month don't seem thoroughly started

until I receive it and read all that you have to say. So again

thanking and wishing you every success.

I remain, yours truly,

James Jones.

Brussels, Out. Jeweler.

THE INSTITUTE'S FIRST WATCH.

Editor 'Trader—Sir :

WAS more than surprised a few days ago when called

upon by Mr. H. Tlaytr.er, of the Canadian Hon-

logical Institute, who showed me a watch which

had been made at the Institute. It presented a

very fine appearance, being full jeweled with

raised gold settings, and very fine stem wind

work, it had a fine motion and very clear tick.

In short the whole watch was a revelation of what 1 \\x\ be done

by a young mm who attends the Canadian Horological

Institute.

\ ours truly,

Toronto, Nov. 19, 1890. J. P. Mile.

A GOOD ENDORSEMENT.

Editor Trader Sir

;•. -•" •

"

I/NOWING the great interest you have always

,
I ^ manifested in matters pertaining to the wel

fare of the Dade, we take the liberty of

adding a few words to what has been written

in your columns during the last few months,

upon the question of " better workmen."

Every retail jeweler knows from experience

that the foundation of a successful Inismcss is the rcpaii

department prompt and satisfactory woik always ensures
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Compensation Balance, 17 fine Ruby Jewels, (5 paiis

raised gold settings) Breguet Hair Spring, finely

adjusted and finished throughout.

Q

NEIV ISSUE.
Size, Three-Quarter Plate, Hunting*, Pendant Setting*, Stem-
Winders. Nameless Eng*raved, Elgdn National Watch Co.

NO. 111. NICKEL. NO. 110. NICKEL. NO. 113. GILT.

'»»

Compensation Balance, 15 Jewels,
(4 pairs settings.)

Compensation Balance, 11 Jewels. Compensation Balance, 11 Jtwels. Compensation Balance, 7 Jewels.

Our new movement, No. 109, just issued, completes the line in O size. This will enable the trade to offer a desirable low

priced O size ladies' watch, which has not been afforded them heretofore. Orders will be executed by the Jobbers as u.sual.

Open face and Skylight movements, either 6 or O size, furnished without extra charge or delay.

All O size Stem-Winders have quick-trains and straight-line escapements.

Jewelers Furnished Electrotypes FREE Upon Application.

General Offices, 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 JOHN STREET. FACTORIES, ELGIN, ILLINOIS.
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success, unless under very exceptional circumstances, and

every movement which has the furthering of this object should

receive the hearty co-operation and support of the trade

—

Such an institution is the Canadian Horological Institute.

It was our privilege the other day to examine a watch

which had be^n constructed entirely from the raw material

—

plates, wheels, pinions, screws, etc, by one o( the students of

this institute, under the supervision of the genial Mr. Playtner,

and its perfect action and finish prove conclusively that in this

institution is combined both the theoretical and practical, and

a want has been supplied which we trust will be appreciated

by the coming journeymen. It is well to know how to do a

thing, but better to know also why it should be so done, and

from what we know of Mr. Playnter, we believe he is fully

competent to teach both.

We sincerely trust he may have the confidence of the

trade, and meet with the success whichhis enterprise deserves.

Sincerely yours,

Toronto, Nov. 19th, 1S90. Ryrie Bros.

UNCLAIMED WATCHES.

yf^J^r Editor Trader—Sir :

\k] ILL you kindly inform me through the columns of

The Trader, what way 1 can dispose of

watches left with me for repairs ? I am hold-

ing several watches from two to fourteen years-

Is it lawful for me to sell them ?

Yours very respectfully,

Rodney, Ont, Oct 25, 1890. E. J. Schmid.

\\-wi-.r.—Such watches can only be sold after they have

been properly advertised in your local papers, and any money
remaining in your hands after payment of your account, must

be held by you to the credit of the owner, and paid to him on

demand -Ed. Trader.]

A RARE OLD WATCH !

Editor Trades Sir :

clocks and watches being the rage of the day, I

thought I should fulfil my promise made to you

some time ago, and I suppose you will say

better late than never. I will now give you

a description of the old verge watch which

has been in my possession for over fifty

years, and which descended from a Jewish

family by the name of " Solomon," first

tmaster of St. Johns, Newfoundland.

1 Can't say whether he was a kinsman of King Solomon or not).

Mr Solomon informed me, when purchasing the watch, that

it had b_cn in bis family for one hundred and fifty years. This

vratctl is silver cased, has a silver dial with Roman figures, and

round as a billiard hall. The inside <ns.- covering the

movement is solid silver, with a piece of silver on a swivel ovei

the key hole. The outside case has a fancy silver hook to

keep closed. The movement has twenty-two pieces less than

the modern verge. It has only one hand denoting the hours

and half hours ; no cannon pinion, no minute wheel, the

escapement moving the reverse, the balance wheel being cut

the reverse, and also the verge.

The movement retrograding the cock is not screwed to

the plate, but pinned to a stud There is no hairspring,

and, of course, no slide or regulator. The great wheel is not

pinned to fusee, it goes with a catgut instead of a chain. The

mainspring is taken up by an endless screw on the top plate,

on which are numbers from one to eight. It is now going and

in order, varying but very few minutes each week, and can be

regulated. Can any of your subscribers in the trade tell me
by what means, and the date of the improvement on the

escapement ? Awaiting comment.

Your respectfully,

Dundalk, Nov. 4, 1890. YVm. T. Parsons, Sr.

P S.— If any of the trade would like to know the novel and

unique way the above watch is regulated, I will, by your kind

permission, give them full description through your columns.

EROM OUR NICKEL MINES.

Editor Trader—Sir :

1 SEND you a pamphlet giving a description of the

new mineral discovered by Mr. Sperry, assayer

for the Canadian Copper Company. I

obtained the above through the kind

courtesy of the above gentleman.

If you have not seen a description

before, I have no doubt but you will be

interested in the perusal of the same, and

I think your readers will be interested to

know that it is Platinum ore, and Mr. Sperry tells me it is the

first time that it has been found in the ore state; such being

the case it shows the richness of our mineral resources.

I promised in my last to give you a description of the

Murray mine. Well, with regard to this mine, as I told you, it

is owned by an English company, who are preparing to refine

their metal at their own works, thereby saving the cost of

exporting it in its rough state, a plan that I hear the Copper

Company are going to adopt.

The Murray Company are building 1 lot of good houses

for their men, one man had a contract for the building of

twenty. They have sunk a shaft and are down, I understand,

in the neighborhood of one hundred feet with good prospects

of rich ore. Their smelting works are in operation, and when

they get their refinery built it will give employment to a great

number of men. There is .1 great (leal of labor attending the

mining ami getting the ore refined. In the first place, as you

are aware, the ore has to he brought to the surface, it is put

through the crusher, from thence to the mast beds win re

WOOd is piled under the ore to a depth of say two feet, it is

then sa on fire, and when the wood g< ts burning well the
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sulphur in the ore will keep the heat up until the ore is all

roasted; a bed takes I am told, from six to eight weeks to

roast, it is then ready for the smelt

Anyone who has visited an iron foundry when they have

been casting, can form a good idea of what the smelting is

like, the metal is run from the furnace into iron pots, each

containing about one hundred pounds, the nickel and copper

all being combined.

Having written as much as will interest your readers, I

will now conclude.

Remaining yours respectfully,

Copper Cliff, Nov. 17th, 1890. Nickel Plate.

A CREDIT TO THE INSTITUTE.

Editor Trader—Sir

[RELIEVING that it is of general interest to the trade

•.i -
;

I to know what is being accomplished at our In-

\ [V t stiute, we seed you a cut of the first watch

movement that has been turned out by us.

It is of our own design and was con-

structed by student J. H. Kincaid. It is

an open face, 18 size, stem-wind, lever

movement, very strong but shapely propor-

tioned. It is quick train, has straight line

improved circular pallet escapement, safety pinion, expansion

balance and fifteen jewels in raised gold settings. The winding

gear has " wolf" teeth same as in Jiirgensen and other high-

class watches. It takes a mainspring seven widths wider than

the regular 18 size American movement, allowing a thinner

spring and more coils, the result of which is greater uniformity

of power with less liability of breakage ; three and three-fifths

turns of the spring run the watch twenty-four hours.

The barrel in this watch is pitched 114 to the right of the

fourth wheel, if it is desired to make a hunting movement all

that is necessary is to pitch it 160 , and the winding arbor 90*

to the right of the fourth wheel.

Mr. Kincaid only took a course of four months at the

Institute, and altogether has been three and a half years at the

trade It is need . that he is very proud of his watch.

He cut the plates, I" item-wind wheels and pinions,

barrel, screws, etc , out of solid stock, and made the train,

including the screw centre pinion and es< ap '. wheel ; he set the

jewels, made the fork and roller. Everything was construi ted

according to our calculation-., with the marvellous result that

when the watch was put together it started to go, without any

alterations, in cUl positions without the hairspring. This shows

it is of good design and workmanship, as in lever watches only

those of high order do this, it also shows that our methods of

teaching are correct.

We believe that this, our first production, will mark a new

era in the Canadian watch trade We have received numerous

letters and personal assurances from friends in the trade, and we

take this opportunity to thank them for their kind words and

promises of support. We can assure them that such words are

fully appreciated and help to make our burdens lighter, and

go far to strengthen us in our resolve to build up a school that

is second to none.

Yours truly,

Canadian Horological Institute.

A QUICK WAY OF TAKING MEASURE.
MENTS IN TURNING.

~~kr r<
Editor Trader—Sir

/
c
* IIX fitting staffs or arbors, as well as in doing other

jobs in turning, much time may be saved by

t,
practicing and applying the method of

.,-. fr" measuring presented in the accompanying

~~^\.J--r illustration.

By employing this method the use of

measuring instruments may be reduced to

a minimum. With a little practice the

work can be accurately done and the time

consumed by the use of these instruments can be saved.

Measuring tools are very good and necessary in their places,

and I do not wish to intimate that they should be altogether

dispensed with, but their use can be much restricted and a

good deal of the trouble and annoyance of setting them and

using them for testing the work, while in progress, may be

done away with in ordinary jobs.

Fig. I

For illustration, we will suppose that a new balance staff is

to be fitted, and in order to better show the advantages of this

method we will suppose the Old Staff has been lost and it has

ime impossible to use its diameters to set the calipers by.

Then take a rough Staff, such as are sold by material

rs, insert it int > a lathe, choose a point to begin on, say

the si at of the balan< e wheel, turn down square as shown at e.

ng the Staff at this point largei than the hole in the balance
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POINTERS !

Nothing* is more Suitable for a Holiday Present than a Good
Diamond Well Set.

I am the only Wholesale Merchant in Canada dealing* Exclusively in
Diamonds. My Stock is Large and always Well Assorted.

MAX SAUNDERS,
DIRECT IMPORTER OF

DIAMONDS - AND - PRECIOUS - STONES

75 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

Orders by Letter or Telegram will receive Prompt Attention. An
Assortment of Mounted Goods always on hand. Goods sent on

approval to responsible Dealers.
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and tapering it off towards the end h, so that the balance can

be stripped a part of the way over it. I'u>h the balance as far

in as it will go and mark the place a with a sharp cornered file,

or, if using a spindle lathe, with the graver. Then turn, as

shown in the cut by the dotted lines, back to the shoulder e,

leaving this portion of the staff of uniform thickness. Next

find the thickness of the wheel and mark with the graver at/.

Then insert the hairspring collet in the same manner and mark

at b. Turn parallel, as shown by the dotted lines, back to/

Then it will be only necessary to get the length of the staff

between the seat of the balance and the end of the pivot to

turn the pivot, also the portion between the collet and the pivot

somewhat thinner, and the one half of the staff will be ready-

to receive the parts which are to be attached to it.

Next reverse the staff in the lathe, and find the proper

distance between the seat of the balance and that of the roller

plate, and mark at d. Then taper down and insert the roller,

marking the point c. Turn parallel to the point d. Find the

length of the whole staff; turn the pivot, and the staff is ready

to be polished and to have all the parts attached to it.

Parallel lines are amongst the things to which the eye be-

comes easily accustomed. With a little practice the slightest

diversion from the parallel is at once detected, especially if the

d. stance between the linos is not great.

In teaching drawing I have noticed this to be the case with

pupils. Few people fail to rtcognize even a very small differ-

ence that may exist between the two ends of a cylindrical

object. To learn to turn objects of uniform thickness should

be one of the first lessons for beginners. Once a workman is

able to do this he should find no difficulty in using this method
to advantage.

Ad. Rem.

WINDOW DISPLAY.

Continued from last rnoi.th.

t Editor Trader—Sir :

Jf.HF window display of too many consists of a tray or

two of watches and chains, with a few pieces of

silverware, more or less tarnished, and a mis-

cellaneous collection of clocks and has no meaning
whatever to the passer-by beyond the fact that the

owner is a watchmaker and jeweler. The wooden
watch sign would answer the same purpose.

Others have a very elaborate window, no want of goods, but

the arrangement lacks order and simplicity and gives no infor-

mation as to price, with the result that it fails to attract more
than a passing glance from the majority. It does not interest

to the extent nicessary to induce pun bases.

The display window is for the few, owing to its cost, hut

the general advantage maybe obtained at a trifling expense.

The plan is to arrange the trays in a slightly horizontal position,

in rows, two or three, as is ne< essary, one row above the other,

so that the goods will be directly in front of the onlooker
instead of lying flat. The frame for the purpose would mu< h

resemble an ordinary window sash with the upright divisions

omitttd. Rows of trays may be pla< ed ai m.ss the ends of the

window in the same way, or the front atrangement may be-

slightly circular and the ends straight Greater effect is pro-

duced by placing a mirror glass, the same height as the frame,

at an angle between the corner of the frame formation and the

corner of the window. If the circular plan is adopted, the

mirror will reflect the sigment within its radius and so duplicate

the display and present a continuous circle, and the same way

with a square formation. If mirrors are placed back to back

ends and front will both be duplicated, and when good quality

glass is used, and a glass shell fastened so as to rest lightly on

top, the mirrors cannot be distinguished from the outside, and

the display is a wonder to the uninitiated. The necessary

angle for the mirrors can be easily ascertained by trial. The

frame should, of course, be covered with velvet or plush, and

securely fastened, and permit the trays to be set in and

removed with ease. Shelves above and at the back may be

used for silverware and clocks.

The second idea is simplicity and uniformity ; too many-

goods should not be crowded into any one tray ; have all

articles in the same line together, not watches, then rings, then

chains, then watches again ; but watches together, rings to-

gether, chains together, and so on. The tendency of odd pieces

scattered promiscuously about is to confusion. The less study

necessary to take in the full effect of the goods, the better. As

to trays, outside of those required for rings and perhaps brace-

lets, plain lined with polished wood or covered edges are best,

using small brass hooks or pins on which watches, chains and

charms are hung ; carded goods being either left on the cards

or stuck in the tray lining, left partially loose for the purpose.

The third matter is price. This should be attached to

each article so that it can be easily seen from the outside.

Small neat gum tickets, uniform in size, with price printed, or

very distinctly written, stuck above or below the article is the

best plan The ticket should contain the price only, not a

description ; the merits of the goods beyond what they show

may be left to a personal interview.

The best method of lighting is a lamp or gas jet outside in

a bracket, secured about two feet from the glass and towards

the top, with closed-in reflectors above and behind, so as to

throw the light directly in the window.

Now, the scheme of window display is not suggested as a

panacea for the ills of the trade. Panaceas are difficult to

obtain, but in comparison with the general disadvantages already

mentioned, it will be seen that the tendency is to overcome

them. Its attractiveness almost compels attention, while it

provides for an easy, accurate and intelligent inspection by

every man, woman and child that passes the store.

Dry goods dealers sell jewelry simply because comparison

of price is made between dry goods' cheap jewelry and the

buyer's idea of the price of the jeweler's better goods, without

taking difference of quality into consideration. The jeweler

sells the same quality goods at as low a price as the dry goods

man, and has a better assortment. The goods and prices in

the window will show tins. Townsmen go to tin' < ity to buy,

under the impression that they aie gaining an advantage. It

may be true that city dealers, buying in larger lots, gel little

torn the jobbers, but even if so, the increased

expense of the city business fully counter balances any advan-

tage in this respect ; the town jeweler cm afford to sell quite as
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low as his city competitor and does so. the window is the

demonstration. Jewelry is not a necessity, but with the

increased facilities for selection, sales are more likt.lv to be

made, and if someone's wife or daughter comes out with new
jewelry, some other wife and daughter is likely to do the same

thing. The catalogue men injure the jewelry trade largely

because the catalog tits easy and repeated opportunities

for selection. Some article interests at first and is finally

wanted and ordered. Jewelry with prices in the window is on

the same line: it is, in fact, a living catalogue. In short, the

public generally have an erroneous idea of jewelry and jewelers,

and a full display of stock, attrai lively arranged, all priced, in

the window, where everyone may see and compare as much as

they please, is in the direction of correcting that idea.

The idea of having the greater part of the stock in the

window, instead of the show cases, is an innovation, but the

goods must be seen to be sold, and the window is where they

will be seen. There will always be sufficient odds and ends to

fill the show cases, and the removal of any tray from the window
is a question of about half a minute's time.

A sound objection is that prices and stock are made known
to competitors, but after all, this is a fancied rather than a real

difficulty. The senders of catalogues give you similar informa-

tion and still they make sales, and it is just a question if the

fact of jewelers knowing each other's prices, and that these will

be maintained, is not a benefit instead of the opposite. At any

rate the system has now been thoroughly tested here and found

to be a success.

Montreal, Sept. 16, 1890. J I U l.l.K K.

OUR MONTREAL LETTER.

^^?T)f From our Special Correspondent.

[/< 5INESS with the jewelers continues much the

same as at my last writing and the retailers

$Cfy are having a steady trade that is fairly good.

vs£_ Little has yet been done of what is known
as " holiday trade, ' though a few have, as

is said, "taken time by the forelock'' and

wisely made selections when stocks are full,

n orders for such articles as have to be

made s| as to avoid the rush later

on and to secure the better care that can be

gi\en to their wants. These wise ones, however, are in a

minority, a great minority, just why, it is difficult to say, but it

is the Custom to delay everything ol this kind to the last few-

no matter about the disadvantage, and that settles it.

Business with the wholesale trade is not as brisk as it might be

or as would be desired, tbat is to say, travellers are not meeting

with the anticipated results in the way ol sorting up or<

and dealers are delaying buying special holiday pan.!, until

they "see how tbil

What is known as the II..; | robbery has been the talk of

th : month, and, in the aircst of !!..;,. , and wife, it looks as if

our poh<e authorities had run down a pi ,f swindlers.

I he couple registered at the Windsor hotel under the names

of .Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, and after remaining a few days left,

it is said, without paying their hotel bills. A few days later

the same man, who however answered in this connection to

the name of Hayes, visited the store of Messis. Henry I Jirks

& Co., St. James Stiect, to have a watch that was all right put

in order, using the time the watch was being examined to look

through the jewelry cases. On being assured that his watch

had no need of repairs, he left the store, but returned again in

the late afternoon with his wife to buy a diamond ring and

gold chain. Their wants were attended to by Mr. Birks, jr.,

who showed them rings and chains and a selection was made of

a ring valued at $75. In payment a $1,000 bill was tendered,

but this could not be changed, and a $500 bill was offered,

which was also too large to be changed—both bills were genu-

ine. The couple expressed regret that they cou'd not take the

ring with them and had it put aside, promising to call for it the

next day during banking hours when of course change could

be made. People are not in the habit of going shopping with

$1,000 and $500 bills as their smallest change, even to buy

diamonds, and this fact, and the general appearance of the

strangers, excited Mr. Birk's suspicion that all was not right,

and led him to an examination of his rings after his customers

had gone out. He found the correct number there, but a

valuable diamond ring had been taken and a paste imitation

left in its place. The exchange had been made while the

salesman was in attendance, not while he was absent from the

counter, as was at first reported ; during his absence the rings

were not accessible to the parties. It was found that two

gold chains had also been taken. Mr. Birks at once notified

the police, and detectives were sent to watch the out-going

trains, with the result that Mr. and Mrs. Hayes were made

prisoners the same night at the Grand Trunk station, as they

were about to start presumably for Toronto. They both pro-

tested their innocence, but as Mr. Birks, who was also present,

fully identified them, protestations were of no avail, and they

were taken to the police station where the names Walter P.

Hayes and wife were given. They refused information con-

cerning themselves as to where they were from or where going,

until they could consult a solicitor. On being searched Hayes

had $500 in cash, a diamond stud, a fine gold watch and chain,

a gold locket set with diamonds and rubies, four paste rings

and four loose diamonds. His wife had a diamond bracelet

worth probably $1,000 and four plain gold bracelets, two

diamond and two plain gold iings in addition to other articles

Id jewelry. It will be seen that for travellers they were

certainly well supplied with jewelry, over-supplied many would

think. A glove was found in the railway .tat .on, supposed to

belong to them, which contained live rings, thought at first to

be diamond, but which tinned out to be the other kind, viz.

mutation. Among then beloi IS a rather handsome

hand satchel, containing two bottles of expensive perfume and

a pair of fur mitts. The erne thousand and live hundred

dollar bills were not in then the diamond

ring and gold chains itolen from Messrs. Birks & Co. How
ever, some days later, a "wheel tapper" in the railway station,

while at work, noticed a handkerchief under the platform,

winch contained a diamond ring and some gold c ham-, and

near the same spot, wrapped in
' i|ht, he lotind several
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diamond rin^s and loose diamonds. The ring in the handker-

chief \va> identified by Mr. Birks as his, he also identified two

of the chains l*he remaining five chains were ascertained to

belong to Mr J. B. Williamson, jeweler. Notre Dame Street,

who also had a visit from Hayes and wife, and from whom
they bought a g Id chain and locket, leaving a small deposit to

have the locket engraved, the articles to be called for later and

payment made then

Mr. and v 'rs. Hayes appear to have indulged in a pretty

general shopping tour and with much the same intent through-

out. Besides the ring and chains from the Messrs. Birks

& Co. and Mr. Williamson, the hand satchel was claimed by

Mr George Harrington of Messrs. George Harrington <.V Son,

trunk and satchel manufacturers, St. Antoine Street, as his

property, taken without the firm's knowledge or consent, and

for which no value was given. Mr. Sauvreau, druggist, Notre

Dame Street, identified the perfume as his, also the prisoners

as patrons to the extent of ten cents worth of glycerine. After

their departure from his st re, Mr. Sauvreau noticed that the

perfume was missing, but the respectable appearance of the

couple saved them from suspicion in the matter. Likewise

the fur mitts found a claimant in Mr. Samuels, the furrier, who
also had not received the necessary value which goes to make

a purchase. Depositions were sworn to by each of these

gentlemen, and the prisoners committed to stand their trial on

each charge at the next term of the Court of Queen's Bench,

bail in the meantime being refused.

Chief Hughes received a lette from the Chief of Police of

Philadelphia, informing him that the des< riplion given ot Mr.

and Mrs. Hayes agrees with a general description of a man
and woman wanted there on suspicion of having robbed a

jeweller of a diamond bracelet. The bracelet which was

described corresponds generally with the one worn by Mrs.

Hayes. With this letter was a circular, asking all people to

look out for a man named P. S. Morgan alias W. V. Have-.

It states that Hayes arrivjd in Philadelphia October 20th, and

sold a large lump of melted gold, valued at $058, to the U. S.

mint authorities. The description given corresponds with the

Hayes arrested here.

The Chicago police have also been heard from expressing

a desire to interview one or other of the counle in that city,

and lastly Detroit makes a request for a similar interview, shop-

lifting or swindling of some sort being the reasons given.

If innocent Mr. and Mrs. Hayes are certainly greatly

maligned people, but if guilty they are apt to be busily engaged

for a good long time.

Rumors are current of the detention or seizure by the

Customs of this I'ort of. in extensive shipment of clocks, but

the facts are not yet made public. From what has leaked out

it appears to b till ol an error in making the invoice,

through ignorance on the part of the consignors of the customs

tariff and way (if making up the duty, rather than an attempt to

defraud. By the tariff clock movements pay one rate and
'dock

1 ilgher rate, complete clocks coming under the

same rate as tl In this instance it is said the value Of

the movement is given and entry made at the lower rate of duty

on movements while the clocks are fitted up complete and

assessed at the higher rate for duty. The tariff is now so com-

plicated that it is little wonder foreign shippers fail to under

stand just how invoices should be made to conform to its re-

quirements. In the matter of clocks, movements and cases, each

pay different rates, and even when the value of each is stated

in the invoice, if the movement is screwed into the case it pays

the higher rate, but if wrapped up and packed inside the case

it pays the lower rate. Why the position of movement and

case in the packing box should affect the rate of duty, is what

a lot of people who are not foreigners fail to understand

Mr. J. T. Bolt, Bleury Street, has gone into the manufacture

of plain gold goods, such as plain uold rings, chains, etc., for the

jobbing trade. Mr. Bolt, who his had considerable practical

experience in the manufacture of these lines in Canada. I

land and the United States, assumes the general supervision of

the factory, and this, with the management of his two retail

stores, makes him a busy man. He reports business fairly good

for the start. It may be necessary to say that this business has

no connection with the big factory of Messrs. Bolt \ Co. in

White's lane.

The appearance of the windows of the jewelers in St. James

Street would indicate that the citi/.e s o( Montreal aie con-

siderably advanced in their tastes for art goods. Bronze and

polished brass-, and onyx and marble and bisque are moul

and carved into beautiful designs, in fancy stands, figures, statues

and statin ttes. lamps, (locks, vases, etc., etc. The display made

by Messrs. Henry Birks & Co. is \ery fine, so also is that made

by Messrs. Rice Sharpley & Sons.

Mr. Harmon, of the Waltham Watch Co.'s offices, is back

from a business trip to the factory. The object of his visit was

to secure for his Canadian customers a supply of just such

goods as are wanted for holiday trade.

Mr. John H. Jones, of Messrs. John II. Jones & Co., was

recently gazetted a Justice of the Peace for the District of Mon

treal. When called upon to exercise his judicial fun< tion the

new J. P. may be counted as a " terror to evil doers," and to

the opposite, well, just the opposite. S 1 says his record.

The latest to date in the II lyes tnd wifecases is the grant-

ing of an application lor separate trial.

Montreal, Nov. 20, 1890. Ho< mi \>.\.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON WATCH REPAIRING.

BY 1 XCE1 SIOR.

The Spring Detent or Chronometer I Yemeni

(538; The next point is the amount of "lift ' we wish to

give to the balance, /. e., the angular distance through which

the tooth is to carry the roller while giving the impulsi

we may say, is 40 ; but the impulse pallet mUSl be 5" in advan. e

of the tooth when that (hops or Starts to move, whi( h we A'i'l

making 45 as the angle by which the wheel circle should

intersect the circle oi the roller. Lay off, from the roller < entre,

lines ad, ad, 45" apart and :.-', each waj from the lin<

The distant e bom a to th< - 'he

radms of the impulse roller j the distance from /• to the same

ings is the' radms of the cv ape wheel Draw circles

ing through these crossing-, from a mu\ b as 1 and
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ALBERT KLEISER, 14 Kinc St. E.
TORONTO.

Importer of

Watchmakers ' Tools and
Materials.

Watch Glasses.

Martin Mainsprings
For Swiss & American Watches.

Sole Agent for the Celebrated— Moseley Lathes - -

for the Dominion.

IMPORTANT.

A WATCH MOVEMENT has been manufactured and sold by the Aurora Watch Company of Aurora,

Illinois, and is being manufactured and sold by the Illinois Watch Company of Springfield, Illinois,

and the Columbus Watch Company of Columbus, Ohio, in which the winding and hands setting train is

moved into or out of engagement with the winding wheel or the dial wheels by the longitudinal movement

of the stem arbor. Such construction is fully covered by Letters Patent, Reissue No. 10,631, issued August

4th, 1885, which patent is owned by us, as has just been decided by Judge Blodgett of the United States

Circuit Court in a suit against the Aurora Watch Company. In such decision the Judge holds that the

said patent is a good and valid patent, and that the defendant's movement infringes the same, and orders

a perpetual injunction to issue restraining the said company from further infringement. (Similar suits, under

the same patent, are being prosecuted in the United States Courts against the Illinois and Columbus Watch

Companies for the Infringement of our rights).

The purchase, sale or use of either of the hereinbefore named Watch Movements is in violation of

our rights, and we hereby notify the trade that from this time we shall hold each person or firms dealing

in such movements directly responsible for the infringement.

Signed) R. E. ROBBINS,

T. M. AVERY,
Trusteos for the American Waltham ami Elgin National Watofa Companies,
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you have the enlarged size* of the i oiler and wheel, which,

being divided by 10, give the actual sizes, allowing a little for

freedom. The custom is to have the wheel of the exact size

shown ;
but in making the roller, it is first turned down to the

sizes found by the above process, and the subsequent polishing

of the edge will give the necessary freedom between it and the

teeth of the wheel, as they stand when locked. When the

wheel is wiggled, the two teeth t and e should have i" play

with the roller edge. This distance should be such that a fine

line of light can be seen between them on looking through.

The small circle around a represents the balance staff.

(539 ' The point of the impulse pallet at /, should be exactly

in the line of the circumference of the roller; but may be

allowed to project out a trifle beyond it if it would still freely clear

the points of the teeth in passing them. When examining a

completed escapement, should the roller be found a trifle too

large or small on comparing with these measurements, its acting

size can be altered by moving the impulse pallet in or out as

required. Or, if the sizes of the wheel and the roller appear

correctly proportioned, but, in laying off the pivot holes in the

movement, they have been made closer or further apart than

those parts were designed to be, the same remedy may be used.

But although this will make the mutual action of the teeth and

the impulse pallet correct, it leaves the action of the teeth and

the roller edge unsafe in those cases of tripping in which the

teeth drop upon the edge instead of passing into the hollow, as

will be described in the sections treating of such cases. If the

diameter of the roller is more than a mere trifle smaller than

the diameter of the circle described by the point of the pallet,

a new roller should be fitted, even if the point of the pallet is

properly projected for a perfect action with the teeth, for the

reason given in section (543). It will also be seen that the

pivots in their jewel-holes must be as close as possible, and yet

leave perfect freedom of vibration, as any " shake " would cause

the pallet to strike the points of the teeth when the watch was

held so that the balance would fall towards the wheel
;
and

when it fell from the wheel, the intersection of the wheel and roller

Circles would be shorter and the lift or angle of impulse lessened.

1540; The front faces of the teeth are inclined at an angle

of 25 or 26 from a line running from the points of the teeth

to the centre of the wheel, as shown by the dotted line in Fig.

34. The angle of the barks is not material, provided the teeth

are not too stubbed. The position of the teeth e, e', Fig. 34,

is that in which they stand while the wheel is locked by the

detent pallet, /, in readiness for e to give another impulse when

the locking pallet is moved ba< k out of the wheel. At that

instant, the acting fare of the impulse pallet, as already stated,

should be 5 in advance of the tooth c, whi< h brings it at /. as

shown. When the balance is at a I e, the point of the

pallet /, should be opposite the point ol tooth e. I he acting

far e of the pallet should lie in a straight line running from its

point to the < entre of the roller, whi< h, with the stated in< lination

of the front face of the teeth, causes the surfaces of tooth and

pallet to coincide, or nearly so, at thi moment of < ontai 1, and
prevents either the blunting of the teeth or the digging of the

pallet point into their front faces.

(541) To allow the intersection of the teeth in the rollei

circle while passing the line of centres, there must of course be

a hollow in the roller edge. This hollow must be deep enough

to give the teeth free passage without their points touching, and

wide enough to prevent any possibility of a tooth striking the

roller edge, at or before the point 1, instead of passing into the

hollow. This fault is one of the principal causes of the tripping

of chronometers. The rule is to give the hollow a width equal

to the amount of the lift, or a little more, and to have two-thirds

of this hollow in front of the impulse pallet face, and one-third

back of it, as shown. It is not really necessary to have any

hollow back of the pallet, as chronometers are extensively made
with the roller cut as at //, on the left, the flat wall of the notch

in the roller itself, at h, serving instead of a regular pallet. The
width of this cut should be 30°, as before stated.

(542) At k and /are shown examples often found, of pallets

improperly placed. At k the pallet does not have its acting

face in a line from the centre of the roller, but such a line will

pass through the centre of the pallet, while its face slopes back

from a line running from the centre a, to its front upper corner,

or to its point. The effect of this is to blunt the points of the

teeth and lessen the safety of their locking on the pallet /,

besides allowing thewheel when lockedtostand further advanced

to the amount that the points are blunted ; so that the tooth

e will stand so near the roller as to be liable to catch the point

of the pallet as it passes, or rub on the roller edge. The point

of the pallet, as shown at k, is also nearly at the centre of the

hollow, instead of being placed as previously directed. At /

the pallet is in a still worse position, and its point also is near

the middle of the hollow. The hollows at both k and / are

only about 30° in width. It should be understood that only

the hollow at t, 1", is used, the others being shown merely as

examples of constructions to be avoided.

(543) The necessity of locating the point of the pallet in the

hollow as directed in (541 ), is this : Supposing the unlocking

to be properly effected, the pallet is at /when the escape wheel

is freed. But a certain time must be occupied by the starting

of the train and the tooth e getting up a motion sufficiently

rapid to overtake the pallet. During this time, while the wheel

is getting under way, the balance is moving at its utmost speed,

being near the centre of oscillation, and carrying the pallet

from the tooth. So that the pallet might easily reach the line

of centres, a/', or beyond, before the tooth diopped upon it to

give the impulse, or even got fairly started. This would make

the tooth 20 or 25 behind the pallet, and if the roller hollow,

from the pallet face to ;', is too short, the tooth will not
1
ass

into the hollow at all, but strike the outside of the roller at or

bai k of i. As the motion of the roller is in the same direction

as the pressure of the tooth, the result is a tendency of the

parts to try to pass, and in consequence, to force each other

away, and thus the pivots of the balance and the escape wheel

pinion are liable to be bent or broken off, Where this defect

is present, (a faulty hollow), the wat< h is more likely to trip

wh< n the motion of the balance is in< reased, as that carries the

pallet from the tooth more rapidly. It may frequently be de

tected by simply shaking the wat< h to enlarge the vibration ol

the balam e. In an e h apement with this fault, when examining

the wheel and roller action by moving the balance t/owfy, the

tooth may drop at 5 upon the pallet, as it should, and yet the

wall h may be an inveterate tripper when running.
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THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE

KEEP YOUR EYE OH OUR REGISTERED TRADE MURKS.

CO.

CAUTION.
As some misappre-

hension seems to exist

amongst the retail trade

regarding the Watch Case
Factories of Toronto, and
their products, we deem
it but fair to ourselves and
the jobbers who handle
our cases, that theyshould

be placed in the hands
of the trade distinctly

upon their own merits as

i the product of the Am-
erican Watch Case Com-
'pany, which has always
been sold exclusively to

the legitimate jewelry

trade.

Every retailer is aware
that there is now more
than one company manu-
facturing watch cases in

Toronto. .

As the product of these

factories is commonly
spoken of as "Toronto Cases" it will be readily seen that

a false impression may unknowingly be conveyed by a

salesman selling these goods, and it is to correct this that

we make the following announcement

:

Every Gold Filled Case made by our Company
bears our registered trade mark of "A Winged Wheel;'

and every Gold or Silver Case made by us bears our
registered trade mark of " A Maltese Cross."

An experience of five years has satisfied the jewelry
trade of Canada that every case bearing one of our trade
marks, is just what it is represented to be and nothing
else. The Company therefore respectfully ask the trade

when they are buying watch cases to examine the stamps
thoroughly, and see that they bear one of our trade
marks as shown herewith, as they absolutely refuse to

guarantee any case which is not so stamped.

THE AMERICAN WATCH CASE CO,,

67 Adelaide Street West,

TORONTO.

V

When you purchase a Gold Filled Case examine

it carefully and see that it bears our Trade

Mark of a " Winged Wheel." We guarantee

no others.

When you purchase an 18 K. Gold Case

examine it thoroughly and see that it

bears this Trade Mark. We guarantee

no other.

Every 14 K. Gold Case made by the

A. W. C. Co., bears this well-known

Trade Mark. Look for it. We guar-

antee no other.

IP
Our " Lion " Gold Cases are universally

admitted to be the best cheap Gold Case

ever made. None are genuine without

this Trade Mark. Look for it.

With the exception of our N. P. every Silver

Case we manufacture bears this Trade

l^Tj Mark. No others equal them in quality.

%p If they bear this impress you will be safe

in buying them.

«£M/,
Our " Premier " 14 K. Gold Filled Screw

A Dust Proof Case is the cheapest and best

in the world. You are perfectly safe in

guaranteeing them to your customers

and there is money in them for you.

67 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO.

LOOK FOR OUR STAMP IN EVERY CASE OF OUR MAKE.
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( 5 4 4 » But, with 30 of Hollow between the pallet and /,

there is no danger of the tooth failing to enter the hollow

—

provided the unlocking mechanism is correct. The dotted

line at h shows the form of hollow found in many chronome

ters, and it is hardly necessary to add that such watches are

very liable to trip. When a hollow is nearly correct, and the

main spring rather weak, so that the wheel starts off sluggishly,

tripping is very apt to occur. In such cases an improvement

can be made by keying up the mainspring or putting in a

stronger one. This alteration of the motive force will probably

disturb the adjustment of the hairspring for isochronism, (133),

which should then be tested, (100 to 104), and, if affected, the

proper corrections made (136 to 142).* But, if the train is in

good condition, and the mainspring of proper strength for it

and for the balance, the hollow must always be enlarged, if

that will make the whole of the wheel and roller action correct.

If not, a new roller must be fitted, which will conform to pre

vious directions. The width of the hollow, and the place for

the pallet, can be marked off on paper, with the angle pro-

tractor, and thence transferred to the roller.

(545) In making a new roller, it is better not to pattern

after the old one at all, but draw out the wheel and roller

action in full, and thus get the sizes as they should be. First

lay off the enlarged centre distance as in (537). Supposing

the wheel to be correct, we measure its diameter very accurate-

^ee directions for measuring wheel with fifteen teeth, (502),

in the duplex escapjment ), halve it for the radius, increase

that ten times, and from b dnw the wheel circle, as in Fig. 34.

Next lay off the 24 lines, be, be, and from a as a centre draw a

circle passing through the crossings of these lines and the

wheel circle. The diameter of this latter circle, divided by

ten, gives the correct size of roller for that wheel and centre

distance. Draw the lines ad, ad, from a through the same

rags, and you have the angle of lift, dad, (340), given by

that wheel and roller, which can be ascertained by measure-

ment with the protractor The portion of the roller circle in-

cluded between these crossings from e to e\ is the proper width

for the hollow.

(546) This process can be reversed, if it is desired to select a

new escape wheel suitable for the centre distance and the old

roller, when it is known to be correct. Lay off the centre dis-

tance as before, draw the 24 lines, be, be, (537), measure the

diameter of the roller, increase it ten times, and draw the roller

circle ; then through the crossings of that circle and lines be,

be, draw a circle from '> as a centre, and this circle will give the

size of wheel required. The escape wheel and the roller are

made of equal thickness, or at least the wheel and the pallet,

ihould be at the same level. For remarks upon the drops

of the escape wheel upon the impulse pallet, and from that

upon the locking pallet, see wheel and detent action. Of

course all the surfaces of the roller must be perfectly polished,

especially the < ir< umfereii' e.

A NEW WAY TO SWINDLE JEWELERS.

AXF.W scheme to victimize retail jewelers has been

devised in New York. It operates better than doc-

tored diamonds and the originator comforts himself

with the belief that it is not within the pale of the law.

A young man enters a jewelry store, and after pushing his

elbow through the show-case begins to apologize to the owner

for the alleged accident, and argues that the glass must have

been very thin. When he professes the utmost sorrow for the

occurrence the jeweler demands reimbursement for his loss,

but the man claims that he has no money with which to pay.

As he speaks the victim notices a $20 bill peeping from the

stranger's pocket, and in an instant has snatched it and is

handing the man $17 in change, saying as he does so that he

has deducted $3 for the damage. The swindler appears satis-

fied and leaves the store with a sorrowful expression on his

countenance.

Presently while congratulating himself on the outcome of

the transaction the jeweler thinks that it suited his visitor too

well and takes another look at his cash, and then discovers that

the bill he has taken was one of $2 raised to $20. This game

was recently successfully operated, and when arrested the

swindler claimed that he had committed no crime, as the bill

had been taken from his pocket. Perhaps the United States

authorities will entertain a different opinion, as raising a

Treasury note is counterfeiting —Ex.

*It may be well to slate, for ihe benefit of those who have not the

back numbers of The Tkadkk with the earlier portions of " Practical

Hints,'' that when reference* are made to sections previous 10(276)

they can only be found complete in the Practical Treatise on the Balance

and the Compensation Balance.

GUNS OF GOLD AND A CARPET OF GEMS.

W. S. Caine writes thus from India of his visit to the

Maharajah of Baroda, " We were taken to the old palace, in

the heart of the city, to see the treasure room. Two huge

cheetahs, carefully muzzled, used for hunting bucks, were on

the palace steps. The regalia of Baroda is valued at ,£3,000,-

000 sterling. We were first shown the jewels worn by the

Maharajah on state occasions.

"These consist of a gorgeous collar of 500 diamonds, some

of them as big as walnuts, arranged in five rows, surrounded by

a top and bottom row of emeralds of the same size : the pen

dant is a famous diamond called 'The Star of the Deccan.'

An aigrette to match is worn in the turban ; then followed

Strings of pearls of perfect roundness, graduated from the size

of a pea to that of a large marble ; wondrous rings, neckl

clusters of sapphires and rubies as big as grapes

" The greatest marvel of all is a carpet, about ten feet by six,

made entirely of strings of pure and colored pearls, with ^reat

central and corner circles of diamonds. This carpet took three

years to make, and cost ,£200,000. This was one of Klunde

Rao's mad freaks and was intended to be sent to Mecca to

please a Mohammedan lady who had fascinated him ; but the

scandal of such a thing being done by a Hindoo prince was

tOO Serious, and it never left Baroda. We We're also tak. n to

see two nuns, weighing 280 pounds each, oi solid gold, with

two companions of stKer, the ammunition wagons, bullock

harness and ramrods all being silver."
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Children's Rings.
Children's Rings to sell well must be DURABLE, NEAT and CHEAP. This assortment
of nice chased patterns is exactly the thing that is wanted, and particularly at this

season of the year are in great demand. They are full 9k. Gold, and made in sizes

from 5 down to a little less than I. Price, $4.20 per doz., or 2 doz. for $8.00.

7 ^3^[^2£piigP
8 s^zczx^&zz?^

Bangle Bracelets.
Solid Silver in 13 taking patterns, assorted as desired. The illustration does not do them
I doz. justice ; they look much prettier. Try a dozen and you will order more.

$2.30, 2 doz $4.50, 3 doz. $6.60.

Friendship, Bangle and Initial
Rings.

We had not intended to advertise these rings this month but the increasing demand has

made it necessary. To those who have not tried them yet we would say, we do not think any-

thing was ever offered before that sold as well, and we think that ours are

heavier, better finished, and nicer patterns than any other make.

Solid Silver, with bangles, $1.60 per doz., with initials, $2.10 per doz.

Solid Gold, 9k., with bangles or initials, $7.20 per doz.

Initials can be had without the rings at, Gold $1.50 per doz.; Silver 70c.

per doz. In this way a full stock can be carried at light expense.

We bave a full stock of these Goods on band and will lorward promptly
on receipt of order.

G. H. LEES & CO.,
MANF'C JEWELERS,

WATCHMAKERS & ENCRAVERS, HAMILTON.

NEW GOODS.
Our new " Series N" (4 Size) and "Series K" (18 Size),

Six Jewels and Independent Balance Bridge, encased in

our new Aluminum Bronze, heavily gold plated Oases, are

now ready.

To insure fulfilment this year, orders must be sent in at

once. These goods are by far the best value ever offered in

Canada.

THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.,

81 KING STREET EAST, • • TORONTO, ONT
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W. F. DOLL

The subject of this sketch. Mr. W. F. Doll, of the City of

Winnipeg, Manitoba, is not only one of the youngest, but one

of the most enterprising wholesale jewelers in the Dominion

of Canada, having been born in the City of Stutgardt,

Germany, on February ioth, 1859. His father, Wm. Doll, was

a son of Frank Doll, a well-known watch case manufacturer of

that city, and a brother of Frank Doll, jr., of Cincinnati, Ohio,

known throughout the United States as the first manufacturer

of watch cases west of New York City. Mr. W. F. Doll's

father was a practical watchmaker and a thorough master of

his trade, who finding the old Fatherland too cramped for the

proper exercise of his energies, emigrated to America, and

after looking around for a suitable place for the pursuit of his

calling decided upon the City of Toronto, in which place he small room over the American Express Company's office on

located in 1S64, where he was joined by his family about a Yonge Street. From this place as his headquarters he

year later. Soon after this Mr. Doll, sr, decided to remove to travelled on his own account all over the northern part of

to make his house his home, a kindness that helped him

materially and that has never been forgotten by the recipient.

Business prospered so much with Mr. Doll that he soon

after dec ided to open branch stores in the surrounding villages

under competent management, as rapidly as his capital would

justify the investment. By the year 1882, in addition to his

fine store and stock in Flesherton, he had branches operating

in Dundalk, Markdale, and Chatsworth. During this year he

conceived the idea of importing his own goods direct from the

European markets, and for this purpose he crossed the ocean

and effected all the necessary arrangements. While in Europe

he decided that on his return home he would sell out all of

his retail stores and devote himself exclusively to the whole-

sale jewelry business.

The Spring of 1883 found him located in Toronto in a

Prince Albert—then a rising town, but

since amalgamated with Port Perry

and commence business there on his

own account. The venture proved a

success, and though Mr Doll has long

since " gone to join the majority,"

the old business is still continued by

Mrs. Doll, who subsequently married

Mr. John Diesfield the well-known

jeweler of that place.

It was at Port Perry that W. F.

Doll passed his boyhood, and received

a good common school education At

the age of 14 he was placed at the

bench in order to learn the intricacies

of watchmaking, and there he put in

three years of honest conscientious

work, during which he thoroughly

mastered his business.

In the summer of 1876, at the age

of 17, he determined to leave home
and strike out for himself. After a

fruitless search for employment, he *
finally stranded at Shelbourne, then a new town on the Toronto
Cray & Bruce Railway, with just fifteen cents in his pocket.

Not being able to buy a regular meal with the remnant of his

fortune, he called up his nerve, jingled his fifteen cents in his

pocket and engaged the best room in the hotel with board for

two weeks. Next day he rented bench room in a boot and

Ontario, and succeeded in building up

a very snug little business and making

considerable money for himself.

In January of 1886, after fully

investigating the prospects for trade in

the North-west, he decided to settle

down in the young and pushing City

of Winnipeg, Manitoba, feeling satis-

fied in his own mind that it was

destined in the near future to become

not only the political and commercial

metropolis of its own province, but

one of the largest and most pros-

perous cities on the North American

Continent.

His first location was at 525 Main

Street, where he had commodious

offices on the second floor. As his

business enlarged from year to year, he

soon found these premises too small

for him, and therefore on February of

the present year decided on purchasing
""'••

tbe magnificent warehouse,433 and 435
Main Street, which he now occupies, and of which we shew an

illustration in this article.

Mr. Doll carries a large and varied stock of watches,

diamonds, clocks, English and American solid gold and rolled

plate jewelry, fire gilt and gilt jewelry, electro-plated flat

and hollow ware, optical goods, watch material of all

shoe store near the hotel for $3 a month, and at once com- kinds ; in fact he carries almost everything demanded by the

menctd to take in all the work he could get in the way of trade. He also does watch repairing for the trade and
cleaning and repairing watches, clocks, jewelry, etc At employs quite a staff of experienced workmen in this

the end of two months he had earned enough money to department

Soon after Mr. Doll removed to Winnipeg, he married

Miss Flattie Higginbotharn, only daughter of Mr. fohn

inbotham, of Bowmanville, Ontario. Their recently

purchased private residence is one of the handsomest and

most complete in Winnipeg

In addition to his warehouse and private residence in

Winnipeg, Mr. Doll has made extensive purchases of farm

pay all expenses, and have about $10 to the good, but being

tired of the town he [Hilled up stakes and shifted his quarters

to Flesherton, a small town a few miles further north cm the

same line of railway, in which place he landed on the 71 h

February, 1877, with a net capital of $7 in hard 1

Here he was fortunate in at once winning the friendship of

Mr. M. Richardson, a general merchant of that town, who not

only took a fatherly interest in the young lad, but invited him lands throughout Manitoba, being thoroughly satisfied that it
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GEO. P. WAGNER. CARL ZEIDLER. 0. C. WAGNER.

DOMINION SHOW CASE WORKS,VSSSSB1&
HIGHEST AWARDS RECEIVED WHEREVER EXHIBITED.

Manufacturers of

Show Cases of every description of Nickel, Silver,

Walnut, Ebonized, etc.

Hardwood Store Fittings, Metal Sash Bars, etc.

Wm Send for Catalogue and Price List.

Show Rooms, Head Office and Factory : West Toronto Junction, Ont.

Tfie litest lune of Rolled t^fate ^fiaitis*

STYLES

IN THE MARKET FOR THE MONEY.

ctJ.G.C.&CO.
FINISH ALL

THAT

COULD BE

DESIRED.

(TIIADE MAltKJ

Send for Illustrated Sheet of Specialties for this Season. For Jobbers only.

J~. Gr-. OHEETEE Sc COZMUP^ITsr^NORTH iLTTIiEBOROTTGII, IKC^SS., XT-S-A-

SIMONS BRO. & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE JEWELRY,

Canes, Thimbles,Jewelry, Chains, Umbrella Mountings

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Established 1840.

yiK®$.

N.Y. Office, 20 Maiden Lane.

Address all Orders to Factory.

£&&}>£

611 & 613 Sansom St., 618 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Canes and Thimbles for sale by

Leading Jobbers.
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I
No. 573. yi in
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will only be a few years before that province will be universally

known as the "gilt-edged province of the Dominion," and

the granary of the World.

Mr. Doll is a gentleman of unbounded energy, and has the

utmost confidence in his own judgment and resources. That

this confidence has not been misplaced is evidenced from the

success which has attended his business career. He is of a

very independent disposition, and it is his boast that during

the fourteen years he has been engaged in business on his own

account, he has never had financial assistance from any one to

the extent of a single dollar.

In New York, Mr. Doll is known as the " Polar Bear

Jobber," on account of his place of business being located

nearer the North Pole than any other wholesale jeweler in

America. He is a keen, shrewd, buyer, who does not

hesitate about the size of the lines he purchases provided

there is " snap " enough in the transaction to make it

interesting for him. From the foregoing sketch of his career,

it will be readily seen that Mr. Doll has more than the ordinary

amount of perseverance and ability, and that

his success is not the result of chance, but of

a steadfast determination to overcome every

obstacle and reach the goal of his youthful

ambition. Tint he has single-handed, and

under such disadvantageous circumstances,

succeeded in becoming one of the most pros-

perous of our Canadian wholesale jewelers is

greatly to his credit, and furnishes an example

for others in the craft which may be studied

with profit.

HOW IT DOES NOT PROTECT.

DOU.WHOLESALt

It is often asserted, that it would be a good

thing for Canada if we had a Government

Assay Office the same as in Great Britain, at

which all jewelry and silverware over a ceitain

quality would have to be assayed, and whose

stamp would be a guarantee to the public of

the quality of the goods. That this idea is fallal ious we

have pointed out on more than one occasion, for we contend

that the public are just as safe in buying the goods bearing

the name or trade mark of some well known or reputable

maker as if they bore the English Hall Mark Indeed as

things go, they are much safer, because no maker of any

repute will ever put his own trade mark upon debased goods,

while that temptation is always present in the mind of the

unscrupulous guild manufacturer, who sees money in a

successful attempt to gel ahead of the assay officer by means

of the guild stamp. As an illustration of how this works we

find in the last issue of the Jeweler and Silversmith^ an

account of the trial of Edward M. Evans >V Son of Birming-

ham, for adding enough solder to hall marked bangle bracelets

as to reduce them from o k. which they were stamped to less

than 6 k. by actual assay. The fraud was accidentally

overed before the goods reached the public, but anj one-

can see that had these fraudulent goods been offered to the

public, the hall mark which they bore would have been looked

upon as a certain guarantee of quality, and therefore the as aj

office would have been unknowingly and unwittingly a part)

to the swindle. As will be seen by the subjoined public letter

of apology, the makers not only had to pay the assay office

over $1,100 as a fine, but had to abide the itsult of a civil

a< in n for damages by the firm to whom they sold the goods.

Verily the way cf the transgressor is hard, even in this world

—

when he is found out. The apology to the assay office is a

curiosity in its way and we give it below for the benefit of our

readers :

BIRMINGHAM ASSAY OFFICE

TO THE GUARDIANS OF THE STANDARD OK WROUGHT 1>LATE

IN BIRMINGHAM,

Whereas I, the undersigned, EDWARD M. EVANS, hading as

" Edward M. Evans and Son," of Northampton Street, Birmingham,
Manufacturing Jeweler, hereby admit that additions have been made to

certain Gold Wares manufactured by me—namely, Gold bracelets

—

alter such wares had been assayed and marked by you, by an undue
quantity of solder being added to such wares, such additions being

contrary to the Statute in force with reference to the assay of ( rold and

Silver Wares. Now I beg to say that such additions

were made by my workmen without my instructions,

quite unknown to me personally until my attention was
called to the matter by one of my customers. I hereby

API >LOGIZE to you for the Offences so committed.

If you will waive proceedings against me I agree to pay
you, by way of penalty, and for the costs and expenses

you have incurred, the sum of Two hundred and twenty-

five pounds; and I also undertake that 1 will not

hereafter make any additions, by adding any undue
quantity of solder or otherwise, to any Articles made
by me after the same have been assayed and marked
at your Office.

I further Agree that you may Publish this Apology

in such a way as you may think desirable

Dated the 27th day of October, 1890.

I-.DWI). M EVANS,
Witness- Thomas MarSTON, Clerk to Sir Thoi

Martineau, Law Clerk to the Birmingham Assa\
Oilice.

THE CROWN OF BRITAIN'S
QUEEN.

Queen Victoria's crown, kept with other royal regalia under

strong guard at the Tower and worn only on state occasions, is

one of the most costly insignias now in existence.

To begin with, there are twenty diamonds around tin- I 10 lei

or head band, each worth $7,500, or $150,000 for the set.

besides these twenty there are two extra large centre diamonds,

each valued at $10,000, making $20,000 more; lilt) lour

smaller diamonds, placed at the angles of the otheis, each

valued at $500 ; four (losses, each worth $60,000, and coin]

of twenty five diamonds ; four lar^e diamonds on top of crosses,

each having a value of $5,000 ; twelve diamonds in the ihm de

lis. $50,000 , eighteen smaller diamonds contained in the Bame

$10,000 ;
pearls, diamonds and rubies upon arches and circlets,

not mentioned before, $50,000; also 141 small diamonds,

formed m roses and monograms, $25,000 ;
six diamonds in

i 1 losses, $15,500 ; two < ircles of pearls about the rim of

the head piece, $15,000 ea< h.

The total money value of this icli< m any jewelei s oiai kel in

the world would be at least $600,000, metal and all in< haled.



MONTREAL OPTICAL AND JEWELLERY CO.,

LIMITED.

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE

1685 Notre Dame St., :: MONTEEAL.
P.O. BOX 1054.

N.B.—Special Inducements for This Month Only

for Holiday Trade.

We are offering our Customers during the Month of December

the following line of PEARL OPERA
GLASSES:

200 12L PEARL AND GILT ACHROMATIC, at $3.50

150 14L " " " 3.95

90 15L " " " 4.35

100 12L " " " Pearl Tubes, 4.25

100 15L " •' " " " 5.00

-* Don't lose this opportunity of securing Bargains in these goods.-

ORDER EARLY.

Telegram and Mail Orders Shipped the day they are

received.
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THE COINERS.

A Lin. SAVED BY COUNTERFEIT MONEY.

DURING the year 1848 the

W'e^t was flooded with

counterfeit coin. It was

so well manufactured that it passed

readily. The evil at last became

so great that the United States

authorities requested that a skill-

ful detective might be sent to

ferret out the nest of coiners. I

was fixed upon to perform that

duty.

I had nothing to guide me.

The fact, however, that Chicago

was the city where the counterfeit

coin was the most abundant led me to suspect that the manu
factory might be somewhere within its limits. It was therefore

to the capital of the West that I first proceeded. I spent five

weeks in that beautiful city, but without gaining the slightest

clue of the counterfeiters.

I began to grow discouraged, and really thought I should

be obliged to return home without having achieved any result.

One day I received a letter from my wife requesting that I

would send her home some money, as she was out of funds.

I went into a bank and asked for a draft, at the same time

handing a sum of money to pay for it in which there were

several half dollars. The clerk pushed three of the half dollars

back to me.

" Counterfeit," said he.

'• What," said I, "do you mean to tell me those half dollars

are counterfeit ?"

" I do."

" Are you certain ?"

" Perfectly certain. They are remarkably well executed,

but they are deficient in weight. See for yourself."

And he placed one of them on the scales against a genuine

half dollar on the other side. The latter weighed down the

former.

' That is the best executed counterfeit coin I ever saw in

my life," I exclaimed, examining them very closely. " Is all

the counterfeit money in circulation here of the same character

as th

" Oh, dear, no," replied the < lerk, " it is not nearly so well

done. These are the work of Ned Willett, the famous New
York counterfeiter. I know them well, for I have handled a

great deal of it in my time. Here is some of the money that is

in circulation here," he ndded, taking several half dollars from

a drawer. "You see the milling is not nearly so perfect as

Ned Willett's, although it is pretty well done, too."

I compared the two together and found that he was right.

I supplied the place of the three counterfeit half dollars with

good coin and returned the lomier to my poc ket again.

A few days after this I received information which caused

me to take a journey to a village situated about thirty miles

from Chicago. I arrived there at night and took up my
quarters at the only tavern in the place. It was a wretched

dwelling and kept by an old man and woman, the surliest

couple I think it has ever been my lot to meet. In answer to

my inquiry as to whether I could have lodging there for the

night I noticed that the host gave a peculiar look at his wife,

and after some whispering I was informed in the most

ungracious manner possible that I could have a bed.

I have frequently in the course of my life been obliged to

put up with wretched accommodation, so I did not allow my
equanimity of temper to be destroyed by the miserable fare

set before me, and the still more miserable sleeping apartment

into which I was ushered after I had concluded my repast.

The chamber was small in size, and was certainly well ven-

tilated, for I could see the stars peeping through the roof. The
bed was simply a bag of straw thrown into one corner of the

room, without sheets or covering of any kind. This last fact,

however, was not of much consequence, as it was summer time

and oppressively hot.

I stood for more than an hour gazing out of the opening

which served for a window. Before me was spread an immense

prairie, the limits of which I could not see. The tavern in

which I had taken up my abode appeared to be isolated from

all other dwellings, and save the croak of the tree frog and the

hum of the locust not a sound reached my ears. It was a

beautiful moonlight night and so bright that I could see to read

the smallest print.

At last I began to grow weary, and throwing myself on my
pallet I was soon plunged into a deep slumber. How long I

slept I know not, but I was awakened by a dull sound, which

resembled some one hammering in the distance. I suppose it

was the peculiarity of the sound which woke me, for it was by no

means loud, but conveyed to me the idea of some one striking

iron with a muffled hammer. I rose up from my bed and went

to the window. The moon was low in the Western horizon,

by which fact I knew it must be near morning. The sound I

have referred to reached me more distinctly than when in the

back part of the chamber. It appeared to come from some

outhouses which were situated about a hundred yards from the

house.

Now I am naturally of an inquiring mind, and this sound,

occurring as it did in the middle of the night, in such a remote-

out of the way place, piqued my curiosity, and I felt an irresist,

ible desire to go out and discover the cause of it. This desire,

as the sound continued, grew upon me with such intensity that

I resolved to gratify it at any price.

I put on my boots, the only articles of attire I had dis-

carded, and cautiously opening the door of my chamber noise-

lessly descended the rickety staircase. A few steps brought

me into the lower apartment, whic h I found entirely deseited.

I crept quietly to the door, and unfastening it without making

the slightest noise was sunn in the moonlight.

Not a soul was visible, but the Bound still continued and

grew more distinct as I approached the place from whence it

proceeded. At last I found mysell before a long low building,

through the c iivic es ol whic h I could see a hind glare issuing.
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Not Be Deceived
By the loud talk and profuse use of printers' ink

concerning" " Plated Seamless Wire."

Wire made with gold solder presents a

PERFECT GOLD SURFACE
And is practically Seamless.

THE IMPORTANT THING IS QUALITY.

WHA T IS THE THICKNESS OF GOLD USED ?

THA T IS WHAT CONCERNS THE CONSUMER.

QUALITY ASSURED, TROUBLE AVOIDED

If you use the

R. F. S. & CO.
ROLLED GOLD PLATED CHAINS.
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I stooped down and peered through the keyhole, and to my
extreme surprise I saw half a dozen strong looking men, with

their coats off and sleeves turned up, performing a variety of

strange occupations. Some were working at a forge, others

were superintending the casting of moulds, and some were

engaged in the process of milling coin. In a moment the

whole truth burst upon me. Here was the gang of counter-

feiters I was in search of, and the landlord and his wife

evidently belonged to the same band, for in one corner I

perceived thtm employed, the man polishing off some half

dollar pieces just turned from the mould, while the woman was

packing the finished coins into rolls.

I had seen enough, and was about to return to my apart-

ment again when suddenly I felt a heavy hand placed on my
shoulder, and turning my head round, to my horror found my-

self in the grasp of as ill-looking a scoundrel as ever escaped

the gallows.

" What are you doing here, my good fellow ?" he exclaimed

in a gruff voice, giving me a shake.

" Taking a stroll by moonlight," I replied, endeavoring to

retain my presence of mind.

"Well, perhaps you'll just take a stroll in here, will you?"

returned the ruffian, pushing open the door and dragging me
in after him.

All the inmates of the barn immediately stopped work, and

rushed towards us when they saw me.

" Why, what's this?" they all exclaimed.

" A loafer I found peeping outside,'' said the man who had

captured me -

"He's a traveller who came to the tavern to-night and asked

for lodgings ; the last time I saw him he was safe in bed," said

the landlord.

The men withdrew to a corner of the apartment, leaving one

to keep guard over me. I soon saw they were in earnest con-

sultation, and they were evidently debating some important

question. The man keeping guard over me said nothing, but

scowled fiercely I had not uttered a single word during all

the time I had been in the barn. I was aware that whatever I

might say would in all probability only do more harm than

good, and it has always been a maxim of mine to hold my
tongue when in doubt. At last the discussion seemed to be

settled, for the blackest and dirtiest of the whole came forward,

and without any introduction exclaimed :

" I say, stranger, look here you must die I"

I did not move a muscle, or utter a word.

" You have found out our secret, and dead men tell no tales."

I was still silent.

" We give you ten minutes to say your prayers, and also

allow you the privilege of saying whether you will be hanged or

shot."

Suddenly an idea struck me. I remembered something that

might save my life. I burst into a violent fit of laughter, in

fact it was hysterica), but they did not know that. I hey looked

from one to the other in the greatest aina/eiiieiit.

" Well, he takes it mighty cool, an) how, said one.

" I suppose he don't think we are m earnest," said anotl

"Come, stranger, you had better say your pi ei aid

the man who had first spoken, " tune flies."

Myonlyreply wasa burst of laughter more violent than the first.

"The man's mad !" they exclaimed.

" Or drunk," said some.

" Well, boys," I cried, speaking for the first time, " this is

the best joke I ever seed. What, hang a pal ?"

'• A pal—you a pal I"

" I ain't nothing else," was my elegant rejoinder.

" What's your name ?"

" Did you ever hear of Ned Willett ?
" I asked.

" You may be certain of that. Ain't he at the head of our

profession ?"

" Well, then, I'm Ned Willett."

" You Ned Willett?" they all exclaimed.

" You may bet your life on that," I returned, swaggering up

to the corner where I had seen the old woman counting and

packing the counterfeit half dollars.

Fortune favored me. None of the men present had ever

seen Ned Willett, although his reputation was well known to

them, and my swaggering, insolent manner had somewhat

thrown them off their guard, yet I could plainly see that all

their doubts were not removed.

"And you call these things well done, do you?" I asked,

taking up a roll of the money. " Well, all I ran say is that if

you can't do any better than this you had better shut up shop,

that's all.''

'• Can you show us anything better ?
" asked one of the men.

" I rather think I can. If I couldn't I'd go and hang myself."

" Let's see it," they all cried.

This was my last coup, and one on which my life depended.

" I.ookee here, gentlemen," I exclaimed, taking one of the

counterleit half dollars from my pocket which had been re-

jected at the bank, "here is my last job, what do you think of

that?"

It was passed from hand to hand, some saying that it was

no counterfeit at all, others saying that it was.

" How will you prove it is a counterfeit ?
' asked one of the

men.
" By weighing it with a genuine one," I replied.

This plan was immediately adopted and itscharai ter proved.

'' Perhaps lie got this by accident,'' I heard one of the men
whisper to another.

"Try these," said I, taking the other two from my pocket.

All their doubts now vanished.

"beautiful!" exclaimed some. "Splendid!" said others.

When they had examined it to their satisfaction they all of

them cordially shook me by the hand, every particle ol doubt

having vanished from their minds. I carried out my part well.

Some questions were occasionally asked uu involving some of

the technicalities of the business; these, however, I avoided l>\

stating that I was on a journey "i pleasure and would much
rather drink a glass of whisky than answer que tions. I he

whisky was produced and we made .i note ol it, and it was not

until morning had dawned that we separated.

The next day 1 returned to Chi< igo, and brought down the

necessary assstance and captured the whole gang in the very

a> i I he den was broken up forev< i. .md most ol them W< n

condemned to serve .1 term of years in the State prision.

I have those- < ounterfi it hall dollars still in m\ ion,

and inti nd nevei to |Mit with thi m, foi they were certainly the

means of saving my life. ./ New Yo k Detective in Yankee

Blade.
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A MILLION WON AND LOST.

i.N'ORA, Toulumne County,

California, says " Prospector in

The Great Divide, was at one

time the liveliest and richest min-

ing camp in the Golden State.

Gold was found even in the very

streets, and the supply seemed

«>• > «| to be inexhaustible. For the

S^^BHtefiH jfc-J past few years, however, the town

^^BfiRl has been declining. One of the

best known characters of the

town, and who may be seen any

day leaning up against some post and gazing into space, as if

he had no further use for the scenes about him, is a Frenchman

by the name of Duvoll. Duvoll is about fifty-six years old and

is a very fair specimen of the '"busted miner" type so prevalent

among the mining districts of the Pacific slope. No one would

suppose by looking at him that only a few years since he counted

his gold by the hundred of thousands, yet such is really the

case. Duvoll sprang into wealth and prominence in the Fall

and Winter of 1884-5. He made in those few months some-

thing like $1,350,000. To-day he hasn't a cent to his name.

It happened this wa> : About four miles from Sonora some

men were sinking a prospect shaft, when they struck a rich

"pocket," yielding some $30,000 or more in gold. They "drift-

ed" about after that in the hope of finding more, but concluded

finally that there was no more in it. Duvoll had been prospect-

ing around and working in the mines, and had saved about

$400. He had heard of this pocket, and, thinking it a good

"spec, " offered the men his $400 for their claim, which offer

they jumped at, thinking Duvoll crazy to want to work the

claim any further. This didn't seem to "phase" Duvoll any,

for he went to work steadily, and day after day for about a

month he wielded his pick and shovel at the bottom of the

shaft, until (the ground he was working in was a soft, decom-

I quartz) he found a narrow thread of quartz showing a

considerable quantity of free gold. That night Duvoll procured

s >roe heavy timbers and some lumber and built a cabin over

the shaft A nephew of his was called to his assistance, and

one of them was always at the cabin for a period of six months.

That narrow streak of quart/, soon began to widen and the gold

ue more plentiful, until an ore chamber was reached, con-

taining perhaps the greatest amount of gold in a given space that

was ever discovered. The gold was taken out in bucketfuls.

cry StrOfce of the pick great chunks of quart/, that were

almost solid mast 'Id would be loosened, and this was

kept up until they had taken out some 0.000 pounds, which

yielded upward of $i,ooo,coo. This sort of thing, of course,

could not last always, and so when the "find '' petered out Du

voll and his nephew went down to San Francisco to invest their

money and enjoy themselves The nephew had, 1 believe, a

tenth interest in the- pocket. A million dollars wasn't enough

for Duvoll, and in order to ini rease his pi e he took a "flyer

"

at stock speculation. He- took several "flyers," in fact, and so

did his nephew. In about sixty days hit nephew was "busted,"

and Duvoll's pile had been diminished to about $300,000. Du

voll's next step was to invest about $150,000 in dwelling pro-

perty on Haight street, San Francisco. He then returned to

Sonora. After several disastrous mining speculations he was

induced to go into a big irrigation scheme, which almost broke

him, and compelled him to mortgage his San Francisco pro-

perty. After a number of other ventures this property went by

the board, and Duvoll, without even his original $400, found

himself skirmishing about Sonora for a job at $3 a day.

THE SULTAN'S CURIOSITIES.

One cannot be surprised to hear that the Sultan thinks of

turning his innumerable curiosities into money. Those who

have been allowed to visit the Bar-es-Saadet and St. Irene—

a

rare privilege nowadays—have been wondering ever since, prob-

ably, what motive or superstition has checked His Majesty so

long. Nor is it altogether surprising that a London jeweler of

position should hesitate to accept the charge of valuing these

miscellaneous hoards—a dozen experts of the most consummate

assurance would find more than they could deal with there.

One thing is certain—that nobody can form an idea how much

this astonishing collection is worth. We may suppose, from

the choice of a jeweler to advise him, that the Sultan puts most

value on his gems. Certainly they are so many and so huge

that all the crown treasures of Europe could not equal the

display— if only they are genuine.

But there is grave doubt on that question, to begin with.

Since the gates have been closed to all but a few favored visitors,

there has been no effective supervision of the guardians, who,

it must be supposed, are not paid more punctually than other

officials. It was on their complaint of purloining strangers

that the old facilities were withdrawn ; and some think that

they had a motive quite different from honest indignation in

that protest.

When those museums are overhauled, however, thousands

of objects more precious than gold or jewels will be unearthed.

As an instance, a Hebrew succeeded in stealing three old

helmets from St. Irene just before the doors were closed, and

sold them to an English gentleman resident at Peru for less than

a hundred francs apiece. This gentleman parted with one for

more than a thousand pounds.

—

E \.

BURIED GOLD.

French Statisticians are making a curious calculation of the

amount of gold which is annually buried in the United States.

M. Victor Meunier asserts, after careful inquiries, that the

American dentists insert in American teeth the enormous

amount of eight hundred kilogrammes (about eighteen hundred

pounds; of the precious metal, wIik h 1 e
1 resents nearly four

hundred and fifty thousand dollars. This gold is never recovered,

of course, but is buried with tli 1

1 in whose mouth it is

placed. Making allowani e for the rapid increase of the popula-

tion of the United States and foi the continued deterioration of

American teeth, it appears that in less than a hundred years

American cemetries will contain a larger amount of gold than

now exists in France Tins is no fane) sketch, as the pockets

of every dentist, and especially ol every dentist's patient, will

attest. Ea
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Jewelers SundriesComplete in every Detail

Plush Cases

for Every

Trays to Fit

Any Case,

Lined to Suit

the Trade,

Paper Boxes

Equalled

Article of Jewelry

and Silverware.

AND

Guaranteed

not to

Warp.

Nowhere else

in Canada.

WADDING IN ALL SHADES. CARDS, TAGS, &G. PLUSH FOR CURTAINS.

If you want anything* in the SUNDRY LINE write us.

THE HUMMING BROS. CO., Ltd.

76 York Street, = - TORONTO.
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SAF : REMINISCENCES.

HERE are many amusing incidents

connected with our business," said a

safe manufacturer one day to a Boston

reporter. " It is to be expected that

in the ordinary course of events cir-

cumstances will arise when a safe wiP

have to be opened by an expert.

Locks, like any other piece of mechan-

ism, are not infallible. The best of

them are liable to fail at times through

some slight defect in manufacturing,

same as the mainspring of tie most

valuable watch may give out unex-

pectedly.

" Not long ago a firm wanted a

man to fix their safe. It was open, but they could not shut the

door far enough to throw the bolts. The man went to the

place and after a brief examination saw a penny resting on one

of the bottom flanges. Taking this off, the door shut and

locked all right. I forget how much it cost the firm to have

the man to go their place and pick up that little coin, but it was

enough to prevent its being repeated, no doubt. A similar

case happened recently. We were sent for at about the close

of business hours to see what was the trouble with one of our

safes. The bolt would not throw far enough to turn the lock-

The result was the finding of a cloth button from a lady's dress

in the lower bolt hole.

" Some years ago we had delivered a new set of vault doors

for a bank about two hundred miles away. Just before they

were ready to occupy their new quarters we had a telegram to

send a man at once. The bolts of the outer door would not

throw far enough to lock it. Our man went, and this is what

he found : The bank officers had fitted in a board for the tread

of the vestibule, but had omitted to bore holes in it for the

throw of the bolls. An auger and ten minutes' labor made

everything all right, but made that piece of board a rather ex

travagant luxury.

" Epicurean like, we have reserved the best for the last.

For fear that this may reach the eyes of the hero of the incident

I will substitute for his correct address that of Calais, Me.

It was not a thousand miles from there. The letter read to

come at once and open a safe, as there were important docu-

ments wanted for immediate use. With his kit of tools a man

took the next train and arrived on the following evening. It

proved to be an old-fashioned safe with a large key lock.

"' There,' said the man, ' is the safe. The lock has been

working harder and harder for weeks, until now I am locked

out. I am in a hurry to have it opened. Never mind the

damage if you will only break into it in short order.'

"Our expert took the key and tried it, but it refused to

work. I Ic then took a small wire and pi' ked out half a thimble-

ful of dirt and limp from the key, tried it again, and a better

working lock was never seen. ' How mill h is your bill ? ' As

this involved a trip to and from Calais of about 600 miles, and

time and expense in proportion, he replied $40. Taking a roll

of bills from his pocket iie said : ' That is satisfactory 01. < on

ditions. Does anyone in the place know your business here?

The reply was ' No one.' ' All right, then; get out by the next

train and keep mum, for I would gladly pay $100 rather than

have any of my friends know that I was fool enough to go to

Boston for a man to pick the dirt out of my key."

—

Boston

Courier.

THIRTEEN PAIRS OF GARTERS.

A VERY ANCIENT CUSTOM THAT IS " OUI OF DATE."

The Prussian princess, sister of Emperor William, who is

about to be married, is having made for her thirteen pairs of

very splendid garters. She does not mean to add these to her

trousseau, though among them is that traditional pair of new

and blue stocking-supporters, said to bring brides luck, and

this one is the thirteenth, made of pale-blue silk and clasped

with buckles set with large diamonds. Another pair will be

put away with the rest of Hohenzollern collection of garters in

the museum at Berlin, and the rest will be distributed among
the nobles who attend the Greek prince, her husband. This

is a relic of \ try ancient custom that survives nowhere save in

the reigning family of Germany. In franker, ruder ages it used

to be the privilege of the best man, when the bride was about

to retire with her attendant maidens, to unfasten her garter,

and keep it as a trophy. There was always somewhat of a

dispute about it, custom requiring that the groom should resist

the attempt, and that the best man should insist upon his

privilege. With the growth of more refined manners this custom

naturally fell into disuse, and the only relic of it is in the comic

opera of " La Jolie Parfumeuse " and in the marriage customs

of the German royal family. The form it takes with them,

however, is that the princes should have prepared thirteen pairs

of garters, all of them having buckles with her initials set in

diamonds, and of these she wears only one pair herself, bestows

one pair upon the reigning sovereign and distributes the others

among her husband's attendants, the eleven of the highest rank

getting this bridal favor. There is a very curious collection

of these royal garters in the Berlin museum, some fifty or sixty

in all, many of them extremely rich and handsome, and some

very queer ones from the past generation of princesses. Some
of these deposited in the reign of Frederick William III. and

I V., arc marvels of elaborate needlework and bullion fringes, and

are buckled with the finest jewels. Draper's TradeJournal.

MICHAEL ANGELO.

Michael Angelo's seal represented three rings inclosed one

within the other, as expressive of the union which he had made

in his mind of the three arts of painting, sculpture and archi-

tecture. Michael Angelo lived to a very gnat yet healthy old

age. In the beginning of the Eighteenth century the Senator

Buonarotti caused the vault to be opened at Florence in which

his body was deposited. It was found perfect, and the dress

of green velvet and even the cap and slippers in whi< h he was

buried were c ntire He appeared to have been a small, well

set man, with a countenance of great severity. .\\u< York

<r.
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P. W. ELLIS & CO.,

on St. East, - - TORONTO.

WATERBURY CLOCKS.
The Trade require for their Holiday business special Clocks for

presentation purposes. We have them.
See our Irons and Marbles.

Marble Clocks.

We enclosed a big

sheet within oup

illustrated cata-

logue containing"

illustrations on

fine paper of 2 2

Marble Clocks.

Every one a seller.

Hang" it up and you

will sell some.

On page 12 of our

price list you will

see the startling

prices. Mark your

own on the sheet

ready to quote to

customers. If you

saw the clocks you

would be more
startled.

Oh ! what value.

No. 2813.

Enameled Iron Clocks.

See our Catalogue,
pages 2 to 11.

15 patterns and all

selling fast.

Every one in demand.

Dials supplied in ordin-
ary white and gilt por-
celain and fine gilt.

For prices see our

price list, page 2, and

if you are surprised at

the marble prices, you

will be more so with

these.

ITALIA.

Why do we claim these prices startling*? because of the handsome
case coupled with the fact that they are fitted with what we believe to
be the best finished American clock movement in the market called the
STAR MOVEMENT. For description see inside first cover of Catalogue.

We still lead all our competitors on Nickels as ir. the past months of this year. The prices
tell the tale. See Price List, page 8.
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P. W. ELLIS k CO., 31 WELL1NOTOH ST . EAST, TORONTO.

CLOCKS.
DID YOU GET OUR NEW CLOCK CATALOGUE? If not, send your

business card, and we will mail you one.

DID YOU NOTICE OUR MANY BIG SIXES? Every " Big Six " assort-
ment are fresh, new goods. No old patterns at job prices.

v£ See Catalogue, pages 12 and 13. Assortment No. 1. '£

See Catalogue, pages 14 and 15. Assortment No. 2.

yfc See Catalogue, pages 16 and 17. Assortment No. 3. *£

See Catalogue, pages 18 and 19.

See Catalogue, pages 20 and 21.

Assortment No. 3.

Assortment No. 4.

Assortment No. 5.

FIVE BIG SIXES.
Then turn to our Price List, pages 3, 4 and 5, and we think the

prices will startle you.

SETH THOMAS ECHO ALARM.
= BIO SNAP. =

A Special Holiday Offer for next

30 Days.

See our Special Sheet for prices

enclosed inside Catalogue
mailed you.

We believe we are the first house in Canada to issue a complete
Catalogue of Staples, printed at great expense, in order to save our
customers the trouble of turning over half a catalogue to find what
they want.
See Boudoir Clock Illustrations, page 22 Catalogue. See Boudoir Clock Prices, page 5, Price List.

We can fill all orders promptly, as we have stocked heavily, but
as it takes four weeks to have clocks from factory into our warehouse
ready for shipment, we must now rely on our present stock to fill

your Xmas wants, so please send in your orders at once.
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HAVE

YOU

SEEN

THIS

CLOCK

/\ Suitable
Christmas Gift

FAN, PRICE $5.00 NET.

Made of Royal Copper Japanned, with Copper and Silver Ornaments.

Raised Enameled Figures, Cut Pinion Movement, with Double Roller Club

Tooth Escapement. Straight Line Lever Screw Pillar.

AT THIS PRICE?

E. & A. GU/NTMER
TORONTO, ONT.
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WATCHES LEFT TO BE REPAIRED.

N exceptionally handsome gold

watch, apparently very solid and

beautifully engraved, attracted a

New York Daily News reporter's

attention while looking in at the

window of a Broadway watch-

maker, whose store is situated

near John street. It was hung

upon a wire line among a hun-

dred of others, and had evidently

been left for " hospital " treat-

ment, as the watchmakers face-

tiously term repairing.

"The most striking peculiarity," replied the proprietor, in

answer to the reporter's question, " is that one never knows

how long I shall have to keep a watch left for repairs before

the owner calls to claim it. Now this particular watch could

not have cost less, originally, than $150, and that is a moderate

estimate. Well, it has been in my store nearly two years, and

as you see by the ticket, the charges are $2.50.''

The reporter suggested that the owner might have left the

city, or was dead.

Not at all. He is still in the city and I see him pass the

store two or three times a week He belongs to a large insur-

ance company and holds a good position. About once a month

he comes in to take a look at the watch, examines it, asks a

few questions about its time keeping qualities, and then says

he hasn't the change about him then but that he will call again

when passing.

" That little watch you see on the end of the row yonder,

with a monogram set in diamonds on a blue ground, I have

had in my shop nearly seven years. It belongs to a woman

who resides in the country. Up to a year ago, she came to

town about once every four months, gave her address, and was

sure to either come for it once more or would send for it by

express. What has become of her I don't know, and I suppose

I shall have to keep it until I retire from the business, when

my son shall have a chance some day of renewing the owner's

acquaintance. How much is owing on it? Four dollars!

" Of course we have our legal remedy for getting our

money. The law permits us to advertise the sale of an article

after it has been in our care a year ; but first-class watchmakers

very rarely do this, except when they retire from business or

change the name of the firm. Then, I believe, the law is

compulsory, in order that the new firm shall be relieved from

the responsibility of the old one.

" hvery firm has its own way of running its repan business,

Some give checks ; but checks are apt to get into other

people's pockets. Our plan is always to take the signature or

the person who leaves it and t'i compare it with his signature

when he takes it away. This involves a little extra trouble, but

it is much the safer way.

" A lost repair check causes a good deal of inconvenience

all around which sometimes does not compensate for tin

of the job for repairing the article. It sometimes happens that

a crook will have a good wat< h to be (leaned in order to get it

out of his possession for a short time, and possibly he may

never have the opportunity of calling for it.

" Only a few weeks ago a seedy looking man came to me
with a letter written in a bold business hand in which the

writer requested me to deliver a gold watch which the writer

had left at my store in April, 1888. The man who sent the

order is doing time in Sing Sing, and the bearer had just come

out. I compared the signature with the entry in my books and

found it to be the same. The charge of $2 was paid and I

delivered up the watch."

IT WAS AN AMERICAN WATCH.

An amusing incident recently occurred at the post office in

Mount Pleasant, Pa. A package from England was received

marked by New York officials, " To be inspected for anything

upon which duty should be paid." As required by the postal

rules Postmaster McAdams notified Collector Dravo, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., who ordered an examination. It was found that

the box contained a watch.

The person to whom it was addressed was an Englishman

who is employed at a neighboring coke plant, and his explana-

tion was that his wife, while in England on a recent visit, forgot

her watch, and that it had been sent her by friends. Mr.

Adims laid this statement before the collector, who directed

that the property should be turned over to the owner free of

duty if it was of American manufacture.

When asked if the watch was made in this country the

Queen's stout subject indignantly replied :—•" Hof course it his.

Where hin the 'ell is Helgin if not in Hamerica ? " The post-

mister thought so too, and politely passed the timepiece to its

owner.

STEAM HEATING AT POMPEII.

That steam heating is not new appears from remarks made

by Mr. George H. Babcock before the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers some time ago.

Mr. Babcock cited the fact that when at Pompeii he found

that the old Roman baths there were heated by steam, and

heated in a better and mare scientific manner than is practiced

at the present time. The walls were double, and the steam,

of course not above atmospheric pressure, was carried up

through these walls all around the room. The walls were thus

edtoa temperature approximating to that of the steam,

and the 0C( Upants of the room were etposed to radiation from

all directions. This, Mi. Babcock held, is the true theory of

heating, and the system of steam heating by indirect radiation,

or heating the enveloping air only, is unscientific, expensive

and urn omfortable.

[t is of interest to add here thai the late Joseph Harrison,

ft , of Philadelphia, m delivering a lei ture before the franklin

Institute several years ago, s lid thai he had seen in the Museum

at Naples a boiler substantially of th sam c mstru< tion as the

modern vertical, tubular boiler. Tins boiler was found at

Pompeii, and was made of copper.
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WINNI

WATCHES^ DIAMONDS.

Q OLID Gold and Roll Plate Jeweliy. Rogers

Silver Plate Flat and Hollow -ware.

Canadian Agents for the Ansonia, Water-

bury and Ingraham Clocks, Tools and Ma-
terials. We keep in stock and sell to SUIT
OURSELVES AND CUSTOMERS ALL
THE LEADING LINES OF AMERICAN
MOVEMENTS AND CASES, and we re-

cognize no WOULD-BE combination. The
only independent Wholesale House carrying

the above stock in Canada,

W. F. DOLL, 433 and 435 MAIN ST.

WINNI
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DIAMOND FIELDS CRIMES AND CUSTOMS.

EVERY Kaffir diamond miner, working under the com-

pound system in South Africa contracts for three

months to labor, board and lodge with the company.

When not at work he spends all his time eating, sleeping, or

playing games in a spacious quadrangle inclosed by iron sheds.

For that time he is cut off from the outer world, and from drink

stronger than ginger beer. His few needs in the way of food

and clothes he can supply within at cost price.

On his way to and from the mine he is strictly watched.

So, too, while at work underground, where he sweats away from

6 to 6, on bread and soup mealies, for jQi to £2 a week.

Fresh from the mine he has to pass the ordeal of the searching

room, where, naked as he was born, he undergoes a scrutiny

of mouth, ears, nose, hair—every conceivable or inconceivable

lodgment for a diamond—goes through certain gymnastic

exercises, and makes way for the next.

The whole performance is one of the most extraordinary

ever seen. It is lucky there is black labor handy ; no white

man would endure this sort of thing for wages. Indeed,

though the white overseers are nominally liable, if suspected, to

a similar scrutiny, there once was riot and bloodshed at Kim-

berley when it was proposed to impose on whites the same

indignities as a matter of routine. Modesty is a matter of

etiquette, and that of the Kaffir is not that of an Englishman

or American. Vet he, too, has his own, and it is hard to

believe, little as he seems to care, that there is not something

degrading about such a performance.

Our Kaffir, we will assume, prefers to sell his diamonds

himself. He possesses his soul in patience until his three

months are nearly up, then digs up his diamond or diamonds,

swallows it or them, and passes gaily out with his goods packed

inside. It is true that a week before his exit he has to spend in

a specially constructed room and under circumstances of sur-

veillance which must at least render it very difficult thus to

turn the diamond into currency.

Moreover, if he be at all suspected, it will avail him little

to confront the custom house of the compound with so

treacherous a portmanteau as his form. Hut, you will say, they

cannot treat the unhappy native as Baron Munchausen did the

fox. They cannot turn him inside out. Not like a stocking,

perhaps, that is true ; but they put him, his hands padlocked

within certain fingerless leather gloves, into a small and solitary

chamber, and there subject him to such treatment as speedily

attains its end. Valuable additions have in this way been made

to the companies' wealth in diamonds.

metimes, again, parcels are boldly sent through the Cape

Town post office, artfully concealed by familiar smuggler's

dodges, such as cutting a hole inside a guileless looking novel,

and filling it with stones. Or some lady takes a parcel about

her person, smuggles it on shipboard and carries it to Europe

with her.

Against such organization and such cunning, what are the

resources of civilization ? The native I. I) B. (illicit diamond

buyers) runner, both within the compound and outside, is met

by the trap runner, also native, employed by the detectives.

As the former is a diamond buyer pretending to be a miner, so

the latter is a detective pretending to have diamonds to sell.

The great object, however, is to catch the master buyer. This

is done by watching his house and rushing in on him red-

handed, just after he has bought from a trap runner who had

palmed himself ofl as a Kaffir from the mines.

A man is only trapped when he has become a notorious

I. D. 15., with a very black record in the detective office. A
trap runner gets jQt, a month and his board. A good I I). B.

runner gets ^5 a week, drink, a house and tips on business

done. He has therefore a better time until he gets his five,

ten or fifteen years, than the Government boy, who is only

good for one appearance in court, when his face becomes

known to the I. D. B. fraternity.

An informer, however, gets half the value of the property

recovered, and when one I. D. B. turns against another thees

are rare hauls.

—

Jeioelers' Weekly.

STOLEN DIAMONDS AT KIMBERLEY.

Let us follow such a diamond through its career. We will

assume that the original thief is a working Kafir. Of course

it is sometimes one of the white overseers. A man with a wife

and family, working sixteen hours a day, at three or four pounds

a week, is approached by a purchaser who points out to him

what safe and easy opportunities he has for making a little

competence by stealing from the sorting-tables. But for the

most part it is some Kafir, loading a truck or breaking the

" blue " on the drying grounds, who suddenly espies a fine

diamond, say of five or ten carats, glittering among its dark

surroundings. Warned by native acquisitiveness, or mindful

of evil counsels with which some "runner " has primed him

for just such an opportunity, our Kafir gives not a word or a

sign that might attract the eye of the overseer. There the

diamond lies, and if it is on the drying ground, there perhaps

he will let it lie, marking the spot against such time as himself

or a confederate can come and find it. Or else, seizing a

moment when he is not observed, he quietly picks the stone

up with his toes, and there holds it until an opportunity occurs

of transferring it to his mouth. Once there, in a moment it is

swallowed with as much nonchalance as if it were a pill. That

done, our Kafir can face with indifference that terrible scrutiny

of which something has been said.

There is one story of a wild midnight chase across the

frontier, pursuer and pursued on horseback, when the latter

was seen to put his hand up and struggle in the saddle a

moment. It turned out that he had swallowed, while on the

galop, not only thirty two carats of.diamonds, but also the lead-

foil box which contained them ! In another case, Mr. Izdcbsky

or his colleague recovered a bag with ^,14,000 worth of stones

which the guilty owner disclaimed and tried to throw away.

On the whole, whether we chiefly regard the squalid conditions

under which it is pursued, the systematic demorali/atian which

it propagates, or the degrading preventive measures to which

it compels recourse, we must conclude that the trade of diamond

{ling is one of the most disgraceful in the annals of

roguery, and that the slightest taint of complicity ought to

!/• a mm, however wealthy, from decent society.— Pall

Mail Gazette.
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the Best -s always the (^meapest.

Be not deceived; take no chances ; but always insist on

buying the onlyfirst-class Metal Case,

THE WORLD RE/NOWNED

DUEBER SILVERINE WATCH CASE

A perfectfacsimile of the celebrated Dueber Coin Silver

Watch Case. Color, finish and durability superior

to all others. Sendfor sample.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

William Allen You/ng,

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AG&NT FOR THE SALE OF
DUEBER-HAMPDEN WA TCHES.

BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING, LONDON, ONT.
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<xi A COMPLETE LINE. 0*

DUEBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES.
18 SIZE.

Pull Plate, Stem Winding and Betting Watch Movements.
Open Face and Hunting.

RAILWAY SPECIAL—Nickel, 17 extra fine Ruby Jewels in Solid

Gold Bettings, Jeweled Centre, magnificently damaskeened
and finished, Bevel Head Gilt Screws, 14-k. Gold Patent

Regulator, Expansion Balance, perfectly compensated and

accurately timed to all Positions and Isochronism. Double
Sunk Glass Enamel Dial, with Red Marginal Figures, Breguet

Hair-Spring.

NEW RAILWAY—Nickel, 17 extra fine Ruby Jewels in Solid Gold

tinge, 14-k. Gold Patent Regulator, Compensation Balance,

accurately adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism and five

Positions, particularly desirable, and specially recommended
to meet the requirements of the Railway Service.

ANCHOR Nickel 17 extra fine Ruby Jewels in Solid Gold Set-

tings Patent Regulator, Compensation Balance, accurately

adjusted to Temperature, Isochronism and Position.

JOHN C. DEUBER SPECIAL—Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in

Compensation Settings, Breguet Hair-Spring, Adjusted Com-
pensation Balance, Gilded Patent Regulator, Gilt Screws,

,'ule Sunk Dial, with Red Marginal Figures. Specially

guaranteed to be the best time-keeper in the world for the price

and superior in appearance and finish to any other Full Plate

Watch made outside of the Dueber-Hampden Factories.

JOHN C. DUEBER -Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels ih Composition
tings, adjusted to Heat and Cold, Sunk Second and Circle

Die , Soman and Arabic Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair-

Bpring C impensatioD Balance, Patent Regulator.

DUEBER Nickel, 1".
I tnby Jewels in Composition Settings, Sunk

Second and Circle Dial, Roman Figures and Seconds, Breguet

Hair-Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator.

THE DUEBER WATCH CO —Nickel, 11 Jewels in Composition
Kings Patent Regulator, Roman Circular Dial, Spade

Hand-..

THE DUEBER WATCH CO —Gilt, 11 Jewels in Composition
tings, Compensation Balance, Patent Safety Pinion.

GLADIATOR 9 Jewels Expansion Balance, Gilt The best

Watch for the price in the world

/NAMELESS.
18 Size, Hunting.

No 48 Nickel, 17 extra fine Ruby Jewels in Solid Gold Settings,

Patent Regulator, Compensation Balance, accurately adjusted

mperature, Isochronism and Position

No. 47 Nickel, 1", Ruby Jewels in Composition Bettings, Breguet
Hair. Spring, Adjusted Compensation Balance, Gilded Patent

Eh {relator, Gilt Screws, Double Sunk Dial, with Red Marginal
I Bpeoiall] unaranteed to be the best time keeper in

the world for the price and superior to any other Full Plate
Watch made outside of the Dueber-Hampden Factories.

No 43— Nickel l~> Ruby Jewels in Composition Settings, adjusted
and cold Sunk Sesjond and Circle Dial, Roman or

i<i<: Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair Spring, Compen-
sation Balance, Patent Regnl

No. 44 -Nickel 16 Ruby Jewels in Composition Settings, Sunk
OOd and Circle Dial. Roman Figures and Seconds, Breguet

Hair-8prtng, Compensation Balai I nl Regulator.

<i>

.T,

/NAMELESS.
18 Size, Open Face.

N'o. 68 Nickel. 17 extra fine Ruby Jewels in Solid Gold Settings,

Patent Regulator, Compensation Balance, accurately adjusted
to Temperature, Isochronism and Position.

No 67— Nickel, 15 Ruby Jewels in Composition Settings, Breguet
Hair-Spring, Adjusted Compensation Balance, Gilded Patent
Regulator, Gilt Screws, Double Sunk Dial, with Red Marginal
Figures. Specially guaranteed to be the best time-keeper in
the world for the price and superior to any other Full Plate
Watch made outside of the Dueber-Hampden Factories.

No. 63—Nickel, lf> Ruby Jewels in Composition Settings, adjusted
to Heat and Cold. Sunk Secondand Circle Dial, Roman or Arabic
Figures and Seconds, Breguet Hair-Spring, Compensation
Balance, Patent Regulator.

No. 64—Nickel, 1"> Ruby Jewels in Composition Settings, Sunk
Second and Circle Dial, Roman Figures and Seconds, Breguet
Hair-Spring, Compensation Balance, Patent Regulator.

16 SIZE HUMTIMG.
No. 100—15 Jewels, Gilt, Flat Spring, Plain Regulator.

No. 101—15 Jewels, Nickel, Flat Spring, Patent Regulator, Ad-
justed to Heat and Cold, Double Sunk Hard Enameled Dial.

No. 102—17 Jewels, Nickel, Gold Settings, fine Ruby Jewels,
Breguet Hair-Spring, Patent Regulator, Adjusted to Heat,
Cold, Isochronism and Six Positions, Blue Bevel Head Screws
and Steel Trimmings, Double Sunk Hard Glass Enameled Dial,
Arabic, Roman, or Red Marginal Figures.

No. 103—22 Jewels, Nickel, Breguet Hair Spring, Magnificently
Damaskeened Gilt Pattern, Finest Red Ruby Jewels. Polished
Train, Raised Gold Settings, adjusted to Heat, Cold, Isochron-
ism and Six Positions, by Timing Screws, Double Sunk Glass
Enameled Dial, Arabic or Ronnui Figures, Red, Blue or Black
Marginal Figures In other words, the finest and best work
in the art of watchmaking

6 SIZE HU/NTI/NG.
2II—Fine Nickel Movement, 16 Jewels in 4 pairs, extra fine Ruby

Jewels in Gold Settings ; Exposed Pallets, Compensation
Balance, fine hardened and tempered Hair-Spring.

206 —Fine Nickel Movement, 11 Jewels in Composition Settings,
Compensation balance.

200 Fine Gilded Movement, 7 Jewels, Compensation Balance.

We claim for the Hampden Watches
SUPERIORITY OYKli ALL OTHERS
for Finish and Durability and Time-
Keeping Qualities, and they arc sold to

watchmakers and dealers STRICTLY
OX Til KIR MERITS.

WILLIAM ALLEN YOUNG, bank of cometcE suum

SOLE CANADIAN WHOLESALE AGENT, LONDO/N, ON"!".
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SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

Artistic and Useful Hollow Ware,

Our Hollow Ware is heavily Electro-plated upon Fine

Hard White Metal, and there is nothing in designing, Orna-

mentation or Manufacturing which our artists and workmen
cannot produce.

OUR FACILITIES

FOR EXECUTING FINE WORK

ARE UNEXCELLED.

OUR ASSORTMENT IS SUITABLE FOR THE
BEST TRADE.

All our Flat-Ware bears this Trade
Mark

TRADE MARK FOR

®W?.R0GERS.^
KNIVES, FORKS,SPOONS.

And is Fully Guaranteed.

Every Piece is Stamped Thus.

' TRADF MARK FOR

HOLLOW WARE.

OUR SPOONS, FORKS, ETC., PLATED UPON THE
FINEST NICKEL SILVER IN

EXTRA, DOUBLE, TRIPLE AND SECTIONAL PLATE.

Full lines of over FORTY STAPLE AND FANCY
PIECES in each pattern in Geneva, St. James, Countess

Windsor, Oval Thread, etc. Made under the supervision,

and quality guaranteed and controlled by WM. ROGERS,
formerly of Hartford and Meriden. (Win, Rogers, Sr.

died [883).

FACTORIES :

WALLINGFORD, CONN,, U.S., AND MONTREAL, CANADA.

LIST 3E»3R,XC:ES &X.O.OO.
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CLIPPED FROM OUR U. S. EXCHANGES.

The Columbus factory turned out two hundred watches

per day last month.

B. McDonald, a farmer near Springfield, O., found a

rough stone, which is supposed to be a mammoth diamond.

Experts pronounce it such, and it is estimated to be worth

$10,000.

Last month, A. J. Jackson, foreman of the case room in

the factory of the American W'altham Watch Company, at

Waltham. was caught by one of the heavy presses in such a

manner ,
that one of his legs was broken.

The United States government holds in its vaults a greater

amount of gold and silver than any other government in the

world. It is the direct custodian of $325,600,000 in gold

coin and bars and $318,000,000 in silver.

It is rumored that a number of English capitalists are

investigating the jewelry manufacturing business in the

Attleboros with a view to the investment of a large sum of

money in an extensive business.

A country store in Arkansas is defended by a spring

gun which has caused the death of seven robbers in the

last four years. The owner of the store advises the fraternity

to tackle something else. A pretty good thing that for

jewelry stores.

The supeiintendent of the dead letter office at Washing-

ton says that more than 6,000,000 pieces of mail matter are

annually sent to the dead letter office by reason of incorrect,

illegible or deficient address, insufficient postage or insecure

closing.

For several weeks there have been rumors of trouble at

the Otay factories, but as nothing definite concerning such

reports had been received they were given little credence, and

not until the announcement was made in the Otay Press that

the works had shut down were the rumors believed.

THE establishment of E. H. Wilford was entered by

burglars, and goods which Mr. Wilfurd valued at $2,500 were

carried away, and although the safe was forced open nobody

heard the noise. Mr. Wilford is a member of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance, which has set 1'inkerton detectives at work

on the case.

The New York trade was startled la-.t month by the

announcement of the failure of I). H. Wickbam & Co., one of

the largest diamond importing houses in the metropolis. They

made an assignment to Nathan J.
Newwitter, giving a prefer.

ence to the banking house of John Monroe & Co. Nothing

definite could be learned about the liabilities, but it is

generally believed that they are somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of $250,000.

In the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, last month,

Judge Holmes, on complaint of the American Waltham

Wat- h Company, issued an order restraining the United States

impany of Waltham, from advertising its product as

" Waltham Watches." The complainant alleges that the

United States Company were endeavoring to deceive the

public in representing that the watches they sold were

" Waltham Watches,'' whereas they claim the only watches

which can be legally advertised under that name are those

made by the plaintiff.

Tiffany & Co. placed on exhibition their celebrated

collection of sapphires, and large numbers of the residents of

New York who admire precious stones viewed the display with

great satisfaction. The collection embraced the rarest colors

in which these gems are found. Among them are red, violet

and purple. The stones have been derived from nearly every

part of the world and were specially arranged for exhibition by

Geo. F. Kunz, the gem expert of the house.

The electric light plant at the Waltham factory is reported

as one of the best and most complete plants in the country.

The eight dynamos have a capacity of 4,400 incandescent
lights and will be driven by a 300 horse power engine. The
shafting and clutches are so arranged that not only will this

engine drive the dynamos, but if any accident should happen

to the double engine now in use at the factory, the electric

light engine can be made to not only furnish the light, but

power to run the factory as well, and this is done by the

friction clutches. The electricians have wired the rooms in

the factory not already wired for electric lighting, the plant

being of sufficient capacity to light all of the departments in

the factoty.

The method prescribed for cleaning brass and in use in all

the United States arsenals, is claimed to be the best in the

world. The plan is to make a mixture of one part common
nitric acid and one-half pint sulphuric acid in a stone jar,

having also ready a pail of fresh water and a box of sawdust.

The articles to be treated are dipped into the acid, thrown into

the water and finally rubbed with sawdust. This changes them

into a brilliant color immediately. If the brass has become

greasy it is first dipped in a strong solution of potash and soda

in warm water ; this cuts the grease so that the acid has full

power to act.

In the window of a little, old-fashioned clock store on

Third avenue, New York city, stands the solid brass works of

a clock that was made by E. Luke, in the city of London,

England, repaired by F. C. H. in the year 1797, and repaired

the second time in New York city in 1830. No other name

or date appears on the movement, and while the time of its

original construction is unknown, the clock has been ticking

for more than a century. The original case and dial plate have

disappeared, but the works are contained between two plates

of brass, and the one at the back is quaintly graved with the

figure of a funeral urn and a large number of flourishes.

CULLED FROM OUR ENGLISH EXCHANGES.

PEARL fishing in the 'lay is still carried on, though to a

smaller extent than formerly, and last month, we are informed,

a lady of the neighborhood was presented with a brooch in

which weie forty 'lay pearls, six of which were large and

valuable.

I'm. immense business of the African diamond mines can

he best estimated when it is known that during the month of
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rARS # OPERA GbASSES

THE most suitable Fancy Articles the Jewelry Trade can handle for
1 Xmastide. Useful and pretty as well as lasting".

l/\ FANS we can show a large variety or send samples for selection.
l/\ OPERA CLASSES we have Lerois famous goods (Paris), as also

Lemaire, Chevalier and other makes. Prompt attention to letter orders.

Tre REmiNG BR'
76 York Street,

S. G2,, ltb.,

TORONTO.

DETROIT

OPTICAL INSTITUTE

A PRIVATE SCHOOL OF PRACTICE.

Instruction on the Eye.

Visual defects and their correction.

Manipulation of Trial Lenses, Ophthal-

moscope, etc., etc.

Students continue practice until confidence

and ability assured.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

JOHN S. OWEN, M.D.,

142 West High St., - DETROIT, MICH.

T. WHITE & SON,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

LAPIDARIES & DIAMOND SETTERS,

RICHMOND CHAMBERS, RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO.

Canadian and Foreign Stones, Rubies, Sapphires, etc., Polished and
Mounted for the Trade.

N.B.—A variety of Stones and Imitations of all kinds in Stock.

C. W. COLEMAN,
lO KING ST. WEST, (up Stairs,) TORONTO.

WATCHMAKER TO THE TRADE.

Importer and Dealer in GRANDFATHER CLOCKS,

QUARTER TING-TANG AND CHIMES.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED FOR TOWER CLOCKS.

W.COATES & BrO.,
JOBBERS IN

Jewelry and Watches,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.
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June last there were shipped from Jagersfontein mine, in South

Africa, rough and uncut diamonds to the value of $i 18,650,

the whole consisting of 12.963 carats.

It is reported from Zurich that a quantity of small rubies

so ingeniously stuck together as to avoid detection are in the

market. They are said to be genuine stones, but being small

are of little value. This is reviving an old attempt at a decep-

tion practised some years ago when diamonds, rubies, and

emeralds, similarly treated, were palmed off upon the unwary

as the genuine article, but were known in the trade as doublets.

The U'atch Trade Association of Coventry, at a recent

meeting, voted a sum of £'5 5s. to the funds of the London

Association, which is carrying on prosecutions for infringement

ofthe Merchandise Marks Act, which are of very great use to

the trade as a whole. An appeal is to be made to the watch

manufacturers of the town and of the country, to subscribe a

sum which will enable the Association to carry on important

prosecutions against the frequent and serious infringements of

the Act which are known to exist.

An interesting piece of jewelry is the " In Memoriam "

brooch and cross which has been registered by Messrs. Light

and Witcombe, of 2 Augusta Street, Birmingham, of the late

Cardinal Newman. The designs were submitted to the Lathers

of the Oratory, and approved by them, and copies of the

brooch and cross have been accepted by Lather Neville, the

Cardinal's early friend, and by Cardinal Manning. It is pro-

nounced to be a work of art and a faithful likeness, and the

die has been sunk with much care by one of the best firms in

the trade.

The watch trade in Coventry is now in a flourishing condi-

tion, or books are well supplied with orders, and hands are

busily employed in overtime. The competition of foreign

manufacturers is felt keenly, however, and swiss watches of all

qualities are bought and sold in large quantities in this country.

This kind of competition has been very much reduced since

the passing of the Merchandise Marks Act, to which is due
largely the increase of orders for Lnglish watches. The want
of more workmen is becoming a serious question in Coventry
at the present time, for there are a number of orders which
have long been on the books still unexecuted.

The Pans Police have cleverly succeeded in discovering the

perpetrators of an extensive forgery in hall-marks. Complaints
having been made that fradulenlly marked wedding rings were

being sold in different shops, an inquiry was made, the

result of which showed that the rings in question were manu-
factured by a M. Marret, in Havre. Marret now accuses

MM. Moncault, a firm of manufacturing jewelers, of having
supplied him with ring-, of base metal for the purpose of being
fraudulently stamped. The case has been t iken up by the

Paris Jewelers' and (Goldsmiths' Syndicate.

Metai. LbtTSKS OM I'i.am. QlaBI It is often necessary to attach
glass or metal !•

-

late glass. Use tin- following binder : Copal
varnish, 15 parts; drying oil, J parts, turpentine, j pans, oil ofturpen
tine, 2 parts

; liquified glue, 5 parts. Melt in a water bath and add 10
parts slacked lime,

Editorial Notel
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Jewelers throughout Canada vrill oblige the Editor by sending into this office for

insertion in these notes any items of news pertaining to the J ewtlry business th.it

hey think would be of interest to the Trade generally.

J. Eggart& Co., jewelers, late of Locle, Switzerland, have com-

menced business in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Mr. James Rvrie put in ten days last month in New York in search

of novelties for the firm's Christmas trade. It is needless to say he got

them.

Ernest H. Mann, jeweler, of Niagara, has removed his business to

Peterboro, On'., to which place all communications in future should

be addressed.

Harrv Ellis, the Wellington Street wholesale jeweler, visited

New York last week in order to sort up for the Xmas trade. Trade

has been so good with him that his stock was almost cleaned out.

Mr. Geo. W. Wyatt, of Peterboro, has been pressed to run for

councillor in the January election, but declined on account of the pres-

sure of business. In this he is sensible.

Mr. F. P. Stanley, jeweler, of 145 Queen Street East, Toronto, last

month completed some extensive alterations in his premises, which

improve its appearance very materially.

Settled.— It is said that John M. Prockter, the retail jeweler of

this city whose failure was reported by us last month, has effected a

settlement with his creditors at 25 cents on the dollar.

T. H Robinson, retail jeweler, of Yonge St.. has just finished some

alterations in his store, which greatly improve its appearance. His

window is now quite an attraction.

Edmund Scheukr reports trade as being very good indeed, but one

can hardly wonder at it when they look over the handsome stock of

clocks, bronzes, opera glasses and jewelry he has in his warehouse.

Jeweler Fred Crumpton, of 83 King St. East, Toronto, is sending

out some ofthe most artistic Christmas advertising cards that we have

ever seen. We are proud of the set which ornaments the walls of our

sanctum.

J
H. Laidlavv, retail jeweler of Sarnia, Ont., has failed. His

liabilities are estimated at 87,500 and his assets at 84.500. He is

offering 25 cents on the dollar to his creditors, which will probably

be accepted.

New Waterbury.—The Waterbury Watch Company announce in

this number the issue of a new series in 4 and 18 size watches, which

they claim to he the best and cheapest watches ever offered to the

Canadian trade

Complimentary.—We have to thank the Mcmitoba Liberal for the

very kind and complimentary notice given Tin-: Trader and its Editor in

a recent issue of that enterprising journal. May your shadow never

grow less, Brother Woodside.

New Illuminated Clock.—The new illuminated clock of Kent

Bros., of this city, is the most showy and attractive thing we have

ever seen, and the effect at night when the strong electric lights bring

out the colors of its stained glass ia both unique and ftriking.

Jas. Davison, retail jeweler, of Hamilton, Ont., received an order

from the Earl of Aberdeen for a handsome gold watch to be presented

to Engineer Brownlee, who piloted the distinguished party over the

C.l'.K. during their trip to British Columl ia.

Seizure of Watches and Jbwi LKY. -A despatch from Welland on

November 7th. states that the customs officers at that port seized

between Sjoo and S400 worth of watches and jewelry, which, they

claim, were smuggled by Jas Kelly, an agent living there.

1 1 1 1 Bbothbbs, the wide-awake Oshawa jewelers, have- just com-

pleted lome alterations in their premises, which have been forced on

them by th 'i their business This store ha-, been

redecorated throughout, and presents a very fine appearance,
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We have made Special Preparations, and offer

Beautiful Goods in

DIAMOND EARRINGS,
SCARF PINS,

THE

RINGS,

BROOCHES
AND LACE PINS.

SOME EXTRA HEAVY GOLD CASES

HOLIDAYS
Fancy Engraved, Plain Polished and

Engine Turned, and

EUROPEAN NOVELTIES, MARBLE CLOCKS,
Onyx and Bronze Clocks, Statuary, Etc.

EVY BROS., HAMILTON
WE HAVE NOT NEGLECTED OUR STOCK IN ANY LINE.

AMERICAN ROLLED PLATE GOODS
A Large and Varied Assortment.

GOLD AND SILVER JEWELRY.

AMERICAN WATCHES.

SWISS WATCHES.

L B. SILVERIDE CASES.

The Best

in the World.

L. BROS. STANDARD
ROLL PLATE CHAINS. CLOCKS.

A1 REGISTERED
SPECTACLES.

All Letter Orders filled same day as received. 1SE3I
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LEVY BROS., HAMILTON, ONT.
WITCH. COMET. WIZARD.

Heigh CANADIAN AGENTS FOR Height, 22 ins. H day. Gong or Strike.

New Haven Clock Co'y,
MANUFACTURERS.

WANDA.

VESTA
MISCHIEF.

t, 22 ins. 8 dj i • rag or btrike

- CLOSE PRICES. -

m< am i »U' i"» ."-

^
l. Ill Bl ii lv
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Send to H. BIvIvIS
j vr

WHOLESALE JEWELER,

14 WELLI/NGTO/N STREET WEST,
for a selection package of new Goods.

A. M. BROCK,
IMPORTER OF

WATCHMAKERS'^

-a_it:d

JEWELERS

MATERIALS.

KiiasrosToisr, oibTT1

.

JEWELERS WANTED,
TO SEND THEIE ENGRAVING TO

J. S. MURRAY & CO.
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL

ENGRAVERS,
ISOOIM 5B,

YONGE STREET ARCADE, - TORONTO.

PUPILS TAUGHT ENGRAVING
FOR TERMS APPLY TO THE ABOVE.

Sherman E. Townsend. H. Seymour Stephens.

TOWNSEND & STEPHENS,

Public Aeeountants,

Auditors, Assignees.

Traders Bank Chambers,

Cable Address, Yonge Street, TORONTO.

"SEYMOUR."

Telephone 1641.

Trade Work a Specialty.

WILLIAM WHITE,
j

MONOGRAMS, CRESTS & EMBOSSING DIES,

9 James St. North, HAMILTON.

Ornamental Engraving, Plain and Fancy Lettering

and Rubber Stamps,

Personal attention given and all work returned same day.
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A Snap. The big snap in opera glasses advertised by the Montreal

Optical Company in this issue is well worth the careful attention of

every jeweler handling this line of goods. Compare the prices with

what you have had and see if there isn't money in them.

We Had a Visit last month from Mr S Breadner, senior member
of the well-known jewelry firm of BreadnerA Casson, of Markdale, Out.

He was visiting the city on the business of his firm, and selected some
very tasty goods for what he expects will be a big Christmas trade

The Illinois Watch Co., of Springfield, 111., are so c er-crowded

with orders for their movements that they have been compelled to run

their factory until ten o'clock at night for some time past. Our readers

will do well to examine the cuts of their movements shown elsewhere in

this issue.

If you have not not read the announcement of E. & A. Gunther

in this issue, do so before you forget. This enterprising firm, who are

making clocks their specialty, are introducing a line of anistic novelties

in clocks for the Christmas trade at prices which they claim will open

the eyes of the trade.

The Acmk Silver Company are having to do considerable hustling

in order to fill their foreign orders in addition to attending to their home
trade. Very recently they shipped several hundred tea sets to Australia,

an evidence that their goods are appreciated in that far-away market as

well as at home.

Watch Repair Price Lists —We occasionally have enquiries from

jewelers throughout the country for a copy of the watch repair list

issued some two years ago by the Retail Jewelers' Association of

Canada. To all such we would say that they can get a copy of this

list by applying to Mr. E. M. Trowern, Secretary of the Association.

Bagged Him — Mr. Willie Ellis, manager of the manufactory of

P W. Ellis & Co., went out gunning on Thanksgiving Day, and succeeded

in bagging one of the largest specimens of the fox tribe seen around
Toronto for some years. He is getting the skin dressed and proposes

to keep it in his house as a trophy.

Silver.—The silver market has beer, about as unsteady as the

thermometer during the past month
, having been down as low as it o

and up as high as 118. As opinions, even amongst experts, are pretty

well divided as to whether it will go up or down, il is hardly wise to

encourage speculation in either this metal or its products.

Sold at Auction.—The stock of the late Aaron Buckler, jeweler,

of Bowmanville, Ont.. was sold by public auction at the warehouse of

Suckling & Co
,
the well-known trade auctioneers, of Toronto, on the

nth of November. The stock was well assorted and amounted in all,

including shop fixtures, to ii^, fK).\.

Ml Kinlev's Dilemma —When Major McKinley and his confreres
were manufaciuring the tkevaux dt I-'rise which was intended to finish

off the tariff wall around the United States in order to keep off inter-

loping foreigners, they had no idea that they would be the first ones to

be impaled upon its pickets by the relentless force of public opinion.

Mr W I'erret, eldest son of Mr. William I'erret, the well known
jeweler of Winnipeg. Man , come to Toronto last month for the pur-
pose of taking a complete course at the Canadian Horological Institute.

He is evidently " a chip off the old block," and if heredity counts for

anything should soon become a thorough master of the horological art.

Charlie Robinbon, the enterprising proprietor of the Sheffield
House Importing Co , of this city, is not only a pushing and successful
jeweler, but a hunter of no mean order, as the wagon load of do r I

.

brought down from Muskoka last month will abundantly certify.

Charlie sa/s that although deer are plentiful, moose are scarce this
year

Wait BOB THE WAGGON. The sensation amongst the jewelr\ trade
of Toronl last month was the dandy delivery waggon of I

ibereta twelersd xonge Street This ii the first delivery wa
nr knowledge goes, belonging to any Toronto jewi

and its advent will probably can ,. other large houses who have Mill.

cient t ade to keep one going to "go and do likewi

Our Optical Column.—Just as we go to press we learn from Dr.

John S. Owens that on account of the serious illness of his wife, he has

been unable to fin 1 time to prepare anything for this issue. He hopes,

h iwever, to be on hand next month as usual, and as his papers have

been very much appreciated by the trade generally, they will join with

us in wishing Mrs Owens a speedy recovery.

Who are They ?— In its last issue the f,we/ets' Catalo^i/i, of New
York, says that " the new watch factory at Hamilton, Ont , is now
considered a foregone conclusion, all the slock having been taken by

Canadian capitalists '' Hamilton jewelers know nothing about such an

enterprise, and they would like to have the names of these very enter-

prising capitalists.

Something New —The unique advertisement of Simpson, Hall,

Miller & Co., of Montreal, in this issue is worthy of more than a passing

notice from our readers. This firm have for some time past been

running up till ten o'clock every night and are still unable to get ahead

of their orders. Managet Whimby says the year began somewhat

slow, but it is putting on a big spurt and ending up in great shape.

Birchall, the murderer of young Benwell, who was executed at

Woodstock on the i 4th of last month, was quite a connoisseur in jewelry,

and a few weeks ago gave one of the local jewelers in that town quite an

extensive order for expensive mementoes which he left to his relatives

and friends. Like a much better man, the thing in his life which became

him most was the way in which he died.

The U. S. Jewelry Trade —We are in receipt of the "Jewelers'

and Metal Workers' Directory " for 1890, which is as usual a compen-

dium of the jewelry trade of the United States. The publishers have

taken a great deal of pains in the classification of the different branches

of the trade, which makes it particularly useful to jewelers on the look

011* for the best makers from which to purchase goods.

Twenty-Foi R Hour Time in India —Sandford Fleming, the in-

ventor of the 24-hour time belt system now in use on many of our Cana-

dian Railways, last month received a communication from the Director-

General of Indian Railways, which states that the 24-hour notation is

now in general use on all the railways of Hindustan, the total mileage of

which is between t6,ooo and 17,000 miles. 'I he system has also been

adopted in China.

Tin; Toronto Silver Plate Co. report trade as being all that could

be desired. Their stock was never in better shape for the holiday trade,

but merchants wanting to make sure of a good assortment of novelties

should lose no time in putting their orders in, or else they may get left

All the plate companies are full of orders, and their stocks are expected

to be unusualK light before Christmas. The level-headed jeweler will

therefore take time by the forelock anil anticipate his wants.

Mr A. O Norton, wholesale jeweler, of Coaticook, Que , has fold

out his business to
J.

O. St. Pierre & Co., formerly of Boston, Mass
,

who intend carrying it on in pretty much the same line as formerly,

making a specialty of American rolled plate jewelry. Mr. Norton will

in future devote himself entirely to the manufacture and sale of his

patent " Jack," which has proved so great a success as to warrant him

in giving his whole time and attention to it.

Clo< ks SEIZED.— An Ottawa despatch says that " a seizure of clocks,

fancy goods, etc , valued at 81,500, is reported to the Customs Depart-

ment from Montreal. The parties importing the articles entered them

as clock movements at 10 per cent., but on Appraiser Ambrose open-

ing one of the cases he found that they contained completed clocks

dutiable at 35 per cent., hence the seizure." This must surely be a

mistake, as no reputable house would purposely enter complete clocks

as movements only.

A Dandy.—The new illustrated clock list just issued by P, W Ellis

,\ Co. of this city, is • a dandy." and certainly one of the moat com-

plete things of its kind ever sen) out to the 1 madian jewelry trade

Although printed in Toronto, it is fully equal to any American work,

an 1 reflects the highest credit on the printer and the firm who have the

enterprise to publish it. If you have nit yel received one, drop the

firm a post card ami ask them why is this thus. Every live jeweler

should have one.
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Meriden Britannia Coy
QITAIiITY

ARTISTIC, GOLD & SILVER PLATE.

TRADE

MARK
Tor Hollow Ware

NO. 65. BROCADE, EMBOSSED TILTING PITCHER SET, $75.00.

Manufactories : Meriden, Conn., U. S., and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
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Mr E. T Miller, for some years in the employ of Messrs A C.

Anderson A Co., of this city, has gone to Chicago to take a situation in

the establishment of Benjamin Allen A Co., one of the largest whole-

sale jewelry firms in the United States. Mr Miller was deservedly

popular with every member of the trade with whom he came in contact,

and we are sure they will join with us in wishing him every prosperity

in his new sphere of labor. We are sorry to lose him, and in his case

Canada's loss is Uncle Sam's gain.

A Smuggler Caught.—The most surprised man on earth was seen

at the Union Station one night last month. When the train from the

west came in Customs Officer John Trowbridge boarded it at Cjueen's

Wh irf. He had been keeping a look out for this man, who is a pedlar

and who had gone to Buffalo a few days before. The officer searched

his valise and found ten dozen pairs of spectacles which had net passed

through a customs house. He was charged the full value of the

spectacles as a fine and was then allowed to go.

A New Metal.— Mr. Francois L. Sperry. chemist to the Canadian

Copper Co., of Sudbury. Ont. has discovered what has been pronounced

as a new metal by the Mineralogical Laboratory of the Sheffield, Eng-

land, Scientific School. Thorough tests show it to be essentially an

arsenide of platinum, and consequently of great interest since platinum

has not been found before, at least as an important constituent in any

minerals except the alloys \\ ith other minerals of the platinum group.

In honor of the discoverer the new metal has been named Sperrylite.

The Dueber-Hamidln Watch Co have just added a full line, repre-

senting four grades of 16 size hunting movements to their already large

series. They have also made a very important change in their 7 jewel,

.

18 size O.F. and Htg movements. These have been discontinued and

in their place the Company are substituting the same thing with g instead

of 7 jewels, without any increase in the price. W. A. Young, the Com-

pany's Canadian general agent says that the run on Hampden move-

ments has been something phenomenal this fall.

Mr W E Boyd, the genial representative of Levy Brothers I

himself away from the mountain city last Saturday, in order to see his

fellow Hamiltonians poli.sh off the representatives of "Queen's" in the

final for the Rugby championship of Ontario. Mr. Boyd sav s his firm

are as busy as ever, and fully expects that this year will be high water

mark with their business. Their stock of clocks, watches, and jewelry

is very complete, their Mr Levy having visited the American factories

only recently in order to secure the latest novelties for the Xmas trade.

We HAS Mr. G. H. Levetusdrop in on us (of course this is speaking

metaphorically, because Mr. L. weighs something less than 250 pounds)

the other day. looking as happy and genial as usual Being asked " what

was new," he said " nothing except that trade was very good indeed,

and things ahead looked well By the way," he said " you might just

say to the readers of THE Trader that we are now manufacturing out-

gold spectacles and eye-glasses in Canada, and can give them a splendid

article for less money than formerly." As this is in line with the National

Policy, we are happy to d

Level-Headed — Speaking of the insane desire that people, who
don't know anything about the manufacture of watches, hive (or the

establishment of watch factories in their respective cities, our level-

headed contemporary 7 he Keystone very pertinently sa>s: " !)espite

the fiilure of the Aurora Company, thq, trials and failures of other

factories, and the fact that the watch factory recently built at Wichita,

Kansas, is now used as a coffin manufactory (rather lug

follow a defunct enterprise), Denver, Col, and Salt Lake City, Utah,

are reaching out for watch factories

I» i/s't Hold Him h gh. Mr C Moody, the Hamilton,

Ont , jeweler, one evening not long ago thought he- heard some pi

going quietly out of his store and at once gave chase and captured a

m; n who surrendered a watch which he had taken from his show 1

Af.er recovering his watch Mr Moody let the thief go, thinking it was
all he had taken, bat was considerably surprised on Ins return to find

1'iat he had also taken another and more valuable wati h which he had

k :pt A description of the fellow was immediately furnished to the

police, who have been on the look out for him ever since.

The Canadian Manufacturer, Toronto, announces that its subscrip-

tion price will hereafter be one dollar per year instead of two dollars

as h-retofore. The size of the pages and the number of them will

remain unchanged, and it will be issued twice a month as it has been

ever since its establishment in 1882. It is devoted to the manufactur-

ing interests of Canada, and is a staunch and clear-sighted supporter

of the National Policy. The Manufacturer is first-class value at two
dollars per annum, and at its present price is so cheap that every

manufacturer and business man in Canada ought to take it.

Mr. George H. Grundy, who for the past eight years has rjeen

traveling for the Toronto Silver Hate Co., has commenced business at

4 1 Wellington Street East in this city, on his own account, as a manu-
facturers' agent. Amongst the firms represented by him are some of

the principal fancy leather manufacturers of England and the United

States. He is also Canadian agent for the International tvpe writing

machine, one of the best in the market. Mr. Grundy has made a lot of

friends in the trade during his service with the Toronto Silver Plate

Co , and these will be interested in knowing his location and what he

is driving at.

The First Watch.—Elsewhere in this issue will be found an

illustration and letter press account of the first watch movement
manufactured at the Horological Institute in this city. We are informed

by some of the leading men in the craft that this is the first watch

which has ever really been manufactured in Canada ; be this as it may,

the job is a creditable one to the young man who made, and to Mr.

Playtner who designed it and superintended the work. All of which

goes to show that our own horological school is quite capable of turn-

out first-class watchmakers if they only get the right class of material

to work on.

A Watch Snatcher.—On the 1st November a young man named
James Horn went into the jewelry store of A. Mundel, of Hamilton,

Ont, and asked to see some watches. While they were being shown

him he suddenly snatched three or four of them and took to his heels.

The hue and cry was raised and the thief chased until he was captured

by a teamster, who on obtaining one watch from him let him go, foolish-

ly thinking that he had disgorged the whole of the goods. Later on he

was again captured and the rest of the watches found in his possession.

He was convicted before the police magistrate, and will have ample

time in the Central Prison to reflect upon his misconduct.

We Can Afford It.— It is reported that Hon. Geo. E. Foster,

Minister of Finance, who is now on a visit to the West India Islands,

has been empowered to offer exceptional advantages as regards reduc-

tion of duties with a view to securing the Islands' trade. This is a step

in the right direction, and we see no reason why, if prop r concessions

are made b\ tins country, these islands should not practically become

our " Southern States.'' These ate the countries that Canada should

strive to have " commercial union " with, because their pi oducts are so

entirely different from our own that we can never become competitors.

Common sense would say that the best people to trade with are those

who grow just what we want and who want just what we grow.

1
.

I

\i 1.1 N, formerly of Toronto, are now selling jewelr) and

silverware bj au< tion in Vancouver, 1 1 C . and the local jeweli rs of that

city are considerabl) over the matter. Eithei the old stock

of this firm has been disposed ol long ago, or else it is like the « idow's

ipoken ol in Holy Writ, and has a patent n plenishing attachment.

One thing is certain, if thi ling new goods the) must either be

of a special qualit) 1 not getting such tremendous

bargains as they imagine, for auctioneers, like all other merchants,

must sell at a profit in order to keep theii I
running, No matter

which way it is. such a competition is a bad thingfoi the local jeweler

ol tin- town-, the) sell in.

The Hollowness of the New York Worlct pretence that they were

selling watches at cost to t tie general public in order to break down the

wati h mono] oly is made manifest bv the fai t that the)

in the same way. There ia no 1 ombination wbati ver on 1
;

either amongst the manufacturers or jobbers, so that the World will

1 tin I out some Other reason than it formerly gave for this latest

violation of business usage and fair play Perhaps its best plan w >uld
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SOMETHING NEWINJEWELERS'SAFES
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J. & J. TAYLOR , TORONTO SAFE WORKS.
JN ORDER to meet the wishes of the jewelry trade, we have at last succeeded in perfecting a new style of safe for jewelers'

use, combining the advantages of first-class

FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SECURITY WITH MODERATE COST.
THE above cut represents our new style of Fire and Burglar Proof Safe for Jewelers, which has an entire lining inside of best

five ply welded Chrome steel and iron, with heavy Burglar Proof door, made any thickness required, and which is securely

attached to the Fire-proof door. The Burglar Proof Door is fitted with rubber tube packing to prevent the use of explosives, and
is locked with four wheel Combination Lock having our patent Enlarged Centre Lock Spindle and Bolt Handle.

To the above improvements is also added our new patent

DOUBLE TONGUE AND GROOVE FIRE-PROOF DOORS
this being the latest improvement in Fire Proof Safes, and PATENTED BY US JANUARY 14TH, 1886. This door is fitted

with a TONGUE made of wrought iron, corresponding with and locking into a GROOVE, made of same material, on the door
frame. To both of these is connected a SECOND TONGUE and GROOVE made of thin galvanized steel, which is filled with

non-conducting material thus making

TWO COMPLETE TONGUES AND TWO GROOVES IN EACH DOOR.
and which we maintain is the best fire-proot safe now made.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

J. & J. TAYLOR
TOBONTO S-^ZETE "WOBKS.

I 17 and I 19 Front St. East, Toront.
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be to come out flat footed and sa> that it was selling all tin se things at

cost in order to boom its circulation The trade would, of course, ditter

from it as to the advisability of such a business method, but they would

certainly respect it more.

Jewelry at Melting-1'ot Prices —The Goldsmiths' Company ol

this city, have decided to clear out a lot of gold jewelry, which, although

just 'a trifle off" in stvle is yet sufficiently fashionable to command a

ready sale in many parts of the country These goods they propose to

sell at what they term " melting-pot " prices, that is. at what the gold

in them would fetch if sold to a refiner as old gold only. There should

be some bargains in the lot for enterprising buyers, for what may be a

little "off" in one place may be just the thing in some other place.

The company are. as usual paying particular attention to their clock

trade, and everything manufactured by the celebrated Ansonia Clock

Company, of which they are the Canadian general agents, can be had

from them out of stock without delay

Lost at Sea —The sad death of Capt J C. Lind.ll, who was swept

overboard durirg the last trip of the Vancouverol the Dominion Steam-

ship Line, is one ol the saddest events that has come to our notice for

some time. Cai t Lindall was a thorough sailor, who not only knew

how to sail a vessel, but to so act as to win golden opinions from every

passenger who crossed the Atlantic with him. The editor of The
Trader had the | leasure of counting himstlf amongst the captain's

personal friends, and many a pleasant hour both afloat and on shore

has been wiled away in the company of the brave heart that recently

met so sad a fate Capt Lindall was a general favorite, and hundreds

of people all over the Dominion will sincerely mourn the death of a

gallant and painstaking officer, and one of the kindest-hearted men that

ever lived.

Dead.—Oneof Toronto's oldest jewelers, in the person of Mr. Norton

Vernon, died last month at the ripe age of 76. Old residents will well

remember the quaint old-fashioned jewelery store with its small window

panes that for \ears occupied the east side of Yonge Street just north

of Richmond, where the new Confederation Lite Assurance Building is

at present being erected. There Mr. Vernon carried on business for

over 30 years in a quiet unobtrusive way and amassed quite a comfort-

able competence by doing honest work at fair prices. He was one of

the first practical manufacturing jewelers Toronto ever had, and was

rated high as a workman in the da\s when jewelry was all hand made
and rolled plate was unknown. Five years ago Mr. Vernan met with

a peculiar accident to his hand while at work. He never fully recovered

from it, an 1 ultimately died from the indirect effects of the accident.

Clo'.k^ During a visit to the warehouse of Messrs. P W Ellis

& Co. last month, we --n through their new clock department,

and . tinly astonished at what we saw there. The firm of

although almost new in the clock business, have

gone into it verj thoroughly, and are now showing to the trade one ol

the most compli Their sali -, during

the p>ast four months have been something phenomenal, and have

brought them fully abreast ol anj house in the trade. They m
specialty of Waterbury clocks and aim to supply everything in the line

made by that I and many other novelties besidl

clock sent out 1. Co is thoroughly inspected by a com
petent workman , t h«i r warehouse, an advantage that the

trade will full

Canada's Natural Markbi —One ol Erastus Wiman's favorite

themes is that the United State-, is not only Canada's natural market

but her only one for the surplus (arm products we have to ell, We
have always said thai England is not only our natural market, bul thai

she is the bat market for our tarm produi --. [n f.,< t she is the world's

market and takes all the surplus of the I Inited Stal II as th t of

Canada in many lines. As an evidence ol her receptive qualities we
append a short extract from the I onion Daily New , showing what she

coi.Humes in eggs and dairy produi < alone " Twenty one mitti

Is sterling was pai I by England last year to continental countrie 1

f jr dairy produce al d margarine imported we'gbed

three million bnndri and the- rly two millions.

The eggs amounted to eleven hundred million. these immense

quantities will probably continue to be imported until inland freight

charges become reduced. At present it is cheaper to send packages to

Lot don from Belgium thau from many parts of Yorkshire "

Roisbery in Montreal.—A daring robbery was committed in the

store of Henry Birks & Co , of Montreal, just after The Trader went

to press last month A fashionably dressed man and woman a--ki d to

see some diamond rings. A tray was produced, two rings w< re s< I

and a Si. 000 bill was tendered in payment of them. The cleik, being

unable to change the bill, went out for that purpose. During his

absence a number of gold chains and two diamond rings were stoltn,

the rings being replaced by paste imitations. After they had left the

store the suspicion of the clerk was aroused and the paste imitations

were discovered. The po ice were at once notified and detectives

set to work on the case. The thieves were arreste 1 on a train going

fioin Montreal to Toronto and the stolen goods recovered. The culprits

gave their names as T Ha\es and Mrs. Hayes and were held for trial.

Advices from the United States confirm the suspicions of 1 he Montreal

detectives that they are notorious crooks from that country, and are

" wanted " in more than one city in their native country on account of

similar transactions. This being the case they will be removed out of

temptation's way for a considerable time to come.

Not Afraid of McKlNLEY.— At a banquet given in this city to the

Hon John Carling, Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of

Canada, that gentleman in response to the toast of his health gave

utterance to some very loyal and level-headed sentiments, which are

well worth laying to heart by every thinking Canadian :

" As a native

lanadian, said Mr. Carling, I take a great interest in the pri sperity

of this country. We can live here even if Mr. McKinley does try to

shut us out of the American market. There is no annexation feeling

in this country. (Cheers). Mr Wiman professes a desire to benefit

Canada, but it is the prosperity of his adopted country be is seeking.

1'or three years we have shipped on an average 60.000 head of cattle

to England annually, and this year we will ship 115,000. But we do

not begin to supply the English market, which takes 359,too head per

annum. We send Great Britain 2.000 pounds of mutton, and she im-

ports ioo,ooo,coo pounds. We send her 7,000 pounds of I aeon, and the

1'nited States sends 334,000 pounds, although our bacon is worth a cent

a pour.d more in summer than is theirs. We send 2,000 1 ushe-ls of oats,

and great Biitain imports 189,000,000 bushels. We sent #1,500 worth

of poultry to the old land last year and the total imports there were

$2,000,000. We can supply this demand. If our ships are not fast

enough we will build faster and provide cold storage- too. Wi

41,000 bushels of barley to England last yearout of 41,000,000 bushels

imported It only costs 15c. a bushel freight from ["oronto to Liver-

pool and the best barley in England brings six sbillin ng per

bushel. Great Britain uses 633,000,000 lbs. of foreign wool an 1 we

onlv send her 60,000 lbs McKinley and his bill need i<>t trouble, fn

England, in the We-t Indies, in Australia, a kindred peopli offei us all

the market we want

Aim 1. ob tin ( ' stoms. Mr. W. 1 , Doll, in the Winnipeg Tit

bune, over his own signature, makes some verj str 'I mis

management against the Winnipeg Custom House officials. If one-hall

of what Mi Doll alleges is true, there should be a searching invi

tion into the matter; and if proved guilty, ming out ol

officers who abuse the powers entrusted to them bj the Government

oms officials, like all othet public servants, an simplj then

that the law is proper!} carried out and not to han hants in the

f their legitimate calling. The Winnipeg Custom H

a bad name some
)

in ' ollot tot M me, but

hoped that with his disappearance from the position a betl

been brought about, u tins i . not 10, the u r th<

ned the better. In connection with tin, lettei ol Mi Doll

notice that the Tribune, being opposed to the National Policj ol the

. il the otht

,!,,,! • ii,, are not the fault ol the oiii< ial -, bul the n tult ol

the p>-iiii< ion-. system win. h ''in i to p
the high tariff " \ •> matter ol fa< t tx yond i

lines of imported manufactured goods, the National Polic) ha
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OUR • NEW • FACTORY
The Largest Silver Plate Factory in Canada and

the Third Largest on this Continent.

We now occupy the above Building.

THE ACS SILVER COMPANY
^I^VTORONTO.
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ittle or nothing towards the alteration of the methods of collecting the

customs duties, which are to-day essentially the same as they were

during the Mackenzie regime. To show that such is the case and that

the fault lies with the officials and not with the law, we might cite what

every importer knows is the case, that the honest importer has less

trouble in passing goods through the Toronto custom house to-day than

they did before the N.l'. came into force. This is entirely owing to the

better management of the staff, and the employment of competent

appraisers, there being a specialist for every department who know s his

business Mr. Doll's best plan would be to employ a rirst-class lawyer

and go for the Customs Department without gloves. In no other way

that we know of can such abuses be remedied.

An Apparent Oversight —Our readers, who may regard the

omission of P. W Ellis t* Go's material advertisement as an oversight,

are informed that this department are so busy in filling orders this

month that the manager could not find time to put one together, and his

page is, therefore, devoted to the clock department Mr Wilkinson

says that the trade may look out for an important bulletin from him in

the Christmas Trader.

0<jr Help Column.

Workshop Notes.

Engravers' Border Wax Beeswax one part ; pitch, two parts ;

tallow, one part ; mix.

To Clean Gilt Surfaces.—To clean gilt, metallic surfaces, dis-

solve 3 parts borax in too parts (both by weight) water, and gently rub

the article with it ; rinse with clean water and dry with a soft linen rag.

To Transfer Pictures.— If you desire to transfer pictures from

paper to wood, for re-engraving, soak the print in a saturated solution

of alcohol and white caustic potash to soften the ink ; then transfer to

he block under roller pressure.

Length of Lever —You may easily ascertain whether or not the

lever is of proper length, by measuring from the guard point to the pal-

let staff, and then comparing with the roller table; the diameter of the

table should always be just half the length measured on the lever. The

rule will work both ways, and may be useful in cases where a new

roller table has to be supplied.

Shape of Pivots.— Pivots should be cylindrical, well tempered,

with a shoulder or bearing at right angles, but rounded at the end :

the same may be said of the pivot piles, The material entering into

their composi'.ion must not be easily oxidized by the action of oil, and

it is advantageous to have them somewhat olive-shaped inside, with

ends lemon-shaped and extended beyond the air sinks. They should

bring the oil to the pivots, and for this the sharp-anglsd pivot is the best

'. tta-Percha Cement.—This highly recommended cement is

made by melting together in an iron pan two parts common pitch and

one part guttapercha, stirring them well together until thoroughly in-

corporated, and then pouring the liquid into cold water When cold,

it is black, solid and elastic; but it softens with heat, and at ioo c' F.,

it is a thin fluid. It m iy be used as a soft paste, or in the liquid state,

and answers an excellent purpose in cementing metal, glass, porcelain,

ivory, etc. It may be used instead of putty for glazing windows

To Cleanse a Brush.— A watchmaker's brush is in constant re-

quisition, still, it is seldom kept in proper order. A soft brush for

rough work is useless, a hard one for fine work is runious, and a dirty

brush for any kind of work is a nuisance. S'une brushes are cleaned

with dry bread , some by laying a piece of tissue or other paper across

the wide open jaws of the bench vise, the shar corners formed by the

,aws taking off on the paper a little ol the dirt. These methods are

imperfect A good way to clean a brush is with soap and water, warm
water being perferable UVt two I rushes, soap them, ami then rub

'hem together in plenty of water, till perfectly clean. An objection to

.'his method is the delay of drying. Apropos of brushes: much injury

.s done to the appearance of the movement by injudicious brushing

.ind the watch grows prematurely old in appearance by such treatment

THE TRADER aims to be of practical value to tlie Retail Jewelry Trade.

NO CHARGE is therefore made for advertising in this column, but the subject-

matter should not exceed five type lines, or about 60 words.

FOR SALE Moseley Lathe, nearly new Also lot of watchmakers'
tools. Address, Lathe, 4 King Street East, Toronto.

FOR SALE—New jeweler's safe ; cost $600 ; specially made for a
jeweler Apply to Townsend & Stephens, Traders' Bank Cham-

bers, Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE.—No. i£ Whitcomb Uthe (hard), with 30 chucks, includ-
ing five wheels, also universal face plate for same All in perfect

order. Cheap. C. Wright, 113 King St. West, Toronto.

FOR SALE.—Cheap. One illuminated street clock. Runs eight

days, has two dials 14 inches diameter, all in perfect running
order For further particulars apply to Box 99, care of Trader Pub.
Co., Toronto.

JEWELERS AND OTHERS wishing to secure the services of an
optician to fit spectacles at their places of business can do so by

applying to R. S Muir. druggist and optician. Port Elgin. Reference,
Alex. Moffat, jeweler, Port Elgin.

SITUATION" WANTED— By a practical watchmaker, as travelling
salesman for a wholesale jewelry or silverware house Address,

Jeweler, care of Trader Pub. Co., Toronto, Ont.

SITUATION wanted by young man of good habits Four years'
experience at bench; has most of his tools; speaks French and

English, and is also a telegraph operator. Best of references Address,
Box 61, Cowansville, Que.

O ITUATION WANTED.—By young man aged 19, where he would
O have a chance to improve Has worked three years at the trade and
can do all kinds of plain watch, clock and jewelry repairing. Wages not
so much the object as a good place. Best of references. Address.
Watchmaker, Box 69, Brussels, Ont.

MAKES— Second hand, good as new, very cheap. Fire-proof, 12 in

KJ high, 33J wide, 27 deep, price 870 Burglar and lire-proot. 47 \

iih x 3°> price $225. Burglar and lire-proof, 01 \ 50 x 55A, price $500.
10 ,, for cash. All with the latest improvements A C.Anderson .\

Co., Toronto

T RA.VELLER for a wholesale jewelry house. Jeweler preferred.

Apply Trader Office.

WANTED, first-class watchmaker, one accustomed to high grade
watches and competent to undertake n paii 3 of fine chronographs

and repeaters Apply Veritas, Trader oilice.

WATCHMAKER wanted who is thoroughly acquainted with work
in retail jewelry store, with at least foui oi five yeai experience

Must have best of references Apply Loch Box No 11, Brighton, Onl

WANTED.—A good secondhand, fireproof site. Give height,
width, depth, weight and cash price Address, \ Bui KINGHAM,

Melbourne, < )nt.

WANTED - A general working jeweler, to take full charge of shop.
Must he experienced. A man with some tools of his own pre-

ferred. To a c impeteni person gi lod wages and permanent empli lyment
will be given Apply, Box 55. care of TRADER PUB Co., Toi

WANTED— Situation as traveller, salesman or w an hmaker by prac-
tii al man Has ha 1 title n years' experience, an I is well up in

all the different lines. Knows the Western route well; best ol relet'

Address, Jackson, ii Yonge St An nto.

WAN I ED, bj a young man, 17 years ol age, and who has i

the jeweli \ business z iimi i, a situation to finish . well up in clocks
andji airing ; have worked on watches ; has a good 1

ini lading Aiieiic an Lathe ' I refen n< es Address, Jewelr) Appren
I IC e Potl I Vl I \ .

( )llt

Ji % \ "~ (mi will buy a good walnut regulator, porcelain dial and

^P~w ' ) . perfe, t timepiece. Have two regulators and owing to

1 changes in our store have only room for one A Mi
i.aiok, (.are of Trader Pvb. Co , Toronto
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Unrnlngtral Institute .

.

133 KING ST. EAST,

Canadian
HOROLOGICAL INS'Iili

@- Toronto.

IF
you have the laudable ambition to be a good watchmaker, the shortest and cheapest road to your goal is by

taking a course of instruction at the Institute. From the time the school opens until it closes you have the

opportunity to learn, and remember, what we teach will enable you to earn an honest livelihood in a pleasant

manner. A good watchmaker need never know want. Improvers, the best Xmas box your parents can give you

is a course of tuition at our Institute. It will be of lasting benefit to you; it means money in your pocket and will

enable you to care for them in their old age. Graduates of the Institute are certain to command higher salaries

than those who have not taken a course, as only those who are worthy will receive a Diploma, and the trade will

recognize this to be a fact.

Our first production shows that we are able to make watches, and is sufficient proof that our Institute is in every

way worthy of your most serious consideration.

We are always pleased to answer enquiries regarding ourselves. For any information, address,

CANADIAN HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
133 King St. East, TORONTO.

THIS CERTIFIES that we full) endorse The Canadian Horological Institute, and recommend the same to the favorable

Hon of the trade.

ALBERT KLEISER,

W. K. McNAUGHT,
P. W. ELLIS & CO.,

LEVY BROTHERS,
EDMUND SCHEUER,
J. P. MILL.
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A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

WITH THE TRADE.

A. W. C. Co.—Hello, Central !

Central.—Yes, who do you want ?

A. IV. C. Co.—Give us the Retail Jewelers of Canada.

(Retail Jewelers.—Hello, who is it that wants to speak to us.

A. W. C. Co.—THE AMERICAN WATCH-CASE COM-
P \NV, of 67 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, is speaking, and they

just want to inform you that they absolutely refuse to accept any

responsibility for any Gold, Silver or Gold Filled Watch Case

unless it bears one of their Registered Trade Marks.

(Retail Jewelers.—That's all right, but just tell us what are

your registered trade marks ?

A. IV. C. Co.—Out trade mark on all Gold and Silver Cases

is a " Maltese Cross," [Q] and on all Filled Cases a

and when you are buying Cases always look for these stamps. If

of them our Company will guarantee the quality and workmanship

of the Case, no matter who sells it to you.

" Winged Wheel,"
they :ti <• stamped with one

(Retail Jewelers.—That- first-class as far as it goes, but why don't you name your Filled Cases

so that we can order exactly what we want from our jobber?

A. W. C. Co.—We have done 80. In 14 K. filled we make two different kinds of O. F. Screw

Cases, the "Premier" and the "Cashier," and one 1 hinting Case called the "Cashier." Ill

10 K. Pilled we make the " Fortune" in Open Face and Hunting. Every one of OUT Filled Cases

has one of these names stamped in it in plain letters right above our trade mark of the Winged

Wheel, BO that you can't make any mistake about them.

(Retail Jewelers.—Thanks I We will certainly bear these things in mind when next we buy

In tin- meantime 1ft your Company keep right straight along as you have heretofore done

and give US first-class goods that we can swear by. We want to sell honest goods that we can

conscient iouslj rec< mmend.

A. IV. C. Co. Thank you, gentlemen, your advice is first-class, and we will always try and

dec erve \ our confidence. I rood bye
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QOLbSniTMJ' JTOQK COflPdFT
OF CANADA, LIMITED.

AGENTS FOR

THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.

WALTHAM WATCH CO.

ELGIN WATCH CO.

NON-MAGNETIC WATCH CO. OF AMERICA

i i i

IMPORTERS OF

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN JEWELRY.

48 YO/NGE ST., TORONTO, O/VIT-
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